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FOREWORD 

INTRODUCTION 

The Fire Control Series forms part of the 
Engineering Design Handbook Series which 
presents engineering information and quanti- 
tative data for thedesign and construction of 
Army equipment. In particular, the hand- 
books of the Fire Control Series have been 
prepared to aid the designers of Army fire 
control equipment and systems, and to serve 
as a reference guide for all military and ci- 
vilian personnel who may be interested in the 
design aspects of such material. 

The handbooks of the Fire Control Series 
are based on the fundamental parameters of 
the fire control problem and its solutiQn. In 
all problems of control over the accuracy of 
weapon fire, some method or system of fire 
control is employed that derives its intelli- 
gence from the acquisition and tracking of a 
target; evaluates this system-input intelli- 
gence by computation; and, finally, applies 
the output information to the positioning of a 
weapon along the line of fire. Primary em- 
phasis is laid on the systematic approach re- 
quired in the design of present-day fire con- 
trol equipment and systems. This approach 
involves (1) thorough analysis of the particu- 
lar fire control problem at hand, (2) establish- 
ment ofthemost suitablemathematical mod- 
el, and (3)mechanization of this mathematical 
model. 

ORGANIZATIONAL BREAKDOWN 

Toaccomplish the aforenoted objectives, 
the Fire Control Series will consist primarily 
of the following four main sections, eachpub- 
lished as a separate handbook: 

a. Section   1,   Fire  Control  Systems   - 
General (AMCP 706-327) 

b. Section  2, Acquisition  and  Tracking 
Systems (AMCP 706-328) 

c. Section   3,   Fire   Control Computing 
Systems (AMCP 706-329) 

d. Section  4, Weapon-Pointing Systems 
(AMCP 706-330) 

An additional handbook of the Fire Control 
Series is AMC Pamphlet AMCP 706-331, 
Compensating Elements. The following para- 
graphs summarizethe content of each of these 
five handbooks. 

Section 1 introduces the subject of fire 
control systems, discloses the basic fire con- 
trol problem and its solution (in functional 
terms), delineates system-design philosophy, 
and discusses the application of maintenance 
and human engineering principles and stan- 
dard design practices to fire control system 
design. 

Section 2 is devoted tothe first aspect of 
fire control, i.e., gathering intelligence on 
target position and motion. 

Section 3, because of the complexity of 
the subject of computing systems, is divided 
into three parts that are preceded by an in- 
troductory discussion of the roles of comput- 
ing systems in Army fire control and by a 
description of specific roles played in parti- 
cular fire-control applications. Part I dis- 
cusses the first step in system design, i.e., 
the establishment of a mathematical model 
for the solution of a fire control problem. 
Emphasis is given to the basis, derivation, 
and manipulation of mathematical models. 
Part II discusses the various computing de- 
vices that perform useful functions in fire 
control computing systems. The discussion 
ranges from simple mechanical linkages to 
complex digital computers. Types of devices 
in each classification are briefly described; 
external sources are referenced for detailed 
information where practical. Part III dis- 
cusses the various ways in which the comput- 
ing devices described in Part II can be applied 
to the mechanization of the mathematical 
models described in Part I., It stresses that 
a fire control computing system designer 
needs to apply his talents in three special 
ways: (l)to improvise and innovate asneeded 
to meet particular problems that may arise, 
(2) to use ingenuity in obtaining the simplest 
and most economical devices for the particu- 
lar requirement at hand, and (3)to master the 
many problems that result from intrasystem 
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interactions when individually satisfactory 
components are combined in complex com- 
puting systems. Examples culled from actual 
fire-control-system design work illustrate 
the concepts given. 

Section4 of the Fire Control Seriesdis- 
cusses weapon-pointing systems with respect 
to (1) input intelligence and its derivation, (2) 
the means of implementing weapon-pointing 
for the two basic types of weapon-pointing 
systemsfromthe standpoint of systemstabil- 
ity, (3) general design considerations, and 
(4) the integration of components that form 
a complete fire control system. 

AMCP 706-331 presents information on: 
(1) the effects of out-of-level conditions and 
a displacement between a weapon and its aim- 
ing device, and (2) the instrumentation neces- 
sary to correct theresulting errors. It also 
presents general reference information on 
compensating elements that pertains to ac- 
curacy considerations, standarddesignprac- 
tices; and considerations of general design, 
manufacture, field use, maintenance, and 
storage. 

PREPARATION 

The handbooks of the F ire Control Series 
have been prepared under the direction of the 
Engineering Handbook Office, Duke Univer- 
sity, under contract to the Army Research 
Office-Durham. With the exception of the 
handbook titled Compensating Elements, the 
material for the Fire Control Series was pre- 
pared by the Jackson & Moreland Division 
of United Engineers and Constructors Inc., 
Boston, Massachusetts under subcontract 
to the Engineering Handbook Office. The 
Jackson & Moreland Divisionwas assisted in 
its work by consultants who are recognized 
authorities invarious aspectsof fire control. 
Specific authorship is indicated where appro- 
priate. Overall technical guidance and as- 
sistance were rendered by Frankford Arse- 
nal; coordination and direction of this effort 
were provided by Mr. Leon G. Pancoast of 
the Fire Control Development & Engineering 
Laboratories at Frankford Arsenal. 
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PREFACE 

The Engineering Design Handbook Series velopment  of Army materiel   so that  it will 
of the Army Materiel Command is a coordi- meet the tactical and the technical  needs of 
nated   series of handbooks   containing basic the Armed Forces. 
information and fundamental data useful in the Comments and suggestions on this hand- 
design and development of Army materiel and book are welcome and should be addressed to 
systems. The handbooks are authoritative Army Research Office-Durham, Box CM, 
reference books of practical information and Uuke Station, Durham, North Carolina 27706, 
quantitative facts helpful inthe design and de- 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION TO FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS 

1-1  DEFINITION AND  NATURE OF  FIRE 

CONTROL1"6 

1-1.1 GENERAL 

This chapter defines and describes the 
nature of fire control; covers the chrono- 
logical development of Army fire control 
equipments; discusses recent developments 
in Army fire control; and summarizes the 
applications of fire control to modern war- 
fare. It is hoped that this information will 
both interest the fire control designer and 
prove of direct value to him, by giving him 
a better perspective on his work through a 
knowledge of past developments and present 
trends. F or more detailed information, con- 
sult the General Fire Control Bibliography 
at the end of the chapter. 

1-1.2   DEFINITION   AND  GOALS   OF   FIRE 
CONTROL 

Fundamentally, all fire control problems 
are variations of the same basic situation: 
launching amissile* fromaweapon station so 
as to hit a selected target. The target, the 
weapon station, or both may be moving. Fire 
controlis the science of offsetting the direc- 
tion of weapon fire from the line of site to the 
target so as to hit the target (see Fig. 1-1). 
The angle of offset is  called the prediction 

angle; it is the angle between the line of site 
(theline fromthe weapon station to the target 
at the instant of firing) to the weaponline 
(theextension of the weapon axis). It repre- 
sents the fire control system's prediction of 
thebest solution tothe fire control problem at 
hand when the available input information is 
taken into accountto the extentmade possible 
by the particular fire control system in- 
volved, f As discussed subsequently, the pre- 
diction angle is achieved as the result of off- 
set components in elevation and deflection. 

With guns and rocket launchers, solution 
data are applied up to the instant of firing. 
With guided missiles, solution data are also 
applied at intervals or continuously after fir- 
ing. The Fire Control Series is concerned 
with weapons-laying before and during firing 
and does not cover in-flight control of guided 
missiles, though many of the same principles 
apply. 

Fire control is accomplished by (l)ac- 
cumulatingappropriate input data, (2) calcu- 
latingthe elevation and deflection components 
required for the projectile to intersect the 
target, and (3) applying these components to 
correctly position the weapon. These three 
functions are primarily associated, respec- 
tively,  with (l)acquistion and tracking sys- 

A missile, in the generalsense used here, identifies an object that is thrown, dropped, projected, or propelled toward a target (though 
sometimes the term is used more narrowly, to define a self-propelled guided missile or a ballistic missile), A projectile, in the 
general sense employed throughout the Fire Control Series, is a missile projected by an exterior force and continuing in motion by 
its own inertia. The term primarily applies to projectiles, bullets, etc., shot from guns and recoilless weapons but is also extended 
to rockets (which, bydefinition, cannot be controlled in flight), even though a rocket does not strictly fit the stated definition during 
the period between the time of launching and the time of burnout. 

t;The use of the word "prediction" in itspresent context relates to itsdefinition as "an inference regarding a future event based on prob- 
' ability theory" (see Reference 42). Thus, the prediction angle computed at a given moment in a given fire control situation is the 
inferred best solution to the problem of obtaining a hit on the target. The term prediction is particularly appropriate to fire control 
since (see Chapter 4) the very nature of weapon-fire accuracy is probabilistic as a result of such factors as dispersion and other random 
errors associatedwith weapon-system operation. Further, as emphasized in Reference 43 by the late Dr. John G. Tappert of Frankford 
Arsenal (see the acknowledgement and tribute at the end of Chapter 4), the general case of fire control for a moving target involves 
extrapolation,   or prediction,   in its broadest sense. 
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PREDICTION 
ANGLE 

(A) Surface-to-surface with guns (B)  Surface-to-air with missiles 

NOTE 

THE TERM "LINEOF SITE" USED HERE IN CONNECTION WITH THE GEOMETRY OF A FIRE 

CONTROL PROBLEM IS DEFINEDAS THE STRAIGHT LINE BETWEEN THE ORIGIN OF THE TRA- 

JECTORY (THAT IS,  THE WEAPON STATION) AND THE TARGET.  IT CORRESPONDS TO THE TERM 

" LINEOF SIGHT" USED IN CONNECTION WITH THE MEANS EMPLOYED TO SOLVE A FIRE CONTROL 

PROBLEM AND DEFINEDAS THE STRAIGHT LINE BETWEEN THE EYE OF AN OBSERVER  SIGHT- 

ING FROM THE WEAPON STATION (OR A TRANSMITTING RADAR ANTENNA) AND THE TARGET. 

Fig.  1-1.   Factors common to typical Army fire control problems.    (Adapted 
from FIRE CONTROL PRINCIPLES by W.  Wrigley and J. Hovorka.    Copyright © 
1959 by McGraw-Hill, Inc.   Used by permission of McGraw-Hill Book Company.) 

tems, (2) computing systems, and (^weapon- 
pointing systems. As discussed in the Fore- 
word, thesethree systems aretreated in Sec- 
tions 2, 3 and 4, respectively, of the Fire 
Control Series. 

In some situations, fire control also in- 
cludesthe solution of two othertypes of prob- 
lems: (l)maintaining cognizance of the weap- 
on-target situation and controlling the time 
and volume of fire so as to achieve maximum 
effectiveness of fire and minimize waste of 
ammunition, and (2) causing projectiles to ex- 
plode when they reach the vicinity of the tar- 
get by means of time fuzes preset with the 
aid of afuze-time computer. The latterprob- 
lem does not arise, of course, with impact 
and proximity fuzes. 

Thus firecontrol maybe broadly defined 
as quantitative control over one or more of 
the following, to deliver effective weapon fire 
on a selected target: 

1. The direction of launch. 
2. The time and volume of fire. 

3.    The detonation of the missile. 
However, fire controlis primarily concerned 
with item(l), the directionof launch, and the 
Fire Control Series will be mainly concerned 
with this aspect. 

In Army parlance, the terms "weapon 
fire control" and "weapon control" are used 
interchangeably with the expression "fire 
control". To indicate specific applications 
to certain types of weapons, terms such as 
"gun fire control"and "missile fire control" 
are frequently employed. 

1-1.3 SUMMARYOF FIRE CONTROL METH- 
ODS 

The fundamental problem of fire control 
is to orient a weapon in such a way that the 
missileitfires willachievehits onthe select- 
ed target. For weapons of the presentera, 
fire control varies in complexity from the 
simple aiming of a pistol to the intricate prob- 
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lern of destroying an incoming ICBM. 
Two general methods of fire control are 

employed in connection with Army weapons: 
(1) direct fire control and (2) indirect fire 
control. 

1- 1. 3.  1 Direct Fire Control 

Direct fire control is used for the control 
of weapon fire delivered at a target that can 
be observed (by optical instruments, radar, 
etc.) either from the weapon itself or from 
nearby elements ina director-controlled type 
of weapon system. When the target is thus 
visible from the weapon, a line of site is es- 
tablishedbetweenthe gunand the target. The 
weapon can then be aimed in elevation and de- 
flection with reference to this line of site 
either by means of sighting instruments 
mounted on the weapon or by means of the 
director fire control system. 

The folio wing typ es of direct fire are used 
in Army combat situations: 

1. Antiaircraft fire 
2. Personalweaponfire, e.g., rifles and 

bazookas 
3. Tank weapon fire 
4. Airborne weapon fire 
5. Field-artillery weapon fire. 
It shouldbenoted that types 1 through 4, 

inclusive, are typical direct-fire situations. 
On the other hand, fire from field-artillery 
weapons (type 5) is direct fire onlyunder ex- 
ceptional conditions of short range. 

1- 1. 3. 2  Indirect Fire Control 

Indirectfire control is used for the con- 
trol of weapon fire delivered at a target that 
cannot be seen from the weapon position. 
When thetarget is invisible from the weapon 
(e.g., when it lies behind a hill), an obser- 
vation post is usually established from which 
the target can be seen.:: Fire-control in- 
telligence is then obtained and computed for 
thegunat a fire-directioncenter. Thetrans- 
missionof firing datato the weapon may beby 
telephone communication or by remote con- 
trol. In the lattercase, the gun is pointed in 
azimuth and in elevation automatically in ac- 
cordance with the established firing data. 

The following types of indirect fire are 
used in Army combat situations: 

1. Mortar fire 
2. Field-artillery weapon fire 
3. Tank weapon fire. 

It should be noted that type 1 is a typical in- 
direct-fire situation and that type 2 consists 
of indirect fire mainly; by contrast, type 3 
only occasionally involves the use of indirect 
fire. 

1-1.3. 3  Geometry of a Typical Fire Control 
Problem 

Figure 1-2 shows the fundamental geom- 
etry of a typical direct fire control problem 
interms of the prediction angle -thetotal off- 
set angle measured from the present line of 
site to the weapon line. As indicated, ithas 
an elevation component and a deflection com- 
ponent. The predictionangle is uniquely de- 
termined at each instant of a fire control 
situation by two factors: 

1. The motion of the target relative to 
the weapon. 

2. The exterior ballistics affecting the 
path of the projectile afterthe weapon is fired. 
Thefire controlproblem pictured is that as- 
sociated with the Vigilante Antiaircraft Weap- 
on Systemwhich isdescribed in Chapter 4 in 
connection with a discussion of design pro- 
cedures for fire control systems. 

The theoretical fire control problem con- 
sists of finding the magnitude of the required 
prediction angle between the weapon line and 
the line of site, together with the direction of 
the axis about which it represents a rotation, 
as functions of measurable physical quan- 
tities. It should be noted that, because of 
practical considerations involved in achieving 
the required offset of the weapon line from the 
line of site, the prediction angle is defined 
in terms of, and implemented by means of, 
two separate components- an elevation com- 
ponent and a deflection component - whose 
combinationyields the required offset angle. 
For example, in the illustrative fire control 
problem depicted in Fig. 1-2 it can be seen 
that the elevation component of the prediction 
angle is equal to the fire-elevation angle FE, 
minus  the target-elevation angle  E,   where 

It should be noted that radar observations of parts of the trajectories of enemy weapon fire and appropriate extrapolation techniques 
have also proved to be an effective means of locating weapon targets,   e. g.,  enemy mortars. 
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WEAPON LINE 
(PROLONGATION OF WEAPON AXIS; 

PARALLEL TO BORESIGHT 
AXIS OF WEAPON) 

PREDICTION ANGLE 

TOTAL OFFSET ANGLE OF 
WEAPON LINE WITH RESPECT TO 

LINE OF SITE TO TARGET PRESENT POSITION. 

LINE OF SITE TO 
TARGET PRESENT POSITION 

WEAPON 
DEFINITIONS OF SYMBOLS 

S-OPERATOR'S SMOOTH TRACKING POINT 
Ds-SLANT RANGE 

E-ELEVATION OF TARGET 
P-PREDICTED POINT 

Vs-SMOOTH-TRACKING-POINT VELOCITY 
FE- FIRE-ELEVATION ANGLE 
AL-AZIMUTH  LEAD ANGLE 
TP-TIME OF FLIGHT OF PROJECTILE 

VSTP-DISTANCE THE TARGET TRAVELS FROM SMOOTH TRACKING POINT   S 
TO THE PREDICTED TARGET POINT   P 

Hs-SMOOTH-TRACKING ALTITUDE (PARAMETER) 
Hp-PREDICTED-TRACKING ALTITUDE (PARAMETER) 
Rs-SMOOTH-HORIZONTAL RANGE 
Rp-PREDICTED-HORIZONTAL RANGE 

NOTE 

THE SYMBOLS AND NOMENCLATURE USED HERE ARE REPRESENTATIVE ONLY. THE BROAD 
TECHNOLOGICAL  BASE UPON WHICH  FIRE-CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN IS BASED HAS PRECLUDED 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A FORMALLY ACCEPTED SET OF SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS THAT 
APPLIES UNIVERSALLY TO ALL ARMY FIRE-CONTROL APPLICATIONS. 

Fig.    1-2.   Fundamental geometry of a typical fire control problem 
for surface-to-air fire. 
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FE is the vertical angle between the axis of 
theweaponbore (theweapon line)and itspro- 
jectiononto the horizontal plane and E is the 
vertical angle between the line of site to the 
presenttarget position and its projection onto 
the horizontal plane. The deflection compo- 
nent of the prediction angle in Fig. 1-2 is 
equal to the azimuth lead angle AL, the angle 
between the horizontal projections of the 
weapon line and the line of siteto the present 
target position. (As pointed out in Fig. 1-2, 
these symbols and nomenclature are repre- 
sentative only; no formally accepted set of 
definitions and symbols to cover all Army 
fire-control applications has ever been es- 
tablished. ) The theoretical aspects of the 
fire controlproblem and its solutionare dis- 
cussed in Chapter 2. 

The practical fire control design prob- 
lem consists of analyzing the fire control 
problem, establishing a mathematical model, 
and mechanizingthis model. The end product 
is equipment that is suitable for receiving the 
available inputsforparticular fire controlap- 
plications and generatingthe correct predic- 
tion angle as the output (in the form of the 
aforenoted elevation and deflection compo- 
nents). Thispractical designproblem is dis- 
cussed in Chapters 3 through 5. 

1-1.4   CLASSIFICATIONS   OF   FIRE   CON- 
TROL EQUIPMENT 

Fire control objectives are obtained by 
the use of specially designed aids, instru- 
ments, and systems. One or more basic 
types of operation may be involved—elec- 
trical, electronic, mechanical, optical, hy- 
draulic,   or combinations of these. 

Aids to fire control are devices that help 
the aimer judge or correct the prediction 
angle. They include suchitems as rifle sights 
and, in a broader sense, the use tracer bul- 
lets. Fire control instruments are used for 
more exact, quantitative acquisition, calcu- 
lation, and application of datathan aids. They 
include range finders, compasses, telescopes, 
and radars; predictors, directors, and other 
computers; and servos and other devices for 
positioning the weapon in azimuth and eleva- 
tion. A fire control system is defined as an 
assemblage of interacting or interdependent 

fire control equipment that receives data con- 
cerning the present position and motion (if 
any)of a selectedtarget, calculates the future 
target position, correlates this information 
with information concerning projectile flight 
(exterior ballistics data), and controls the 
aiming of the weapon to bring effective fire 
upon the target. Human operators may be 
considered elements of a system and in any 
evaluation of overall system effectiveness 
they should be so considered. * 

Fire control equipment is frequently 
classified by its location as either on-car- 
riage or off-carriage equipment. 

On- carriage describes instruments such 
as sighting telescopes and eLevation quad- 
rants that are mounted directly on theweapon 
orweapon carriage. The designationincludes 
indicators having graduated dials and pointers 
that are connected to the elevating and tra- 
versingmechanism of a gun. hi certain sys- 
tems, the designationmay also include range 
finders,   computers,   etc. 

Off-carriage equipment includes all fire 
control instruments that are riot mounted on 
weapons orweapon carriages. These instru- 
ments supply the data to be set on the sights, 
drums, quadrants, indicators and other aim- 
ing and laying devices mounted onthe weapon 
itself. Typical off-carriage instruments are 
the aiming circle, the battery commander's 
telescope, plotting boards, various types of 
range finders, radars, computers, direc- 
tors,   and illuminating devices. 

1-1.5   APPLICATIONS   OFMODERN   FIRE 
CONTROL SYSTEMS 

The various types of weapon firethat are 
controlled by fire control equipment may be 
classified by establishing (1) the relationship 
of the physical area of weapon fireto the phys- 
ical area of the target and (2) the type of 
weapon involved. Thus, the various types of 
weapon fire covered in this handbook may be 
classified as follows: 

1. Surface-to-surface with guns 
2. Surface-to-surface with rockets 
3. Surface-to-air with guns 
4. Surface-to-air with rockets 
5. Air-to-surface with guns 

The word "system" does not necessarily imply complexity.     Strictly speaking,   a man and his rifle constitute a simple system (which 
could be further broken down into rifle,   rifle sight,   eye,  visual cortex,   nerves,   muscles,   etc.). 
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6. Air-to-surface with rockets 
7. Air-to-air with guns 
8. Air-to-air with rockets. 

Each classification applies to all types of 
weaponfire implied by the name of the clas- 
sification. That is, the classifications do not 
differentiate between the types of weapon or 
launcher (except for the broad differentiation 
between guns and rockets), the types of mis- 
sile, warhead or propellant, the types of fire 
control system used, the types of target, or 
(in the case of ground targets) between sta- 
tionary and movingtargets. In this handbook, 
it is alsoassumed that air-to-air and air-to- 
surface classifications are limited to aircraft 
available to the U.S.   Army. 

1- 1. 5. 1   Surface-to- Surface With Guns 

This classification of surface-to-surface 
weapon fire includes all projectiles, except 
rockets and guided missiles, that are fired 
from the surface of the earth and whose pur- 
pose is to destroy atarget also on the surface 
of the earth. 

The destructive intent of surface-to- sur- 
face gunfire is directed in defense and attack 
against either of the two basic categories of 
targets: the stationary target and the moving 
target. With respect tothe stationary target 
the firing data required for accurate weapon 
laying is based on providing the required pro- 
jectile trajectory in accordance with known 
ballistic data, information on variables of the 
firing situation, such as wind,and information 
concerningthe location of the target relative 
tothe location of the weapon. Target position 
relative to weapon position is generally de- 
termined by sight but can also be obtained 
from maps under certain conditions. An in- 
crease in the range of fire between the gun 
and the stationary target generally results in 
an increase in the errors of gunfire. 

With respect to moving surface targets, 
information on present position and motion is 
usually derivedfrom direct observationof the 
target. Firing data is based on predicting 
the future target position and then providing 
a projectile trajectory that passes through 
that position. From the time a projectile is 
fired, its trajectory is irrevocably dependent 
on projectile ballistics, wind effects, and 
gravity. Also, a finite time is required for 
the projectile to reach the target.    Accord- 

ingly, if the time of flight is short and the 
target motion is slow, the probabilityof a hit 
is reasonably good. If on the other hand, the 
target is moving rapidly, with a high degree 
of maneuverability, the probability of de- 
struction is low. Inadequate target observa- 
tion and inaccurate range measurement cor- 
respondingly reduce the hit probability (see 
Chapter 4 for a discussion of hit probability). 

1-1.5.2   Surface-to- Surface With Rockets 

Surface-to-surface weapon fire with 
rockets includes any rocket-propelled mis- 
sile, whose trajectory cannot be controlled 
during flight, that is launched from the sur- 
face of the earth, and whose purpose is to 
destroy a target also on the surface of the 
earth. The comments on surface-to-surface 
gunfire (see par 1-1.5. l)apply to this cate- 
gory also. Essentialdifferencesbetween the 
two categories exist mainly in the important 
characteristics of the military rocket. Mili- 
tary rockets utilize a method of propulsion 
that, unlike the gunfired projectile, results 
in thepropellant and its gases traveling with 
the rocket during the period of propellant 
burning. Military rockets also are charac- 
terized by low velocity, which results in 
greater time of flight to target and thus pro- 
vides the target greater time to maneuver, 
with a concomitant reduction in the probability 
of obtaining hits. Dispersion of rockets as 
a result of in-flight turbulence of the burning 
propellant, inaccuracies in the symmetry or 
alignment of the rocket nozzle, and the use of 
stabilizingfins limit their ground use largely 
to area targets. 

In the tactical employment of military 
weapons, guns are generally utilized where 
great accuracyanda large range adaptability 
are required; rockets, because oftheirrela- 
tive inefficiency, arelimited in both respects. 
Conversely, the volume, rate of fire, and the 
high mobility of rocket weapons justify their 
use against area targets or large troop con- 
centrations - although rockets, logistically, 
are not suited for high rate of fire over ex- 
tended periods. Used in infantry antitank 
weapons for direct fire by infantrymen at 
short ranges, the bazooka rocket is well suited 
for delivering a small, light HEAT warhead, 
at low velocity, that is capable of destroying 
a tank. 
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1-1.5. 3  Surface-to-Air With Guns 

This classification of surface-to-air 
weapon fire includes anyprojectile, exclusive 
of rockets and guided missiles, that is fired 
fromthe surface of the earth and whose pur- 
pose is to destroy a target in the air. 

The basic mission of antiaircraft artil- 
lery is defense against aerialattack. Because 
of the high speed, the maneuvering capabili- 
ties in three dimensions, and the relatively 
small size of such airborne targets as pro- 
peller- or jet-powered aircraft, the unique 
problem of thistype of fire controlis the de- 
terminationof thetarget's future position be- 
cause the target may move a very consider- 
able distance after the projectile has been 
fired. The fire control problem in surface- 
to-air gunfire, therefore, consists of: (1) 
predicting the future course of the target on 
the basis of its behavior in the timejust pre- 
ceding the firing of the gun, (2) determining 
thetarget's probable position atthe end of the 
time of flight, and (3) preparing the firing 
data required to burst a projectile at that 
point. 

Of major significance in this category of 
weapon fire isthat computation of a singleset 
of firing datawill not suffice for applicationto 
the aiming point. Rather, firing data suitable 
for any instant must be available during the 
entire period of time that the target is flying 
withinthe range of theweaponbeing employed. 
As this period may be short, firing datamust 
be produced continuously and instantaneously 
throughout the interval. Further, since the 
target capability for changing direction and 
speed quickly reduces its vulnerability, the 
maximum practicable volume of fire must be 
employed in a minimum amount of time to 
increasethe probability of target destruction. 

1-1. 5.4   Surface-to-Air With Rockets 

This classification of surface-to-air 
weapon fire includes any rocket-propelled 
missile launched from the earth's surface 
whosetrajectory cannot be controlled during 
flightand whosepurpose isto destroy an air- 
borne target. 

1- 1. 5. 5  Air-to-Surface With Guns 

This    classification    of   air-to-surface 

weapon fire includes all projectiles, except 
rockets and guided missiles, that are fired 
from an aircraft andwhose purpose is to de- 
stroy a target on the surface of the earth. 

1- 1. 5. 6 Air-to-Surface With Rockets 

This classification of air-to-surface 
weapon fire includes any rocket-propelled 
missilethat is launched from an aircraft and 
whosetrajectory cannot be controlled during 
flight andwhose purpose is to destroy a target 
on the earth's surface. 

Rockets fired from fast-moving aircraft 
are more effective than those launched from 
the ground because of their greater accuracy 
which stems from the additional speed with 
respectto the airthat the high-speed forward 
movement of the aircraft imparts to the rock- 
et at thetime of launching. The accompany- 
ing aerodynamic effects on the rocket fins 
result in increased stability of the rocket, 
thereby tending to minimize dispersion and 
permit relatively accurate fire at point tar- 
gets. For effective fire control, however, 
sighting for accurate forward-firing of air- 
craft rockets must allow compensating con- 
siderationsfor altitude, indicated air speed, 
dive angle of the aircraft, and slant range 
from the target. 

1- 1. 5. 7 Air-to-Air With Guns 

This classification of air-to-air weapon 
fire includes all projectiles, except rockets 
and guided missiles, that are fired from an 
aircraft and w'.^se purpose is to destroy an 
aerial target. 

1- 1. 5. 8  Air-to-Air With Rackets 

This classification of air-to-air weapon 
fire includes any rocket-propelled missile 
launched from an aircraft and whose trajec- 
tory cannot be controlled during flight, and 
whosepurpose is to destroyan aerial target. 

1-1.6  THE INPUT-OUTPUT CONCEPT 

Fire control may be viewed in terms of 
certaininputs that areavailable formeasure- 
ment and certain outputs that are required to 
position a weapon for firingat a stationaryor 
moving target.    The input-output concept is 
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implied at oncewhen consideration is givento 
gatheringdata on the position of atarget, cal- 
culating the target's future position, corre- 
lating exterior ballistics information, and 
controlling the aiming of a weapon to bring 
fire on the target. 

Basic input data can be enumerated as 
range, elevation, azimuth, and motion of the 
target, measurable with respect to weapon 
position. Supplementary input data include 
information on the wind and such items af- 
fecting initial projectile velocity as gun-bar- 
rel erosion and propellant temperature. In 
any fire control system, all available input 
data are employed to the extent of the system's 
capability to produce as outputs such firing 
data as are applicable to the aiming of the 
weapon being controlled. 

1-1.6.1   Primary    Factors    in    Establishing 
Input-Output Relationships 

There are two main categories: 
1. Factors affectingthe projectile path. 
2. Target motion with respect to the 

weapon. 
Thesefactors arediscussed in some de- 

tail in Chapter 2 but are summarized in the 
paragraphs which follow to clarify the input- 
output concept. Each of these factors must 
be considered as an integralpart of each in- 
dividualfire control problem. The emphasis 
allotted to a given factor in establishing the 
solution to a particular fire control problem 
is determined primarily by its relative effect 
on the outputs and by the accuracy require- 
ments of the fire control system. Chapter 3 
describes the various functional elements of 
fire control systems and cites functional ar- 
rangements that provide desired input-output 
relationships for specific fire control sys- 
tems. Chapter 4 presents the conceptual ap- 
proach for achieving the actual designs of 
these fire control  systems most effectively. 

1-1.6. 1. 1 Factors Affecting the  Projectile 
Path 

Thefactorsthat affectthe projectile path 
and sodetermineprojectiletrajectory can be 
classifiedas those that contribute (l)to cur- 
vature of the trajectory and (2) to projectile 
jump. The first type are active during the 
entire course of theprojectile trajectory and 

cause the projectile to change its path con- 
tinuously. They include gravity, air resist- 
ance, wind, and drift. Factorsof type (2) are 
active only at the instant the projectile is 
fired orlaunched; they causethe direction of 
the projectile velocity vector to differ from 
the direction in which the weapon is aimed. 
Thus jump effect is comprised of two com- 
ponents: vertical jump and horizontal jump. 
While the total jumpeffect can be quite large 
for air-to-air weapon fire from fast-moving 
aircraft, the jump associated with mosttypes 
of Army weapon fire is relatively small. 

1-1.6. 1.2   Target Motion With Respect to the 
Weapon 

Obviously, anythingprojected at a moving 
target, whether it be a proj ectile from a weap- 
on or a football rifled at a fast-moving end, 
must incorporate someallowance, orlead, to 
account for target motion if a hit is to be 
achieved. With all other conditions of a fire 
control situation remaining unchanged, the 
amount of lead required to correct for target 
motion increases with the magnitude of the 
target velocity and varies with the target's 
relative direction; a target traveling at right 
angles to the line of site requires a larger 
lead anglethan a targettraveling atthe same 
speed on some other path. 

Target range and projectile time of flight 
also affect lead. The required lead increases 
as time of flight increases; o r stated another 
way, the greater the projectile velocity, the 
less is the lead required. On the otherhand, 
lead angle decreases as therangeincreases. 

1-1.6.2   Secondary Factors  in Establishing 
Input-Output Relationships 

As indicated in Chapter 2, the firing 
tables that form the basis of correcting for 
the individual characteristics of projectile 
trajectories are of necessity computedby as- 
suming certain standard conditions. In an 
actual fire controlproblem, various nonstan- 
dard conditions must be corrected for if their 
omission would seriously affectthe fire con- 
trol solution. The followingnonstandard con- 
ditions are typical: 

1. Corrections to elevation firing data 
to account for: 

a.    Differences  in projectile weight 
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b. Increase  or decrease in muzzle 
velocity, and 

c. Ballistic head and tail winds. 
2. Corrections to azimuth firing data to 

correct for cross wind. 
Because of the constant improvementthat 

is being made in fire control equipment, one- 
time insignificant sources of error may sub- 
sequently become significant. Examples of 
this are the corrections for cant and gun-tube 
distortion required for modern tank fire con- 
trol systems. 

1-2 CHRONOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT OF 

ARMY FIRE-CONTROL 

EQUIPMENTS 4"30 

1-2. 1  INTRODUCTION 

Missilehurlingwas a skilled craftthous- 
ands of years before writing was developed, 
and ballistics--the study of the motion and 
behavior characteristics of missiles--was 
elevated from a technical art to a science fol- 
lowingthe introduction of firearms to Western 
Europeinthe 15thcentury A. D. Fire control, 
on the other hand, reached scientific status 
quite recently; accurate fire control became 
practical only with the development of accu- 
rate weapons in the last century and a half, 
and the vastly increased ranges of weapons 
andmobility oftargets duringthe sameperiod 
made it a practical necessity. 

1-2.2   PRE-19TH CENTURY FIRE CONTROL 

1-2.2.1 A Word on Nomenclature 

Originally, the term artillery was ap- 
plied to all devices used to propel missiles 
through the air. With the initial development 
of firearms, however, all guns were called 
cannon, to distinguish them from mechani- 
cally operatedmissile-throwingweapons. As 
firearms developed further, those using pro- 
jectiles of smalldiarneterwere termed small 
arms, while all other firearms retained the 
original terminology of cannon. Eventually, 
the term artillery came to mean cannon in 
this sense and to identify the arm of the Army 
that mans and operates cannon. (See Refer- 
ence 2 formodern definitions of gun, cannon, 
small arms, howitzer,   mortar,   etc. ). 

1-2. 2. 2   Control of Weapons   Prior to Fire- 
arms 

A large variety of missile weapons were 
used from the Stone Age through the Middle 
Ages, ranging from the earliesthurled stones, 
spears, andjavelins, to weapons using stored 
energy (the simple bow and laterthe longbow) 
and weapons that were elastically operated 
and mechanically retracted (the catapult, bal- 
lista, and laterthe crossbow). Control over 
the accuracy of all these weapons, however, 
was primarily a matter of skilland judgment. 

1-2.2. 3 Development and Control  of Early 
Firearms 

The medieval Chinese invention of gun- 
powder probably became known in the Near 
East early in 1200 A. D. to Moslems who 
had fought with Mongols during the reign of 
Ghenghis Khan. Gunpowder led eventually to 
the inventionof firearms in the form of heavy, 
crude cannon, which were introduced into 
warfare in Western Europe  about  1310 A.D. 

The end of the 14th century witnessed the 
appearance of the earliest hand firearm, the 
hand cannon (see Fig. 1-3), which was de- 
vised from the early crude cannon. The hand 
cannon evolved as a simple wrought-iron or 
bronze tube of large caliberand smoothbore, 
mounted on a crude stock. It was muzzle- 
loaded, had no trigger or sight,, and was fired 
by lighting a touch hole of exposed powder. 
Weapon firewas, of course, quite inaccurate. 

Weapon improvements in the early days 
of ordnance engineering were primarily re- 
finements in the ignition of powder charges 
for small arms, exemplified by the introduc- 
tion of triggering devices and the elimination 
of the objectionable match by the invention of 
the flintlock. These developments resulted in 
only small improvements in the accuracy of 
weapon fire, however. For example, as late 
as the Rattle of Bunker Hill, the Continental 
troops insured effectiveness of fire by the 
simple expedient of holding ituntil they could 
see the whites of the enemy's eyes. 

Untilthe 19thcentury, control of gunfire 
from cannon, as from small arms, was rudi- 
mentary (see Fig. 1-4). It consisted chiefly 
of aligning the cannonwith the target for azi- 
muth control and elevating it by eye. Some- 
times the curvature of the trajectory was al- 
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Fig.   1-3.   Aiming an early type of hand cannon. 

Fig.    1-4.   Aiming an early type of cannon. 
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lowed forby "sightingalongthe line of metal. 
This was accomplished by aligning the top of 
the muzzle with the point of aim, thus causing 
the cannon to be  elevated by the amount of 
taper from breech to muzzle. 

As early as the 16thcentury, mathemati- 
cians had established approximate solutions 
for the trajectory of projectiles. Galileo, 
Tartaglia, Newton, Bernouilli, Euler, and 
others prepared the foundations for accurate 
weapon laying in their treatises by bringing 
theoretical ballistics "to a degree of perfec- 
tion capable of directing fire in all circum- 
stances" (to quote Tartaglia). Many of the 
mathematicians of this period were even able 
to prepare rudimentary forms of firing data 
from range observations. 

However, through the 18th century, in- 
consistent gun performance and lack of inter- 
est on the part of military authorities com- 
bined to prevent any advance in fire control 
correspondingto the advances in the science 
of ballistics. Little attemptwas made to reg- 
ulate initial velocity; powder charges were 
estimated and the projectile load was vari- 
able. These inaccuracies, combined with 
poor workmanship on the guns and human fal- 
libility in laying them, severely limited the 
accurate range. Battle ranges were spoken 
of as pistol shot (about 50 yards) and half 
pistol shot (about 20 yards). Targets were 
slow; the fastest was a chargingtroop of cav- 
alry. Fire control is not mentioned intactical 
treatises or directives of the period. 

1-2.3  DEVELOPMENTS   IN THE  19th CEN- 
TURY 

1-2. 3. 1   Improvements in Weapons 

In the 19th century, weapons improved 
so much in consistency of performance, ra- 
pidity of fire, and range that improved fire 
controlbecameboth practicaland necessary. 
Techniques improved generally in manufac- 
turing powder and in fabricating gun compo- 
nents with greater precision and durability. 
However, perhaps the most significant devel- 
opments were rifling and breech loading. 

Rifling imparts rotation tothe projectile. 
It thus gives the projectile stability in flight, 
prevents tumbling, and reduces dispersion. 
Rifling had been used insmall arms since the 
late 18-thcentury  in such more-or-less sin- 

gle-shot applications as hunting. However, 
as long as muzzle loading was used, rifling 
was impractical in military weapons because 
of the difficulty of devising a projectile that 
could both be loaded through a fouled bore 
(especially after rapid firing)and at the same 
time fit closelyenough to expand into the ri- 
fling when fired. 

Then came the development of percussion 
primers, which used a new powder that ex- 
ploded when crushed, and metal cartridge 
cases, which would "obturate" (i.e., close 
up)thegun breech to prevent propellant gases 
from escaping. These made breech loading, 
and hence rifling practical for artillery. The 
first workable artillery rifle appeared about 
1846. Five years later, an elongated bullet 

with an expandable base was developed, which 
led to the cylindrical-ogival artillery projec- 
tile with a rotating band of copper or soft met- 
alalloyto engagethe spiral grooves of the gun. 

Breech loading not only made rifling 
practical; it made rapid fire safe forthe first 
time. 

1-2.3. 2  Improvements in Fire Control 

The first gunsights, introduced in the 
Napoleonic Wars, consisted of fixed front and 
rear sight points parallel to the bore of the 
gun. They were mainly suitable for leveling 
the gun at the point of aim. 

Rifling introduced a driftto the right dur- 
ing flight, resulting from the combined effects 
of right-hand twist (allriflinginU. S. weapons 
is right-handed) and gravity. In big guns, it 
was first approximately compensated for by 
inclining the rear sight bracket. However, 
during and after the Civil War, increases in 
range and consistent performance of guns 
made graduated and adjustable gunsights a 
necessity. The simple gunsight gave rise to 
the tangent sight which consisted of a fixed 
foresight near the muzzle and a rear sight 
movable in the vertical plane. The reference 
point—anotch oraperture— of the rear sight 
was supported on a swinging leaf. Vertical 
movement of the rear sight was restricted to 
permit it to follow adrift curve cut out in the 
sight leaf, which thereby compensated for any 
lateral deviation of the projectile due to drift. 
Further refinements permitted lateral ad- 
justment to correct forthe  effects  of wind. 

Toward the end of the 19th century,  fire 
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controlwas further improved by adding the 
sight telescope, mounted on the gun so that 
its line of sight could beoffsetfrom the axis 
of the bore of the gun to correct forthe ef- 
fects of range, drift, and relative motion 
between gun and target. Elevation scales 
were graduated inaccordance withordnance 
proving-ground data, and the weight and 
composition of powder charges were care- 
fully regulated. A final improvement in op- 
erationwas obtained by installingtwo sights 
and dividing the responsibility for keeping 
the line of sight on target between (l)the 
pointer, who controlled gun elevation, and 
(2)the trainer, who controlled gun azimuth. 

By the end of the 19th century, refine- 
ments in the manufacture of guns, detailed 
studies of trajectories, and simple fire con- 
trol sighting equipment had made possible 
much more accurate long-range shooting 
than had been possible atthe start of the cen- 
tury. 

1-2.4 DEVELOPMENTS IN THE 20TH CEN- 
TURY THROUGH WORLD WAR II 

1-2.4.   1 Introduction 

Until recently, fire control concepts 
could be mastered through a detailed study 
of actual fire control systems. The in- 
creasing number and complexity of weap- 
ons and weapon systems-and hence of the 
associated fire control systems-have now 
made it impractical to learn general con- 
cepts by this method. 

Onthe other hand, as a backgroundfor 
the approach pursued in the Fire Control 
Series (which is based on explaining funda- 
mental principles, treating the necessary 
reasoning processes required to arrive at 
superior fire control system designs, and 
including pertinent illustrative examples), 
a brief exposure to the "hardware" ap- 
proach, in the form of a survey of fire con- 
trol development during the 20th century, 
should prove helpful. Sufficient detail is 
provided to indicate operation of the equip- 
ment and the functioning of the various 
mechanisms involved. Those desiring de- 
tailed information on its use with particular 

weapons should consult appropriate opera- 
tion manuals. 

1-2.4.2   Weapon-Laying Devices 

The development of fire control began 
to intensify about the start of the 20th cen- 
tury as weapons generally improved and 
better ammunition became available. As 
the range and accuracy of guns increased, 
the use and improvement of weapon-laying 
devices became mandatory. Ofparticular 
significance were three different types of 
quadrants developed by the Army for aim- 
ing weapons in elevation when engaged in 
indirect fire:': (l)the gunner's quadrant, 
(2) the elevation quadrant, and (3)the range 
quadrant. 

1-2.4.2.   1 The Gunner's Quadrant 

The gunner's quadrant was developed 
foruse inartillery fire control. It was used 
to adjust a gun to an elevation predeter- 
mined by the firing officer from firing tables 
and range data. The operation of this de- 
vice is based on the principle of offsetting 
a spirit level with respect to the gun-bore 
axis. Figure 1-5 shows the Gunner's Quad- 
rant Ml, which is a typical design for this 
type of aiming device. 

For coarse elevation, the swing arm 
with the spirit level was set at the desired 
angle with respect to the leveling feet by 
means of the ratchet; for finerincrements, 
the micrometer was employed. The quad- 
rant's leveling feet were then set on ma- 
chined leveling pads on the gun, parallel to 
its bore, and the gun was laid by moving it 
in elevation until the bubble was centered. 
For elevations higher than 800 mils (45°), 
a second scale, on the back of that shown, 
and a second pair of leveling feet were used. 

1-2.4.2.   2   The Elevation and Range Quad- 
rants 

The elevationand range quadrants, im- 
proved devices for laying guns in elevation, 
also used the principle of offsetting a level 
vialwith respect tothegun-boreaxis.    They 

A device used for aiming weapons in azimuth during indirect fire is the panoramic telescope (see par 1 -2. 4. 3. 3),   which  is covered 
under the general heading of Optical Sighting Equipment. 
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RATCHET 

LEVELING FEET 
(0-451 

Fig. 1-5.   Gunner's Quadrant Ml. 

differed from the gunner's quadrant in that 
(1) they were permanently attached to the 
gun carriage and (2) they incorporated two 
sets of elevation scales in order that the two 
components of the actual quadrant elevation 
could be set into the device separately.::' 
These two devices increased materially the 
ease and quickness with which guns could be 
laid. 

Elevation Quadrant M1917, designed for 
railway artillery, is shownin Fig. 1-6. With 
this device, the elevation corresponding to 
the range component was set in, being mea- 
sured in degrees and minutes by means of the 
discand drum, respectively. Thentheangle 
of site was set in, and the gun moved in ele- 
vationuntil a bubble on the angle-of- sitearm 
was centered. A knob and bubble were also 
provided forcross-leveling the quadrant, in 
a plane 90" from the elevation plane. 

The range quadrant speeded up the pro- 

cess of laying the gun by using a matched 
pointer system and by permitting the direct 
settingof range, thereby eliminatingtheneed 
to use firing tables. On the Range Quadrant 
Ml (see Fig. 1-7), for example, which was 
mountedon the 75 mm Gun Carriage M2, the 
angle of site was set on the scale and drum, 
the range was "cranked in" with the lower 
right-hand knob and the level-vial bubble was 
then centered by either of the two knobs pro- 
vided. These actions offset the quadrant 
pointer from its normal zero-range position 
by an angle equal to the required quadrant 
elevation. The gunwas then moved in eleva- 
tion until the gun pointer, which moved with 
the gun, matched the quadrant pointer. Clear- 
ly, it was easier and quicker to match two 
pointers than to elevate a large gun until a 
bubblewas centered, especially for gunsthat 
were lowered for each loading. The direct 
range  scale was,   of course,  only  good  for 

* As noted in Chapter 2, the two components are: (l)the component corresponding to the horizontal range, and (2) the angle of site " 
the component corresponding to the difference in altitude between gun and target. The angle of site can be determined by devices 
such as the battery commander's telescope (see par 1-2.4.3.4) and the range finder (see par 1-2.4.5). 
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Fig.    1-6.   Elevation Quadrant M 1917. 

one type of ammunition; for other types, 
firing tables were used and the elevation 
angle obtainedwas set on the left-hand drum 
and scale by means of the elevation knob. 

1-2. 4. 3  Optical Sighting Equipment 

When long-range artillery, automatic 
weapons, powered vehicles, and aircraft en- 
tered the military field duringthe early part 
of the 20th century, battle ranges and target 
speeds increased enormously. Improved ap- 
paratus for sighting moving targets was re- 
quired, both to cope with these targets and 
to make maximum use of the increased range 
capabilities of the new weapons. Many target- 
observation devices were developed by ord- 
nance engineers. World War I witnessed the 
application of special sighting telescopes, 
range finders,  binoculars,   and  observation 

telescopes to Army weapons. 
The special telescopes developed by the 

Army included (1) the straight-tube tele- 
scope, (2) the elbow telescope, (3) the pano- 
ramic telescope, and (4) the battery-com- 
mander's telescope. 

Efforts at standardizationwere thwarted 
in sighting and aiming equipment because 
each type of weapon presented special design 
problems. A specialtelescopeandtelescope 
mount were usually required for each type 
of weapon to match its particular mechanical 
design. In fact, ordnance engineers and de- 
signers spent as many man-hours in the de- 
sign of mounts as in the design of telescopes, 
in an intense effort to devise stable mounts 
that would hold the telescopes in the proper 
position with respect to the gun tube and con- 
trol gears, and that would at the same time 
provide  for carefully adjusted movement of 
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Fig.    1-7.    Range Quadrant Ml. 

the telescope over a wide field of vision. 

1-2.4. 3. 1 The Straight-Tube Telescope 

The straight-tubetelescope has been one 
>f the mostwidelyused instruments indirect 
fire control. Its principal advantages are 
(1) simplicity, with lower costs of manufac- 
ture and maintenance, and (2) good optical 
characteristics. Its chief disadvantage is 
that it recoils toward the observer--a severe 
problem with all but the lightest- recoil wea- 
pons whenever repetitive fire is involved. 

Two basic types of straight-tube tele- 
scopes have been employed: 

1. Telescopes employing a lens erect- 
ing system (see Fig.    1-8). 

2. Telescopes employinga Porroprism 
erecting system (see Fig.    1-9). 

The lens erecting system keeps the di- 
ameter of the telescope tube to a minimum, 
consistent with a given field of view.   Hence, 

it is used in telescopic rifle sights. The 
Porro prism erecting system, on the other 
hand, is superior when tube length rather 
than diameter must be limited. This system 
was used extensively inthe sighting systems 
for seacoast and railway weapons. 

Figure 1-10 shows a typical straight- 
tube telescopic sight used in the early part 
of the 20th century as direct-fire sighting 
equipment for fixed seacoast weapons, to 
which it was attachedby a cradle mount. By 
means of the elevation and deflection mecha- 
nisms of the cradle, the sight could be offset 
from the weapon by an amount proportional 
to the required elevation (obtained from ex- 
ternally measured range and firing tables) 
and deflection (also obtained from firing 
tables). (The cradle, with the sight rigidly 
secured to it, could be moved vertically and 
horizontally about its front end by means of 
the elevation- and deflection-setting mecha- 
nisms. )   The telescope was then kept on the 
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EYfrfcENS 
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Fig.    1-8.    The optical system of a straight-tube telescope based on the 
use of a lens erecting system. 

-^^\jl EYE LENS 
FIELD LENS 

RETICLE 

PORRO PRISM 
ERECTING SYSTEM 

OBJECTIVE 

Fig.    1-9.    The optical system of a straight-tube telescope based 
on the use of a Porro prism erecting system. 

target by adjusting the gun in elevation and 
deflection. The spring bolt kept the cradle 
firmly against the elevating screw and pre- 
vented accidental motion of the sight relative 
to the weapon. 

1-2.4. 3.2   The Elbow Telescope 

The elbow telescope was slightly more 
complicated than the straight-tube telescope 
but it ended eyeward recoil by permitting the 
gunner to stand to one side of the gun. The 
elbowtelescope's opticalsystemwas like the 
straight-tube telescope's except that it In- 
cluded a roof prism which both bent the opti- 
cal axis and erected the image. 

Figure 1-llshows the optical system of 
a right-angle elbow telescope.    A disadvan- 

tage was the difficulty of manufacturing the 
roof prism with the required accuracy. Any 
variationof the roof angle from 90° produces 
secondary images which makes the defini- 
tion less distinct. 

1-2. 4. 3. 3 The Panoramic Telescope 

The panoramic telescope combined the 
functions of atelescope andperiscope; it per- 
mitted the observer to see in any direction 
without changing his position. Its main pur- 
pose was to permit aiming a weapon in any 
direction during indirect fire; in fact, it was 
the most convenient telescope for indirect 
fire. The optical system required to achieve 
this advantage, however, made it more com- 
plex  and light  absorbent than  straight-tube 
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SIGHT (RIGIDLY ATTACHED TO CRADLE) 
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ELEVATING SCREW 

SPRING BOLT 

Fig.    1-10.    Telescopic Sight,  Model of   1912, together with  its cradle mount. 
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Fig.    1-11.   The optical system of a right-angle telescope. 
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and elbow telescopes. 
The panoramic telescope was used to 

control direct fire as well as indirect on 
weapons used for both, to avoid installing 
a second telescope, but it was not as well 
suited for direct fire. 

The optical system of apanoramic tele- 
scope (seeFig. 1- 12)was like that of a right- 
angle telescope but with rotating and objec- 
tiveprisms added. The objective prism could 
be rotated about the vertical axis, through any 
desireddeflection angle, by means of an at- 
tached azimuth controlwith a scale. The ro- 
tating prism kept the image as seen by the 
viewer in a vertical position as the objec- 
tive prism rotated. This was accomplished 
by gearing the prisms so that the azimuth 
control turned the  rotating  prism   through 

one-half the angle of rotation of the objective 
prism about the vertical axis. If such an 
arrangement were not included, the image 
seen by the eye as the objective prism ro- 
tated would itself rotate through a corres- 
ponding angle about the axis of the eye and 
field lenses. 

Figure 1- 13 shows a typical panoramic 
telescopethatwas used as the sighting equip- 
mentforthe75 mm Pack Howitzer Carriage 
Ml. Here, the telescopewas attached to and 
remained integral with the Telescope Mount 
M3, also shown in Fig. 1-13. The mount, 
in turn, was attached to the left-hand side of 
the howitzer carriage. 

The mount and telescope permitted (1) 
deflecting the weapon by any amount from the 
fixed point  of aim in indirect fire, or by the 

OBJECTIVE 
PRISM PLANE GLASS WINDOW 

RETICLE 
LOWER REFLECTING 

PRISM 

Fig.    1-12.    The optical system of a panoramic telescope. 
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Fig.   l- 13.   Panoramic Telescope Ml and Telescope Mount M3. 

amount determined from the firing tables in 
direct fire; (2) setting the angle- of- site com- 
ponent and the range component of elevation, 
or (for aspecific type of ammunition) setting 
the range directly; and (3)cross-levelingthe 
telescope and mount. Theythus combined the 
features of anall-aroundtelescopic sightwith 
those of the weapon- laying devices described 
in par. 1-2.4. 2. As in some of those de- 
vices, elevation and angle of site were set 
individually, each with its own knob, scale 
(for degrees) and drum (for minutes); the 
howitzer was then moved in elevation until 
the elevationlevel vial bubble was centered. 
The deflection- settingmechanism rotated the 
objective and rotating prisms of the optical 
system (see Fig. 1-12), and the tiltingknob 
enabled the panoramic head to be tilted as 
required to keep the aiming point in view 
during indirect fire. 

Note that the eyepiece forthis telescope 
was inclined 25° from the horizontal (see 
Fig. 1- 13)to give the operator a more com- 
fortable   position.    In addition,   it  could  be 

rotated about the vertical axis so that he 
could gethis head out of the path of carriage 
motion when sighting to the rear. 

Panoramic Telescope Ml was used with 
the Telescope Mount M3 to lay the 75 mm 
Pack Howitzer Carriage Ml as follows: 

In indirect fire, a fixed point of aim 
would be selected to give a geographical 
reference line. Weapon azimuth would then 
be established with respectto this lineonthe 
basis of target information obtained at an- 
other observation station. To lay the weapon, 
(l)the required azimuthwas set onthe deflec- 
tion mechanism, (2) the required elevation 
was set either in terms of range directly or 
by means of an elevation angle obtained from 
firing tables, (3)the mount was cross-lev- 
eled, and (4) the telescope and mount were 
moved in elevation and azimuth by elevating 
and training the howitzer until (a)the eleva- 
tion levelbubble was centered, and (b) the 
vertical line of thetelescope was on the aim- 
ing point. 

In direct fire,  (l)the deflection,   as ob- 
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tained fromfiring tables, was set on the de- 
flection mechanism, (2) elevation or range 
(as appropriate) and angle of site were set 
as in indirect fire, (3) the mount was cross- 
leveled, and (4)the howitzer was trained and 
elevateduntil thetelescope cross-hairs were 
on the target. 

This panoramic telescope was also used 
in combination with other instruments. On 
a later-model howitzer, for instance, it was 
used for laying in azimuth only; its mount 
(see Fig. 1-14) had no provisions for eleva- 
tion, angle-of-site, or range settings. In- 
stead, these were set on Range Quadrant M3 
(see Fig. 1- 15)which was similar to Range 
Quadrant Ml (see par. 1-2.4.2.2). This ar- 
rangement was used for indirect fire; for 
direct fire, an elbow telescope was clamped 
to the top of the quadrant. 

The standard panoramic telescope in 
general use from the latter part of World 
Warluntil 1940was the M1917. Atthestart 
of World War II, the M12 wasadopted to re- 
place it. The M12 was used primarily for 
aimingthe gun in azimuth in indirect fire a- 
gainst a distant stationary target (a quadrant 
was used for aiming the gun in elevation). 
Included on the horizontal crossline of the 
telescope reticle was a mil scale for use 
against moving targets under direct fire. 
This arrangement was unsuitable with rapidly 

movingtargets, however, so this reticle was 
supplanted in subsequent models by a grid- 
type reticle having vertical lines to measure 
lead andhorizontal lines to give elevation as 
a function of range. When used on medium- 
range artillery weapons, the new reticle 
made possiblethe rapid aiming of a gun at a 
moving target by a single gunner. 

1-2.4. 3.4   The Battery Commander's Tele- 
scope 

The battery commander's telescope, 
which wasdeveloped during World War I, is 
a binocular observation instrument designed 
for the measurement of vertical and hori- 
zontal angles. It was used primarily for 
spotting and observing the effect of medium 
and light mobile artillery fire; it was also 
frequently used for range and position finding 
(defined as the determination of the actual 
range and direction of the target from the di- 
recting point of a battery). 

Figure 1- 16 depicts the optical system 
ofthebattery commander's telescope. It ac- 
tually comprises twotelescopes with similar 
optical systems, except that the right-hand 
telescope has an additional retical that in- 
corporates horizontal and vertical cross 
lines and a deflection scale. Each telescope 
is basically the same as  a panoramic tele- 

€^@ 

Fig.   1- 14.   Panoramic Telescope Ml mounted on Telescope 
Mount M16. 
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CLAMP FOR MOUNTING AN 
ELBOW TELESCOPE 

Fig.   1-15.   Range Quadrant M3; used in conjunction with 
Panoramic Telescope Ml. 

scope (seeFig.   1- 12) with the rotating prism 
omitted. 

The Battery Commander's Telescope 
M 1915was the standard battery commander's 
telescope during World War I. The major 
features of this instrument are: 

1. The two telescopes can be rotated 
laterally from a vertical to a horizontal po- 
sition. In their vertical position, the ob- 
jective prisms are approximately one foot 
abovethe eyepieces, thereby facilitating con- 
cealment of the observer. 

2. The angle-of-site mechanism per- 
mits the measurement of verticalangles over 
the range - 300 mils to +300 mils. Theangle- 
of-site scale is graduated every 100 mils. 
The angle-of-site micrometer allows read- 
ings of 1 mil. 

3. The azimuth mechanism provides 
complete rotation of the telescopic system 
about a vertical axis. This rotation is mea- 
sured on an azimuth scale that is graduated 
every 100 mils. An azimuthmicrometer al- 
lows azimuth readings of 1 mil. 

4. The telescope mount is attached to 
its tripod by a ball-and-socket joint. With 
the sphericallevel, this joint provides means 
for leveling the telescope. 

The Battery Commander's Telescope 
M1915 was primarily a  10-power binocular 

with a rather narrow field of view (4C 15'). 
After World War I the instrumentwas modi- 
fied to widen its field of view, to provide 
reticle illumination, and to improvethetele- 
scope in general. These improvements 
proved of minimal value. A telescope of a 
new, superior design was tested during 
World War II and was adopted as standard 
equipment in 1943. This instrument, the 
Battery Commander's Telescope M65, pro- 
vided a wider field of view, better lighting 
qualities, and a more advanced reticle de- 
sign than had heen possible with the improved 
M1915. 

1-2.4. 3. 5  Sights for Recoilless Rifles   and 
Bazookas 

Sights for the new types of weapons in- 
troduced during World War II presented few 
fire control problems for engineers. Both 
the recoilless rifle (introduced in 1945) and 
the shoulder-fired bazooka rocket launcher 
(1943) required relatively simple sighting 
equipment. 

Recoilless rifles, produced in 57 mm 
and 75 mm calibers, used straight-tubetele- 
scopic sights (seepar 1-2.4.3. 1) calibrated 
in yards fordirect fire. They could alsouse 
panoramic   sights (seepar     1-2.4. 3. 3) for 
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Fig.    1-16.    The optical system of the battery commander's telescope. 

indirect fire. 
Bazookas were first equippedwith sim- 

ple but inaccurate ring sights. Optical de- 
vices were later developedbutwar shortages 
of critical optical materials forced their 
abandonment in favor of a hinged-bar sight. 
However, in combat this sight was subject 
to alignment inaccuracies and was replaced 
in turn by a unique reflecting sight. It con- 
sisted of a disc-shaped eyepiece in which a 
small reticlewas positioned opposite a con- 
cavetransparentmirror. The mirror partly 
reflectedthe reticlepattern andpartly trans- 
mitted light. By 1945, all bazookas were 
equipped with reflecting sights of this type. 

1-2. 4.4   Devices forNight andExtreme En- 
vironments 

1-2.4.4.   1  Instrument Illumination 

During World War I, many of the fire 
control instruments lacked adequate night- 
lighting devices for illuminating the scales 
and levels. The most useful device was the 
ordinary commercialflashlight which, how- 
ever, had to be shielded to prevent exposure 
of weapon position to the enemy. 

In the 'postwar years, the Instrument 
Light Ml was developed and standardized for 
the Battery Commander's Telescope M1915. 
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A lamp was clamped to the telescope that 
could be pointed at the scale and level. A 
short flexible cable connected the lamp to a 
battery case containing a dry cell. 

Complicated lighting systems powered 
by storagebatteries were alsotried but were 
abandoned because of an excess of exposed 
cable, difficulties in installation and servic- 
ing, and high costs. Instead, flashlight- 
type lighting systems using standard dry 
cells were adopted for all fire control in- 
struments. 

Luminous material was also tried; re- 
ticles were designed with luminous lines and 
dots that glowed in the dark. Just prior to 
World War 11, luminous material was used 
successfully in the level vials of gunner's 
quadrants--a significantachievement, since 
the quadrant was normally used in exposed 
positions where the gunner was in danger of 
being seenby the enemy if conventional illu- 
mination was used. 

1-2. 4.4. 2   Light Collimation 

A more sophisticated approach to the 
problem of directing night fire, suggested 
shortly after Pearl Harbor, involved the use 
of infrared illumination. Engineers and sci- 
entists turned their attention to the develop- 
ment of anelectrontelescope capable of pene- 
trating darkness, fog, and smoke. By late 
1943, an illuminated collimator was devel- 
oped that was attachableto a rifle o r carbine, 
yet easily removable for day service. The 
new collimator performed satisfactorily up 
to fifty yards during night firing tests. Fur- 
ther development effort in this general area 
of fire-control sighting equipmentwas halted 
at this time, however, because ofthe lack of 
a significant need by the Army. 

Since World War 11, however, the ability 
to conduct combat operations with armored 
vehicles at night has assumed increasing im- 
portance (see par 1-3. 2). 

1-2.4.4. 3 Antiglare  Filters and Protective 
Lens Coatings 

Considerableresearchwas conducted on 
antiglare filters and protective lens coatings 
during World War 11. Tests made by the 
Desert Warfare Board in 1942 indicated some 
advantages to the use  of red,   amber,   and 

neutral filters for sighting equipment but none 
justified adoption. Better results were ob- 
tained with nonreflecting coating on glass 
surfaces and the substitution of solid-glass 
prisms in telescopes for mirrors. Further 
work expanded into the development of anti- 
rain and antifog coatings, hoods for protec- 
tion against sun and rain, as well as me- 
chanical modifications to sighting equipments 
in orderto simplify and facilitate operation. 

1-2.4.4.4   Environmental Protection 

The effect of extreme cold on the per- 
formance of all types of fire control equip- 
ment was investigated by the Army at Fort 
Churchill in Canada during the winter of 1943- 
44 and yielded valuable design and mainte- 
nance-engineering information. The use of 
fire control instruments in tropical theatres 
of warfare soon revealed the ravaging effects 
of fungus growth and other types of deterio- 
ration. In June 1944, a committeewas form- 
ed at Frankford Arsenal to study the protec- 
tion of fire control instruments. The com- 
mittee's efforts were directed toward the use 
of protective coatings, the development of 
moisture-proof sealing, the incorporation of 
silica-geldesiccants, and the employment of 
a volatile fungicide with the instruments. 

1-2.4.4. 5  Target Illuminationand Sound Lo- 
cation 

Before the advent of radar during World 
War II, both light and sound were used to lo- 
cate aircraft to *~oets approaching under the 
cover of darkness, fop, or smoke. Systems 
comprisingsearchiighls, control stations for 
the searchlights, sound locators, and asso- 
ciated power equipment were utilized. A 
typical arrangement is shown in Fig. 1-17. 
The purpose of the sound locator was to pro- 
vide initial information on the general po- 
sition of the target. The control station was 
located about 200 feet from the searchlight 
so thatthe controllingobserver's view of the 
target would not be obscured by the diffused 
light within the beam. 

A   60-inch   barrel-type   high-intensity- 
arc   searchlight  was   standard   in the   U. S. 
Army  for   antiaircraft   artillery  fire.    The 
searchlight was usually located in advance of 
the battery   so that a typical aircraft target 
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Fig.    1-17.    A typical arrangement for a target-illumination system. 

would be illuminated at a visual angle':' of 
about 40 degrees just prior to entering the 
effective zone of gun fire. This advanced po- 
sition was more favorable to target illumina- 
tion than a position at the battery itself be- 
causeat a given slant range an aircraft flying 
over a searchlight at altitude presents sev- 
eral times more reflective surface than it 
does coming in head-on in a dive toward the 
searchlight. 

Atypical searchlight control stationused 
sound to initially place the narrow pencil 
beam of the searchlight on ornear the target. 
The station was equipped with two pairs of 
concentric dials, one pair for azimuth and 
theotherfor elevation. In each pair, the in- 
ner dial indicated corrected sound-locator 
data which were received by self-synchro- 
nous transmission (seepar 1-2.4. 12) from an 
acoustic corrector. (Prior to World War 11, 
the a-c self-synchronous data-transmission 
system had been adopted as standard for the 
U. S. Army. ) The outer dialindicatedthe po- 
sitionof the searchlight. The control- station 
operator directed the positioning of the 
searchlight until both of the concentric dials 
were matched, indicatingthat the searchlight 
had been positioned in accordance with the 
corrected sound locator data. He accom- 
plished this with handwheels connected to two 
d-c brush- shifting, step-by-step, transmit- 
ter motors, which inturn actuated receiving 
motors   at the searchlight that moved appro- 

priately in elevation and azimuth. 
The sound locatorwas constructed on the 

principle that if one is not facing directly 
toward a sound source, the soundwaves reach 
his two ears slightly out of phase since they 
strike one ear before the other. This phase 
effect was magnified, and the operator's bin- 
aural sense sharpened, by the use of four 
horns spaced severalfeet apart in adiamond- 
shaped pattern. The horns all movedtogether 
in elevation and azimuth. In effect, they in- 
creasedthe baseline between the ears to the 
distance between thehorns inmuch the same 
way that the stereoscopic range finder (see 
par 1-2. 4. 5. 2) effectively increases the in- 
terpupillary distance of the operator's eyes. 
In addition, the horns served as sound col- 
lectors and acoustic amplifiers. One pair 
of horns located sound in azimuth and one 
pair located sound in elevation. By means 
of handwheels, the operator moved the horn 
assembly in elevation and azimuth until it 
was so directed that the sound waves were 
reaching the operator's ears exactly in phase. 

Large sound-lag corrections had to be 
made to the azimuth and elevation angles ob- 
servedat the soundlocator. since sound trav- 
els at only about 1100 feet per second (instill 
air at sea level). Thus, a 300-knot aircraft 
at a slant range of 11,000 feetwould advance 
5000 feetduring the 10 seconds required for 
its noise to reach the sound locator. Further- 
more,   the lag varied with atmoshperic con- 

Angle between the longitudinal axis of the aircraft and the searchlight beam. 
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ditions. 
Atypical acoustic correctorwas carried 

on the trailer of the sound locator and com- 
puted the corrections as follows: 

1. It divided the estimated slant range 
(which was manually set into the device) by 
1100 feet per second to obtain approximate 
sound lag. 

2. It measured the angular change of the 
target position in azimuth and elevation (as 
supplied by the sound locator)during a fixed 
period to obtain the angular rates in azimuth 
and elevation, 

3. It multiplied the target angular rates 
bysecondsof slant-range soundlag to deter- 
mine the required azimuth and elevation cor- 
rections. 

4. It combined these corrections with 
corrections for wind and other atmospheric 
conditions. 

5. It added the combined corrections to 
the directional observations obtained from 
the sound locator, thereby providing cor- 
rected indications of the present position of 
the target. 

f>. It continuously transmitted these 
corrected data to the control stationby self- 
synchronous motors; the data were used in 
the manneralreadynotedtoplacethe search- 
light beam on the target. 

1-2.4. 5  Optical Range Finders 

Fromthe earliest days of warfare, tar- 
get ranges for direct-fire weapons were ob- 
tained by estimating; errors were corrected 
by adjustments based on observed fire. As 
gun accuracy and range increased, the prob- 
lem of range findingbecame more acute until 
a mechanical range-measuring instrument, 
called a stadimeter,  was  developed by the 

Navy in 1898. Coupled with the advent of well- 
regulated powder charges , this development 
resulted in relatively accurate control of 
weapon fire; fire control was transformed 
overnight from guesswork to science. 

Thestadimeterwas crude, was accurate 
foronly short ranges, and depended on know- 
ing target height or other dimension. Army 
ordnance engineers, utilizing 1he principle of 
the stadimeter, pressed forward in the design 
of more dependable and accurate range find- 
ers, The instruments that evolved were 
based on the solution of a horizontal right 
triangle whose apex is the target and whose 
base is the optical lengthof the range finder. 
The base and, of course, the right angle be- 
tween base and line of site are fixed; range 
is then proportional to the other, variable 
base angle, which is measured. The degree 
of magnification and the length of the range 
finder controlled, to a great extent, the ac- 
curacy and effective range. 

Two types of optical range finders were 
developed: first the coincidence range finder, 
andlater the stereoscopicrange finder. The 
coincidence range finder utilized a single 
eyepieceand measuredthe angle required to 
move a prism so that the images of the tar- 
get picked up at the two ends of the range 
finder (i.e., the base line)were aligned (see 
Fig. 1-18). In the stereoscopic range finder, 
two eyepieces were arranged to utilize the 
observer's sense of stereoscopic vision in 
determining the range to the target. 

1-2.4.5.   1  Coincidence Range Finder 

Figure 1-1 9 represents schematically 
the optical system of the coincidence range 
finder  which  comprises the  following ele- 

Fig.   1- 18.   Partial images in and out of coincidence in a coincidence range finder. 
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Fig.    1-19.    The optical system of a coincidence range finder. 

ments: 
1. Penta prisms BL and BRat the left- 

and right-hand ends of ahorizontalbase line. 
2. The   associated objectives   OL and 

OR. 
3. Two identical wedge prisms of very 

small angle W-pand Wjyj, mounted in inverted 
positions, as shown. Wp is fixed, while WM 

is movable. 
4. An eyepiece and anassociated ocular 

prism (not shown). The optical axis of the 
eyepieceis perpendicular to the base line at 
its center M so that its focal plane is paral- 
lel to the base line. 

The rays of light entering prisms BR and 
BL from a target at an infinite distance will 
be parallel and will be reflected by BR and 
B-^at right angles, so thatthey will pass along 
the base-line axis of the instrument. The 
images formed by the rays from Bp_ and BL 

will be in coincidence at point M in the focal 
plane, provided wedge prisms Wp and WM 

are in the closed or infinity position; in this 
position, the light rays will pass through 
without being refracted since the exterior 
surfaces Of WF and Wjyj are parallel. 

If the range finder is directed at a tar- 
get within its working range, however, the 
rays of light entering BL and BR from that 
target will not be parallel. Instead, if the 
range finder is directed so that the target 
image through Bj^ is at M, as before, then 
the image formed by the ray through Bpj will 
nolongerbe at M, butat someother position 
P, andthe two images will not be coincident. 
The displacement MP is a function of the 
angle m, which is inversely proportional to 
the target range. 

The image formed by the ray through 
BR can be brought into coincidence with the 

other image at point M by moving the wedge 
prism WM to the positionX. Each of the two 
wedge prisms in this open position refracts 
the light ray throughan equal angle, W^ re- 
fracting upward and WF refracting downward. 
The distance through which Wjyj is moved 
fromits infinity position—in orderto achieve 
coincidence of the two images— is propor- 
tional to the angle m and is thus a measure 
of the range which may be read from a scale 
affixed to the range finder. 

After passing through Wp and OL, the 
light rays are reflected by the specially con- 
structed ocular prism to the focal plane of 
the single eyepiece. The field in the focal 
plane is divided by a sharp horizontal line, 
as shown in Figure 1-18. The partial image 
in the lower half of the field is produced by 
rays passing through BL, while the partial 
image in the upper half is that produced by 
the rays passing through BR. In some co- 
incidence range finders, the images are in- 
verted, as shown in Fig. 1-20. This ar- 
rangement is desirable for targets thatare 
clearly defined against the sky. 

A typical early coincidence-type range 
finder was the Range Finder Ml91 6. It had 
a 1-meterbase, 15-power magnification, in- 
verted images, and a 3° 10' field of view. 
The range scale was graduated from 400 to 
20,000 yards (a range that far exceeded the 
instrument's capabilities, however). An ele- 
vation mechanism permitted rotation of the 
plane of sight 18° above and below the hori- 
zontal. Also provided, with scales and mi- 
crometers, were angle-of-site and azimuth 
mechanisms. 

The RangeFinderM1916 was used by the 
Infantry, the Field Artillery, andthe Cavalry. 
Accordingly,    it was  designed to  be  easily 
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Fig.    1-20.    Partial images in and out of coincidence in a coincidence 
range finder that employs inverted images. 

transportable and ruggedly constructed to 
permit its precision optical equipment to 
withstand the abuses of rough handling; it be- 
came the standard range finderfor field ar- 
tillery during World War I and, with minor 
modifications, for the two decades following. 
The Army tried to design an entirely new 
instrument that was more compact, rugged, 
and lightweight and that could be produced 
more quickly and rapidly. While Germany 
wasmarching overEurope in the latel930's, 
experimental models were introduced but 
failed to match the proven superiority of the 
M1916. In 1942, the Army acquired, fortest 
purposes, a 1-meter Canadian-built range 
finderthat was being produced for the Brit- 
ish. The Fire Control Laboratory atFrank- 
ford Arsenal found it more accurate and light- 
er thanthe M1916, and easierto manufacture 
ina periodwhenmaterials wereinshort sup- 
ply. It was accordingly adopted in December 
of 1942 as fire control equipment for field 
artillery (with the designation M7) and for 
infantry use (with the designation M9). 

FromWorldWar Iuntilearly WorldWar 
11, severalothermodels of coincidence range 
finders were used, ranging in length from 80 
cm to 30 ft. (The larger models were used 
on fixed bases, principally for coast artil- 
lery. ) Coincidence range finders were satis- 
factory for fixed or slowly moving targets; 
however, coincidenceon fast-movingtargets 
is difficult to achieve. Stereoscopic range 
finders are more effective on such targets. 

1-2. 4. 5. 2   The Stereoscopic Range Finder 

The stereoscopic range finder differs 
from the coincidence range finder in that (1) 
it is a binocular device and (2) its operation 
depends upon stereoscopic vision,   i.e.,   the 

capability of seeing objects in three dimen- 
sions. In a human being, this capability is 
due to the spacing between the eyes (the so- 
calledinterpupillary distance), which causes 
differentimages to be formed on the retinas 
of the eyes when an object is viewed. The 
brainthen converts this image difference into 
an estimate of the distance of %heobj ect from 
the observer; the abilityto estimate distance 
in this way is called depth perception. It is 
important to note that, when two objects are 
observed simultaneously, stereoscopic vi- 
sionenables the observer to judge with con- 
siderable accuracy the relative distances to 
thetwo objects. This relative-distance esti- 
mation, rather than the estimation of actual 
distances, is the basis of stereoscopic range 
finding. 

With the unaided eyes, the absolute limit 
of stereoscopic vision is approximately 480 
yd- In a stereoscopicrangefinder this range 
is increased by magnification and by increas- 
ing the base length of the instrument, which 
effectively becomes an increased spacing of 
the operator's eyes. 

The stereoscopic range finder operates 
as describedbelow (see Figs. l-21and 1-22). 
A systemof reticle marks and opticalwedges 
are used to achieve the range-measurement 
objective, as shown graphically inFig. 1-2 1. 
With the reticles directly in front of the ob- 
server's eyes, as shown, the incoming rays 
are paralleland the reticle marks appear to 
be at infinity as is the case when one is gazing 
at a star. Supposethe right-hand reticle can 
be moved along the axis of the range finder 
to positions 1, 2, and 3. Then the two images 
in the observer's eyes will be combinedso 
that he will sense thepositions of the reticle 
marks in space to be at corresponding dis- 
tances I,   II,   and  III.    The amount ofmove- 
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Fig.    1-2 1.    Graphical illustration of the function of reticle marks 
in a stereoscopic range finder. 
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Fig.    1-22.     Schematic representation of the right-hand side of the 
optical system of a stereoscopic range finder. 

mentthat the reticle undergoes intranslating 
alongthe axis from point 1 to point 3 is thus 
a measure of the distance in space between 
points I and 111. Therefore, if the right-hand 
reticle is moved sothat its centralmark ap- 
pearsto be at the same distance in space as 
an observed object atpointll—e.g., an air- 
craft target— thenthemovementof the reticle 
can be used as a measurement of the target 
range. 

In the practical design of a stereoscopic 
range finder, the reticles are held in fixed 
positions for greateraccuracy, but the same 
result is obtained as in Fig. 1-21 by moving 
the right-hand image of the target as shown 
in Fig. 1-22. The effect on the observer is 
the same as before: as range changes, the 
targetwill appear to remain stationarywhile 
the  reticle mark will appear to  move.    An 

optical ray from an infinitely distant object 
such as a star would be deflected 90" by the 
pentareflector at the right-hand end of the 
range finder and thentravel alongthe range- 
finder axis until it struck the optical wedge 
W„ where it would be deflected to the point 
M on the fixed reticle. The subscript a on 
wedge W, indicates that the position of the 
wedge can be made to vary with the angle a 
of an incoming ray in the same way as with 
the coincidence type of range finder. With 
the wedge at the infinity position onthe range 
scale, the point M - where the optical rays 
from an infinitely distant object hit the ret- 
icle - would coincide with the central mark 
on the reticle. 

If a target F at a finite distance were 
under observation, the optical ray entering 
the right-hand side of the range finder would 
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be at an angle a with respect to the perpendic- 
ular to the base line and would follow the 
dotted-line path shown on Fig. 1-22, ending 
up at point A on the reticle. In orderto make 
points A and M coincide, the optical wedge 
W„ would have to be moved a distance R to 
the new position designated WF, The dis- 
tance R necessary to move the wedge to ob- 
tain coincidence is a function of the angle a 
which, in turn, is inversely proportional to 
the range. Thus, as in the case of the co- 
incidence type of range finder, the distance 
the wedge has to be moved provides a mea- 
sure of the range to the target. 

In practice, the observer rotates a pair of 
wedges insteadof translatinga single wedge. 
The effect sensed by the observer, however, 
is the same. The motion of the wedge-pair 
is transmitted by gearing to a visible scale, 
thereby enabling the target range to be read 
directly. 

Stereoscopic range finders found early 
use in both seacoast artillery and field ar- 
tillery. The fixed installations at seacoast 
batteries permitted the use of large, accu- 
rate stereoscopic range finders with bases 
9 to 30 feet long. For field artillery use, 
however, smaller range finders were re- 
quired that were easy to transport and rug- 
ged, so thattheir precision optical equipment 
could withstand rough handling. In response 
to this problem, the Army developed the 1- 
meter Ml 916 coincidence-type range finder 
(see par 1-2.4. 5. l)that remained the stan- 
dard range-measurement equipment for two 
decades. Although few stereoscopic range 
finders remained in use by World War II, 
thattype of instrument has subsequentlybeen 
favored in the development of tank fire con- 
trol systems (see par 1-3. 2); however, the 
present trend is toward coincidence-type 
range finders. 

Just before World War 11, stereoscopic 
height finders were used extensively by anti- 
aircraftartillery. (These instruments were 
made obsolete by radar during World War 11.) 
This type of height finder was, in effect, a 
stereoscopic range finder, with an additional 
optical wedge system (comprised of two 
optical wedges and associated mechanical 
parts) for measuring aircraft altitudes. The 
additional components solved the right tri- 
angle in which the angle of elevation and 
measured slant range were known quantities. 

The chief advantages of the stereoscopic 
type of range finder over the coincidence type 
are (1) improvedaccuracy, (2) superiorabil- 
ityto function under conditions of poor visi- 
bility, and (3)adaptability to operationagainst 
small, fast-moving targets. The chief dis- 
advantage is that, despite the utmost care, 
changes in optical alignment occur in the 
range finder, so that it must be frequently 
checkedand adjusted. There is alsoa belief 
prevalent in the U. S. that the training of op- 
erators of stereoscopicrange finders is dif- 
ficult. 

1-2.4. 6  Tank Fire Control Equipment 

The British built and used the first tank 
during World War I in an effort to break the 
stalemate of trench warfare that prevailed 
during the first phases of that war. Subse- 
quently, in the period between the two World 
Wars, much effort was devoted to tank de- 
velopment, particularly by the Germans. 
World events during the 1930's emphasized 
the importance of the tank in modern war- 
fareand U. S. Army ordnance engineers also 
directed considerable attention toward the 
end of that decade to the problems of tank 
warfare. 

The use of rapidly moving tanks and ar- 
mored vehicles confronted ordnance engi- 
neers with two basic requirements: 

1. To design fire- control sighting equip- 
ment that would enable guns to be aimed more 
rapidly at swiftly moving tank targets. 

2. To develop observing and sighting 
devices for tanks themselves. 

Asa result ofthefirst requirement, anti- 
tank reticles were devised that allowed the 
gunner to accommodate proper target lead and 
range adjustment at the same time. The M6 
telescopic sight was adopted as standard in 
1938 for use with the 37 mm antitank gun. 
Later, other sighting telescopes employing 
antitank reticles were developed that per- 
mitted antiaircraft weapons to be brought to 
bear on ground targets. 

The second requirement — improved 
means of observationby tanl? crews — posed 
serious design problems for Army ordnance 
designers. Priorto 1940, targets were sight- 
ed through narrow openings in the turret. 
These direct-vision slots weakened tank ar- 
mor and increasedthe dangerto the tank crew 
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from projectile fragments; also, their limited 
visibilityforced the crewto open the turret to 
make observations, exposing them to enemy 
fire. (Despitethehazards, most crews re- 
portedly preferred this technique. ) 

To solve these problems, experimen- 
tation with many sighting devices based on 
the principles of the periscope was under- 
taken. At first these devices were unsuit- 
able becausethe observer had so little room 
to move his head in the narrow confines of 
the tank interior. Late in 1940, however, 
Army weapons design engineers integrated 
the periscope with atelescope in an effort to 
giveboth the instrument and observer some 
degree of protection; two experimental tank 
periscopes, the Tl and the T2, that incorpo- 
rated a straight-tube telescope for gun sight- 
ing were designed. A linkage mechanism to 
the gun enabled the gunner to aimthe weapon 
for directfire simply by centeringthe proper 
telescope reticles onthe targetwithout mov- 
ing his head since the line of sight moved with 
the gun. The optical line of sight was adjust- 
ablein deflectionand elevationforboresight- 
ing the weapon but adjustment proved diffi- 
cult. The two periscopes were standardized 
in 1941; the Ml for the 75 mm gun and the 
M2 for the 37 mm gun. 

Early in 1942, a more complex and ex- 
pensive but also more accurate periscope, 
the TC, was developed as a major improve- 
ment over the Ml and M2 units. This peri- 
scope utilized a high-powered telescope on 
the right-hand side for sighting distant tar- 
gets; the periscope itself, on the left-hand 
side, employed a reflex reticle for sighting 
nearby targets. Despite the high costs of 
manufacture inherent in the optical and me- 
chanical features of the design, the evident 
superiority of the instrument warranted its 
acceptance and standardization as the M 10 in 
1944. 

The upper end of telescopic periscopes 
projected above thearmorplate oftanks; ac- 
cordingly, a chance hit would shatterthe ex- 
posed window, mirror, and body of the unit. 
Therefore, additional direct-sighting capa- 
bility was subsequently provided the tank 
crew by means of a small, straight-tubetele- 
scope that permitted sighting through a tiny 
opening in the turret. This instrument, the 
M70, was standardized in 1943 on the basis 
of having acceptable optical characteristics 

(adequate magnification and a wide field of 
view) and a size small enough to allow ac- 
commodation to the limitations of space in- 
side a tank. The uniquely small aperture in 
the tank turret used with this sighting in- 
strument minimized danger to the tank crew 
from enemy fire. Later improvements in- 
creased telescopic power from 3-power to 
5-power in the M71 (see Fig. 1-23), which 
became standard equipment onmost tanks by 
1945. The M71 manifested a wider field of 
view and better light-gathering power than 
the M70. 

A variable-power telescope was later 
developed that could be readily adjusted to 
provide either 4-power magnification with a 
relatively wide field of view or 8-powermag- 
nificationwith a much narrower field. This 
major innovation, the M83, was adopted near 
the end of World War 11. It was uniquely 
adaptable for aiming at close-by targets, 
using its 4-power capability, and for sighting 
on distant targets, with its 8-power adjust- 
ment. 

During World War 11, the fire-controlca- 
pabiiities of the tank were patently limited by 
the lack of satisfactory range-finding equip- 
ment. The M71 useda ballistic reticle, like 
that shown in Fig. 1-24. The tank gunner 
first estimated range by eye and then elevated 
the weapon untilthe proper range graduation 
of the reticle was placed on the target. The 
deflectionpattern of the ballistic reticle per- 
mitted the gunner to make allowance for tar- 
get motion. The same principlewas used in 
tank periscopes such as the M4A1 (see Fig. 
1-25). 

Accordingly, ordnance engineers in 1944 
and 1945appliedthemselvestothetaskof de- 
veloping an integrated tank fire control sys- 
tem that would properly combine ranging, 
computing, and aiming functions. The end 
of the hostilities found the project still in the 
development stage. However, optical range 
finders were later devised that constitute the 
primary sighting system forour currentme- 
dium tanks. 

For recent developments in tank fire 
control, see par     1-3. 2. 

1-2.4. 7  Tank Stabilization Systems 

The African Campaign in World War II 
revealed the need for a stabilized tank gun 
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Notes: 
1. Each vertical line and space equals 100 meters. 
2. Each horizontal line and space equals 5 mils. 
3. There are 1200 meters on the optical axis. 
4. The field presentation is shown as viewed  10 inches 

from the eye. 

Fig.    1-24.    The ballistic reticle for the  152 mm round. 

for accurate fire from a tank moving over 
rough terrain. Crews were forced to stop 
the tanks momentarily to aim accurately, 
thereby providing enemy artillery with con- 
venient sitting targets. Shortly thereafter 
the Westinghouse elevation stabilizer was 
placed in the Medium Tank M4, the series 
of tanks that included the Light Tank M5 and 
the Medium Tank M26. 

Maximizing the advantages of high-pow- 
ered tank sighting systems for gun laying 
while a tank was in motion became a para- 
mount objective of Army weapon design en- 
gineers during World War 11. The ultimate 
goal was a stable platform for completely 
stabilizing tank weapons during travel over 
roughterrain. The gyrostabilizer, the stable 
element employed by the Navy to lay ship's 
guns in accordance with computed orders 
(obviatingthe need to fire only in the middle 
of a ship's roll), provided the Army with the 
logicalanswer to the tank fire control prob- 
lem. 

The gyrostabilizer is based upon the 
spinning gyroscope's tendency to resist dis- 
placement away from its axis of spin. Ap- 
plying the gyrostabilizer to vehicles, ord- 
nance engineers mounted a gyroscope on the 
gun cradle with its spin axis parallel to the 
gun axis. Displacement, however small, of 
the gyro control mechanism due to the ver- 
ticalpitching of the tank as it lumbered over 
rough terrain produced gyroscopic forces 
that returnedboth gun and controlmechanism 
to the originalaimingposition. In effect, the 
tank weapon remained fixed in space, pointed 
at its target, while the vehicle rocked about 
theweapon. However, lack of intensivetrain- 
ing of gun crews limited the usefulness of 
stabilized tank guns in combat; gun crews 
still preferred to stop their tanks to obtain 
accuracy of fire. As a result, preliminary 
steps were taken by the Army to abandon the 
use ofthese expensive stabilizers but these 
steps were later rescinded. Instead, a pro- 
gram of intensive training was  undertaken; 
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Fig.    1-25.     Periscope M4A1 (rear view). 

by the end of World War II, effectiveuse was 
being made of gyro control equipment. 

Work on tank stabilization systems has 
continued with strong emphasis in the years 
subsequent to World War II (see par 1-3. 2). 

1-2.4.8    Coast  Artillery   and   Antiaircraft 
Fire Control Equipment 

The defense of United States territory 
by seacoastgun batteries (established in the 
latter part of the 19th century) and antiair- 
craft  gun batteries (established in the early 

part of the 20th century) emphasizedtheneed 
for developing fire control equipment and 
systems forthese weapons. The evolution of 
faster moving, more heavily armored vessels 
was paralleled by formidable improvements 
in the speed, range, and accuracy of Coast Ar- 
tillery weapons. The problems of seacoast 
artillery were unique: targets were often be- 
low gun elevation; ships maneuvered at sea, 
presentinga field of fire that offered no ref- 
erence points; and because of the techniques 
then current for acquiring accurate gun-fir- 
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ing data, gun batteries were separated from 
fire-direction centers, which complicated 
the transmission of firing data and delayed 
the time of fire. Antiaircraft artillery in- 
troduced further complications sincethe tar- 
gets moved in three dimensions and were 
much faster and more maneuverable than 
ships. 

The paragraphs which follow highlight 
the development of the various kinds of equip- 
ment — primarily computational — that were 
devised to supplement the sighting and range- 
finding equipment already described, as re- 
quiredto form effective firecontrol systems 
for seacoastartillery and antiaircraft artil- 
lery. 

1-2.4. 8. 1 Plotting and  Correction Devices 

Early in the 1900's, ordnance engineers 
resolved the various problems associated 
principally with seacoastartillery fire by de- 
vising specially instrumented fire-control 
aids. These problems and the devices that 
were developed to solve them can be sum- 
marized as follows: 

1. Range and position finding: the de- 
termination of the actual range and direction 
of the target from the directing point of an 
artillery battery. For moving targets, this 
includes the prediction of the set forward 
point which is the predicted future position of 
the targetat the instant the projectile is ex- 
pected to arrive at the target. The various 
devices developed to solve these problems 
can be classified as either plottingboards or 
plotting and relocating boards. 

2. Range and deflection correction: the 
determination and application of position, 
materiel, and weather corrections for devi- 
ations of existing conditions from those as- 
sumed in the firing tables; once the actual 
range and azimuth of a stationary target - or 
the set forward point of a movingtarget - have 
been established, it is still necessary to con- 
sider the various factors that influence the 
flight of a projectile through the air before 
applying standard firing data to the problem. 
(As discussed inChapter 2, thesefactors in- 
clude pre-determined variations from the 
normal in such items as the density of the 
air, the direction and velocity of the local 
wind, the rotation of the earth, and perhaps 
the   weapon   itself or the  propellant  used.) 

While such corrections could conceivably 
have been calculated from the firing tables, 
this procedure wasnot practicalwith moving 
targets or under other circumstances re- 
quiring rapid application of firing data. The 
various devices that were developed to deter- 
mine and apply the necessary range and de- 
flectioncorrections include range correction 
boards, deflection boards, and percentage 
correctors. 

3. Spotting and adjustment: Spotting is 
the process of locating the points of projec- 
tile impact with respect to the target or some 
adjustingpoint. Adjustment is the calculation 
and application of the range and azimuth cor- 
rections required to place the center of im- 
pact on the target. The necessity for spot- 
ting and adjustment stems fromthe fact that, 
in spite of (l)the care taken in the range- 
and-position-finding phase and (2) the re- 
finements employed in determining and ap- 
plying range and deflection corrections to the 
firing data, it is virtually impossible to place 
the center of the projectileimpact exactly on 
the target. Spotting was accomplished by 
either bilateral spotting, in which two sta- 
tions some distanceapart wereused, orsin- 
gle-station spotting. With the lattermethod, 
onlysensings were generallyattempted, i.e. , 
determination of whether the points of im- 
pact were over or short and right or left of 
the target. Spotting by aerial observation 
was atypicalmeans of single-station sensing. 
In bilaterial spotting, which was much more 
accurate, the angulardeviation of the impact 
was read on an instrumental each of the two 
observation stations. From these two angu- 
lar deviations, the range and direction devia- 
tions were determined graphically by means 
of a spottingboard. This completed the spot- 
ting phase. In the adjustment phase, the 
range and direction deviations were used in 
the calculation of the required range and az- 
imuth corrections. Adjustment boards and 
charts were commonly used to facilitate the 
determination of these corrections. 

The paragraphs below describe briefly 
the systems and devices used to find range 
and position,   correct,   spot,   and adjust. 

Range and position were determined by 
the "horizontalbase system". This system, 
whichwas standard forthe seacoastartillery, 
required two observing stations, each equip- 
ped with an azimuth reading instrument.     A 
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typical 1918 instrument was mounted on a 
tripod and consisted of an elbow telescope 
mounted on a yokeas wellas avertical shaft, 
so that it could measure elevation as wellas 
azimuth. Azimuth and elevation microm- 
eters permitted fine readings, and a throw- 
out lever was provided for swinging the in- 
strument rapidly on target. The observing 
stations were located at the ends of a mea- 
sured horizontal baseline. They furnished 
data to a plotting board for use in the man- 
ner already described. Another range-and- 
position-finding system, known as the "self- 
contained horizontal base system", required 
only a single observing station equipped with 
ahorizontal-base range finder (such asthose 
described in pars 1-2. 4. 5. 1 and 1-2. 4. 5. 2) 
that was also capable of reading azimuths. 
This system was used normally by the smal- 
ler, rapid-fire seacoastbatteries, and by the 
larger seacoastbatteries as an emergency 
standby. Other applications were for field 
artillery, cavalry, troops equipped with in- 
fantry weapons, and — subsequently — tank 
fire control systems. 

The essential geometryof thehorizontal 
base system is shown inFig. 1-26. AB rep- 
resents themeasured base line, C the target, 
X the direction point of the battery, and the 
angles CAB and ABC the azimuth angles de- 
termined by measurement. While it is evi- 
dentthat the system of triangles inFig. 1-26 
could be solved by trigonometric calculation 
to determine the length and orientationof the 
line XC, the need for speed precluded such a 
slow process. Therefore, a plotting board 
was used. 

Plotting boards located accurately, to 
scale, the field of fire of the battery and all 
the elements of the range- and-position-find- 
ing systems in their correct relative posi- 
tions. An early plotting board, usedprimar- 
ily for mortar fire, was the Ml904 plotting 
board. Modifications to this hoard led to the 
development of the M1915 plotting board dur- 
ing World War I. Later, the more intricate 
M 1925 (Cloke) and Mlplotting and relocating 
boards were devised for use with all types of 
mobile seacoast artillery. 

The principle of operation of a plotting 
board is illustrated in Fig. 1-27. The top 
sketchshows atypical seacoastartillery fire 
control situation, which includes (l)a ship 
target, (2) a base line (B'B' ) whose length 
and direction are accurately known, and (3) 
a directing point (D. P. ) of the battery which 
is located accurately by means of coordinates 
with reference to the base line. The bottom 
sketch shows the basic elements of the plot- 
ting board, which consists of the B' arm, the 
B" arm, the gun arm, and an azimuth circle 
which is graduated and oriented so that azi- 
muth angles actually determined at points B' 
and B" at the ends of the base line can be 
duplicated on the plotting board. The plot- 
ting board was used as follows: 

1. The operator initially set the pivot 
points of the three plotting board arms so 
that the field of fire of the battery and all 
elements of the range-and-position-finding 
system were located accurately to scale on 
the plotting board in their correct relative 
positions. 

2. He then set the ends of the B' and B" 

Fig.    1-26.    The essential geometry of the horizontal base 
system. 
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Fig.    1-27.    A typical application of a plotting board. 

arms of the plotting board on the azimuthcir- 
cle inaccordance with actual azimuth angles 
determined at and transmitted from points B1 

and B". 
3. He next plotted the intersection of 

these two arms. This located the instanta- 
neous position of the target. 

4. Hethen placed the gun arm over the 
plottedtarget point. Since the gun arm car- 
ried a graduated range scale and had an as- 
sociated azimuth scale, the operator could 
directly read the range and the azimuth of the 
target from the directing point. 

5. F orthe general case of a movingtar- 

get, the operator repeated the plotting pro- 
cess at predetermined intervals. This pro- 
cedure yielded a plot of the target's course, 
from which its speed could also be deter- 
mined. The locationof the set forward point 
onthe plot could then be predicted by extra- 
polation of the plotted course (taking into ac- 
countthe time of flight of the projectile), and 
the range and azimuth of this point from the 
directing point could be read by means of 
suitable scales. 

Plottingand relocating boards, develop- 
ed at a later date, permitted greater flexi- 
bility in shiftingfrom one base line to another 
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and relocating the target, by assuming the 
target to be stationary and plotting succes- 
sive relative positions of the directing point 
with respect to the target. The mechanical 
equipment used to accomplish this is shown 
in Fig. 1-28. It was more complex than the 
plotting board described above; but with the 
built-inadjustments plus replaceable scales, 
it could be adapted for use under almost any 
set of conditions. 

Range and deflection corrections. Itwas 
recognized early that range mustbe correct- 
ed for nonstandard ballistic conditions and 
that the corrected range must be translated 
into suitable data for pointing guns in ele- 
vation. A mechanical device, Range Cor- 
rection Board Ml, was adopted as standard 
for Coast Artillery (see Fig. 1-29). It me- 
chanically computed and combined range cor- 
rections required forthe prevailingnonstan- 

Fig.    1-28.    The mechanical configuratior of a plotting and 
relocating board . 

Fig.   1-29.    Range Correction Board Ml. 
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dard conditions, such as variations in effects 
of wind and tide, projectile weight, muzzle 
velocity, air density, temperature, and ro- 
tation of the earth. The result was anet cor- 
rection as a percentage of the range. Per- 
centage Corrector Ml (see Fig. 1-30) was 
used with this board. It was a mechanical 
instrument forapplyingballistic corrections, 
as well as fire-adjustment corrections, to 
the actual range of the target to achieve the 
corrected range or elevation. 

The deflection board was developed for 
the mechanical computation and application 
of corrected azimuths. One of the earliest, 
developed for guns, was the Ml905. An im- 
provedmodel, Deflection Board Ml (see Fig. 
1-3 1), introduced the principle of applying 

wind, drift, earth-rotation, and fire-adjust- 
ment corrections ina manner similar to that 
used in the Range Correction Board Ml- Per- 
centage Corrector M 1 combination. 

Spotting boards were employed in sea- 
coast artillery to determine the range and 
lateral deviations of the point of impact from 
the target. One of the earlier types devel- 
oped by the Army was the Gray spottingboard. 
This was later modified and followed by the 
Cole spotting board, an improved instrument 
that featured an adjustable spottingbaseline. 
Spotting Board M2 (see Fig. 1-32) was finally 
adopted as a standard instrument for deter- 
mining range and lateraldeviations by means 
of bilateral observation. These deviations 
were applied as range and deflection fire- 

adjustment corrections by means of a per- 
centage correctorand a deflection board, re- 
spectively, such as those already discussed. 

1-2.4. 8. 2   Mechanical Computers 

The advantages of the plotting and cor- 
rection devices described in par 1-2.4.8. 1 
were not fully realized since some of them 
required as many as four operators to per- 
form the required tasks. The resulting hu- 
man-error factor and the time lag between 
error- data acquisition and correction setting 
induced the Coast Artillery to draw up speci- 
fications forcomputers thatwould automati- 
cally produce firing data. 

One of the earliestfiring-data computers 
was the Mechanical Computer M 1917, devel- 
oped by the French for antiaircraft purposes 
and adoptedas standard during World War I 
by the United States. It represented an ini- 
tial approach to the complex gunnery fire- 
control problems that were beginning to ex- 
tend beyond the reach of human performance 
capabilities, and was considered one of the 
best of its kind in 1917. 

However, it did not allow for nonstandard 
conditions, and worse, it required time to 
transmitand apply the firing data to the gun, 
since at that time electrical transmission of 
data to guns had not yet been achieved. In- 
stead, firing datawere telephonedto the gun, 
often from remote locations.    The concept of 

Fig.    1-30.   Percentage Corrector Ml. 
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Fig.    1-31.    Deflection Board M 1. 

instantaneous and continuous calculation of 
data and its application to the weapon was in 
large measure invalidated by these disadvan- 
tages. 

1-2.4.8.   3  Early Mechanical Directors 

Before and duriiig World War I, the Brit- 
ish Admiralty mastered the principle of di- 
rectorfire, by which a battery of ship's guns 
could be positioned forfiring from some ad- 
vantageously remote location. Satisfactory 
gun directors based on those principles were 
designed and built by the English Vickers 
Corporation forthe British Navy. Soon after- 
wards, other directors became available to 
British military ordnance. U. S. Army ord- 
nance, borrowing a leaf fromits Navy coun- 
terpart, adopted as standard a Vickers-de- 
signed director designated M 1, The design 
of this directorwas based on the target angu- 

lar-rate-of-travel method (see par 2-3. 3. 2 
of Chapter 2) for determining lead, Itwas 
of the semi-ballistic type, i.e., there was 
a partial correction forthe nonstandard con- 
ditions involved in projectile Flight. 

For the next two decades, the search by 
ordnance engineers for automatic computing 
devices that would eliminatehuman error and 
save on time and manpower culminated in the 
development of the standard M2, M3, and 
M4 Directors, which were fully corrected 
for nonstandard ballistic conditions. These 
equipments were designed to use the target 
linear-speed method for determining lead 
(see Chapter 2, par 2- 3. 3. 2)and to compute 
ballistic databy means of three-dimensional 
cams. They were classified as universal di- 
rectors - becausethey couldbe used against 
air, land, and sea-going targets — and their 
field of operation included 360c of traverse, 
10° of depression, and 80° of elevation.    They 
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Fig.   1-32.   Spotting Board M2. 

were particularly usefulagainst aircraft tar- 
gets. Because such targets are small and 
move rapidly in three dimensions, a system 
of automatic computation and transmission 
of firing data to the gun battery had become 
necessary to the satisfactory solution of the 
antiaircraft fire control problem. (The de- 
velopment of data-transmission equipment 
is covered in par 1-2.4.8.4.  ) 

The Computing Directors Ml, M2, M3, 
and M4 each formedthe heart of its associa- 
ted antiaircraft defense system. A typical 
complete system included (l)two tracking 
telescopes mounted on the director and a sep- 
arately located height finder (see par 1-2.4. 
5. 2) to continuously determine the present 
azimuth, elevation, and height of the target 
for use by the director; (2) a data-computing 
director to automatically digest this infor- 
mation and, taking into account its stored bal- 
listic information, procude the angle of tra- 
verse,  the  quadrant elevation,   and the fuze 

setting f ortransmission to the gunbattery; (3) 
a battery of guns, complete with suchon-tar- 
get fire control equipment as sights, drums, 
quadrants, and other aiming and laying de- 
vices (see pars 1-2.4. 2 through 1-2. 4. 3.4) 
to utilize the firing data generated by the di- 
rector, so that the guns could be aimed to hit 
the target; and (4) an automatic data-trans- 
mission systemto provide adequate informa- 
tion transfer from the data-gathering ele- 
ments of the systemto the directorand from 
the directorto the gunbattery. For operation 
at night, the system also included a search- 
light, together with a control station, a sound 
locator and a sound-lag corrector (see par 
1-2.4.4.  5). 

In carry ingout its part inthe antiaircraft 
firecontrol system, the director performed 
three essential functions: 

1. It continuously determined the pres- 
ent position of thetarget in rectilinear earth- 
reference coordinates aligned with the local 
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north-south and east-west axes by combining 
the inputinformationon target azimuth, ele- 
vation,   and height. 

2. It predicted the future position of the 
target, to account forthe travel ofthe target 
duringthe time of flight of the projectile (and 
thus the lead component of the total predic- 
tion angle). 

3. It computed ballistic data to (a) enable 
the projectile trajectory to be placed si) as to 
intercept the predicted future position ofthe 
target and (b) enable the projectile to burst 
at that point. 

The paragraphs below describe briefly 
the mechanisms by which the directors per- 
formed these functions. 

Present Position Determiriation Mecha- 
nism. Presentposition of thetargetinterms 
of azimuth, elevation, and height was con- 
verted into rectilinear coordinates in two 
steps: 

1. The magnitude of the present-range 
vector's projectionontothe ground horizontal 
plane that is tangent to the earth's surface 
directly below the target and also at the di- 
rector (the earth's curvature between the 
point of tangency andthe director was insig- 
nificant for the problem at hand) was deter- 
mined bv the relationship (see Fig.    1-33) 

where 

R0 = magnitude of the present horizontal 
range 

H    = target height 
E,   = present target elevation. 

2. The horizontal-range magnitude was 
then converted into the corresponding hori- 
zontal-range vector in accordance with the 
i elationship (see Fig.   1-34) 

O °     I ° (1-2) 

where AQ is the present azimuthangle of the 
target. 

3. This horizontal-plane projection of 
the present-range vector was then resolved 
into components XQ and YQ along the E-W 
and N-S axes, respectively, by utilizing the 
simple relationships between R0, AQ, X0, 
and YQ that are represented in Fig.   1-34: 

>/ =270° -A, (1-3) 

x = R    cos •£' = - R   sin A, (1-4) 

Y = R   sin cb = 
o -R   cos A,. (1-5) 

R    = H cot E, (1- 

Notethat the third item required for the rep- 
resentation of target position in rectilinear 
coordinates is target altitude whichw as pro- 

TARGET 

= H COT E 

DIRECTOR 

Fig.    1-33.    The geometry associated with the determining of 
present horizontal range. 
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N-S 

TARGET 

Fig.    1-34.    The geometry associated 
with the conversion of the horizontal- 
range magnitude into the horizontal- 
range vector and the subsequent reso- 
lution of this vector into its XQ and 
Y0 components. 

vided directly by the height finder by means 
of electrical data transmission. 

In order to determine the required nu- 
merical value of the presenthorizontal range 
R0, the R0 = H cotEQ relationshipwas solved 
mechanically inside the director by a pin 
ridingon a three-dimensional cam (see Fig. 
1-35). The camwas designedto rotateabout 
its longitudinal axis (the cam axis) with re- 
spect to the pin in proportion to the altitude 
of the target H, and to translate along its 
longitudinal axis with respect to the pin in 
proportion to the present  horizontal   range 
R0. The amount of lift provided to the pin by 
the cam with this arrangement was propor- 
tional to the target elevation E0 for given 
values of H and R0. The shape of the three- 
dimensional cam was accordingly the ele- 
ment that related R0, H, and EQ in accor- 
dance withthe relationship expressed by Eq. 
1-1.    That  is,  for a given value of present 

PRESENT' 
HORIZONTAL 

RANGE 
CONTROL 

Fig.    1-35.   The three-dimensional cam-arid-pin arrangement used for 
the determination of present horizontal range. 
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target range R . the cross sectionofthe cam 
perpendicular to the cam axis (see Fig. 1-36) 
would have a contour that varied with the 
amount of rotation (proportional to the target 
altitude H) in accordance with the relationship 

Radial vector of contour - 

■1 
K E,   = K cot    (R /H) = K tan    (H/R ) 

where K is a constant of proportionality re- 
lating the radial distance of the contour and 
the present target elevation arid RQ is con- 
stant at its given value for all values of H. 
Similarly, for a given value of the target 
height H, the cross-sectionof the campass- 
ingthroughthe camaxis (seeFig. l-37)would 
have a contour that varied with the distance 
along the cam  axis (proportional to present 

(1-6) 

H =0 

■ ING^i 

Eo INCREASES WITH 

INCREASING H IN 

ACCORDANCE WITH 

THE RELATIONSHIP 

E    * cot-'  (R  /H) o o 

WHERE R    IS CONSTANT 

CAM CROSS-SECTION 

PERPENDICULAR TO 

CAM AXIS 

RADIAL DI'STANCE 

K E     « K cot" (R  /H 

= K tan"  (H/R   ) 

(A) Cam cross-section for a constant value of RA 

H/R 

(R0 = CONSTANT) 

.(B)   Mathematical basis of contour 

Fig.    1-36.    The contour of the present-horizontal-range cam for a 
cross   section perpendicular to the cam axis. 
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DISTANCE OF CONTOUR FROM CAM 

AXIS = K E_ 

= K cot'1 (R„/H) 

WHERE H IS CONSTANT 

CAM AXIS 

(A)     Cam cross-section  for a constant value of H 

R  /H 

(H = CONSTANT) 

(B)     Mathematical basis of contour 

Fig.    1-37.    The contour of the present-horizontal-range cam for a 
cross   section passing through the cam axis. 

horizontal  range R  ) in accordance with the 
relationship. 

Distance of contour from cam axis = 

K Eo = K cot    (R VH) (1-7) 

where His constant at its given value for all 
values of RQ and K is the same constant of 
proportionality that applies in Eq. 1-6. With 
the   known   target   altitude   (as transmitted 

electrically to the director from the height 
finder)set into the cam-and-pin arrangement 
of Fig. 1-35, the horizontal-range control 
was used to translate the cam until the target 
elevation represented by the lift of the pin 
matched the known target elevation obtained 
from the elevation tracking telescope. 

The required horizontal-range magni- 
tude, which corresponded to the horizontal 
range setting thus established, was thencon- 
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verted into the horizontal-range vector R0, 
and this vector was then resolved into its 
X0and YQ components. Thesetwo steps were 
accomplishedby means of the mechanical ar- 
rangement depicted in Fig. 1-38, whose re- 
lationship with the geometry shown in Fig. 
1-34 is self-evident. This mechanism con- 
tinuously located the horizontal projection 
ofthetarget (represented by the movablepin) 
with respect to the director (represented by 
the vertical center line drawn through the 
mechanism). The lower disc rotated in ac- 
cordance with the magnitude of the present 
horizontal range as determined and set into 
the director by the cam arrangement just 
described. Through the use of equiangular 
spiral grooves, rotationof the lower disc thus 
moved the pin along the radial groove of the 
upper disc in accordance with the predeter- 
mined magnitude of the present horizontal 
range. The upper disc, on the other hand, 
was positioned angularly in accordance with 
the azimuth orientation of the azimuthtrack- 
ing telescope so that the movable pinbecame 
positioned in azimuth as well as range. By 
virtue of its engagement of the two target- 
position slides, as shown in Fig. 1-38, the 
pin in turn positioned the slides and thereby 
established the displacement XQ and Y0 of 
the target fromthe E-W and N-Slines pass- 
ingthrough the origin of the coordinate sys- 

tem associated with the mechanism. Thus, 
the horizontal range vector defined by the 
vector distance from the center line of the 
mechanism to the pin was resolved into its 
X0 and YQ components and the target was 
continuously located in space, with respect 
to the selected earth-reference coordinates. 
As the target was tracked, the mechanism de- 
scribed continuously served to locate the tar- 
get with reference to this coordinate frame. 

Future Position Prediction Mechanism. 
Toobtainthefuturepositionof the target, the 
present rate of target movement was first de- 
termined and then mulitplied by the proj ectile 
time of flight, which was computed on the 
basis of time of flight versus range data for 
the particular weapon and ammunition con- 
cerned. (Because the projectile velocities 
were so great compared with the target ve- 
locities involved, the error resulting from 
use of thetime of flight to the present target 
position did not produce any significant er- 
ror. ) 

The solution was obtained by one or the 
otherof two mathematical approaches. One 
approach, used in the Vickers-designed Ml 
Director, was the so-called angular travel 
method which was based on the use of angular 
rates; the future position of the target was 
predicted by solving the mathematical rela- 
tionships through the use of mechanical link- 

TARGET   POSITION 
SLIDES 

Fig.    1-38.    The mechanical arrangement used for locating the 
horizontal-range vector and resolving it into its 

X0 and Y0 components. 
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ages. As mechanized in the Ml Director, 
this method turned out to have the following 
disadvantages: 

1. Approximations were required to 
permit mechanical solutionof the mathemati- 
cal equations. 

2. The mechanism would not function in 
certain areas. 

3. Parallax corrections were compli- 
cated. 

The second mathematical approach — 
which was employed with the M2, M3, and 
M4 Directors of the U.S. Army — used a 
plan-prediction method based onlinear rates, 
Rates of target travel along perpendicular 
axes in the horizontal plane were determined 
by various means (described below). For 
convenience in orientation and application of 
wind corrections, these axes were aligned 
with the N-S and E-W directions. The rate 
of targetmovement along each of these axes 
was multiplied by the computed time of flight 
of the projectile to determine the horizontal 
projection of the futuretarget position. * The 
complete prediction of the future target po- 
sitionwas madeby applying the target height 
as obtained fromthe height finder. Any cor- 
rections required to account for variations 
from aconstant flight altitude were made by 
spotting controls located on the director. The 
plan-prediction method for solvingthe future 
position prediction problem satisfied the ob- 
jections to theangular-travelmethod. It did, 
however, retain the intrinsic difficulty of 
accurately representing large spatial dis- 
tances on a small mechanical scale. 

Severalmeans were used for determin- 
ing the target rates along the N-S and E-W 
axes of the reference coordinate frame em- 
ployed; the M2, M3, and M4 Directors dif- 
fered chiefly in the means of determining 
these rates. For example, in the M2 Direc- 
tor, the target rates were set in by hand. 
This was accomplished by the operator's 
matching (l)the rotation of a dial actuated 
by a constant-speed spring motor operating 
through a variable-speed drive with (2) the 
rotation of another dial, concentric with the 
first, that was driven by one of the two tar- 
getposition slides in the present position de- 

terminationmechanism (seeFig. 1-38). The 
setting of the variable-speed drive to obtain 
the match between the two concentric dials 
was thus a measure of the target component 
rate concerned. This rate was then multi- 
plied in a linkage by the projectile time of 
flight to obtain the predicted component of 
future target position. 

Disadvantagesassociatedwith theuse of 
the spring motor led to theuse of tachometers 
for rate-measurement in the M3 Director. 
The movements of the two target position 
slides in the present position determination 
mechanism were geared respectively to the 
stems of two tachometers. (SeeFig. 1-39, 
which shows part of the future-position-pre- 
diction mechanism that applied to the N-S 
axis. ) These tachometers, in effect, acted 
as reversible-reading stop watches. They 
were actuated by a trip lever that caused 
them to measure the component target rates 
forexactly three seconds. This durationwas 
considered sufficient to allow any irregulari- 
ties in the tracking datacaused bythe track- 
ing operators to be smoothed out. The dial 
of each tachometer was graduated in target 
yards per second along the associated com- 
ponent axis. The rate thus measured along 
each axis was then matched with a pointer 
on the tachometer by a handwheel that at 
the same time coupled the rate information 
into the multiplying linkage of the predic- 
tive mechanism. As Fig. 1-39 shows, the 
operator, by simply matching the pointers 
on the N-S tachometer with his handwheel, 
displaced the pivoted lever of the multi- 
plying mechanism by a horizontal distance 
proportional to the N-S target-travel rate; 
the slide on this lever was displaced along 
the lever by a distance whose vertical com- 
ponent was proportional to the projectile time 
of flight. This was accomplishedby the con- 
straint placed on the sleeve by the time-of- 
flightarm, whichwas freeto move vertically 
as a function of the position of the time-of- 
flight cam. This cam, which was shaped to 
suit the time of flight versus range and alti- 
tude data for the particular weapon and am- 
munition, was positioned in accordance with 
future horizontal range and altitude,   com- 

The assumption was employed that during the time of flight of the projectile the mostprobable course for enemy aircraft, especially 
massed-formation flights, would be a continuation of a linear course at constant speed. In particular, an enemy bomber had tobe 
aligned in a definite direction prior to bomb release,   which necessitated flying on a linear course for a limited period of time. 
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TIME OF 
FLIGHT CAM 

N-S PREDICTION 
■ RATE * TIME 

TACHOMETER 

N-S RATE 
MATCHING 
HANDWHEEL 

no 

Fig.    1-39.    The mechanical arrangement used for determining 
the N-S component of target travel during the projectile 

time of flight. 

puted on a ballistic data mechanism (de- 
scribed below). The resultant horizontal dis- 
placement of the slide, which carried withit 
the N-S prediction arm, was proportional to 
the product of theN- Stravel rate and the time 
of flight of the projectile. The E-W compo- 
nent of target travelwas primarily measured 
in terms of a shaft rotation. The two com- 
ponents were then combined mechanically 
with the present position components X0 and 
YQJ as determined by the present position 
determination mechanism, to establish the 
horizontal components of the future target 
position in the selected coordinate frame. 
Pro vision was also made for parallax correc- 
tions to the two future target position com- 
ponents since director and gun battery were 
sometimes widely separated. 

The N- S and E- W horizontal components 
of future target position with respect to the 
gun battery were then converted to future 
horizontal range and future azimuthby a sys- 
tem of discs and slides similar to that used 
to determinethe components of present target 
position (see Fig. 1-38). This was accom- 
plished continuously and automatically by 
means of an electro-mechanical follow-up 
system. 

Future target height was not computed 

in the early mechanical directors; the com- 
puting mechanism was based on a constant 
target altitude. However, corrections for 
altitude changes could be made with spotting 
controls on the director, as described below. 

Ballistic Data Computation Mechanisms. 
The computation of ballistic data by the early 
mechanical directors was based on the future 
position of thetarget. Theballistic data com- 
puted were of the following types: 

1. The quadrant elevation, obtained by 
adding the normal superelevation for future 
range and altitudeto the line of site from the 
gun battery to the predicted futuretarget po- 
sition. 

2. Thetime of flight which was used in 
the prediction of future target position, as 
discussed in connection with Fig.    1-39. 

3. Corrections to the normal quadrant 
elevationto accountfor the effect of (a) vari- 
ations in muzzle velocity from the standard, 
(b) variations in air density from the stan- 
dard, and (c)the direction and magnitude of 
the ballistic wind (see Chapter 2). 

4. Corrections to the future azimuth to 
account forthe drift of the projectile and the 
effect of the crosswind (see Chapter 2). 

5. Thefuze setting which was based on 
the corrected quadrant elevation. 
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The mechanisms for computing these 
data are described in the paragraphs below. 

In the standard Directors M2, M3, and 
M4 individual three-dimensional cams were 
used to determine respectively the quadrant 
elevation, the time of flight of the projectile 
to the future target position, and the fuze set- 
ting. Each of these cams.which were similar 
to the cam in the present position determina- 
tion mechanism (seeFig. 1-35), incorporated 
translation parallel to the cam axis that was 
proportional to the predicted future height of 
the target aircraft Hp) and rotation about the 
cam axis that was proportional to the pre- 
dicted future horizontal range of the target 
aircraft R_. As in the cam-pin arrangement 
in Fig. 1-35, the outputwas a fu-nctionof the 
radialdistance of the cam follower pin from 
the cam axis. The assembly of ballistic cams 
was readilyreplaceable so as to provide for 
any change in weapon or ammunition that 
might affect the ballistics. 

Each three-dimensional cam was simply 
a rangetable representedin physical dimen- 
sions and each plane section through a cam 
axis represented a specific firing table con- 

dition. For example, the output of the quad- 
rant elevation cam (see Fig. l-40)included 
thenormalsuperelevation - i. e. , the super- 
elevation as so ci at ed with standard firing con- 
ditions - associated with given values of the 
predicted horizontal range Rp and the pre- 
dicted altitude H . During the operation of 
the mechanism represented pictorially in 
Fig. 1-40, the cam was rotatedabout its axis 
by an angle proportional to R and the fol- 
lower pin was translated along the cam axis 
by a distance proportional to H The re- 
sulting radial displacement of the follower 
pinfrom the cam axis was proportional to the 
quadrantelevationQ. E. Thus the unit mech- 
anized the mathematical relationship 

Q.E. =f(Rn,Hr (1-8) 

in which the relationship of Q. E. as a func- 
tion of Rp and H was provided by the stan- 
dard firing table data for the ammunition and 
weapon concerned. 

Ballistic corrections to account for off- 
normal conditions - i. e. , to account for vari- 
ations   between   the  standard  conditions   on 

Fig.    1-40.    A pictorial representation of the three-dimensional 
quadrant-elevation cam used in the ballistic mechanism. 
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which the firingtable datawere based and the 
conditions actually existing at the time of 
fire- wereintroducedbythe followingmeans: 

1. A drift correction, to account for the 
drift of the projectile, was made as a hori- 
zontal angular correction to the predicted 
future azimuth of the target. 

2. A correction for muzzle-velocity 
variation from normal was introduced by 
changing the value of target height H„, used 
in the computations. 

3. A correction for density variation 
from normal was made by introducing the 
equivalent muzzle-velocity correction since 

Muzzle-Velocity Correction =f(Density Correction) 

(1-9) 

4. Wind corrections were introduced as 
corrections to the target rates employed in 
the future position prediction mechanism. 

A quite different means of computing bal- 
listic data was used in some other models of 
directors; in these, charts were mounted on 
cylindrical drums that revolved under mov- 
able pointers. Normal superelevation was 
plotted as a function of predicted target height 
„ Asa drum rotated in accordance with 
HR'(the abscissas), the ordinateof the super- 
elevation could be determined by matching 
theproperheight curvewiththe pointer which 
moved along a vertical screw. Corrections 
for abnormal conditions were made by sub- 
stituting another chart that had height-ver- 
sus-superelevation curves to suit the con- 
ditions at hand. A nest of charts was furnished 
with each director to provide for the spread 
of abnormal conditions that would normally 
be encountered. 

Spot-Correction Mechanisms. The early 
mechanical directors were an improvement 
over mechanical computers of the type de- 
scribed in par 1-2.4. 8.2. Still, the firing 
data provided to the gun battery by the direc- 
torwere seldom perfect. Errors arosefrom 
suchvaried causes as erroneous metereolog- 
icaldata, targetmaneuvers (sincelineartar- 
get motion was assumed in the method of so- 
lution), and inaccurate measurement of target 
height. Therefore, the director was also 
equippedto control gun fire by applying spot 
corrections for observed deviations. For 
example, in the Director M3, spotting hand- 
wheels were grouped on the rear face of the 

director below the spotting telescope. In 
order that the spotter could insert the re- 
quired spot corrections by feel without re- 
moving his eye from the spotting telescope, 
the spotting handwheels were equipped with 
spring-loaded detents. 

1-2.4.8.4   Data Transmission 

As work on gun computers and directors 
progressed, researchers sought to minimize 
the time consumed and errors committed in 
transmitting firing data by telephone from ob- 
servationposts to plotting rooms and finally 
to gun positions. During the 1930's, direct 
electricaltransmission of data was adopted, 
permitting effective use of director-type au- 
tomatic and continuous fire control systems 
such as those described in par 1-2.4.8. 3. 
Time was clearly the most essential factor 
in the application of such systems. For ex- 
ample, in the case ofthe most probable type 
of aircrafttarget, an enemy bomber, the fu- 
ture positionof the target had tobe accurately 
and continuously determined, the firing data 
automatically computed, and the necessary 
shots fired to destroy the target; all within 
the brief time interval that commenced short- 
ly before thetarget came within firing range 
and ended shortly before the target was in a 
position to drop its bombs effectively. Fig- 
ure 1-4 lportrays graphically a typical fire- 
control situation in which the Director M3 
determined firing data forthe 3-inchantiair- 
craft gunagainst an incomingbombertravel- 
ing at a rate of 200 mph arid at a height of 
6000 yd. The director began tracking the 
target when it came within the range operating 
limits of the director's Computing mecha- 
nisms, at point R, and firing commenced when 
the target came within firing range, at point 
S. The first projectile fired met the target 
at the predicted future target position T, lo- 
cated on the envelope of the gun trajectory. 
The distanceST represents the distance trav- 
eled by thetargetduring the time of flight of 
the first projectilefrom the gun battery (lo- 
cated at the origin O)to the predicted point 
T. To be effective, the weapon system had 
to either destroy thetarget, or turn it back 
prior to its arrival at the point of bomb re- 
lease. Application ofthe time scale at the 
bottom of Fig. 1-41 shows that the time in- 
terval  during which the target  could be ef- 
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OLFIECTOI* M3 BEGINS TRACKING ON TARGET AT (B) 
FIRING   BEGINS WITH TARGET AT (S) 

PREDICTED POSITION AT (T) 

tvEl   OF   iO"9E*   «T  20OMii.il  fE«   HOI»«} 

KEY 

A. Envelope, 3-in. Antiaircraft gun. 
]1. Prediction limits. 
C Hanse ilUimiiiation, searchlight. 
D. Effective sound locator raiiRe. 
1'. Limit of "visibility. 
F. Path of bomber at 01100 yd   altitude. 
G. homb trajectory. 

Fig.    1-41.    Example of the time limitations inherent in antiaircraft fire. 

fectively fired upon was less than one minute 
and that the total time period between the 
start of effective tracking of the target and 
the end of effective fire upon the target was 
only slightly more than one minute. 

Two basic types of data-transmission 
systems were devised tomeet thetime prob- 
lem: the direct- current step-by- step system 
andthe alternating- current self- synchronous 
system which was adopted as standard by the 
U.S. Army. Inboth systems, a displacement 
of the transmitter rotor was compensated 
automatically by a corresponding displace- 
ment of the receiver rotor when an excitation 
currentwas supplied. Thus, it became pos- 
sible to provide the means, sought as far 
back as 1919 by the Coast Artillery, for the 
continuous and instantaneous transmissionof 
fire- controldatabetweentwo or more remote 
units . 

A typical early type of self- synchronous 
data-transmission system is shown sche- 
matically in Fig. 1-42. The transmitting 
motor (transmitter)and receivingmotor (re- 
ceiver)were identical electrically, each be- 
ing a small bipolar, three-phase alternator. 

The rotor windings were not three-phase in 
the usual sense, however, because as in pres- 
ent-day synchros all induced voltages were 
in time phase. 24 With the two rotors con- 
nected as shown in Fig. 1-42 and with the 
two Stators supplied with excitation from a 
common 110-volt, 60-cps, single-phase a-c 
source, the tworotors always took positions 
so that the voltages induced in the rotor wind- 
ings were of balanced magnitude and dis- 
placement. Because of this, any rotational 
motion given to the rotor of one of the two 
motors would be transmitted to and dupli- 
cated by the rotor of the other unit. 

A singletransmitteroften drove a num- 
ber of rotors. One azimuth or elevation 
transmitter in a director might be connected 
to four o rmore receivers at the gun battery. 
The transmitter, of course, was larger than 
the receivers andwas designedto insure that 
each receiver would develop its standard 
torque. 

In direct, or "coarse", transmission of 
data, the standard transmitter of the 1930's 
controlled the rotor of a companion receiver 
to  a precision of 0. 5".    For greater accu- 
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Fig.   1-42.    A schematic representation of an early a-c self- 
synchronous data-transmission system. 

racy, "fine" vernier motors were added that 
increased precision to l/32° or 0. 55 mils. 
Both elevation and azimuth data were cus- 
tomarilytransmittedby separate coarse and 
fine transmitter-receiver combinations. 

A complete data-transmission system 
between a director and typical four-gun bat- 
tery included three pairs of fine and coarse 
transmitters at the director (for azimuth, 
elevation, and fuze-setting data), the inter- 
connecting cable between the director and 
the gun battery, a main junction box at the 
director, four distribution boxes at the gun 
battery, and twelve pairs of fine and coarse 
receivers at the gun battery — three pairs at 
each gun for receiving azimuth, elevation, 
and fuze-setting data. 

To develop the full effectiveness of the 
computing elements in a fire control sys- 
tem, engineers sought ways of applying these 
new data-transmission techniques so that a 
constant flow of input data from remote coast 
artillery observation stations could be trans- 
mitted and processed instantaneously and ac- 
curately, and then relayed as output firing 
data to the weapons under fire control. In 
1942, research sponsored by the National De- 
fense Research Committee (NDRC) produced 
long-range azimuth and elevation transmit- 
tingand receiving systems that metthese re- 
quirements; they were standardized in 1943 
as components of the fire control computing 
systems.     By  this time,   the  synchro units 

and data-transmission systems had changed 
from those shown in Fig. 1-42 to something 
approaching the modern configuration of Fig. 
1-43. The Stators in the generator (trans- 
mitter) and motor (receiver)had three wind- 
ings displaced 120° from eachother in space, 
andthe rotors were of two- pole construction. 

1-2. 4. 8. 5   Refinements   in   Mechanical  Di- 
rectors 

Refinements in complex mechanical di- 
rectors continued duringthe 1930'sinthe face 
of rapidly increasing speeds of aircraft and 
development of heavier, more powerful weap- 
ons. The introduction of low-flying strafing 
planes and high-speed dive bombers in the 
1930's reduced the accuracy of existing me- 
chanical directors for close-in fire and cre- 
ated monumental design problems. Fortu- 
nately, a British mechanical director, the 
Kerrison Predictor, had been developed that 
automatically elevated and trained an antiair- 
craft gun through direct gearing as the di- 
rector transmitted its computation. It was 
adapted to American weapons as the M5 Di- 
rectorunderthe aegis of NDRC. It was based 
onthetarget angular-rate-of-travel method, 
had an effective range of 2000 yards, andwas 
used with 40 mm guns. 

Director accuracy was improved and 
crew training time reduced in later modifi- 
cations, notably the M5A2, by the addition of 
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Figure  1-43.    A schematic representation of a present-day 
synchro data-transmission system. 

an altitude converter, a stereoscopic range 
finder, and anelectrical arrangement for in- 
troducing slant range into the multiplying 
mechanism of the director. The Army then 
attempted to upgrade director performance 
with its M6 design, which was based on the 
target linear-rate-of-travel method. 

A subsequent mechanical Director, the 
M7, more adequately answered the require- 
ments of anantiaircraft data computer. This 
director incorporated a device for correcting 
transmitted fuze data for "dead time". Fuze 
settingwas transmitted from the director to 
a fuze setter at the gun, which setthe proper 
fuze time on the projectile. However, there 
was a time lapse, termed "dead time", be- 
tween the setting of the fuze on a projectile 
and the firing of that projectile, inwhich the 
correct setting would usually change from the 
director-computed value. Without a means 
of correctingfor dead time, projectiles would 
probablyburst at a point far from the target 

because of incorrect fuze settings. Combat 
experiencewith this director indicated.how- 
ever, that still further refinements were re- 
quired. Accordingly, the development of me- 
chanical directors was dropped in favor of 
electrical directors. 

1-2. 4. 8. 6       TransitiontoElectrical Direc- 

The inception of the 90 mm AA gun in 
1938 and the standardization of the 120 mm 
high-velocity AA gun, the M 1, in 1944created 
an array of design problems. The 90 mm 
gun was initially designed without the auto- 
matic controls required for rapid elevation 
and traverse of the gun. This factor pre- 
cluded the use of adequate gun-director con- 
trol. Later, in 1940, a power control servo 
system for the gun was worked out by the 
Sperry Gyroscope Company. It was a com- 
plex of electrical, mechanical, andhydraulic 
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units that, despite minor defects, provided 
the gun with relatively accurate means of 
aiming at targets moving at high angular 
speeds. It had the outstanding feature of 
operating effectively on targets at short 
ranges, where manual tracking was difficult. 

Priortothe simplification and standardi- 
zation of this Sperry servo system in 1941, 
Army efforts were concentrated on the de- 
sign and development of a gun-data Com- 
puter, the Ml, which embodied much of the 
engineering know-how and design skills ac- 
cumulated overthe previous two decades. It 
dwarfed allprevious computers in size. This 
enormously complicated mechanical brain 
was nearly seven feet long, three feet high, 
and three feet wide, weighed 5, 000 pounds, 
and cost approximately $100,000. Used by 
the Coast Artillery for long-range guns, this 
computer stored within itself a target-posi- 
tion generator, wind-component indicator, 
ballistic-correction unit, predictor, range- 
to-elevation converter, parallax unit, and 
three triangular resolvers, all intercon- 
nected. The Ml Computer became standard 
in 1940. 

Despite its size and complexity, the Ml 
still was unable to overcome the vexing 
errors inherent in mechanical systems. 
These erro rs resultedinimproper gun firing 
data, particularly when the target was a con- 
siderabledistance away. In fact, asthever- 
tical range of high-altitude bombers in- 
creased, the mechanical directors generally 
became unsuitable for antiaircraft defense 
since the yardage error increased directly 
with the range. 

A s work on the 90 mm and 120 mm AA 
guns progressed in 1940, scientists at the 
Bell Telephone Laboratories proposed an 
electrical gun director. Enthusiasm over the 
plan mounted when, later in the year, it ap- 
peared feasible to incorporate the newly de- 
veloped principles of radar for tracking pur- 
poses. 

Army ordnance designers, Bell Labora- 
tories, and NDRC collaborated to develop, 
design, construct, and standardize the mathe- 
matically complex M9 electrical Director 
early in 1942. Manufacture was simplified 
by the use of standard components. How- 
ever, the M9 Director, which was developed 
for the 90 mm AA gun and later the M10 
electrical Director which was developed for 

the 120 mm AA gun represenred formidable 
and extremely complicated devices that were 
suitable only for large AA guns. Becauseof 
their weight (about 3, 500 pounds) they were 
installed in separate trailers. Yet they mani- 
fested many distinct advantages over the 
mechanical directors: 

1. They eliminated many of the in- 
nerent errors of mechanical prediction. 

2. They provided complete solutions 
forthe nonstandard ballistic conditions pre- 
vailing. 

3. They effected a shorter minimum 
slant range and an increase in maximum 
horizontal range. 

4. They improved target tracking. 
Each electrical director consisted of a 

tracker, a computer, an altitude converter, 
and power elements that were all intercon- 
nected by a cable system. For visible targets, 
the tracker provided the computer with range, 
elevation, and azimuth data. The radar sys- 
temwas used whenthetarget was not visible. 
The raw data defining the target's position in 
polar coordinates (range, azimuth, and ele- 
vation) were converted into rectangular co- 
ordinates in the computer. The computer 
also determined the target velocity in order 
to account for the time element and thereby 
provide for lead. It then searched its bal- 
listic references for firing {dataand cor- 
rected for nonstandard conditions. It contin- 
uously computed allfiring data automatically 
and electrically; these data were transmitted 
to the gun continuously and almost instan- 
taneously. 

1-2. 4. 9  Fire Control   System Development 
During World War II 

A unique pattern of weapon system de- 
velopment emerged during World War II. 
Before that conflict, the responsibility in the 
United States for the development of new 
weapons andfire control systems rested with 
the Army and Navy. Commencing in June 
1940, that responsibility was shared with a 
civilian agency of the Government, the Na- 
tional Defense Research Committee (NDRC) 
(which became part of the larger Office of 
Scientific Research and Development (OSRD) 
a year later) — though the Army and Navy 
carried on a great deal of work on fire con- 
trol  apart from NDRC-OSRD.    (See Refer- 
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ences 25 through 30 for an extensive docu- 
mentation of the work of OSRD and its 
subdivision, NDRC, during World War II on 
the development of new means for controlling 
the behavior of projectiles and other mis- 
siles. These means included new fire-control 
devices and systems as well as proximity 
fuzes'' and guided missiles. ) 

NDRC found many agencies and indi- 
viduals concerned with fire control. It also 
found that, within the limits imposed by their 
budgets, both the Army and Navy had en- 
deavored to improve methods and equipment. 
This effort was supplemented by investiga- 
tions carried out in private industry and by 
the inventive effort of individuals. However, 
the total of these efforts was much too little 
and, although fire control was a long-estab- 
lished subject, it was by no means a well- 
established one. (For example, the per- 
formance of antiaircraft artillery in the 
Battle of Britain during 1940 was both ex- 
pensive and ineffective. ) With this back- 
ground, NDRC elected to concentrate its 
major initial activity in the field of ground- 
to-air fire control. Activity started im- 
mediately in conjunction with the Army. 

One important outcome was the develop- 
ment of the M9 electric Director (see par 
1-2. 4. 8. 6). Successfullyusedthrough much 
of World War II, this director, with two other 
OSRDfire-control developments - the SCR- 
584 radar for locating targets and the prox- 
imity fuze for exploding the projectile at the 
target— solved the great menace of the buzz 
bomb (V- l)attacksagainst London during the 
last year of the war. The combination of 
high-quality radar ranging, fast and accurate 
computation, and proximity fuzing made it 
possible to shoot the bombs downas they came 
inover the coast. (For security reasons, the 
proximity fuze was initially restricted to 
antiaircraft defense of the U. S. fleet, reach- 
ing combat use for that purpose early in 
1943. Following its release for use against 
the buzz bombs, its general use by field 
artillery against ground troops was per- 
mitted in December 1844. Projectilesfitted 
with proximity fuzes helped stop the last 
great German drive in the war.) Unlike 
time-fuzed fire, proximity-fuze operation is 

based on a satisfactory trajectory-to-target 
distance. Without accurate fire control, a 
proximity fuze is worthless. 

Simultaneously with the crash program 
of antiaircraft director development, NDRC 
initiated a project forresearch at the Massa- 
chusetts Institute of Technology in the general 
field of servomechanisms. This marked the 
beginningof interest in writing and distribu- 
ting of mathematical treatments of servo 
theory. 

During this servomechanisms-develop- 
ment period, several other problems vital to 
the progress of fire control required solution: 

1. The lack of adequate instruments 
and procedures for the measurement, anal- 
ysis, and assessment of the performance of 
fire-control components and systems. At the 
start of World War 11, it was literally im- 
possible to make a decision regarding any 
fire control equipment on the basis of real- 
istic, quantitative data. This situation was 
finally corrected but only with intensive ef- 
fort. As noted in Chapter XIX of Reference 
25, "If any common factor of success can be 
found in the various technical developments 
described in this volume, it is the factor of 
quantitative tests. This is particularly true 
inthe complicated dynamical situations found 
in fire control systems. " Theprinciple that 
measurement is the basis of knowledge is as 
fundamental to new weapons development as 
to any branch of science and engineering; and 
a corollary isthat simulating devices are es- 
sential to rapid development. (See Chapter 
4 for the use of simulation in present-day 
fire-control design. ) 

2. The lack of a systems engineering 
approach. Systems engineering was often 
overlooked in the development of military 
devices. All too often, research and design 
of the various components of a system were 
assigned to independent groups in the vain 
hope that the components so developed would 
function properly together. Time and money 
were spent correctingthisfallaciousconcept, 
and a remedy was imperative. (See Chapter 
4 for the application of systems engineering 
to modern fire-control design.) 

3. The need for understanding and im- 
proving   the   interactions between men and 

A fuze wherein primary initiation occurs by sensing the presence,   distance,   and/or direction of a target through the characteristics 
of the target itself cr its environment. 
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machines. Various educational institutions 
(mainly Princetonand Tufts Universities, and 
Iowa State College) undertook studies of the 
psychological and physiological factors that 
shouldbe considered inthe design of fire con- 
trol equipment. Human engineering is now, 
of course, a recognized and established field, 
andconsiderationof its principles is a requi- 
site for weapon system development, 

4. The need for anadequate theoretical 
understanding of the fire control problems 
involved. As fire control developed during 
World War II, much effortwas devoted to the 
mathematical analysis of fire control prob- 
lems. The Applied Mathematics Panel set up 
by OSRD to provide mathematical analyses 
bythe Army, Navy, and other groups at OSRD 
proved invaluable. The work included theo- 
retical analysis of predicting mechanisms, 
analysis of the dynamic behavior of various 
types of sights, analysis of devices for 
smoothing input data, improvement of exist- 
ing computers, creation of new computers, 
and performance of a variety of probability 
studies. One such study, for example, was 
made late in the war when AA was becoming 
more effective and enemy planes were taking 
more evasive actionand avoidingthe straight- 
line flights for which the standard directors 
were designed. Three different projects to 
compute data for curved flight were carried 
out, but probability studies showed that while 
some gain was obtained by such computa- 
tions, the increase inthe probability <± ob- 
taining hits under conditions likely to occur 
in practice did not make a convincing case 
for adoption. 

Although emphasis was initially on the 
development of heavy A A fire control equip- 
ment during World War 11, otherfire-control 
developments proceeded concurrently; for 
example: 

1. Tank fire control equipment 
2. Light AA fire control equipment 
3. Rocket fire control equipment 
4. Antitank sights 
5. Improvementsinopticalrange find- 

ers, gyro sights, and gun-data transmission 
systems 

6. Digital computers 
In particular, the development of tank fire 
control equipment gained impetus when, early 
in 1942, a change in emphasis from defensive 
to offensive warfare took place,  and OSRD 

set about adapting range finders and other 
fire-control devices to new offensive situa- 
tions. Up until 1943, U. S. Armytank crews 
had merely employed visual, estimation of 
range and the usual artillerybracketing tech- 
nique. Since theuse of accurate range finders 
and computers would enable tanks to fire for 
effect with the first round, intensive effort 
was applied to the development of this equip- 
ment. At the end of World War 11, this work 
was still in the development stage but an 
important foundation was laid for the de- 
velopment of integrated tank fire control 
systems that properly combined ranging, 
computing,   and aiming functions. 

The digital computer development pro- 
gram was undertaken to obtain a means of 
analyzing projectile trajectories (see Chap- 
ter 2). It was a joint effort between the 
AberdeenProving Ground and the University 
of Pennsylvania, with assistance from the 
Institute of Advanced Studies at Princeton, 
New Jersey. The ENIAC computer was the 
result. 

Guided missiles progressed remarkably 
during World War II but they were relatively 
crude and limited to air-to-ground fire. 

The civilian responsibility (via OSRD) 
for the development of new weapons and the 
associated fire control equipment terminated 
with the end of World War 11. 

1-3 RECENT AND CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS 
IN ARMY FIRE CONTROL 

1-3.1 GENERAL 

Bythe end of World War II, a sort of law 
of diminishing returns was beginning to take 
effect inthe methods of weapon and fire con- 
trol technology that had achieved such dra- 
matic results earlier in the war. Sophis- 
ticated engineering designs, achieved often 
at great expense and effort, were now pro- 
ducing only minor improvements. Clearly, 
fresh approaches, based on new concepts in 
technology, were needed to extend the capa- 
bility of strikingstrategic targets with mini- 
mum risk to U. S. personnel. 

Accordingly, efforts in the late 1940's 
and the 1950's concentrated on developing 
new weapons that would markedly increase 
striking range, reduce susceptibility to 
countermeasures,   and  achieve greater  de- 
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structive effect. These efforts resulted in 
the development of guided missiles, capable 
of ranges that vary fromafew miles to inter- 
continental spans, asameans for defense or 
attack, and of striking a stationary or rapidly 
maneuvering, high-speed target with pre- 
dictable accuracy and probability of kill. 

Missiles that could be guided in flight — 
that couldbe alteredintheir course and speed 
to match target maneuvers and compensate 
for initial errors —opened up new fire control 
approaches and new magnitudes of destruc- 
tive potential. At the same time, of course, 
the missiles themselves, as well as the new 
high-performance aircraft developed after 
World War 11, were targets of a new order 
of speed and maneuverability, and the con- 
ventional fire control methods and weapons 
would not suffice against them. In missile 
guidance and control systems, all or part of 
the intelligence and control elements were 
transposed from the aimingpoint of a weapon 
to the missile itself. 

The treatment of guidance and control 
used with guided missiles falls outside the 
scope of the handbooks in the Fire Control 
Series. Information on this subject may be 
found in the handbooks of the Surface-to-Air 
Missile Series.31 

Even for antiaircraft applications, how- 
ever, the need for developing conventional 
weapons, together with their fire control 
systems, continued after World War 11. Ex- 
amples of such Army weapon systems are the 
Skysweeper (for firing projectiles), the M33 
(forfiringLOKI rockets), and the Stinger (for 
firing 60-caliber guns). All were for AA ap- 
plications. For artillery, new computing 
techniques have been introduced such as the 
FADAC (Field Artillery Digital Automatic 
Computer) equipment described in Chapter 
13of Section3 (Fire Control Computing Sys- 
tems). And, of course, much of the A A equip- 
ment is also suitable for use against ground 
targets. For tanks, new concepts in range- 
finding equipment, ballistic-computation 
equipment, and low-light-level equipment 
have been introduced. 

Some recent   programs   of special  in- 

terest are described in the paragraphs which 
follow. * 

1-3.2 TANK FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS 

Since World WarII, theU. S. has devoted 
considerable research and development to 
overcomingweaknesses revealed in tank fire 
control systems during that war (see par 
1-2.4.6). Chief among these shortcomings 
were the following: 

1. Visual estimation of range. 
2. Lack of correction of such secon- 

dary (but still significant) effects as wind, 
range,  muzzle-velocity change,   cant,   etc. 

3. Accommodation of only one range- 
elevationrelationship onthe ballistic reticle. 

4. Lack of effective devices for night 
acquisition and tracking. 

Obviously, with such rudimentary fire 
control, the probability of a first-round hit 
on opposing armor was unacceptably low, f 
time for engagement was too long, andopera- 
tionwas limitedto daytime. Because of these 
deficiencies, a number of studies were made 
immediately following World War II, with the 
objective of determining what could and 
should be done to improve tank fire control 
systems. One such study, conducted by 
Frankford Arsenal during 1947 , was partic- 
ularly effective in establishing the desira- 
bility of more sophisticated fire control than 
had previously been provided. Moreover, 
the study indicated that the greatest single 
improvement in accuracy could be achieved 
by providing an instrument capable of meas- 
uring range. Top priority was given to de- 
veloping such a device and that same year 
Frankford developed the Range Finder T37 
(see Fig. 1-44). This instrument is essen- 
tially an auto-collimated,5-foot base, stereo- 
scopic range finder with dual magnification 
(7. 2X and 3. 6X), into which is incorporated 
a ballistic computing mechanism. 

Unfortunately, the developmental cycle 
of tank range finders was not completed be- 
fore the Korean conflict. Therefore, the 
first vehicles produced during that emer- 
gencycould not be equipped with range find- 

Security restrictions prevent any more than a broad coverage here.    An excellent source of more-detailed information on recent de- 
velopments is the series of Technical Information Reports issued by the U. S.  Army. 32 

T In modern warfare if a tank does not score with its first shot,   it may well be put out of action itself before it can fire again. 
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Figure 1-44.    Top rear view of Range Finder T37. 

ers. For that reason, the fire control for 
Medium Tank M46 consisted of a direct-fire 
Telescope T152 and a Periscope of the MIO 
or M16 series that were not too dissimilar 
from those used during World War II (see 
par 1-2.4. 6). However, the telescope reti- 
cles, as contrasted with those used with the 
M4 (see Fig. 1-24), provided forfour differ- 
ent range-elevation relationships (see Fig. 
1-45)for use with the different weapons and 
ammunition that might be employed. This 
was achieved by engravingthe ballistic scales 
on the fixed reticle and providing a movable 
index line that could be superimposed upon 
any range graduation of the applicable scale. 
Azimuth leads were inserted by means of the 
azimuth deflection scale. The slightly tilted 
vertical drift line allowed convenient cor- 
rection for drift. It is of interest to note that 
a somewhat similar arrangement is currently 
being utilized in the recently deli veredXM 114 
Telescope for the new Li. S. lightweight 105 
mm Howitzer. 

Another improvement incorporated into 
Telescope T152 and its mount was a provi- 
sion for cant correction. This was accom- 
plishedby rotatingthe entire telescope about 
the boresight mark until the vertical cross- 
hair was truly vertical. Rotational motion 
was automatically controlled by pendulum- 
activated contact switches. 

It was not until 1952, when the Medium 
Tank M47 was produced, however, that tank 
fire control systems became available that 
were appreciablybetter than those used dur- 
ing World War 11. The M47 Tankutilized the 
gunner-operated Range Finder M12 (de- 
veloped asthe T41) as a primary fire control 
system (see Fig.   1-46).   The M12 is similar 

to the T37. It is a stereoscopic range finder 
with a 5-foot base length and a 7. 5-power 
magnification, and contains a number of de- 
sirable features such as auto-collimation, 
stationary eyepieces, boresight controls, 
and removable end boxes. In addition, it 
utilizes aballistic cam to convert range into 
the required superelevation. 

The fire control systems for the M48 
Tank (see Fig. 1-47) and the M60 Tank (see 
Fig. 1-48) use many of the same principles 
asthe M47 system but they also include new 
features, the chief being ballistic correc- 
tions. Whereas the system for M47 Tank 
converts range into superelevation within the 
range finder itself, the systems for the M48 
and M60 Tanks utilize a separate ballistic 
computer, the M13A1D, for this function. 
With separation, six accurately machined 
ballistic cams can be included in the fire 
control system and a fire control solution 
can be selected that matches the particular 
ammunition being employed. With the single 
cam of the Range Finder M12 in the M47 
Tank, the ballistic solution is only an ap- 
proximation. 

Additional features of the fire control 
system for the M48 Tank are as follows: 

1. The commander-operated Range 
Finder Ml 3 which was developed as the T46. 
This range finder, which is also stereoscopic , 
provides greater accuracy as a result of its 
improved optical design and longer base 
length. 

2. The Periscope M20A1 which has a 
fixed-position eyepiece and a rotatable head 
mirror. This feature is being utilized in all 
subsequent tank fire control systems. 

The fire control system provided for the 
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Figure  1-45.    The reticle pattern used in Telescope T152. 

M60Tankis the most recent standardization 
tank fire control system produced for the 
U. S. Army. Included in this system is the 
RangeFinder M17C. Inoutward appearance, 
it closely resembles the M13 but it is a co- 
incidence type of instrument. The coinci- 
dence range finderhas an inherent instability 
dueto mechanical distortions causedbybend- 
ing and thermal effects. Heavy construction 
can minimize these but space limitations in 
the M60 vehicle ruled out this solution. In- 
stead, a manually operated compensating de- 
vice is provided that corrects these distor- 
tions. The success of this expedient has 
been demonstrated by user acceptance. 

Frankford Arsenal then initiated a study 
to devise a coincidence range finder that 
would be insensitive to environmental factors 
and hence would not require manual adjust- 
ment. The new design uses modular princi- 
ples of construction to keep maintenance and 
optical adjustment to a minimum. The many 
advantages of this range-finder design are 
generally recognized but the program never 
went beyond the feasibility stage because of 
the satisfactory performance of the M17C. 

Inadditionto the Ml 3 AID Ballistic Com- 
puter and the Range Finder M17C, the fire 
control system for the M60 Tank also in- 
cludes the  Gunner's Periscope XM32 which 
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provides alternative 8X visible viewing and 
sighting, 8X active infrared viewing and 
sighting, and unity-power visible viewing. 
Periscope XM35, which also provides for 
active infrared viewing, may be substituted 
for the XM32 since, in conjunction with the 
XM14 Reticle Projector, it incorporates in- 
ternal projection of reticle data. At the 
commander's station is the Periscope XM34 
which is an 8X, visible, binocular instru- 
ment, and the Periscope XM36 which func- 
tions like the Periscope XM32, 

Obviously, considerably progress has 
beenmade during recent years but much re- 
mains tobe done. For example, the M60's 
fire control system is far superior to the 
M48'sbutit is still deficient in the following 
respects: 

1. Although the best available tech- 
niques were utilized in its design, the M17 
type of range finder does not completely 
satisfy the requirements for such a device. 
One of its principal shortcomings is exces- 
sive errors at ranges of 2000 meters and 
over. 

2. Although many factors other than 
range should enter into the determination of 
weapon elevation, rangealone is used as the 
basis for generating a solution for weapon 
elevation. In addition, lateral effects are not 
compensated for in any existing devices. 

3. Although the gunner's and driver's 
equipment provided in the M60 Tank offer 
some night-operation capability, they require 
an active searchlight which is undesirable 
for security reasons. In addition, the range 
of operation is not considered adequate. 

The solution of these three problems, 
which exist evenin the latest production tank 
fire control systems, has been the objective 
of the fire control research and development 
effort conducted in the U. S. during the past 
few years,   with the following results: 

1. Range-finding equipment. Of all the 
many problems that have been presented to 
the designers of fire control equipment, the 
design of equipment to measure range has 
been the most challenging and, until recently, 
the most frustrating. In general, two basic 
techniques are available to the designer of 
range-measuring devices.    The first tech- 

nique, used in optical range finders, solves 
a right triangle in which the length of one 
side (the baseline) is fixed and anangle is 
measured to determine range. The second 
technique involves transmissionof a pulse of 
energy (such as a radar pulse) and measur- 
ing the time required for it to return after 
being reflected from a target. An extensive 
discussion of the various design approaches 
that canbe taken under these two techniques, 
together with an evaluation of their effective- 
ness, is reserved for Section 2 of the Fire 
Control Series (Acquisition and Tracking 
Systems). 

For present purposes, however, suffice 
to say that while the possibility of improving 
baseline range finders definitely exists, the 
problems inherent in this type of design 
make the time-measurement technique much 
more attractive. Because it was so success- 
ful in microwave radars employed against 
aerial targets, a program for the develop- 
ment of tank Range Finder T44 on this prin- 
ciple was initiated during the early 1950's. 
Unfortunately, the reflection of signals from 
the numerous objects that normally surround 
ground targets could not be overcome and 
the program was dropped. The investigations 
into microwave radar did, however, lead to 
interest in the so-called pulsed-light type 
of range finder. For this approach, the re- 
cent breakthrough in the field of lasers::: has 
provided a light source of a brilliance that 
should permit the development of tank range 
finders of any required range and accuracy. 
The laser range finder should also prove 
superiorto existing optical range finders in: 

(1) Small size (see Fig. 1-49); it will 
be possible to install range finders in vehi- 
cles that were previously too small to accom- 
modate them. 

(2) Negligible power requirements. 
(3) Night operation; the laser is the only 

practicable means of ranging at night with- 
out using searchlights. 

(4) Economy; it is more economical to 
produce in quantity than the Range Finder 
M17 (the latest production type of optical 
range finder). 

(5) Ease of use; it will be extremely 
simpletouse compared with existing optical 

Lasers are amplifying devices that work in the infrared and visible light frequencies.    The name "laser" is an acronym based on the 
work that the device performs:    light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation. 
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Mi?   RANGE   FINDER 

LASER   RANGE   FINDER 

Figure 1-49.    A size comparison of the laser and M17 range finders. 

range finders. (Theoperator willonlybe re- 
quired to point the range finder accurately 
at the target and press a button). This will 
reduce trainingrequirements. However, be- 
cause of its very short wavelengths, the laser 
will not penetrate such obscuring agents as 
fog and smoke, and thus cannotbe considered 
a completely all-weather device. 

2. Ballistic-computation equipment. 
The improvements in tank fire control sys- 
temshave increased accuracy tremendously. 
Sources of error that were insignificant in 
the pasthavebecome increasingly important. 
For example, during World War II, the tank 
gunner had to estimate range. The resulting 
errorinthefire control solution was of such 
an order that the relatively small error due 
to cant could be ignored. Whenrange finders 
were introduced into tank fire control sys- 
tems, however, errors due to cant became 
significant. 

Accordingly, in the development of re- 
cent computers for tank fire control sys- 
tems, increased emphasishasbeenplaced on 
generating corrections for effects that had 
previously been ignored. An example is the 
XM16 Computer which was initiated during 
1956. This electronic device can generate a 
solution for gun elevation that is based on 
many factors not accounted for in the com- 

puter provided in the fire control system for 
the M60 Tank which contains the latest pro- 
duction type of tank fire control equipment. 
These factors include jump, cant, vertical 
parallax, gun wear, and gun droop, as well as 
range and standard ballistics. 

The XM16 Computer also corrects for 
lateral effects such as drift, lateral parallax, 
gun droop, cant, and lateral jump, none of 
which were corrected in any previous tank 
fire control systems. It can also be easily 
modified to correct for cross wind (a sig- 
nificantfactor) if an adequate means of wind 
measurement is ever devised. 

The XM16 produces an elevation output 
for several ammunitions without specially 
machined cams or carefully wound nonlinear 
potentiometers. Instead, the solutionutilizes 
a linear potentiometer provided with 10 tap 
points. By changing the values of the re- 
sistors tapped into these points, the slope of 
the voltage (which represents range) can be 
changed. Utilization of this system allows 
the range-elevation relationship for a given 
ammunition to be approximated by 10 
straightline segments. This principle is 
illustrated on Fig. 1-50. The resistors 
needed for any one ammunition are packaged 
in a plug-in assembly that is somewhat 
smaller than a package of cigerettes.   When 
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Figure  1-50.    The generation of ballistic functions in the 
XM16 and XM17 computers. 

ballistics for a new ammunition are required, 
a new package canbe fabricated and installed 
with a minimum of effort. 

The major design features of the Com- 
puter XM16 were incorporated into its suc- 
cessor, the Computer XM17. In the XM17, 
the outputs were introduced into the direct- 
fire articulated telescope XM108 instead of 
into a tilting-mirror periscope as was the 
case with the XM16. Theincreased accuracy 
of computers such as the XM16 and XM17 
pays off inabetter first-round hit probability 
and a shorter time requirement to effect a 
target kill. While the total volume of each 
of these computers is larger than that of the 

Computer Ml 3 which is used in the fire con- 
trol systemfor the M60 Tank, the computers 
are comprised of anumber of small functional 
units that may be located at convenient places 
throughout the vehicle in which they are used. 

A s previously indicated, muzzle droop 
and bend have been found to be significant 
factors affecting firing accuracy. Despite 
boresighting and "zeroing in", there is cur- 
rently no assurance at any given time that 
the tank fire control system is properly 
aligned with the muzzle of the weapon. This 
is due to the fact that temperature differen- 
tials may arise duringfiringor during chang- 
ing conditions of sunlight and wind.    These, 
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in turn, will cause the gun tube to distort in 
a completely unpredictable manner, thus 
causing the muzzle of the weapon to change 
its position relative to the fire control equip- 
ment. This movement of the muzzle has been 
proven by test to be a large source of error 
in weapon systems utilizing long gun tubes; 
in rapid firing, the errormay be as much as 
2. 0 mils. 

To compensate for these effects with 
ballistic computers, the magnitude and di- 
rection of the bend must first be measured. 
The U. S. is presently developing muzzle- 
position indicators for automatically intro- 
ducing any change in muzzle position into the 
ballistic computer which, in turn, will com- 
pute corrections. Such a device is shown in 
Fig. 1-51, and Fig. l-52showshow it works. 
When this arrangement is used with long guns, 
such as the 105mm, first-round hit proba- 
bility will be materially improved. 

Current ballistic solutions utilized in 
tank fire control systems generate weapon 
elevationas a function of range based on the 
assumption that the target is at the same 
height as the weapon. In the process of 
bringing the periscope reticle on the target, 
the angular height of the target above the 
horizontal as measured at the gun position 
(angle of site) is directly added to the ele- 
vation generated by the computer. (Figure 
1-53 shows the relationships). In other 
words, current systems assume that ballis- 
tic trajectories retain their shape as they 
are rotated around the point of origin. As 
shown in Chapter 2 (see par 2-2. 3. 3. 9), this 
assumption, which is known as the theoryof 
rigidity of the trajectory, canintroduce sig- 
nificant error into the fire control solution. 
Studies recently completed have shown that 
the errors resultingin tank fire control sys- 
tems fromthis assumption, while small, are 
still significant when compared with other 
residual system errors. F or this reason, it 
is anticipated that future computers will take 
into account the difference in height between 
weapon and target, 

Another study in the field of ballistic 
computation relates to the feasibility and 
desirability of substituting digital techniques 
for   analog   techniques  in tank  fire  control 

systems. This study will, of course, cover 
such factors as accuracy, cost, and com- 
plexity. Of greater significance, however, 
will be the determination of whether addi- 
tional functions, such as tank-to-tank target 
designation and automatic checkout of vehicu- 
lar components, can or should be included. 
This study is still in its preliminary phases. 

3. Low-Light-Level Equipment. Since 
World War II, the ability to conduct combat 
operations with armored vehicles at night 
has assumed increasing importance. Start- 
ing with the M46 Tank, the driver was pro- 
vided with an active infrared viewing device 
(Periscope M19), which permitted limited 
movement of the tank under black-out con- 
ditions. However, the gunner was not 
equipped with a comparable piece of equip- 
mentuntilthe advent of the M50 Tank during 
1960. The fire control system of this vehicle 
(see Fig. 1-54), which is described above, 
has used Periscope XM32 in connection with 
a xenon searchlight 18 inches in diameter. 

Because of the obvious disadvantages 
associated with active systems, the U. S. 
duringrecent years has devoted considerable 
effort to research that will result in a pas- 
sive night sighting system of adequate per- 
formance. Passive night sighting equipment, 
as its name implies, is equipment that may 
be employed when ambient light levels are 
low, for vision and fire control without il- 
luminating the target area from the observa- 
tion point. Night ambient illumination levels 
vary widely, depending on many factors; 
representative levels, however, might be full 
moonlight (10-2 foot lamberts) or starlight 
(10-4 foot lamberts). In order to "see" 
passively under such conditions, an image 
intensifier must be employed, 

One approach to the problem has been 
the use of television techniques. While the 
complexity of television was recognized at 
the outset of the program, the availability of 
the required components made this approach 
particularly attractive. Asa result, the de- 
velopment of a low-light-level fire control 
system was initiated during 1959. This sys- 
tem, designated Electronic Viewing Equip- 
ment (EVE), utilized an image orthicon tube"' 
as the sensitive element.    A   representation 

This is a type of tube used for television cameras.    1%' utilizing secondary emission and electron multiplication, it produces the volt- 
ages that are subsequently amplified and transmitted as television-picture signals. 
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Figure 1-53. 

NOTE: WHEN  TARGET IS  NOT AT 
SAME   LEVEL AS WEAPON 
4), DOES   NOT   EQUAL <K 

Change in superelevation due to the elevation of the target 
above the level of the firing weapon. 

of the EVE XM39 installation is shown sche- 
matically in Fig.    1-55. 

While the XM39 system has progressed 
well technically, the question arose during 
1961 as to its ultimate desirability when 
compared with potentially simpler equipment 
then in development. A laboratory evaluation 
of the imaging components then available or 
soonto become available showed that (l)the 
so-called image-intensified orthicon was 
the most sensitive component against static 
targets, (2) the three-stage cascaded image 
converter tube was the next most sensitive 
component, and(3) the image orthicon (which 
was used in the XM39) was the least sensi- 
tive. The image converter tube also proved 
simpler and more reliable. On the positive 
side of the ledger for the television system 
was its remoting capabilities, which in cer- 
tainapplications is of great importance, and 
the availability of image orthicon tubes used 
in the XM39 system. 

As a result of the evaluation, practically 
all current U. S. developmental effort in the 
field of passive night sighting devices is re- 

lated tousingthethree-stage cascaded image 
convertertubesas the basic element of such 
devices. For example, at the present time, 
the 9-power Periscope XM44 using a cas- 
caded image converter tube that is electro- 
statically focused is being developed for the 
new U. S. tracked Reconnaissance Vehicle 
XM551. 

Inadditiontouse inthe Periscope XM44, 
the electrostatically focused image converter 
tube is being considered for use with tele- 
scopes; preliminary design of an optical sys- 
tem that can be adapted to the front end of 
the existingtelescope of the M60 Tank is now 
underway. This system is scheduled to in- 
corporate provision of both 5X and 14. 2XIR 
capability and L 5Xand 8X daylight capability. 
As may be seen from Fig. 1-56, the existing 
first-generation device is large (it is much 
larger and heavier than the IR Periscope 
XM25). However, eliminationof the 18-inch 
186-pound xenon lamp, currently included in 
the M60 Turret, will result in a substantial 
space and weight saving; Fig. l-57illustrates 
this strikingly.   The large searchlight is also, 
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Figure 1-55.     Concept of the XM39 Electronic Viewing Equipment (EVE) installation. 

of course,  very vulnerable to attack. 
While the new system is essentially pas- 

sive, a small searchlight is included, since 
such a device may be helpful under certain 
otherwise marginal conditions. At present, 
theprogram is restricted to a concept study 
and the construction of simplified functional 
mock-ups. Prototype constructionisnot con- 
templated in the near future. 

The three-stage cascaded image con- 
verter is inherently simple and should lead 
to equipments of low complexities, compara- 
ble to the M19 Periscopes. Timelyrealiza- 
tion of tubes suitable for incorporation into 
military equipments depends, however, onthe 
successful completion of development pro- 
grams now underway and perhaps the solution 
of difficult physical problems. Productionin 
quantity also requires the development and 
application of special techniques. Concen- 
trated efforts to provide the required pro- 
duction of cascaded tubes are in progress 

under Army auspices. 
The foregoing summary of new range- 

finding, ballistic-computation, and low-light- 
level equipment shows that significant ad- 
vances have been made in the individual 
components employed in tank fire control 
systems. 

These advances have resulted from both 
newly achieved technological breakthroughs 
and less dramatic, but equally important, 
evolutionary refinements in design. While 
the embodimentof these advances into equip- 
ments has established the feasibility of the 
principles involved, this is but one aspect of 
a design developmental program. Anequally 
important aspect is the value of each of these 
proven components as a part of integrated 
fire control systems suited to specific weap- 
ons and ammunitions. 

Typical examples of system integration 
are provided by fire control systems that 
would be appropriate for use with two weap- 
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PASSIVE 
PERISCOPE 

^k-V-*J—SMALL 
SEARCHLIGHT 

GUNNERS XM 35 PERISCOPE 
(ACTIVE)& XENON  LAMP 

GUNNERS PERISCOPE (DAY ft NIGHT) 
a  SMALL AUXILARY SEARCHUGHT 

Figure  1-57.    Space and weight advantage of a passive night sighting system. 

on systems currently being considered for 
future use in vehicles (see Figs. 1-58 and 
1-59). Example 1-1 summarizes system in- 
tegration considerations in the design of a 
fire control system for an armored vehicle 
employing the new low-velocity   152 mm gun 

as the primary weapon. Example 1-2 ex- 
amines the fire control system for an arm- 
ored vehicle employing the comparatively 
high-velocity 105 mm gun as the primary 
weapon. 
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Example  1-1.    System-integration aspects associated with a fire control system for an ar- 
moredvehicle employingthe low-velocity 152mm gun as the primary weapon (see Fig.   1-58). 

A.     Aspects Associated With the Command- 
er's Station 

1. Because of curvature of the ballistic 
trajectory and the resultant susceptibility to 
disturbances caused by nonstandard condi- 
tions, it is particularly important that low- 
velocity weapon systems be provided with 
accurate fire control. While there are many 
reasons forpositioning the laser range finder 
in the commander's cupola, as shownin Fig. 
1-58, this location cannot be finalized until 
more is known of the user's desires, the 
space available, etc. Inadditionto the range 
finder, the cupola is also provided with a 
passive day-night periscopic sight. Thero- 
tationof the top mirror of the periscope will 
be mechanically tied to the elevation axis of 
the range finder and the machine gun so that 
the periscope   may be  used for aiming both 

these elements. Because of the passive- 
night-sighting capability of the periscope, 
ranging and using the machine gun at night 
are possible without illuminating the target. 
Because of the antiaircraft applications of 
the machine gun, an elevation capability of 
the line of site of the periscope of at least 
60 degrees is required. 

2. Currently, theuser desires that the 
commander's sighthave optical characteris- 
tics tnat are identical with those of the gun- 
ner's periscope. While it is the opinion of 
Frankford Arsenal that the question of power, 
field of view, etc. of the commander's sight 
should be given further consideration, it has 
beenassumedforthe purpose of this discus- 
sionthat the commander's and gunner's sight 
will have identical characteristics. 

3. The value of 7-power binocular 
daylight   viewing   currently   desired by  the 

ELECTRIC   DMA 
TRANSMISSION 

LASER 
RANGE   FINDER 

COMMANDERS DAY-NIGHT 
/   PERISCOPE 

CUPOLA 
MISSILE   TRACKER 

DAY TELESCOPE 

RETICLE   PROJECTOR 

BALLISTIC   COMPUTER 

GUNNERS   DAY NIGHT PERISCOPE 
(PRIMARY SIGHT] 

-WIND   SENSOR 

AIR TEMPERATURE SENSOR 

RETICLE PROJECTOR 

Figure  1-58.    Schematic representation of an integrated fire control system 
for a low-velocity weapon system. 
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Example  1-1 (Continued) 

iser is not questioned. There is, however, 
considerable question as to whether incor- 
porating this capability into a passive night 
sightingperiscope wouldbe practicalbecause 
if size and weight. One approach to solving 
.his problem would be to provide two inter- 
changeable bodies, one of which would be 
ised for daylight viewing of targets while the 
3ther would be for nighttime viewing. The 
difficultyassociatedwith changing and stow- 
ngthese bodies may be grasped from the fact 
hat the passive body alone will weigh ap- 
proximately 50 pounds. Because of the prob- 
.ems noted, itis quite possible that at pres- 
ent it willbe necessaryto provide a periscope 
with the characteristics listed in the tabula- 
ion below. The ranges of operation shown 
-an, of course, be enhanced by the addition 
if a small (6- to 8-inch diameter) search- 
.ight that would alsobe mounted onthe cupola. 

Possible Characteristicsof the Commander's 
Passive Periscope 

Passive Night Viewing 

Power 
Field of view 
Exit pupil diameter 

Daytime Viewing 

9X 
6° 

9 mm 

High-power monocular 
Power 8X 
Field of view 8" 
Exit-pupil diameter 7 mm 

Unit power 
Power IX 
Horizontal field of view 22" 
Vertical field of view 8" 

Dther Characteristics 

Elevation limits:    -10° to 60° 
Quick-acting shutter to provide protec- 

tionof operator's eyes from atomic 
flash 

Two alternately viewed recticles: 
Fixed  reticle  for missile guidance 

and ranging 
Movable reticle controlled by com- 

puter output 

4. As combat vehicles must be usable 
inproximity to atomic blasts, it isnecessary 
that some degree of flash protection be af- 
forded to the gunner. Currently, there are 
under development a variety of quick-acting 
shutters that wouldbe activated by the atomic 
flash. Assuming that the reaction is rapid 
enough to close the shutter prior to the ob- 
server's eyes receiving burns, at least this 
protection would be available. There are 
now two approaches to the shutter problem 
that appear to offer acceptable solutions. It 
is, therefore, assumed that both the com- 
mander's and gunner's sighting equipment 
discussedherein will be equipped with these 
"anti-flash" devices. 

5. Because it is necessary for the 
commander to have the capabilities of (1) 
designating targets, (2) ranging, and (3) 
emergency gun laying, positioning his sight 
in the cupola introduces certain complica- 
tions into the system. These complications 
are caused by the necessity for orienting the 
sight in azimuth and elevation together with 
both the gun and the gunner's sighting equip- 
ment. Inorderto accomplishthis orientation 
in azimuth, the cupola must first be brought 
to a "zero" position with respect to the turret. 
The manner in which this is to be accom- 
plished willbethejoint responsibility of those 
designing the fire control system and those 
designingthe armored vehicle. While mech- 
anically complex, the ideal design would per- 
mit the commander, once having laid on a 
target, to bring the turret into the "zero" 
position with respect to the cupola while hold- 
ingthe azimuthorientationof the cupola fixed 
in space. It is understood that cupolas pro- 
viding this capability have been considered. 

6. In addition tothe problem of orient- 
ing the commander's sight in azimuth, it 
must also be oriented in elevation with re- 
spect to other elements of the system. Be- 
cause of the rotation of the cupola, this orien- 
tation cannox be achieved by means of a 
parallelogram linkage. Instead, it will be 
necessary to couple the sight to the other 
elementsby means of a servo systemutilizing 
electrical data transmission. (Such a sub- 
system is currently under development. 
Errors of less than 0. 1 mil are antici- 
pated. ) 
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Example  1-1 (Continued) 

B.    Aspects  Associated  With the  Gunner's 
Station 

1. The fire control equipment to be 
provided for the gunner's use will, as for all 
other elements of the system, be dependent 
onboth the available turret space and the re- 
quirements for any auxiliary equipment that 
may be needed in connection with missile 
guidance. The configuration shown in Fig. 
1-58 is predicated on the assumption that the 
vehicle willbe armed with (1) a low-velocity 
weapon (suchas the 152 mm cannon) that will 
fire a conventional round plus (2) some type 
of guided missile (most probably Shillelagh), 
which, in turn, will require that some ap- 
propriate device (such as the Shillelagh 
tracker) be pointed at the target. This de- 
vice willbe pointed at the target by virtue of 
the fact that it is closely associated with, 
and accurately boresighted to, some piece of 
sightingequipment that will, inturn, be aimed 
by the gunner. Recent indications are that 
association of the missile-system tracker 
with the gunner's day-nightpassive periscope 
will permit a more compact vehicle design. 
Because the existing state-of-art necessi- 
tates large components in both the passive 
periscope and the Shillelagh tracker, how- 
ever, it appears that a combined instrument 
may at this time be prohibitively large. For 
this reason, the system shown in Fig. 1-58 
shows the missile-system tracker mounted 
on an articulated telescope as it is in the 
AR/AAV vehicle. This telescope would also 
serve as an emergency means of laying the 
weapon when firing the complementary 
guided-missile round. 

2. As shown in Fig. 1-58, the gunner 
would be provided with a passive day-night 
periscope identicalwith that of the command- 
er. This periscope would serve as the pri- 
mary system for laying the complementary 
guided-missile round. Elevation orientation 
of the sight with respect to the weapon could 
be achieved by utilizing either the electrical 
data transmission or a parallelogram link- 
age. 

3. Because of accuracy and parallax 
considerations, both the laser range finder 
2nd the missile-system tracker should be 
aointed  at  the target by  utilizing the   sight 

with which it is most closely associated. 
Thus, in the configurationshowninFig. 1-58, 
the range finder would normally be operated 
by the commander while the missile-system 
tracker would normally be pointed by the 
gunner. It should, however, be recognized 
that inasmuch as the range finder, the mis- 
sile-system tracker, the gun, the gunner's 
sighting equipment, and the (commander's 
periscope are all tied together in azimuth 
and elevation, it ispossible under emergency 
conditions for the gunnerto operate the range 
finder and for the commander to lay the con- 
ventional round and to operate the missile- 
system tracker. 

4. While the elevation orientation of 
the various elements of the system has the 
advantage described above, this also is a 
source of a potential problem. This problem 
results from the fact that since the range 
finder will be pointed in the same direction 
as the gun, neither will be pointed directly 
at the target when the gun is in firing posi- 
tion. Because both vertical and horizontal 
corrections are provided by the ballistic 
computer, this deviation will be in both 
azimuth and elevation. This condition does 
not exist in current systems wherein no 
horizontal firing corrections are computed 
and wherein the range finder is maintained 
parallel in elevationto the line of site through 
the reticle of the gunner's periscope. Pro- 
vided that the range finder is free to move 
with respect to the weapon in both azimuth 
and elevation (as it would be in a cupola 
mount), the solution to this problem is not 
technically difficult and will add but little 
complexity to the system. This is one point 
in favor of locating the range finder in the 
cupola. Prior to a final resolution of this 
problem, it will be necessary to solicit the 
user's views as to how much the system 
operation would be degraded by not having 
the range finder pointed at the target during 
laying of the weapon. 

5. Both the gunner's and commander's 
periscopes will be provided with projected 
reticles whose distance away from bore- 
sight position willbe determined by the hori- 
zontal and vertical corrections generated by 
the new improved ballistic computer. This 
computer will be similar in concept to Bal- 
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Example  1-1 (Continued) 

listic Computer XM16 except that certain 
factors previously omitted in the computa- 
tionof corrections forthe system under con- 
sideration are as follows: 

a. Vertical   corrections will be based 
on: 
Range':' 
Vertical jump': 
Parallax5" 
Air density 
Air temperature 
Propellant temperature (for its ef- 

fect on muzzle velocity) 
b. Horizontal corrections willbe based 

on: 
Range* 
Cant* 
Drift* 
Horizontal jump':' 
Parallax* 
Cross Wind 

NOTE: Factors marked(*) are included 
in the correction computations 
of the XM16 Computer. 

6. There is no need to include correc- 
tions for muzzle bend inafire control system 
for a short-tube weapon such as the new 152 
mm cannon. 

7. The feasibility of providing most of 
the required inputs has been established. 
The major exception to this is measurement 
of crosswind. As discussed in detail in 
Frankford Arsenal Memorandum Report 
M61-30-1, dated May 1961, there are many 
problems associated with the measurement 
of the winds that will influence the path of a 
projectile during its flight. Among other 
factorsare the time and space variability of 
low-level winds. As a result of the multi- 
plicity of problems, it has been concluded 
that providing accurate wind correction is 
not feasible at present. 

8. Studies recently conducted have 
shown that if a 50-percent reduction of the 
errorsnow attributable to neglecting cross- 
wind can be achieved, a significant improve- 

ment in hit probability will result. This is 
particularly true in the case of the low- 
velocity ammunition under consideration. 
Thus, despite the fact that a highly precise 
measurement of the input is impractical, it 
is advisable to introduce the correction for 
crosswind into any new full-solution fire 
control system that may be developed for 
low-velocity rounds. 

9. Recent computations have also 
shown the importance of correcting the fire 
of low-velocity rounds for deviations of air 
temperature, air density, and propellant 
temperature from standard conditions. As 
a result, these corrections are also included 
in the proposed system. At present, the 
method of obtaining the value of the air- 
density deviation from standard has not been 
resolved. It is possible, however, that a 
satisfactory value may be obtained from the 
periodic field-artillery metromessages 
modified by local measurement of tempera- 
ture. This is a matter that must be studied 
in more detail. 

10. Studiesundertakento determine the 
anticipated performance of the 152 mm gun 
firing ProjectileXM409, assumingthe use of 
the fire control system described, have shown 
that: 

(a) The increased effectiveness of im- 
proved ballistic computers, as compared 
with the M13, is doubled by the inclusion cf 
corrections for crosswind, air temperature, 
air density, and propellant temperature. Cf 
this increased effectiveness, crosswind cor- 
rection is a large contributer despite the 
fact that the assumption has been made that 
the correction has an error as large as 3C 
percent. 

(b) In the case of low-velocity ammu- 
nition, a fire control system utilizing a com- 
puter of the M13 type will not be appreciably 
more effective even though a laser range 
finder is substituted for the M17. More- 
sophisticated fire control systems, however, 
will benefit to some extent from use of a 
laser range finder. 
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Example  1-2.     System-integration aspects associated with a fire control system for an ar- 
moredvehicle employingthehigh-velocity 105mm gunas the primary weapon (see Fig.   1-59). 

1. The fire control system proposed 
€oruse with high-muzzle-velocity cannons, 
suchas the 105 mm cannon used in conjunc- 
tion with the M60 series Tank, is shown 
schematically in Fig. 1-59. A s inthe case of 
the low-velocity system, a schematic repre- 
sentation has been chosen because of the 
great dependence of the final appearance on 
space available in the turret. 

2. The equipment provided in the com- 
mander's station is identical with that to be 
utilized with the low-velocity weapon. At the 
gunner's station, the missile-systemtracker 
is not required and hence the articulated tele- 
scope is strictly an emergency gun-laying 
device. As in the case of the low-velocity 
system, the day-night passive periscope will 
be the primary sight.    Inasmuch  as the  ef- 

fects of air temperature, air density, and 
propellanttemperature on rounds fired from 
the 105 mm gun are negligible, these factors 
have been omitted from this system. While 
the effect of crosswind on the 105 mm rounds 
is considerably smaller than it is on the 152 
mm round, it is advisable to consider in- 
clusion of a correction for this effect, par- 
ticularly if the instrumentation is not com- 
plex. 

3. Because of the length of the 105mm 
gun tube, distortion due to temperature dif- 
ferentials that may exist in its structure is 
a significant source of error, These temp- 
erature differentials arise from firing the 
gun and from rapid changes in exposure of 
the tube to sunlight and wind, Experiments 
conducted at several test sites have revealed 

ELECTRIC   OATA 
TRANSMISSION TELESCOPE 

LASFR 
RANGE   FINDER 

CUPOLA. 

COMMANDERS DAY-NIGHT 
'PERISCOPE 

-AUTOMATIC   MUZZLE 
POSITION COMPENSATOR 

RETICLE   PROJECTOR 

GUNNERS DAY- NIGHT PERISCOPE 

— WIND SENSOR 

Figure  1-59.    Schematic representation of an integrated fire control system 
for a high-velocity weapon system. 
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Example  1-2 (Continued) 

;hatthe deflections of a long tube gun may be 
2 mils or larger. Because of these deflec- 
;ions, the automatic muzzle position indi- 
cator is included in the system proposed for 
;he high-velocity weapon. Deflections de- 
leted by it are automatically fed into the 
Dallistic computer, where corrections are 
generated. 

4. Because there are currently am- 
munitions with three different muzzle veloc- 
ities (4500 ft/sec, 3800 ft/sec, and 3000 
M/sec) fired from the 105 mm weapon, the 
computer must be capable of producing the 
appropriate range-elevation relationships 
lor all three of these ammunition types. 
This is in contrast to the low-velocity sys- 
:em, whereinthere is only one range-eleva- 
:ion relationship required. 

5. Based on the preceding considera- 
:ions, the computer to be provided for use 
.n the high-velocity system will generate 
corrections based on the following factors: 

a. Vertical  corrections  will be based 
on: 
Range* 
Vertical jump';' 
P arallax* 
Ammunition type* 
Muzzle bend 

b. Horizontal corrections will be based 
on: 
Range* 
Ammunition type* 
Cant* 

Drift* 
Horizontal jump':' 
Parallax* 
Cross wind 
Muzzle bend 

NOTE: Factors marked (*) are in- 
cluded in the correction com- 
putations of the XM 16 computer. 

6. Studiesundertakento determine the 
anticipated performance of the 105 mm gun 
firing the APDS projectile (M.V. = 4500 ft 
per sec), assumingthe use of the fire control 
system described, have revealed the follow- 
ing interesting facts: 

a. A fire control system including a 
computer with the characteristics of the 
XM16 coupled with the automatic muzzle 
position indicator will result in a signifi- 
cantly improved first-round hit probability 
as compared with the system currently in 
use in the M60 Tank. 

b. For a high-velocity round such as 
the APDS projectile, the contribution of a 
50-percent correctionfor crosswind is trivi- 
al. This value willincrease, however, forthe 
lower-velocityrounds that can be fired from 
the 105 mm gun. 

c. Incontrast to the low-velocity sys- 
tem, substitution of the laser range finder 
for the M17 results in a small but discerni- 
ble improvementin the first-round hit prob- 
ability. 
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The proposed fire control systems dis- 
cussed in Examples 1-1 and 1-2 cannot be 
more precisely defined at present because 
two conditions are still to be met: 

1. A detailed interchange of ideas must 
take place between the designers of the 
fire control systemandthe users of the weap- 
on system into which the fire control system 
is to be incorporated. 

2. The fire control system designers 
must know in detail what space will be avail- 
able in the armored vehicles. A schematic 
presentation is used in Figs. 1-58 and 1-59, 
rather than the more realistic type of pres- 
entation used in preceding illustrations, 
because the appearance of the fire control 
systems depends greatly upon the actualcon- 
figurations of the vehicles. 

Despite the present detailed uncertain- 
ties, however, the general merits of the two 
proposed systems should be clearly evident. 
As compared with the latest equipment cur- 
rently available in such vehicles as the 
M60A1, the proposed systems offer the fol- 
lowing advantages: 

1. While some components are larger 
than those currently used, the elimination of 
the xenon searchlight and the reduction in 
size of the laser range finder as compared 
with the M17 Range Finder will result in an 
overall system that is smaller, lighter, and 
easier to place in vehicles than existing 
equipment. 

2. The proposed systems willbe better 
suited for operationunder a variety of battle- 
field conditions than any currently in exist- 
ence. The flash-protectiondeviceswill offer 
somedegree of eyeprotection against atomic 
flash. The passive night-sighting equipment 
will enhancethe capability of fightingat night. 

3. Crew security will be increased by 
elimination of the extremely vulnerable 18- 
inch-diameter xenon searchlight. 

4. Accuracy will be increased. 
5. While certain components are more 

costly than those currently in use, it is be- 
lieved that as the prices of the image con- 
verter tubes and the laser range finder are 
reduced by quantity production the proposed 
systems will ultimately cost little if any 
more than comparable systems currently in 
use. 

6. Because of the several automatic 
featuresincluded, plus the simplicity of using 

the laser range finder, the proposed systems 
shouldbe easierto operate than those now in 
existence. This will result in faster reac- 
tion time and decreased training require- 
ments. 

Accordingly, it can be concluded that 
recently conceived components will make it 
possible to design integrated tank fire con- 
trol systems that are significantly better 
than those currently in existence. 

A final point should be noted with re- 
gard to the configuration of fire control sys- 
tems for armored vehicles. The ultimate 
decision as to the fire control equipment to 
be provided for a given tank weapon system 
must take into account not only the afore- 
noted merits of the so-called "full-solution" 
systems but also the merits of ballistically 
matched spotting systems. An analysis of 
this highly complex problem is beyond the 
scope of this handbook. It can definitely be 
stated, however, that (l)development of "full- 
solution" systems will improve first-round 
hit capability, and (2) this will in turn di- 
minish the chief virtue of spotting systems. 

Work on tank stabilization systems has 
also continued with strong emphasis on the 
years subsequent to World War 11. For ex- 
ample, in 1950, Vickers, Inc:. built a com- 
pletely integrated fire control system that 
combined a coincidence range finder, anauto- 
matic lead computer and a stabilization sys- 
tem for the Light Tank T41. This system, 
like the Westinghouse system, employed 
hydraulic power drives. The British, on 
the other hand, developed a stabilization sy s- 
temfortheir Centurionlll tank: that employed 
an electric power drive. 

An extensive discussion of the various 
designconsiderations that apply to tank sta- 
bilization systems is reserved for Section 4 
of the Fire Control Series (Weapon-Pointing 
Systems). 

1-3.3 AA FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS 

Between World War II and the early 
1960's the Army put a major effort into the 
improvement of antiaircraft fire to match 
the increasingly high speeds of modern air- 
craft. Special emphasis was placed in de- 
veloping lightweight, mobile, semi-orfully- 
automatic radar- controlled tracking systems 
for use in forward areas. 
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Formidable difficulties were encoun- 
tered, particularly intrackinglow-flyingair- 
craft. No radar was able to discriminate 
such aircraft from the "nap" of the earth 
consistentlyenough to lock on the target and 
track it automatically. Computers were un- 
ableto process the very rapidly changing in- 
puts of target range and angular velocity, or 
they were too cumbersome and difficult to 
maintain in the field,   or both. 

Combination optical and radar systems 
were tried and other simplifications madeto 
increase usefulness of front-line weapons. 

Though some of the weapon systems 
proved effective against some kinds of tar- 
gets, none achieved the specified minimum 
percentage of hits on high-speed maneu- 
vering targets at low altitude. The last of 
these systems, the Vigilante, was phased out 
in 1962infavor of the Mauler Forward Area 
Defense Missile System. 

The very difficulty of the problems that 
prevented complete success in ground fire 
control against high-performance aircraft 
also lends interest to the research and de- 
velopment devoted to these problems. For 
this reason, some of the systems are de- 
scribed in the paragraphs that follow. Note 
that suchitems as doppler radar and tracking 
computers often proved the weakest links. 
As lighter, more effective and rugged radars 
and computers are developed, the concepts 
of such systems as Raduster and Vigilante 
may eventually be successfully applied. 

1-3.3. 1 Late   World  War II and Post-War 
Years33,34 

During World War 11, the increased ac- 
tivity of enemy aircraft in ground support 
and reconnaissance brought a demand for a 
lightforward-areaantiaircraft system to de- 
fend Army Field Forces. Since40 mm can- 
non were being produced in large numbers, 
these were used as the basic weapon, and an 
on-carriage target indicating system and 
target designating system were developed. 
About the end of the war, a self-propelled 
twin 40 mm gun mount with a mechanical 
computing sight was introduced for use in 
forward areas. 

Between 1947 and 1950, a program of 
improving 40 mm AA fire control resulted 
in Drive Controller  T26,   using  a ball   re- 

solver type of tracking head as the gunner's 
control. 

In the 1950's a number of different AA 
fire control systems were developed for 
weapons of various sizes. The most pro- 
lifically produced systems were for rather 
large AA weapons and were designed origi- 
nally to be fully automatic. These were the 
M33 and M38 (Skysweeper). 

1-3.3.2   T33/M3335 

TheT33was developed in 1949 and 1950 
as an electromechanical system designed to 
detect any aircraft and compute the neces- 
sary firing datato control 90 mm or 120 mm 
guns. Itincluded two radars: a track radar 
and an acquisition radar. The track radar 
andits associated parts — tracking console, 
tracking antenna, tactical console, computer, 
data junction box, and early warning plotting 
board — were installed on a trailer; the ac- 
quisition radar, with antenna, antenna drive 
unit, antenna RF unit, and modulator unit, 
was setup separatelyfromthetracking radar 
but controlled from it. 

The acquisition radar operated on S- 
band frequencies and was designed to detect 
targets at a maximum range of 120, 000 yd. 
The target tracking system was designed to 
track the target at ranges up to 99, 000 yd; 
the tracking radar furnished present target 
informati onto the computer which then trans- 
mitted either predicted or present informa- 
tion to the gun battery. 

The M33 system, introduced in 1952, 
was like the T33, except for an improved 
acqusition antenna enclosed in a Fiberglas 
dome, transported and emplaced from a flat 
bed trailer. 

TheM33 SearchRadar was sensitive and 
powerful compared with other systems; re- 
turn was 10 or more db stronger than, for 
example, the M38 and Porcupine. Detections 
of 80% were achieved in tests at Aberdeen 
Proving Ground and lock-ons of 72%, but lock- 
onrequired the use of both radars and three 
operators. Trackingof low-altitude aircraft 
was relatively poor but a capability for this 
type  of tracking was not a design objective. 

1-3.3. 3 M38 (Skysweeper)36» 37 

TheAAFCSM38 Skysweeperwas specif- 
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ically designed to provide fully automatic 
fire control for a 75 mm AA gun against 
low-flying, high-speed aircraft. This sys- 
tem was produced, tested, and used over a 
seven-year period from 1951 to 1958.   As it 
turned out, many deficiencies were dis- 
covered and eliminated in the test program 
and in the field, and Aberdeen Proving Ground 
recommended that in similar circumstances 
inthefutureproductionbe severely curtailed 
until the "bugs" are removed. ° 

Skysweeper included a medium-range 
75 mm cannon with carriage-mounted fire 
control equipment, including electromechan- 
ical computer, radar tracker, periscope, 
power control, target selector, cable system, 
and wiring set. Thegunitself had automatic 
loadingand ramming and recoil mechanism. 
The whole thus formed a rapid-fire com- 
pletely integrated AA weapon system. 

The computer was mechanically con- 
nected to the radar tracker and to the azi- 
muth power controls via ground reference 
shafting. The computer, of modular con- 
struction, converted angular data from the 
radar to rectangular (XYZ) coordinates in 
two converters. A predictionunit inthe com- 
puter — with constant-speedmotor, inverter, 
and ballistic unit with cam — determined 
target rate and multiplied it by time of pro- 
jectile flight. Targetlead distanceandpres- 
ent position were then added in each coor- 
dinate and converted to future angular data. 
A ballistic unit added elevation and corrected 
time of flight. 

The computer output was put in synchro 
formfortransmissionto the power controls. 
Data on wind, muzzle velocity, and air den- 
sity could be inserted. 

Skysweeper was effective against tar- 
gets approachingor moving away at constant 
moderate speeds and altitudes but its ef- 
fectiveness dropped rapidly at higher speeds 
or changes in speed and direction, and at low 
altitudes. For example, oneseries of tests 
produced 67% of hits (15 yd limit) with tar- 
gets moving perpendicular to the line of site 
at 540 knots. When the speed increased to 
810 knots, accuracy dropped to 17%. It was 
speculated that the trouble might lie in ex- 
cessively low computer requirements. 

At low altitudes, the lack of a doppler 
element in the radar made detection diffi- 
cult;   no target   signal  return was   detected 

when ground-clutter signals exceeded target 
signals in intensity. In a series of low- 
altitude tests, detection of low targets was 
inthe orderof 50%. Lock-on alsoproved ex- 
ceedingly difficult: 28% vs 70% for the M33, 
probably because the complex tasks of de- 
tection and lock-on were performed by a 
single operator. Oncelock-onwas achieved, 
however,   tracking was more satisfactory. 

1-3.3.4  Porcupine X-l36'38 

The Porcupine X-l Antiaircraft Fire 
Control System was developed by Lincoln 
Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, as a defense against high- 
performance, low-flying aircraft. It was 
primarily intended as a close-in defense 
weapon for cities and other civil installa- 
tions of a permanent nature. It was housed 
in a large trailer, with a separately mounted 
optical sight (which could be stored in the 
trailer in transit). It was intended that a 
number of these systems, with associated 
rocket launchers or guns (the Porcupine 
could be adapted to various types of weap- 
ons), would be emplaced on the periphery of 
the area to be defended, with overlapping 
sectors of destruction. 

Indevelopinga simpler and more effec- 
tive fire control system for low-flying tar- 
gets, the Porcupine X- 1 designers profited 
from the difficulties encountered with the 
immediately preceding systems. The chief 
means of achieving these goals were: 

1. The use of a Doppler radar which 
distinguished movingtargets from stationary 
targets and was able to detect many targets 
and track them in range when target-signal 
energy was lower than ground-clutter-signal 
energy. 

2. Theuse of anoptical sightfor track- 
ing in azimuth and elevation, and for pro- 
vidingthe directional inputs to the computer. 
The designers felt that optical tracking was 
justified on the grounds that attacking low- 
flyingaircraft could navigate effectively and 
identify ground targets only when visibility 
was reasonably good. At any rate, the sight 
eliminated the difficulties encountered in 
other systems in angular tracking by radar, 
and it simplified operation and maintenance. 

The system detected targets, measured 
coordinates, and predicted future target po- 
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sition coordinates as follows: 
1. An automatic-detection Doppler 

radar (whose antenna was mounted on the 
trailer roof during emplacement) detected 
and designated the approximate position of 
an approaching target; the radar established 
nine guard rings at radii of 3-1/2 to 6 miles 
from the site and any target entering that 
area tripped an alarm after the radar took 
two successive looks at the target. The 
optical sight operator, thus alerted and fed 
the target azimuth by the radar, aligned his 
sightwiththe target azimuth and moved it in 
elevation until he located the target; then he 
commenced tracking. Meanwhile, the Dop- 
pler radar searched automatically through 
a small range interval at 3 to 3-1/2 miles, 
locked on the target, and tracked it auto- 
matically in range unless the operator de- 
sired to shift targets. 

2. An electromechanical analog com- 
puter received inputs from the optical sight, 
the Doppler radar, and a wind vane perched 
on the trailer roof; and converted the data 
to the correct azimuth lead angle and fire 
elevation angle for the weapon. 

The operation of the Porcupine X-l is 
shown in the block diagram of Fig.    1-60. 

The system tracked low-flying targets 
far better than the M33 and M38 systems, 
and it could be operated efficiently by as few 
as two men. Its designers believed that a 
ring of such equipments could be nearly 
100-percent effective against low-flying 
targets. The Porcupine's fate was sealed, 
however, when the concern of civil defense 
shifted to missiles, and it never got be- 
yond the prototype stage. Nevertheless, its 
features are still of interest as a possible 
basis for new forward-area AA fire control 
designs. 

1-3. 3. 5 Stinger 

The Stinger Antiaircraft Fire Control 
System was a fully automatic system de- 
signed to position four 60 caliber machine 
guns in elevation and through 360° of azi- 
muth. It was intended for low-flying high- 
performance aircraft and, in spite of the 
short range of the guns, the radar had a 
detection range of 20,000 yd and tracking 
capabilities of 16,000 to 150 yd. A gyro- 
scopic    computer   automatically   processed 

radar inputs and positioned the guns through 
electrohydraulic controls. The entire sys- 
tem was on-carriage. 

Stinger was abandoned because of its 
complexity and the resulting unreliability for 
field use. 

1-3.3.6   T50 Raduster39' 40 

In the early 1950's, a fully automatic 
off-carriage radar and computer antiair- 
craft fire control system, the Rattrap, was 
developed fortowed or self-propelled 40 mm 
AA weapons, especially the twin40 mm self- 
propelled M42 Duster. This system proved 
to be too cumbersome and complex for use 
in forward areas. A similar system, but 
with relaxed requirements, the Mousetrap, 
was abandoned after a design study, and ef- 
forts were concentrated on the T50 AA Fire 
Control System, called the T50 Raduster 
(see Fig.    1-61). 

The  T50  Raduster was  an on-carriage 
system   designed   for   optical   tracking and 
radar  range input.     It   consisted   basically 
of a range radar, computing sight, and range 
radar,    computing sight,   and range   servo. 
The   system depended on visual detection, 
acqusition,   and   directional   tracking   of a 
target; estimated range could also be intro- 
duced  manually if the  radar was  not func- 
tioning properly.    The  computer generated 
angular leads on the basis of inputs from the 
optical equipment and radar, andthe weapon 
was pointed to the target future position while 
the antenna and sight were pointed to present 
position. 

The system was operated by a two-man 
crew — a tracker, who operated the optical 
sight,   and a radar monitor. 

The radar control unit was located in 
anarmored turret. The radar antenna mount 
consisted of a cantilever and yoke assembly 
bolted to a mounting frame which, in turn, 
was welded to the gunner's shield. Thus the 
antenna and its associated RF unit moved with 
the turret and at the same time could move 
in respect to it in azimuth and elevation, to 
correspond with elevationand azimuth angles 
of the gunsight. 

A mechanically interconnected drive 
controller and computer, and a sight me- 
chanically connected to the controller also 
moved  with the turret;   the sight also could 
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Figure 1-61.    Functional block diagram of the Antiaircraft Fire Control System T50. 

be moved in respect to the turret in azimuth 
and elevation to track the target. 

The sight actually consisted of three 
optical units: a primary sight for accurate 
tracking in azimuth and elevation; a polaroid 
sight, mechanically linked to the primary 
sight, for quick target acquisition (the pri- 
mary sight had too narrow a field of vision 
forthispurpose); andacheck sight for bore- 
sighting and training. 

The primary sight tracked the target in 
elevation with a prism that could be rotated 
through 90°; the linkage used to rotate the 
prism was alsogeared to the computer con- 
troller and served to supply elevation in- 
formation to the computer. The sight, as a 
whole, was similarly geared to the con- 
troller to supply azimuth information. 

The drive controller computer, which 
included   the   range   servomechanism,   was 

coordinated with the range radar, sight, and 
guns so as to solve fire control problems in 
a single mechanical operation. The con- 
troller provided controls for acquisition and 
tracking, supplied angle and angular rate in- 
formation to the gun power control system 
to keep the guns positioned, generated 
smoothed angular rate information in azi- 
muth and elevation for computation of kine- 
matic lead data by the computer, supplied 
sight-position information to the radar an- 
tenna servo to permit radar tracking, and 
provided a stable platform. 

Innormal operation — surface-to-air — a 
joystick type of control permitted rapidly 
slewing the guns onto fast targets as viewed 
through the acquisition sight. Then the tar- 
get was tracked through the primary sight 
withaball-type resolver designed for thumb 
operation.   In surface-to-surface operation, 
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the joystick was inoperative and the ball con- 
trol was used for tracking slow or stationary 
targets. Inboth the acquisition and tracking 
modes of surface-to-air operation, aided 
tracking was used; i.e., the guns moved at 
a rate that was proportional to the displace- 
ment of the joystick or the ball control. 

The computer was primarily composed 
of mechanisms designed to accept target Po- 
sition, target rate, ballistic, and meteoro- 
logical data and generate solutions for em- 
pirically developed equations representing 
solutions to fire control problems. 

Meteorological data, ballistic data, and 
gun cant were handset with knobs. To com- 
pensate for tilt, bubbles were centered in an 
out-of-level indicator; this action entered a 
correction to position the guns in respect to 
a level coordinate system instead of the gun 
mount. 

The range servomechanism consisted of 
(l)a range servo amplifier which received a 
scaled d-c voltage fromthe range radar and 
put out an a-c error voltage to drive a range 
motor and rate generator; and (2) a com- 
puting mechanism which generated range and 
range rate for the computer. 

The range radar was a pulse type that 
searched and tracked in range only. Its out- 
put was a voltage proportional to range, 
transmitted to the range servo amplifier. 
The radar, as noted above, was slavedto the 
optical sight so that the tracker on the crew 
kept it ontarget by moving the sight. Norm- 
ally, the radar locked on the first target 
encountered and tracked it in range. The 
monitor could also set a range gate marker 
so that the radar would automatically start 
tracking a distant target when it came within 
maximum range of 15,000 yd. The radar 
could also be used for manual tracking dur- 
ing periods of jamming or clutter. Range 
was presented on an "A" scope. 

The Raduster presented anunusual chal- 
lenge: developing a rugged, reliable fire 
control system'that would be compatible with 
the carriage of an existing weapon. Com- 
ponents had to be developed both on an indi- 
vidualand systembasis such that the overall 
performance of the fire control system, 
power control, gun system, and ammunition 
would permit maximum effectiveness against 
tactical aircraft. The mathematics were 
especially difficult and time consuming since 

it was desired to use a simple, small-sized, 
rugged computer; this restriction made it 
necessary to use exact prediction formulae 
based on 1 in ear,un ace derated target motion. 
New techniques were required that involved 
mathematical analysis together with critical 
design computations. An explicit analytical 
expression was required for relating com- 
puter input to output; mathematicians used 57 
target flight paths and approximately 2000 po- 
sitions. Equations relating input and output 
variables in terms of arbitrary functions 
were set up using least-square methods of 
statistical analysis fromthe target flight path 
data. 

Developing the optimum range finder 
radar was also a challenge; it involved se- 
lectingthe most effective systems by "bread- 
boarding'   and empirical analysis. 

Because of the foregoing difficulties, 
there were delays in the Raduster program 
and, since the M42 was only considered an 
interim weapon, the program was phased out 
at about the pilot model stage. Nevertheless, 
the Raduster holds more than usual interest 
to this day because of the several radically 
new approaches required and the lessons 
learned in trying to develop an effective and 
simple systemby carefulanalysis and appli- 
cation of statistics. 

Reference 33 is acomplete report on the 
Raduster development program. Reference 
40 is a report on radar test results. 

1-3. 3. 7  Vigilante41 

The Vigilante, developed in the years 
1959through 1962, was the final effort in the 
series that began with the use of mechanical 
computingsights for twin 40 mm AA guns at 
the end of World War 11. Experience in the 
intervening years had shown that, in the ex- 
isting state of the various arts involved: 

1. Doppler radar was far superior to 
pulse radar in discriminating moving tar- 
gets - low-flying aircraft — in ground clutter. 

2. The optimum system for detecting 
and tracking high-performance tactical air- 
craft should use radar detection, range- 
only radar tracking, and optical position 
tracking. 

The Vigilante was developed as an on- 
carriage   system with a multibarrel Gatling 
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gun. xw0 systems were developed: the 
towed and the self-propelled. The problem 
of producing enough power for both self pro- 
pulsion and turret operation, however, was 
never entirely overcome. Only one of each 
was actually produced, and the system was 
phased out infavorof the Mauler and Redeye. 

The Vigilante was designed as a forward 
area system. It was located inaturret which 
couldbe mounted either on the self-propelled 
or the towed carriage. The turret was capa- 
ble of 360° rotation. It contained the opera- 
tor's compartment together with the controls 
and indicator, radar, computer, periscope, 
hydraulic power servos, and the main slip- 
ring assembly. The turret also contained the 
cannon and the ammunition feed assembly. 

From the seat in the operator's com- 
partment, all controls essential to the op- 
eration of the radar, computer, sight, and 
gun were accessible. A single eyepiece 
presented visual information from the radar 
and the periscope. Provisionwas also made 
for acquiring "targets of opportunity" by 
means of an open sight. 

The radar was a pulse-Doppler system 
that detected only moving targets. The radar 
provided a search and range-tracking capa- 
bility for the operator. A track-while- scan 
feature allowed automatic azimuth-tracking 
of a target while the antenna was scanning 
through 360°. 

The fire-control computer and sight pro- 
vided the required automatic range and ang- 
ular tracking capability. The azimuth hy- 
draulic power servo drove the turret and gun 
to the predicted azimuth of the moving tar- 
get. The elevation power servo positioned 
the gun to the predicted target elevation. 
The computer provided primary and second- 
aryballistic inputs forpositioning the power- 
control servos to the predicted target posi- 
tion. 

Operation. The searchmode of the Vigi- 
lante system was primarily a radar mode of 
operation. The operator viewed the radar 
indicator for moving targets. 

The operator could be alerted to a de- 
tected target by three means: an indication 
on the radar indicator, an externally mounted 
horn, and the Doppler tone in his headset. 
Upon sightingthe target, the operator rotated 
the turret to the target azimuth and pro- 
ceeded to the acquisition mode. 

During the acquisition mode, the turret 
automatically tracked the target in azimuth 
while the antenna wa's scanning through 360° 
for other targets. The operator visually 
located the target in elevation by means of 
the periscope and proceeded to the track 
mode by depressing a foot switch; the radar 
range gate then slewed and locked on the 
target range. Both the computer range rate 
and range settled to the radar range infor- 
mation. Simultaneously, the computer gene- 
rated information to aid the operator in 
tracking the target andto generate the proper 
fire-control solution. 

An operation spotting sight was included 
to aid the operator inrapidly acquiring close 
targets or "targets of opportunity". To track 
these targets, the operator switched directly 
to the track mode instead ofutilizing the 
acquisition mode. 

Controls. The system controls were de- 
signed for ease of operation and for a se- 
quence of operation from left to right. The 
operatorhand-control motions were designed 
to make target tracking an instinctive process 
utilizing the operator's previous training. 

Field tests demonstrated that the con- 
trols of both Vigilante systems were easy to 
operate. It was demonstrated that, with rela- 
tively little practice, an inexperienced opera- 
tor was able to track amoving target with ac- 
ceptable accuracy. Each of five operators 
who operated the system during the firing 
tests was able to hit a drone target at least 
once. 

Regenerative tracking. Early system 
studies revealed that gunsmoke and gunflash, 
together with possible transmission of gun 
shocktothe operator's hand controls, would 
res ul tin excessive tracking errors during the 
firing period. To minimize these errors, the 
computer was mechanized to provide regene- 
rative tracking during the firing interval, 
eliminating the need for the operator to 
supply tracking  inputs  during this interval. 

Regenerative tracking is defined as the 
capability of the computer, after settling, to 
continuously provide the changing inputs, 
normally providedby the operator, to main- 
tainthe sight ona nonrnaneuvering, constant- 
velocity target. Although manual effort was 
required to settle the sight initially on the 
target, the operator then returned his hand 
controls to zero asthe computer supplied the 
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tracking inputs from the regenerative cir- 
cuitry. Small hand-control motions were 
required because of target maneuvering and 
because of imperfect computer regenerative 
solutions. 

The computerwas essentially composed 
of a hand control unit, a periscope optical 
system, six instrument servos, a gyro- 
scopically controlled platform, and a dial- 
panel ballistics unit. 

The hand control unit provided initial 
error-ex citation to the platform, the angular- 
rate instrument servos, and the periscope 
optics. The operator kept the periscope 
optics  on the target with the hand controls. 

Thetwo-degree-of-freedom gyro within 
the platform forcedthe platform to follow the 
gyro line, and the platform forced the peri- 
scope optics to follow the platform line. Thus, 
the sight line, the gyro line, and the platform 
line pointed to the target after the computer 
was settled. The platform iine became the 
present-position computing line upon which 
wasbuiltthe fire-control prediction solution 
for the positioning of the gun. The gyro pro- 
vided angular stability of the platform, inde- 
pendent of mount motion, and provided part 
ofthe required integration for the regenera- 
tive tracking solution. 

As the platform line settled to the pres- 
ent-position target line, the range and range- 
rate instrument servos settled to the radar 
functions, and the two angular-rate instrument 
servos settled concurrently with the platform 
angular rates. Thesefour servos served the 
dual purpose of producing the regenerative 
tracking functions and of providing the neces- 
sary present-position parameters for the 
prediction solution. The time of flight and 
quadrant elevation servos generated the 
future-position parameters for the remain- 
ingpart of the prediction solution. Ballistic 
corrections to the prediction solution were 
manually made on the dial-panel ballistics 
unit. 

For more information on Vigilante, see 
par 4-6,   Chapter 4. 

1-3.4       ARTILLERY FIRE CONTROL SYS- 
TEMS 

Sincethe days when artillery fire began 
to exceed the range of the gunner's eye, a 
more positive means of delivering an effec- 

tive " first round" has been the artilleryman's 
greatest desire. Infulfillingthis desire, the 
followingfive major elements have emerged 
as the basic requirements for accurately 
predicted fire: 

1. Battery location 
2. Target location 
3. Meteorological data 
4. Muzzle-velocity data 
5. Computation of projectile flight 

incorporating nonstandard conditions. 
The first four of these elements have 

been reduced to a fairly fine degree. How- 
ever, because they are either relatively 
static or true static conditionsand the tech- 
niques necessary to deal with them are used 
in many other applications, these elements 
have had the benefit of much thought and ef- 
fort. Battery and target locations represent 
true static conditions at the time of firing. 
Meteorological data, though not static, has 
a sufficiently slow rate of change that modern 
analysis methods reduce such changes to a 
relatively static condition. Changes inmuz- 
zle velocity occur slowly enough tobe consid- 
ered a nearly static condition. 'Theremaining 
element, the computationof projectile flight, 
involves elements such as muzzle velocity, 
propellant temperature, projectile weight, 
ballistic coefficient, drift, and rotation of the 
earth. 

A modern digital computer, when ap- 
propriately programmed, canprovide the in- 
formationnecessary to give an accurate pre- 
diction of projectile flight in a matter of 
seconds. In the past, a computer with this 
capability required highly skilled operators 
and the equipment was not suited to the de- 
mands of the military environment. 

The computer require; to meet the de- 
mands of the military must incorporate the 
following features: 

1. Reliability 
2. Simplicity of operation 
3. Portability 
4. Rugged construction 
5. Ease of maintenance 
Since all these features are not to be 

found in readily available digital machines 
employed by business and industry, the United 
States Army initiated an intensified research 
and development program to produce a digi- 
tal computer compatible with these require- 
ments.     This program ultimately  produced 
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theM18Gun Direction Computer, commonly 
referred to as FAD AC (Field Artillery Digital 
Automatic Computer). FADAC, along with 
ancillary equipment which greatly expands its 
capabilities, has been thoroughly tested and 
type classified standard A. A summary of 
FADAC 's background andits capabilities fol- 
lows. 

Computers were used by Artillery to 
advantage during World War 11. However, 
only restricted calculations could be com- 
pleted by such typesbecause the program had 
tobe manufactured into the analog computer 
and, consequently, did not have the versatility 
of the later digital type. 

The desire for computer-generated firing 
dataincreased substantially when the earliest 
practicable digital computer came into being. 
Initially, digital computers were large, bulky, 
delicate in many respects, and difficult to 
maintain. The development of the transistor 
made a smaller and more-rugged computer 
possible, with capabilities increased beyond 
the earlier vacuum-tube types. 

WhattheU. S. Army desired was a com- 
puter that could withstand the rigors of field 
use and readily accept a wide range of data 
for all types of commands; yet be small, 
light, and, above all, simple to operate. In 
successfully combining all of these attributes 
into FADAC, the Army has produced a com- 
puter which has far wider applications than 
was even remotely anticipated. 

FADAC is a portable all-transistorized 
general-purpose computer specifically de- 
signedto withstand the rigors of rough trans- 
portation and varying climatic conditions. 
The efficiency of the computer and ancillary 
equipment remains unimpaired when opera- 
ted in severe rain, salt-laden air or dust 
storms.    FADAC is of modular construction. 

FADAC presents the ultimate in simpli- 
city of computer operation. Switches, con- 
trols, keyboards, and all displays are 
directly infront of the operator, thereby re- 
quiringaminimum of movement on his part. 
The basic functions, which represent the 
lowest level of artillery fire control auto- 
mation, are to perform computations that 
had formerly been done manually and to store 
other information formerly in manual form. 
Inputs to FADAC are received by manual 
methods, voice, or written message and are 
entered into the computer by the operator. 

Much of the effectiveness of cannon ar- 
tilleryfire is negated by the fact that adjust- 
ment of fire or registration to obtain pre- 
dicted fire data normally precedes fire for 
effect. This, of course, informs the enemy 
astothe target area and permits him to pre- 
pare countermeasures. Given the proper 
information, FADAC fires theoretical regis- 
trationrounds within itself until the target is 
"hit", at which time it will display the re- 
quired information so that the real round will 
obtain first-round hits on the target, pro- 
viding target location is known. This proc- 
ess requires only a few seconds and is ex- 
tremely accurate. Itis readilyapparent that 
two things are achieved: (1) registration 
firing is unnecessary, savingthe cost of am- 
munition; and (2) fire for effect is initiated 
with the first round fired, thereby denying 
the enemy the time and opportunity for 
countermeasures. 

FADAC has many uses beyond its ar- 
tillery-firing computational ability. Some 
of those outlined below have been tested and 
found highly satisfactory. Others that are 
suggested represent areas that should not 
present any particular difficulty of utiliza- 
tion in that many digital-computer applica- 
tions have been made with units closely 
approximating the capability of FADAC. 

In the military area, some possibilities 
are: 

1. WeaponEffects Analysis. Thispro- 
gram can compute the effects of different 
projectile-fuze combinations from the same 
weapon. Or it can be used to compare the 
effects of two different calibers when fired 
on the same target. Or it can analyze and 
determine the best combination of weapons 
or the best combinations of ammunition to 
neutralize a target. 

2. Counter Battery Computation. With 
appropriate input, FADAC can determine the 
location of hostile artillery units. 

3. Sound and Flash Ranging. Plotting 
hostile battery positions from sound or flash 
canbe donemore rapidly andmore accurately 
by FADAC than by manual methods. The 
application of computer meteorological data 
plus rapid calculating ability make FADAC a 
most worthwhile tool for this purpose. 

4. Mapping: Long-Range Survey. By 
integrating FADAC with radio-frequency de- 
vices,    accurate   surveys   can  be   made in 
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ranges far beyond visual capabilities. 
5. Mapping: Analytical Triangulation 

in Photogrammetry. The exacting require- 
ments of determining real positions or aerial 
photographs can be rapidly determined by 
FADAC when properly programmed. 

6. Meteorological Data Reduction. 
The integration of FADAC with weather 
sounding devices, such as the Meteorological 
Data Sounding System, can produce signifi- 
cant weather data almost as fast as it is re- 
ceived. 

7. Satellite Tracking. The integration 
of FADAC with satellite tracking devices can 
produce position, speed, and path data and 
can convert messages to or from satellites 
into proper codes. 

8. Field Automatic Checkout Systems. 
The Multipurpose Automatic Inspection and 
Diagnostic System (MAIDS) is an integrated 
concept for a family of automatic diagnostic 
equipments to be used for malfunction iso- 
lation in various types of Army materiel. 
The concept is based upon the utilization of 
a standard militarized digital computer 
(FADAC) as the central control element of 
the various subsets of the MAIDS. The 
computer-controller will be programmed to 
locate and diagnose faults down to the re- 
placeable module or component. 

Other potential  military uses could be: 
(a) Processing target imagery 
(b) Tactical data systems 
(c) Inventory control 
(d) Surveillance and reconnaissance 
(e) Monitoring operations. 
F or information onthe design principles 

of FADAC, see Chapter 13 in Section 3 of 
the Fire Control Series (Fire Control Com- 
puting Systems). 

1-3.5       ENVIRONMENTAL 
TION14, 15 

PROTEC- 

1-3. 5. 1 Antiglare    Filters   and   Protective 
Lens Coatings 

Considerablefire-control research was 
conducted in antiglare filters and protected- 
lens coatings during World War 11. Tests 
made by the Desert Warfare Board in 1942 
indicated some advantages to the use of red, 
amber, and neutral filters for sighting equip- 
ment,   but reported that none justified adop- 

tion. Better results were obtained with a 
nonreflecting coating on glass surfaces and 
by the substitution of solid-glass prisms in 
telescopes for mirrors. Further work ex- 
panded into the development of antirain and 
antifog coatings, hoods for protection against 
sun and rain, as well as mechanical modi- 
fications to sighting equipments in order to 
simplify and facilitate operation. 

1-3. 5. 2  Unusual Environments 

The effects of extreme cold on the per- 
formance of all types of fire control equip- 
ment was investigated by the Army at Fort 
Churchill in Canada during the winter of 
1943-44 and yielded valuable design and 
maintenance-engineering information. The 
use of fire control instruments in tropical 
theatres of warfare, on the other hand, soon 
revealed the ravaging effects of fungus growth 
and other types of destructible deterioration. 
In June 1944, a committee was formed at 
Frankford Arsenal to study the protection 
of fire control instruments with its efforts 
directed toward the use of protective coat- 
ings, the development of moisture-proof 
sealing, the incorporation of silica-gel 
desiccants, andthe employment of a volatile 
fungicide with the instruments. 

The new environmental problem for fire 
control equipment is the survival of opera- 
tional capability inthe vicinity of a low-yield 
nuclear blast. Part of the solution to this 
problem maybe accomplished by (l)viewing 
targets through unusually thick turret walls 
inordertoprotect the operators and most of 
the fire control system components and (2) 
minimizing the effects of radiation on those 
elementsof the viewing system that must be 
exposed. Sighting devices based on the use 
of fiber optics may be applicable here. The 
advantageof fiber optics over the usual type 
of optical system is their relative simplicity, 
Figure 1-62 indicates the simplicity of a 
telescopic system based on fiber optics as 
compared with some of the more conven- 
tional telescopes that have been designed in 
the United States. Further information on 
optical systems of this type will be given in 
Section 2 of the Fire Control Series (Ac- 
quisition and Tracking Systems). 

Apart fromthe comparatively long-range 
problem of radiation, there is the almost in- 
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FIBER   OPTICS 

Figure  1-62.    The comparative simplicity of a telescope using fiber optics. 
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stantaneous problem of affording flash pro- 
tectionagainst atomic blasts to operators of 
sighting devices. As indicated in Example 
1-1 in par 1-3.2, in connection with fire 
control equipment for armored vehicles, a 
variety of quick-acting shutters are under 
development that would be activated by the 
flash of an atomic blast. The object is to 
obtain such a rapid reaction that the shutter 
willbe closedbefore the operator's eyes are 
burned. 

1-3. 6 CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions can be drawn 
fromthehistory of fire control development, 
particularly from the crash program of 
World War II and the sustained program of 
the following years: 

1. Fire control development, likemost 
technical development for weapons pro- 
grams, occurs most rapidly during times of 
greatest need. Even so, it is important to 
note that the impact of a research program 
upon society is always delayed. One author- 
ity (Fry of OSRD; see p. 81 of Reference 25) 
estimated in 1942 that in normal peacetime 
this delay is "pretty long, not often less than 
five years and sometimes, as in the case of 
the automobile, a good quarter of a century. 
In war the process is speeded up, but cer- 
tainly cannot average much under two years. " 
Much    of   the   research   undertaken   during 

World War II did not actually see application 
until long after the war was over. (Thiswas 
particularly true of tank fire control sys- 
tems. ) The average lead time required for 
the Army to develop new weapon systems 
andbringthemto operational status has been 
placed at about ten years, though it is hoped 
thatthe recent reorganizations will result in 
a significant reduction in this lead time. 

2. Research and development during 
the stress of wartime must be done under 
the principle of getting something workable 
within the time available. Getting the best 
result is usually impracticable. Normal 
development and test procedures often have 
to be dispensed with. Suchprocedures were 
sometimes very effective, as in the develop- 
ment of the proximity fuze, but this prag- 
matic approach obviously represents a 
gamble; not all developments can be expected 
to turn out as fortunately as the proximity 
fuze did. With the type of weapon threat 
present in the world today, it is doubtful that 
even the limited time that was available for 
research and development during World War 
II will be available during any future con- 
flict. Hence, itbecomes imperative to make 
the most of the time and funds (however, 
limited) that are available during times of 
peace or cold war. 

3. Fire control analysis, to be effec- 
tive, must extendbeyond the design of weap- 
ons to include studies of their optimum use. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF THE FIRE CONTROL PROBLEM 
AND ITS SOLUTION 

2-1 INTRODUCTION 2-2 THE FIRE CONTROL PROBLEM 

The problem of control over weapon fire 
andits solutionas discussed in the Fire Con- 
trol Series does not apply to those projec- 
tiles known as "guided missiles". Instead, 
the term projectile is used here in a more 
limited sense, which includes bullets, shells, 
and rockets. F or information onfire control 
as it appliesto guided missiles, the readeris 
referredto the Ballistic Missile Series of the 
Engineering Design Handbooks, AMCP 706- 
281, -282, -283, -284(C) and -286. 

Thepresent chapter comprises two main 
parts. The first part, pars 2-2 through 2-2.7, 
isconcerned withthefire controlproblem. It 
statesthe problem andthenfollowsthis state- 
ment with a summary of generalized fire con- 
trol theory. 

The secondpart, pars 2-3through 2-3.4, 
discusses the solution of the fire control 
problem in general terms in a manner that 
parallels the treatment given inthe first sec- 
tion. The solution of the fire control problem 
is broken down into three distinct phases and 
each phase is then treated separatelyin turn. 

It should benoted that abroad discussion 
of the functional elements employed in the 
solution of the fire control problem and ex- 
amples of how such elements are utilized in 
actual systems is reversed for Chapter 3. 
Detailed discussions of the functional ele- 
ments employed inthe solution of the fire con- 
trol problem are reserved for subsequent 
sections of the Fire Control Series as fol- 
lows: 

(a) Section 2 - Acquisition and Track- 
ing Systems 

(b) Section 3 - Fire Control Computing 
Systems 

(c) Section 4 -   Weapon-Pointing Sys- 
tems 

2-2.1  STATEMENTOFTHE FIRECONTROL 
PROBLEM 

The generalfire controlproblem maybe 
stated as follows: "How can a projectile be 
fired from a weapon (that may be in motion) 
at a target (that may also be inmotion)in such 
a way as to score a hit on the target? " Im- 
plicit in this problem statement is the fact 
that the effects of certain phenomena, unless 
they are compensated, will produce errors 
in weapon fire. These phenomena, which are 
common to all types of weapon fire, are re- 
ducibleto correctiveterms when defined by a 
suitable analytical or geometrical approach. 

It is obvious that the path of the projec- 
tile must be made to intersect the path of the 
target so that ahit is obtained. (If the target 
is stationary, the target path reduces to a 
point, of course, and the fire control prob- 
lem is considerably simplified.) Inasmuch 
asthere isusually afinite period of time dur- 
ing which the required intersection of paths 
can be obtained, there is no single solution, 
but rather a different solution for each mo- 
ment in real time. Thus, an implicit part of 
many fire control problems is the deter- 
mination of when fire canprofitably be opened 
and when it should be stopped, and how to 
make the most of the opportunity for fire. 

2-2.2  GENERALIZED FIRE CONTROL THE- 
ORY1"12 

2-2.2.1    Basic Concepts 

Analysis of the over-all problem of con- 
trolled weapon-fire brings out an important 
concept: There is basically only one fire con- 
trol problem.   All fire control, problems   re- 
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solve into variations of a single fundamental 
situation - the launching of a projectile from 
a weapon at a target in such a manner as to 
score a hit on the target. 

In order to solve the fire control prob- 
lem, the element of probability must betaken 
into account. For example, based upon ob- 
servations of present target motion, the fu- 
ture target position at the time of hit must 
be predicted if the effects associated with the 
phenomenon of relative target motion are to 
be adequately compensated. In addition, the 
concept of prediction is associated with the 
in-flight characteristics of a projectile dur- 
ing its time of flight. During the projectile 
time of flight, the projectile is entirely under 
the influence of natural phenomena - e.g., 
gravity drop, drift, and precession - that lie 
beyond the control of operating personnel; 
from thetime the projectile is fired, its tra- 
jectory is irrevocably dependent on gravity, 
wind and the ballistics'!' of the projectile. 
Thus, because the exact nature of these quan- 
tities and their interplay can not be exactly 
predicted, the element of probability must be 
taken into account in this connection also, 

In order to compensate forthe effects of 
the various phenomena that enter into the fire 
control problem, the use of certain corrective 
measures is necessary. The determination 
of the required corrective measures by fire 
control equipment is made possible by the 
application of suitable analytical approaches. 
These approaches, which areprimarily alge- 
braic in nature, may be expressed in terms 
of various types of models and are dealtwith 
in Chapter 4  (Design Philosophy). 

2-2.2.2    The Geometrical Approach 

For understanding the true nature of the 
fire control problem, however, it has been 
found more effectiveto treat generalized fire 
control theory in geometrical terms rather 
than in algebraic terms. This is becausethe 
basic fire controlproblem is a kinematic and 
dynamic problem, i.e., one involvingthe rela- 
tive motion between points in space (weapon, 
projectile,   and target) and the forces acting 

on the projectile. It, therefore, lends itself 
to expression in terms of the pertinent kine- 
matics (velocities) and dynamics (forces), 
rather than to a purelynumerical treatment. 
The algebraic approach must come into ap- 
plication, of course, in the actual solution of 
any particular fire control problem. 

The geometry involved in the geometri- 
calapproachis not a matter of triangulation, 
but rather one of vectors that are related by 
the laws of physics. Vector diagrams and 
vector operations may be used extensively, 
therefore, to relate the physical parameters 
of the fire control problem. For a complete 
unified treatment of the basic physics and 
geometry applicableto any fire controlprob- 
lem, see Reference 1. 

2-2.2.3   Common Geometrical Factors 

Three quantitiesthat remain constant re- 
gardless of the reference coordinate framef 
selected for expression of the fire control 
problem are the following (see Fig. 2-1): 

1. The line of site which is the straight 
line between the weapon and the target. It 
should be noted that the line of site does not 
necessarily represent aline of visibility be- 
tween weapon and target. When such visi- 
bility ispresent, direct fire control applies; 
otherwise, a requirement for indirect fire 
controlexists (seepars  1-1.3.land  1-1.3.2). 

2. The weapon line which is theprolong- 
ationof the weapon axis. It is a straight line 
along the direction in which the projectile 
should be fired in order to score hits on the 
target. 

3. The prediction angle which is the 
totaloffset anglebetween the line of site and 
the weapon line. As used in the Fire Control 
Series, the term "prediction angle" is a gen- 
eraldesignation that for movingtargets cor- 
responds to "leadangle" plus any supplemen- 
tary corrections for gravity drop, drift and 
the like. As mechanized in the solution of the 
fire control problem, the prediction angle is 
equal to the combination of the angle of ele- 
vationand the angle of deflection (seepar 1- 1 
of Chapter 1). For stationarytargets, where 

Ballistics is the science that is concernedwith the motion of projectiles. That part of ballistic theory that is concernedwith the motion 
of the projectile after it leaves the muzzle of the gun is termed exterior ballistics. That part concerned with the motion of the pro- 
jectilewhile it is still in the bore of the gun is called interior ballistics. The theory of fire control is primarily concerned with ex- 
terior ballistics. 

T For a discussion of reference coordinate frames,  their applications,   and significance,   see par 2-2. 6. 
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Figure 2-1.   The fundamental geometry of atypical fire control problem. 

no lead angle is involved and where reference 
is usually to geographical coordinates rather 
than the line of site, the prediction angle is 
mechanized by the combination of the angle of 
elevation and the angle of azimuth. 

It should be noted that the terminology 
used for these and other aspects of fire con- 
troldiffers in the various branches of Army 
fire control and in the various publications 
onfire control. For example,the lineof site 
is sometimes referred to as a "line of posi- 
tion" in coast artillery literature. In the Air 
Force and Navy, on the otherhand, the line of 
site is referred to as the "line of sight". 

2-2.3 FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROJEC- 
TILE PATH 

A weapon-launched projectile cannot be 
fired directly along a line of site to score a 
hit on a fixed target because of certain phe- 
nomena that are applicable to all problems 
of fire control. These phenomena consist of 
(l)the curvature of trajectory of the projec- 
tile, (2) the effects of jump, and (3)variations 
from standard conditions. The influence of 
these factors on the projectile would cause it 

to miss the target if it were fired along the 
line of site from theweapon to the fixed tar- 
get. It is, therefore, necessary to apply cor- 
rective measures (to compensate for these 
factors) to obtain the direction along which 
the weapon should be fired, i.e., the correct 
orientation of the weapon line. Accordingly, 
except forcertain smallarms fire for which 
the effective ranges are so short that thephe- 
nomenanoted areof no consequence, the line 
of site and theweapon line do not coincide at 
the time of firing. Ideally, the application 
of dimensional corrections will result in a 
weapon-line orientation that compensates for 
the factors that affect the projectile path and 
the projectile will strike the target. 

Figure 2-2 shows the projectile trajec- 
tories that are required for various typical 
weapon-fire situations in order for the pro- 
jectiles concernedtohit their respectivetar- 
gets. In each case, the trajectory is deter- 
mined by (l)the position of the origin of fire, 
i.e., the location of the weapon, (2) the con- 
ditions under which the projectile is projec- 
ted from the weapon, i.e., the quadrant angle 
of elevation 90 and the muzzle velocity, (3) 
the ballistic characteristics of the airthrough 
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(A)   Trajectory associated with a direct-fire 

field-artillery situation 
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(B)   Trajectory associated with an indirect-fire 

field-artillery situation 
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(C)  Trajectory associated with 

antiaircraft fire 
(D)  Traiectory associated with 

air-to-groun'd weapon fire by 

bombs or rockets 

0   = ORIGIN OF TRAJECTORY 

Q   - POINT OF IMPACT,  CR POINT 
OF BURST IN ANTIAIRCRAFT FIRE 

S   = SUMMIT OF TRAJECTORY 

OS   = ASCENDING BRANCH OF TRA- 
JECTORY 

Sfl = DESCENDING BRANCH OF TRA- 
JECTORY 

60   = QUADRANT ANGLE OF DEPARTURE 

(E)   Definitions 

<J   = ANGLE OF FALL 

(   - ANGLE OF SITE 

ß   =RANGE ANGLE 

X(J = HORIZONTAL RANGE 

0Q = SLANT RANGE 

y     - ALTITUDE OF BURST CR IMPACT 
U      WITH RESPECT TO WEAPON 

Figure 2-2.   Typical trajectories projected onto the plane of departure. 

which the projectile must pass in order to 
reach the target. 

Figure 2-2(A) illustrates the trajectory 
of a projectile fired from a field-artillery 
weapon having a high initial velocity and a 
small quadrant angle of departure. Figure 
2-2(B),on the other hand, represents thetra- 
jectory of a projectile fired from a field-ar- 
tillery weapon having a much lower initial 
velocityand  a large quadrant   angle   of de- 

parture. Thesetwo examples, of course, rep- 
resent direct-fire and indirect-fire situa- 
tions,  respectively. 

Figure 2-2(C) shows the type of trajec- 
tory associated with antiaircraft fire. In an- 
tiaircraft fire, the whole trajectory is gen- 
erally considered to comprise the ascending 
branch, inasmuch as the descending branch 
has no significance. This is in contrastto the 
trajectories associated with bombs androck- 
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ets released in air-to-ground weapon fire, 
which trajectories are represented by Fig. 
2-2(D). For such trajectories, only the de- 
scendingbranch is used; i.e., there is no as- 
cending branch, 

All four representative trajectories are 
shown projectedon the plane of departure of 
the trajectories. This plane isthex, y-plane 
of the coordinate system customarily used 
in the computation of trajectories. In this 
system, the x-axis is horizontal, and the y- 
axis is vertical. The z-axis lies in a horizon- 
talplane and is perpendicular to the plane of 
departure. Forming apart of Fig. 2-2 is a 
set of definitions (seeFig. 2-2(E))that applies 
to the various situations depicted. 

Inasmuch as the usual trajectory is 
three-dimensional in nature, it does not lie 
entirely in the x, y-plane but also has a pro- 
jection onto the x,z-plane. This projection 
is represented in Fig. 2- 3; it should be noted, 
however, that the projectile deflection shown 
in the x,z-plane is exaggerated for the pur- 
pose of illustration. As indicated, the z co- 
ordinate of the point of impact or burst is 
designated by the symbol zw and is calledthe 
deflection. The component of deflection that 
is not due to the effect of wind on the trajec- 
tory is called drift. 

The paragraphs below treat, in turn, the 
influence of trajectory curvature, jump ef- 
fects, and variations from standard condi- 
tions ontheoveralltrajectoryof aprojectile. 

2-2.3.1   Curvature of the Trajectory 

The curvature of the trajectoryof a pro- 
jectile in motion is caused by many forces 
that act on the projectile during its time of 
flight. Theprincipal effects that influence the 
shape of the trajectory are the gravitational 
field of the earth and the characteristics of 
the air through which the projectile  passes 

(seepars 2-2.3.1.1 and 2-2.3.2.2). Other ef- 
fects contributing to the form of the projec- 
tile path include drift, wind, and meteorologi- 
cal conditions. These effects will be consid- 
ered in connection with paragraph 2-2.3.3, 
Variations from Standard Conditions. 

The force of gravity and air resistance 
are both generally considered in respect to 
an air structure referred to a.sthe standard 
atmosphere. This standard structure pro- 
vides a mathematical point of departure from 
which essentialballistic data can be obtained 
by applying correctionsto such variations as 
may exist in the actualair structure at a par- 
ticular time. 

2-2.3.1.1    Gravity 

Gravity is a primary factor that influ- 
ences the path of a projectile in motion. If 
a projectile were fired in a vacuum and in the 
absence of a gravity field, it would maintain 
a constant direction and continue to rise in- 
definitely at a constant vertical velocity de- 
pendent only on the muzzle velocity and the 
angle of departure from the weapon (see Fig. 
2-4). The kinetic energy imparting this mo- 
tion would produce both vertical and hori- 
zontal components of velocity, the combined 
effect of which would form a resultant velocity 
alongthe straight-line path of projectile mo- 
tion. 

With gravity effects only considered, the 
flight path changes as follows (seeFig. 2-5). 
Because no air resistance would be encoun- 
tered inthe vacuum, thehorizontal component 
of velocity would remain constant. On the 
other hand, because the projectile would be 
acted upon by the force of gravity duringthe 
time of flight, the vertical component of ve- 
locity would diminish at the rate of about 32 
feet per second each second, This compo- 
nent, then, would first reduce to zero, at which 

xAXIS 

THE x,z-PLANE 

Figure 2-3.   The horizontal projection of a typical trajectory. 
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PROJECTILE TRAJECTORY IN THE ABSENCE 
OF BOTH AIR RESISTANCE AND A GRAVITY 
FIELD 

QUADRANT ANGLE 
OF DEPARTURE 

x AXIS 

THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION FORA PROJECTILE AS IT MOVES ALONG ITS 

STRAIGHT-LINE TRAJECTORY ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

x = (v    cos 9  ) t y  =(vosin   ej t 

WHERE 

x = HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM THE ORIGIN 

y =VERTICAL DISTANCE FROM THE ORIGIN 

t = TIME FROM THE INSTANT THE PROJECTILE LEAVES THE GUN MUZZLE 

v = MUZZLE VELOCITY o 
0   = QUADRANT ANGLE OF DEPARTURE o 

Figure 2-4.   The trajectory of a projectile fired in a vacuum and in the 
absence of a gravity field. 

timethe projectile could no longer rise with 
respect to the earth's surface; thereafter, 
gravitywould further cause the projectile to 
fall back toward the earth':'. The form of the 
path generated by the projectile under such 
theoreticalconditions would be a perfect pa- 
rabola with the angle of fall equal to the angle 
of elevation and with the summit midway be- 
tween the origin andterminalpoints. Figure 
2-5 summarizes the pertinent characteris- 
tics and mathematical relationships thatper- 
tain to a parabolic trajectory. 

2-2.3.1.2    Air Resistance 

The standard trajectory described by a 
projectile under atmospheric conditions as- 
sumed to be standard becomes a more com- 

plex curve than it would be in a vacuum. The 
air resistance acting along the axis of the 
projectile produces a downward component 
that adds to the effect of gravity on the ver- 
tical component of projectile velocity during 
the ascending portion of the trajectory and 
subtracts from the effect of gravity during 
the descending portion. The air resistance 
also acts to decrease the horizontal com- 
ponent of projectile velocity over the entire 
trajectory. The net result is that the angle 
of fallbecomes greaterthan the angleof ele- 
vation, the summit is displaced closer to the 
point of impact than to the origin, and the 
range of the projectile is greatly reduced. 
This is shown by Figure 2-6(A), which is a 
projectionof a typical standardtrajectory on 
the plane of departure. 

Withrespect to the initial line of departure of the projectile along the weapon line, "falling" actually starts, of course, just as soon 
as the projectile is free of the weapon; i.e., there is a constant acceleration acting towards the earth's center throughout the flight 
of the projectile. 
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x 
< 

TRAJECTORY IN THE ABSENCE/ 
OF A GRAVITY   „   ,, / 
FIELD (SEE FIG.  2-4) 

X' 
MUZZLE VELOCITY^/ 

/ / 

- gt    = DISTANCE THE PROJECTILE FALLS DURING 
1 TIME t FROM THE STRAIGHT-LINE TRAJECTORY 
/ CF FIG.  2-4,   DUE TO THE PRESENCE OF THE 
' EARTH'S GRAVITY FIELD 

UJ PReJE€TILi TRAjtBCiraRY 

QUADRANT ANGLE     ANGLE OF FALL 
OF DEPARTURE w 

6 
x AXIS 

/ 
TERMINAL POINT 

THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION FORA PROJECTILE AS IT MOVES ALONG ITS 

TRAJECTORY IN THE ABSENCE OF AIR RESISTANCE BUT IN THE PRESENCE OF A 

GRAVITY FIELD ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

x   —   (V <U« y = (v     sin 6) t -(1/2) gt2 

WHERE g IS THE ACCELERATION DUE TO THE EARTH'S GRAVITY FIELD AND THE 

OTHER QUANTITIES ARE AS DEFINED IN THE FIGURE.   THE ELIMINATION OF TIME 

FROM THESE EQUATIONS OF MOTION GIVES THE FOLLOWING PARABOLIC EQUA- 

TION FOR THE TRAJECTORY IN TERMS OF THE y COORDINATE AS A FUNCTION 

OF THE x COORDINATE: 

y -   (tan   ö 
9     2        2 2. v      cos 

FOR SUCH A TRAJECTORY, THE FOLLOWING CHARACTERISTICS PERTAIN: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

THE SHAPE IS THAT OF A PARABOLA WITH A VERTICAL AXIS. 

THE MAXIMUM ORDINATE IS LOCATED HALFWAY BETWEEN THE 

WEAPON AND THE TERMINAL POINT    ß 

THE ANGLE OF FALL   w    IS EQUAL TO THE QUADRANT ANGLE OF 

DEPARTURE   ö0 

THE STRIKING VELOCITY AT THE TERMINAL POINT !S EQUAL TO THE 

MUZZLE VELOCITY. 

THE MAXIMUM RANGEIS OBTAINED WITH A QUADRANT ANGLE OF 

DEPARTURE OF 45°. 

Figure 2-5.   The trajectory of a projectile fired in a vacuum but with 
gravity effects considered. 

Resistance of the air to the forward mo- 
tion (range motion)of a projectile greatly in- 
fluences not only the shape of the trajectory 
in elevation but also adversely affects the 
azimuth direction of the projectile. This is 
shown by  Figure 2-6(B),  which is a projec- 

tion of a typical standard trajectory on the 
horizontal plane. For reference purposes, 
the characteristics of a standard trajectory 
are summarized in Figure 2-6(C). 

The following factors must betaken into 
account in ascertaining the difference in the 
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BORE AXIS 

TRAJECTORY^       \^- 

WEAPON ^ 

MAXIMUM 
ORDINATE 

QUADRANT ANGLE 
OF DEPARTURE - 

8 

RANGE - 

(A)  The projection of a typical standard trajectory onto the plane of departure 

WEAPON 

LINEAR DRIFT 
ANGULAR DRIFT 

BORE AXIS 
__:*  \r  

TRAJECTORY 

(B) The projection cf a typical standard trajectory onto the horizontal plane 

WHEN A PROJECTILE IS FIRED IN AIR AND IS UNDER THE INFLUENCE CF 

GRAVITY, THE THEORETICAL TRAJECTORY IN A VACUUM §EE FIG. 2-5) IS MOD- 

IFIED BY AIR RESISTANCE, WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

THE TRAJECTORY IS NOT A TRUE PARABOLA IN THAT THE RANGE 

TO THE SUMMIT OF THE TRAJECTORY IS MORE THAN HALF THE TOTAL 

RANGE. 

THE ANGLE OF FALL IS GREATER THAN THE ANGLE OF ELEVATION. 

THE STRIKING VELOCITY IS LESS THAN THE INITIAL VELOCITY. 

THE MAXIMUM RANGE OF THE PROJECTILE IS OBTAINED CLOSE TO, 

BUT NOT PRECISELY AT, AQUADRANT ANGLE OF DEPARTURE OF 45 

DEGREES.   FOR SMALL BALLISTIC COEFFICIENTS,  THE ANGLE IS LESS 

THAN 45°; FOR LARGE BALLISTIC COEFFICIENTS,  THE ANGLE IS 

GREATER THAN 45°. 

(C)  Characteristics of a standard trajectory 

Figure 2-6.   The trajectory of a projectile fired under standard atmospheric conditions 
(both gravity and air resistance present). 

trajectory characteristics of a projectile 
fired in air from the characteristics of one 
fired in a vacuum: 

1. The density of the atmosphere. The 
air offers resistance to the projectile that 
substantially alters the characteristics of the 
trajectory. Since the density of the atmos- 
phere differs from time to time in accordance 
with changes in temperature and barometric 
pressure, and also in accordance with alti- 

tude, air resistance as well varies not only 
with time but also with altitude as the pro- 
jectile travels the course of its trajectory. 

2. The characteristics of the proiec- 
tile. The specific characteristics of a pro- 
jectile that influence its retardation in pass- 
ing through air of a given density are (1) its 
weight, (2) its cross sectionalarea which is, 
of course, proportional to the square of the 
projectile's   diameter,  and (3) its  shape.    A 
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projectile that has a streamlined front end 
encounters less resistance than one having 
a short blunt nose. The shape of the base also 
affects the air resistance encountered by the 
projectile. 

3. The initial velocity. With the air den- 
sity and the design of the projectile consid- 
ered to remain constant, the initial velocity 
of the projectile affects the characteristics 
of the trajectory because the amount of re- 
sistance offered by the air varies with the 
projectile velocity. 

While, in general, air resistance is con- 
sideredto be a resultant vector force, many 
significant force and moment factors make 
up the total effect that causes retardationand 
mis-direction of the projectile inflight. (See 
Reference 3 for an excellent summary of 
these factors.)   The  resultant  aerodynamic 

force R that acts on a moving projectile as 
a result of air resistance can be treated as 
two component forces (see Fig. 2-7): 

1. Crosswind force L which at any in- 
stant is a force lying in the plane formed by 
the tangent to the trajectory and the axis of 
the projectile (the plane of yaw) having a di- 
rectionperpendicularto the direction of pro- 
jectile motion. 

2. DragD which at any instant is a force 
acting in the same plane as the crosswind 
force, and having a directionparalleland op- 
posite to the  direction of projectile motion. 

As the attitude of the projectile varies 
with respect to the instantaneous direction 
of motion of the projectile over the course of 
the trajectory, the direction of the crosswind 
force also varies. In addition, the magnitude 
of the crosswind forceincreases as the angle 

AXIS OF 
PROJECTILE 

ANGLE 
OF YAW 

RESULTANT AERODYNAMIC 
FORCE DUE TO AIR RESISTANCE 

PLANE OF 
YAW 

TANGENT TO 
TRAJECTORY 
(DIRECTION OF 
MOTION OF 
PROJECTILE) 

NOTES: 

1. 

VERTICAL PLANE 
THROUGH THE 
TANGENT TO THE 
TRAJECTORY 

THE PLANE OF YAW IS A N INSTANTANEOUS PLANE FORMED BY THE 

TANGENT TO THE TRAJECTORY A N D THE AXIS CF THE PROJECTILE. 

THE DIHEDRAL ANGLE BETWEEN THE PLANE OF YAW AND THE VERTICAL 

PLANE THROUGH THE TANGENT TO THE TRAJECTORY IS KNOWN AS THE 

ANGLE OF ORIENTATION    </> .   THE ANGULAR MOTION OF A PROJECTILE 

ABOUT ITS CENTER OF GRAVITY IN THREE DIMENSIONS IS DESCRIBED 

IN TERMS OF THE ANGLE OF YAW    6   ,AND THE ANGLE OF ORIENTATION    Q, 

Figure 2-7.   The forces on a projectile moving in still air. 
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of yaw increases. As indicated by Figure 
2-7, the attitude of a projectile with respect 
to the direction of motion of the projectile is 
completely specifiedat any particular instant 
by the angle of yaw 6, and the angle of orienta- 
tion 0. Figures 2-8 and 2-9 show typical 
variations of these quantities with time and 
with one another. The train of events pictured 
stems from a combination of projectile pre- 
cession (see par 2-2.3.3.6) and the resulting 
variations of air pressure on the projectile 
nose. In order to meet projectile-stability 
criteria, the oscillations in yaw (called nu- 
tations)must be damped out, asshownin Fig- 
ure 2-8. (For a summary ofhow projectiles 
can be designed to achieve appropriate con- 
trol of their flight characteristics, the reader 
should consult References 3 and 7.) 

Drag, the force component of the total 
air resistance that acts in the direction op- 
posite to the direction of motion of the pro- 
jectile, is generated by the resistance of the 
projectile nose, the skin friction caused by 
translation and rotation, and the formation 
of eddy currents and a partial vacuum at the 
base of the moving projectile. The behavior 
of airflow over the surface of the projectile 
in its passage through the air is affected by 
the form ofthe projectile. A blunt-nosed pro- 
jectile encounters greater air resistance than 
a projectile with a pointed nose.    A square- 

base projectile similarly offers more im- 
pedanceto air flowthan a tapered-base pro- 
jectile. Projectile sizealso influences drag: 
the largerthe diameter of the projectile, the 
greater the surface area exposed to the air; 
consequently, the more the drag effect tends 
to retard the projectile (for a given mass).:;: 
Again, the larger the projectile, the greater 
is the volume of air that must be displaced 
from the path ofthe projectile: a portion of 
the kinetic energy imparted to the projectile 
at the instant of firing must be used to per- 
form the work of displacing this air. 

Skinfriction, too, plays an effective role 
as a component of drag. A rough surface on 
the projectile increases air resistance and, 
accordingly, decreases the range. As the 
projectile penetrates the air at high speed, 
the viscosity of the air affects projectile mo- 
tion as described below. Layers of air ad- 
jacent to the surface of the projectile are 
dragged along with it; other layers of air 
above and contiguous with these are not. The 
air, therefore, submits to this layer-sliding 
action with a reluctance that is manifested 
by shearing stresses on the projectile sur- 
face; here, again, dragresults in retardation 
of the forward motion of the projectile. 

The velocity of the projectile along its 
curved trajectory also influences drag, as 
shown by Figure 2-10 for various projectile 

5 
2 

0.04 0.08 0.12 

TIME (seconds) ' 

0.16 0.20 

NOTE: THE DAMPED-OSCILLATION CONDITION REPRESENTED HERE 

IS EXPERIENCED EY THE PROJECTILE AS IT LEAVES THE GUN 

AND ALSO WHEN THE DIRECTION OF PROJECTILE MOTION 

IS CHANGED AT THE TOP OF THE TRAJECTORY. 

Figure 2-8.   Plot showing a typical variation of the angle of yaw with time. 

In general, however,  the  largerthe diameter of a projectile, the  greater its mass,   and hence the greater its momentum, 
crease in momentum with size usually overcomes the increased drag due to air resistance. 

This in- 
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ANGLE OF 
ORIENTATE ON 

AN.GLEOFYAW 
6 

NOTES: 

1. YAW IS PROPORTIONAL TO THE  RADIAL   DISTANCE FROM ORIGIN. 

2. NUMBERS DENOTE TIME IN UNITS OF 0.0025 SECOND. 

Figure 2-9.   Polar plot showing a typical variation of the angle of orientation and 
the angle of yaw with time. 

shapes. Below the speed of sound, skin fric- 
tion constitutes the primary retardation ef- 
fect and drag is approximately proportional 
to the square of the velocity of the projectile. 
For increasing projectile velocities in the 
subsonic range, the retarding effect also in- 
creasesbut at afasterrate. As the projectile 
velocity approaches the speed of sound, a sud- 
den increase in drag occurs as a result of 
localvelocities on the surface of the projec- 
tile exceeding the speed of sound and a shock 
wave being set into motion. Since energy is 
requirednot only to establish but to maintain 
any wave motion set up in the air by the pro- 
jectile, the energy that is contained in the 
shock wave is derived fromthe kinetic energy 
imparted to the projectile at the instant of 
firing. Thus, the shock wave represents an 
energy loss that is continuously being dis- 
sipated through compression and irrevers- 
ible heating of the air passing through the 
shock wave.   The continuous drain of energy 

atthis level of velocity obviously contributes 
to the retardation of the projectile. Further- 
more, as the velocity of the projectile in- 
creases beyond the speed of sound, the air- 
streampassing over the surface is unable to 
effect closure behind the base of the pro- 
jectile; this inability creates turbulence, or 
wake, behind the projectile. At supersonic 
velocities, more shock waves are generated 
that add further drag or retardation effect. 
The total effect of friction, wake and shock 
waves, therefore, alters the range of the pro- 
j ectile. 

A final factor that influences drag is yaw- 
ing which, because of aerodynamic effects, 
results in a motion that fails to present the 
projectile to the air point first and thus re- 
quires theprojectile to move through the air 
with a projected area greater than its diam- 
eter. If the angle of yaw exceeds 2° or 3°, 
the air resistance increases sufficiently to 
induce a retarding effect. 
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PROJECTILE TYPE 1 

0.50 

PROJECTILE TYPE 2 

0.067  R 

PROJECTILE TYPE 8 90-mm HEAT PROJECTILE T108 

NOTE:   ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN CALIBERS 

(A)  Typical projectile shapes 

MACH NO. 

(B)   Drag coefficient vs   Mach   number for the projectile shapes shown in part A. 

Figure 2-10.   The influence of projectile velocity on drag for various projectile shapes. 

In addition to the dominant aerodynamic 
forces of drag and crosswind force that act 
ona projectile as a result of air resistance, 
a dominant moment, called the overturning 
moment OM, must alsobe considered. (Other 
moments, such as the Magnus moment due 
toyawing andtheyawing moment due to yaw- 
ing, cannormally beneglected.) This moment 
(seeFig. 2-7) is the moment of the resultant 
aerodynamicforceR (which acts through the 

center of pressure of the projectile) about 
the center of gravity of the projectile. It 
varies  with the  sine  of the  angle of yaw 6. 

2-2.3.1.3    Mathematical   Relationships   As- 
sociated With the Trajectory 

The exact calculation of a projectile's 
trajectory under standard conditions would 
pose  no   serious problem if accurate data 
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were available on the inertia, gravitational, 
and aerodynamic forces exerted on the pro- 
jectile as it moves through the air. This is 
particularly true in the present era of high- 
speed digital computers which were origi- 
nallydeveloped in order to solve the trajec- 
tories of projectiles and bombs. Unfortu- 
nately, the prediction of the aerodynamic 
forces just discussed is a matter of con- 
siderable difficulty and thus represents the 
primary problem associated with the exterior 
ballistics of a projectile. 

Themathematics that pertain to the ex- 
teriorballistics of aprojectile (see summary 
in Appendix 2-1) are discussed in References 
3 and 7. These references provide an excel- 
lent description of the present-day means 
employedto analyzetrajectories andto obtain 
firing tables, via high-speed digital com- 
puters, that very closely reproduce data ob- 
tained fromtest firings.   In addition, Chapter 
4 of Reference 7 provides an example of a 
desk-computer method of trajectory calcu- 
lation. For additional information on the 
various aspects of exterior ballistics, the 
reader should consult References 4 through 
6 and 8 through 12. 

As shown by Reference 4, the equations 
of motion of a projectile under standard con- 
ditions can be put in the form 

GH   . 

GH   . 

where 
x   =     instantaneous horizontal range of 

the projectile 
y   =     instantaneous   projectile   altitude 
G  =     drag function, proportional to the 

product of the drag coefficient, Krj 
(see Appendix 2-1) and the velocity 
u of the projectile relative to the 
air 

H =     air density ratio 
g   =     gravitational acceleration 
C  =     ballistic coefficient,  a measure of 

the  relative  air resistance of the 
projectile (see Appendix 2-1). 

and the dots denote derivations with respect 
to   time.     While these equations   cannot be 
solved analytically,  they can be solved by a 
method of numerical integration.   This meth- 
od, which supersededthe so-called short-arc 
method, was the principal method used in the 
United States subsequent to World War I until 
the  advent  of high-speed  digital computers 
during World Warll.  Themethod is explained 
in References 5, 8, 9 and 10.   Figure 2-11 is 
a plot of trajectories thus obtained for an ini- 
tialprojectile velocity of 2,800    ft per sec, a 
quadrant angle of departure of 45°, and var- 
ious values of the ballistic coefficient.   Ref- 
erence  5 gives   several  sets   of curves, in- 
cluding time-of-flight data, for various pro- 
jectile types,   elevation angles  and muzzle 
velocities.    Fora discussion of the applica- 
tion of high-speed digital computers to a dif- 
ferent numerical-integration  approach,  see 
Appendix 2-1. 

20,000 

§    10,000 

0 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000       50,000       60,000 70,000 80,000 

RANGE (yards) 

Figure 2-11.  Plots of trajectories for v0 = 2,800 feet per second, ö0 = 45°, and C variable. 
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2-2.3.2   Effects of Jump 

The combination of factors that deter- 
mine the total velocity of the projectile are 
responsible for creating the phenomenon of 
jump that causes the initial projectile-ve- 
locity direction to differ from the direction 
in which the weapon is aimed. When a pro- 
jectile is launched from a gun, the phenom- 
enon of a jump usually occurs as a combina- 
tion of averticaljump effect and a horizontal 
jump effect. 

2-2.3.2.1   Vertical Jump 

Four factors, as follows, contribute to 
vertical jump: 

1. The bore axis of a gun at rest does 
not exist as a straight line because of the 
cantilever construction of the gun tube. The 
axis of the bore has the characteristics of a 
curve that becomes more pronounced, the 
longerthebore. This characteristic is gen- 
erally referred to as gun-tube droop. The 
projectile in passing through the bore at high 
velocity tends to straighten out the droop with 
an upward whipping effect. Because of the 
elasticity of the gun-tube metal and the forces 
involved, the gun tube is curved slightly con- 
caveupwards at the instant of release of the 
projectile. 

2. Thereaction oftheguntubeto the ro- 
tation of the spinning projectile as it moves 
alongthebore also influences vertical jump. 
As the projectile rotates clockwise (when 
viewed fromthebreech of the gun) the twist- 
ing moments that are induced tend to twist 
the gun tube in a counterclockwise direction. 

3. As the projectile moves down the 
bore, the center of gravity of the projectile- 
gun tube system shifts and tends to displace 
the muzzle toward the ground. 

4. Thelack of complete rigidity of var- 
ious parts of the gun and its carriage, com- 
bined with lack of complete stability (due to 
terrainal effects), also influences vertical 
jump. 

It shouldbe observed that these four fac- 
tors affecting verticaljump donotnecessarily 
existinthe same degree nor act in the same 
direction. Becausethemagnitude and direc- 
tion of these factors cannot be determined 
by practical means, verticaljump is deter- 
mined experimentally for each weapon. 

2-2.3.2.2   Lateral Jump 

Lateral jump is an effect similar to ver- 
tical jump; however, it represents the dif- 
ference in azimuth — i.e., in the horizontal 
plane — between the line of bore sight and 
the line of departure. When the phenomenon 
exists, ithas amagnitude much less than that 
of vertical jump. 

Lateral jump generally occurs as a re- 
sult of an unbalanced carriage condition, al- 
though someofthe vertical-jump factors may 
contributeto lateral jump also. For a given 
unbalanced carriage condition, lateral jump 
increases slightly as gun traverse increases. 
On the other hand, lateral jump is usually 
considered   negligible   in  stable  carriages. 

Frequently, curvature ofthe gun tube is 
a factor that produces lateral jump; it may 
be considered to be the counterpart of gun 
droop but derives from improper manufac- 
turing techniques. When held within specified 
limits, gun-tube curvature produces negli- 
gible lateral jump effects. 

2-2.3.3   Variations from Standard Conditions 

The factors that influence the motion 
of a projectile are related to certain pre- 
supposed conditions involving the weather, 
the weapon, the projectile, and a motionless 
earth. Such conditions are referred to as 
standard conditions. Because these condi- 
tions donot exist at a particular time of wea- 
pon firing, variations fromthe assumed and 
accepted standard conditions introduce dif- 
ferences that influence the behavior of the 
projectile. These variations are referred to 
asnonstandard conditions. It should be noted 
that while some of the factors that make up 
nonstandard conditions are not natural phe- 
nomena, they aregenerally treated as varia- 
tions from the norm. 

Nonstandard conditions include the fol- 
lowing quantities: 

1. Propellant characteristics 
2. Projectile weight 
3. Air density 
4. Air temperature 
5. Differences in muzzle velocity 
6. Drift 
7. Wind 
8. Effects   of the  rotation  of the earth 
9. Nonrigidity of the trajectory. 
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2-2.3.3.1   Propellant Characteristics 

The characteristics of propelling charges 
used to fire projectiles vary from standard 
conditions because of differences in pro- 
pellant temperature and moisture content. 
These differences cause variations in igni- 
tion, rates of burning, gun-tube temperature, 
and seating of the projectile that produce 
variations in muzzle velocity; therefore, var- 
iations in range result. 

2-2.3.3.2   Projectile Weight 

Projectiles of the same caliber are spec- 
ified as having a standard weight. However, 
variations from standard — i.e., heavier- 
than-standard or lighter-than-standard — 
often occur among projectiles of the same 
caliber. A description of the effects of pro- 
jectile weight follows. A projectile that is 
heavier than standard will acquire from the 
propellant about the same amount of energy 
as alighter projectile; consequently, the pro- 
jectile leaves the muzzle with a muzzle ve- 
locity less than that possessed by a projectile 
of standard weight. But the heavier pro- 
jectile, because of the greater sectional den- 
sity, has an improved ballistic coefficient, 
and the effect is toward an increase in range. 
For heavier-than-standard projectiles, the 
net effect of the two factors is to decrease 
the range over short times of flight and in- 
crease the range over the longer times of 
flight. For lighter-than-standard projec- 
tiles, the reverse is true. 

2-2.3.3.3   Air Density 

The density of the air is an important 
factor related to drag because any increase 
in air density causes greater resistance to 
the forward motion of the projectile, which 
results in a decrease in projectile velocity 
and range. However, air density also in- 
fluences the path of the projectile and its time 
of flightbecause it is a measure of the mass 
that mustbe displaced by the projectile along 
its flight path. Thegreater the density of the 
air, the more kinetic energy must be con- 
sumed to overcome the compactness of the 
air and, as a consequence, the greater is the 
retardation of the projectile. Over longtimes 
of  flight,   the projectile  may  pass  through 

several layers of air having different den- 
sities which may have significant effect on 
range. For short times of flight, the range 
effects due to density variations in the at- 
mosphere are negligible. 

2-2.3.3.4   Air Temperature 

Nonstandard temperature affects the path 
of a moving projectile in an oblique manner. 
Because airtemperature and air density are 
interdependent, variations in the former in- 
fluence the latter. It was established in the 
discussion of factors relating to drag that air 
density affects the retardation of the pro- 
jectile. Therefore, sincea variation in tem- 
perature brings about a variation in density, 
the latter inturn causes a variation in range. 
As the temperature of the air increases, the 
range of the projectile may increase or de- 
crease, depending on the velocity of the pro- 
jectile. Therelationship of drag to the Mach 
number of the projectile (projectile velocity/ 
velocity of sound) changes abruptly when the 
projectile velocity is in the vicinity of Mach 
1. As the velocity approaches the speed of 
sound, the effect of drag increases. But as 
the air temperature increases, the velocity 
of sound alsoincreases. In this way, the dif- 
ferential effects of air temperature influence 
the location of the point on the trajectory at 
which the change in retardation due to the 
initial speed of sound occurs. Over a con- 
siderable amount of aprojectile's trajectory, 
the projectile velocity may be below the speed 
of sound. The supersonic range of the Cali- 
ber .30 projectile, for example, is quite short. 

2-2.3.3.5   Differences in Muzzle Velocity 

Amongthe deviations from the standard 
conditions that cause a projectile to impact 
orburst at some point other than the target, 
arevariations inmuzzle velocity. The muz- 
zle velocity isthe maximum speed attained by 
a projectile while under the influence of the 
propellant gases and occurs shortly after it 
leaves the muzzle of the weapon. The greater 
the muzzle velocity of aparticular projectile, 
the greateristhe range it can attain. Accord- 
ingly, variations in the actualmuzzle velocity 
from the standard value upon which a par- 
ticular set of firingtables isbased will result 
in range inaccuracies. 
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Variations inmuzzle velocity result from 
anumber of causes which can be summarized 
as follows: 

1. As already noted in pars 2-2.3.3.1 
and 2-2.3.3.2, respectively, variations in 
propellant characteristics (temperature and 
moisture content) andvariations in projectile 
weight contribute to changes in muzzle ve- 
locity. 

2. Erosion of the weapon tube enlarges 
the bore. This allows the propellant gases 
to escape, thereby reducing gas pressure and 
hence the muzzle velocity. 

3. Lack of hard, uniform ramming of 
separate-loading ammunition from round to 
round causes variation in the seating of the 
projectile, which results in nonuniform ve- 
locities at the muzzle. 

4. Rough surfaces on the rotating band 
of aprojectile prevent its proper seating. As 
aresult, the propelling gases escape and the 
muzzle velocity decreases. 

5. Even suchminorfactors as manufac- 
turing tolerances and oily weapon tubes result 
in minor and abnormalvariations in the muz- 
zle velocity of the projectile. 

2-2.3.3.6   Drift 

As indicatedin Figure2-6(B), thetrajec- 
tory of an elongated, rotating projectile de- 
viates laterally from its plane of departure 
in such a manner that the horizontal trace 
of the trajectory is a curved, rather than a 
straight, line. This lateraldeviationis called 
drift and is measured as the perpendicular 
distancefromthe end of the trajectory to the 
plane of departure. It is sometimes referred 
to as linear drift in order to differentiate it 
from angular drift, which is the angle sub- 
tended by the linear drift between the plane 
of departure and the vertical plane contain- 
ing the line of site. 

Drift may be considered to result from 
the following three causes: 

1. Gyroscopic action 
2. Magnus effect 
3. Cushioning effect. 
It is reasonably certain, however, that 

the combined  effect of the last two causes 

named is minor compared with the effect of 
the first. 

The part played by gyroscopic action will 
be considered first. A projectile when fired 
from a weapon is given a rotating motion or 
spin about its longitudinal axis by means of 
therifling, i.e., the lands and grooves of the 
tube. This spinning action prevents tumbling 
of the projectile during its flight. In U. S. 
Army weapons, rifling is always right-hand 
twist, sothe projectiles spin clockwise when 
viewed from the base of the projectile. The 
spinning action is accomplished at a rota- 
tional speed sufficient to make the projectile 
behave as a gyroscope during its time of 
flight. Although this gyroscopic behavior 
serves to stabilize the projectile in flight, 
it does at the same time subject the spinning 
projectile to gyroscopic precession. Gyro- 
scopicprecessionis a change in the orienta- 
tion of the spin axis of a rotating body that 
takes place as the result of an applied torque. 
Thedirectionor axis about which the rotating 
body willturn, orprecess, is such as to bring 
the spin axis into alignment with the direc- 
tion or axis about which the torque is applied 
(see Fig. 2-12). The particular precession 
of concern here results from the interaction 
of thetorqueproducedby the crosswind force 
L# (seepar 2-2.3.1.2), which acts at the cen- 
ter of pressure of the projectile, with the 
angularmomentum of the spinning projectile. 

The gyroscopic precession of a projec- 
tile occurs as aresult of the curvature of the 
flight path due to gravity (see par 2-2.3.1.1) 
inthefollowingmanner. Because of the sta- 
bilityof the projectile arising from its spin, 
the projectile tends to maintain its original 
flight orientation in space even though the 
trajectory itself does curve. Thismeans that 
as the trajectory drops away from the initial 
flight direction due to the action of gravity, 
thenoseof theprojectile points slightly above 
the trajectory. The air pressure acting on 
theunderside of thenose of the spinning pro- 
jectile causes the projectile to precess clock- 
wise (as viewed from above the trajectory). 
This shift of the longitudinal axis of the pro- 
jectile now exposes the left side of the nose 
(as viewed from above the traj ectory) to the 

The principal force   involved is the crosswind force since, with the small angles of yaw encountered in practice, dragproduces negli- 
gible torque on the projectile. 
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NOTE:    THE CROSSWIND FORCE REPRESENTED IS THAT CAUSED BY AIR PRESSURE 
ACTING ON THE UNDERSIDE OF THE PROJECTILE NOSE, WHICH IS THE 
RESULT OF CURVATURE OF THE TRAJECTORY. 

THE BASIC LAW OF MOTION OF A SPINNING BODY,  SUCH AS A PRO- 
JECTILE IN FLIGHT,  IS THAT WHEN A TORQUE M IS APPLIED (SEE ABOVE) THE SPIN 
AXIS OF THE BODY ROTATES (PRECESSES) ABOUT A N AXIS THAT IS PERPENDICULAR 
TO BOTH THE SPIN AXIS AND THE APPLIED TORQUE VECTOR.   ThE RATE OF PRE- 
CESSION IS DIRECTLY PROPORTIONAL TO THE APPLIED TORQUE.    THE DIRECTION 
OF PRECESSION IS SUCH AS TO ALIGN THE ANGULAR MOMENTUMVECTOR H 
(WHICH IS COINCIDENT WITH THE SPIN AXIS) WITH THE APPLIED TORQUE VECTOR. 
THIS ACTION IS REPRESENTED BY THE FOLLOWING VECTOR RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
THE ANGULAR   MOMENTUM VECTOR, "R, THE APPLIED TORQUE VECTOR TX, AND THE 
ANGULAR VELOCITY OF PRECESSION, W        : 
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X   H 

THE ASSOCIATED VECTOR DIAGRAM IS 
SHOWN AT THE RIGHT.    (FOR A RIGID 
DERIVATION OF THIS BASIC RELATION- 
SHIP, SEE DERIVATION SUMMARY 4-1 
IN CHAPTER 4 OF REFERENCE 1. 
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THIS VECTOR RELATIONSHIP AND VECTOR DIAGRAM REPRESENT THE 
PHYSICAL FACT THAT WHEN A TORQUE IS APPLIED TO A SPINNING PROJECTILE, 
AS SHOWN BELOW, THE PROJECTILE ACTUALLY ROTATES (PRECESSES) IN A DIRECTION 
THAT IS AT RIGHT ANGLES TO THE ROTATION THAT WOULD RESULT FOR A NON- 
SPINNING BODY. 
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Figure 2-12.   The gyroscopic precession of a spinning projectile. 

air pressure. Continuing gyroscopic behav- 
ior then precesses the spinning projectile 
nose-downward. This kind of precession 
action continues until the projectile is once 
again positioned with the underside of the 
nose exposed to the pressure of the air.   This 

train of events continues, causing the axis of 
the projectile to oscillate about the instan- 
taneous tangent tothe trajectory. The oscil- 
lating cycle repeats itself with diminishing 
effect (seeFigs. 2-8 and 2-9). The predom- 
inant orientation of theprojectilenose, how- 
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ever, is upward. Therefore, since the maxi- 
mum air pressureis always on the underside 
of theprojectile, thenet precession is always 
toward the right. 

The phenomenon of pre cess ion has negli- 
gible effect on the trajectory of spin-stabi- 
lized projectiles launched at high angles of 
elevation. However, for projectile flight 
paths at low angles of elevation, the projec- 
tile continues its precessional orientation 
toward the right. As aresult of this crabwise 
movement, the lateral component of air re- 
sistance continuesto push the projectile fur- 
ther towards the right, thereby causing the 
projectile to drifttothe right from the initial 
vertically-oriented plane of the fire. The 
magnitudeof the drift — expressed as a lat- 
eral distance on the ground — is dependent 
on the rotational speed of the projectile, the 
curvature of the flight path due to gravity, 
and the time duration of flight. As shown by 
the vector relationship of Figure 2-12, the 
amount of precession —andhence the drift — 
varies inversely with rotational speed of the 
projectile. Drift increases with an increase 
of the other two factors, however. 

A description of the part played by the 
Magnus effect in producing trajectory drift 
follows. As has already been noted, the ini- 
tial tendency of a projectile to maintain the 
originaldirection of its axis as it falls away 
from the axis of the weapon tube causes the 
air stream to strike the lower side of the 
projectile. The air stream then splits, with 
part going past the projectile on the left-hand 
side (as viewed from the rear of the projec- 
tile) and part going past the right-hand side. 
Because of this and the projectile's right- 
hand spin, the air adhering to the right-hand 
side of the projectile meets and opposes that 
part of the air stream passing on the right- 
hand side of the projectile, with a resulting 
increase in pressure on that side. At the 
same time, there is a corresponding rare- 
faction on the left-hand side of the projectile. 
This results from the fact that the air ad- 
hering to the left-hand side of the projectile 
is moving in consonance with that part of the 
air stream passing on the left-hand side of 
the projectile. Accordingly, the projectile 
tends to move to the left, the side of lesser 

pressure. This effect — known as the Mag- 
nus effect — is the same phenomenon that 
causes a golf ball to hook or to slice. The 
Magnus effect can be important in the de- 
scending end of a trajectory for a projec- 
tile fired at high elevations of the weapon 
tube. This is because the steepness of the 
descent causesthe air stream to hit the pro- 
jectile nearly perpendicular to its axis, and 
therefore with maximum Magnus effect. As 
can be seen, the Magnus effect opposes the 
gyroscopic effect. 

The cushioning effect stems fromthefact 
that the air tends to pile up on the underside 
of the projectile and, therefore, forms acush- 
ion. Theprojectile tends to roll on this cush- 
ionbecauseof its spin and the friction exist- 
ing between the projectile and the cushion. 
This rolling movement is to the right in a 
projectile with right-hand spin. Thus, the 
cushioning effect opposes the Magnus effect 
but adds to the gyroscopic effect. 

2-2.3.3.7    Wind 

The lateral deviation of a projectile from 
its standardtrajectory results fromtwo prin- 
cipalfactors. The first factor, drift, has been 
discussed previously. The second factor is 
wind. For purposes of practicality, a theo- 
retical wind that is assumed to be constant 
is sometimes employed for correction pur- 
poses. This constant wind, termed ballistic 
wind, is expected to have the same effect on 
a projectile during its flight as the varying 
winds actually encountered.* 

The ballistic wind is considered to be 
horizontal. In general, ittherefore has com- 
ponents that are parallel and perpendicular 
totheline of fire. Accordingly, the ballistic 
wind generally influences both the range and 
direction of a projectile's trajectory. The 
component of ballistic wind that blows at right 
angles to the line of fire is called the cross 
wind or lateral wind and causes the projec- 
tile to be displaced laterally with respect to 
the line of fire. The component of ballistic 
wind that blows in the plane of fire, on the 
other hand, is referred to as range wind. 

With respect to the relationship between 
theprojectile velocity and the velocity of the 

It should be noted that the concept of a ballistic wind is necessary only for hand solutions; machine solutions use a "Meteorological 
Message" in which winds are taken altitude by altitude. 
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airadjacenttotheprojectile, range wind may 
produce positive or negative effects. If the 
air moves withtheprojectile — i.e., if a tail- 
windis present — the velocity relative to the 
air is reduced, theprojectile encounters less 
air resistance and therefore less drag, and 
a longer range results. On the other hand, 
if the air moves in direct opposition to the 
forward motion of the projectile — i.e., a 
headwind exists —thevelocity relative to the 
air is increased, drag is increased and the 
range decreases. 

The cross or lateral wind component does 
not, of course, affect the trajectory range, 
being responsible only for such deflection of 
thetrajectory that is not attributable to drift. 
The direction and magnitude of this deflection 
is dependent on the azimuth and velocity of 
the wind. 

The effect of theballistic wind has negli- 
gible influence on flight paths having a short 
time duration. Conversely, considerable ef- 
fect on the accuracy of weapon fire results 
for flight paths of long time duration. 

2-2.3.3.8   Effects of Rotation of the Earth 

The rotation of the earth is a factor that 
affects both the range and azimuth of the ter- 
minalpoint of a projectile's trajectory. Be- 
cause the earth rotates from east to west at 
an angular velocity of 15 degrees per hour — 
producing atangential velocity of 1024 miles 
per hour at the equator —the effect of the 
earth's rotation on the movement of a pro- 
jectile firedto ahigh altitude on a very-long- 
range trajectory is highly significant from 
the standpoint of accuracy. Unless the earth's 
angular velocity is accounted for in the dif- 
ferential equations of motion for the projec- 
tile — e. g., in Eqs. 9, 10, and 11 of Appen- 
dix 2-1 — errors in trajectory calculations 
will result. 

For very long-range trajectories, two 
other factors come into play: the variation 
of gravity with altitude and the curvature of 
the earth. An explanation of their influence 
on projectile motion follows. Rotation of the 
earth is considered as a nonstandard condi- 
tion involving the factors of direction of fire, 
angle of departure and velocity of the pro- 
jectile, and aspects of longitude and latitude, 
i.e., the relativepositions of weapon and tar- 
get with respect to geographic location.    For 

long ranges, these aspects represent a de- 
parture from the standard structure; here, 
projected motion canno longer be considered 
from the standard conditions of air resist- 
ance, a flat earth, and a homogeneous field 
of gravitation. The variation of gravity with 
altitude and the curvature of the earth's sur- 
face influence projectile motion in the fol- 
lowing ways: 

1. Theinfluence of the variation of grav- 
ity with altitude has a minor deviational effect 
on long-range projectiles. Only when the 
maximum ordinate of the trajectory reaches 
lOOmiles or more is this factor significant. 
At this altitude, at the equator, the accelera- 
tion due to gravity decreases approximately 
5%, the effect of which would increase the 
rangebeyond predicted values obtained under 
standard conditions. 

2. The curvature of the earth affects 
computation of thetrajectory in two ways. In 
the first place, the direction of the down- 
ward force of gravity is established at the 
origin of the trajectory. At long range, the 
direction of the force of gravity at the point 
of impact is not parallel to the gravity force 
at the origin. In the second place, under 
short-range, standard conditions, the co- 
ordinates of the particular target are deter- 
mined on the basis of a horizontal plane; at 
long ranges, the curvature of the earth must 
be accounted for in computing the point of 
fall. With the curvature of the 'earth changing 
at a rate of approximately one degree for 
each70miles, the range of a projectile over 
a long trajectory increases over that range 
computed by simplified solutions. It should 
benotedalso that the influence of the curva- 
ture of the earth and variations in the gravi- 
tational field always act on a given projectile 
path irrespective of the direction of fire. 

2-2.3.3.9   Nonrigidity of the Trajectory 

In the standard structure assumed and 
accepted as the basis of weapon fire, the 
standardtrajectory of aprojectile is referred 
to the horizontal plane that passes through 
the weapon and the fixed target. In actual 
weapon fire, however, targets may be located 
at various heights above or below the hori- 
zontal plane at different values of range, re- 
sulting in various angles of site. For small 
angles of site, it is satisfactory to rotate the 
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trajectory about the origin through these 
smallverticalangles in the plane of fire. In 
theory, this may be accomplished without 
materially influencing the curvature of the 
trajectory (seeFig. 2-13). This assumption, 
known as the theory of rigidity of the tra- 
jectory, is generally applicable to field-ar- 
tillery and small arms fire, and introduces 
significant range error only when the ratio 
of target height to target range is large so 
that the angle of site is large. In particular, 
the assumption is not applicable to antiair- 
craft-firetrajectories when the angle of site 
is normally quite large. 

2-2.4 EFFECT OF TARGET MOTION 

The physical phenomena that, unless 
compensated, will produce errors in weapon 
firedonot relate entirely to the projectile or 
the weapon; even if such phenomena did not 
exist, any target motion during the time of 
flight of theprojectile would cause it to miss 
the target if it were fired along the line of 
site. 

Themotionof the target during the time 
of flight of the projectile between the time of 
launching  and the moment of impact has ki- 

nematic characteristics that derive from the 
integrated effects of target velocity and ac- 
celeration during the interval of flight. These 
effects, which involve the rotation of the line 
of sitetothetarget, vary with target velocity, 
theangles of the space geometry, and target 
range. When the range to the target is long, 
the angular velocity of the line of site (the 
apparentmotion of the target to the tracking 
system) is relatively low; hence target mo- 
tion imposes relatively little influence on the 
angular velocity of the line of site in space. 
Conversely, when the range to the target is 
short, a small amount of target motion re- 
sults in a relatively large angular velocity 
of the line of site. Because target motion 
that occurs during the time of flight would 
cause the projectile to miss the target if it 
were directed along the line of site to the 
target, itis necessary to provide compensa- 
tionfortargetmotion. This compensation is 
directional in nature and is applied to the 
weapon-aiming line before launching or firing 
so that an angle exists between that line and 
the line of site. It is generally applied in the 
form of component corrections in elevation 
and azimuth. The total angular correction 
provides   a weapon orientation that nullifies 

TARGET 2 

GUN 

ANGLE OF SITE FOR 
TARGET 3 

TARGET 3 

NOTE:    THE ANGLES OF SITE ARE GREATLY EXAGGERATED FERE FOR ILLUSTRATIVE 
PURPOSES.   WHEN THEY ARE SMALL,   R„    R2 AND R, CAN BE CONSIDERED 

TO BE EQUAL FOR THE QUADRANT ANGLES    Q     THAT ARE NORMALLY 

EMPLOYED. 

Figure 2-13.   The rigidity of the trajectory for small angles of site. 
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the miss-producing effect of target motion 
and allows projectiles to score hits on the 
target. 

2-2.5   THE PREDICTION ANGLE 

After a projectile has been launched, it 
is acted upon by various forces peculiar to 
the weapon, to the environment through which 
itpasses, and to the motion along its path of 
flight. The associated corrections that must 
be applied as compensation are directional 
innature, i.e., each correction takes the form 
ofanangle. Similarly, compensation for the 
effects of target motion during the time of 
flight of the projectile also takes the form of 
an angular correction. The total correction 
angle, made up of the sum of these individual 
correction angles, forms the required angle 
between the weapon line and the line of site 
for scoring hits on a target. This angle is 
referred to for generality as the prediction 

angle since it is the overall angle that must 
be predicted in advance of firing in order to 
aim the weapon so as to obtain hits on the 
target. Itisthis anglethatmust be generated 
by fire control equipment by one means or 
another in order to effect the required off- 
set angle of the weapon line from the line of 
sitethat is required to obtain hits on the tar- 
get. The prediction angle for the case of a 
stationary target is depicted in Figure 2-14, 
while Figure 2-15 represents the prediction 
angle for the case of a moving target. 

Theprediction angle is composed of three 
major components: kinetic lead, ballistic 
lead, and compensating corrections. Each is 
discussed in turn in the following paragraphs. 
The geometry associated with these predic- 
tion-angle components is portray ed in Figure 
2-16, which is based on the fire-control sit- 
uation shown in Figure 2-15. 

Kinetic lead is the angular correction 
required   to   compensate for target motion 

/   PREDICTION 
/ ANGLE 

TARGET 

WEAPON STATION   ^^^'.^ 

Figure 2-14.   The prediction angle for a stationary target.    (Adapted from 
FIRE CONTROL PRINCIPLES by W. Wrigley and J. Hovorka.    Copyright © 

1959 by McGraw-Hill, Inc.    Used by permission of McGraw-Hill Book Company.) 
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PREDICTION 
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TRAJECTORY 

FUTURE 
TARGET 
POSITION 
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AT TIME HIT OCCURS       } 
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Figure 2-15.    The prediction angle for the case of a moving target. 

duringthetime of flight of the projectile and 
is a function of that time of flight. It is the 
anglebetweenthe line of site to the target at 
thetimeof firing and the predicted future line 
of site to the target at the time a hit occurs. 
It should be noted that in the case of a sta- 
tionary weapon and a stationary target, the 
need for the kinetic lead component of the 
prediction angle does not exist. An example 
of this situation is given by Figure 2-17, which 
represents those aspects of field-artillery 
fire controlproblems that lie in the elevation 
plane. Here, the elevation component of the 
total prediction angle is the angle of eleva- 
tion. It is comprised of the quadrant angle 
of departure, the angle of site, and a correc- 
tion for vertical jump. No kinetic lead cor- 
rection is required. 

Ballistic lead, or curvature correction, 
is an angularcorrectionrequired to compen- 
sate for the effect of the various in-flight 
forces, such as air resistance and gravity, 
that act on a projectile during its time of 
flight and result in a curved trajectory.   As 

in the case of the kinematic-lead correction, 
it is also a function of the time of flight of 
the projectile. Geometrically, it is the angle 
between the predicted future line of site to 
the target and the projectile line. 

The compensating corrections correct 
for jump and variations from standard con- 
ditions. Jump correction compensates for 
initialvelocity effects. It may be defined as 
that correction required to compensate for 
thenonparallelism of the weapon line and the 
initial projectile velocity vector in the par- 
ticular coordinate reference system chosen. 
Unlike lead correction and curvature cor- 
rection, jump correction is not a function of 
time of flight of the projectile. It can be 
visualized geometrically as being the angle 
between the projectile line and the weapon 
line, the former being the direction of the 
initial velocity of the projectile. Correc- 
tions for variations from initial conditions 
are made on the basis of available informa- 
tion concerningpropellant temperature, pro- 
jectile weight, air density,  etc. 
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Figure 2-16.   The prediction angle and its major components.   (Adapted from 
FIRE CONTROL PRINCIPLES by W. Wrigley and J. Hovorka.    Copyright© 

1959 by McGraw-Hill, Inc.    Used by permission of McGraw-Hill Book Company.) 

2-2.6    COORDINATE   FRAMES   FOR   FIRE 
CONTROL 

As has beennoted, the fire control prob- 
lem is inherently kinematic and dynamic by 
nature. Its solution is, therefore, readily 
expressible in geometric terms by means of 
vectors related by the laws of physics. 

Certain vectors (e.g., velocity) require 
a coordinate-frame reference in order that 
they may be properly specified. Forinstance, 
while air speed and ground speed both may 
be considered to be vector velocities, they 
differ vectorially simply becausetheir frame 
of reference in each case is different; air 
speed must be associated with an air-mass 
reference frame and ground speed must sim- 
ilarly be associated with a ground reference 
frame. It should be observed that, unless 
some reference frame is specified, the con- 
cept of velocitycan have no meaning.   Since, 

among the general cases of fire control, the 
weapon as well as the target may be in mo- 
tion - e.g., a moving tank firing at another 
tank in motion - the specification of vectors 
may also be made with respect to moving co- 
ordinates. 

In general, there are two broad classes 
of coordinate reference frame:; that find ap- 
plication in connection with fire control prob- 
lems: 

1. One class is used in stating the fire 
control problem without reference to actual 
fire control equipment. 

2. The otherclass isused in solving the 
fire control problem and, accordingly, per- 
tains to reference frames that are fixed in 
relation to the fire control equipment itself. 

A great varietyof referenceframes have 
been used in connection with fire control. The 
paragraphs below describethe most impor- 
tant of these frames and classify them in ac- 
cordance with the aforenoted scheme. 
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Figure 2-17.   Aspects of the field-artillery fire control problem associated with the 
elevation plane. 

2-2.6.1    Primary Coordinate Frames of Use 
for Statingthe Fire Control Problem 

Thereare four primary coordinate ref- 
ference frames in which the fire control prob- 
lem can be defined. The first is an inertial 
reference frame and is usually referred 
to simply as "inertial space". This is the 
framework in which the laws of physics are 
expressible in their simplest form. An in- 
ertial reference frame is generally consid- 
ered to be unaccelerated — i.e., ofconstant 
velocity andnonrotating —with respect to the 
so-called "fixed stars". For convenience, it 
is generallytaken with its center at the cen- 
ter of the earth. This inertial frame, re- 
ferred to as a geocentric inertial reference 
frame (see Fig. 2-18), is taken as a refer- 
ence only for those fire control problems in 
which thetime of flight of the projectile is so 
long that the effects of the diurnal rotation 
of the earth cannot be ignored, for example, 
long-range weapon fire. 

A second useful reference system is an 
earth coordinate system, which may be con- 
sidered fixed with respect to the earth, but 
not necessarily centered at the earth's cen- 
ter (seeFig. 2-19). Ifthe frame of reference 
has its origin at the center of the earth and 
rotates withthe earth (see Fig. 2-19(A)), itis 
referred to as a geocentric earth reference 

frame. If, on the other hand, the frame of 
reference is centered at some convenient 
point on ornear the surface of the earth (see 
Fig. 2-19(B)), it is referred to as a vehicle- 
centered earth reference frame. In general, 
the earth frame of reference is extremely 
useful for those fire control problems in 
which the weapon is either stationary or is 
moving at a very slow ground speed. This 
reference frame would/therefore, be applica- 
ble to most Army fire control problems. 

A third useful reference frame may be 
described as an air-mass coordinate system 
inwhichthe frame is considered fixed in the 
air mass. The air-mass reference frame 
(seeFig. 2-20)may be visualized as a frame 
fixedin afreeballoon. This frame is partic- 
ularly useful for problems associated with 
airborne fire control, e.g., a helicopter fire 
control system. It should be noted that in 
this type of fire control problem the times 
of flight are generally of short duration; hence 
the air mass is considered to be inertial. 
From the standpoint of the air-mass refer- 
ence frame, the ballistics of a moving pro- 
jectile reduce to their simplest analytic form. 

The fourth useful frame of reference is 
the stabilizedweapon-station coordinate sys- 
tem(seeFig. 2-21). Thisframe of reference 
has its origin centered in the weapon station 
and translates  with the vehicle that carries 
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CENTRIC INERTIAL REFERENCE FRAME X! Y( Z{ IS,  E!Y DEFINITION, 

NONROTATING RELATIVE TO THE "FIXED STARS. " 

Figure 2-18. The geocentric inertial reference frame. (Adapted from FIRE 
CONTROL PRINCIPLES by W. Wrigley and J. Hovorka. Copyright © 1959 

by McGraw-Hill, Inc.    Used by permission of McGraw-Hill Book Conipany.) 

the weapon. The frame is considered, how- 
ever, to be free from any of the rotational 
motion of the weapon-carrying vehicle, i.e., 
motion about the reference coordinate axes 
in the roll, pitch, and yaw modes. This iner- 
tial reference frame is generally useful when 
the linear motion of the vehicle is readily dis- 
tinguishable from the roll, pitch, and yaw of 
the vehicle. Thus, the stabilized weapon- 
station coordinatesystemwouldbe useful for 
a tank weapon system designed for firing 
while the tank is in motion. 

2-2.6.2    Coordinate  Frames   of Use in Data 
Handling and Computing* 

As indicated in paragraphs 2-2.2.3 and 
2-2.5, the basic parameters of the fire con- 
trolproblem are the line of site, the weapon 
line, and the prediction angle. In the mech- 
anization  of the   solution to the fire control 

problem, actual indications of the line of site 
are provided by means of some physical 
tracking mechanism. This indicated line of 
site is usually referred to as the tracking line. 
The weapon line, of course, is coincident with 
the axis of the weapon tube. Accordingly, 
both the tracking line and the weapon line 
represent driven lines that are firmly fixed 
with respect to physical equipment in any 
particular weapon system. Each of these 
lines must intrinsically have reference co- 
ordinate frames associated with them, i.e., 
there must be a reference frame for the 
data-gathering function of the acquisition and 
tracking portions of the fire control system 
and there must be a reference frame for the 
data-utilization function of the weapon-point- 
ing system, f These two frames may or may 
not be identical. The computed prediction 
angleitself must also be generated in a ref- 
erence coordinate frame. For sake of dis- 
tinction,   this  frame is sometimes referred 

While this topic ties in with the solution of the fire control problem which is discussed in paragraphs 2-3 through 2-3.4 following,   it 
is presented at this point in order to complete the discussion of coordinate frames for fire control. 

T Acquisition and tracking systems are covered in Section 2 of the Fire Control Series; fire-control computing systems are covered in 
Section 3; and weapon-pointing systems are covered in Section 4. The present discussion of reference frames is for background in- 
formation only. 
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Figure 2-19.   Geocentric and vehicle-centered Earth reference frames.    (Adapted 
from FIRE CONTROL PRINCIPLES by W. Wrigley and J. Hovorka.    Copyright © 
1959 by McGraw-Hill, Inc.   Used by permission cf McGraw-Kill Book Company.) 

to as the computation reference frame. It is 
this computing frame that largely dictates 
the choice of the other coordinate frames 
used in carrying out the solution of a given 
fire control problem. 

Because the computation reference frame 
istheframeinwhichthe fire control problem 
is actually solved, itisnecessary in the design 
of afire control systemthatthis frame be se- 
lected in advance even though - because of the 
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THE AIR-MASS REFERENCE 
FRAME COULD BE CON- 
SIDERED AS A FRAME FIXED 
IN A FREE BALLON 

Figure 2-20.   The air-mass reference frame.    (Adapted from FIRE CONTROL 
PRINCIPLES by W.  Wrigley and J. Hovorka.    Copyright  ©   1959 by McGraw- 

Hill, Inc.    Used by permission of McGraw-Hill Book Company.) 

selection sometimes being obvious -itisnot 
always explicitly statedby the system design 
agency. It is obvious that the computation 
reference frame selected should be one that 
is naturally suited to the fire control prob- 
lem at hand rather than one into which the 
fire control solution is forced. For example, 
two suitabletypes of earthreference frames 
and their applications to practical antiair- 
craft fire controlproblems are discussed in 
paragraph 2-3.3. The applications of these 
same reference frames, plus another alter- 
nate reference frame, to the data-gathering 
function associated with sighting and ranging 
are discussed in paragraph 2- 3.2. 1. 

Computation reference frames can be 
classified into either of the two followingba- 
sic types: 

1. A reference frame in which both the 
tracking line and the weapon line may be ro- 

tating with respect to the coordinate axes of 
the frame. This type of frame is generally 
fully stabilized geometrically with respect 
to the earth. The instantaneous orientations 
of the tracking line and the weapon line are 
then specified by numerical angular mea- 
surements relative to the coordinate axes of 
the frame. 

2. A reference frame in which one of 
thethree coordinateaxes is chosento be co- 
incidentwith eitherthetracking lineor weap- 
on line. The line that is not aligned with one 
of the coordinateaxes isthenmeasured rela- 
tive to the other line. 

More detailed information relating to 
reference coordinate frames - as applicable 
to acquisition and trackingsystems, comput- 
ing systems, and weapon-pointing systems, 
respectively - will be given in Sections 2, 
3, and 4 of the Fire Control Series. 
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Figure 2-21.   The stabilized weapon-station coordinate system.    (Adapted from 
FIRE CONTROL PRINCIPLES by W.  Wrigley and J. Hovorka.    Copyright © 

1959 by McGraw-Hill, Inc.    Used by permission of McGraw-Hill Book Company.) 

2-2.6.3 Effect of the Reference Coordinate 
Frame on the Prediction Angle and 
Its Components 

Intheprevious discussion of the coordi- 
nate reference systems used in the solution 
of fire control problems, it has been noted 
that certain vectors required, from a geomet- 
rical approach, a frame of reference in or- 
derto be properly specified. Because error- 
producing effects and their assignable cor- 
rective measures - e.g., target motion and 
the associated kinetic lead correction - are 
reducible tovectors, theymustbe considered 
in relation to  a  specified, albeit arbitrary, 

reference coordinate frame. As shown by 
Figure 2- 16, kinetic lead is the angle between 
the present and future lines of site. Thep res- 
ent line of site, of course, is the direction 
from the weapon station to the target at the 
instant of firing; accordingly, it is invariant 
with the reference coordinate frame selected. 
The future line of site, on the other hand, 
varies with the reference coordinate frame 
that is chosen. (For example, the future line 
of site from a moving tank to a stationary 
target is different for a reference frame fixed 
to the tank than it is for a reference frame 
fixed to the earth.) Figure 2-22 represents 
the future-range vector,   in  relation to the 
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TARGET AT TIME 
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WEAPON STATION, BALLOON AND EARTH 
REFERENCE POINT AT TIME OF FIRING 
(CONSIDERED TO BE COINCIDENT) 

WEAPON STATION AT 
TIME OF IMPACT 

Figure 2-22.   Relationships between the future-range vector and the present-range vector 
from the standpoint of Earth, air-mass, and weapon-station coordinates,  respectively. 

(Adapted from FIRE CONTROL PRINCIPLES by W.  Wrigley and J. Hovorka.    Copyright © 
1959 by McGraw-Hill, Inc.    Used by permission of McGraw-Hill Book Company.) 

present-range vector, as it might appear 
from the standpoint of earth, air-mass, and 
weapon-station coordinates, respectively. 
For the purposes of illustrating the effect 
of weapon-station velocity, the weapon sta- 
tion is depicted as a high-speed jet aircraft. 
Therefore, lead is also dependent upon the 
reference frame chosen. Similar considera- 
tions apply to the other components of the 
prediction angle, e.g., ballistic lead and the 
correction for jump. 

On the other hand, the prediction angle 
neednotbe consideredin relation to a speci- 
fied reference coordinate frame because its 

definitive limits (thelineof siteandthe weap- 
on line)aredeterminedby quantities that are 
not influenced bythe selection of the refer- 
ence space. For example, the weapon line 
is coincident with the gun bore in the case of 
guns; in rocket launchers, it bears a similar 
significance. Since the weapon line repre- 
sents aphysical, extensible line on the weap- 
on, its specification is independent of the ref- 
erence coordinate-frame. The line of site, 
of course, as already noted, is similarly in- 
variant with the reference coordinate frame 
selected. Therefore, the prediction angle 
also   remains  invariant  with  the  reference 
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frame selected; i.e., irrespective of the co- 
ordinate system chosen, the prediction angle 
is seen to be the same to theobserver in any 
selected reference frame. 

For a more detailed discussion of the 
effect of the reference coordinate frame and 
illustrative examples, see Reference 1. 

2-2.7 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FIRE CON- 
TROL FOR GUNS AND ROCKETS 

Itwas noted at the start of the discussion 
of the fire control problem that the term "pro- 
jectile" was used in its general sense to in- 
clude bullets, projectiles and rockets. How- 
ever, from the standpoint of the geometrical 
approach, it becomes necessary to delineate 
the differences that may exist between firing 
bullets and projectiles on the one hand, and 
firing rockets on the other. 

Gunfire and rocket fire are similar; the 
essential difference between them lies in the 
method of propulsion. In gun fire, the propel- 
lantand its gases are confined in the gun tube 
andthe projectile is ejected by the pressure 
produced by these gases. In rocket fire, the 
propellant and its gases travelwith the rock- 
et during the burning of the propellant. A 
pseudo or fictitious initial velocity thus must 
be used to account for its continued propul- 
sion after launching. 

In general, bullets and projectiles are 
fired with a relatively high initial (muzzle) 
velocity; the military rocket, by contrast, has 
a low initial velocity when fired from astatic 
launcher. Fora given target range, this low 
initial velocity increases the time of flight 
and lessensthe chances of scoring a hit on a 
movingtarget. If the rocket is fin-stabilized 
(incontrast to spin-stabilizedbullets orpro- 
jectiles), the low initial velocity results also 
in reduced stability during flight and, there- 
fore, in greater dispersion. 

Rocket firetends to be less accuratethan 
gun fire. A gun-fired projectile is usually 
guided very accuratelyalong the bore during 
the burning time of the propellant; the turbu- 
lent action of the expanding gases behind the 
projectile have little effect on the path of 
flight.    In  contrast, similar turbulences de- 

veloped in the rocket exhaust gases are un- 
restrained and free to produce variations in 
the direction of flight. For this reason, rock- 
ets fired from a static launcher are less 
accurate than gun-fired projectiles. When 
rockets are fired forward from high-speed 
aircraft, rocket-fire accuracy is greatly in- 
creased because of the high initial velocity 
and the aerodynamic effectiveness of the 
large protruding fins. This method of air- 
craft rocket fire effectuates long-range ar- 
tillery equivalence for low-velocity, short- 
range rockets when used in air-to-surface 
weapon fire. 

It should be noted in this connection that 
correctionfor jump effects apply both to gun 
fire and rocket fire. However, in the case 
of gun fire, jump phenomena result from the 
elastance of the weaponwhereas, in the case 
of rocket fire, the phenomena knownas weath- 
er-cocking result from the influence of the 
folded rocket fins on the rocket path as the 
rocket is fired from the aircraft launching 
tube into the airstream. 

The rocket-assisted projectile (or, equiv- 
alently, gun-boosted rocket)isa new devel- 
opment in which a rocket motor is added to a 
projectile and the combination is fired from 
a gun, The result will be either an increase 
in range, an increase in the payload that can 
be carried to the same range asthat obtained 
by the projectile alone with its normal pay- 
load, or an increase in the projectile ve- 
locity attarget impact - in eachcase with no 
decrease inthe mobility of the gun. The ad- 
vantages and disadvantages of usingthe rock- 
et-assisted projectile - particularly from the 
standpoint of accuracy - are discussed in 
Reference 7. 

2-3 SOLUTION OF THE FIRE CONTROL 
PROBLEM 

2-3.1   GENERAL 

The solution of the fire control problem 
can be consideredto comprisethree distinct 
phases: 

1. Sighting and ranging (or tracking':) 
2. Computation of firing data 

As explained in Chapter 3 which describesthe functional elements of fire control equipment employed in the solution of the fire con- 
trol problem, the term "tracking" denotes the action of keeping target-locating equipment continuously pointed at a moving target. 
Sighting and ranging, on the other hand, denotes the action of determining the position and range of a stationary target with respect 
to the weapon. 
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3.   Application of firing data. 
Each of thesethree phases is treated, in 

turn, in the remainder of this chapter. 

2-3.2    SIGHTING AND RANGING 

2-3.2.1   General 

Thefirst requirement in solving any fire 
control problem is to continually locate the 
target with respect to the weapon. This re- 
quirement is satisfied by the use of sighting 

and ranging procedures as described in para- 
graphs 2-3.2.2 and 2-3.2.3. 

Target location is usually established in 
spherical polar coordinates in an earth refer- 
enceframe. Figure 2-23 shows how the tar- 
get is located with respect to the weapon by 
this method in atypical antiaircraft fire con- 
trol problem. Thelineof site between weap- 
on and target is established when the target's 
azimuthangle AQ and elevation angle EQ are 
determined. The third required element of 
data is the target's   slant range D0.   When 
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Reference coordinate frames for locating the target 
with respect to the weapon station. 
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there is relative motion between the weapon 
and the target, the target must be "tracked" 
to determine the rates of change of these 
threebasic elements of data - azimuth, ele- 
vation, andränge - in orderthat proper leads 
may be computed. 

Figure 2-23 also indicates two alternate 
coordinate systems (also in an earth refer- 
ence frame) that are used for establishing 
the location of a target with respect to a 
weapon: 

1. In the rectangular coordinate system, 
the mutual orthogonal distance vectors XOJ 

YQj andH0fixthe target. (Note that the pos- 
itive directions for the X- and Y-axes are 
East and North, respectively.) The rectan- 
gular coordinate systemis used in many auto- 
matic data computers, the raw data being 
obtained in polar coordinates and the data 
computer converting it either electrically or 
mechanically to rectangular coordinates and 
then solving for firing data. 

2. A second alternate system uses the 
quantities A0, RD, and H0. This system is 
used when the target-position data is mea- 
sured from maps. 

Additional methods for locating the tar- 
get for particular fire control applications 
would be in terms of the other coordinate 
reference frames discussed in paragraph 
2-2.6.1. 

2-3.2.2    Sighting 

There are two general ways of sighting 
on a target:* 

1. The direct laying method which is 
associated with direct fire control (see par 
1-1.3.1). 

2. The indirect laying method which is 
associated with indirect fire control (seepar 
1-1.3.2). 

The direct laying method is used when 
the target can be sensed - via optics, radar, 
etc. - directly from the weapon. The sim- 
plest means is to mount a front and a rear 
sight on the weapon, adjust their alignment 
so that the sight line is parallel to the axis 
of the bore (the weapon line), and then move 
the weapon in elevation and azimuth until the 

sights are aligned with the target. For rifle 
fire, the range would, of course, be estima- 
ted and set on the sights before actually sight- 
ing on the target. For larger caliber guns, 
for which various forms of optical sights 
might be used (see pars 1-2.4.3 through 1- 
2.4.3.5 of Chapter 1), the sighting would be 
maintained during the period that the sight 
was being adjusted for the actual conditions 
of the fire-control situation, i.e., the target 
range and the angle of site. 

Theindirect layingmethod is used either 
when the target cannot be sensed directly 
from the weapon or when remote control is 
employed. This method requires that the 
azimuth and angular elevations of the line 
of site be determined by some independent 
means such as map data or a remote obser- 
vation post. If the weapon is equipped with 
calibrated and oriented angle-measuring de- 
vices similarto those on a surveyor's trans- 
it, it can be laid on the target's azimuth and 
angular elevation, and the weapon line ex- 
tended would intersect the target. 

From the foregoing, it can be seen that 
direct sighting is the simplest since it is only 
necessary that the sights be capable of being 
aligned with the weapon line. In the indirect 
sighting method, the sights must not only be 
capable of being aligned with the weapon line 
but they must alsobe capable of being leveled 
and oriented on the same reference - grid 
north, magnetic north, an aiming stake, the 
longitudinal axis of an aircraft, etc. - as that 
on which the target-angle data were based. 
Thelatter sighting system is obviously more 
complex, and subject to error and time lag 
in functioning. However, it is more flexible 
and capable of engaging unseen as well as 
visible targets. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the means 
for sighting on atarget include simple mech- 
anical sights, various types of optical sights, 
radar, active infrared viewing devices, and 
various types of passivenight sighting equip- 
ment. Radar is particularly well suited for 
tracking moving targets - where ground clut- 
ter is not a problem - because automatic 
tracking capability can be readily designed 
into the tracking equipment. 

It should be noted that, in general, sighting on atarget (locating the target with respect to the weapon) differs from aiming the weap- 
on, which (see par 2-3. 3.4) can take place only after the target has been located (and tracked, if moving) and firing data has been 
computed. 
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2-3.2.3   Ranging 

Target ranges are sometimes obtained 
by visual estimation of range as, for example, 
inthe case of rifle fire or machine gun fire. 
Although rangefinding for tankfire once also 
depended on visual estimation, it now utilizes 
more sophisticated range-findingtechniques. 
As discussed in paragraph 1-3.2, these tech- 
niques include the use of optical range finders 
of both the coincidence type and the stereo- 
scopic type. In addition, promising effort is 
now being directed toward the development 
of laser range finders. 

For field-artillery fire, optical range 
finders remain the primary means of ranging, 
with conventional spotting techniques used to 
correct for inaccuracies of fire. Map data 
arealsoused when applicableto thefire con- 
trol situation at hand. Laser range finders, 
however, are also being developed for the 
ranging required with field-artillery fire 
control. 

For antiaircraft-artillery fire, radar 
ranging is the accepted method of ranging, 
particularly because of the automatic-track- 
ing capability of radar. 

2.3,3  COMPUTATION OF FIRING DATA 

With the target's position data known (or 
with tracking data available in the case of a 
moving target), the next step is to solve the 
completefire control problem involved, uti- 
lizing the weapon's known ballistic perfor- 
mance data and correcting the standard bal- 
listic data to allow for non-standard meteo- 
rological, ammunition, o r weapon conditions. 
Theobjectivesare firing azimuth, firingele- 
vation (or their equivalents in whatever co- 
ordinate system is used, see par 2-3.2.1), 
and, when applicable, time of flight. Four 
general cases exist:::' 

1.   Weapon and target both stationary 
2. Weapon stationary andtarget moving 
3. Weapon moving andtarget stationary 
4. Weapon and target both moving. 

2-3.3.1    Weapon and Target Both Stationary 

In'this case,   only the  present-position 

data of the target need be known and the solu- 
tion of the ballistic problem is relatively un- 
complicated. A firing table or - in the case 
of certain short-range weapons such as a 
rifle, a mortar or a tank gun - calibrated 
sights (see Fig. 2-24) are allthat are neces- 
sary to provide the necessary firing data. 

2-3.3.2    Weapon Stationary and Target Mov- 
ing 

Here, as in duck shooting, it is neces- 
sary to "lead" the target and the present- 
positiondata is used to determine the future 
position of the target based upon the rates 
of change of present- position data. In short- 
range, direct-fire weapons, kinetic lead is 
frequently estimated as a function of range 
(and hence time of flight) and target speed. 
Figure 2-24 shows the sight reticle pattern 
usedwith a tank gun where one lead line gives 
a 5-mil lead. 

For more-accurate weapon fire, there 
are two general types of prediction proces- 
ses that can be used by computers fordeter- 
mining kinetic lead: 

1. The angular-rate-of-travel  method 
2. The linear-speed method. 
Theangular-rate-of-travel method gives 

the fastest solution. In Figure 2-25, it can 
be seen that if the weapon is fired when the 
target is at point T0, by the time the projec- 
tile arrives there, the target will be at Tp, 
the predicted futuretarget position. Consid- 
eringazimuth only, if the time of flight to the 
predicted future target position Tp is known 
(this time of flight is designated tp), thenthe 

dAQ 
product t X —77—will approximate the neces- 

sary kinetic lead correction. The computer 
obtains t„ as a function of present-position 
data (i.e., A0, D0) and E0), measures the rate 
of change of A0 by measuring the angular 
rate of tracking in azimuth, and multiplies 
them to obtain the azimuth component of ki- 
netic lead. Using stored ballistic data, the 
computer then adds the necessary drift and 
windage corrections, and arrives at Af, the 
firing azimuth. A similar process that uses 
elevation-tracking-rate data and adds a cor- 
rection    for   the   effect   of   gravity   obtains 

For specific examples,   see Part III of Section 3 of the Fire Control Series. 
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Figure 2-24.   A calibrated sight such as used on a rifle, a mortar, or a tank gun. 

Q. E., the  quadrant elevation.    Inasmuch as 
dA0       . dE0 . .,    and   A.     areseldomconstant   and tp  is 

not equaltot0, the time of flight to the pres- 
ent target position, it can be seen that this 
solution is only an approximation.   It is suit- 

able for short-range fire with automatic 
weapons against high-speed targets, ^being 
rapid and relatively simple in the mecha- 
nisms required. The volume and dispersion 
pattern of automatic weapons fire compen- 
sate for the errors resulting from approxi- 
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Figure 2-25.   A stationary weapon firing at a moving target, using the 
angular-rate-of-travel method of prediction. 

mation of angular rates. 
The linear-speed method is more exact 

in its solution but is slower and requires more 
intricate, cumbersome equipment. In the 
linear-speedmethod, the computer converts 
A0> E0, and D0, which are supplied as input 
datafromthetracking system, to XQ, YQ, and 
H0 (see Fig. 2-26).* The computer then 
takes thefirstderivative of these values with 

dX„   dY, dH. 
respect  to time -and and, by dt • dt *"" "dt 
multiplying them by the time of flight the pro- 
jectile, obtains future position data, Xp, Y„, 
and Hp. The time of flight used is the actual 
time of flight to the future target position tp, 
which the computer obtains by a. successive- 
approximation method. Using storedballistic 
data, the computer then corrects for gravity, 

See,   for example,  the similar computation described in paragraph 1-2.4. 8. 3 in connection with early mechanical directors. 
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Figure 2-26.   A stationary weapon firing at a moving target, using the 
linear-speed method of prediction. 

drift, wind and other meteorological and bal- 
listic factors; delivers Af and Q. E.; and, 
wherenecessary, fuze setting. The accuracy 
ofthe linear-speed method is dependent upon 
thetarget maintaining a constant course and 
speed. It finds application with antiaircraft 
guns and guided missiles. 

2-3.3.3    Weapon Moving and Target Station- 
ary 

This is the complement ofthe preceding 
case. Theproblemis similar to that of pre- 
cision bombing or aircraft gunnery against 
stationary or near-stationary ground targets, 
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where negative kinetic lead angles are re- 
quired. The angular-rate-of-travel and lin- 
ear-speedpredictionmethods are applicable 
forthis caseaswellbut mustbe used in mod- 
ified form. 

2-3.3.4    Weapon and Target Both Moving 

This is the most complex of the four gen- 
eral cases. However, it is very similar to 
the preceding case of "weapon stationary, 
target moving" in that it involves relative 
motion between target and weapon. This 
fourth case would apply to weapon fire at 
moving targets from such Army vehicles as 
helicopters and moving tanks. Forthis case, 
the fire control problem is generally solved 
by angular-rate-of-travelprediction for high 
speeds. Forlower speeds, linear-speedpre- 
diction can usually be utilized. 

2-3.4   APPLICATION OF FIRING DATA 

Having located the target and computed 
the firing data, it is next necessary to aim 
theweapons accordingly. For someweapons, 
this function is performed by the weapon's 
sighting system. Sights are essentially angle- 
measuring devices, calibrated for the ballis- 
tics of the weapon and ammunition with which 
they areused. Sights are classified as either 
optical (glass sights) or mechanical (iron 
sights). Figure 2-27 shows a simple eleva- 
tion sighting arrangement and its application 
to laying a weapon in elevation. The paral- 
lax can be ignored in most weapons, since it 
is usually merely a matter of a few inches, 
butitcanbe reduced by having the sight axis 
depressed to converge with the gun axis at 
some convenient range. (Fora complete dis- 
cussion of the parallax problem and its solu- 

SIGHT AXIS TARGET 

  ®| 
PARALLAX 

GUN AXIS 

(A)    Sight-setting for zero range 

~~~. <* 

TARGET 
® 

Sight setting for a range of -Xi- yards 
(required superelevation of </> mils) 

TARGET 
® 

(C)    Gun laid in elevation for a range of "x" yards 

Figure 2-27.    The use of a simple sighting arrangement for laying a weapon in elevation. 
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tion, see Reference 13, which forms part of 
the Fire Control Series.) 

Assumethat it is desired to hit a target 
at a range of "x" yards and that the firing 
table shows that a superelevation of <p mils 
is required to compensate for the effect of 
gravity on the projectile during its time of 
flight. If the sight axis is depressed <J> mils 
below the gun axis, then elevating the gun 
until the sight is back on the target will place 
the gun axis on the proper superelevation 
angle <p with respect to the horizontal plane. 
By properly calibrating the elevation sight- 
ing controls interms of yards of range rather 
than mils, it is possible to eliminate the 
firirig-table steps, as is done in the cases of 
the Ml Rifle, tank guns, etc. (see Fig. 2-24). 
This is the procedure usually employed with 
direct-fire weapons. Sights forindirect fire 
weapons, on the other hand, such as mortars 
and howitzers, are usually calibrated in 
angularunits and, instead of usingthe line of 
site to the target as a reference, refer to 
some arbitrary aiming point, See paragraphs 
1-2.4.2 through 1-2.4.3.5 of Chapter 1 for an 
overall summary of sighting equipment that 
has been developed  during the 20th century. 

Figure 2-24 shows the type of reticle 
patternthat would be found in a tank-guntele- 
scopic sight. The range reticles are marked 
in hundreds of yards; therefore, by placing 
the 800-yard reticle on the target image, the 
gun becomes elevated to the proper super- 
elevation necessary to carry that distance. 
Similarly, drift, windage, and kinetic lead 
corrections formovingtargets areapplied by 
aligning the target on the proper horizontal 
lead line. The same sight may thus be used 
for both azimuth and elevation, although on 
larger caliber weapons separate sights may 

be used for functional ease. Again, instead 
of using the target for an aiming point, an 
arbitrary aiming point such as north, a ter- 
rain feature, o r the like may be used in in- 
direct firing. In all cases, the basic re- 
quirement is that the sighting system be 
oriented on the same references used to com- 
pute firing data, and that it be capable of 
positioning the weapon on the proper hori- 
zontal and vertical angles, namely, the firing 
azimuth Aj- and the quadrant elevation Q. E. 

Many weapons, particularly aircraft tur- 
rets and antiaircraft guns, are positioned by 
remote control. Their sightingand computing 
equipment is located remotely fromthe wea- 
pon andthefiring dataare transmitted, usu- 
ally electrically, to the guns. Synchro elec- 
trical systems are most commonly used for 
this purpose. At the gun, servomechanisms 
employ this electrically-transmitted firing 
data to position the gun. Remote-control 
systems offer the advantages of smoother, 
more-accurate tracking rates against high- 
speed targets. They also permit mounting 
weapons in locations where optimum fields 
of fire may be obtained but which could not 
be utilized, because of either space or vul- 
nerability considerations, if the gunner had 
to be located there. Theirdisadvantages are 
mainly in their complex operating machinery 
and the need for a power supply. 

Note: As indicated in the introductionto this 
chapter (see par 2- 1), the broad scope of the 
preceding discussionconcerning the solution 
of the fire control problem is intended to 
supplement the more-detailed information 
presented in subsequent chapters of Section 

1 and in Sections 2, 3, and 4 of the Fire Con- 
trol Series. 
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Appendix 2- 1.     Summary of the mathematics  associated with the  exterior ballistics of a 
projectile. 

Elements of a Trajectory 

X 
< 

QUADRANT ANGLE 
OF DEPARTURE 

VERTICAL 
JUMP 

ANGLE 

TRAJECTORY 

X AXIS 

/        I   |    ANGLE OF 
/ ^'   ELEVATION 

Z AXIS 

POINT OF IMPACT" 7- 

/ 
END OF 

TRAJECTORY 

Definitions Associated with a Trajectory 

Trajectory -- the curve in space traced by the center of gravity of a projectile in its 
flight through the air. 

Origin of Trajectory -- the position of the center of gravity of the projectile at the 
instant it is released by the projecting mechanism. 

End of Trajectory -- the position of the center of gravity of V~^ projectile when it 
bursts or encounters some medium other than air. 

Line of Departure -- the tangent to the trajectory at its origin. 
Quadrant Angle of Departure -- the angle that the line of departure makes with the 

horizontal. 
Plane of Departure -- the  vertical plane that  includes the line of departure.     This 

plane  is also  known as the plane  of fire.    In this  plane  lie the X (horizontal) 
and Y   (vertical) axes  of the  coordinate   system used  in the  computation  of 
trajectories; the Z axis lies in the horizontal plane and is perpendicular to the 
plane of departure. 

Line of Elevation -- the extension of the bore axis of the gun. 
Vertical Jump Angle -- the angle between the line of elevation and the line of departure 

ofthe trajectory. (This angle is included in the diagramforreference purposes 
only, to remind the reader that the projectile departs from the weapon along a 
line that differs from the bore axis of the weapon as a result of jump. ^s mcji_ 
cated by the mathematical development contained in this table, jump is not 
accounted for in the differential equations of projectile motion.) 
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Angle of Elevation -- the angle between the line of site and the line of elevation. 
Quadrant Elevation -- the angle of the line of elevationwith respect to the horizontal. 
Angle of Site -- the angle of the line of site with respect to the horizontal.:: 

Mathematical Description of a Traiectorv 
A trajectory can be completely described by specifying the instantaneous x, y, and z 

coordinates of the projectile's center of gravity in the X, Y, Z coordinate system at any 
time t after release of the projectile by the projecting mechanism. The trajectory starts 
at the muzzle of the gun, which is the origin of the X, Y, Z coordinate system. At t = 0, 
as the projectile leaves the muzzle along the line of departure, the x, y and z coordinates 
of the projectile are zero; i.e., xD = yo = zo = 0. From that point on, the x, y and z co- 
ordinates are influenced by the earth's gravitational field and the aerodynamic forces 
acting on the projectile as it passes through the air in accordance with the following mathe- 
maticalrelationships (which areall based on the relationships that the net force acting on 
a body is equal to the product of the mass of that body and its acceleration): 

d2x .. 
m    = m x 

d,2 

D    +Lv 
(1) 

x, y. t 
F, Fy Fz 

a Dy, DZ 

Fy =m _L = m'y = -D    +Ly -mg (2) 
dt 

Fz-mA-m-z--D^Lz (3) 
dt 

where, as shown in the accompanying sketch, 
components of projectile acceleration along the X,  Y, and Z directions 
components   of the total force acting on the projectile   along the X, Y, 
and Z directions 
components   of drag acting on the  projectile   along the X,   Y,   and  Z 
directions 

LJJ, Ly, Lz   =   components   of the crosswind force acting on the projectile along the 
X, Y, and Z directions 

m   =   mass of the projectile 
W 
g 

g   =   acceleration due to gravity 
W   =   weight of the projectile 

x, y, z =   coordinates along the X, Y,. and Z directions at any time t. 
For a given projectile shape, empirical relationships for the drag D and the crosswind 

force L acting on the projectile can be expressed as follows: 

D=KDpd2u2 (4) 

■ -M „H2   2   •    s (5) ■ =^ pd    u    sin o 

* 
Thehorizontal plane providesa convenient reference plane from which tomeasure vertical angles and is used as the basis of applica^ 
tion of the various types of quadrant-laying devices discussed in Chapter 1.  
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Y AXIS 

I 
-D +L I        INSTANTANEOUS POSITION OF 

PROJECTILE ON ITS TRAJECTORY 

X AXIS 

TRAJECTORY \ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

vhere, in a consistent set of units, 
d     =  diameter of projectile, meter 
p     =  density of air, g/meter3 

5     = angle of yaw, degrees or rad 
u     = projectile velocity relative to air, meter/sec 
KQ =  drag coefficient, dimensionless* 
KL =   crosswind force coefficient, dimensionless::: 

Both KD and KL ar efunctions of pud/(i  (the Reynolds number), u/a (theMach number), and 
), where 

a     =   speed of sound in air, meter/sec 
jj.     = viscosity of air, g/meter-sec 

Inasmuch as KD and Kj_, also vary with projectile shape and position of the center of gravity, 
sxtensive   experiments are conducted at proving grounds to determine the effect of these 
variables on Kjj and KL- 

The   complete  set of differential equations  describing projectile motion,   given   by 
solvings Eqs.   1, 2 and 3 for x, y, and z, is as follows: 

D   +L 
X X 

-D   +L y y 
y =    -g 

m 

-Dz+Lz 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

These coefficients in the ballistic system (which are usually denoted by the letter K with an appropriate subscript) can be converted 
into the corresponding C-notation aerodynamic coefficient slopes of National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics (N. A. C. A ) ter- 
minology (or directly into those coefficients that are not functions of yaw) by multiplying the ballistic-system coefficient by 8/TT. 
Fora more-detailed discussion of this matter, together with specific examples of usage and variations in usage, see Reference 7 which 
employs the N. A. C. A.  notation,   i. e.,  the letter C with appropriate subscripts. 
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where the x, y, and z components   of D and L can be determined  by the application of ap- 
propriate direction cosines to the drag and lift expressions given by Eqs. 4 and 5. 

During past centuries, hand-computational methods of solving differential Equations 
6 through 8 for explicit functions of x, y, and z have resulted in extremely lengthy cal- 
culations. Accordingly, the solution has been traditionally handled by such approximate 
methods as the Siacci method, a discussion of which can be found in any standard text 
book on ballistics and by such more exact but laborious methods as the short-arc method 
and the numerical integration method5. The development of high-speed digital computers*, 
however, has now progressed to a state where a different numerical-integration approach 
to the trajectory problem can be economically employed. 

The differential equations of motion that are most commonly employed by high-speed 
computers are based on the Point-Mass theory and are exemplified  by the following set: 

x = - E (x -wx) + k] y (9) 

y = -E y -g -k} x (10) 

z - -E (z -wz) + \3 y + <V2 x (11) 

where, in a consistent set of units:t 
wx, wz = range-wind  and cross-wind  components of wind  velocity in metersper 

second after conversion from knots, the units in which wind velocity   is 
usually measured  (the wind velocity is assumed to be horizontal, sothat 
the y component is negligible). 

M> *2. ^3     = components of the earth's angular velocity in radians per second (these 
components vary in accordance with the geographical latitude of the gun 
positionand the azimuth of the gun; the A product terms are included to 
account for the coriolis force due to the earth's rotation). 

P u KD(M) 
E = resistive function of the form  

C 

g = go (l"2y/r), meter/sec*^ 
g0 = constant = 9.80665 meter/sec2 
Y = altitude above the earth's surface, meter 
r = earth's radius, meter 

r  m8   g/meter-2 
u " . ,2 "" . ,2 ' 

id        id 
= a ballistic coefficient that indicates the relative air resistance of the 

projectile (the larger the value of C, the less the retardation due to air 
resistance); it is expedient to use slightly different values for C for dif- 
ferent sections of the trajectory 

W = weight of the projectile, g 
d = diameter of the projectile,  meter 
i = a dimensionless   empirical factor, called the "form factor", that  com- 

pares the dragcoefficientof theparticular projectile under consideration, 
ata given velocity, with that of an arbitrary standard atthe same velocity. 

KrjdVI) = dimensionless   drag coefficient,   that  varies  as  a function of the Mach 
number M of the projectile 

ir 
Begun during World War II in connection with the trajectory problem; see Par 1-2.4. 9. 

T Any system of units can be used, of course, provided they are consistent. Since the metric system is becoming the common system, 
it has been used in the present example. Because of the magnitude involved, the metric unit cf distance employed is the meter, 
rather than the centimeter of the conventional cgs system.  
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M 
P 

u 
a 

= Mach number of projectile = — 
= absolute  density, g/meter-3;   varies with altitude in accordance with the 

atmospheric   standard chosen.    F or the Ordnance Standard Atmosphere 
p = poe^y, where p0 and h areconstants, y is altitude and e is the base 
of natural logarithms = 2.7183.    The I.  C. A.  O. Standard Atmosphere is 
the  current standard  for U.   S. and NATO. use.    (See U.   S. Extension to 
I. C. A.  O. Standard Atmosphere, published by the U.  S. Dept.  of Com- 
merce Weather Bureau, Washington, D.  C,   1958.) 

= projectile velocity relative to air, meter/sec 
= speed of sound in air, meter/sec 

It is apparent that the equations of motion given by Eqs.  9 through  11 can account for 
the  effects   of both  range wind  and  crosswind  and the  Coriolis  force due to the   earth's 
rotation, in addition to the effects of gravity and aerodynamic   drag forces. 

For a discussion of how Eqs. 9 through 11 are employed in the production of firing 
tables for fire-control purposes, see Reference 3. Figure 3-11 therein provides a flow 
chart for the computation of firing tables. 

Firing tables supply the necessary data for the correct aiming of weapons. Since 
firing tables apply to particular projectiles, it is necessary that test firings be obtained 
for each round in order to obtain applicable values of the ballistic coefficient C. For ex- 
ample, the ballistic reductions of the range firing data on the projectile, HE, M106 (used 
for the 8-inch Howitzer M2, M2A1 and M47) conducted at Aberdeen Proving Ground, 
Maryland produced the following ballistic coefficients which were used in the computation 
of the firing tables:14 

Elevation 
(mils) 

Charge 
1-4, 

6 and 7 
5 

0-800 
90 0 

1000 
1100 
1200 

3.255 
3.229 
3.153 
3.025 
2.846 

3,323 
3.297 
3.22 1 
3.093 
2.914 

Firing tables are predicated on standard conditions (arbitrarily chosen conditions of 
weather, location, and material) that, individually, are physically possible. Wherever 
practicable, corrections to be applied for variations from these standard conditions are 
tabulated. For example, Firing Tables FT8-J-2 previously referenced provide the fol- 
lowing corrections: 

1. Corrections to azimuth to compensate for drift. (Although a standard trajectory 
has drift, it is assumed, for simplicity, that drift is a deflection effect; any condition caus- 
ing the shell to depart from the plane of fire is considered as a deflection effect.) 

2. Corrections to azimuth to correct for crosswind. 
3. Corrections to elevation to correct for change in projectile weight from the standard 

iveight. 
4. Corrections to elevation to compensate for an increase or decrease in muzzle 

velocity from the standard velocity. 
5. Corrections to elevation to compensate for an increase or decrease in ballistic air 

Temperature from the standard temperature. 
6. Corrections in elevation to correct for ballistic head and tail winds. 
7. Corrections in elevation to Compensate for an increase or decrease in ballistic air 

density. 
8. Corrections in elevation to compensate for the rotation of the earth. 
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CHAPTER 3 

FUNCTIONAL ELEMENTS OF FIRE CONTROL EQUIPMENT 

EMPLOYED IN THE SOLUTION OF THE FIRE CONTROL PROBLEM 

3-1 INTRODUCTION 

Fire control equipmentis any equipment 
used to assist in fire control operations, that 
is, operations concerned with the solution of 
fire control problems. As discussed in 
Chapter 1, such equipment is sometimes 
classified according to its physical location 
withrespect to the weapon as "on-carriage" 
or "off-carriage" equipment, where the word 
"carriage" refers to the weapon and its 
mount. Some weapons have sufficient on- 
carriage fire control equipment to aim them, 
but the position-finding and data-computation 
phases of fire control operations are per- 
formed by off-carriage equipment. When 
such a fire control system is considered in 
its entirety, however, itis referred to as an 
off-carriage fire control system. Some 
weapons, ontheotherhand, have all (or sub- 
stantially all)their fire control equipment on 
carriage. This isthe case for some aircraft 
gunturrets, certainmedium-caliber antiair- 
craft weapons (see Fig. 3-1, for example:::), 
and such direct-fire weapons as tank and 
antitank weapons. Such systems are known 
as on-carriage fire control systems. On- 
carriage fire control equipment is usually 
specialized in construction; that is, any one 
item of equipment can usually be employed 
with only a particular weapon. Off-carriage 
fire control equipment, on the other hand, 
can generally be used with several different 
weapons. 

Fire control equipment can also be 
classified in accordance with the particular 
function it is designedto perform in the over- 

all fire control system. It is with this type 
of classification of fire control equipment 
that Chapter 3 is primarily concerned. 

The discussionutilizes reference to so- 
called fun£tiojial_dj^grams_. These diagrams, 
which are also known as block diagrams or 
data flow diagrams, canbe used to represent 
in graphic form operating systems of any 
complexity. They have the advantage of 
readily indicating (l)the major subsystems 
and components of the system or equipment 
under consideration and (2) the signal-flow 
paths. By convention, the main direction of 
signal flow through the system from input to 
output is usually drawn from left to right. 
F ora detailed discussionof the various types 
of functional diagrams,   see Reference  1. 

Thefollowingparagraphs of this chapter 
describe and illustrate the various types of 
functional elements found in fire control 
equipment. Next, there are discussions of 
the following related topics: 

1. Factors associated with the inte- 
gration of functional elements into fire con- 
trol systems. 

2. Compatibility problems associated 
with various types of operating elements. 
The chapter concludes with examples of how 
the various types of functional elements com- 
bine to form particular types of fire control 
systems. 

It should be noted that the information 
presented in this chapter is of a background 
nature. For details on particular aspects of 
fire control equipment, the reader should 
consult the sections of the Fire Control Series 
referenced in par 3-2. 

The examples employed in this chapter have been selected solely to illustrate the various kinds of fire control equipment discussed; 
no attempt has been made to illustrate the most up-to-date equipment. 
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7SMMGUN 

TARGET SELECTOR 

A"U 

Figure 3-1.    The Skysweeper antiaircraft weapon system,   which employs an 
essentially on-carriage fire control system. 

3-2 TYPES OF FUNCTIONAL  ELEMENTS 
EMPLOYED IN FIRE CONTROL 
SYSTEMS 

The functional elements into which the 
most complex fire control system conceiva- 
ble can be divided are considered to be as 
follows: 

1. An acquisition element. 
2. A tracking element. 
3. A ballistic-data element. 
4. A predicting element. 
5. An arbitrary correction element. 
6. A compensating element. 
7. A pointing element. 
8„      Data-transmitting elements. 
9.     A fuze-setting element. 

10.     A command element. 
It should be  noted that as the complexity of 
fire  control systems  decreases,   so usually 

does the number of functional elements, In 
the simple case of small arms, for example, 
the functional elements have all but disap- 
peared, as far as their being representative 
of actual equipment is concerned. All that 
exists in the form of fire control equipment 
is a set of sights, which can be reasonably 
conceived, from the functional viewpoint, as 
a combined trackingand pointing element (see 
par 3-3. 2). All other functional elements re- 
quired are incorporated in the human being 
who is firing the weapon. 

The functional arrangement of these 
various types of functional elements to form 
a complete fire control system is shown in 
Fig. 3-2. A s indicated by this figure, certain 
functional elements can be logically grouped 
together to form three functional subsystems 
of the complete fire control system, while 
other functional elements serve as connecting 
elements for these subsystems. 
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The three functional subsystems are the 
following: 

1. The acquisition and tracking sys- 
tem. (This subsystem is covered in detail 
in Section 2 of the Fire Control Series.) 

2. The fire control computing system. 
(Thissubsystem is covered in detail in Sec- 
tion 3 of the Fire Control Series.) 

3. 'The weapon-pointing system. (This 
subsystem is covered in detail in Section 4 
of the Fire Control Series.) 
The first system noted encompasses all 
equipment used for observing and determi- 
ning the position of the target, and tracking 
the target if either it or the weapon is in mo- 
tion. The second system pertains to all data- 
computation equipment. The third system 
relates to all equipmentused in the applica- 
tion of firing data to the weapon itself. 

3-2.1       ACQUISITION ELEMENT 

The basic function of this element of a 
fire control system is to acquire the target 
(i.e. , to detect its presence by various means 
and maintain the capability of continued ob- 
servation) and provide initial information on 
its position. Related functions are to identify 
the target's nature (for example, size and 
shape) and whether it is hostile or friendly 
(via appropriate IFF equipment). 

A typical example of an acquisition ele- 
ment is the acquisition radar used in the type 
of fire control systemthat forms an integral 
part of certainantiaircraft-artillery weapon 
systems. This acquisition radar works in 
conjunction with a surveillance radar that is 
considered to lie outside the bounds of the 
weapon system proper and, hence, does not 
comprise an element of the fire control sys- 
tem. The surveillance radar has the functions 
of maintaining a continuous air watch over an 
area of land or water of primary significance 
to the antiaircraft defenses. It supplies to 
the antiaircraft artillery defense pertinent 
information on all aerial targets, with suffi- 
cient accuracy to localize them to a degree 
that will permit transference to other more- 
accurate radars of the antiaircraft defenses 
and at a sufficiently longrange to enable the 
outermost firing elements to engage the tar- 
gets   at   maximum  range.     The acquisition 

radar is a radar of shorter range but of 
greater accuracy than that of the surveil- 
lanceradar. Itsnormalfunctionisto acquire 
targets on direction from a surveillance 
radar(orby independent searchunder certain 
circumstances) and to transfer these targets 
to the tracking radar. 

The acquisitionelementisusually mech- 
anized inafire control system as part of the 
acquisition and tracking system (see Fig. 
3-2), Design information relating to this type 
of element therefore appears in Section 2 of 
the Fire Control Series. 

3-2. 2 TRACKING ELEMENT 

The basic function of this element of a 
fire control system is to continuously track 
the target once it has been acquired and the 
tracking equipment has been locked onto the 
target, and to generate tracking data that 
represents the position (range, elevation and 
azimuth), the relative speed, and the direc- 
tion of relative motion of the target with re- 
spect to the weapon. 

For the situation in which there is no 
significant relative motion betweentarget and 
weapon, the term "sighting and ranging" is 
more applicable than the term "tracking". 
Tracking denotes the actionof keeping target- 
locating equipment (radar, optics, etc. ) con- 
tinuously pointed at a moving target. Sighting 
and ranging, on the other hand, denotes the 
action of determining the position of a sta- 
tionary target interms of the direction of the 
line between weaponand target and the range 
between weapon and target. (See also par 
2-3. 2 of Chapter 2.) 

A typical example of a tracking element 
is the tracking radar that would be used in 
conjunction with the acquisition radar whose 
function in an antiaircraft-artillery weapon 
systemis described inpar 3-2. I The track- 
ing radar used in such a weaponsystem has 
a higher order of accuracy than either the 
surveillance radar or the acquisition radar. 
It has the function of supplying accurate po- 
sition data on aerial targets, so that the re- 
quired range and rate data canbe obtained for 
gun-layingpurposes. (It should be noted that 
for some applications the acquisition and 
tracking functions can be carried out by the 
same piece of equipment. An example of this 
is an acquisition  and tracking radar,   which 
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is a radar set capable of locking onto a strong 
target signal and thentracking the target that 
is emitting the signal. ) 

The tracking element is usually mech- 
anizedinafire control system as part of the 
acquisition and tracking system (see Fig. 
3-2.) Therefore, for design information re- 
lating to this type of element, see Section 2 of 
the Fire Control Series. 

3-2.3       BALLISTIC-DATA ELEMENT 

The basic function of this element of a 
fire control system is to supply to other 
functional elements of the system such data 
regarding the standard trajectory of the 
particular projectile and weapon concerned 
as may be required for them to perform 
their own particular functions. (SeeChapter 
2 and references noted thereinfor source in- 
formation relating to standard projectile 
trajectories. ) 

A typical example of a ballistic-data 
element isthat portion of a complex fire con- 
trol computer that stores standard trajectory 
data for the particular weapon system con- 
cerned. This data is usually stored as a 
function of target range and target elevation. 

The ballistic-data element is usually 
mechanized in a fire control system as part 
ofthe computing system (see Fig. 3-2). De- 
sign information relatingto this type of ele- 
ment therefore appears in Section 3 of the 
Fire Control Series. 

3-2.4       PREDICTING ELEMENT 

The basic function of this element of a 
fire control system is to continuously com- 
pute -- basedon data provided by the track- 
ingandballistic-data elements -- the direc- 
tion in which the weapon must be aimed in 
order to score hits on the target. 

For a target that is stationary with re- 
spect to the weapon, the computation must 
take into account the various forces acting 
onthe projectile during its flight to the target 
position and also the jump effects that can 
cause the initial projectile velocity direction 
to differ fromthe direction in which the weap- 
onisfired. (Any errors that may result from 
variations from standard conditions present 

at the time of firing canbe corrected by means 
ofthe arbitrary correction element described 
inpar3-2. 5.) For atargetthat is moving, a 
future target positionmust be calculated that 
takes into account target motion during the 
period in which the projectile is inflight. 
This establishes a future target position and 
the future line of site to that position. The 
computations associated with weapon fire on 
a stationary target must then be applied to 
fire against the future target position. 

A typical example of a predicting ele- 
ment is that portion of a complex fire con- 
trol computer that takes the information 
supplied by the tracking element and the 
ballistic-data element and derives data for 
positioning the weapon, 

The predicting element is usually mech- 
anized in a fire control system as part ofthe 
computing system (seeFig. 3-2). Therefore, 
for design information relatingto this type of 
element, see Section 3 of the Fire Control 
Series. 

3-2.5      ARBITRARY    CORRECTION ELE- 
MENT 

The basic function of this element of a 
fire control system is to introduce into the 
output of the predicting element either or 
both of the two following types of corrections: 

1. Corrections required because the 
actual conditions present at the time of firing 
depart from the standard conditions on which 
the data supplied from the ballistic-data ele- 
ment are based. 

2. Spotting corrections based on ob- 
servation of actual weapon fire. 

A typical example of an arbitrary cor- 
rection element used for the first type of 
correction noted is the means through which 
changes in initial projectile velocity are de- 
termined and introduced into the fire control 
system. The spotting boards used in con- 
nection with artillery fire exemplify the 
second type of correction element. 

The arbitrary correction element is 
usually mechanized in a fire control system 
as part of the computing system (seeFig. 
3-2). Design information relating to this 
type of element therefore appears in Section 
3 ofthe Fire Control Series. 
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3-2.6 COMPENSATING ELEMENT to   such  systems,    see   Section 4 of the Fire 
Control Series. 

The basic function of this element of the 
fire control system isto correct for any mo- 
tion of the system's mechanical reference 
framesfromthebasic coordinate frame used 
for computingpurposes. Sucha compensating 
element would be required, for example, be- 
tween the computing systemand the weapon- 
pointing system if the coordinate system used 
by the computing system in deriving the firing 
data required for aiming the weapon differed 
from the mechanical reference frame asso- 
ciated with the manner used to orient the 
weapon. Anauxiliaryfunctionwouldbe incon- 
nection with parallax correction. 

The compensating element is considered 
in the Fire Control Series to be mechanized 
in the fire control system as part of the 
weapon-pointing system (see Fig. 3-2). 
Design information relating to this type of 
element therefore appears in Section 4 of 
the Fire Control Series. 

It should be noted that the compensating 
element couldjust as logically be considered 
tobe part of the computing system. Further, 
a compensating element may also be needed 
between the acquisition and tracking system 
and the computing system, should the mech- 
anical reference frame associated with the 
manner used to track the target differ from 
the coordinate frame used by the computing 
system. 

Detailed information on compensating 
elements is given in Reference 2 which is 
specifically devoted to this one subject alone. 

3-2.7 POINTING ELEMENT 

The basic function of this element of a 
fire control system is to aim the weapon in 
accordance with the firing data (e. g., azimuth 
and elevation commands)that have been gene- 
rated by the predicting element and modified 
by the arbitrary correction element and the 
compensating element. 

A typical example of a pointing element 
is a rocket launcher and the associated po- 
sitioning drive mechanisms. This element 
is considered tobe mechanized in a fire con- 
trol system as the main element of the 
weapon-pointing system (see Fig. 3-2). 
Therefore,  for  design information relating 

3-2.8 DATA-TRANSMITTINGELEMENTS 

The basic function of these elements of 
a fire control system is to transmit data be- 
tweenother elements of the fire control sys- 
tem that are located at some distance from 
one another. The fact that data-transmitting 
elements are often utilized at various points 
in a fire control system is the basis for the 
method chosen to represent these elements 
in Fig.    3-2. 

Various types of equipment are used to 
accomplish  the   data-transmitting function. 
One of the most accurate and reliable is the 
well-known synchro system. 

Design information relating to data- 
transmitting devices appears in Section 2 of 
the Fire Control Series, since it is in con- 
nection with acquisition and tracking systems 
that aneed for data transmission is first felt 
in the passing of information between the 
several elements of a fire control system. 

3-2.9 FUZE-SETTING ELEMENT 

The basic function of this element of a 
fire control systemisto set the time fuze of 
a projectile when such a fuze is employed. 
Use of time fuzes has now become quite un- 
common; instead, proximity fuzes are usu- 
ally employed. 

Inasmuch as there  is presently no de- 
sign effort in connection with  fuze setters, 
nor   any   contemplated   for the  future,   any 
coverage on this element will be strictly for 
historical interest. 

For convenience, designinformationre- 
lating to fuze setters is given in Section 4, 
in connection with weapon-pointing systems. 

3-2.10     COMMAND ELEMENT 

The basic function of this element of a 
fire control systemisto provide opportunity 
forthe commandfunctionto enter into opera- 
tion of the fire control system. See par 
3-3. 1. 2 for an example of how this type of 
functional element is employed. 
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3-3 FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH THE 
INTEGRATION OF FUNCTIONAL 
ELEMENTS INTO FIRE CONTROL 
SYSTEMS 

A s already noted, all of the various func- 
tional elements represented inFig. 3-2 will 
not usually be found in a given fire control 
system. The factors that determine what ele- 
ments comprise a particular fire control 
system, and the complexity of the functional 
arrangement,   include the following: 

1. The function of the weapon whose 
fire is to be controlled. 

2. The kind and size of weapon in- 
volved. 

3. The manner in which the weapons 
involved are to be used (e. g., single- 
purpose or multipurpose). 

4. The degree of mobility desired for 
the weapon involved. 

5. The degree to which human partici- 
pation supplies some of the functional ele- 
ments of a given fire control system. 

6. The speed and accuracy require- 
ments of the weapon system concerned. 

The paragraphs which follow discuss 
these factors in turn, and give examples 
where appropriate. 

3-3.1       THE FACTOR OF WEAPON FUNC- 
TION 

This is probably the prime factor in- 
volved in determining what functional ele- 
ments are going into a given fire control 
system. Its effect can be seen by consider- 
ing the two following examples: 

1. The fire control systemfora field- 
artillery weapon being used against a rela- 
tively slow-moving target, such as a truck 
convoy. 

2. The fire control system for an anti- 
aircraft weapon, which involves fire against 
generally fast-moving targets. 

3-3. 1. 1 Field -Artillery FireControl Sys- 
tem Example 

For a simple field-artillery fire con- 
trol system,: the generalized functional dia- 
gram shown in Fig. 3-2 would reduce to the 
diagram shown in Fig. 3-3. Assumethatan 
effectively stationary target is first spotted 
at an advanced observation post. The ac- 
quisition element will then probably consist 
of a pair of binoculars. The target-location 
information required for the field-artillery 
piece to be sighted on the target (a direct- 
fire situation is being postulated) is trans- 
mitted via a field-phone system, which com- 
prises the data-transmitting element at this 
part of the fire control system. 

Using this information, the gunner uses 
telescopic instrumentsto sight on the target, 
thereby establishing the correct azimuth of 
the gun. Rangedata is obtained by means of 
one of the various types of range finders. 
Since target motion is insignificant, the 
tracking element of Fig. 3-2 can be con- 
sideredtobe effectively replaced by a simp- 
ler sighting-and-ranging element. 

Once the range has been determined, 
this information is used by the gunner in 
finding the required superelevation angle 
from the firing tables (which constitute the 
ballistic-data element), in accordance with 
the particular types of gun and ammunition 
being used. No separate prediction element 
is required since the firing tables give all 
the information that is needed for the fire 
control problem under consideration. 

The required superelevation angle is 
achieved by the action of the gunner as he 
employs the telescope reticle (which com- 
prises part of the pointing element) to sight 
on the target. 

No command element is required since 
no command function is associated with the 
fire control problem concerned. No com- 
pensating element is involved inasmuch as 
the gun mount is usually levelled, and hence 
gun elevation takes place in the same co- 
ordinate frame  in which the superelevation 

For an example of a more-complex field-artillery fire control system employing automatic computation, seethe discussion of the 
FADAC (Field Artillery' Digital Automatic Computer) given in Chapter 13 of Section 3 (Fire Control Computing Systems). The 
FAD AC is also discussed in general terms in par 1-3.4 of Chapter 1 of Section 1. 
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angle is computed in establishing the firing 
tables. Nofuze-settingelement is required 
since projectile burst is usually obtained by 
the use of either impact fuzes or proximity 
fuzes,   rather than time fuzes. 

ff necessary, the weaponfire can be ad- 
justed by the application of spotting correc- 
tions. This can be accomplished by the use 
of flash-spotting instruments or simply es- 
timated by eye, depending upon the circum- 
stances. The equipment involved in this 
operation constitutes the arbitrary correc- 
tion element. The spotting corrections, in 
mils, are applied to the drive controls by 
the gunner. 

3-3. 1. 2 Antiaircraft   Fire   Control  System 
Example 

For this example, assumethat the anti- 
aircraft weapon concerned is a fully-inte- 
grated, automatic weapon such as the Sky- 
sweeper antiaircraft system shown earlier, 
in Fig. 3-1. The associated fire control 
system consists of a director that contains 
(l)a radar tracker, (2) a periscope, (3) a 
sighting system, (4)acomputer, (5)a power- 
control system, and (6) an off-carriage 
target selector. Except for the last-noted 
item, all of the fire control equipment is on- 
carriage equipment. 

For this fire control system,  the gene- 
ralized functional diagram shown in Fig.  3-2 
would  reduce to the diagram shown in Fig. 
3-4. 

The acquisition element, in this ex- 
ample, consists of the radar tracker which 
can search for targets outto a range slightly 
in excess of 1.5 times the maximum hori- 
zontal range of the weapon itself. 

The tracking element isprovidedby this 
same radar tracker which has the capability 
of locking onto the detected target and track- 
ing it automatically from a range of about 1.5 
times the maximum horizontal range of the 
weapon into a minimum range of afew hundred 
yards. Thus, the radar tracker isanacquisi- 
tionandtracking radarthat completely satis- 
fies the functional requirements of the ac- 
quisition-and-tracking-system block shown 
in Fig.   3-2. 

If the automatic radar tracker is in- 
operative, optical tracking can be accom- 
plished by means of the periscope   shown in 

Fig. 3-1. In this type of tracking, the peri- 
scope operator keeps his reticle on target by 
movingahandle-barunit that is mounted be- 
low the periscope. Prisms in the periscope 
are positioned accordingly, by means of 
servos that are controlled by the motion of 
the handle-bar unit. 

Target data (which can be monitored on 
the cathode-ray screens of the tracker con- 
sole)aretransmitted electricallytothe com- 
puter for its use in calculating the correct 
azimuth and elevationforfiring the gun. The 
electrical circuits involved constitute the 
data-transmitting element employed between 
the acquisition and tracking system and the 
fire control computing system. 

The computing system determines the 
firing azimuth and the quadrant elevation by 
means of (l)a ballistic - data element that pro- 
vides standard-trajectory data, (2) a pre- 
dicting element that accounts for target mo- 
tion to determine future target position and 
computes the required superelevation to hit 
the target at that future position, and (3) an 
arbitrary correction element that accounts 
for such variables as air density, muzzle 
velocity,   trunnion tilt,   and the wind. 

The power control system, which con- 
stitutes the weapon-pointing system, is an 
electrically controlled hydraulic drive sys- 
tem. The power-control components com- 
pare present gun azimuth and elevation with 
the values of firing azimuth and quadrant 
elevation developed by the computer. The 
differences are continually reduced to zero 
by the operation of the azimuth and elevation 
drives inresponse to error signals from the 
power-control components. No compensating 
element is required since any trunnion tilt 
that may be present is accounted for by the 
computing system. 

The target selector shown in Fig. 3-1 
is a command element in the fire control 
system. This selector is mounted on a tri- 
pod and is used at a convenient location away 
fromthe weapon. With this device, it is pos- 
sible to survey the sky and horizonfor tar- 
gets that might be overlooked by the radar 
and periscope operators. When the target 
selector is switched into the fire control 
system and a target is chosen by the opera- 
tor, dataonpresent azimuth and elevation of 
the selected target are transmitted to the 
weapon,  for use by the  radar and periscope 
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operators, by means of a synchro system. 
In addition, command signals to the power 
drive system cause the weapon to slew in 
azimuth and elevation until it is aligned with 
the line of site to the selected target. 
3-3.1.3  Comparison   of   the   Selected   Ex- 

amples 

Comparison of Figs. 3-3 and 3-4 shows 
that, forthe particular examples chosen, the 
difference in functional elements and their 
functionalarrangement is considerable. This 
difference stems largely fromthe basic dif- 
ference in the functions to be performed. 
For example, the factthat atarget engaged by 
the antiaircraft fire control system is moving 
at considerable speed means that a tracking 
element (to obtain the required target data) 
and a predicting element (to account for tar- 
getmotion duringthe projectiletime of flight) 
must be employed. For solution of the fire 
control problem associated with the effec- 
tively stationary target of the field-artillery 
weapon, however, only a sighting-and- 
ranging element need be employed to gene- 
rate the required target data, and no pre- 
dicting element need be employed in the 
computing system. 

3-3.2       THE  FACTOR OF KIND AND SIZE 
OF WEAPON INVOLVED 

The effect of this factor can be readily 
illustrated by comparing the functional dia- 
gram for a small arms weapon (seeFig. 3-5) 
with the functional diagrams given in Figs. 
3-3 and 3-4, respectively, for typical field- 
artillery fire control and antiaircraft fire 
control systems. 

The sole fire control equipment usually 
employed on small arms are the sights em- 
ployed inaimingthe weapon. Three different 
types of sights are currently employed in con- 
nection with small arms: 

1. Metallic sights. 
2. Optical sights. 
3. Sniperscopes. 
A metallic sight comprises ablade sight 

at the muzzle end of the barrel and an aper- 
ture, open (U-shaped), or folding-leaf sight 
at the breech end. The blade sight is a thin, 
flat, metal post. Aperture sights are those 
that are sightedthrough, such as a peep sight, 
a ring sight,  etc.    Open sights are all those 

that are sighted over or at, such as a post, 
bead, notch, etc. Leaf sights are those that 
can be folded down for their ownprotection. 

An optical sight used for small arms 
fire is nothing more than a telescope with a 
reticle that is attached directlytothe barrel 
of the weapon,   as on a sniper's rifle. 

A sniperscope is a fire-control sighting 
device that combines a snooperscope and a 
carbine or other firearm, inorder to enable 
the operatorto see and shoot at targets in the 
dark. The snooperscope is a hand-carried 
device that combines a source of infrared 
rays with a viewer, and thereby enables the 
operatorto see in the dark. 

Functionally, a sight serves as a com- 
bined tracking and pointing element. Forthe 
case of a stationary target, the operator 
merely uses his sight asameans of orienting 
the weapon directly at the target. (Therifle 
leaf sight allows corrections for superele- 
vation, drift and windage. The operator es- 
timates range andcrosswind and adjusts the 
sight accordingly. ) Forthe case of a moving 
target, the operator uses his sight as an aid 
in tracking the target long enough to deter- 
mine the lead that training has shown him he 
should allow in order to hit the target. 

Because of the small size of the weap- 
ons, no special drive equipment is required 
to move them. Because of the simplicity of 
the fire control equipment, no data-transmit- 
ting elements are involved. 

The example chosen does, of course, 
also represent the effect of weapon func- 
tion and the degree to which human partici- 
pation supplies some of the functional ele- 
ments of a fire control system. 

3-3.3 THE EFFECT ON FIRE-CONTROL- 
SYSTEM DESIGN OF A MULTI- 
PURPOSE REQUIREMENT OF THE 
WEAPON SYSTEM 

A multipurpose weaponis a weapon that 
can be used for a number of different pur- 
poses such as against ground forces and 
against aircraft. Thisimpliesthatthe asso- 
ciated fire control system combine the func- 
tional elements represented in Figs. 3-3and 
3-4 in orderto effect the necessary control. 
A good example of such a multipurpose weap- 
on system is the 90 mm gun used against 
tanks and aircraft in World War 11. 
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Figure 3-5.    Functional diagram of typical fire control equipment 
for use with small arms. 

3-3.4 THEEFFECTONFIRE-CONTROL- 
SYSTEM DESIGN OF A WEAPON- 
MOBILITY REQUIREMENT 

Atankfire control system is an example 
of the factor of weapon mobility. Normally, 
a tank is not only in linear motion but is also 
in erratic angular motionas it traverses the 
terrain in its route. The result is a motion 
comparable to that to which a ship is sub- 
jected on the sea. The fire control problem 
can therefore be solved by the same means 
that the Navy employs -- by stabilization 
techniques. As noted in paragraph 3-5.3, 
the use of stabilization has increased the 
accuracy and efficiency of tank guns in bat- 
tle, while the vehicle is inmotion, by a factor 
of several hundred percent. 

Functionally, the stabilization repre- 
sents an increase in the complexity of the 
weapon-pointing system. For further in- 
formationonstabilizationsystems, see Sec- 
tion 4 of the Fire Control Series. 

3-3.5 THEEFFECTONFIRE-CONTROL- 
SYSTEM DESIGN OF SPEED AND 
ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS 

Speed and accuracy are characteristics 
that usually involve a sacrifice in one to 
achieve excellence in the other. For ex- 
ample, the fire control systems used with 
the coast-artillery systems of yesteryear 
achieved an outstanding accuracy. Because 
of the time required to achieve a fire-control 
solution of this accuracy, however, the prin- 
ciples on which these systems were based 
could not be applied to the problem presented 
by fast-flying aircraft. To achieve the re- 
quired speed of solution, accuracy had to be 
sacrificed.    The decrease in accuracy was 

compensated by the natural dispersion of 
rapid fire, the use of time-fuzed projectiles, 
and -- as a further refinement -- the use of 
proximity fuzes. For certain applications, 
of course, the use of guided missiles has 
eliminated the need for conventional antiair- 
craft fire control equipment altogether. 

3-4 COMPATIBILITY PROBLEMS OF 
VARIOUS TYPES OF OPERATING 
ELEMENTS 

3-4. 1      GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

It is a well-known fact to system de- 
signers that for effective design the opera- 
ting elements of a system must be compati- 
ble with one another. This means, for 
example, that a particular operating element 
should not be allowed to remain in a system 
design if its use is goingto be detrimental to 
the overall functioning of the system -- no 
matter how excellent the performance of the 
operating element may be as an individual 
entity or in other applications. Frequently, 
of course, there is the questionable case of 
just how adversely one element affects the 
operationof its companionelements. In such 
instances, the trade-off of performance be- 
tween individual components must be care- 
fully evaluatedin order to determine the net 
effect onoverall system performance, which 
is the ultimate criterion. 

It is also generally considered inadvisa- 
ble to employ operating elements whose in- 
dividual performances are sohigh in compar- 
ison with system needs and the performance 
of other elements of the systemthat their full 
potential will never come close to being uti- 
lized. Theirinclusionunderthese conditions 
would usually be economically unsound. 
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3-4.2       FACTORS REQUIRING  PARTICU- 
LAR ATTENTION 

The following factors affect the com- 
patibility of one operating component with 
another: 

1. Relative accuracies. 
2. Relative speeds of operation. 
3. Relative ranges of operation. 
4. Types of associated equipment. 
5. Interconnecting devices used be- 

tween system elements, 
The effect of each of these factors will 

be illustrated by general examples in the 
following paragraphs. 

3-4. 2. 1 Relative Accuracies 

The relative accuracies of the operating 
elements in a system represent a factor of 
prime importance since the accuracy of the 
least-accurate element in a chain generally 
establishesthe overall accuracy of the chain. 
A s an example of the importance of this 
factor, consider a fire control computing 
system that supplies firingdata to a weapon- 
pointing system whose accuracy capability 
for positioning the weapon is only one-tenth 
the accuracy of the firing data itself. Ob- 
viously, the two subsystems of the fire con- 
trol system are mismatched, and hence in- 
compatible. The situation shouldbe corrected 
by improving the accuracy of the weapon- 
pointing system, if the overall accuracy spec- 
ified forthe complete weapon system requires 
this. Otherwise, the computing system should 
probably be simplified -- with attendant 
economies -- until the output accuracy of the 
firing data closely matches the accuracy of 
the weapon-pointing system. 

3-4. 2. 2 Relative Speeds of Operation 

The relative speeds of operating ele- 
ments in a fire control system frequently 
comprise a significant factor, particularly 
for systems used where the target is within 
the firing range of the weaponfor only a brief 
period of time. Consider, for example, a 
hypothetical antiaircraft fire control system 
whose speed of determining firing data is 
such that the weapon cannot be used during 
the   initial phase of an incoming  air attack, 

even though the target is within firing range 
of the weapon. If the rest of the fire control 
system -- aside from the computing ele- 
ments -- can operate at the required speed, 
then the computing elements are incompat- 
ible with the other elements of the system 
and with the overall requirements of the 
weapon system. 

3-4. 2. 3 Relative Ranges of Operation 

As anexample of how this factor affects 
the compatibility of operating components in 
a system, consider anacquisition and track- 
ing radar whose range capability for lock- 
ing onto the target and commencing the track- 
ing operation is only slightly greaterthan the 
effective range of the weapon itself. Inas- 
much as a certain amount of accurate track- 
ing isrequired before usable target data can 
be generatedby the tracking element for use 
by the computing system, it is clear that the 
range limitation of the radar makes this 
operating element incompatible with the re- 
maining elements of the fire control system. 
A radar whose lock-on range is about 1. 5 
times the effective range of the weapon, on the 
other hand, would probablybe quite compati- 
ble with the system. 

3-4. 2. 4  Types of Associated Equipment 

Certain fire-control situations pre- 
scribe fixed types of equipment for one or 
more parts of the system. The type of equip- 
ment used in the remainder of the system, 
on the other hand, maybe of various types. 
The essential requirement here is that this 
latter equipment be compatible with the equip- 
ment that is incapable of modification. 

3-4. 2. 5  Interconnecting Devices 

As anexample of this factor in the com- 
patibility of system design, consider a com- 
plex fire control system that has been set up 
with a particular type of data-transmission 
equipment; e.g., synchro-type equipment. No 
matter how excellent some particular element 
in the system that received synchro signals 
might be on its own merits, it would be in- 
compatible with the overall system if it were 
not adapted to use these signals efficiently. 
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3-5 EXAMPLES OF FUNCTIONAL 
ARRANGEMENTS EMPLOYED IN 
VARIOUS TYPES OF FIRE CONTROL 
SYSTEMS 

3-5.1 INTRODUCTION 

As noted, all fire control systems can 
be considered to comprise three major sub- 
systems (see Fig.   3-2): 

1. The acquisition and tracking sys- 
tem which comprises observing, position- 
finding,   and tracking equipment. 

2. The computing system which com- 
prises data-computation equipment for the 
generation of firing data. 

3. The weapon-pointing system which 
comprises equipment for the application of 
firing data. 
Only a relatively few fire control systems 
would contain all of the functional elements 
shown in Fig.   3-2,  however. 

It is the purpose of the present section 
to provide examples of the manner in which 
the elements described in paragraphs 3-2. 1 
through 3-2. 10 combine to form functional 
arrangements invarious types of fire control 
systems. The followingtypes offire control 
equipment are briefly described: * 

1. Fire control equipment for artil- 
lery. 

2. Fire   control  equipment for tanks. 

3-5.2       FIRE CONTROL EQUIPMENT FOR 
ARTILLERY 

3-5. 2. 1 Observing     and 
Equipment 

P osition-Finding 

Prior to the invention of radar, the func- 
tions of observing and position finding were 
all performed solely by optical instruments. 
Azimuth and angular elevations were deter- 
mined by telescopic instruments functioning 
in the same manneras a surveyor's transit. 
The same instruments served for observa- 
tion purposes. Range finding was also ac- 
complished by optical instruments.   All these 

instruments are still in wide use, but have 
been replaced in some applications by radar. 

The various instruments used for angu- 
lar measurement and range finding fall into 
three main categories, which are described 
in the paragraphs which follow, namely: 

1. Optical equipment   such as binocu- 
lars,   aiming circles,   and range finders, f 

2. Radar equipment. 
3. Sound and flash equipment. 

See Section 2 of the Fire Control Series for 
a more-detailed discussion of acquisition 
and tracking equipment. 

3-5. 2. 1. 1       Optical Equipment 

Binoculars (seeFig. 3-6)orfield glasses 
are moderate-power instruments used for 
general observationand spotting. They vary 
from 6- to 9-power, having individual diopter 
adjustments for each eye and an interpupil- 
lary adjustment. The binocular construction 
increases the observer's stereoscopic 
(depth) perception. Some instruments have 
reticle patterns (see Fig. 3-7) for the esti- 
mation of angles. 

The aimingcircle (seeFig. 3-8)is used 
for measuring angles in azimuth and site, and 
for general topographic work in the orienta- 
tion of the battery. The instrument includes 
a monocular telescope and magnetic com- 
pass. 

Range Finders. Optical range finders 
determine range by solving a right triangle 
in which one side and two angles are known, 
range being one of the unknown sides. With 
reference to Fig. 3-9, the range from a range 
finder PS to a target T is R. The distance 
between P and S is the range-finder base 
length, B. A s the base length is increased, 
by enlarging the range finder, it becomes 
possible to obtain accurate readings at great- 
erranges. Thelinesof siteto the target from 
P and S form the angle of convergence 8 at 
the target. The line IS is parallel to PT; 
hence the angle 1ST is equal too . The instru- 
ment is built so that angle TPS,   which defines 

For a description of a complex  antiaircraft fire control  system,   see the analysis of the fire control system of the Vigilante Antiair- 
craft Weapon System that appears in par 4-6 of Chapter 4. 

t As noted in Chapter 1, laser range finders are now being developed also. 
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Figure 3-6.    Binocular M8„ 

Figure 3-7.    Binocular reticle pattern. 

the left line of site with respect to the range 
finder PS, is always 90°. If the left line of 
site is sighted onthe target, it willbe neces- 
sary for the right line of site to move left 
from I by the angle 8 for it to see the target. 
If this right line of site is controlled by turn- 
ing a calibrated range knob that traverses an 
optical sight, the angle 8 can be measured. 
The range-knob scale is calibrated according 
to the equation R = B cot 6 and a direct range 
reading is possible once the angle of con- 
vergence has been determined. 

There are two types of optical range 
finders: "coincidence" and "stereoscopic". 
They are similar in general appearance and 
both work on the "convergence angle and 
known base length" principle that has just 
been described. 

The stereoscopic type of optical range 
finder is based on the principle of natural 
stereoscopic vision, which enables a human 
being to detect a difference between the dis- 
tancestotwo remote objects. Therefore, the 
operator must use both eyes. A set of fixed 
reticles, or optical reference marks, are 
superimposed in the observer's field of vision 
and appear to be at some fixed, known dis- 
tance. The observer's right line of site is 
swung by a range knob controlling movable 
optics, while his left line of site remains 
fixed. This permits him to make the reticles 
appear to move in or out in range, as he 
varies his angle of convergence. His prob- 
lem is to make the reticle appear to be at 
the same range as the target. The angle of 
convergence 0   that     accomplishes    this    is 
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Figure 3-8.    Aiming Circle M2, 

measured by the range knob. By calibrating 
the knob (using the aforenoted relationship 
between the range R, the cotangent function 
of 9, and the base length B), range can be 
read off directly. 

The   coincidence type of optical  range 
finder uses a split field of vision and the 
operator uses only one eye. It is the same 
type range finder commonly used on cam- 
eras. The one eye sees a target that ap- 
pears cut horizontally intwoby a halving line 
(see Fig. 3-10). The upperhalf ofthe image 
is coming in from the fixed left line of site 
and the bottom half from the movable right 
line of site. Whenthe range knob is turned, 
movable opticsbend the right line of site un- 
til the imagehalves coincide vertically, This 
measures the angle of convergence 6, and 
hence,   range. 

Optical range finders are complex, 
delicate instruments, difficult to maintain 
in adjustment, and require skilled operators. 
This requirement is particularly true ofthe 
stereoscopic type and, as a result, coin- 
cident-type devices are replacing stereo- 
scopic-type devices at the present time. It 
should be noted, however, that with proper 
operator training the stereoscopic type is 
very useful for ranging on fast-moving, 
irregularly-shaped targets or for spotting 
projectile bursts. 

3-5. 2. 1. 2       Radar Equipment 

The principles of radar (Radio Direction 
And Ranging) are well documented inreadily- 
accessible technical literature and hence will 
not be repeated here.   For present purposes, 
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Figure 3-9.     Optical range finder; 
principle of operation. 

it is sufficient to note that radar can furnish 
the range, azimuth and angular elevation of 
the target's present position. There aretwo 
general types of radar equipment: search 
radars and fire-control radars. A search 
radar (e. g., the surveillance radar described 
in paragraph 3-2. 1) sends out along pulse in 
a broad beam and cannot measure target data 
with high precision. A fire-control radar, 
on the other hand, such as used for acquisi- 
tion and tracking, sends out a short pulse in 
a narrow beam; hence, while not being too 
well suited for searching, it does measure 
target data with high precision. A special 
type of fire-control radar sometimes em- 
ployed for particular applications is the 
range-only radar. 

Radars are not as accurate in making 
angular measurements as are optical in- 
struments, but they can measure the ranges 
of moving targets more accurately. Inaddi- 
tion, radar has the great advantage over 
optical instruments that it can be used night 
or day, in good visibility or poor, and at con- 
siderably longer ranges. It has the disad- 
vantages of being large and complex, subject 
to enemy jamming, and disclosingto the ene- 
my the fact that he is under observation. The 
radar-reflectivity characteristics of various 

targets result  in another important  limita- 
tion that must not be overlooked. 

With the relative merits of optical in- 
struments and radar being as they are, op- 
erational doctrine results in the tendency to 
use the two types of equipment to comple- 
ment each other where possible)::, or to use 
optics alone -- especially in the case of 
short-range weapons. 

3-5. 2. 1. 3 Sound and Flash Equipment 

For the purpose of locating hostile guns 
and adjusting the fire of friendly artillery, 
both sound and flash ranging may be em- 
ployed. In these procedures, various micro- 
phones, recorders, plotting boards, and 
spotting instruments are used. These in- 
struments will not be described in detail; 
however, the general methods in which they 
are employed will be briefly discussed. 

Sound ranging is the procedure of lo- 
cating the source of a sound, such as a gun 
report or shell burst, by calculations based 
upon observations of the propagated sound 
wave. If two microphones are placed some 
distance apart and the distance in terms of 
arrival time at each microphone is recorded, 
the location of a hyperbola that passes very 
close to the ox-iginof the sound maybe deter- 
mined. Other combinations of two micro- 
phones will provide similar hyperbolas, and 
from their intersection the source of sound 
may be located. 

Flash ranging is the procedure employed 
in locating enemy installations or friendly 
projectile bursts by visual observations and 
plotting the intersection of the lines of site 
obtained from two or more observation posts. 
Each observation post is equipped with an 
observing instrument for reading horizontal 
and vertical angles (see Fig. 3-11). Such 
instruments are oriented to measure angles 
to points in the target area. When these 
angles are reported to the plotting center 
and plotted fromthebase line connecting the 
two observation posts, the positions of the 
points are located. 

3-5. 2. 2 Firing-DataComputation Equipment 

For  fire-control applications  in which 

For example,   in the Vigilante Weapon System that is described in Chapter 4; see par 4-6. 
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Note:   Instrument is mounted on tripod for use. 

Figure 3-11.   Flash-spotting instrument. 

firing data are computed by human means, 
such items as firing tables, plotting boards 
and their accessory equipment, and many 
other similar aids are used. The use of 
mechanical, electrical, or electronic com- 
puters, on the other hand, occurs when the 
fire control problem is beyond human- 
performance capabilities, as in the case of 
very-fast-movingtargets orwhenboth target 
andweaponare moving. At present, they are 
used primarily in antiaircraft fire, naval gun- 
fire, and aircraft bombing, gunnery and 
rocket firing. Automatic computing equip- 
ment applicable to artillery fire has now 
been developed, however. 

Some of the equipment needed for data 
computation is described here briefly for the 
two broad classifications that apply: 

1. Computation by human means. 
2. Computation by mechanical,   elec- 

trical and electronic data computers. 

3-5. 2. 2.  1 Human Data Computation: 

Firing tables are available in two types 
for the calculation of firing data: in book 
form and in graphical form. 

The tables prepared in book form are 
available for every type of weapon and am- 
munition.   Instructions for use are included. 

The graphical firingtable (seeFig. 3-12) 
is a slide-rule type of device that speeds the 
calculation of firing data. Each table is in- 
tended foruse with one weapon and projectile, 
and carries scales based on the various 
charges used with the weapon. 

3-5. 2. 2. 2       Mechanical,       Electrical     and 
Electronic Data Computation 

These are all types of automatic firing- 
data computers, the input to which is target 
data and certain ballistic  corrections such 

It should be noted that the need for human data computation has now been effectively eliminated; the firing tables of this paragraph 
are discussed solely for the sake of being complete. For example, the availability of FADAC (see par 3-3. 1.1) would eliminate the 
need far hand computation under normal circumstances in the solution of a field-artillery fire control problem. 
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Figure 3-12.    Graphical Firing Table M27. 

as atmospheric temperature, winds and the 
like. Essentially, they are nothing more than 
mathematical computers that are capable of 
high-speed solution of the moving-target 
problem. They usually work on either the 
linear-speed or angular - rate - of - travel 
principle (seeparagraph 2- 3. 3 of Chapter 2). 
They contain stored within them -- in cams, 
linkages, electronic circuits and the like -- 
the ballistic-performance data of the weapon 
and ammunition with which they are intended 
for use. They solve the target-movement 
problem, cull their ballistic references for 
the firing data, correct the firing data for 
nonstandard conditions and send it to the 
weapon, all almost instantaneously and con- 
tinuously after going through an initial sett- 
ling down period -- a matter of several 
seconds. 

In general, computers vary in size and 
complexity in accordance with the difficulty 
of the fire control problem involved and the 
accuracy with which it must be solved. See 
Section 3 of the Fire Control Series for a 
more-detailed discussion of fire control 
computing systems. 

3-5. 2. 3  Equipment   for   the   Application of 
Firing Data 

The firing data generated by the data- 

computation equipment must be used to aim 
the weapon in azimuth and elevation, and to 
settime fuzes when necessary. The manner 
in which the firing data is applied depends on 
how and where the data is generated. For 
example, in the case of an indirect-fire 
field-artillery weapon-laying situation, ele- 
vationfiring data could be generated by set- 
tingtarget-range and angle-of-site informa- 
tion directly into a sighting device (such as 
the range quadrant discussed in par 3- 
5. 2. 3. 2) located on the weapon being em- 
ployed. The range drum incorporated into 
the sighting device would convert the range 
data into the required elevation offset angle 
as a rotation of the longitudinal level in the 
vertical plane. (The cross level and cross- 
leveling control would be used tomaintainthis 
rotation inthe vertical plane. ) The elevation 
firing data thus generated inthe form of the 
elevation offset angle would then be applied 
through the action of elevating the weapon 
until the bubble of the longitudinal level was 
centered. With this same equipment, on the 
other hand, the required elevation angle 
could be separately determined by various 
types of computational aids and then applied 
by setting it into the sighting device by means 
of the elevation controls. The weapon would 
thenbe correctly positioned in elevation with 
the  aid of the longitudinal level, as before. 
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Computed azimuth firing data would be ap- 
plied by orienting the weapon with respect to 
a reference point of known azimuth, em- 
ploying adevice such as the panoramic tele- 
scope discussed in par 3-5.2.3.1. 

Before firing data can be applied to a 
weapon, it first must be transmitted from 
the place of computation to the weapon. In 
many cases, oral or telephone communica- 
tions are utilized. When a mechanical or 
electrical computer is used to generate the 
firing data, however, this data is usually 
transmitted electrically to the weapon by a 
synchro data-transmitting system. Servo- 
mechanisms on the weapon receive this data 
and use it to position the weapon automati- 
cally and continuously in azimuth and eleva- 
tion, and (if applicable) to set the fuze setter 
to the required time of flight. Electrical 
data-transmission systems and automatic 
positioning mechanisms are considered fire 
control equipment. Such systems are used, 
for example, with weapons designed to com- 
bat high-speed targets such as antiaircraft 
weapons. 

Typical sighting instruments, fuze set- 
ters, and transmission apparatus are de- 
scribed briefly in the remainder of this 
section under the following headings: 

1. Optical equipment. 
2. Mechanical equipment. 
3. Automatic and/or remote-control 

equipment. 
See Section 4 of the Fire Control Series for 
a more-detailed discussion of weapon-point- 
ing systems. 

3-5. 2. 3. 1 Optical Equipment 

The optical equipment associated with 
the application of firing data includes such 
fire control instruments as the panoramic 
telescope, the straight-tube telescope, and 
the telescope mount. The panoramic tele- 
scope and telescope mount are normally 
mounted on the left side of the top carriage. 
The straight-tube telescope is normally on 
the left side when only one telescope is em- 
ployed; whentwo telescopes are used, it may 
be on either side. 

The panoramic telescope (seeFig. 3-13 
andthe discussionin par 1-2. 4. 3. 3 of Chap- 
ter 1) is normally used in indirect fire for 
layingthe weapon inthe proper firing azimuth 
with   respect  to  a   reference  point of known 

azimuth. This point may be in almost any 
visible directionnot obscuredby the weapon. 
The panoramic telescope may also be used 
for direct fire. In panoramic telescopes 
intended for extensive direct-fire use, the 
reticle is graduated with a range pattern 
based on the ammunition, projectile, and 
charge having the most use (see Fig.  3-14). 

The straight-tube telescope (see Fig. 
3-15 and the discussion in par 1-2.4. 3. 1 of 
Chapter l)is used in direct fire, layingthe 
gun inazimuth or in both azimuth and eleva- 
tion. The reticle is graduated in a range 
pattern that is based on the projectile and 
charge having the most use. 

The telescope mount supports the pano- 
ramic telescope (seeFig. 3-13). Itmayhave 
longitudinal and cross leveling (correction 
for cant) devices for establishinga horizontal 
plane for the setting in of ranges and ele- 
vation. An angle-of-site mechanism maybe 
included to facilitatethe application of these 
data. The mount may include elevation 
scales graduated in mils for use with any 
ammunition, or scales graduated in yards 
for rapid use with one charge. 

PANORAMIC T6USCO«  MI2AI 

Figure 3-13.     Telescope Mount M21A1 with 
Panoramic Telescope M12A2. 
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Figure 3-14.   Panoramic Telescope M12A2; 
reticle pattern. 

3-5. 2. 3. 2 Mechanical Equipment 

bore sighting to level the weapon for aligning 
the telescope and mount. Itcanalso be used 
to emplace the weapon in elevation. The in- 
strument includes a quadrant graduated in 
mils, a level mounted ona swinging arm, and 
mounting surfacesarranged fortwo positions 
of mounting. 

Fuze setters are used to set or "cut" a 
time fuze so that the projectile will explode 
at the desired time after the gun is fired. 
Field-artilleryfuze setters are of either the 
wrench type or the hand type. The wrench- 
type fuze setter has no seal-es. The fuze 
setter turns a ring in the fuze to set the tim- 
ing to agree with the range required. The 
hand-type fuze setter has range or time 
scales and a corrector scale. 

On larger-caliberantiaircraft weapons, 
automatic fuze setters are employed. The 
fuze-setting data are received electrically 
from the computer, and the fuze setter is then 
positioned continuously by a servomecha- 
nism. 

The range quadrant (see Fig. 3-16 and 
the discussion inpar 3-5. 2. 3)is mounted on 
the right-hand side of the top carriage. It 
includes elevation scales, which are gene- 
rally graduated in mils, for use with any 
ammunition, and removable range drums, 
graduated in yards, for rapid use with one 
charge. Normally, it is used for two-man 
indirect sighting. An elbow telescope ispro- 
vided where two-man direct sighting is some- 
times required; however, in this case, the 
reticle pattern -- rather that the elevation 
scale --is used for ranging. 

The gunner's quadrant  (seethe discus- 
sioninpar 1-2.4. 2. 1 of Chapter  l)is used in 

3-5. 2. 3. 3 Automatic     and/or 
Control Equipment 

Remote- 

Automatic or remote-control systems 
receive as input signals the firing data trans- 
mitted from the sight or computer and -- 
through either electrical or hydraulic-drive 
servomechanisms -- convert these data into 
mechanical energy to position the weapons. 
Usually, separate drives are utilized for azi- 
muth and elevation. Automatic positioning 
systems usually also have manual controls 
that can be used in case electrical power is 
lacking. 

Figure 3-15.    Straight-tube Telescope M6. 
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Figure 3-16.    Range Quadrant M4A1. 

3-5.3       FIRE CONTROL EQUIPMENT FOR 
TA NKS * 

A special fire control problem exists in 
the case of tank-versus-tank combat. Ahigh 
probability of achieving a first-round kill is 
of extreme importance since each of the con- 
tending tanks usually will have a weapon 
powerful enough to destroy its opponent with 
one hit. Increasing the probability of this 
first-round kill, however, is hindered by 
several complications, including the small, 
cramped gun compartment, the speed and 
maneuverability of the "target" tank, and the 
erraticpitchingand yawing of the "gun" tank 
as it moves over cross-country terrain. 

Asa solution to the aforenoted prob- 
lem, the principle of the integrated fighting 
compartment has been developed. Such a 
compartment may include one or all of the 
following main components: 

1. Dual power controls for the turret. 
2. Built-in optical range finder. 
3. Lead computing sight. 
4. Vertical and horizontal stabilization 

of both gun and fire control equipment. 
For power control, the gunner is pro- 

vided handle bars that actuate power-drive 

controllers for turret traverse and gun ele- 
vation. (Manual traverse and elevation are 
provided for in the event of power failure. ) 
The tank commander, from a separate sta- 
tion, may assume speed control in traverse 
inorderto slewthe gun to a new target. The 
basic units ina typical turret-traversing and 
gun-elevating system are shown schema- 
tically in Fig.   3-17. 

The optical range finder is usually oper- 
ated by the tank commander. It is a combi- 
nation direct-fire sight and range-measuring 
instrument of either the stereoscopic or co- 
incidence type and constitutes the primary 
sighting system for our current medium 
tanks. The gunner operates the range finder 
by settingitfor the type of ammunition being 
employed, measuringthe range to the target, 
tracking the target, and firing. The range is 
transmitted automatically to the computing 
sight. 

The range-finder sight provides adjust- 
ment for the visual characteristics of the 
observer, a filter for use under bright-light 
conditions, and aballistic correction system 
that allows adjustment for variable conditions 
affecting velocity (e.g., air density, powder 
temperature,  tube wear,   etc.). 

Although   complex in design, the   range 

Refer to par 1-3. 2 of Chapter 1 for a discussion of the development of fire control systems for tanks that has taken place subsequent 
to World War II. 
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finder is relatively simple to operate when 
engaging targets. The process of ranging a 
target requires only a few seconds. Thus, 
the probability of destroying the target with 
the first round is greatly increased. 

The computing sight is for use against 
moving targets. It mechanically computes 
the kinetic lead angle and feeds it to the gun- 
ner's telescopic sight, thereby displacingthe 
gun axis from the line of site by the neces- 
sary lead angle. The required superelevation 
is based upon the range data received from 
the range finder. 

The vertical and horizontal stabiliza- 
tion is of the conventional gyrostabilized 
variety. It should be noted that both the gun 
and range finder must be stabilized. The 
stabilizer has increased the accuracy and 
efficiency of tank  guns  in battle,   while  the 

vehicle is in motion, several hundred per- 
cent. It alone, however, does not substitute 
for a good gunner, since accurate sighting 
and range corrections must still be main- 
tained. The stabilizer, does, however, 
dampen movements of the gun due to rough 
terrain and tank vibrations and helps to 
achieve effective fire control. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 

4-1 INTRODUCTION 

The achievement of a successful design 
for a fire control system is likely to result 
from the observance of two fundamental 
technical requirements:' 

1. The system designer (orteamiT of 
system designers) must obtain a clear un- 
derstanding of the objectives of the system 
and a good conception of the functional break- 
down of the system into subsystems and of 
the characteristics required of eachof these 
subsystems. In other words, at least those 
who areleadingthe de signtearn must become 
completely familiar with the fire control 
problem concerned. 

2. The system designer must employ 
a unified design approach or philosophy if 
he is to achieve an optimum solution to his 
problem. This means that his attention must 
be directed towardthe development of a sys- 
tem that is optimum in some clearly stated 
overall sense. Achievement of an overall op- 
timum frequently means that some of the 
subsystems will not have as high perform- 
ance asthey might have if attention were fo- 
cused specifically on achieving maximum 
performance from each subsystem individ- 
ually.    Realistic performance specifications 

onthe subsystems can be setonly in relation- 
ship to the role they play in the overall sys- 
tem. For example, the chief results of in- 
corporating a very precise computer in a fire 
control system in which the basic informa- 
tion-gathering equipment introduces large 
errors are to increase the cost of the system 
and, quite probably, to reduce its reliability. 

The first requirement will, of course, 
be met automatically if the system designer 
is completely familiar with the type of sys- 
tem concerned. This situation occurs only 
if the system to be designed represents 
merely a small change from systems that 
have been built previously. If, however, 
the system under consideration represents 
a significant advance over existing systems 
o r is intended to serve some completely new 
need, the designer must become familiar 
with the broad aspects of the problem by 
making a preliminary study. Should such a 
studybe necessary, it should lead to a very 
clearunderstanding of (l)the basic functions 
the fire control system is to perform, (2)the 
basic physical phenomena involved in the 
operation of the system, and (3)the form of 
the systemthat willbe acceptable tothe ulti- 
mate user and compatible with the condi- 
tions  imposed by   such factors   as environ- 

* Part of this chapter and of other chapters of the Fire ControlSeries are based on developmental work performed by the late Dr. John 
G. Tappert. For a more-appropriateacknowledgment and tribute, the reader is referred to the special item following the references 
at the end of this chapter. 

** By W. W. Seifert. Based largely on Seifert and Steeg, this material also incorporates concepts on the subjectof system design 
presented by Draper,  McKay and Lees, 2 Jerger, 3 Wrigley and Hovorka, * and Floyd and Eisengrein. 5 

f Forthe purposes of this handbook, only technical requirements are considered. In actual practice, of course, contractual relation- 
ships, accounting organization, personnel organization, and policy supervision must all be properly coordinated with the engineering 
effort in order to achieve a satisfactory result. 

•(■ "f^Among the advantages of a team effort are (l)the increased objectivity obtained by subjecting "judicious" assumptions and de- 
cisions to critical review by team members with different areas of specialization as the design and analysis progresses and (2)the 
availability of designers skilled in a variety of technical disciplines. It should be pointed out that mere numbers do not insure an 
effective team. Each member must be highly trained in some particular area and in addition must be anxious to communicate with 
other team members. 
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ment and economics. Every effort should 
be made to differentiate between those sys- 
tem characteristics that are essential and 
those that are accidental. Many pitfalls 
await the designer who cannot pass quickly 
over the trivial aspects of the problem and 
concentrate on those of fundamental signi- 
ficance. 

The remainder of this chapter outlines 
a design philosophy that isuseful in meeting 
the second requirement. This philosophy 
should be viewed more as amental approach 
to the design problem than as a design 
methodology in which procedures are em- 
phasized. The rapid advance of technology 
has created situations suchthat modern sys- 
tems can be designed efficiently only by the 
application of a unified design philosophy. 
As systems have become larger and more 
complex, system designers have found it in- 
creasingly difficult to capitalize on their 
specific experience. Instead, they have 
found it necessary to develop systematic 
procedures, utilizing mathematics to the 
fullest extent, inorderto augment the limited 
ability ofthe designer to cope withthe com- 
plete systemdesignin any but an orderly pro- 
cedure. 

The magnitude ofthe problem associated 
withthe design and development of afire con- 
trol systemis exemplified by Fig. 4-1. This 
figurerepresentsthe complexity of informa- 
tion flow required for the development of a 
typical instrument system, such as a fire 
control system, as conceived by Draper, 
McKay and Lees? It shows that the com- 
plete development of an instrument system 
separates into three technical phases: 

1. The research and development phase 
which is initiated by the receipt of perform- 
ance requirements, culminates in the engi- 
neering test model design, and yields as its 
primary output the information required to 
carry out the production design. The sec- 
ondary output is design information for test 
and inspection equipment. 

2. The production design development 
phase which culminates in the production de- 
sign and yields manufacturing information 
for (a)the system as a final product and (b) 
the test and inspection equipment required 
during manufacture of the system. 

3. The production phase which culmi- 
nates  in the   desired  product.     Ordinarily, 

test and inspection equipment is used in the 
production manufacturing procedure and is 
produced only incidentally as an output of the 
production phase. 

This handbook is concerned primarily 
with the first of these three phases. 

The basis fora fire-control-system de- 
sign is usually a performance specification 
of some kind that defines the performance 
requirements. The particular form of this 
specificationwill vary, depending on the ori- 
ginator and the particular type of fire control 
system concerned. The technique whereby 
the performance required ofthe fire control 
system is determined is called operations 
research and is outside the scope of this 
handbook. Rather, the concern here is with 
the translation of a performance specifica- 
tion into a successful system design. 

Because the various steps in the design 
procedure overlap to a considerable extent, 
it is impossible to separate them completely 
on either a chronological or a functional 
basis. For example, some of the functions 
outlined in the discussion which follows may 
be carried out, at least in a superficial man- 
ner, duringthepreliminary study phase. For 
present purposes, it is assumed that a pre- 
liminary study has been completed, and a 
rather good understanding of the task to be 
performed by the fire control system and of 
the fundamental limitations imposed on its 
design has been obtained. These fundamental 
limitations are associated with such factors 
as the mass of the weapon that has tobe po- 
sitioned and the projectile time of flight. 

Once a good understanding has been ob- 
tained of the functions tobe performed by the 
fire control system, of the accuracy re- 
quired, and of other specifications to be met, 
the design process consists in a large part 
of developing successively more detailed 
models ofthe system until, finally, detailed 
drawings and parts lists are completed and 
fabrication can be undertaken. This model 
concept, which is implicit in the discussions 
of the preceding chapters, is sketched briefly 
in the sentences below and is developed in 
detail in par 4-2 of this chapter. 

The first model usually employed is a 
word model, which is a racher inexact de- 
scription of the major portions of the fire 
control system and of the manner in which 
these   subsystems will be  related.     Such a 
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crudemodel can be created relatively easily 
once an adequate preliminary study has been 
completed. As a next step, a rudimentary 
signal-flow or block diagram may be con- 
structed. Next, a series of mathematical 
models is developed, each one in turn serv- 
ing as a closer approximation to the actual 
physical system that is being evolved. Ex- 
amination of these mathematical models by 
either analytic or computer techniques per- 
mitsthe designerto predict, to adegree es- 
tablished by the accuracy of the model, the 
performance of the system before it is ac- 
tually constructed. Paragraph 4-3 describes 
the steps involved in the development of 
mathematical models. 

Throughout the development of the math- 
ematical models, the designer must care- 
fully consider the factors that affect the ac- 
curacy of the fire control system. From 
operational requirements on hit probability 
(as defined in the performance specifica- 
tions), the allowable error in each subsys- 
tem of the fire control systemmay be appor- 
tioned by mathematical techniques. These 
techniques may then be further applied to 
deduce the allowable errors in individual 
components. The application of the mathe- 
matical techniques must, of course, be tem- 
pered in each instance by the engineering 
judgment of the system designer as applied 
to the particular systemconcerned. System 
and subsystem accuracy considerations are 
analyzed in par 4-4. 

Once a mathematical model has been 
evolved that is sufficiently detailed to in- 
clude all effects that have any significant in- 
fluence on the performance of the overall 
fire-control system, attention is turned to- 
ward mechanization of this mathematical 
model. In its broad sense, this phase of the 
design procedure involves the detailed de- 
sign, fabrication, and testing of the com- 
plete fire control system. Here, the sys- 
tem designer must call upon his knowledge 
of current progress in fire control systems 
and components, and computer technology 
in general,   and apply his ingenuity in order 

to achieve any advantage that might be gained 
by employing single physical components to 
combine several separate mathematical 
functions. The procedure for mechanizing 
the mathematical model is discussed in more 
detail in par 4-5. During this mechaniza- 
tion phase of the design procedure, the 
maintainability of the equipment, its ability 
to withstand the military environment, and 
the integration of the human operators who 
form a part of the system, must all be con- 
sidered. These additional topics are dis- 
cussed separately in Chapter 5. 

The major task of the system designer 
is complete once a workable fire control 
system has been achieved. Nonetheless, it 
will usually be necessary to continuously 
modify the designof the components and sub- 
systems in an attempt to improve system 
performance. The techniques employed in 
this development phase are not, however, 
different innature fromthose used in the de- 
sign process. 

In order to illustrate the use of the 
aforementioned general concepts as system 
design tools, this chapter concludes (see 
par 4-6) with an example of good system 
design that has been carried out at Frank- 
ford Arsenal. The example chosen is the 
Vigilante Antiaircraft Weapon System, a 
complex system whose design exemplifies 
most of the techniques discussed in this 
chapter. 

4-2 MODELS* 

Although Webster defines the word mod- 
el - as used in the scientific sense - as a 
miniature representation of a thing, the word 
is used by system designers in a broader 
sense to denote any scheme whether it be 
physical, mathematical, or verbal that as- 
sists in the representation or study of indi- 
vidual ideas and of the interrelationships 
existing within a group of ideas."f In this 
broader sense, models are useful in repre- 
senting not only physical objects but also the 
most abstract  notions.     For the  purpose of 

By W. W.   Seifert. 

T   See Chapter 2 of Reference 1. 
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discussion, it is appropriate to consider the 
following categories of models: 

1. Word or language models 
2. Pictorial representations 
3. Direct analogs 
4. Mathematical models. 
During the course of developing any 

complex system, the designer will probably 
make use of models of each of these four 
types. Atthe inceptionof aproject, the func- 
tions that the system is to perform and its 
general mode of operation are usually ex- 
pressed in terms of a word or language mod- 
el. As the program progresses, these word 
pictures are further clarified by pictorial 
representations in the form of block dia- 
grams, graphs, tables, and mechanical 
drawings.' For example, Fig. 4-2 is a very 
rudimentary functional block diagram for the 
Vigilante Antiaircraft Weapon System dis- 
cussed at somelength in par 4-6. This dia- 
gram, which is characteristic of those em- 
ployed in the early stages of a system de- 
sign,   shows the  principal  portions   and as- 

pects of the weapon system; namely, the 
information-gathering, computing, and wea- 
pon-pointing systems (which together com- 
prise the fire-control portion of the weapon 
system), the weapon itself, and the weapon- 
target geometry. A representation as fun- 
damental as that shown in Fig. 4-2 is nor- 
mally arrived at during the broad prelimin- 
ary study that precedes the startof the actual 
design process. Such a rudimentary- dia- 
gram depicts merely the overall functional 
aspects of the system without making any 
attempt to define exactly what physical com- 
ponents might be used in the mechanization 
of the functions of the various boxes shown 
or to specify the mathematical relationships 
involved. The designer has not yet gathered 
sufficient information to define in any detail 
the dynamic characteristics of(l)the various 
components or (2) the inputs to the system. 
Figure 4-2 indicates the use of a pulsed- 
Doppler radar for target acquisition and of 
an optical sight for tracking, but before the 
designeris in aposition to set specifications 
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Figure 4-2.   Rudimentary functional block diagram of the Vigilante 
Antiaircraft Weapon System. 
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on the computing and weapon-pointing sys- 
temshemust be able to describe, at least in 
statistical terms, the types of target motions 
that the system must handle. 

It is very important that the overall sys- 
tem be scrutinized critically at this prelimi- 
nary-study stage because it ishere that some 
of the most important system decisions are 
made. Unfortunately, serious deficiencies 
are sometimes inadvertently designed into a 
system exactly at this point. Here, the de- 
signer should be taking a broad look at the 
overall systemto determine whether the pre- 
scribed mission is logical and whether the 
proposed scheme forrealizing the system is 
technically sound. Later, the designer be- 
comes so engrossed in the details that he is 
apt to lose sight of the broader aspects of the 
problem. Unless these broad aspects are 
carefully considered at the very outset, they 
may never be considered and the effective- 
ness of the system may suffer seriously as 
a result. 

Unfortunately, the question of whether 
or not sufficient effort has been devoted to 
this early phase of tackling the fire control 
problem can seldom be answered with any 
degree of certainty. Frequently, the best 
that can be done is for thedesign group con- 
cerned"' to be permitted to present their 
ideas to their associates, their supervisors, 
and towhatever outsiders may have an inter- 
est in the program and have sufficient back- 
ground to serve as an effective sounding 
board. If these various groups all concur 
that the approach (or approaches) selected 
for consideration appears to be reasonable 
and no one is able to cite any significant 
weaknesses or to present any better alter- 
natives, the design group can feel that they 
probably have not committed any major blun- 
der. 

As an aid in checking a design, in con- 
veying concepts to potential users or to 
groups who may be appraising the work of 
the designers, or as a means for deriving 
needed design data,   the designer may make 

use of the third category of models; namely, 
direct analogs. These may take the form of 
a miniature replica - or scale model-of the 
final system, or of some essential part of 
it. On the other hand, it may involve the 
use of extensive test facilities, such as the 
wind tunnels used to gather aerodynamic 
data on proposed designs for aircraft and 
missiles. 

This handbook is concerned primarily 
with the fourth category - mathematical mod- 
els. As used herein, "mathematical mod- 
el" is a term used to describe any scheme 
for the manipulation of ideas in a group 
wherein the individual ideas are identified 
by means of moreor less abstract symbols, 
and manipulations are conducted in accord- 
ance with precise rules of logic. Paragraph 
4-3, following, discusses the steps involved 
in developing the mathematical models used 
during the process of designing a complex 
fire control system. 

4-3 DEVELOPMENT OF MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS t 

4-3.1    GENERAL  CONSIDERATIONS 

Once the overall aspects of a fire con- 
trol system are thoroughly understood (either 
through experience gained on similar sys- 
tems or as the result of a preliminary study) 
the Systemdesigner isina position to begin a 
quantitative mathematical analysis of the 
system, with the ultimate objective beingthe 
mathematical model of the most practicable 
fire control sjstem it is possible to achieve. 
This phase of the analysis is accomplished 
by the development and study of a series of 
mathematical models €or uie system. The 
procedure Is discussed only briefly at this 
point, inasmuch as it is considered in much 
greaterdetailinSection 3, in connection with 
fire control computing systems. 

The designer begins the process of de- 
velopingmathematicalmodels by definingthe 
performance required of thevarious subdivi- 

In the preliminary-study stage, the fire control system designer will probably be one of a team of systems designers that may include 
experts in such fields as radar,, gun design, carriages, and field-use requirements. In addition, there will probably be at least one 
memberwith a broad overallview of all these specialties. The function of this group would beto propose solutionsto the fire-control 
problem at hand, subject them to initial analysis and discussion, and eliminate all but the more promising solutions from further con- 
sideration. 

T Ey W. W.   Seifert. 
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sionsof the system in rigorous mathematical 
terms so that he can arrive at a complete 
mathematical model for the fire control sys- 
tem. This mathematical model takes the 
form of a set of equations that describes the 
system with sufficient accuracy to permit the 
designer to (l)evaluate such factors as the 
dynamic response and accuracyand (2)select 
appropriate system parameters to be used in 
the final design. Thus, the mathematical 
model provides a basis for the study of the 
simulated system on an analog or digital com- 
puter. Suchcomputer studies are usually re- 
quired at one or more points in the design 
process and with complex systems must be 
introduced at an early stage in the design. It 
is important to note, however, that while the 
designer must have the accuracy require- 
ments well in mind during the early stages of 
the formulation of the model, it is only with 
the completion of a realistic mathematical 
model that he can effectively analyze the 
errors of the projected system. 

Because neither the selection of the pri- 
mary variables of the mathematical models 
nor the method for describing the perform- 
ance of thevarious portions of a fire control 
system is usually unique, these aspects of 
the mathematical analysis call for consider- 
able insight and good engineering judgment on 
the part of the designer. Introduced during 
this phase are many of the simplifications 
that, on the one hand, may make solution of 
a mathematical model feasible but, on the 
other hand, may invalidatethe model as an 
acceptable representation of the actual sys- 
tem. This latter condition can, of course, 
have very serious consequences since it may 
lead to a false sense of assurance that the cor- 
responding physical system would perform 
adequately when, in fact, it would not. At 
the other extreme, this condition may lead 
tothe false impression that the actual sys- 
tem will not work and thereby cause a de- 
signerto abandon an approach that would have 
been acceptable. 

In the course of studying a complex sys- 
tem, the designerwill in all probability make 
use of not just one mathematical model, but 
of a whole spectrum of models. Although the 
various mathematical models employed usu- 
ally represent an evolution achieved in small 
steps and usually at the expense of some re - 
tracing of steps,   they can,  for present pur- 

poses,   be classified into the following three 
groups: 

1. Models for idealized systems 
2. Models for optimum systems 
3. Models for practical systems. 

Each of these models is discussed in turn in 
par 4-3.2 through par 4-3. 5. 

4-3.2    MODELS FOR IDEALIZED SYSTEMS 

It is characteristic of complex systems 
that there exists not just one designthat looks 
promising (at least in the early stages of a 
program) but, rather, a number of such de- 
signs. Initially, the designer should not limit 
himself too severely but, instead, should look 
at asmany alternative designs as he cancre- 
ate. As he begins to develop models of the 
first classification just noted, he should en- 
deavor to keep them as simple as possible 
while, at the same time, including sufficient 
detail to demonstrate that success in achiev- 
ing the desired goals does not hinge upon the 
violation of any physical laws. Two obvious 
examples of such basic considerations that 
will arise in a typical fire-control-system 
design and must, therefore, be taken into 
account are(l)the fact that very definite re- 
strictions usually exist limiting the accuracy 
with which the future path of a moving target 
can be predicted (see Chapter 2), and (2) the 
fact that if a fire control system is to con- 
tain a computer, a nonzero time is required 
to perform the necessary computations. 

Thus, idealized models serveas ameans 
for defining goals and exploring alternate ap- 
proaches rather than fordescribing in detail 
the hardware that will be used in realizing 
the final system. It is only after the various 
alternatives have been examined on this idea- 
lized basis that the designer should begin to 
narrow his sights and look in greater depth 
at particular systems. Once he has arrived 
at a few idealized systems for which it ap- 
pears that no immutable restrictions exist to 
prevent realization of his goal, the designer 
can beginto select fromthis groupthe system 
that appears to be optimum. 

4-3.3    MODELS FOR OPTIMUM SYSTEMS 

The selection of the optimum system 
from a family of approximately ideal sys- 
tems that  do not violate physical limitations 
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is termed the optimization procedure. An 
obvious but essential step in this procedure 
is the choice of appropriate criteria for com- 
paringthe different systems . Although math- 
ematically precise criteria - such as least- 
mean-square error - may be employed, it 
should be clearly understood that the final 
selection of the optimum system will prob- 
ably be based not upon a singlecriterion but 
upon the designer's application of his en- 
gineering judgment to a number of criteria 
ranging from those that are purely mathe- 
matical to those involving economics, pro- 
curement schedules, size, reliability, etc. 

The optimization procedure entails the 
use of several mathematical models, with an 
increasing degree of realism and concern 
with the practical aspects of final production 
of the system. In carrying out this proce- 
dure and the associated detailed study and 
specification of the various subsystems that 
comprise the complete fire control system, 
the system designer will undoubtedly wish 
to study hismathematical models on a mod- 
ern computing machine. Important factors 
to be borne in mind in applying computers 
to this   end  are   summarized   in par  4-3.4. 

4-3.4 APPLICATION OF COMPUTERS TO 
THE STUDY OF MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS 

The computer used in the study of the 
mathematical models chosen to represent a 
firecontrol systemmay be either of theana- 
log type or the digital type, with the choice 
between the two types dependent onthe exact 
nature of the problem. With the present 
state of the computer art, it can be stated 
that, in general, an analog computer offers 
some advantage when studying actual physi- 
cal devices, suchaswhen acomputer isused 
to represent an analog of a physical system 
whose components are to be realized in ac- 
tual hardware. The study of the dynamic re- 
sponse of a servo system is a typical case 
in which an analog computer would be used. 
On the other hand, if the mathematics in- 
volved represents the description of physical 
relationships - e.g., vector resolution - 
that are automatically satisfied in nature,   a 

digital machine may offer decided advan- 
tages. Thiswill be particularly true if high- 
accuracy calculations must be carried out for 
a wide range of problem variables, especially 
if real-time simulation is unnecessary. The 
calculation of the trajectory of a long-range 
projectile is illustrative of this situation. 
Here, the mathematical model might involve 
several coordinate systems inorder to per- 
mit introduction of drag and gravity effects 
andthe associatedvector resolution. Where- 
as these effects are inherently included in the 
trajectory followed by the actual projectile, 
inclusion of them in a mathematical model 
requires the use of several Coordinate sys- 
tems, with transformations from one system 
to another required in order to compute the 
trajectory. No attempt will be made to dis- 
cuss thedesign o r operation of computers at 
thispoint sinceSection 3 of the Fire Control 
Series is devoted largely to a discussion of 
this subject. 

Regardless of which type of computer is 
employed, a number of factors must be con- 
sidered in the process of preparing to study 
a mathematical model on acomputer. Some 
of the more important of these factors are 
the following: 

1. Information to be computed 
2. Degree of sophistication necessary 
3. Accuracy required 
4. Solution time 
5. Choice of parameter ranges. 

Each of these five factors is discussed briefly 
in the paragraphs which follow,, 

4-3.4.  1   Information To Be Computed 

The first step adesigner should take be- 
fore plunging into the work of simulating a 
mathematical model on acomputer is to de- 
fine clearly the type of information being 
sought. A clear definition of what is to be 
computed will determine to a large extent 
the complexity of the computer study and the 
number of different computer setups that 
may be required. In addition, it may dictate 
particular quantities that should be recorded 
or computed in order that the problem of 
analyzing the computer results and arriving 
at engineering-design decisions based upon 

Real-timesimulation is the computer solution of a problem, or event, in which the computer produces the solutionin the same time 
that the event requires for completion in the actual physical system concerned. 
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these results may be minimized. 

4-3, 4.2    Degree of Sophistication Necessary 

Obviously, there is no point in studying 
a mathematical model that is more complex 
than is required to yield the information be- 
ing sought. The computer programming be- 
comes more difficult as the problem com- 
plexity increases and at the same time, the 
accuracytendsto deteriorate. Furthermore, 
with a digital computer, the solutiontime in- 
creases with problem complexity. Conse- 
quently, much is to be gained by employing 
the simplest model that still retains the es- 
sential characteristics of that particular as- 
pect of the system under study. For ex- 
ample, in computing the trajectoryof a pro- 
jectile (see Chapter 2), it may be perfectly 
adequate in the case of relatively short-range 
fire to consider the projectile as a single 
point mass moving in space; whereas, for a 
longer-range projectile, it may be necessary 
to simulate the dynamic response of the pro- 
jectile as an aerodynamic body in order to 
determine its trajectory with sufficient ac- 
curacy. Generally speaking, it is preferable 
to gather one type of data using one model 
and anothertype using a different model, than 
to utilize a singlemodel with the complexity 
necessary to yield both types of information. 
In making simplifications of this type one 
must, of course, determine that each model 
is adequate for the particular purpose for 
which it is used. 

4-3.4.3    Accuracy Required 

Basically, the computer setup on which 
themathematical model of a system is to be 
studied must, to be useful, provide an ac- 
curacy sufficient to permit engineering de- 
cisions to be made from the solutions ob- 
tained. Several different considerations are 
involved. Themost exacting of these is con- 
cerned with the absoluteaccuracy of the re- 
sults. Here, one might be interested, for 
example, in actual miss distances and might 
consider the accuracy insufficient if a com- 
puted result were 2 8 ft, whereas the correct 
solutiontothe mathematical problem actually 
set up on the computer was 17 ft. In some 
situations, on the other hand, even though 
the absolute  accuracy may be less than de- 

sired, the solutions obtained may be entirely 
adequate for predicting the influence of par- 
ticular system parameters on the overall 
performance. As a minimum, however, the 
computer must produce solutions that are 
reproducible to a precision greater than the 
variationsthat areto be attributed to param- 
eter changes. For example, if the computer 
is capable of reproducing a miss-distance 
solution to within anerrordispersionof±5 ft, 
it is ridiculous to use this particular com- 
puter to evaluate the effect of parameter 
changesthat causeonly 1-foot changes in the 
result. 

The question of predicting solution ac- 
curacyon either an analog or a digital com- 
puter is difficult - so difficult, in fact, that 
it is generally not possible to specify the ac- 
curacy mathematically. Certain indications 
do exist, however, that frequently prove 
useful in allowing the system designer to 
appraise the quality of solutions obtained on 
computers,   namely: 

1. For digital computers, these indi- 
cations are variations in the computer re- 
sults that are obtained when there is either 

a. a change in the time increment 
and thus the number of steps in 
a given integration  interval,  or 

b. a change in the word length used 
to represent data. 

2. For analog computers, on theother 
hand, the useful indications are variations in 
the computer results obtained when there is 
either 

a. a change in the time scale at 
which   the    solution   is   run,   or 

b. a small change in selected gain 
settings at various points within 
the computer setup. 

Although the absence of such indications by 
no means provides absolute proof that the 
solutions obtained are accurate, it is a sign 
that no major difficulty exists if the results 
obtained are not sensitive to any of these 
changes. 

A great deal of effort can be expended 
(particularly on an analog computer) in at- 
tempting to achieve accuracies higher than 
those of which the equipment is basically 
capable, and often higher than those needed 
for the engineering-design purposes at hand. 
Also, a great deal of time can frequently be 
wasted in trying to appraise small  comput- 
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ing errors when, in fact, some major error 
has been introduced in problem formulation 
or computer programming, or when the de- 
sign datadesired can bederived just as well 
from somewhat inaccurate solutions as they 
could from mathematically precise results. 
The important point to bear in mind is that 
one should not blindlyaccept the results ob- 
tained from a computer as being correct, 
nor should one become preoccupied in at- 
tempting to achieve a solution accuracy much 
higher than that required for the study being 
conducted. 

4-3. 4.4    Solution Time 

The time required to run a solution on a 
computer may be greater than, equal to, or 
less than the time required for the event to 
take place in the actual physical system. If 
the entire physical system is simulated on 
the computer, then the choice of solution 
time, or time scale, is arbitrary. If the 
computer is capable of operatingwith a com- 
pressed time scale - i.e., if the computer 
produces a solution in less time than the 
event takes in the actual physical system 
(realtime)- considerable overall time may 
be saved if the number of solutions to be ex- 
amined is large. This situation occurs fre- 
quently when analog computers are used. 
Some analogcomputers are, infact, designed 
to obtain solutions at the rate of 15 to 30 per 
second. Suchmachines areparticularly well 
adapted for making statistical studies. On 
the other hand, the solution of a high-order 
dynamic system on a digital computer may 
require much longer than real time. This 
situation may be inconvenient but is still ac- 
ceptable for many studies. 

The only case inwhich no choice in time 
scale exists is when it is desired to include 
some of the physical components from the 
actual system inthe simulation. In this case, 
meaningful results can be obtained only if the 
solutions are run in real time. The pro- 
gramming of a digital computer to run in 
real time may be impossible, depending on 
the complexity of the problem and on the 
characteristics of the machine. In any event, 
such programming for a digital computer 
represents a more difficult task than exists 
if no fixed solution time is specified. 

4-3.4. 5   Choice of Parameter Ranges 

The fact that a computer is capable of 
producing a large number of solutions to a 
problem in a relatively short time tends to 
be a trap. There is little point in generat- 
ing a much larger number of solutions than 
can be analyzed because this merely ties up 
computer time and increases the problems 
of adequately identifying solutions so that 
particular ones can be found readily. None- 
theless, the system designer is usually in- 
clined to ask for more solutions than he really 
needs because he wishes to be sure he has 
covered all cases that might be of interest. 
A ready availability of the computer to the 
designer is helpful in reducing this tendency. 
The important point is for the designer tobe 
realistic in regard to the number of solu- 
tions for which he asks. Although it may be 
easy for him to specify that he wishes to have 
solutions for 2 0 combinations of 2 0 different 
parameters, the running of the resulting 400 
solutions and his evaluation of them (if he is 
to be at all critical) may require an exor- 
bitant amount of effort. Frequently, much 
of this effort can be saved if the designer 
spends just a little more time deciding what 
he really wants. It is more effective to sur- 
vey a problem rather roughly in a first set 
of runs and then examine regions of real in- 
terestin asecond, more-detailed series than 
to try to do the whole job in one operation. 
The first method has the added advantage of 
permitting the designer to change the course 
of the study before too much effort is ex- 
pended, in case a whole new approach is in- 
dicated by the first survey. 

4-3.5    MODELS FOR PRACTICAL SYSTEMS 

Asa result of the analytic and computer 
studies just summarized, the system de- 
signer should be able to arrive at a mathe- 
maticalmodel forhis system that isoptimum 
in some sense. Although construction of an 
actual system patterned after this optimum 
model should be within the realm of physical 
possibility, provided the optimum model was 
formulatedcorrectly, it will probably be de- 
sirable to make a number of compromises 
that will facilitate production, reduce cost, 
or achieve some other desired result. At 
this stage, inparticular, the system designer 
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and the equipment designers should exchange 
information freely so that, on the one hand, 
the system designer will be fully informed as 
to limitations faced by the equipment design- 
ers and can therefore attempt to evolve a 
system that will be least affected by these 
limitations and, on the other hand, the sys- 
tem engineer can keep the equipment design- 
ers informed as to areas where component 
improvements would pay substantial divi- 
dends in system performance. 

As more and more of the practical as- 
pects of realizing the physical system are 
defined, additional information must be ga- 
thered to indicate the manner in which de- 
viations from the system as defined by the 
optimum mathematical model will affect the 
performance of the final system. This phase 
of the work will usually involve the formu- 
lation of another model incorporating these 
changes. The performance of the optimum- 
system model (as has been determined by 
simulation studies) then becomes a kind of 
yardstick against which the performance of 
the model for the practical system can be 
measured. The evaluation will usually be 
obtained by computer simulation and will be 
governed by the same criteria discussed in 
connection with models for optimum systems. 
If this evaluation shows that the performance 
of the practical system will be essentially as 
good as that of the optimum system, then the 
job of mathematical formulation in essen- 
tially complete and detailed drawings can be 
completed and fabrication of the physical 
system can be undertaken. However, if the 
compromises that it is felt must be made in 
the optimum system to permit its practical 
realization degrade its performance serious- 
ly, it may be necessary to retrace the de- 
sign steps and look at otheridealized models 
and their optimum and practical counter- 
parts. 

4-3.6   CONCLUSIONS 

The discussion presented thus far in 
connection with the development of mathe- 
matical models might lead one to conclude 

that the mathematical analysis of a system 
would lead to a unique solution for any par- 
ticular problem. This is not a correct in- 
ference. As technology has developed, the 
result has been that fewer and fewer cases 
exist where it is technically impossible to 
build any one of several systems to accom- 
plish a stated task, providing the task itself. 
is realistic. Consequently, the real test of 
good engineering involves the development 
of the particular system that will meet the 
established specificationsmost economical- 
ly and with reliability sufficient to meet the 
system requirements. 

The designer striving to develop a sys- 
tem that is optimum in this sense must not 
only consider the specific components with 
which a design might be realized, but must 
consider the basic approach as well. For 
example, the computer in a proposed fire 
control system might be realized on either 
an analog or a digital basis; early in the 
analysis of the system, each of these pos- 
sibilities should be examined and the ad- 
vantages and limitations of each should be 
carefully weighed. Under some conditions, 
the wise approach to system design may be 
to refine existing proven techniques soas to 
meet new requirements. In other cases, it 
may be better to attempt a totally new ap- 
proach. At the initiation of the design of a 
complex system, it is most important that 
the system designer be given the freedom 
necessary to examine the alternatives and an 
opportunity to present his findings to those 
who ultimately will decide what approach 
should be taken. A small expenditure of 
effort at this stage in a design may result in 
very substantial savings later. 

The next topic of this chapter concerns 
some of the techniques employed in describ- 
ing system accuracy (see par 4-4). Follow- 
ingthat(see par 4-5), the discussionreturns 
to some of the considerations involved in the 
mechanization of the mathematical model 
derived by the procedure just described. 

4-4 SYSTEM AND SUBSYSTEM ACCURACY 
CONSIDERATIONS* 

By E. St. George, Jr.   The basic overall source material for par 4-4 consists of References 1 and 6 through 10.   Other references are 
given where specifically applicable. 
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4-4.1    INTRODUCTION 

A   complete   projectile - firing  weapon 
system"   — of which  a fire   control  system 
is amajor part; see Fig. 4-2, for example - 
is designed to possess the capability of de- 
stroying a hostile target.     In turn,   the fire 
control system of this weapon system is de- 
signed to point the projector (gun or launcher) 
in such a way as to direct the projectile to- 
ward a point sufficiently close to a selected 
targetthat thetarget may be destroyed.   The 
terms "target" and "destroy" are not subject 
to simple mathematical definition.  However, 
in a givenmilitary situation, targets - which 
may be troop formations, buildings, aircraft, 
etc.  - can be defined with more or less pre- 
cision.    Also, the degree of target destruc- 
tion required,   and the destructive effect of 
individual projectiles   of various types, can 
be  specified.    Such problems are generally 
handledby specialists inoperations research 
and military  strategy,  and the  results  are 
transmitted to the  fire-control-system de- 
signerinthe form of military requirements, 
or specifications, on the accuracy of fire. 

The destructive effect of a weapon sys- 
tem is determined by the destructive effect 
of the individual projectile, the accuracy 
with which the projectile can be delivered to 
the vicinity of the target, and the number of 
projectiles that can be delivered to the vici- 
nity of the target during an engagement. The 
number of projectiles delivered will be de- 
termined by the rate of fire and the lengthof 
the engagement; the engagement length is 
primarily determined by target characteris- 
tics, the range of the weapon, and user re- 
quirements, but may be somewhat affected 
by the fire-control-system design. 

The overall characteristics of the pro- 
jectile, the projector (gun or launcher), and 
the fire control system will be determined 
during the preliminary designof the weapon 
system, based on a balancing of the factors 
involved. Themain objective is to maximize 
the destructive power of the weapon system. 
Secondary objectives may be to maximize 
the   range   at   which  the  engagement  com- 

mences, to minimize the time required for 
the engagement by increasing the rate of fire 
orby decreasing the settlingtime of the com- 
puter, to minimize the amount of ammuni- 
tion fired without destructive effect, and to 
prevent overkill, i.e., expenditure of am- 
munition beyond the minimum required for 
target destruction. 

Accuracy is the primary factor under 
the control of the fire-control-system de- 
signer. In fact, fire-control-system accu- 
racy is the basic specification from which 
he must determine subsystem accuracies 
and speeds of response. The remainder of 
par 4-4 will consider the accuracy-specifi- 
cation problem in some detail. First to be 
discussedwill bethe specification of system 
accuracy. This willbe followed by adescrip- 
tionthat showshowthe subsystem accuracies 
are determined. 

As previously stated, the fire control 
system determines the orientation that the 
gun or launcher must have in order for the 
projectile todestroy the target. Most of the 
presently existing fire control systems are 
capable of solving this problem only for a 
fixed target or a target moving in a straight 
line, f Since conclusions drawn for the case 
of a moving target can readily be reduced to 
the simpler fixed-target case, only moving 
targets are discussed. 

If the target is not taking evasive ac- 
tion, the fire control system can track the 
target and, from this tracking information, 
can determine the velocity and direction of 
the straight-line motion. The system must 
then compute the orientation of the gun or 
launcher that will cause the projectile tra- 
jectory to intersect the target path at a com- 
mon point intime. (Suchan intersection de- 
fines a perfect hit. ) In other words, an ideal 
fire-control computer must continuously 
compute the intersection in space of the tar- 
get path - extrapolated as a straight line - 
and a ballistic trajectory. Because of the 
complexity of the ballistic computation, all 
practical fire-control computers approxi- 
mate the exact solution to some degree. 
Errors due to the approximations employed 

The restriction to projectile-firing weapon systems excludes guided-missile   fire control systems, in accordance with the corres- 
ponding restriction of the subject matter of the Fire Control Series of Engineering Design Handbooks (see Chapter 1). 

T However, the M33 fire control system1! provides a curvilinear solution and considerable theoretical investigations of this approach 
have been madel2. 
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can be computed by straight-forward tech- 
niques and would, of course, be designed to 
be small compared with the physical errors 
of the system (see par 4-4.1.1). 

The target and projectile are not, of 
course, simple points, as assumed in the 
preceding paragraph. From the standpoint 
of destruction, or kill,"" the target has cer- 
tain vulnerable sections which donot neces- 
sarily correspond to its geometrical out- 
line."'"." The impact of a projectile (or por- 
tion thereof) upon any of these vulnerable 
sections will have a destructive effect. For 
practical purposes, such an impact defines 
a hit. 

The effectiveness of a hit is a function 
of the kill probability. In turn, the proba- 
bility of a hit is a function of the errors of 
the weapon system involved. In the normal 
course of the design of a weapon system, ini- 
tial studies concerning the required weapon- 
system effectiveness result in a specifica- 
tion covering the hit probabilities required 
for specific situations. If we assume the 
contributing errors from other parts of the 
weapon system than the fire control system 
to be beyond the control of the fire-control- 
system designer and therefore to be con- 
sidered as constants, the objective of the 
fire-control-system designer is to meet 
these hit-probability requirements through 
control of the errors in the fire control sys- 
tem. 

4-4. 1. 1    Systematic and Random Errors? 

The various physical errors in a fire 
control system, as distinguished from the 
errors inherent in the mathematical model 
that are discussed in par 4-3, may be char- 
acterized as being either systematic (bias 
type) or random (dispersion or noise type). 
Systematic errors are caused by such fac- 
tors as malalignment or slow drift in com- 
ponents.    Random errors are caused by such 

factors as radar noise, uncertainties in bear- 
ings and gearing, and ammunition variations. 
The effect of any error is, of course, to pro- 
duce a displacement (measured in a plane 
perpendicular to the trajectory in the im- 
mediate vicinity of the target) of the burst 
point fromthe target center, where the burst 
point is considered to be the center of the 
destructive effect of the projectile. In the 
case of uniformly random errors, the burst 
points will have a circular random disper- 
sion centered at the target. The circular 
random distribution is discussed in greater 
detail inpar 4-4. 2. If systematic errors are 
also present, the center of the distribution 
will be displaced from the target by a dis- 
tance defined as the bias. Frequently, a 
weapon system will incorporate two axes, 
each of which is subject to random errors 
but in differing degree. In this case, the 
burst points will have an elliptical, rather 
than circular,   distribution. 

All practical fire control systems have 
both dispersion and bias errors, although in 
field-artillery problems the bias may be re- 
duced to a small value through the use of 
spotters. It is also useful to note that an a- 
mount of dispersion approximating the am- 
plitude of the bias is helpful inincreasing the 
engagement hit probability (seepar 4-4. 1.2) 
by ensuring that at least a few hits out of a 
salvo will be on target, as illustrated by Fig. 
4-3. 

For diagrammatic simplicity, Fig. 4-3 
shows the target as a circular area and the 
projectiles as points, as would be the case 
if onewere firing a rifle at a bull's-eye tar- 
get. As shown in Fig. 4-3(B), an increase 
in the dispersion error increases the proba- 
bility of a hit when a bias error is present. 

4-4. 1.2    Engagement Hit Probability' > 

Paragraph 4-4.1.1 introduces the idea 
of the engagement hit probability,  as opposed 

As explained in par 4-4. 3,   a kill is usually defined in Army technical terminology   as the damaging of a target to such an extent 
that it is no longer capable of effective offensive action. 

** One useful concept, that of the diffuse target, is discussed in par 4-4. 3.1. Simply by modification of the "hardness" coefficient, 
the diffuse-target concept can accomodatethe distribution of shrapnel from a projectile burst, or the effects of machine-gun bullets, 
or contact-fused projectiles in arriving at a measure of target destruction that is termed the kill probability. Still greater precision 
in the description of target and projectile characteristics is possible,   but not often required. 

'    See pages 47-98 of Reference 7,  Reference 13,   and Chapter 29 of Reference 14. 

1 ISee pages 47-98 of Reference 7,   Reference 13, and Reference  15. 
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(A) Dispersion less than 
the bias 

(B) Dispersion greater than 
the bias 

DEFINITIONS: 

I   = 

h = 

X    = 

ASSUMED AREA OF TARGET 

CENTER OF DISPERSION, CR MEAN VALUE,   OF BURSTS 

(ALSO KNOWN AS CENTER OF IMPACT,  C.I.) 

BIAS 

BURSTS 

Figure 4-3.    Dispersion and bias in an engagement. 

to the single-shot hit probability."' Rarely 
is a target engagement limited to a single 
shot; on the other hand, ammunition certainly 
cannot be expended without limit. Essen- 
tially, the number of shots permitted in an 
engagement will be determined by such fac- 
tors as the lengthof time the target remains 
in range, the firing rate of the weapon, and 
the supply of ammunition available. 

In the accuracy evaluation of a newly de- 
veloped weapon system, an attempt is usually 
made to reproduce the situationpresent inan 
actual engagement. Therefore, in such an 
evaluation, the proper criterion is the en- 
gagement hit probability rather than the 
single-shot hit probability. It is important 
to note that cases have been recorded in which 
the designers of a weapon system have so re- 

duced the dispersion in an attempt to improve 
the single-shot errors, that the dispersion 
was finally less than the bias. Insubsequent 
engagement trials, the "improved" system 
had poorer performance than a less-elaborate 
weapon in which the systematic and random 
errors,   while larger,   were better balanced. 

4-4. 1.3 An Outline of the Procedure for 
Designing a Fire Control System 
of Prescribed Accuracy 

The capability of achieving a specified 
engagement kill probability! is the funda- 
mental military requirement that is usually 
imposed on a weapon system. Fromthis mili- 
tary requirement, a requirement for the en- 
gagement hit probability is developed through 

* The single-shot hit probability (see par 4-4. 3. 3) is defined as the probability of obtaining a hit on a given target with a single shot. 
The engagement hit probability (see par 4-4. 3.4) is defined as the probability of obtaininga hit during the course of firing on a tar- 
get in a given engagement. 

T The engagement kill probability is defined as the probability of obtaining a kill during the course of firing on a target in a given en- 
gagement. 
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studies of the weapon system's effectiveness. 
(In this development, the special discipline 
of operations research plays the major role." 
Inasmuch as the subject of operations re- 
search lies outside the scope of the Fire 
Control Series, however, its use in arriving 
at a prescribed engagement hit probability 
willnot be discussed here. It should be noted 
though that the fire-control-systemdesigner 
should be as familiar as possible with the 
concepts of operation research - as well as 
the concepts of hit and kill probability - be- 
cause the development of the required en- 
gagement hit probability is most effective 
when he is in aposition to cooperate with the 
operations research specialist in this de- 
velopment. ) The problem of the fire-control- 
systemdesigner, statedinits simplestterms, 
is to derive from this prescribed engagement 
hit probability the accuracy requirements of 
the fire control system, then of its various 
subsystems, and finally of the components 
that make up the subsystems. In actuality, 
the fire-control-system designer may find 
that a particular component is required to 
have a better accuracy than the current state- 
of-the-artpermits. Sometimesit isimpera- 
tive to break through the state-of-the-art for 
the component concerned, provided, the time 
schedule permits. In other cases, the de- 
signermust lay out the systemso as tomini- 
mize the effect of this component on the over- 
all error of the fire control system. Other 
problems requiring judicious balancing of 
component and systemerrors will alsoarise. 

Since the purpose of Chapter 4 is to de- 
scribe and exemplify design principles, the 
basic, straightforward procedure will be pre- 
sented. With such a straightforward proce- 
dure, the task of the fire-control-system de- 
signer in determining accuracy requirements 
would be carried out in the following steps: 

1. Determine the required single-shot 
hit probability of the weapon system from 
the value specified for the engagement hit 
probability . 

2. Determine the allowable overall er- 
ror of the weapon system from required 
single-shot hit probability. 

3. Determine those errors of the weap- 
on systemthat areinherently beyond the con- 
trol of the fire-control-system designer. 
(These errors are primarily those associated 
with the input and output portions of the weap- 
on system. ) 

4. Establish the allowable error forthat 
portion of the fire control system whose er- 
rors arenot beyond the control of the design- 
er. (Thepart of the fire control systemcon- 
cerned is primarily the computing system. ) 

5. Determine the allowable errors of 
each of the subsystems and components of the 
fire control systemthat are under the de- 
signer's control, in accordance with the con- 
tribution of the particular subsystem or com- 
ponent to the total error. 
It isimportant tonotethat, in actual practice, 
the determination of accuracy requirements, 
like the design process itself, is generally 
an iterative process. Therefore, in an ac- 
tual situation, none of the steps givenis likely 
to be a straightforward procedure. 

Because of the fundamental importance 
of probability concepts in the fire-control 
accuracy problem, a review of the basic con- 
cepts of probability theory is presented first 
in par 4-4.2. 

Despite the fact that kill probabilities 
are not directly involved in fire-control- 
system design, it is important that this fun- 
damental concept be clearly understood by 
the fire-control designer, as already noted. 
Accordingly, in par 4-4. 3 and par 4-4. 3. 1, 
kill probability and hit probability are de- 
fined, and their interrelationships are de- 
veloped. Then, in par 4-4.3.2 through par 
4-4.3.4, an expression that relates single- 
shot and engagement hit probabilities in the 
presence of bias and dispersion errors is de- 
veloped. This expression is given by Eq. 
4-73 in par 4-4.3.4; because of its import- 
ance, this equation is boxed. Given the value 
specified for the engagement hit probability, 
this expressionallowsthe single-shot hit pro- 
bability to be determined. 

Once the required single-shot hit pro- 
bability of the weapon system has been de- 
termined,   the allowable overall error of the 

This stems from the fact that the general relationship that links hit probability  and kill Probability is as follows:   the probabilityof 
obtaining a kill on a target is equal to the probability of obtaining a hit times the probability that the hit will result in a kill.    This 
latter factor,  termed the terminal ballistic vulnerability of the target,   accounts for the way in which the target vulnerability enters 
the overall study of the weapon system's effectiveness and is the special province of the operations research specialist. 
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weapon system can be determined in terms 
of (l)the bias, or systematic error and (2) 
the variance of the shot-pattern dispersion 
(see Fig. 4-3), which is a measure of the 
random error. This determination of the 
overall error can be achieved by using the 
relationships that are derived for the single - 
shot hit probability in par 4-4. 3. 3. These 
relationships show how the bias and the va- 
riance are combined to compute the hit pro- 
bability. For the most general case, in 
which a normal distributionmust be assumed 
for the bias in anengagement as well as for 
the dispersion, the pertinent relationships 
are developed in par 4-4.3.4. These equa- 
tions directly relate the variance of the shot- 
pattern dispersion and the variance of the 
bias to the engagement hit probability. 

The overall error of a weapon system 
is determined by anumber of error-produc- 
ing effects, some of whichare not under the 
control of the fire-control-system designer. 
These effects can be conveniently classified 
as (l)those associated with the input part of 
the weapon system, (which is synonymous 
with the input part of the fire control system), 
(2)those arising in the fire control comput- 
ing system, and (3)those stemming fromthe 
output part of the weapon system (which in- 
cludes the gun and the weapon-pointing sys- 
tem), 

In order to determine theallowable er- 
ror for eachof thesethree parts of the weap- 
on system, based on the allowable overall 
error of the weapon system, the designer 
must follow an iterative process. First, 
errors areallotted to the three parts on the 
most reasonable basis available. These er- 
rors are then combined by the procedure de- 
scribed in par 4-4.4 to give a computedvalue 
of the overall error of the weapon system. 
Several reassignments of the errors allotted 
tothe three partsmay benecessary inorder 
to achieve a computed value of the overall 
error of the weapon system that is within the 
allowable limit. It should be noted that va- 
rious combinations of the bias and the vari- 
ance of the overall weapon-system error can 
be employed to achieve the required hit pro- 
bability - single-shot or engagement - de- 
pending on the procedure followed. 

Usually, the output part of the weapon 
system - i. e., the weapon itself and some- 
times the weapon-pointing system also - is 

specified and therefore, likethe target char- 
acteristics, beyond the control of the fire- 
control-system designer. Also, although 
the trackingsystem comes under the control 
of the fire-control-system designer, this 
system may be subject to physical con- 
straintsthat force the designer to treat it as 
a more or less fixed element in the design. 
For example, the beamwidth of a radar an- 
tenna (and hence the assignable error) de- 
creases with increasing frequency and in- 
creasing diameter. Since the diameter may 
be restricted by considerations of portability 
and the frequency may be restricted by the 
available microwave equipment, the designer 
may find that the accuracy of the tracking 
system is to some degree predetermined. 
The design of the computing system must 
then at least be consistent with the tracking- 
system accuracy and, if possible, compen- 
sate for some of the error in the tracking 
system. This could be accomplished, for 
example, by smoothing of the tracking data 
by the computing system. 

Because the accuracy characteristics of 
the input and output parts of theweapon sys- 
tem are relatively fixed in comparison with 
those of the computing system, they will be 
considered first (seepar 4-4.5). Then, from 
a knowledge of the errors associated with the 
input and output parts of the weapon system, 
the allowable error of the computing system 
can be established. Following this, the al- 
lowable errors in the various elements of the 
computing system can be established (see 
par 4-4. 6). 

Some of the error-producingeffects as- 
sociated with the input part of a firecontrol 
systemare determined by thetarget. Thus, 
an airborne target flying in turbulent air or 
a land vehicle traversing rough terrain ex- 
hibits a motion that may beconsidered tobe 
made up of a signal component and a noise 
component that is caused by the rough mo- 
tion. 

Other error-producing effects associ- 
ated with the input part of afire control sys- 
tem are due to the nature of the tracking de- 
vice employed, including the characteristics 
of a human operator, if such is involved. 
For example, if target tracking is being ac- 
complished by radar means, additional noise 
is introduced by random variations of the 
reflectivity of the target.    These variations 
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have numerous causes, some of which can be 
correlated with motions of the target; in 
general, however, the noise effects must be 
considered to be completely random. Pas- 
sive tracking systems, such as infrared, on 
the other hand, are less subject to noise of 
this type. The effects of noise in the input 
portion of a fire control systemare described 
more completely in par 4-4. 5.2. 

The error-producing effects stemming 
from the output part of the weapon system 
include such effects as random variations 
in ammunition characteristics, vibration of 
the gun tube, and changes in atmospheric 
characteristics fromthose set into the com- 
puter. These effects, which are among the 
major contributors to the dispersion, are 
discussed in par 4-4. 5.3. 

The error-producing effects arising in 
the fire control computing system result 
from systematic errors and random errors 
in the computing-system elements. These 
errors may be extremely difficult to estab- 
lish if the fire control computing system is 
complex. If the description of the comput- 
ing system does not require differential 
equations, an exact error analysis may be 
performed by the methods described in par 
4-4.4.1 and par 4-4.4.2. The error ana- 
lysis   becomes   much  more  difficult if   (as 

may well be the case for a fire control com- 
puting system) the solution of a differential 
equation must be obtained. An approximate 
method for determining the propagation of 
errors when the solution of a differential 
equation is involved has been worked out at 
Frankford Arsenal and is described in par 
4-4.4. 3. A brief discussion of the types of 
error that occur in practical computing sys- 
tems and useful methods of specifying them 
is presented in par 4-4.6.1 through par 
4-4. 6.3. It is quite clear that it is in the 
fire control computing system that the de- 
signer has the greatest opportunity for mod- 
ification and thereby accomplishment of the 
overall accuracy goals of the weapon system. 
This modification is based on an iterative 
procedure in which the error analysis de- 
scribed in par 4-4.4. 1 through par 4-4.4.4 
is employed to arrive at the optimum com- 
puting-system configuration. 

This completes the summary of the steps 
involved in determining the accuracy re- 
quirements of a fire control system asso- 
ciatedwith a given weapon system. The re- 
mainder of par 4-4 treats in detail the top- 
ics just referenced. For convenience, the 
main topics covered in the remaining sub- 
paragraphs of par 4-4 are summarized in 
Table 4-1. 

TABLE 4-1.     SUMMARY OF TOPICS COVERED IN PAR 4-4.2 THROUGH PAR 4-4. 6. 

Paragraph Topics Covered 

4-4.2 The basic concepts of probability theory that are applicable to the de- 
sign of fire control systems. 

4-4.3 The basic concepts of hit and kill probability theory;   included are the 
following: 

1. The nature of the probability-of-kill function. 
2. The use of the diffuse-target mathematical model to approxi- 

mate the probability-of-kill function for computational purposes. 
3. Identification of the term " kill probability" with the probability 

of a kill on a diffuse target. 
4. Derivation of expressions for the single-shot hit and kill pro- 

babilities,   based on the concepts presented in par 4-4.2. 
5. Derivation of the relationship between the engagement hit pro- 

bability and the single-shot hit probability.   (It is this relationship that 
provides the means for determining the required  single-shot  hit  pro- 
bability for a weapon system,   given a specified engagement hit proba- 
bility forthat system.) 
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TABLE 4-1.     SUMMARY OF TOPICS COVERED IN PAR 4-4.3  THROUGH 4-4.6 (cont.) 

Paragraph Topics Covered 

4-4.3 6.    Derivation of equations that directly relate the variance of the 
shot-pattern dispersion and the variance of the bias to the  specified 
engagement hit probability, for the general case inwhich a normal dis- 
tribution must be assumed for the bias in an engagement. 
The relationships derived in par 4-4. 3 provide a means of determining 
the allowable overall error in a weapon system, given a specified en- 
gagement  hit  probability and the number of shots  in an  engagement. 
This allowable error is usually expressed in terms of the systematic 
and random components which are respectively specified by the vari- 
ance of the bias 0"g and the variance of the dispersion 0"^. 

4-4.4 The steps involved in carrying out an error analysis of a fire control 
system.     Useful error-propagation equations are derived for the two 
following basic types of analog systems: 

1. Systems whose operation is describable by other than differ- 
ential equations. 

2. Systems whose operation is describable by differential equa- 
tions. 
These equations are required inanalyzing and synthesizing a fire con- 
trol system from the standpoint of error considerations. 

4-4. 5 The sources of error in those portions of the weapon system that are 
largely beyond the control of the fire-control-system designer.   These 
portions of the weapon   system may  include parts of the fire  control 
system itself,   specifically,   those parts included in the input and out- 
put parts of a weapon system. 

4-4. 6 The   sources of error in those portions of a fire control   system that 
are under the control of the fire control  system designer.     The fire 
control   computing  system is the principal  entity  coming under  this 
category. 

4-4.2   BASIC CONCEPTS OF PROBABILITY 
THEORY 

Before proceeding to a detailed analysis 
of hit probability, it is important to intro- 
duce as background information the basic 
mathematical concepts of probability theory. 
These concepts are presented without any 
attempt at rigorous derivation. The neces- 
sary understanding of the fundamental con- 
cepts can be obtained from an intuitive ap- 
proach which avoids the introduction of addi- 

tional mathematical theory. Those inter- 
ested in a rigorous derivation are referred 
to the extensive discussions of probability 
theory that are found in many excellent 
books.' 

In par 4-4.2.1, the basic ideas of chance 
and probability are first defined (on an in- 
tuitive basis) and then developed in connec- 
tion with discrete, i. e., individually iden- 
tifiable, events. These basic ideas are more 
or less familiar to everyone from their ap- 
plication to games of chance.     For conven- 

* See, for example, pages 406-582 of Reference 1 pages 47-98 of Reference 7, pages 9-89of Reference 16, and References 17through 
20. Reference 17 is particularly recommended for its approach from the engineering point of view. Reference 18, on the other hand, 
warrants recognition for its highly theoretical and rigorous treatment of probability. 
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ience, the analogyof simple dice games will 
be employed in developing the definitions and 
axioms associated with the probability of 
discrete events. 

The basic concepts of probability are 
then extended, in par 4-4. 2. 2, to continuous 
functions of a random variable. Here, the 
derivations become directly applicableto the 
fire-control problem. 

In par 4-4.2.3, a number of convenient 
statistical parameters are defined. These 
parameters provide a numerical measure of 
the important statistical characteristics of 
a random event. 

In the standard tests on probability the- 
ory, a large number of commonly encoun- 
tered probability distributions are discussed 
in some detail. In fire-control technology, 
however, the Gaussian, or normal, distribu- 
tionand the bivariate normal distribution are 
the distributions that aremost commonly em- 
ployed. These two distributions are de- 
scribed, respectively, in par 4-4.2.4 and in 
par 4-4.2. 5. 

For example, if a discrete event Ais de- 
scribed as a four showing on the throw of a 
die, then 

Pr[A]   = 
1 

where 
Pr[A] = probability of throwing a four 

1 = one way onlyfor event A to oc- 
cur 

6 = total events obtainable fromone 
die. 

The concept of probability as defined in this 
way is sometimes called a priori probability. 

A  second way in which the  concept of 
probability can be defined is as an "empiri- 
cal"  probability,     ff an experiment is per- 
formed a large number of times,   the  ratio 
between the number of occurrences and the 
number of trials will be assumed to approach 
a limit which is defined as theprobability of 
the occurrence.    The defining statement for 
an empirical probability is 

4-4.2.  1  Probability   Applied   to    Discrete 
Events21,22 nJAl 

'Pr [Al as N becomes very large     (4-2) 

1. -Probability of a Single Event 
A discrete event is one that is indivi- 

dually identifiable. The probability of occur- 
rence of a specified discrete event can be 
defined in either of two ways. If it can be 
assumedthat all events, —i.e. all outcomes 
of a particular experiment - are equally 
likely, then the probability of a particular 
event - designated as A for this discussion - 
can be defined as the ratio of the number of 
ways in which A can occur to the number of 
all events that can occur. This definition is 
represented by the expression 

Pr[A]   = 
n(A) 

(4-1) 

where 
Pr[ A] = probability that event A occurs 

at any trial 
n(A) = number of ways in which  event 

A can occur 
N = number of all events that can 

occur. 

where 
n(A) = number of occurrences of event 

A 
N = total number of trials 

Pr[A] = probability that event A occurs 
at any trial. 

If, in the previous example, the die is 
thrown a large number of times, it is known 
from experience that the empirical proba- 
bility approaches the a priori probability, or, 
in this case,   1/6. 

2.   -Probability   of   Mutually   Exclusive 
Events 

Two or more events are said to be mu- 
tually exclusive if the occurrence of one pre - 
eludes theoccurrence of the other. For ex- 
ample, if a coin is tossed, heads and tails 
are mutually exclusive since it is possible 
to get one or the other but never both. 

If two events, A and B, are mutually 
exclusive, the probability that either A or B 
will occur is given by the following rule: 

ff A and B are mutually exclusive, then 
Pr[A+B]   =Pr[AorB]   =Pr[A]   +Pr[B]   (4-3) 
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where Pr[A + B] and Pr[ A or B] are alter- 
native notations for "the probability that 
either [A] or [ B] will occur", Pr[A] is the 
probability that A will occur, and Pr[ B] is 
the probability that B will occur. For ex- 
ample, if A is the event of tossing a four 
with a single die and B is the event of toss- 
ing a five, these events are mutually exclu- 
sive and 

1        1        1 
Pr[A +B]   =Pr[A]   +Pr[B]   =-   +^  -y 

4. Probability of Events that are Not 
Mutually Exclusive 

Two or more events are said to be "not 
mutually exclusive" if the Occurrence of one 
does not preclude the occurrence of the other, 
and if the two events can occur jointly. If 
two events, A and B, are not mutually ex- 
clusive, the probability that either A or B 
occurs is given by the following rule: 

If A and B are not mutually exclusive, 
then 

Pr[A +B]   =Pr[A]   +Pr[B]   -Pr[A, Bl.   (4-5) 

This states that on any single roll of the die 
the probability of either a four or a five show- 
ing is 1/3. 

3.    Probability of Independent Events 
Two or more events are said to be in- 

dependent if the occurrence or non-occur- 
rence of one in noway affects the occurrence 
of any of the others. For example, if A and 
B stand respectively for getting heads in two 
successive flips of a coin, then A and B are 
independent since the outcome of the second 
flip is in no way affected by what happened 
in the first flip. 

The probability that any two events, A 
and B, will both occur, which is called the 
joint probability of A and B, is given by the 
following rule: 

If A and B are independent,   then 

Pr[A, B]  =Pr[AandB]   = Pr[A] •  PKB]     (4-4) 

where Pr[ A, B] and Pr[A and B] are alter- 
native notations for "the probability that A 
and B both occur", i.e., the joint proba- 
bility of A and B. For example, if A is the 
event of tossing a four on one die, and B is 
the event of tossing a four on a second die, 
andthe dice arethrown simultaneously, these 
events are independent and 

Pr[A, B]   =Pr[A] •  Pr[B] 
1 

36 

This states that on any single roll of a pair 
of dice the probability of two fours showing 
is 1/36. This can be intuitively understood 
since there are 36 possible combinations that 
could occur and there is only one combina- 
tion that yields two fours. 

For example, if A is the event of tossing 
four on one die, and B is the event of tossing 
four ona second die, and the dice are thrown 
simultaneously, the probability of either 
event A or event B occurring when the events 
are not mutually exclusive is 

Pr[A +B]   =Pr[A]   +Pr[B]   -Pr[A, B] 

36 36' 

This states that on any single roll of a pair 
of dice, the probability of a four showing on 
one die or the other is 11/36. The term 
-Pr[A, B] obviates the possibility of fours 
showing on both dice; thus Pr[ A + Bl denotes 
the probability of either A or Ei   but not both. 

Another example of "not mutually ex- 
clusive events" would be as follows: 

Suppose that Pr[A] is the probability 
that it will rain (on a certain day in a cer- 
tain place) and that Pr[B] is the probability 
that it will snow, and that it is desired to 
determine the probability that it will either 
rain or snow. In order to compensate forthe 
days on which there is both rain and snow, it 
is necessary to subtract the proportion of the 
days on which rain or snow occur simultane- 
ously; hence the need forthe term -Pr[ A, B]. 

5.    Conditional Probability 
In the case of events that are to some 

extent interdependent, an important concept 
isthat of "conditionalprobability". The prob- 
ability that event B will take place provided 
that event A has taken place (is taking place 
or will for sure take place) is called the con- 
ditional probability of B relative toA, and is 
shown  symbolically as Pr[B|A].     By  using 
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conditional probabilities, it is now possible 
to formulate a more general rule for the 
probability that twoevents A and B will both 
occur: 

Pr[A, B] =Pr[A] • Pr[B|A] 

Pr[B|A] 
Pr[A, 

(4-6) 

Pr[A] 

For example, suppose that two cards 
are selected at random from a pack and it 
isdesired to know the probab lityof drawing 
two aces. If the first card is replaced and 
the pack shuffled, then the two events (of 
drawing an ace on the first or second draw) 
are independent. If A is the event of draw- 
ing an ace on the first draw, and B is the 
event of drawing an ace on the second draw, 
then the probability of drawing two aces is 
the joint probability,  PrjA, B).   In this case, 

Pr[A, B]   -Pr[A] •  Pr[B] 

and 

Pr[A]   = Pr[B] 
52 

Therefore, 

Pr[A'B]=57-£=W 

6.    Multiple Probability 
The probability concepts that have been 

developed for two events can beextended to 
three or more events."' Various combina- 
tions of the basic relationships arealsopos- 
sible. For example, a desired result might 
be obtained by different arrangements of two 
events. Thus, if the desired event E can be 
obtained by the joint occurrence of A and B, 
or by the joint occurrence of C and D, the 
following relationship applies: 

Since 

and 

then 

l[E]  =Pr[A/ B]  i PrLC, D] (4-7) 

PrlA, Bl  =Pr[A] • Pr[B] (4-8) 

[C, D]   =Pr[C] • Pr[D] (4-9) 

PrLE]   = Pr[A] •  Pr[B]   +Pr[C] • Pr[D]   (4-10) 

For example, if thedesired result is an 
eleven showing on a roll of a pair of dice, 
there are two possibilities, a six and a five, 
or a five and a six. Use of Eq. 4-10 shows 
that 

If the first card is not replaced, however, 
then the two events are not independent. 
Pr[A] remains 4/52, but the conditional 
probability of B, given the prior occurrence 
of A, Pr[B|A], is equal to 3/51, there being 
one card, an ace, missing from the pack. 
In this case,   the joint probability is 

Pr[A, Bl =Pr[A]    Pr[B|A] 

± 
52 

1 
221 

51 

- 3 6  + 36   = 18 
where 

A  is the  event of a six showing on the 
first die; Pr[A] = -1- 

B is the event  of a five showing on the 
second die; Pr[B] = -^ 

C is the event  of a five showing on the 
first die; Pr[C] = ~ 
and 

D  is the   event of a six showing on the 
second die; Pr[D] = — 
This example can also be solved intuitively 
since out of 36 possible combinations with 
the dice, there are two combinations that 
provide the desired result. 

See Chapter 2 c£ Reference 16. 
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7. Application of Probability to Fire 
Control Problems 

Example 4- 1 in the Appendix to Chapter 
4 contains two problems that illustrate the 
application of the foregoing principles of 
probability for discrete eventsto simple fire- 
control situations. 

4-4.2.2    Continuous   Functions   of a Random 
Variable 

The discussion on probability in this 
handbook will now employ the concept of a 
random variable (sometimes known as a 
chancevariable), which is generally defined 
as any variable that may have a probability 
function.* A variable is defined mathemati- 
cally as a quantity to which an unlimited num- 
ber of values can be assigned in an investi- 
gation. Similarly, a random variable is the 
numerical expression of the outcome of a 
random experiment. It should be noted that 
a random variable may be either a discrete 
or a continuous function. 

1.    Continuous Random Variables 
Thus far, only the probability of discrete 

random events has been considered. Con- 
sider now the case of a continuous random 
variable. A random variable is actually a 
random function of an independent variable, 
such as time. General usage has established 
the name "random variable", however, and 
this terminology will be employed. A func- 
tion is said to becontinuous in an interval if 
it is continuousat all points in that interval, 
i.e., if the value of the function can be made 
as nearly equal to the value at the point as 
one pleases by restricting the value of the 
independent variable to values sufficiently 
near the given value.' In the case of con- 
tinuous random variables as functions of time 
or of some other independent variable, statis- 
tical properties may be determined from an 
ensemble, or set, of random variable func- 
tions, or from a study of the statistical pro- 
perties of a single member of the ensemble 
that is observed through a particular range 
(or interval) of the independent variable. 

As an example of the ensemble method, 
consider a set (or ensembly) of simultane- 
ously conducted experiments whose results 
(xj,  X2,   .   .   .   , xn)   can be plotted  as func- 

* See pages 43 and 294 of Reference 24. 

T See page 73 of Reference 24. 

tions of time (see Fig. 4-4). Each of these 
random time functions can be sampled at time 
intervals such as t^, t2, etc. Each sample, 
at a specified time, say t^, can be averaged 
to obtain the ensemble average. Alterna- 
tively, any member of the set of random time 
functions can be averaged with time. If the 
random variable is a stationary function of 
time, the ensemble average and the time 
average will be the same. In general, when- 
ever a random variable is a stationary func- 
tion of time, either the statistical param- 
eters of the ensemble or the corresponding 
statistical parameters of the time function 
can be employed interchangeably. 

Most statistical problems associated 
with fire control systems can be considered 
to be stationary since the parameters do not 
change rapidly with time. In contradistinc- 
tion, problems associated with ground-to- 
air guided missiles frequently require the 
use of nonstationary parameters since such 
rapidly-changing factors as the range and al- 
titude cause continual change in the statis- 
tical parameters. 

2. Erobability Density Function 
A continuous random variable x(t) may 

be quantized into a large number of incre- 
ments Ax (see Fig. 4-5). Let the symbol x^ 
denote the event that a random time sample 
of the random variable lies in theincrement 
iAx < x < (i + l)Ax, where i is any positive 
integer. Then Pr[ x-] denotes the probability 
of the event Xj and can be expressed, ana- 
logous toEq. 4-2 in par 4-4. 2. 1, as follows: 

-ol^PrU,]  as N — 

N 

(4-11) 

where 
n^ = number of random time samples of 

x(t) falling in the increment iAx < x 
< (i + l)Ax 

N = total number of random time sam- 
ples of x(t) falling inallincrements. 

Figure 4-6 illustrates the concepts involved 
by means of a simple example. 

As Ax becomes smaller, Pr[x.] tends to- 
ward zero .   This can be seen intuitively since 
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x, (0 

*„« 

NOTE: 

ANY CF THE RANDOM VARIABLES x. , . ,x   CAN BE AVERAGED 

WITH TIME, CR TrE ENSEMBLE CAN BE SAMPLED AT SOME PARTICULAR 

TIME,  SUCH AS t], t2, or tg, AND THE RESULTING TIME SAMPLES 

AVERAGED. 

Figure 4-4.    An ensemble of random time variables. 

RANDOM TME SAMPLES THAT LIE IN 
THE INCREMENT iAx<x<(i+ 1) A x 

INCREMENT iA x <x <(it  1) A x 
CF HEIGHT A x 

oL 

RANDOM TIMF SMMPLES THAT LIE OUTSIDE 

THE INCREMENT iAx<x<(itl)Ax 

I 

TIME, t — 

Figure 4-5.    The quantization of a random variable into a large number of increments. 
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1         1 
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RANDOM TIME SAMPLES 
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1   i      i       i 
1   i      i       i 
lii       i 
ill       ii 

- 

TIME, t 

P(*o) 

no = 0 

"I = 2 

n2 = 4 

"3 = 4 

"4 = 0 

N = 10 

as. 0 
N 

NUMBER OF RANDOM TIME SAMPLES FALLING IN THE INCREMENT 0 <  x < x 

NUMBER OF RANDOM TIME SAMPLES FALLING I N THE INCREMENT X] <  x < x2 

NUMBER OF RANDOM TIME SAMPLES FALLING IN THE INCREMENT x2 <  x < *3 

NUMBER OF RANDOM TIME SAMPLES FALLING IN THE INCREMENT x3 < x  < x< 

NUMBER OF RANDOM TIME SAMPLES FALLING IN THE INCREMENT x, < 
4 x  < x_ 

TOTAL NUMBER OF RANDOM TIME SAMPLES FALLING IN ALL INCREMENTS OF 

THE RANDOM VARIABLE 

PROBABILITY THAT A RANDOM TIME SAMPLE WILL FALL I N THE INTERVAL 0 < x < x 

P(x.)= — = 0.2 = PROBABILITY THAT A RANDOM TIME SAMPLE WILL FALL IN THE INTERVAL x   < x < x, 
1 N 

p (XJ = -1 = 0.4 = PROBABILITY THAT A RANDOM TIME SAMPLE WILL FALL I N THE INTERVAL x, < x < x, 
£        N 6 

P(x_) = -JL = 0.4 =PROBABILITY THATA RANDOM TIME SAMPLE WILL FALL IN THE INTERVAL x. < x<x 
*        N « J 

P (x,) = — = 0 =  PROBABILITY THAT A RANDOM TIME SAMPLE WILL FALL I N THE INTERVAL xc < x < x 
4 N " 

NOTE: 
THE PROBABILITIES GIVEN I N THIS EXAMPLEARE CALLED OUT AS SUCH FOR ILLUSTRATIVE 
PURPOSES ONLY.    STRICTLY SPEAKING, THEY CANNOT BE CONSIDERED TO BE TRUE 
PROBABILITIES INASMUCH AS (SEE EQ.    4-11)   THE TOTAL NUMBER OF RANDOM TIME 
SAMPLES N   CAN BY NO MEANS BE CONSIDERED TO APPROACH INFINITY. 

Figure 4-6.   Illustrative application of the probability concepts associated with 
a continuous random variable. 

asthe increment is decreased, the probability 
of the event x- becomes smaller because of 
the fluctuation of the random variable x(t) 
(see Fig. 4-5). Inthelimit, as Ax approaches 
zero, the ratio Pr[x^]/Ax remains finite. 
This ratio is called the probability density 
function of a random variable and is ex- 
pressed as follows: 

p(x|) =   lim 
Ax— 0 
N— oo 

Ax   KHZ 
=  lim 

Ax-0 

Pr[x; 

Ax 

(4-12) 

where 
p(x^) = probability density function of x 

evaluated at x = x^. 
The probability density function is, then, 

a measure of the relative likelihood of the 
random variable having a value that falls in 
a particular increment iAx < x < (i t l)Ax. 
It corresponds to the probability of occur- 
rence of a discrete event A as defined by 
Eq.   4- 1 in par 4-4.2.   1. 

3.     Probability Distribution Function 
Frequently, the knowledge of the prob- 

ability of particular amplitudes of a random 
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variable is less important than knowledge of 
the probability of exceeding a certain value. 
For example, the designer of a breakwater 
would want to know the probability of a wave's 
exceeding a certain height. The probability 
that the amplitude of the random variable x''~ 
does not exceed a particular value X is given 
by the probability distribution function of X, 
P(X), which is obtained by integrating the 
probability density function over all values 
of x <X; i. e., 

P(X) = 
A 

I p(x) dx (4-13) 

An alternative definition first defines a 
probability distribution function P(X) as the 
probability that x(t) < X, where x(t) is again 
a random variable. Then the probability den- 
sity function is defined by the relationship 

dP(X) 
'P(X) (4-14) 

The probability of the occurrence of all 
values of the random variable can be obtained 
by summing the probability distribution over 
all possible values as follows: 

P(=o)  =    J p(x) dx = 1 (4-15) 

roc 
where the  integral       J    p(x) dx is the area 

under the entire probability density function. 
This means that the probability that x will 
lie between -°o and +°° is equal tounity, which 
is expected since all possibilities are en- 
compassed. Also, since P(} = 0, the prob- 
ability distribution function takes on only 
values that lie between 0 and 1. 

Example 4-2 in the Appendix to Chapter 
4 shows a practical application of the prob- 
ability density function and the probability 
distribution function. 

Curves of  a typical  probability  density 

function and a typical probability distribution 
function are shown in Fig. 4-10 (see par 
4-4. 2.4). It should be noted that the prob- 
ability density function (Fig. 4 - 10(A))tends 
to peak at the most likely value, although it 
can, however, have more than one peak or 
be completely flat, depending on the physi- 
cal situation concerned. Also, the proba- 
bility density function need not be symmet- 
rical. The probability distribution function 
(Fig. 4-10(B))on theother hand, always in- 
creases steadily from zero to unity. 

4. Joint Probability Density Functions 
When two or more random variables are 

involved, joint and conditional probability 
density functions can be defined similar to 
the joint and conditional probabilities de- 
veloped in par 4-4.2, 1. The joint probabi- 
lity density functionis ameasure of the rela- 
tive likelihood that any random time sample? 
of aparticular random variable x^will have 
a given value and that any random time sam- 
ple of asecond random variable xRwill have 
some other given value. Figure 4-7 shows 
two random variables x^ and Xg quantized 
into increments Ax. It is possible to count 
the number of occurrences of the event in 
which the random variable x» lies in the in- 
crement for which iAx < x. < (i + l)Ax, for 
any random time sample. Let this event be 
designated Xj and the number of occurrences 
be designated as n-. Similarly, for a ran- 
dom variable xg in an increment for which 
jAx < Xg < (j + l)AXj let the event of xgfall- 
ing in the increment at any random time 
sample be designated as x^, and the number 
of occurrencesof the event be designated as 

It should be noted that an equal number 
of'random time samples for the random vari- 
ables x^ and xg must be taken. Letthe total 
number of samples taken be denoted by the 
symbol N, and the total number of joint oc- 
currences of events x- and x forthe N sam- 
ples be designated asJn^; I.E., 

: n. + n ■ (4-16) 

* In the aforenoted example,  x would be the height of random waves. 

T A random sample is obtained by a selection of points&om a set in a manner suchthat any point has an equal chance of being selected 
(see page 294 of Reference 24). 
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RANDOM TIME SAMFLES THAT UE IN THE 
INCREMENT i A x < x.   < (i +   1)    A x 

(i   +   1)   A x — 

I 
< 

3   A x 

2 A x 

Ax   - 

I      ^vt--T I 
RANDOM TIME SAMFLES THAT LE OUTSIDE    HE 
INCREMENT i A x < xA  < (i +  1)   Ax 

I I I I 

TIME, 

2  A 

Ax 

RANDOM TIME SAMFLES THAT LIE IN THE 
INCREMENT j A  x < x„   < (j   +  1]    Ax 

RANDOM TIME SAMPLES THAT LIEOUTSIDETHE 
INCREMENT] A x < xß < (j +   1)   Ax 

I I I I 
I I 

TIME, 

Figure 4-7.   Illustrative representation of joint probability density. 
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The joint probability of the two events xi and XJ - i. e., the probability that any random 
sample of xA will be x^ and that any random sample of xg will be x-j - is therefore defined 
by the relationship 

Pr[xif x.]   = Pr   [iAx<xA<(i + 1) Ax, j Ax < Xß < (j +l)Ax]      =   "iJ-^-l (4-17) 

where 
N = total number of random time samples of x^ and xg falling in all increments, 

ff Ax is allowed to approach zero and N is allowed to approach infinity, the joint probability 
density function is defined by the relationship 

p(xi'Xi)=    Ax-0 

'Pr[xjr Xj] 

.     (Ax)2 

lim 
=   Ax-0 

N-co 

1 

'Ax 
2     N (4-18) 

in a manner similar to the definition of the probability density function in Eq.   4- 12. 
Fora practical example of how joint probability density functions can be employed, see 

Example 4-3 in the Appendix to Chapter 4. 
5.    Conditional Probability Density Function 
The probabilityof the conditionalevent jAx >xg >(j t l)Ax, given the prior occurrence 

ofthe event iAx ^ x^ ^ (i + l)Ax, is given in a manner analogous to Eq. 4-6 bythe relation- 
ship 

Pr [xf |x.]   =Pr [ jAx <   xß < (j + 1) Ax | i Ax < xA < (i  + 1) Ax] 

Pr[x., x.] li 
Pr[x.] N —oo n. 

i 

n ■ 
(4- 19) 

Again taking the limit as Ax—0 and N-*-»,  the conditional probabilitydensitycan be defined 
as 

P(xilxj)=  Ax^O Ax- 

hm 
Ax —0 

N—co Ax  V n, / (4-20) 

in a manner similar to the definition ofthe probability density function in Eq. 4-12 and the 
definition of the joint probability density function in Eq. 4- 18. Dividing both the numerator 
and the denominator of Eq.   4-20 by N(Ax)2 yields 

r \   i 
lim 

p(x. |x.) =   Ax-~0 
J 

L 

l   ^%YN(AX)- 

Ax 1 

lim 
= Ax —0 

N—CO 

N(Ax) 

-   1 

(Ax) 

AX\N / 

(4-2 1) 

Substitution of the relationships given by Eqs.   4- 12 and 4- 18 into Eq.   4-21 shows that 

P(Xj,  Xj) 
P(*J|X;) 

p("i 
J_ (4-22) 

For a practical example of how conditionalprobability density functions can be employed, 
see Example 4-4 in the Appendix to Chapter 4. 
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If xj  and x-j are  statistically  independent,  then the prior occurrence of x;  can have no 
effect on the probability of occurrence of Xj.    Accordingly,   for this circumstance 

p(Xj | Xj)  =p(xj). 

Substitution of Eq.   4-23 in Eq.   4-22 shows that 

PU: 
P(*i,   Xj) 

p(*i> 

(4-23) 

(4-24) 

Therefore,   for independent random variables 

p(X|,   Xj)   =p(Xj)  p(Xj) (4-25) 

This relationship for the joint probability density  function is particularly   useful in the dis- 
cussion of hit and kill probabilities that appears in par 4-4. 3. 

4-4.2.3   Averages of Random Variables 

Instead of dealing with random variables as such, a considerable simplification is ob- 
tained by employing various statistical parameters, or averages, that provide a numerical 
measure of the important characteristics. The basic parameters are introduced here, while 
certain more specialized parameters will be introduced where they are needed, notably in 
par 4-4.4. 2. 

One of the most useful statisticalparameters is the time average. * Thetime average of 
a random variable (or of any variable,   actually) is defined by the equation 

JVW. 

x(t)  = 
Mm 

At — a) At 

t+A t 

/ 
x(t) dt 

(4-26) 

where 
x(t) = time average of x(t) 
At    = a time interval. 

In practical work, it is sufficient to make At of a sufficient duration that the average does not 
change significantly for a further increase in_At. 

It should be noted that: (l)the symbol x(t) denotes the time average of the random time 
variable x(t); (2) this timeaverage is a real numberthat may be positive, negative, or zero; 
and (3)the time average is not itself a function of time. The time average can becomputed 
analytically if an analytic expression for x(t) is available. If a time record of x(t) is avail- 
able, the time average can be computed either mechanically o r numerically. Figure 4-8 is 
an example of the time average of a random variable and illustrates a graphical technique 
that may be used to compute the time average. Note that if the random variableshould have 
negative values,  the corresponding areas would be subtracted. 

Another useful statistical parameter is the mean-square time average. This quantity 
is utilized to express the average power of a random variable. Its usefulness stems from 
the fact that when - as is usually the case - the random variable represents a voltage, dis- 
placement,   or  similar type of physical quantity, the  average power in the  physical system 

See par 4.2 (Time Averages) of Chapter 10 (Basic Statistical Theory) of Reference  1. 
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TIME AVERAGE OF x(t) at t, 

IN THE LIMIT, AS At — « 
TIME, t 

AREA UNDER x^) 

BETWEEN t] AND f] + At 

THEREFORE, 

I I 

AREA UNDER x (t) 

BETWEEN t   AND (,+ at 

x<t,)  >    , 
:\ ,-^a ^/ x(t) dt 

= TIME AVERAGE OF x(t) AT A N ARBITRARILY CHOSEN TIME, t 

SINCE t,   IS A N ARBITRARY TIME,    THE TIME AVERAGE OF x(t) 

MAY BE WRITTEN IN THE GENERAL FORM 

t + At 

x(t) = 
A t-*-=° T  /"      x(,)dt 

Figure 4-8.   The time average of a random variable. 

concerned is then expressed by the mean-square time average.     The mean-square time av- 
erage is defined as the time average of the square of the random variable; i.e.. 

x2(t) 
At— s° 

t+At 

Ä7   f     x (t) dt 

(4-27) 

where,. 
= mean-square time average of x(t). 

For example, assume a random instantaneous voltage, e(t), that is applied to aone-ohm 
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resistor. The instantaneous power dissipated in the resistor is e^(t). A time average of the 
instantaneous power yields the average power and, as shown by Eq. 4-27, turns out to bethe 
mean-square time average of the voltage; i. e., 

li 
t+At 

/ 
e2(t) dt = e2(t) (4-28) 

A final type of time average of importance is the root-mean-square (or RMS) time av- 
erage. This statistical parameter is simply the square root of the mean-square time aver- 
age.    It is convenient in that it is expressed in the same units as the random variable itself. 

Also important are the averages associated with an ensemble of random variables (see 
Fig. 4-4, for example). The most significant ensemble averages arethe so- called moments. 
The main usefulness of these moments lies in their ability to completely specify any prob- 
ability density function. The ntrl moment of a probability density function p(x) is defined by 
the general relationship 

>) 
/ 

p(x) dx 
(4-29) 

where 
x = random variable of probability density function p(x) 

m*n' = moment of order n. 
The particular   moments that are of significance to the  fire-control hit-probability problem 
are discussed in the paragraphs which immediately follow. 

A comparison of Eq.   4-29 with Eq.   4-15 shows that the zero-order moment is the area 
under the entire probability density function and is,  therefore,   equal to unity; i. e., 

,(0) /      x    p(x) dx =       / p(x) dx = 1 
(4-30) 

The  first moment,   m'1' or simply m,   is called the statistical mean,   o r .average.    It is 
also denoted by the symbol x\    Equation 4-29 shows that m is defined by the equation 

(1) 
x =     /      x p(x dx. (4-31) 

The timeaverage given by Eq.   4-26 and the ensemble average given by Eq.   4-29 are identi- 
cal when the random variable is a stationary function of time. 

The second moment m(2) is called the mean-square value of x.    In accordance with Eq. 
4-2 9,   it is given by the equation 

(2) 
■A. 

p(x, dx (4-32) 

wherethe symbolx^ is also employedto represent the mean-square value, or second moment, 
of x. The time average given by Eq. 4-27 and the ensemble average given by Eq. 4-32 are 
identical when the random variable is a stationary function of time. 

In the fire-controlhit-probability problem, the value of the mean of a setof firing  errors 
isthebiaserror, i. e. ,thedistance between the center of impact':' and the target (seeFig.    4-3). 

* The   center of impact is defined as the center of gravity of the points of fall of a large number of rounds fired with a given laying of 
a weapon. 
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PROBABILITY 
DENSITY FUNCTION 

n= 
C. I. 

„(1) 

fjä 

(A) Moments about the zero axis 

PROBABILITY 
DENSITY FUNCTION 

(B) Moments about the mean 

Figure 4-9.   Moments about the zero axis and the corresponding 
moments about the mean. 

Inasmuch as the dispersion* errors tend to scatter about the center of impact, auseful 
measure of dispersion would be the second moment of a set of firing errors from which the 
mean value (the bias) had been subtracted. Such moments about the mean (or center of im- 
pact), rather than about the zero axis (see Fig. 4-9), are called central moments and are 
defined by the general mathematical relationship 

(n) 
/     (x -x)n p(x) dx (A-33) 

where 
ß(n> = central moment of order n. 
The most significant central moment is the second, ju(2). This moment, which is called 

the variance, is the mean-square value of x aboutthe mean. Since the units in which the vari- 
ance are measured will be the square of the units in which the random variable is measured 

Dispersion is defined as the scattering of shots due to unavoidable variations.    These are chiefly the variations in the initial yaw of 
the projectile and in the initial projectile velocity (see Chapter 2). 
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(seeEq. 4-32), it is convenientto introduce a quantity that is the square root of the variance, 
This quantity is called the standard deviation and is given the symbolo. Accordingly, the 
variance is usually denoted by the symbol ff2 and is given by the equation 

(2) 
./ (x p(x) dx. 

(4-34) 

From this mathematical definition of the variance, it is possible to derive as follows the 
important relationship that the variance is the difference of the mean- square value of x, i.e., 
x2, and the square of the mean,   i.e.,   x2.    Expansion of Eq.   4-34 shows that 

/_ 2 f       2        _    _2 
(x - x)   p(x) dx =      /     (x    - 2xx + x  ) p(x) dx (4-35) 

/     x    p(x) dx - 2x       /     x p(x) dx + x /     p(x) dx (4-36) 

A comparison of this equation with Eq. 4-32 showsthatthe first term on the right-hand side 
of Eq. 4-36 is identical with x2, the mean-square value of x. A similar comparison with 
Eq. 4-31 shows that the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 4- 36 is identical with the 
product -2x2. From a comparison with Eq. 4-30, it is apparent that the third term on the 
right-hand side of Eq.   4-36 is equal to x2.    Accordingly, 

,_2    -2      2    _2 
■ 2x    + X    = x    - X . 

(4-3 7) 

As noted earlier, the primary value of the moment concept isthat any probability den- 
sity function can be completely specifiedby its moments. In most cases of interest, includ- 
ing fire control, the mean and the standard deviation are sufficient. For example, in fire 
control, the mean is identical with the bias and the standard deviation is a measure of the 
dispersion. 

4-4.2.4   Gaussian Distribution 

1. Usefulness of the Gaussian Distribution 
While there are a number of common probability distributions, the one of the greatest 

practical importance is the Gaussian, or normal, distribution. The Gaussian distribution 
is obtained in a large number of situations as follows: 

a. It has been empirically observed that most continuous random processes in 
nature can be described approximately by a Gaussian distribution. 

b. Discrete random variables are often described by a binomial distribution, 
but for a large number of trials the binomial distribution is approximated 
by the Gaussian distribution. 

c. Incases where a random variable is derived from a sum of a number of in- 
dividualrandom variables, each of which may have any distribution, the re- 
sultant random variable is found to have a Gaussian distribution. 

2. Definition of the Gaussian Distribution 
The probability density function of a Gaussian distribution is defined by the general re- 

lationship 

p(x) -  —H=exp      -  ^T- (4-38) 
rVT^ 2< 
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where 
"x = mean value (see Eq.   4-31) 

g2 = variance (see&q.   4-34). 
From Eq.   4- 13,  it is apparent that the associated Gaussian probability distribution function 
is given by the expression 

1 X 

P(X) =   —|=r-    f    exp 
T\j2^ 

(x-x)2n 

dx. (4-59) 

The factor l/ff ^/¥n normalizes the expression for p(x) so that the total areabeneath a plot 
of p(x) is unity. The Gaussian probability density function and the associated Gaussian prob- 
ability distribution function are shown in Figs. 4-10(A) and 4-10(B), respectively. It should 
be noted that 68. 3% of all values of the variable fall within iff of the mean, and practically 
all values (99. 7%) fall within ± 3a. 

3.    The Error Function 
For numericalwork withnormal distributions,   reference may be made to tabulations   0f 

PW = - exp 
(x - *)' 

2<r2 

(A)    Probability density function 

t>     b    ti   ix     b    < 
«      OJ       ,                 -t-      c 

'           '      1X                 I« 
1 X       | X                                            | 

i     rx 

a     to      x — 
S|          CO 

1-    + 
<      1 x 

" _ i* : if 

(B)    Probability distribu 

2<J2 

ion function 

P{X) = 

Figure 4-10.   The probability density function and the corresponding probability 
distribution function for a Gaussian or normal distribution. 
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a standardized Gaussian distribution, called the error function. (The use of the error func- 
tion is illustrated in the example of par 4-4. 4). The error function is obtained by a change 
of variable in which theorigin is shifted and a scale factor is applied, thus providing a nor- 
mal distribution having zero m?an and unity variance.    The new variable is 

(4-40) 

Equation 4-38 then has the form 

2 

1 -*- 
p(y) =-—=re   2   . (4-4 1) 

\[27T 

The corresponding distribution function may be tabulated in several ways. One method, 
which is convenient because finite limits of integration are employed, is obtained as indi- 
cated below. 

Substitute Eq.   4-40 into Eq.   4-39 to yield 
2 

x    -y— 
P(X) = -L^      f      e   2   dy (4-42) 

\[2^        J   CO 

The error function of X/V2 is defined by the relationship 

f/X\ 1 r.'^V^zr     rXe"^dy-4=      fXe^dy H-43) er (*-) -    -L-      f    .    2   dy =   J_      f      e    2    dy - -i-       f 

where erf(X/V2) is the error function.   Equation 4-43 is obtained simply by the  subtraction 
of areas under a probability distribution curve such as Fig.   4- 10(B). 

Since e~J I    is  an even function,  i.e.,   f(x) = f(-x), the   integral from -X to  X is twice 
the integral from zero to X.    Therefore, 

. / X  N        2 r        2 r{(w- ^ I e   dy 

A change of variable,  t = (y/ V2),  yields the form 

X        I 
X   N 2 r 2 (4-44) 

x/VF 
erf X = —    f e '   dt 2     -   /" e"t2dt. (4"45) 

\G7   ^0 

The error function is tabulated in published mathematical tables; e.g., see pages 129 and 
206 of Reference 23 and pages   116-120 of Reference 26. 

4.    The Central-Limit Theorem 
In a system whose output is affected by a numberof random inputs, it is found that, even 

though the input functions may individually depart greatly from normal distributions, the out- 
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put is approximately a normal distribution. The mathematical justification for this observa- 
tion is called the central-limit theorem. Use of this theorem in connectionwith fire control 
systems enables the designer to combine errors as though all were Gaussian, without the 
necessity for detailed examination of the individual probability distributions. 

Thecentral-limit theorem states that the sum of a set of random variables is a random 
variable whose probability density function approaches the Gaussian form as the number of 
terms in the sum increases without limit. The theorem is valid, with minor restrictions - 
e.g., the firstand second moments of the individual probability density functions must exist - 
regardless of the form of the individual probability density functions. 

Insymbolic form, assume aset of random variables x^, x2, xn,   each 
of which may have  an arbitrary probability  density function.    The sum of these  is another 
random variable X which is defined by 

X 4 
i = l 

(4-4 6) 

The central-limit theorem states that 

cv\      ' r (x  x) pW = exp 

[■ 
(4-4 7) 

where 

i=l 
(4-4 8) 

■ E 
i=i 

(4-4 9) 

and sq is the mean, and 0^ the standard deviation,  associated with the random variable xi. 

4-4. 2. 5  The Bivariate Normal Distribution 

A final concept, which is termed the bivariate normal distribution, will be introduced 
before proceedingto a discussion of the hit-probability problem. If independent normaldis- 
tributions exist along each of two orthogonal axes x and y, then the joint probability density 
function p{x, y) is found from Eq.   4-25 to be 

p(x,y) p(y) 
(4-50) 

In accordance with Eq.   4-38,  the independent density functions may be expressed as 
-,2 

p(x exp 
(4-5 1) 

and 

AYV2 
exp (y -y)2 n 

(4-52) 
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where 
p(x),  p(y)   = probability  density functions of the random variables x and y,   respectively 
cr„  , cr„    = variances of the x and y distributions,   respectively 

x,   y  = mean values of the x and y distributions,   respectively. 
The substitution from Eqs.   4-51 and 4-52 into Eq.   4-50 shows that 

-,2 

p(x,y) = ^ exp 
2TTCTXCTY 

(x-: 
2     (y -y) 

_   2 2a5 

exp ( 1 
2 7T O       <J \ 2 x     y I 

2 2 
)   . (y-y) 

(4-53) 

I 

The joint probability density function p(x ,y) is termed the bivariate normal distribution 
becausethere are two variables involved. As shown by the representative plots inFig. 4-11, 
the bivariate normal distribution may be visualized in three dimensions as a "hill" that is 
based on the x, y-plane and has its center at (x, y). The bivariate normal distribution is re- 
ferred to frequently in the following paragraphs on hit and kill probability theory, where the 
distribution of shots along each of two perpendicular axes is of prime significance. 

4-4.3 HIT AND KILL PROBABILITY THEORY"' 

The subject of hit and kill probability theory presented in this handbook concerns the 
means of determining the probability of obtaining a hit on a given target that is capable of 
killing that target. As used in this context, the terms hit and kill are defined as follows, in 
accordance with Army technical terminology: 

1. hit. A blow or impact on a target by a bullet, bomb, or other projectile. (Thus, 
for example, a bullet would actually have to strike a target in order to effect a hit, whereas 
an exploding projectile would technically effect a hit if the force of its explosion created a 
blow or impact on the target, even if no physical part of the projectile actually struck the 
target itself.) 

2. kill. (l)As a noun, kill is a term used alternatively with the destructive- damage 
category known as K damage. (Two damage-category classifications applying to combat 
material subject to attack have been accepted for use in evaluating damage and the damage 
potential of ammunition. The first classification, which applies to aircraft targets, employs 
the following definition of K damage: damage suchthat the aircraft will fall out of control 
immediately after the damage occurs. The second classification, which applies to armored- 
vehicle targets, employs the following definition of K damage: damage that will cause the 
vehicle to be destroyed.) (2) As a verb, kill means to destroy an aircraft or other vehicle to 
the extent defined by the K-damage category. 

Hit probability is generally defined in Army technical terminology as the probability of 
a hit o r hits being made on a target out of a given number of projectiles directed at the tar- 
get. A particular type of hit probability that is of importance is the single- shot hit probabil- 
ity which is defined as the probability that a single projectile fired against a target will hit 
that target under a given set of conditions. No implication of a kill is implied in these hit- 
probability definitions. In standard Army technical terminology, which will be employed 
here, kill probability is generally defined as the probability that, given a hit, a single pro- 
jectile will kill the target against which it is fired. 

*The treatment of this subject that is provided here is based primarily on References 27 and 28. It should be particularly noted that 
Reference 27 provides (1) an excellent summary of the work done on the subject of kill probability over a number of years and (2) an 
annotated bibliography of some useful early references on the subject. 
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BIVARIATE 
NORMAL 

DISTRIBUTION 
P (x, y) 

BIVARIATE 
NORMAL 

DISTRIBUTION 
P (x, y) 

P (x, y) 
■JT a   a 

exp   • 
1 

T 

(x -   x )' (v- y)2 

=   BIVARIATE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 

where 

x -   MEAN OF THE x DISTRIBUTION 

~ ~  MEAN CF THE y DISTRIBUTION 

' 2 =   VARIANCE OF THE x DISTRIBUTION x 

T 2 =  VARIANCE OF THE y DISTRIBUTION 

Figure 4-11.   Representative plots of the bivariate normal distribution. 

In order to avoid confusion, the relationship between hit probability and kill probability 
will be discussedin detail. Any target, considered for the moment as two-dimensional, can 
be represented by a vulnerable area. In the simplest case, this vulnerable area is simply 
the presented area times the probability that a hit on the presented area is a kill. More pre- 
cisely,  the vulnerable area A,   is given by the relationship 

A    = J7 (pr)(kill)(=<<y)dxdy (4-54) 

where 
x and y coordinates centered at the center of gravity of the target and in a plane 

perpendicular to the projectile trajectory 
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^r^(kill)^' ¥"* = probability of a kill on the target for a hit at the point (x, y) 
JJA = a surface integral over the presented area A. 

The probability-of-kill function (PrO/i^rn (x,y) assigns a probability that the target will 
be killed if there is a hit at the point (x,y). It is important that this probability-assignment 
function not be confused with a probability density function. 

From Eq. 4-54, it is apparent that the vulnerable area is always less than thepresented 
area A. Some modification of the definition is necessary in situations where the blast effect 
is important because the vulnerable area may then be greater than the presented area. 

A complex target such as an aircraft or tank can be considered as made up of individual 
vulnerable components. If the components do not mask one another and are not redundant, 
the total vulnerable area is merely the sum of the vulnerable areas of the components. The 
contributions of masked and redundant components can also be determined with some addi- 
tional complications. This technique of summationof individual vulnerable areas is in effect 
a method of integrating Eq. 4-54 for a situation in which the vulnerability cannot be ex- 
pressed by a mathematical function. 

Of course, vulnerability studies of targets are not a primary concern of the fire-control- 
system designer. Weapon-system designers, however, whose concern is withweapon-system 
effectiveness, must take into account target vulnerability, ammunition characteristics, and 
the accuracy of the launcher and fire control system in determining overall weapon- system 
effectiveness. The brief outline of the weapon-system design process which follows, insofar 
as it relates to fire-control accuracy, will be helpful to an understanding of fire-control ac- 
curacy specifications. 

First, a preliminary study of the weapon system is performed, in which preliminary 
ammunition characteristics and preliminary launcherand fire-controlaccuracies are chosen. 
Then, using probable targets and the first choice of ammunition, target vulnerability studies 
are performed. In certain cases, these studies might include experimental work; in general, 
however, the target vulnerability would be obtained from existing component vulnerability 
data. The vulnerable area of the whole target would then be computed by summation of the 
component vulnerable areas,  taking into account masking and redundancy. 

The vulnerable area is a region of total lethality. However, account must be taken of 
the distribution of component vulnerable areas over the projected area of the target. If this 
distribution is random, such as that indicated diagrammatically in Fig. 4- 11(A), one might 
consider the use of a Gaussian probability distribution as a model of the vulnerability of the 
target. In fact, it turns out that such a model, known as a diffuse-target model, is more 
tractable mathematically then the assumption of an area of total lethality. The diffuse-target 
model, originally suggested by Von Neumann/" is discussed in the paragraph which follows. 

4-4. 3. 1  The Probability of Kill and the Diffuse Target 

The diffuse target is a probabilistic mathematical model in which the likelihood of a kill 
increases the closer the burst point': is to the target center. Specifically, the probability 
that aburst at or near the actual target will produce a kill is given by the following relation- 
ship which is derived in Derivation 4- 1 in the Appendix to Chapter 4: 

 Y (4-55) 

(PrhfLiin =  e 'd(kill) 

where 
(Pr) ,,,.-,-,, = probability-of-kill function for the diffuse target 

= probability of kill of a burst at or near the actual target 

* The burst point will be considered to be the center of the  destructive effect of the projectile; it does not necessarily  imply   an ex- 
ploding projectile. 
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r - distance  of the burst point  from the target  center (r is  also known  as the 
miss distance) 

Oc    = constantdepending on size and armoring ("hardness") of the target,   and on 
ammunition characteristics; crc is called the vulnerable radius of the target 
for a particular type of ammunition and must have the same units of length 
as the distance r. 

As noted previously,   the kill probability function is not a density  function but a prob- 
ability assignment function, i. e. , a function that assigns a probability to a given event.    Equa- 
tion 4-55  may be stated as  follows:   Given a burst   located at the  point (r, 6 , 0) (see Fig.    1 
of Derivation 4-1), the probability of a kill on a target centered at the origin is a function of 
r - i. e.,   exp [-r2/2ff2 ] - and is independent of (2> and 9. 

C 
As shown by Derivation 4-1,  the diffuse target is  characterized by a vulnerable area a 

whose radius is V 2crc. Bursts that fall outside the vulnerable area have relatively low kill 
probabilities compared with those of bursts that fall inside that area. There, the kill prob- 
ability ranges from a. 368 for a burst falling on the circumference of the vulnerable area to 
1.0 for bursts falling at the center of the vulnerable area. 

The validity of the diffuse-target concept can be appreciated from the fact that a burst 
close to the target center will be more likely to cause K damage to the target than will one 
that is more remote from the target center. The concept is of such general usefulness that 
it will be employed throughout the following discussion. This concept, incidentally, is an 
excellent example of a useful mathematical model. 

4-4. 3.2   Single-Shot Kill Probability 

Before proceeding to a consideration of hit probability, the kill probability on a diffuse 
target will be derived since the resulting relationships can be readily adapted under certain 
conditions to hit-probability problems. 

In a number of fire-control problems, the model of the target maybe reduced to two 
dimensions. For example, if the time of impact is not important, as in the case when the 
target is stationary, then if one axis is chosen tangent to the path of the projectile, an error 
in position along this axis would have no effect on the hit probability. Therefore, the initial 
discussion of single-shot kill probability will employ, for simplicity, a set of two orthogonal 
axes, x and y, located at the target center and in a plane normal to the path of the projectile. 
It can be assumed that the distributions of bursts along these two axes are both normal and 
independent. Asa result, the burst pattern may be expressed by a simple bivariate normal 
distribution,   such as represented by Eq.   4-53 and Fig.   4- 11. 

Because of the presence of systematic error, the burst pattern during an engagement is, 
in general, biased with respect to the target (see Fig. 4-3, for example)? In order that the 
kill-probabilityexpressions may be as simple as possible, the x- and y-axis system is cho- 
sen to be oriented in such a way that the x-axis passes through the center of the dispersion; 
thus, the total bias h is measured along this axis (see Fig. 4- 12). A second assumption, 
which is justified in many practical situations, is that the variance of the burst-pattern dis- 
persion is the same in both axes. 

Derivation 4-2 in the Appendix to Chapter 4 derives the single-shot kill probability (Pr)ssk 
in two dimensions forthe case of zero bias. The resulting expression forthe zero-bias case 
(h = 0) is 

^2 

(Pr)-^^T    <h=°> (4-56) 

* The error of an individual burst is the displacement of the burst from the target center. The systematic, or bias error in a burst pat- 
tern is the mean value of these individual errors. The random, or dispersion, error associated with each individual burst is the dif- 
ference between the mean value and the position of the burst, regardless of whether or not a bias error is present. (See par 44.1. 1 
and the discussion of systematic and random errors given in par 44.4. 3). 
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TARGET 
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BIAS h 

Figure 4-12.   Selected orientation of the x, y coordinate system. 

where 
<7C = vulnerable radius 

a^    = variance of the burst pattern. 
An alternative expression in terms of the vulnerable area a is 

(Pr). sk (h = 0). 
2T7 

(4-5 7) 

Forthe case of nonzero bias (h = 0), the single-shot kill probability is, from Derivation 
4-3 in the Appendix to Chapter 4 

'ssk 2        2 

c d 

exp 
2       2 

2K+CTd> 
(4-5SJ 

If the lethalradius is much less than the standard deviation of the dispersion, a simpler ex- 
pression may be employed; i. e., 

(Pr exp irc « crj). (4-59) 

In three dimensions,   Eq.   D4-3. 15 of Derivation 4-3 applies.    In. this case 

(^)ssk 2        2 
Cr     + cr 

exp 

2       2 r +k 

2(c 

(4-60) 

where h, k,  and £ are values of bias along the x-, y-,   and z-axes,   respectively. 
The case  of zero bias  in three dimensions   (h = k = I = 0) is obtained  readily from  Eq. 
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4-60.     The expression is 

,3/2 

2       2 
O-       +CT, 

(h =k =  £=0). (4-61) 

All of the foregoing expressions that have been derived for kill probability are sum- 
marized in Fig.   4-13. 

4-4. 3. 3  Single-Shot Hit Probability 

The determination of hit probability is simpler in concept than that for kill probability. 
The target is a physical object and has a known volume. The probability of a hit is then the 
probabilitythat the path of the projectile will intersectthis volume.    If consideration is given 

TARGET CENTER 
AND 

BURST-PATTERN 
CENTER 

AS SHOWN BY THE DERIVATIONS OF EQS.  D4-2.19 
AND D4-2.20 OF DERIVATION 4-2 AND EQ.   D4-3.23 
OF DERIVATION 4-3 (SEE THE APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 4), 

(Pi) ssk 

WHERE 

^d a + 2-no, 

IS THE SINGLE-SHOT KILL PROBABILITY, 

a   IS THE VULNERABLE   RADIUS, 
c 

a , IS THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE BURST-PATTERN 
d 

DISPERSION 

AND a IS THE VULNERABLE AREA = 2na 2 . 

(A)   For a two-dimensional zero-bias burst pattern 

TARGET CENTER 

BURST-PATTERN 
CENTER 

AS SHOWN BY THE DERIVATION OF 
EQ.   D4-3.20 OF DERIVATION 4-3 
(SEE THE APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 4), 

°A + ff; 
exp 

W+'c) 

WHERE 
h IS THE BIAS, AND THE OTHER SYMBOLS 
ARE THE SAME AS DEFINED IN  PART a. 

(B)  For q rwo-dimensional fixed-bias burst pattern; with bias measured 
along the x axis 

Figure 4-13.   Summation of the expressions for single-shot kill probability. 
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TARGET CENTER 

BURST-PATTERN 
CENTER 

AS SHOWN BY THE DERIVATION OF 
EQ.  D4-3.21  OF DERIVATION 4-3 
(SEE THE APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 4), 

(pr>„ 
2™d2 

exp 
2<T    2 

d 

FOR a < < 2 Ttf.2, 

WHERE THE SYMBOLS ARE AS PREVIOUSLY 
DEFINED IN PARTS (A) AND (B). 

(C)   For a two-dimensional, fixed-bias burst pattern;  approximation when 
the vulnerable radius is much smaller than the dispersion 

BURST-PATTERN 
CENTER AS SHOWN Hf THE DERIVATION OF 

EQ.  D4-3.19 I N DERIVATION 4-3 
^EE THE APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 4) , 

(Pr! o    2+ a ,2 

u2     i 2 
h   + k 

2("c2 + "d2)J 

WHERE 
h IS THE COMPONENT OF THE BIAS 
ALONG THE   x AXIS, 

k IS THE COMPONENT OF THE BIAS 
ALONG THE y AXIS , 

AND THE OTHER SYMBOLS ARE AS 
DEFINED IN PART (A). 

(D)   For a two-dimensional ,  fixed-bias burst pattern;  with both x and y components of bias 

Figure 4-13.   Summation of the expressions for single-shot kill probability (cont.). 

to a hit-probability assignment function, analogous to the kill-probability assignment function, 
then this assignment function will be unity inside the target volume and on its surface, and 
zero everywhere else. 

Since the computational labor involved in the use of a complex target volume is rarely 
justified, it is common practice to assume a simple target model such as a sp'nere or ellip- 
soid. A further complication arises in the case of explosive proximity-fuzed projectiles 
since the projectiledoes not have to intersect the target volume in order to secure a hit. In 
this case, the target-model dimensions can be increased by an amount equal to the detection 
radius of the fuze. (This is because the burst radius is presumably at least as great as the 
detection radius. ) 

An analysis as general as that given in Derivation 4- 3 for kill probability is not possible 
for hit probability, for reasons noted in the ensuing discussion. Therefore, the hit probabil- 
ities for certain simplified cases will be derived instead. 

As discussedfor kill probabilities, many hit-probability problems can be reducedto two 
dimensions. Consider first a two-dimensional, circular target model and a zero-bias shot 
pattern with a  dispersion variance   of cr^      As shown in  Fig.   4-14, the target is a  circle of 
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*r   V^f 

BURST-PATTERN 
CENTER 

z \ / 
fa 

7 h AT J 

AS SHOWN BY THE DERIVATION CF 
EQ.  D4-3.15 IN DERIVATION 4-3 

: THE APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 4), 

V').. 
°c2 +   ad2 

3/2 

exp 
h2+k2

+   I2 

2 ("c 2 + <*d 2 ) 

VULNERABLE SHPERE     ^_ 
(SPHERE OF RADIUS <TCV 2  ) 

WHERE 
t IS THE COMPONENT OF THE BIAS ALONG THE z AXIS, 
AND ALL THE OTHER QUANTITIES ARE AS DEFINED IN 
PARTS (A) A N D (D). 

(E) For a three-dimensional , fixed-bias burst pattern 

AS SHOWN BY THE DERIVATION OF 
EQ.  D4-3.22  IN DERIVATION 4-3 
(SEE THE APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 4), 

(Pr), 

3/2 

VULNERABLE SPHERE        ,— 
(SPHERE OF RADIUS ac^ 2   ) 

WHERE THE QUANTITIES ARE DEFINED IN PART (A). 

(F) Fora three-dimensional , zero-bias burst pattern 

Figure 4-13.   Summation of the expressions for single-shot kill probability (cont.). 

radius R.   In terms of polar coordinates (r,0), the hit-probability assignment function  (Pr)v. 
is given by 

(Pr)h =1    r < R | 

(Pr)h =0     r > R  i 
(4-62) 

The probabilitydensity p(r,0) of the shot pattern - which can be obtained from Eq.   J-*4-^- 
of Derivation 4-2 - is 

p(r, 0) 
1 exp (4-63) 
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BURST-PATTERN 
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LOCATION OF BURST 
ASSOCIATED WITH 
A SINGLE SHOT 

i ttrwjL i . 
/ REPRESENTED BY A    \ 
\ CIRCLE OF RADIUS RJ 

Figure 4-14.   A circular target model with a zero-bias shot pattern. 

The single-shothit probability (Pr)ssh is the probability that a burst occurs in the differen- 
tial area rdrdö j located at the point (r,8), times the hit-probability assignment function 
(Pr)h for that point; i.e.,   in general terms 

(Pr) 

2 

f   . 'o       0 
h=    f        f   p(r, 6) (Pr)h rdrd Ö. (4-64) 

The derivation of Eq. 4- 64 is exactly analogous to that of Eq. D4-2. 13 of Derivation 4-2, 
and, therefore, will not be repeated here. 

The solution of Eq. 4- 64 for the specifictarget modelunder consideration is quite straight- 
forward.    First,   substitution of Eq.   4-63 into Eq.   4-64 yields 

1 
'ssh 

2TT, 

f       f   (Pr)hrexp 
2a6 J 

drde. (4-65) 

Allterms in the integral are invariantwith 8 .   Therefore, integrating with respectto 8 yields 

2-i 

(Pr)    . *     ' csh o f      x     'h r 2 
rd   -I 

9 9 Equation 4-66 is integrated by making the substitution |   = r^/2a^.    Then 

since (Prk = 0 for r -> R,  or|   •> R  /2a        Evaluation of the integral yields 
dp 

2CTd J 

(4-66) 

(4-67) 

(4-68) 

Note that as the dispersionbecomes smallcompared with the target radius, the hit probabil- 
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ity approaches unity, whereas for large dispersions it approaches zero. 
Next, consider a second simplified case that involves a two-dimensional target model, 

a dispersion as in Eq. 4-63, and a fixed bias h. ff the target radius R is much smallerthan 
CTjj, the distinction between the vulnerable area a and the target area A becomes negligibly 
small, and Eq. D4-3. 2 1 of Derivation 4-3 can thus be directly converted to a hit-probability 
expression;* i. e., 

(Pr ssh 
A 

exp 
r    h2 -i 

[     2ojJ ■)      2 

(4-6 9) 

where 
A = 7rR    = the target area 
A ~    a    = the vulnerable area. 

Ifh = 0,   Eqs 4-68 and 4-69 rapidly approach  coincidence as R becomes   much smallerthan 
<Jd. 

For more complex cases than the two just discussed, analytic solutions become almost 
impossibly difficult to achieve. If an analytic solution is desired, however, a worthwhile 
approximation is available from the expressions previously derived for kill probability by 
simply replacing the lethal radius <JQ with the target radius R. Since the circular or sphe- 
roidal target model is in any case a gross approximation to the dimensions of the realtarget, 
it is not likelythat this change in the model will decreasethe accuracy of representation. In 
fact, by judicious adjustment of the radius Rof the circular target model, this accuracy may 
even be improved. 

It should be noted that if computers are available, techniques of numericalanalysis (see 
Section 3 of the Fire Control Series) may be employed to carry out the hit-probability inte- 
grals.   With such aids to computation, much more elaborate targetmodels can be employed. 

4-4. 3.4   Engagement Hit Probability 

The engagement hit probability (Pr)ej-, - i.e., the probability of obtaining a hit with at 
least one shot during the course of an engagement! - can be stated in terms of the single- 
shothit probability (Pr)ssh just derived and the number of shots per engagement n. • Let the 
single-shot probability of not hitting be designated Qssh>  where,  by definition 

Qssh-WP'U- (4-70> 

Then, since the probability of not hitting can logically be assumed to be the same for each 
shot and to be statistically independent, the probability of not hitting during the engagement 
Qeh is given by the relationship 

Qeh=Qssh- (4-71) 

This equation isbased on an extension of Eq. 4-4 to n variables, with all n variables in this 
case being equal.    By definition 

Qeh=1-(Pr)eh (4-72) 

* 
Equation 4-69 can also,   of course,   be derived independently by using a procedure similar to that of Derivation 4-3. 

TAn engagement is defined as the firing of more than one shot from a given weapon at a given target under essentially the same condi- 
tions. 
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where 
(Pr)eh = probability of obtaining a hit with one or more shots during the course of an en- 

gagement. 
Thus,   a combination of Eqs.   4-70,   4-71 and 4-72 shows that the engagement hit probability 
is given by the relationship 

(P').h-i-Qn,.h-1-D-(p')I,h]n (4-73) 

As discussed in the introductory material relating to accuracy considerations (see par 
4-4. 1), the design of a fire control system from the accuracy standpoint is usually basedon 
a required single-shot hit probability which can be derived from a specified engagement hit 
probability. Given the number of shots n in the engagement, Eq. 4-73 can be used to com- 
pute the required single-shot hit probability from the specified engagement hit probability. 
Conversely, Eq. 4-73 can also be used to determinethe engagement hit probability from the 
computed or experimentally determined single-shot hit probability of a given weapon system. 
A third useof Eq. 4-73 is illustratedby Example 4-5 in the Appendix to Chapter 4. Because 
of its particular importance,   Eq.   4-73 is shown boxed. 

The number of shots in an engagement may be specified fromtactical Considerations, or 
may be computedfrom the known values of the average rate of fire of the weapon, the maxi- 
mum range of the weapon, and the average speed of the target. In certain cases, the num- 
ber of shots in an engagement is determined by the characteristics of the weapon employed 
in the weapon system under consideration. For example, in the Vigilante Antiaircraft Weap- 
on System, (See par 4-6), the number of shots in an engagement is determined by the capa- 
city of the weapon's magazine. 

While the engagement hit probability (Pr)^ is of basic importance in the design of a fire 
control system, it is a quantity that is diffucult toobtain analytically. A simplified case that 
lends itself to analysis, however, has been treated by Tappert. 28 This case, whichhas great 
practical significance, assumes a target area that has linear dimensions that are small com- 
pared with o'jj'j". If, as a first step, the case of a fixed bias h is assumed, the engagement hit 
probability (Pr)eh can be obtained by substituting from Eq.   4-69 into Eq.   4- 73.     This  gives 

exp 

2 a d J 

(4-74) 

In general, however, the bias error does not have a fixed value during the course of an 
engagement as has been assumed in the analysis thus far. Accordingly, a probability must 
be assigned to each possible value of the bias. As in the case of dispersion, it can be as- 
sumed that the bias is normally distributed. In addition, the variance of the bias cr^ can be 
assumed to be the   same for both  axes.    Therefore,  the  probability   density  function of the 

Note that when n : 

bility. 
1, the relationship for the engagement hit probability  reduces to the relationship   for the single-shot hit proba- 

T In those cases where the target radius R is small with respect to the standard deviation of the bias fft,, but not necessarily small com- 
paredwith the standard deviationof the dispersion oj, the derivation that follows is still applicable, provided that the roles of <rt, and 
*d are reversed. 

It should also be noted that, for the assumption made, the diffuse target model becomes indistinguishable from a target model that 
consists of an area within which a burst produces a kill and outside of which a burst does not produce a kill; i. e., the kill probability 
assignment function isunity for bursts withinthe area and is zero for bursts outside the area. Accordingly, the terms "hit-probability" 
and "kill-probability" can be used interchangeably in this case. 
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bias p^fx.y) is   given by the bivariate normal  density function of Eq.   4-53 with zero  means 
and equal variances,   i. e., 

Pb(x'y) 
1 

exp   I _ 

277, 

2       2 
x     + y 

(4-75) 

where 
Pk(x, y) = probability density function of the bias in rectangular-coordinate form 

°k  = variance of the bias. 
This density function can be converted to the polar-coordinate form P|3(r, 6) in a manner sim- 
ilar to the procedure followed in the derivation of Eq.   D4-2. 12 of Derivation 4-2,   giving 

pb(r,e) « 
1 

exp 

2 77 0~ 

(4-76) 

For each value of the bias, there exists an individual engagement hit probability assign- 
ment function, denoted (PrJ^^fr, 9), that has the form of Eq. 4- 74, with the fixed bias h re- 
placed by the variable r,   i. e., 

2   -f 

(Pr)ieh(r,*)"l 1 

2 7/ O J 

exp 

'dJJ 
(4-77) 

The engagement hit probability can now be found for any point (r, 0) by determiningthe prob- 
ability that the bias has the particular value (r,6) and weightingthis probability by the assign- 
ment function (Pr)|ej1(r, @). The engagement hit probability for all points (Pr)^ is then ob- 
tained by summing the joint probabilities thus obtained over the entire r, 6 -plane containing 
the target. This procedure can be carried out by the use of joint probability density func- 
tions in the same manner used to derive Eq. D4-2. 9 of Derivation 4-2 in the Appendix to 
Chapter 4.    The result is 

(Pr>eh=     f       f    (Pr)iehM)PbM)rdrdc (4-78) 

(Pr)b(r,0)  =pb(r,e)rdrdÖ. (4-79) 

The derivation of the engagement hit probability, adapted from Ref. 28, is given in Deri- 
vation 4- 5 in the Appendix to Chapter 4. The expressions derived (see Eqs. D4-5. 12through 
D4- 5. 17 of Derivation 4- 5) are not repeated in the text because of their length. 

In Ref. 27, a method of determining the engagement kill probability is presented. The 
integrals in this method may be evaluated by a number of alternative series expansions, or 
by tables of the incomplete gamma function. It should be readily possible to adapt the deri- 
vations of Ref.   27 to the determination of engagement hit probabilities. 

For a simple illustrative application of hit and kill probability theory, consider the in- 
stance of a mortar that is firing on an enemy strong-point that is located at the edge of a 
river (see Fig.   4-15)*   Assume that the following conditions hold true: 

*For apractical, far more complex, example of the application ofhit probability theory,  see par 4-6 on the Vigilante Weapon System. 
Among other things, this example illustrates the effect of such factors as target range,  speed,  and aspect on the hit probability. 
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R = RADIUS OF 
SEMICIRCULAR 
TARGET AREA 

= 8 FEET 

ac = 10 FEET 

oA- 18 FEET 
X WEAPON LOCATION 

Figure 4-15.    Plan view of weapon and target locations for an illustrative example. 

1. The frontal area of the target (as presented to the mortar trajectory) can be repre- 
sented by a semicircle having a radius R of 8 feet. 

2. Thevulnerable radius crc for the ammunition to be employed has been determined to 
be 10 feet. 

3. All projectiles that fall short of the target will land in the river (depicted by cross- 
hatching in Fig.   4- 15) and have zero effectiveness. 

4. For the target range concerned,   the mortar  is known to have a  uniform dispersion 
whose standard deviation a^ is  18 feet. 

5. The bias error h has been reduced to zero by effective spotting. 
Problem No.    1: 

Under the conditions noted,  what is the single-shot hit probability? 
Solution to Problem No. 1: 

Since the hit  probability is zero  in the half-plane  that includes  the river, the   angle in 
Eq.   4-65 is integrated from 0 to ir instead of from 0 to 2ir.    The result of this integration is 

(p')SSh = JM-^P 2 (4-80) 

Notethat the right-hand side of Eq.   4-80 is one-half the right-hand side of Eq.   4-68.   Insert- 
ing the known numerical values in Eq.   4-80 yields 

*2   -i 

(Pr)ssh=4-(   1  -e*P 
(8)' 

2(18)2J 

1 
Y (1   - e0.099 J =0.047. 
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Problem No.   2: 
Observing that, on the average, half of the projectiles splash harmlessly into the river, 

the gun commander orders the weapon to be pointed so as to introduce an intentional bias 
directlyback from the edge of the river, with successive values of bias of 0, 3, 6, 9, 12 and 
18 feet. It is theoretically possible to compute the hit probabilityunder these conditions but 
ananalytic solution wouldbe extremely complex - if not impossible. However, the kill prob- 
ability can be determined in a straightforwardmanner andwill serve to indicate the effective- 
ness of modifying the fire control elevation solution by changing the bias. The problem is 
then: What are the kill probabilities for the specified values of bias? 
Solution to Problem No.   2: 

In the derivation of Eq. 4-58, the transformation x' = x - (h/m+1) was performed, where 
m = cr^/a^ This is equivalent to translating the center of the x, y coordinate system a dis- 
tance h' = h/(m+l) away from the river edge along the x-axis, as shown in Fig. 4- 15. In- 
tegration can now be carried out in the (x1, y') coordinate system whose center is located at 
x = h', y = 0. The lower limit of the x1 integration should be now changed from -°° to -h1 

since the kill probability has been assumed to be zero in the area from x' = - °° tox1 = -h1, 
i. e., the region that includes the weapon and the river right up to the river bank atwhich 
the target is located. 

If,   in Eq.   D4-3. 11, the p(z) distribution is   eliminated and k = 0, the reduced equation is 

exp 

2(m +1) 

CO 

/ *' / ^ co <V. ' 

exp 
+ 1 

+ X'2) dx'. 4-81) 

The double integral of Eq.   4-81 is evaluated by dividingthe exponential function into the 
product of two exponentials,  thus separating the variables,   i. e. , 

UO CO 

exp 
m +1 2        ,2. 

/ 
exp 

dx' 

m + 1 
m + 1       ,2 
n      l    Y dy' 

co      r 
f m +1     x' J      6XP  L      2 -h' -  2m erf 

dx' 
(4-82) 

/ 
exp 

"1-1 

dy 

co 

exp 

1-1 

dx' 

o 2       2       2 with the substitution of CT2 for (m/m+1) a^ = a  /(CT2 + CT2). 
I ' '    c       c'     a      c' 

The value of the first integral on the right-hand side of Eq. 4- 82 can readily be deter- 
mined to be 0"i V27T by reference to mathematical tables* 

The integration of the second integral is illustrated by Fig. 4- 16 which shows a plot of 
the exponential function exp [x'z/2a ]. It is desired to obtain the area under the curve from 
x' = -h1 to x' =°" since the probability associated with the cross-hatched area has beenas- 
sumed to be zero for the particular problem under consideration. From symmetry, it is 
apparent that the  area under the curve  from -h' to zero is one-half that  from  -h'  to +h'. 

See,  for example,   definite integral No.   861. 3 of Dwight 
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Figure 4-16.    Plot of exp ( -X'
2
/2CT j* ] as a function of x'. 

Therefore 

exp 
.2-, 1 h' '-'41 exp 

2 
rl -J 

:'   +    f  exp 
.2   -, 

dx'. (4-83) 

Evaluationof the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 4-83 by the useof the same defi- 
nite integral employed forthe first integral on the right-hand side of Eq. 4-82 shows that it 
has the value o-^ ^jTjsj'l. AS has just been noted, the first term on the right-hand side of 
Eq. 4-83 represents the area under the curve of Fig. 4- 16 that lies between x' = -h' and 
x' = 0. This first term can be evaluated by making the arbitrary substitutions t = x'/o\ and 
X = h'/ol. Since dx1 = o^ dt and since t = ±X when x' = ±h', the first term on the right-hand 
side of Eq.   4-83 can be rewritten as follows: 

h' 

I exp 

.2 
dx' 

A 

rf J Y 

exp dt. (4-84) 

The expression on the right-hand side of Eq.   4-84 can be recognized as a form of the error 
function erf (X/V2),  which is given by Eq.   4-44.    Accordingly 

h' 

exp dx'  = 
,V^ 

VT 
(4-85) 

where 

exp dt. (4-86) 

The error function erf (X/V"2) can be  found in such mathematical tables as References 23 
and 26. 
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When the evaluations of the integrals thus obtained are substituted into Eq. 4-81 the re- 
sult is 

(Pr) ssk exp 

2(m +1) 
H^)[i^ilerf^U+

U1 

V2~ 

2 

exp 
2(m + 1) *l J ) 

1  + erf 
(V2")( 

(4-87) 

This equation can be evaluated interms ofh by determining values of O -^ and X. Thevalues 
for the lethal radius crc and the standard deviation of the dispersion cr^ have beenassumed to 
be 10 feet and 1 8 feet, respectively. The substitution of these values in the previously es- 
tablished relationships for (J\ and X shows that 

2    2 
2       acai 

CT1 " 2       2 
a    + a. 

76.5; 8.75 feet (4-88) 

and 

X ■-— -   ■ 0.027 h. 
°\ 2 1 rr   . 

(4-89) 

Accordingly,   with these substitutions,   Eq.   4-87 shows that 

h' 76.5 
(Pr)ssk ■ y^24 exp 

2(3.24 +1)100 
l+erf^

N     =0.118 exp   [-0.00118h2]fl+erf°-
027h 

V2" , 

(4-90) 

This  equation can be   evaluated for specific values of h.     For example,   with h =  10 feet, 
Eq.   4-90 becomes 

(Pr)    ,   =0.ll8e-0.118      1  +erf   -& 
(4-91) 

Application of Table 1045 of Reference 23 shows that the error function  erf (0. 2 7/V2)  is 
equal to 0. 2128.    Accordingly, 

(Pr)ssk =(0.118) (0.894) (1.213) =0. 128 (4-92) 

The single-shot kill probability (Pr)ss[j has been plotted against bias h in Fig. 4-17. 
This figure illustrates the effect of an intentional bias in this particular problem. It can be 
seen that the introduction of bias gives a modest increase in kill probability, with the opti- 
mum bias  at about 7 to 8 feet.     As might be expected,   the  kill probability drops off rapidly 
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Figure 4- 17. Single-shot kill probability as a function of bias 
for an illustrative example. 

as the bias exceeds the lethal radius of the target. 

4-4.4    ERROR ANALYSIS IN FIRE  CONTROL SYSTEMS 

4-4. 4.  1   Introduction 

The material in par 4-4.3 describes a means of determining the allowable error in a 
weapon system, given a specified engagement hit probability and the number of shots in an 
engagement. The allowable error is usually expressed in terms of its systematic and ran- 
dom components, specified respectively by the variance of the bias cr^ and thevariance of 
the dispersion o£ ■ As noted in the procedural summary given in par 4-4. 1. 3, the next step 
in the design of afire control system from the accuracy standpoint is the determination of 
those errors of the weapon system that are inherently beyond the control of the fire control 
system designer. For example, in the input portion of the weapon system, the nature of the 
target's motion may cause errors that are beyond the control of the fire control system de- 
signer. Similarly, errors associated with the weapon and its projectile may cause errors 
at the output end of the weapon system that are beyond thecontrol of the fire control system 
designer.   A discussionof these input and output weapon-system e rrors is given in par 4-4. 5. 
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Before proceeding to this topic,   however,   it is in order to consider the steps involved in an 
error analysis of a fire control system and to derive useful error-propagation equations. 

For reference purposes in this error-analysis presentation, Fig. 4-18 provides a con- 
ceptual layout of a weapon system. This figure shows the major divisions of a weapon sys- 
tem as follows: 

1. The input part of the weapon system, which comprises the acquisition and tracking 
system. 

2. The fire control computing system. 
3. The output part of the weapon system, which comprises the weapon and weapon- 

pointing system. 
The flow of signals through a weapon system is the same as the flow of their associated 

errors. The diagram of Fig. 4-18 indicates only the error components, inasmuch as they 
are all that are of concern in the present discussion. Input errors enter the weapon system 
from the target and sometimes from other sources - e. g., from a gyroscopein the tracking 
system or from a command post. The final result of all errors associated with the weapon 
system is the error in the system output and is usually expressed in terms of the variance 
of the bias CT^

2
 and the variance of the dispersion CT^   . 

Figure 4-18 shows the flow of errors between the three major subsystems and also in- 
dicates a possible arrangement of elements within the subsystems. Many variations of the 
arrangement of elements and the interconnections between them are, of course, possible. 
In order to determine the error in the output of a subsystem, the flow of errors through the 
group of elements and the modifications made on the errors by the elements during this flow 
must be determined.    It is for this purpose that the err or-propagation equations are employed. 

A typical fire control system includes such elementsastracking servos, weapon-pointing 
servos, analog and digital computing devices, and data-transmission and conversion ele- 
ments. Except for the digital computing elements, all of these devices may be classified as 
analog computing elements. Since the digital computing elements, if present, are coupled 
to the analog input and output elements  by analog-digital converters,  the combination of the 

ACQUISITION AND TRACKING SYSTEM 
(INPUT PART OF WEAPON SYSTEM) 

OTHER INPUT ERRORS FIRE CONTROL COMPUTING SYSTEM 

WEAPON POINTING SYSTEM 
AND WEAPON 
(OUTPUT PART OF WEAPON 

SYSTEM) 

INPUT ERRORS 
FROM THE TARGET 

NOTE: 

„   2 IS THE VARIANCE CF THE BIAS 

IS THE VARIANCE OF THE DISPERSION 

OUTPUT ERROR 
OF 

WEAPON SYSTEM 
2 2 

Figure 4-18.   Representative error diagram associated with a weapon system. 
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digital computing elements and the analog-digital convertersmay be treated as a unit having 
analog inputs and outputs. Methods of erroranalysis that were originally devised for analog 
computers may,   therefore,   be applied to an entire fire control system. 

The procedure for allocating allowable errors in a fire control system during the course 
of its design is as follows: 

1. First, determine from a functional block diagram of the system': and from the sets 
of error-propagation equations that are developed in the following paragraphs lhe apportion- 
ment of the total allowable error among the major subsystems. 

2. Next, extend this same procedure to determine the allowable error in each of the 
components that make up the subystems. 

It should be emphasized that this phase of the actual design process is far more complex 
than the straightforwardprocedure that might be inferred fromthe simple statement of these 
two steps. In the first place, the equations of error propagation are much easier to employ 
in the analysis of a fire control system than they are in its synthesis - i. e., in the actual 
designing of the system fromthe beginning - based on performance requirements. There- 
fore, in synthesis, a common procedure is to initially assign errors (either arbitrarily or 
based on experience)to the various elements of the analog systemunder consideration. Next, 
a trial system error isdetermined bymeans of the appropriate error-propagation equations. 
In so doing, the places where the specifications should be relaxed or tightened will become 
evident. The process must then be repeated as many times as necessary to achieve a system 
of the required accuracy withrealistic errorsassignedtothe individual elements of the sys- 
tem. Rearrangement of system elements may be required in some instances. For example, 
if the initial design of a computer called for the generation of an output quantity by the sub- 
traction of one large input variable from another, it might be found that the error in the out- 
put quantity was large in comparison with the output quantity itself. If at all possible, the 
accuracy should be improved by rearrangement of the computer elements a s required to avoid 
a subtraction involving two large quantities. 

An analysis of error propagation in analog systems that are describable by equations 
other than differential equations can be carried out in a relatively straightforward fashion. 
Much greater complexity is introduced if differential equations must be employed todescribe 
the system. Therefore, the simpler case is discussed first (see par 4-4.4. 2), followed by 
the case involving differential equations (see par 4-4.4.3). 

4-4.4.2   Analysis of E rro r Propagation in   Systems  Describable   by  Equations  Other Than 
Differential Equationsf 

An analysis of the propagation of errors in assemblages of analog devices that can 
be described by algebraic, trigonometric, or empirical equations (hut with differential equa- 
tions excluded) can be made if it is assumed that the analog system can be ,separated into 
independent - i.e., noninteracting - operating elements, each of which has an identifi- 
able error that is independent of that in the other elements. In actual systems, this in- 
dependence is generally the case since - for convenience in design and maintenance - it 
is desirable to assemble such systems from standardmodules, each of which has measur- 
able characteristics that are largely independent of the preceding and following modules. 
Thus, components such as potentiometers and resolvers are either isolated by amplifiers, 
or designed with impedance levels such that cascaded components do not appreciably load 
one another. 

The simplest type of independent element is one that has only one input and onlyone out- 
put.     This element is represented by the functional diagram of Fig.   4-19(A).    It is assumed 

* 
See Chapter 3 for a discussion of functional block diagrams. 

T The analysis presented in par 4-4.4. 2 is adapted from that presented by Dr.   J. G.   Tappert in References 32 and 33. 
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INPUT OPERATING 
ELEMENT 

y = g(x) 

(A) Generalized functional representation 

OUTPUT 

INPUT OPERATING 
ELEMENT 

OUTPUT 

 ? ► 

WHERE WHERE 

g!   =   a cos (    ) = b( r 

(B) Specific examples 

Figure 4-19.   Functional representation of an element having a single input and 
a single output. 

that the output y is a function of the input x but is independent of time or any other variable.': 
The functional dependence between the input and the output of the element can be expressed 
by the generalized equation 

[PO] (4-93) 

where 
[ PO] = performance operator of the element. 

The performance operator is a broad concept that is employed to relate the input and output 
of an operating element, f    Equation 4-93,   which is referred to as the generalized perform- 
ance equation of the operating element,   states that the output y of the element results from 
the action of the performance operator of the element [ PO] on the input x. 

For the purposes of par 4-4.4.2, whichis concerned with the analysis of error propagation 
in systems describable by other than differential equations, the generalized symbol for the 
performance operator [ PO] will be replaced by the simpler notation g. With this substitu- 
tion,   Eq.   4-93 becomes 

y =g(x) (4-94) 

where g represents the action of the operating element on the input x. The function g may 
represent any input-output relationshipthat does not involve differentials -e.g. ,y = a cos x 
and y = bx2 - as depicted in Fig. 4-19(B). 

The simplest single-input concept just described may be readiiy expanded to include the 
case of an operating element that receives multipleinputs and generates a single output (see 
Fig.   4-20).     The V-    system element shown in Fig.   4-20 has r inputs from  outside the sys~ 

In par 44.4.3,    the concept will be extended to functions that have a time response. 

T Fora complete discussion of the performance operator and its applications,   see Reference 34. 
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SYSTEM 
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•* o- 
i th 

SYSTEM 

ELEMENT 
OUTPUT OF THE 
i th SYSTEM 
ELEMENT 

y, y2y3---yq 

INPUTS FROM VARIOUS ELEMENTS OF THE SYSTEM, 

INCLUDING THE i th SYSTEM ELEMENT. 

>"?  = 9; <xl'  Yyl yi yq} 

WHERE 

g. =   PERFORMANCE OPERATOR OF THE i th SYSTEM ELEMENT 

Figure 4-20.    Functional diagram of atypical system element. 

tem, x-p y-2' • ■■) xr> an^ a Slngie output y^. (With this kind of breakdown, an actual sys- 
tem element with more than one output, such as a resolver, would be treated as twoor more 
elements.)    The system is considered to be made up of q such elements, with outputs y, .y,. 

'q' ,   some of which are also the system outputs. 
In the most general case, each system element will have r inputs from outside the sys- 

tem and q inputs from inside. The output of a typicalelement i of the system can then be ex- 
pressed as 

xr; yv  ••■, y{,  -, y ) (4-95) 

where 

yi- yv 

4    = r inputs to the i     element from outside the syste 
y„ = q inputs to the i      el 

tem itself 'q 

C 111 C 111   11 U 111   UUlblUt    lilt    ö^ ölt 111 

ement  from the various   elements of the sys- 

th gj = performance operator of the i      element. 
Equation 4-95  gives the performance   equation of the i"    element in general form, i.e., 

with gj left unexpressed in specific terms.    The performance operator gj represents the ac- 
tion of the i     element on the various inputs whereby the output of the element y^ is produced. 
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Simple explicit examplesof typical multiple-input operating elements and their specific 
performance equations are represented in Fig. 4-21. Figure 4-21(A) represents a simple 
two-input element with a few of the many possible performance equations included. The 
case of an additive constant may be treated as a two-input element with one input held con- 
stant (see Fig. 4-21(B)). Figure 4-21(C) shows a case of output feedback. It should be noted 
that the performance equation given in this figure can be rewritten in the form 

y =95(x,y) =ß (x - y)-- 
+ 1 

(4-96) 

The quantity which is the familiar input-output relationship for a unity-feedback amplifier 
ß is the amplification of the amplifier when no feedback is present. 

A simple  analog computer is   shown in Fig.   4-22  as an example  of the  combination of 
typical  elements  into a small  system.     Application  of Eq.    4-95 to the   computer  element 

M OPERATING 
»       ELEMENT 

OPERATING   —— 
ELEMENT y 

y = oX| +  bx2= g] (X] , x^ i+ bx g4M 

WHERE 

9, =   a(    ), + b(    ), '1 
OR 

y   =  axj x2 = g2 (xj, x2) 

WHERE 

g2 =  a (   ), (   )2 

OR 
y=: aX|  cosx2=g3(X|, Xj) 

WHERE 

g3 =   a (    )1 cos (    )2 

(A)  Element with two input variables 

Vy-ERE 

a + b( y 

(B)  Element with one of its two 

inputs held constant 

OPERATING 
ELEMENT 

= H (x - y) = g- (x, y) y — t+ \~      /; - ac 

WHERE 

95=M[(    ), -(    )2]   =  tii    ),-   U(    )2 

(C) Element employing unity feedback 

Figure 4-21.   Examples of simple multiple-input system elements. 
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COMPUTER 
ELEMENT 

NO. 1 

COMPUTER 
ELEMENT 

NO. 2 

COMPUTER 
ELEMENT 

NO.   3 

y\ 

y2 COMPUTER 
ELEMENT 

NO.4 

COMPUTER 
ELEMENT 

NO.  5 

+ VA 

EL y5 

SPECIFIC EXPRESSIONS: 

FOR COMFUTER   ELEMENT NO.   1 , 

THEREFORE 
Y] - 9] (x,) = f, (XJ, Y]) =0 

FOR COMPUTER   ELEMENTNO. 2, 
y2 = g2(x2, y5) 

THEREFORE 

y2 - 92 (x2' y5) = f2 (*2' y2' y5' " ° 

FOR COMFUTER ELEMENT NO.  3, 
Y3 = g3(x2, x3) 

FOR COMFUTER ELEMENT NO.  4, 
y4 = 94(y1, y2) 

THEREFORE 
y4-94(y1, y2) = f4(y,, y2, y4) = o 

FOR COMPUTER ELEMENT NO.  5, 
y5 = 95 kj 

THEREFORE, 
y5 " 95 (y3> = f5 (y3' y5} = ° 

THEREFORE 
y3 -93(

x2' x3^ = f3(x2' 
x
3, Y3) = 0 

W-ERE 
g   , g      g      g   AND g   = PERFORMANCE OPERATORS OF COMPUTER 

1 '   2'    3'    4 5     ELEMENTS NO.   1 THROUGH NO, 5,   RESPECTIVELY 

GENERAL EXPRESSION: 
THIS EXAMPLE SHOWS THAT THE SPECIFIC EXPRESSIONS CAN BE 
EXPRESSED IN THE FOLLOWINGCOMPLETELY GENERALIZED 
FORM: 

f;(V ,x ; y, 'yi yq) = yi-9;(x] Vyl ,yq)=0 

Figure 4-22.   Functional diagram of a typical analog computer with five 
elements and three inputs. 

No.   2 in the figure yields the relationship 

Y2 =92(x2'y5)- (4-97) 

Suppose, for example, that computer element No.   2 is a resolver whose operation is repre- 
sented by the equation 

y2 = x2 cos y5 (4-98) 
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Comparison of Eqs.   4-97 and 4-98 shows that 

92 (x2^ =x2cosy5. (4-99) 

Equation 4-97 can also be written in the form 

y2-92(x2'y5)=0- (4-97a) 

A functional notation can then be introduced by defining 

h^2'Y 2>Y5> = Y2 -92^2^5) =0- (4-97b) 

In this functional notation, the performance equation for the i system element that is 
given by Eq.   4-95 can be expressed in the completely generalized form 

Mxl'  -.*?Yv "•' Yv--y^ -V; -9;(xv -xr;y,, -, yj( ••■, yq) =0- (4-100) 

The specific performance equations for each of the five computer elements of Fig. 4-22 are 
given in this functional notation directly on that illustration. 

The set of q simultaneous equations (one for eachcomputer element of the system) cor- 
responding to Eq.   4-100 are the equations solved by an ideal system. 

An actual system, which would usually be nonideal to some degree, is, in general, com- 
prised of q nonideal elements. Even with perfect inputs, the output from each element will 
contain an error component due to the nonideal nature of the element. Therefore, the output 
of the i1" element will comprise thecorrect output y^ plus an output error component that is 
designated m^ (see Fig.   4-23),, 

In order to determine the effect of the nonideal element in producing the error mj, it is 
possible to postulate a generalized function 

Mxi'   ■"< 'V YV   '"Y] +nV ■"•' yq) (4-101) 

for this element and establish its relationship to fjtej, . .., xr; y^, ..., y„), the generalized 
function for the corresponding ideal element that appears in Eq. 4-100.* The resulting re- 
lationship will be a performance equation for the ith nonideal element, stated in functional 
form. There will be q such performance equations for the complete system of q elements. 
Once these performance equations for the nonideal elements are determined, error equa- 
tions that establish the output errors resulting from erroneous inputs to these nonideal ele- 
ments can then be determined. 

In order to establish the desired performance equations for the q nonideal elements, the 
error terms must be separated from the function \.~\ As a first step in this separation of 
error terms, the functions fj and h^ are expanded by use of Taylor's series. This type of 
series provides a means for approximating the value of any differentiable function at a point 
(x+ a) in terms of a power-series expansion of the function at point x, where a is a suitably 
chosen spacing along the x axis.    The basic form for Taylor's series is** 

2 3 
f(x+a) -f(x) + ^f'(x) +|j   f"W+|r f'"W +- (4-102) 

From here on,  the simplified notation fi in place offi(xi,   . .   . , xri yl>  ■ • • « V<i> and hi (xl,   .  .  . , xr; yl.   • •  ■  .  Yi+mi» 
. . .   , yq) wül be employed for the sake of convenience. 

T   The procedure followed in this error separation is a perturbation technique whose general features are similar to those used in cal- 
culating space-flight trajectories; see Reference 35 for example. 

** See,  for example,   item No.   39 of Reference 23, 
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OUTPUT OF THE 
NONIDEAL i th 
SYSTEM ELEMENT 

y, y2y3"-yq 

INPUTS FROM THE VARIOUS ELEMENTS OF THE SYSTEM, 
INCLUDING THE i th SYSTEM ELEMENT 

OUTPUT CF NONIDEAL f = y + m. 

i th SYSTEM ELEMENT     ^       ' 

V^RE =Gi(Xl VX' "»♦■V-'^ 

G.  =   PERFORMANCE OPERATOR OF THE NONIDEAL i th SYSTEM ELEMENT 
i 

y.  =  CORRECT OUTPUT OF THE i th SYSTEM ELEMENT 
' i 

m. =   ERROR IN THE OUTPUT OF THE i th SYSTEM ELEMENT EV VIRTUE CF 

ITS BEING NONIDEAL 

IN TERMS OF THE GENERALIZED FUNCTION 
POSTULATED FOR A N O NI DEAL SYSTEM, 

n. - G.   (xi;...,xr; Y],...,y. +m., y )= h. (x,,...^; y,, ,y. + m. ■•-yj=° 

Figure 4-23.   Functional representation and associated relationships for a 
typical nonideal system element. 
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where f'(x),  f"(x),   etc.   are,   respectively,   the first,   second and higher derivatives of f(x). 
The expansion of f^ and \ by use of Taylor's series yieldstwo sets of q + r expansions, 

each of which will have the form given on the right-hand side of Eq. 4-102. For example, 
the expansion of h^(x,)  is performed  by first choosing an initial value of x-^,   designated by 
the symbol xlo. it is evident that hi(x1)is equal to hi(xi0 + x^ - xlo)„ Since xi - xi0 is the 
displacement from the initial to the desired value of xj, it corresponds to the quantity a in 
Eq.   4-102.    Accordingly,   the series can be written by inspection as 

hi,)     Ul      \   ,(xTXl°)    3Mxlo)      (xi-xio)2    A (x1o) h; (x ■;) = h; (x-,0)  +     — + 

?;xl 

The multiplicity of independent  variables in the function hj  requires the introduction of the 
partial derivatives in Eq.   4-103;  x,     is the point at which the partial derivatives are eval- 
uated; xj is the point at which h is evaluated,   and is separated from xlo by spacing a. 

The expansion of i{,  in accordance with the example of the preceding paragraph,   is 

,      ,  ,      ,     (x1 "X1Q)   ?-MX1O)       (X1-X1O>2    A^lJ 
fi = fi (xi0) +—r,  + 1! dXl 2! 

+ 
3 xl 

1     r0 1! 9xr 2! 2 
3x. 

(4-104) 

2   „2 

i   ^y in' li -, "*" -.. 
oy, 2! 2 

-t 

ya-yao     3MO (Vn-Ynf    32f. (yQ0) + f fv   ) + 'q     q0      '   qo   +    q     q° i   H° 
1   qo l! 3yq 2!        ~~T 

'q 

+ •■• 
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which   contains a few typical terms.     Similarly,   the   expansion of hi  is indicated  for a few 
typical terms by the relationship 

2 2 
X! -xlo   3h;(xlo)        (XTX1O) B hj(x1o) 

h; = hi <x1o> +—ft ^—   +         2! ^2 
1 dx < 

(xr-xro)     3hi(xro) (xr-xj2 -d2h,(xro) 
+ h.   x   ) +         +       + 

'     ro             1!                 3x 2!                       2 r ax. 

+ hi(yi0) + 

2       2 
(yi-yi0)   9hi (yio)     (vi -yi0)     B hi (vi0) 

T] 3yl       + 2! ay
2        + (4-105) 

)2   B2| 
+ h. (y.   )   +   — : —      —— +  — ! -^-     —— + 

'^'°' 1! By. 2! .   2 

(y. +m- +y. )    Bh- (y. )      (y. +m. -y. )     3   h. (y- ) v/ I I        ' lo' I   v' io' ' I I        ' 10 I   w IO' 

•■Y-, 

(y    -y     )    Bh.(y     )       (y    -y     )2     ^2 h ■ (y v* q      7 qo' i v'qo'        v'q      * qo' I v'c 
+ h.(y     ) + i " qo' 

qo' I *' qo' 

1° 1! By 2! 2 
« 3yq 

The terms on the fourth line of Eq. 4-105 - for the y^ + m; output - require some explana- 
tion. The value of the quantity a that has been selected for this expression is y| + m^ - y^0, 
which is valid for cases in which mj is small.    Also,   d(y^ + mi) = dy[ for m^ << yi. 

Since a can be made as small as desired and since m[ can be assumed to be small, all 
partial-derivative terms in Eq. 4-105 beyond the first can be neglected. The remaining 
terms can then be rearranged to give 

Bh.(xlo) Bh.(xo) 
hi »h, (xl0)   ♦(XT-X,,,)   —^-     +-+hi(xro)  ^(xr-xro) ^      ■+- 

+ hi ^lo)   +(yi-yio)    —^— + ■••   +hj (yio) +(yj - yi0) + m. ^ + 

+ h;(y„J +(y„-y„J 
Bh;(y„„) (4-106) 
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The expansion of fj  may be similarly  approximated by dropping from Eq.  4-104  all terms 
containing partial derivatives higher than the first.    Equation 4- 104 then reduces to 

3f; (xlo) öf. (y.   ) 

'i-M*io> +(*i-*io) -1— +- + Myio)+(yi-xio) -if^ + - (4-107) 
' ' i 

If mj is allowed to go to zero in Eq. 4-106, the remaining terms represent the perform- 
ance equation for the ideal system. These remaining terms of Eq. 4-106 must, therefore, 
be identical with the corresponding terms of Eq. 4-107. One can, therefore, substitute for 
each h; term in Eq. 4-106 the corresponding fj term in Eq. 4-107; i. e., in terms of the sim- 
plified notation, 

[hj]m.=0 =f. (4-108) 

If m^ is not zero, the last term of the fourth line of Eq.   4-106 must be reintroduced, which 
yields 

of. (y. ) 
hi =fi +mi    ~^7~ (4-109) 

This expression can be rewritten in the simplified form 

h. 
I 

= f.   tm . 
1 

3f: 

3Xi (4-110) 

where h^ is simplified notation for hi(xj, .... xr; yj, . . ., y^ + m^, .. . , y ) and fj is simpli- 
fied notation for f^(xj, . .., xr; y^, . . ., y ). It is to be understood that the partial deriva- 
tive in Eq. 4-110 must be evaluated at some set of valuesof the input and outputs that satis- 
fies the performance equation of the element concerned. Equation 4-110 is the performance 
equation,  in functional notation,   of thejj    element of a nonideal system. 

Now consider the general case of a system that has errors in its inputs in addition to 
being made up of imperfect elements. In this case (see Fig. 4-24), consideration must be 
given not only to the error rrij that is produced by the _i_ system element as a result of its 
being nonideal but also to (l)the errors in the inputs x^, . . ., xr that are applied to the i 
system element from outside the system and (2) the errors in the inputs yj, . .., yq that are 
applied to the i. system element from the various elements of the system. Assume the 
system-element inputs to be of the form xj + eXi» where xj is the correct value of the input 
and eXi is the error in that input. Similarly, assume the system-element outputs to be of 
the form y^ +eyj, where yi is the correct value of the output from the JL. system element 
and eyi is the error in that output. The error ey, includes the error mi that is the result of 
thejj-fi system element being an imperfect element. 

The performance equation of the j}"- element of a nonideal system, which is given in func- 
tional notation by Eq. 4-110, can be adapted to the case in which nonideal inputs are applied 
to that element merely by replacing each input x< by x^ +6x3 and each input yj by y| + €y^ in 
the function h^xj, . . ., xr; yj, . .., y^ + nij, .... y ). The m^ error term can be dropped in 
this process since, as just pointed out, it is included inthe error ey.. It is important to note 
that it is not necessary to define a new function to replace hi for the i. system element; 
rather, it is sufficient to introduce new independent variables that account forthe errorcom- 
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Figure 4-24.   Functional diagram and associated relationships for atypical 
nonideal system element with nonideal inputs. 

ponents in the input quantities.     Equation 4-110 then becomes 

h: (x, + e. x   + e. Y] + £. 
yi 

y. 1- e   ,   •• xq     yD 

f. +i 21 (4-111) 

The errorterms can be separated fromthe function on the left-hand side of Eq. 4- 111 by ex- 
panding it, through use of Taylor's series, in the same manner as was employed to obtain 
Eq. 4-105. Again it will be assumed that all partial-derivative te rm s beyond the first can 
be neglected and that differentials of errors can be neglected,   e.g.,   d(y^ +<:y.)= dy^.    The 
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resulting expansion gives 

h: (x,   + I X,' '      r xr'   'I y,< '   'i y.' '    /q y 

9fli (XU 9h. (y.  ) 
■h,(x,0)+(x1+C>li-xlo)   -i_^ + ...+hi(y.o)+(y. +eyi_y.o)   _LI«L 

Bh.(y     ) 
+ - + h. (y    ) +(y    +£      -y    )   —! 3i- 1   v/ no'        w a v } aa' 

°YC 

3h;(xlo) 3h:(yin) 
-!o    Mx,-xlo)   -^ +h.(y.o)+(y. _y.o)        ■'--' 

ax ^i 
(4-112) 

+ ••■ +h- (y    ) -t (y    -y    ) i v' qo'      v' q      ' qo' 

3h, (y    ) dU. (x 
 ;    + £ 

lo> 

dyq -i BX] 

^, (yi0) 9hs (y„J 
 :    +■■■+£   

It has already been shown in connection with Eq. 4-106 that the portion of the expansion of 
Eq. 4-112 that does not contain error terms is identical with fj. Also, in connection with 
Eq. 4-108 it has beenshown that h^ can be replaced by f^ in the partial derivatives. Accord- 
ingly 

^i (*l + £y  ,   ■••, x    + e    , y i + e    ,   •••    y. II x,' '      r x   '   '  I vi' '   ' y,' 'i y/ '   ' q y > y. +e„ 

I Xi M ox Vi 9v 
+   ••■  +  6 

yq        3yf 

(4-113) 

A comparison of Eqs.   4-111 and 4-113 shows that 

aM*i.) 
< l 3x, 

9fi (yio) ^ (yqo)        *i 
+ ■" + £..        -    = m. 

^i *Yr By, 
(4-114) 

This relationship can be rewritten in the more compact form 

Bf. 

k=i ~dYl 
e 

n = l 
dx 

£x     +mi 
n n.. (4-115) 
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where fj^ is simplified notation for f^x^,..., xr; y^, . .. „ y„). This is the error equation 
for the i system element. The particular order of terms that appears in Eq. 4-115 was 
chosen in order to put the output errors ey^ on the dependent-variable side of the equation, 
inasmuch as they are the quantities of primary interest. As in the case for Eq. 4-110, it is 
to be understood that the partial derivatives in Eq. 4-115 must be evaluated at some set of 
values of the inputs and outputs that satisfies the performance equation of the element con- 
cerned. 

In the same compact form given by Eq. 4-115 forthe i.     system element,  the final set 
:ror equations forthe entire system of q elements can be written in the form 

cerned 
Ir 

of err 

Bf, J_    3f, 3f i °n 
e      + m 

Pi ayic    v"       tl   öxn    n dyi 

(4-116) 

>             e        = -       >           e.      + m •    —— 
fa     ^k       Xk fa      9xn     *" '      ^i 

y _i e    =_   y   _ü e   +m  -a. 

This set of equations isthe result of the subscript i in Eq. 4-115 taking on all integral values 
from lto q. In Eq. 4-116, x^, x2, x3, . . . . xr represent all of the inputs to the system ele- 
ments that come from outside the system. 

Note that Eqs. 4- 116 comprise a set of q equations, where q is the number of system 
elements. The derivation of Eqs. 4- 116 depends only on the assumptions that the errors 
involved - i. e., the E's and the m's - are small, and that the performance equations of the 
system elements are sufficiently linear in the vicinity of the point at which the partial deri- 
vatives are evaluated that the higher partial derivatives can be neglected. In practice, these 
conditions are usually fulfilled. 

The errors involved can be classified as either dependent errorsor independent errors. 
Each dependent error is afunction of a system input or output, while each independent error 
is either constant or is a function of some othervariable such astime oran interferencetype 
of input, e.g., a temperature change might modify the performance equation of a system 
element. Someofthe independenterrors are modified by the partial derivatives sothattheir 
effect on the output is thereby made to be dependent on an input variable. 

In general, each error will be made up of a systematic component and a random com- 
ponent. Each of these two types of components can be either dependent or independent (as 
defined in the preceding paragraph), with the form of the dependency not necessarily the 
same for both the systematic and the random components of a given error. A given set of 
errors can, therefore, be separated into a groupof systematicerror components and a group 
of random error components. Each group can then be treated separately as discussed in 
subsequent paragraphs. 

Inspection of Eqs.   4- 116 shows that the evaluation of a particular output error - e. g., 
£y3 - is obtained by making a  linear combination  of the terms  associated with each input 
error,   each component error,    and each of the remaining output errors.  The contributions 
of the input errors eXn and the component errors m^ are, therefore,   independent of one an- 
other. 
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The solution of Eqs. 4- 116forthe errors associatedwith the system outputs is a straight- 
forward, although tedious, process. There are q(r + q + l)terms involved in all, but usually 
many of the partial derivatives are zero, which reduces considerably the total number of terms 
that must be taken into account.    The procedure is as follows: 

1. Evaluate the partial derivatives at chosen values of the x's and at the corresponding 
y values. 

2. Express all dependent E'S and m's as explicit functions ofthe independent variables. 
3. Compute each error term by multiplying the error by the corresponding partial deri- 

vative . 
4. If the system is complex, tabulate the error terms in matrix form for ease of com- 

putation. 
5. Either known values, orthe variances, ofthe independent ex's will be assumed to 

be given. Solve the equations for specific values or variances, respectively, ofthe £y's 
that correspond to the system outputs. 

For a simple example of how Eqs. 4- 116 can be applied, see Example 4-6 inthe Appen- 
dix to Chapter 4, which concerns the error associated with a simple amplifier. Because of 
the simplicityof this example, a direct solution that - in effect - reproduces the steps in the 
preceding derivations of Eqs. 4- 116is presentedas SolutionA. Solution B, onthe other hand, 
is obtained by substitution into Eqs. 4- 116after computation ofthe partial derivatives. A 
more complex example, based on Tappert, 32 is given in Example 4- 7 inthe Appendixto Chap- 
ter 4. This example demonstrates the evaluation ofthe error propagation through a simple 
computercircuit that consists solely of an electromagnetic resolver and a summing network. 
The appropriate impedance-matching amplifiers are considered aspart ofthe resolver. Fig- 
ure 4-25 depicts the circuit under consideration. Figure 4-26 shows the associated error 
diagram. 

Exhaustive experimental and analytical studies have been made on the errors (mj) of 
most types of fire-control- system elements. These errors canbe categorized asbeing either 
dependent or independent, in accordance with whether they are dependent on or independent 
ofthe inputs to the element. The errors can be further categorizedas being either system- 
atic or random. A systematic error is the deviation of the mean value of an actualvariable 
from the true value ofthat variable, i.e., the value it should have ideally. A random error 
is the deviation ofthe actualvalue from the mean value, regardless of whether or not a sys- 
tematic error is present. Because of their erratic nature, random errorsare alsoreferred 
to as uncertainties,, Random errors canbe described only interms of statisticalparameters - 
usually the variance a2. In the instance of an electromagnetic resolver, for example, the 
significant errors are those listed in Table 4-2, which is based on Reference 36. 

The paragraphs which follow give the detailed procedures for determining the output 
errors, Ey^, of a fire control system. For reference purposes, the general overallproce- 
dure can be outlined as follows: 

1. Separate the systematic and random components of all input errors and system- 
element errors. 

2. Find the dependent and independent components ofthe individual systematic errors, 
including both those associated with inputs and those associated with elements. 

3. Repeat Step 2 forthe random errors. 
4. Determine the random error in each system output by combining the individual ran- 

dom errors ofthe system inputs and the system elements. 
5. Repeat Step 4 forthe systematic errors. 
6. Find the total error in each system output from the results of Steps 4 and 5. 
The detailed procedures follow: 
1. Separate the systematic components and the random components of all input and ele- 

ment errors.   For example, the input error forthe n**1 element can be expressed as 

+ exr (4-117) 
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(B)   Functional representation 

Figure 4-25.    Representations of the simple computer circuit considered in 
Example 4-7. 

where 
exns = systematic component of £Xn 

eXnr 
= random component of eXn. 

Note that the value of a random component would normally be   specified by some  statistical 
parameter such as the variance of the input error o%       , for example. Fxnr 

2. Find the dependent and independent components of the individual systematic errors, 
including both those associated with inputs andthose associatedwith elements. For example, 
the systematic component of a particular input error, EX , is designated EXns (seeEq. 4-117) 
and might be made up of subcomponents such as are indicated in the following equation: 

+ e„   . kl) +«„   Jx,) + ;x   s " fcx   so Xfcx  s^V T fcx   s^2' n n 
(yi) + (4-118) 

where 
e Xj^so = independent subcomponent of e Xns 
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Figure 4-26.   Error diagram for the computer circuit represented in Figure 4-25. 

TABLE 4-2.  SOURCES OF ERROR IN AN ELECTROMAGNETIC RESOLVER. 

Independent E rror-S 

Systematic Random 

Transformation ratio inaccuracy 
Phase shift 
Axis misalignment 
Amplifier drift and offset 

Electrical noise 
Bearing play 
Power-supply variations 

Depend* ?nt E rrors 

Shaft-Angle Dependent 

Winding inaccuracy 
Eccentricity 
Phase shift 
Null voltage 

Input- Voltage Dependent 

Magnetic nonlinearity 
Amplifier nonlinearity 
Null voltage 
Phase shift 
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exnS(    ) -  subcomponents of E Xns that are dependent on the input and output variables,     with 
the specific dependency indicated by the quantity within the parentheses. 

Similarly,   an  error in the fth element  mj with systematic  component mjs  might have   sub- 
components as in the following equation: 

mis =miso +mis(xl)  +mis(x2)   '   ••■+mis(y1)  -  ■ " (4-119) 

where 
miso = independent subcomponent of rrijs 

rn-s( ) = subcomponents of mjS that are dependent on the input and output variables, with 
the specific dependency indicated by the quantity within the parentheses. 

In practice, whenever a dependent error is small and is not greatly amplified, a fixed maxi- 
mum value can be employed in place of the complete functional dependence. The maximum 
error can be obtained by plotting each term in the error Eqs. 4-116 as a family of curves 
with the input variables as parameters (see Fig. 4-27, for example) and picking off the maxi- 
mum value. 

In many cases, only the maximum possible output error for any combination of the in- 
puts may be desired. This "worst-case" error can be obtained by summing the maximum 
values obtainedfor each of the terms of the error equations. Usually, however, a statistical 
description of the output error is the most useful representation. If a statistical description 
of the input variables is known or can be assumed, the corresponding description - usually 
the mean and the variance - for the output systematic error can be computed. 

3. Find the dependent and independent components of the individual random errors. The 
procedure here is similar to that used in connection with systematic errors. 

4. Determine the random output errors from combinations of the individual random er- 
rors . Random errors that are independent of one another can be combined in the error 
Equations 4- 116 through use of the relationship* 

oY=     £    a. (4-120) 

i = l 

which pertainsto a system elementwhose output yand inputs Xjare independent random vari- 
ables with variances erf; and a?,   respectively,   and are related by the general equation 

Z (4-121) 
= 1 

A summation of the type represented by Eq. 4- 120 is called a summation of squares. Since 
the quantities tabulated are often the standard deviations a, the square root of each side of 
Eq.   4- 120 is often employed.    The result is known as a root-square summation. 

Equation 4-120 states that the variance of the output of a system element O" is equal to 
the sum of the variances of of the n inputs to that system element. In addition to being used 
to obtain the variance of the total error in the output of a system element from the variances 
of the individual random errors of the inputs, Eq. 4-120 can also be used to compute the 
variance of the output error from the variances of the input and element errors. 

* 
The basic relationship for summing the variances of component errors is derived separately from the main text, in Derivation 4-6 of 
the Appendix to Chapter 4, in order to avoid interrupting the continuity of the text. As shown by Derivation 4-6, the derivation of 
Eq. 4-120 must be preceded by the derivation of a relationship for summing the means of the component errors. 
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Figure 4-27.   Typical families of curves for the terms of the error equations. 

The random errors that depend on the same input variable x, and are therefore not in- 
dependent of one another, must also be considered. These dependent errorsmay stem from 
errors in an input to an element, or from the nonideal behavior of the element itself. If the 
variances of a number of random errors are dependent on a single input variable, then the 
total variance for this group must first be determined.    (The symbolused for this total vari- o 
ance is (Tg(x).)   For such a group,   a single curve of the total variance can be plotted against 
the input  variable concerned.    (In general,  there  will  be a particular  value of the  input at 
which the curve is a maximum. )   If the statistical nature of the input variable   x in question 
is known,  then the total variance of the error group at any value of x can be weighted by the 
probability ofthat value of x,   based on a mathematical development similar to that carried 
out in connection with the discussion of engagement  hit probability (see par 4-4. 3.4).    The 
procedure   involved for the case at hand is represented   by Fig.   4-28,   in which part (C) de- 
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(A) 
VARIANCE OF A GROUP 
OF ERRORS DEPENDENT 
ON AN INPUT   x 

ee
2(x) 

x-o        x     x+ a 

AREA   =   f°e    (x)p(x)dx 
-ot>        X 

(C) 
WEIGHTED VARIANCE OF 
THE GROUP Cff B3RQRS 
DEPENDENT ON AN IN- 
PUT   x 

(x) p (x) 

THE AREA UNDERNEATH THE WEIGHTED VARIANCE CURVE IS A WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF THE 

VARIANCE a  2 (x)    ; THAT IS, 

AREA=   / <7/(x) p(x)dx=  o2(x) 
-co        «x «X 

Figure 4-28.   Development of the weighted average of a group of dependent random errors. 

picts the weightedvariance of the group of errorsthat are dependent on x. The area beneath 
the weighted curve is a weighted average value of the dependent group of errors. 

Rarely, however, is such a detailed development required. Instead eitherof the two fol- 
lowing methods can be employed to determine the most probable total error of a group of 
random errors that are dependent on the same variable: (l)the total error variance at the 
mean value of the input x or (2) the maximum error variance falling within the band from 
x - ax to x + <7X. Each is a convenient approximation of CT£

2(x) that will serve satisfactorily. 
These two approximations are designated respectively as [crex(x)]A and [ ff£x(x)]R in Fig. 
4-28(A). ' ' 

The total variances that are determined for the dependent groups - i.e., o^ (x) values  - 
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are independent of each other and of the remaining random errors. All these errors can, 
therefore, now be combined in accordance with the root-square summation given by Eq. 4-120 
to give a variance 0"      that is a measure of the total random error. 

5. Determine the systematic output errors from combinations of the individual system- 
atic error*. Dependent systematic errors are combined in a manner similar to that just em- 
ployed for dependent random errors. The two approximate methods given for determining 
the most probable variance of a group of dependent random errors can also be applied to a 
group of dependent systematic errors that are all a function of the same variable. Thus, an 
approximate value of the most probable error can be obtained by determining the error cor- 
responding to the mean value x of the input variable x. Alternatively, the band x - ax< x< x 
+ crx can be employed. 

A third method is also available for dependent systematic errors. First, determinethe 
maximum value of the total error of the group, either analytically or from a plot of total 
error versus x, (Note that this maximum value is not necessarily the sum of the maxima of 
the individual errors.) Second, assume that this maximum total dependent error is a fixed 
value, independent of x. This value of the error can be combined withother independent sys- 
tematic errors as described in the next paragraph. 

If a maximum possible value of the total systematic error were desired, the independent 
systematic errors could be summed linearly. However, since the probability that all the 
systematic errors will be simultaneously at a maximum is very small, the maximum error 
is a poor indication of the average performance of the system. A better indication is given 
by the most probable error. If the probability of the occurrence of the various independent 
systematic errors is known, the errors can be weighted in accordance with this probability 
to determine the most probable error. A conventional approximation to this procedure is to 
perform a root-square summation, for example, 

s(total) 
1=1 

1/2 
2 (4-122) 

This approximation, in effect, assigns the same probability to each error if all are equal, 
but weights the larger errors more heavily if the errors are unequal. Since the maximum 
systematic errors of the dependent groups are each independent, the maximum total system- 
atic error can be obtained by a root-square summation of these group errors, together with 
the maximum values of the independent errors. 

The most-probable total systematic error can be obtained from the maximum total sys- 
tematic error if it is assumed that the total systematic error has a Gaussian distribution.': 
The maximum value is then equated to the 3a value of the Gaussian distribution. (As shown 
by Fig. 4-10, only 0.3 percent of all possible values fall outside the 3a limit.) The most- 
probable error is the la value of the assumed Gaussian distribution and is, therefore, one- 
third of the maximum value. 

6. Find the total output error from the combined systematic and random error. While 
separate values for the systematic and the random errors of an element or of a systemare 
generally the most useful type of presentation, a single measure of the total error may be 
desired for certain purposes. One such measure is the total maximum error. This error 
can be computed by multiplying the standard deviation of the total random error by three, in 
order to obtain a maximum random error, and thenobtaining the root-square sum of the maxi- 
mum random and systematic errors. 

Another single measure of the output error is the total most probable error, abbreviated 

* 
This assumption is justified by the central-limit theorem (see par 4-4. 2.4). 
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as thetotal MPE. This errorcan be obtained from a root-square summationof the total ran- 
dom MPE and the total systematic MPE. Inaparticularsystemdesign, either the MPE or the 
maximum   (orpeak) error might be employed as a measure of performance. 

As an example of the error-summation procedures described, see Example 4-8 in the 
Appendix to Chapter 4. This example, which is a continuation of the resolver-computer- 
circuit example of Example 4-7, illustrates the modification of errors that are dependent on 
the input variables to independent forms that can be combined with the independent errors. 

4-4.4.3   Analysis of Error Propagation in Systems Describable by Differential Equations':' 

While the technique just described may be employed to determine the propagation of er- 
rors in certain portions of a fire control system - e.g., the coordinate-transformation and 
ballistic-correction elements - other parts of the system (such as those employed in the 
computation of lead angle) perform the solution of differential equations. The error analysis 
of a system that solves differential equations has major complications. In this case, the sys- 
tem equations includetime derivatives of the inputs and outputs as well asthe inputs and out- 
puts themselves. This means that the set of q error equations represented by Eq. 4-116 now 
becomes a set of q differential equations of the formf 

A / 3fi a'i   .       afi .. \        A /3fi 3fi   ■       3fi   - \        3fi 
j£f   V 3yk   fVk       3yk     ?k      3yk     *k ) ^^"n     ""       axn      ""      3x„       "" > '^1 

q       ,3f. 3f. 3f. \ '       /  3f: af; T>\. . 3f. 

2-i   V3yk     *k     3y,.     -iy     3y,.     *k / *-i   V3»„     ""      3«.     \     3x„       «„ /     m' *k     3yk     Vk     3yk     *k / ^   V3xn     *n      3xn     -„     3xn       «„ /        '   3y. —      \oyk        .„ Uyk        ,„ Uyfc        . „ / — 

j£f    V3yk      *k       3yk      *k       3yk      ?k ^    "»„      "«      3»„      x"       3«n    «n y        q   ,3y^ 

(4-123) 

Unfortunately, no general method of obtaining RMS errors (or variances) of the outputs in 
terms of RMS errors of the inputs and the components is available. In fact, it is obvious 
that more than RMS values of input and component errors are required since the solution 
clearly depends on the time variation of these errors - specifically, their autocorrelations - 
as well as on their  RMS values. 

A solution to this problem requires the introduction of certain additional fundamental 
concepts of a random variable. Because of the complexity of these concepts, explanations 
of them are presented here in a nonrigorous fashion. This presentation is based on the two 
following approaches to the solution of error Eqs. 4-123: 

1. The impulse-response approach in thetime domain. (This approachwill be described 
first.) 

2. The transfer-function approach in the frequency domain. 
Methods of error analysis employing the time domain (impulse-response approach)and meth- 
ods employing the frequency domain (transfer-function approach) are described in the para- 
graphs which follow (see par 4-4.4.3.1 and par 4-4.4.3.2, respectively). Since use of the 

*  
The analysis presented in par 4-4.4. 3 is largely adapted from that presented by Dr.   J. G.   Tappert in References 32 and 33. 

t    See Derivation 4-8  for a simple example of how this set of equations may be employed. 
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time domain requires convolution integrals, whereas use of the frequency domain requires 
only simple multiplications, the solution of error-analysisproblems in the frequency domain 
is often advantageous. However, for obtaining an understanding of a problem, the use of the 
time domain offers advantages. Means of transforming fromonedomaintothe otherby means 
of direct and inverse Fourier transforms are given in par 4-4. 4. 3. 2. 

For further details onderivations of these important concepts, the reader is referred to 
References  1,   16,  and 25. 

4-4.4.3.1     Use of the Impulse-Response Approach 

As already noted in par 4-4.4.2, a fire control system can be considered to be made up 
of an assemblage of elements, such as the one depicted in Fig. 4-20. As indicated thereon, 
the output of each such element can be expressed as a function of the inputs by the perform- 
ance equation 

yj =9i (*v ■ —xr; y1(  •••, y,, ■••• , yq) [Eq. 4-95 repeated] 

With the impulse-response approach, the first step toward the solution of the error Eqs. 
4-123 whichare considered to havetime-varying inputs, is to derive a particular form of the 
performance operator gj that relates an output function of time to an input function of time. 
This form of the performance operator isknown as the weightingfunction and isthe response 
of the system element to a unit impulse function. 

These newly introduced functions will first be defined and derived for a simple system 
element having one input and one output. This element is represented in Fig. 4-29. A unit 
impulse function can be defined in terms of a unit pulse function p(t) which is shown in Fig. 
4-30(A). The unit pulse function has an amplitude of 1/At between t = 0 and t = At, and has 
zero amplitude everywhere else. As At approaches zero, the unit pulse function becomes a 
unit impulse function u(t) which has infinite amplitude at t = 0 and is zero everywhere else 
(see Fig. 4-30(B)). Note that the area under the unit pulse function is unity, and remains at 
this same value in the limit as At approaches zero. Therefore, the area under the unit im- 
pulse function is also unity. 

When the unit pulse function is applied to the system element at time t = 0, there is a 
time response v(t) that, typically, might have a form similar to the solid curve shown in 
Fig. 4-31. This curve is identified by the symbol v (t) to indicate that it is the response to 
a unit pulsefunctionappliedat time t = 0. If the pulse widthis sufficientlynarrow,': the pulse 
response will approach the impulse response. (For reasons discussed subsequently, the 
impulse response is also called the weighting function r(t). ) 

The dashed curve shown in Fig.   4-31  is the response to a pulse  applied at time t = t 
Accordingly,  this response is identified by the symbol v, (t).   Fora linear system elements 
the response v  (t)  and the response v^ft) have the same shape and are separated  by a time 
interval t^.   In mathematical terms,   the constancy of shape of the responses is expressed by 
the equation 

vk(t,) =v0(t1 -tk) (4-124) 

where 
v^ = response to a unit pulse occurring at some arbitrary time t = t^ 

* 
The pulse width may be considered to be sufficiently narrow if it is smaller than the smallest time constant of the system element 
concerned. 

T A linear element is one that obeys the principle of superposition. This principle states that the s um of the responses to each of a set 
of inputs is the same as the response to the sum of this set of inputs. An equivalent definition is that a linear element is one that is 
governed by a linear differential equation. For nonlinear elements, special techniques of linearization must be employed; for ex- 
ample,  see par 3.1 in Chapter 2 of Reference 1. 
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y(t) 
^- 

Figure 4-29.   Functional representation of a system element with a single time- 
varying input and a single time-varying output. 

1 
At 

At 

Figure 4-30.   Graphical representation    of the unit 
pulse function and the unit impulse function. 

W»L) 

Figure 4-31.   Typical pulse responses v(t). 

v    = response to a unit pulse occurring at time t = 0 
tj = arbitrary point intime. 
As shown in Fig. 4-32, a random input function x(t) can be approximated by a sum of 

pulse functions. A unit pulse function occurring at time t = t^ is denoted p(tk) and is illus- 
trated in Fig. 4-32(A). When the unit pulse function p(tk) is multiplied by At, a pulse of unit 
amplitude at time tk is obtained, as shown in Fig. 4-32(B). The amplitude of x(t) is x(t^) at 
t = tk; accordingly, a pulse function of width At and amplitude x(tk) will approximatethe plot 
for x(t) at that point. This pulse function is obtained by multiplying the unit-amplitude pulse 
p(tk) At by the amplitude x(tk) to give x(tk) p(tk) At, as shown in Fig. 4-32(C). The function 
x(t)canthus be approximated by a "staircase" of suchpulse functions, as showninFig. 4-32(D). 
The approximation is given in mathematical terms by the equation 

x(t) =      ^    x(tk) p(tk) At (4-125) 

where k takes onthe discrete values nAt, with n representingall integralvaluesfrom -°°to °°. 
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(C) Pulse function of amplitude x(t, ) 
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*^x(t) 
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V-» I 

.                       t *- 

_tk  +   At 

(D) Approximation of a curve by pulse functions 

Figure 4-32.   Approximation cf a random input function by a series of pulse functions. 

The response of a Systemelement to a unit pulse function - i. e., a unit-area pulse - at 
time t = tk has beendefined as vk(t) (see Fig. 4-3 1). Therefore, for a linear systemelement 
(seeprecedingfootnote, the responseto aunit-amplitude pulse is At times as great or vk(t) At, 
and the response to a pulse of amplitude x(tk) is vk(t) x(tk) At. If the output of the system 
element is denoted y(t), then at time t^ the output resulting from a single pulse of amplitude 
x(tk) at time tk is 

y(t-,) =vk (t,) x (tk) At. 

The substitution from Eq,   4-124 into Eq.  4-126 shows that 

y(t,) =v0(f! -tk)x(tk) At. 
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Therefore, the response of the Systemelement at time t^ to the summation of pulses repre- 
sented by Eq.   4- 125 is given by the relationship 

CO 

y('l)=       £    ^(tT-gxO^At. (4-128) 

As At approaches zero, the resultingfunction becomes continuous and is given mathematically 
by the equation 

00 

y(t,) =     f    r0(t, -tk)x(tk)dtk (4-129) 
<co 

where 
r0(ti  - tjj = weighting function,   or response at time t\  - t^ of the system  element to a 

unit impulse function applied at time t = 0. 
The substitution of a new time variable   7 for tj = tk in Eq. 4-129 yieldsthe relationship 

-co on 

y(ti)  = -      f    rJrlidr-rld?  =       f   rn (r) x (t, - r) d r (4-130) h)  =-     /"    r0 (r) x (t! -r)d7  =       f 

since t^ = tj - T, dt^ = -dr for a constant value of t^, and 7 = -°owhen t^ = *. The integral 
on the right-hand side of this equation is a standard form that isknownasthe convolution in- 
tegral o r superpositionintegral.':' Inasmuch as tj isany arbitrary point intime, it can be re- 
placed by the general symbol for time t. In addition, for simplification, the subscript o will 
be dropped from r0(r) since the impulse function is conventionally applied at time t = 0 and 
this fact need not, therefore, be specifically indicated. These steps, when applied to Eq. 
4-130,   result in the most general form for the convolution integral,   i. e., 

y(t) = f    r(r) x (t - 7,dv. (4-131) 

Inasmuch as t^ is also an arbitrary point in time, Eq.  4-129 can be generalized by replacing 
tj with t and t^ with T' to give an alternative form of the convolution integral,   i. e., 

CO 

y(t) =    j    r(t-v')xr7vdr'. (4-132) 
, a'} 

The convolution process represented by the right-hand side of Eq. 4-131 can be visual- 
ized with the aid of Fig. 4-33. First, the concept of x(t - 7^18 shown. In Fig. 4-33, the 
upper curve represents X(T) , i. e., x(t - t^) plotted against T with an arbitrary time t indi- 
cated on the T axis. If T is zero, x(t - T) is, of course, identical with x(t)„ As 7 increases 
from zero, the function x(t - T) can be found from Fig. 4-33 by sweeping tothe left an amount 
T from the initial value t. In the lower curve of Fig. 4-33, as T increases from zero, r(r) 
will be swept out by a line moving to the right. Thus, the convolution process involves the 
integration of two time functions, one of which, T(T), is being swept out in the direction of 
increasing  7, and the other,   x(t - T),   is being swept out in the direction of aecreasing T. 

* See pages 120-123 of Reference 1. 
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■«     x(T) 

TIME SWEPT OUT IN 

A N ARBITRARY INTERVAL 

\ARBITRARY    TIME   t 

(A)  Plot of x(r) vs 

_TIME SWEPT OUT IN AN ARBITRARY 

INTERVAL   T 

r(') 

(C) Plot of the weighting function    r (T)   VS T 

Figure 4-33.    Pictorial representation of the convolution process. 

The convolution integral can be conceived as the weighted sum of a large number of values 
of the input variable. In the second form of the convolution integral, which is given by Eq. 
4-132, each value of the input variable x(r') is weighted by the impulse response r(t - T') at 
time t - T\ and the output y(t) is then obtained as the infinite sum of these weighted values 
of the inputs. This is the origin of the alternate term, weighting function, for the impulse 
response. 

By convention, in a real system, the input to a system element X(T) and the impulse re- 
sponse of that system element r(r) do not exist for negative time, i. e., for r < 0. In this 
case,   Eq.   4-131 takes the form 

y(t) 

T 

■I -)x(t (4-133) 

where 
y(t) = output of the system element at time t. 

The justification for Eq.   4-133  can be found by inspection of Fig.   4-33.    if r(T)  is zero for 
T < 0,  the integral on the right-hand  side of Eq.   4-131  is also zero for r <• 0.    Inaddition, 
since X(T) is zero for r < 0,   x(t - T) must be zero for T > t and the integralmust also be zero 
for r > t. 
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By means of the convolution integral on the right-hand side of Eq. 4- 133, the output y(t) 
of a system element has thus been obtained by convolving the impulse response of the ele- 
ment r(r) with the input x(t - T). Since the impulse response to a linear element is a fixed 
property of that element, Eq. 4- 133 can be consideredto be a particular form of the perform- 
ance Equation 4-95 for the case of a linear system element with a time-varying input. 

Based on Eq. 4- 132, y(t) can also be expressed in the alternative form 

t 

y(t) =     f   r(t -7>x(r)dT. (4-134) 
•o 

The corresponding error equation that relates an error in the input €X(T) to the resulting er- 
ror in the output ey(t) can be written from Eq. 4- 134 by inspection, utilizing the factthat, for 
a linear system element, an input error will be acted upon in the same way as an input. The 
result is 

t 

ey(t) =      f   r(t - z>ex(r)d 7 (4-135) 

where 
g   (T\   =   error in x(r), the single input to the system element under consideration 
Ey(t)  =  corresponding error in the output y(t). 

As  indicated by  Eq.   4-135, the  input error at time T, weighted by the impulse response at 
time t-T, gives anincremental contribution to the output error.   The total error Ey (t) is then 
obtained as the summation of these individual incremental contributions. 

For those situations in which the functions in Eq. 4- 135 are not readily integrable, an 
approximate method can be employed. In this circumstance, the error in the input to the 
system element can be approximated by a succession of discrete impulse functions; i.e., 

ex(r> =ex   +exo + ••'£x (4-136) x x, x2 *n 

where 
£x., ex2>  ■■•  , exn are themagnitudes of the discrete impulses at times r ^, T2, • ■  .  , 

rn. andare equal to the error in the input to the system element at the respective times, i.e., 

€x, =£X(TI); £x2 = s^2);%=ex^3>;etc' (4-137) 

Equation  4- 127 shows that after a time interval t, the output error contribution from an in- 
put pulse exl, applied at time TJ, is 

«yi(t)-V0(t-T,)eX]At. (4_138) 

Therefore, the total output  error ey (t)is the   sum of the contributions  from the total of n 
separate impulses employed,i.e., 

V')  -*y]M   +ey2
(t)  + -- + Eyn(t)- (4-139) 

Equation 4- 135 can be generalized to apply to a multi-element system by means of the 
following procedure : 

1. In Eq. 4- 135, an expression for a single system element is available that relates a 
single time-varying input error to a single time-varyingoutput error. For a system ele- 
ment that has multiple inputs, the output error has the form of a summation of expressions 
like that of Eq. 4- 135,i.e., for p inputs, 
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P T 

n = l       Jo 
Vt,=      2. /     rn(f-r)eXn(r)dr (4_14Q) 

where 
exn (T^    = error in xn (f),the nth input of the system element 
rn (t-r) = responseof the element to an impulse function applied in place of an input xn 

6y(t)        = error in the output  of the system element and n takes on all integral values 
from 1 to p. 

2. In a multi-element element system each element has as inputs some of the outputs 
of other system elements, as already discussed earlier in connection with Fig. 4-20. Add- 
ing terms of these outputs to Eq. 4-140 yields, for the error in the output of the ith of q 
system elements 

p t q t 

e
yi
(t)=    Z       f  rin

(,_T)e*n 
(T)dr+    L       / rik

(t-r)eyk
(r)dT (4-141) 

n=l o k=1 o 

where 
rin ft-r) = response of the ith element to an impulse applied in place of an input xn 
rik ^-T) 

= response of the ith element to an impulse applied in place of an input yjj 
__ = error in an input y^ 

and k takes on all integral values from 1 to q. The remaining quantities are as defined 
previously. Equation 4-141 represents the ith equation of a set of q equations that define the 
output errors of a system containing q elements. Equation 4-141 is a particular solution of 
Eqs. 4-123 that applies to a system that has only linear elements with time-varying inputs 
and no element errors m^„ 

3. If the system under consideration has nonzero element errors, the final set of q 
error equations can be represented by the equation for the ith element, which is 

2 f  r;    (t-r) eXn(7)d r   +      ^ f   r^ (t - r)  ^ (r) dr  + m, (t) (4-142) 
n=l a k=l 

where 
nij^(t) = error in the ith element. 

For further  development of expressions in the form of Eq. 4-142 and examples of how they 
can be employed in error analyses of systems having time-varying inputs, see pages 52-62 

, of Reference 37, pages  136-163 of Reference 38, and Reference 39. 

4-4.4.3.2    Use of the Transfer-Function Approach 

As noted in par 4-4.4.3, an alternative approach to carrying out an error analysis for 
systems whose performance is represented by differential equations is the use of functions 
of frequency in place of functions of time. As is shown in the paragraphs which follow, an 
error analysis in the frequency domain has the advantage of requiring only the multiplication 
of functions of frequency, in contrast with the complex operation of convolution required for 
time functions. Also, the frequency response of a system element — i.e., the amplitude and 
phase angle of the output as compared, respectively, with the amplitude and phase angle of a 
sinusoidal input function —is quite commonly available forthe usual computer elements, servo 
elements, etc. of fire control systems. This frequency-domain technique of error analysis 
has been extensively applied at Frankford Arsenal (see, for example, Reference 3 3) and will 
be described herein in terms that are most useful for fire-control calculations. (The re- 
maining material   of par   4-4.4.4   is based   directly   on the analyses developed by Dr. J. G. 
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Tappert and presented in References 32 and 33.) 
With reference to the simple single-input, single-output system element depicted in Fig. 

4-29,   consider  the problem   of determining a statistical measure of the output error E y in 
terms of the known measure of the independent input errors e x. First, define the transfer 
function::, R(jw), as the complex ratio, at a particular angular frequency, u, of the Fourier 
transform of the output to the Fourier transform of the input; i.e., 

R(j(/j)-"xTH" 

where 
u> = 2xf 
f = frequency of the sinusoidal input function 

and X(ju>) and Y(ja)) are, respectively, the Fourier transforms of the input x (t) and the out- 
put y (t).   The Fourier transform of the input x(t) is defined by the relationshipt 

X(JAJ) =     f x(t)e"icutdt 

Similarly, the Fourier transform of the output, y(t), is defined by the relationship 

CO 

Y(H =    J   y(t) e" 

(4-144) 

-j CD t 
dt 

(4-145) 

In addition, postulate a linear element, which means that R(jco) is not a function of the in- 
put. For the frequency-domain approach, the functional representation of a system element 
that is given in Fig. 4-29 becomes modified to the form shown in Fig.  4-34. 

Since Eq. 4-163 in the frequency domain is analogous to Eq. 4-131 in the time domain 
it is desirable to develop a relationship between the transfer function R(jco) and the im- 
pulse response r (T). In order to derive this relationship, the time-domain input-output 
relationship given by Eq. 4-131 will be substituted into the definition of Y(jw) given by Eq. 
4-145.   This substitution yields 

Y(ja>) -       f J   r(r)   x(t - r) dr|< dt (4-146) 

Next, a change of the variable of integration will, be made.   Let v = t-T; then 

w   \ f     -HT + I-) f   n   M, (4-147) 
Y(jüj) /     e ' Au       I     r(r) x(v) dr 

* This transfer function is identical with the transfer function G(j« ) that is used in conventional servo theory; sec Reference 40. 

"j" The Fourier transform is a conventional mathematical tool that is covered thoroughly in such basic mathematical texts as Reference 
31 and hence will be employed here without further background discussion. The notation X (j«->) will be employed throughout this 
chapter for the purpose of indicating the relationship between the Fourier and bilateral Laplace transforms. (Substitution of the La- 
place operator, s = a + jw, in place of ju in the Fourier transform yields the corresponding bilateral (Laplace transform. ) It should 
be noted, however, that the Fourier transform is written as X (w) in many standard texts. For a more complete discussion of the 
Fourier and Laplace transforms and their applications,   see par 2-2. 3 through par 2-2. 6 of   Section 3 of the Fire Control Series. 
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Y(jw) 

Y(jw)   =   R(jw)   X(jw) 

WHERE 

X (jw)   -     FOURIER TRANSFORM OF x (t) 

Y(j<j)   -     FOURIER TRANSFORM OF y(t) 

R(jw)    =    TRANSFER FUNCTION OF THE SYSTEM ELEMENT 

THE TRANSFORMATION EQUATIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

FOURIER TRANSFORM INVERSE FOURIER TRANSFORM 

X(jo.) *      (  x(l) e"J"J' dt 
•ice 

CD 

Y(j«) -     f  y(t)e"JfJ,dt 

CO 

R(jw) =     f  rWe'-^'dt 

x(») =y^       /*   X(jo>)eJÜJ,d 

CO 

y(0 -y^      f Y^e^'d^ 
-CO 

CO 

^       f  R(jo,)eJ£ü'dw r(t) 

Figure 4-34.   Functional representation of a system element in the frequency domain. 

The variables T and ^ may now be separated, yielding 

CO CO 

Y(i» -       f   x(,)e"j^d,     j   r(r)e"ia>Td, (4-148) 

With the variables separated, the double integral maybe integrated as the product of two 
single integrals. From Eq. 4-144, the first integral is the Fourier transform of x(y), that 
is, X(ju>).   Thus, 

uu 

Y(i>) =X(i>)       f   r(r)e"ja;Td1 
(4-149) 

Application of Eq. 4-143 shows that 

T) e or (4-150) 

Thus,  the transfer function R(ju))  is the Fourier transform of r(r), the impulse response of 
the system element. 
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In order to utilize Eq. 4-150 in connection with random error variables, it will be nec- 
essary to describe the input and output errors by means of two new statistical parameters: 
the autocorrelation function and the power spectraldensitv function::'. It is necessary to intro- 
duce these parameters  because  a random   variable is not itself   Fourier transformable. 

Theautocorrelation function is defined as the time average of the product of two values 
of the random variable that are measured at times separated by arbitrary time interval T. 

The autocorrelation function is thus a measure of the randomness of the variable. It varies 
from zero, for a completely random function, to unity, for a function that has no random 
component, such as a pure sine wave.   The defining equation for the autocorrelation function 
of the input variable x(t) is 

1 r     ,.    ,        , , (4-151) 

*«.<T> - T™. £     /   ^x(t+T)dt 

where 
0XX(T) = autocorrelation function of the random variable x(t) (The double-x subscript 

represents the factthat the autocorrelation function involves the product of two values of the 
same random variable x(t).) 

The power spectral density function is defined as the Fourier transform of the autocor- 
relation function.   This particular Fourier transform is defined by the equation 

■F (4-152) 
e dr 

where 
$xx(jw) = power spectraldensity function of the random variable x(t). The power spec- 

tral density function is thus a measure of the randomness of the variable x in the frequency 
domain. It is instructive to note that the power spectral density function at any angular 
frequency u> is the contribution to the total average power that is made by a frequency ele- 
ment dw from the complete frequency spectrum. The defining integral extends over both 
positive and negative frequencies. Negative frequencies, although they have no physical 
existence, are employed here since they permit the simple, compact exponential form of the 
Fourier integral. It is, of course, essential that negative frequencies be correctly inter- 
preted in any physical problem. (See, for example, the relationships given for the mean 
square noise voltage  at the  end of the illustrative example presented in par 4-4.4.4.) 

The power spectral density function has considerable usefulness in the design of fire 
control systems. In this connection, it is desirable to determine its relationship to the 
statistical moments mU) and m t2', which are defined in Eqs. 4-29 and 4-30. With discus- 
sion restricted to stationary random processes (which are of primary concern in fire con- 
trol systems), it is permissible to take time averages that are equivalent to the ensemble 
averages given by Eqs. 4-29 and 4-30. The first moment is then the time average ofthe 
random variable which is designated by the symbol x (t). The secondmoment is thetime 
average of the variable squared, which is designated by the symbol x2 (t). Therefore, in 
accordance with Eqs. 4-26 and 4-27, respectively,  and with t = -T and At = 2T, 

(1) Um 1 /       . T" (4-153) 
m       = m = m      —       /      x(t) dt = x(t) x(t) dt = x( 

-i 

*  
These two parameters are frequently referred to simply as the autocorrelation and the power spectral density, respectively. 
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and 

(2)        hm I r       2 2, . 
m      =  T_^cc    —       /     x(t)dt=x(t) (4-154) 

where ± T are the arbitrary limits of the time-interval. Equations 4-153 and 4-154 arethus 
alternative expressions for the time average and mean-square time average (Ref. Eqs. 4-26 
and 4-27). It should be noted that both x(t) and x^(t) are numbers and not time functions. 

In order to obtain an expression for the first moment in the frequency domain, the 
Fourier transform of x(t) i.s first expressed in the form 

v /■     \ llrn C        I \     "i'';t   I X (pj) =  T_r       /     x(t) e '     dt (4-155) 
T- 

where X(jco) is the   Fourier transform of x(t).   The value of X(ju)) at zero frequency is  evi- 
dently 

T 
(4-156) x(j0) = jZx,    f  "(*)d t 

-T 

Where X(j0) is the value of X (joj) at cu = 0. A comparison of Eqs. 4-156 and 4-153 shows 
that 

~T       Mm      iX(jO)) 

The process usedinarrivingat Eq. 4-157 can be summarized as follows: First, the Fourier 
transform of a stationary random variable x(t) is integrated over an interval, 2T, that is of 
sufficient duration that an increase in this interval does not change the average and next, 
the result is normalized by this same interval. The zero-frequency component of this 
normalized Fourier transform is then the mean value of the variable. The symbol X(i0) will 
be employed to denote this mean value. 

In  order to  determine   an  expression for the second moment in the frequency domain, 
set T = 0 in Eq. 4-151.   This procedure shows that 

^(0)"^   2T     /A)dt- (4"158) 

Since the right-hand side of Eq. 4-158 is identical with the right-hand side of Eq. 4-154, it 
is evident that 

*rt^fl^i_ 

x2(0^xx(0). (4-159) 

The  right-hand   side of this equation can be evaluated by taking the inverse to the transfor- 
mation of Eq.  4-152.    This procedure gives 
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—^- /       *    (jo;) eJl"  '   Ac 
J    ,Y-, 

(4-160) 

Setting T=0 in order to obtain 0XX(O) show that 

-  (0=*xx(0)=^      /"    *xx(j„)d^ (4-161) 

which is the desired relationship between the power spectral density $xySju) and tue second 
moment x (T). Inasmuch as the power spectra? density at any angular frequency, u>, is the 
contributiontothetotalaverage power made by a frequency element dw Eq. 4-161 shows that 
the second moment is proportional to the total average power in the random variable. 

Inorder to determine the power in a frequency increment dw,* consider first the power 
in the frequency interval -°°<jw<ja> as shown in Fig. 4-35. The average power in this inter- 
val can be defined by an expression analogous to that of Eq. 4-141; i.e., 

_/i/W\^w. 

x    t j a) (4-162) 

This averagepower is afunctionof coa, in contrast to the total average power (see Eq. 4-161), 
which is a constant.   It may, therefore, be differentiated with respect to w, giving 

2 
dx   (ja)       1 (4-163) 

d.»      =  2 77   *xx<H 

'Thecombination of Eqs.  4-37, 4-153, and 4-154 yields the relationship 

2        2    ^2 (4-164) 

2 ~- ~ 2 
where a     is thevariance.  If x, and therefore x   , are invariant with frequency — which, for 
example, is the case for a sinusoidf  — it is evident that 

2 2 (4-165) 
x    (ja) = er   (ja) T constant. 

Differentiation of this relationship and substitution from Eq. 4-163 shows that 

il!M = _L   *      (ja.) (4-166) 
da 2 77 XX    J 

* 
Here, w is an arbitrary (dummy) frequency variable of integration,  introduced to avoid confusion with uo in the ensuing development. 

T The errors in the Vigilante Weapon System Example given in par 4-6 are assumed to be sinusoid. 
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AREA = x2(ju) 

4>    (jw) 

*xx(jw) 

DUMMY VARIABLE OF INTEGRATION 

AAA/l 

xz (jto)   = AVERAGE POWER IN THE FREQUENCY 
INTERVAL  -<*<jw <\u 

u =  ARBITRARILY CHOSEN 
FREQUENCY;   -«<ju<< 

Figure 4-35.   The power in a frequency interval. 

Equation 4-166   demonstrates that the power spectral density at any frequency w is propor- 
tional to the contribution to the total variance made by an incremental frequency do. 

Important relationships between the autocorrelation functions and the power spectral 
densities of the input and output to the system element of Fig. 4-34 can now be derived. 
Equation 4-151 gives the autocorrelation function of the input variable x(t). The autocor- 
relation of the output variable y(t) is similar, i.e., 

yy 
lim       1 r     , s   , 

T-.CO   2f   J    y(»)y (t + r)dt. 
(4-167) 

The response  relationship given by  Eq.   4-131   can be  expressed  in the  alternative form 

00 

y(t) =     f   r(/x)x(t -/x)d^ (4-168) 

where \x is an arbitrary time variable of integration that is used instead of T in order to 
avoid confusion with Eq. 4-167, in which T represents an arbitrary time interval between 
two values of the random variable. Similarly, substituting v for T and (t + r) for t^ inEq. 
4-131  gives  a  second  alternative form of the convolution of the impulse response with the 
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input response, i.e., 

CO 

y(t + r) =      £  r(v)x(t + T - v)dv (4-169) 
•:oo 

wherei^isyet anothertimevariableof integration.   A substitution from Eqs.  4-168 and 4-169 
into Eq. 4-167 yields the relationship 

T / CO '** 
lim    ]     r J       /* / s ,     x > !   I 

T—co    2T      /     dt    )    f r(M)x (t _/x) d/i (    1    /" K^)x (t +r -i) dv>.      (4-170) 
•IT '     -co )      '     -oc J 

The familiar technique of reversing the order of integration yields 

CO CO J . 

*yyM-      f   r(M)d/i      frWdJ'™       1       /"    x(t-M)x(»+r-,)d. (4-171) 
*cco "Leo ' rj - 

The time-average integral may be evaluated by changing the variables.    Let tj = t - p., and 
p = T + (Li, — v.   Then 

lim 1 /"     , .    , .   . lim /" ,   .    , . . 
T—CD     2T       /     x<' _M) x(* +'  _ I/) dt =    -__ro / xft,) x(tj +T +M  -^dt, 

-T -T-/Ü 

'm 1 ' x(t1)x(»1+p)d»1 (4-172) 
T—co   2T 

4> 

L 
XX 

as evidenced by a substitution for the variables in Eq. 4-151. The quantity 0xx(p) is the 
autocorrelationfunction of the input x(t) when the time interval between samples of the ran- 
dom variables is p.    Therefore, substituting from Eq. 4-172 into Eq. 4-171 shows that 

*yy(r) =      J    r(M)dM     J    4>XK(p)Av)Av (4-173) 

COCO 

I      I   T(/J.) r(z/) 0xx (p) d/x dv (4_i74) 
-CO       <0D 

It can be shown that Eq. 4-173 is equivalent to the statement that the autocorrelation of the 
output of a system element is equal to the convolution of the autocorrelation of the impulse 
response with the autocorrelation of the input variable. This is accomplished by changing 
the variables of integration as shown in Derivation 4-3 of the Appendix to Chapter 4. 
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Equation 4-173 can now be transformed to the frequency domain in the manner which 
follows. The Fourier transforms of the autocorrelation functions have the form of Eq. 4- 
152, with the following indicated changes of the time variable: 

*x„(H=     / 0xx(p)e"J'J/,d,c (4-175) 
.00 

f     (io:)   =       f   d:      (r) e"J";T AT (4-176) 

Substitution from Eq.  4-174 into Eq.  4-176 gives 

00        / CO OS 

*„<H-     f    )     f     f   M*M*XM*X   Av     e^'d- 
-<X' V -Of) .    CD I 

co      /       to        a* 
(4-177) 

-00 '      -.CO -CO ' 

Reversing the order of integration shows that 

".CO       ".CD (    Kcu I 

Since p =   T + /j. -v and therefore   dT = dp,  the   innermost  integral  of Eq.   4-178 is identical 
with the right-hand side of Eq.  4-175.   Accordingly 

yy 

o_ CO 

M =  *xx(ja:)     JrWe^'d^    J   r{V)e]aV Av (4-179) 

The   second  integral  on the  right-hand   side of this equation has the form of the integral in 
Eq. 4-150,  as can be seen by rewriting that equation with v in place of T, i.e., 

R(j") =    f t •"   e )'"''   d;, (4-180) 

The  first integral can also be seen to have this form ifinEq.  4-150, -a; is substituted for w 
and M for T, i.e., 

CO 

R(-j") =     f   r(/,.)ejf"M   dM. (4-181) 
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This means that 

0YY(H  =*xxMRH<  )%<) (4-182) 

The power spectral density and the transfer function are even functions, i.e., they are 
symmetrical about as = 0.*   Therefore, 

R(~jvi R(j^) - iR(jv)   ^ (4-183) 

and 

*YY(j- ) -  iRfjOi2 *xx(j<)- (4-184) 

If the input signal includes a random error E, with a variance that is a function of fre- 
quency a£x (jaj), the power spectral density of the input error <i>6 (jw) is given by analogy 
with Eq.  4- 166 as 

\x(H =277 -j-  j^ (j^)j (4-185) 

Similarly, the power  socctral density of the output error <&f     (ioj) is 
yy 

*     (j,,)= 2n±[,l   (,,,)! (4-186) 

where cr£   (jw) is the variance   of the output error E   .   From Eq, 4-184, the power spectral 

density of the output error can also be seen to be given by the relationship 

*      (j*) = ^R(j-)!2 *e     (\v) (4-187) 
"yy xx 

Substitution from Eqs.  4-185 and 4-186 into Eq. 4-187 show that 

2^{^y(H}^277;R(J,)!2£{^(J,)}. (4-188) 

9 
The total variance a"    of the output error is defined as the integral of the components ai all 

y 

physically possible frequencies, i.e., 

2 
/d{^(jf,)| (4-189) 

* See Chapter 7 of Reference 25. 
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2 
where cr|    is independent  of frequency.     Therefore, integration  of Eq.   4-188 between the 

-y 

limits of zero and infinity to give 

2 2 
S^L r   ,„,.   M2   ^V*" (4-190) 

06J 

r    d jCTe   (Hf 2 o    d CTe   ^H 

and substitution therein from Eq. 4-189 shows that 

CO 

/    |R(j 

d-2
e (j CO 

I   -    f    |R(io>)|2 -A  d. (4-191) 
0 

In order to limit the range of the variables, it is often convenient to substitute log co for co, where 
log co is the logarithm of co to any convenient base. When this is done, Eq. 4-191 can be re- 
written in the form 

2 r     ir,,.    ,,2 
r 

d   CT£      (jo)J 

=    /    |R(j")|2      d(log.)     d(l09a)) 
(4-192) 

The forms given by Eqs. 4-191 and 4-192 can be used alternatively, but Eq. 4-192 has 
the advantage of employing an increment, d(log co), whose width is a constant percentage of 
the frequency. The use of log co, rather than w, has the advantage in practical applications 
that the amplitude of the noise per octave usually varies less widely with log w than noise 
per unit change in frequency varies with frequency. Further, the use of log u> permits the 
use of finite integration limits that are not unduly extensive. These considerations are 
important inasmuch as numerical integration normally has to be employed. In the develop- 
ment which follows d(log u>) is employed, but it should be understood that do can be used 
interchangeably with d(log a>). 

Both Eq. 4-191 and Eq. 4-192 give the variance of a single output error due to a single 
input  error,   in terms  of the power spectral density of the input error $e     (jco) (see Eq. 4- 

185 and in terms of atransfer, or amplification, function of frequency R (jw). The mathe- 
matical development can be expanded to include multiple-input, multiple-element systems 
by following a procedure that is directly analogous to that described for the time domain in 
Eqs. 4-141, 4-142, and 4-143. In the frequency domain, the output error for an element 
having p inputs is obtained by adapting Eq. 4-192 to give the expression, analogous to Eq. 
4-140 in the time domain, 

p co d a        {\co) 
2    -      V-* /"    ,D    ,.    v,2 »n J#1        x (4-193) 

CTe 
y n = l -oo M 

where 
a p    = total variance of the error E    that is associated with the output y 

Y Y 
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Rn(ju>)        = transfer function that is associated with the element for which the output is y, 
and is measured between the input xn and the output y 

(T, -    (iw) = variance of the error e_    that is associated with the input x^ 
6xn xn n 

d(log to)     = increment of frequency 
Inasystemhaving q elements but no element errors m^, the output error of the ith ele- 

ment is given by the expression,  analogous to Eq.  4-141 in the time domain, 

2 2 
p co d cre      (jo,) q da€      (ja>) 

e     =     T f   !Ri   (^)l2    ~^7T^   ddog -)   +     V f   |R;   (j-)l2        ,n
yk     ,    d(logc) V ^        ./ 'n   ' d(log a.) {-^        J 'k dflog co) 

I n = l -CD |(=| -CC 

CJ 

(4-194) 

where 
a 

•yi 

R 

2 = total variance of the error e      that is associated with the output yi 
€y, --        ' '        yi 

in (jtü)     = transfer function that is associated with the ith element, and is measured be- 
tween the input xn and the output y^ 

2     (jco) = variance of the error e-y,    that is associated with an output y^ that is also an 
£yk input to the ith element. 

The final set of error equations in the frequency domain, for a system having q ele- 
ments and nonzero element errors mi, is represented by the following equation for the ith 
element,  analogous to Eq.  4-142 in the time domain: 

2 2 
p co dcre      (jo,) q co dcr£      (j^ 

S / |Ri>)|2 -d(i^7d(lo9a>+ S/ IVHI   -d(fcrd(lo«^+mi(Jw) 

(4-195) 

where 
mi(jaj) = error of the ith element due to the element being nonideal. 
The integrals in Eqs. 4-193, 4-194, and 4-195 can be evaluated by numerical methods. 

The R (jo) functions (that is, the transfer functions of the system elements) are, in general, 
known:!: frequency responses of the system elements. The power spectral density of an in- 
put error can normally be expected to be the same as the power spectral density of the 
corresponding input; the latter is either known or can be assumed. Thus, a means is avail- 
able for determining the variance of the output error of a system that is describable by 
differential equations and is subjected to random time-varying input errors. 'This technique, 
in combination with the techniques developed in par 4-4.4.2 for systems describable by 
other than differential equations, provides the fire control system designer with the means 
for analyzing the errors of most of the systems with which he is likely to be confronted. 
The laboriousness of the calculations is extremely great for a complex system, as is evi- 
denced by  the  Vigilante  Antiaircraft  Weapon   System example of par 4-6.   Therefore, it is 

* 
If the R (j"J) functions are not known, but the equation that is solved by the system is known, it is possible to solve for these functions 
by using the relationship given by Eq. 4-195, with assumed sinusoidal sources of error introduced into all inputs and elements. An 
analogous experimental technique that can also be employed consists of applying sinusoidal signals as inputs to the system and mea- 
suring the corresponding outputs. Then Eq. 4-195 can be employed to compute the R (j") functions, it should be noted that these 
techniques are not particularly useful except for simple system configurations. 
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common practice to approximate the smaller errors and reserve detailed treatment for the 
larger errors.::: Such approximations donot appreciably reduce the accuracy of the analysis, 
however. This is because one of the characteristics of a root-square summation, such as 
is employed in the error-summation relationships, is that the larger errors tend to be 
emphasized over the smaller ones. 

Immediately following (see par 4-4.4.4), as an illustrative example of error analysis 
for a system describableby differential equations, isthe error analysis of a tracking antenna. 
All of the techniques derived in the preceding discussion of error analysis (par 4-4.4.1 
through par. 4-4.4.3) are employed in the solution of this problem but a number of simpli- 
fying approximations are made in order to reduce the labor of the analysis. 

A detailed example of the analysis of a complete fire control system is presented in 
par 4-6. 'This fire control system concerned is that employed in the Vigilante Antiaircraft 
Weapon System. For this fire control system, highly sophisticated elaborations of the basic 
approach presented in par 4-4.4.3   are required in order to solve an involved problem. 

4-4.4.4 Illustrative Example of an Error Analysis for a System Describable by Differential 
Equations. 

In this illustrative example, the errors in a Cassegrainian 30-foot-reflector mobile 
satellite-tracking antenna system (see Fig. 4-36) are analyzed.! The range of azimuth 
motion forthe antenna is ±300 deg; the maximum rate of travel is 10deg/sec; and the maxi- 
mum acceleration is 6 deg/see^. The range of elevation motion is from -2 deg to +92 deg; 
the maximum rate of travel is 5 deg/sec; and the maximum acceleration is 3 deg/sec . The 
antenna system is designed to track the beacon in a satellite automatically, using a four- 
horn monopulse receiver, in winds of up to 35-mph velocity. 

The necessity in satellite communications for rapid acquisition of the satellite and 
reliable tracking with very-narrow beam widths means that the errors of the antenna sys- 
tem must be tightly controlled. The procedure followed in the design of the antenna system 
was to first assign reasonable error limits to the various subsystems and then carry through 
a preliminary design, with the objective of staying within the assigned error limits. A pre- 
liminary error analysis was then made to ascertain that the specified limits for the system 
couldbemet. Finally, the detailed design of the antenna subsystem was made, together with 
a detailed analysis of the errors. 

The errors of the antenna system under consideration can be classified in accordance 
with their source as follows: 

(a) Tracking-independent errors 
(b) Tracking-dependent errors 
(c) Radio-signal propagation errors 
(d) Instrumentation errors. 

As shown in Table 4-3, the various individual errors concerned can be tabulated in these 
groups and can also be classified as calibration errors (i.e., systematic errors that can be 
removed by calibration), bias errors (systematic errors that cannot be removed by calibra- 
tion), and noise errors (random errors). 

Of the four error-source classifications listed, the propagation errors and the instru- 
mentation errors are not associated with the antenna proper, and hence will not be con- 
sidered further in this example.   In addition, the calibration errors will be assumed to have 
been removed by appropriate calibration of the antenna system. The noise and bias com- 
ponents ofthe tracking-dependent and tracking-independent errors were obtained by methods 

* 
Further discussion of this type of approximation is given in Section 11-4 of Reference 7. 

IThis example is adapted from Reference 41,   which gives a complete error analysis cf the antenna system. 
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30-FOOT-DIAMETER 
REHE3TCR 

PILLOW BLOCK 

AZIMUTH 
HOUSING 

PEDESTAL 
SUPPORT TURRET 

»■ JACKS 

Figure 4-36.    30-foot-reflector mobile satellite-tracking antenna system. 

TABLE 4-3.   CLASSIFICATION OF TRACKING SYSTEM ERRORS. 

Source of 
Error 

Type of Error 
Calibration Bias Noise 

Tracking Gravity Wind (Steady-state) Wind gusts 
Independent Alignment Gravity Receiver noise 

Readout Solar heating Gear tooth inaccuracies 
(Static& Dynamic) Post-Comparator Leveling Variable phase shift 

phase shift Lean in backlash in r-f receiver 
Pre-comparator Orthogonality Data gear non-linearity 

unbalance of axes and backlash 
Reference Readout Readout 

alignment Pr e-Compar ato r (Operator reading 
Leveling phase shift error) 

(Above items Servo unbalance 
removable Servo dead zone 
at boresight) 

Tracking Dynamic lag Glint 
Dependent Multipath signal Scintillation 

and other Vehicle tumbling 
(Dynamic) interfering errors Compliance 

(acceleration 
Hunting 

Propagation Predictable Average atmospheric Atmospheric turbulence 
atmospheric behavior 
behavior 

Instrumentation Inherent accuracy Optical parallax Reference instability 
of optical Inherent accuracy of Reading error 
equipment optical equipment 
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to be  described in the  paragraphs which follow.   These error components are tabulated in 
Table 4-4 for the automatic-track-with-data-readout mode of operation. 

Anunderstanding of how the errors from the various components of the antenna system 
combine is aided by an error-flow diagram. Such a diagram is shown in Fig. 4-37 for the 
automatic-track-with-data-readout mode of operation. While it is not evident from this 
diagram, the azimuth and elevation components of the errors are independent of one another 
if the axes are orthogonal. Inasmuch as the deviation from orthogonality is quite small, the 
axes will be considered to be orthogonal in this analysis. As noted in the discussion which 
follows, however,   certain azimuth errors are functions of the elevation angle. 

An an example of the error-summation procedure, the azimuth bias errors caused by a 
steady wind will be considered. Most of the wind load on the antenna system is applied to 
the 30-foot reflector (see Fig. 4-36), and transmitted thence through the structure of the 
antenna system. The compliance;!' of the structural components can be calculated; f how- 
ever, only the compliance of those components shown outside the azimuth servo loop in Fig. 
4-37 (the azimuth housing, the pedestal support, and the jacks and anchors) need be con- 
sidered. (The compliance of the ground can be assumed to be negligible.) Azimuth bias 
errors due to the compliance of the components noted are tabulated in the left-hand data 
column of Table 4-4 for the case of zero-degree antenna elevation (the worst case, since 
the wind direction is approximately parallel to the ground), and in the second column to the 
right for the case of 80-degrees elevation (the maximum elevation encountered in normal 
operation). The error caused by a steady wind load on the components within the azimuth 
servo loop is given by the loop gain in response to a torque input; this gain is called the 
torque-error constant.:::::: The error of the servo loop is listed as the servo torque error 
in Table 4-4. 

The component errors due to the wind load were all computed for the same amplitude 
and direction of the incident wind. (The azimuth angle chosen was that which produces the 
worst case of wind loading.) Therefore, the errors are correlated and are added linearly, 
as indicated in Table 4-4, to give the total compliance error. Separate computations are 
made for the cases of zero-degree and 80-degrees elevation. 

The servo error caused by a time-varying input (this error is termed the dynamic lag 
error) was also computed for the combined worst-case conditions for both velocity and ac- 
celeration.    These values and their linear sum are also entered in Table 4-4. 

The remaining azimuth bias components are the servo static error, the receiver null- 
depth error, the power-train gearing error, and the data servo error. These errors are 
not correlated with each other or with either the dynamic lag error or the total compliance 
error. 

The total probable peak (3a) bias error can be obtained by a root-square summation, 
as described in par 4-4.4.3 and shown in Table 4-4. Similar summations are shown for the 
1 a noise errors. 

In order to obtain a figure for the total probable peak error, the total peak bias error 
was combinedwith three times the la noise error in a root-square summation. The result- 
ant total probable peak errors are shown at the bottom of Table 4-4. 

As an example of the error calculation associated with a specific error component, the 
dynamic lag error (the servo error caused by a time-varying input) is examined in more 
detail in the paragraphs which follow. 

Inasmuch as most of the errors of the azimuth and elevation antenna servos depend 
upon  the associated open-loop transfer function — i.e., the frequency response — a deriva- 

*      Compliance is defined as the amount of angular displacement per unit of applied torque, 

t      The nature of these calculations is discussed in pages 7 and 8 of Reference 41. 

#*   Seepage 10 of Reference 41. 
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TABLE 4-4.   ERROR TABULATION FOR THE AUTOMATIC-TRACK-WITH-DATA- 
READOUT MODE OF OPERATION. 

Error Source of E rrors in Microradians 
Azimu th Axis Azimu th Axis Elevation Axis 

Component Error 0" Flev 8 0" F.IPIV 

BIAS NOISE BIAS NOISE .BIAS NOISE 

ServoTorque Error Wind 
Gravity 3.9 

Pillow Block Wind 12.0 3. 0 
Compliance Error Solar Heating 134.0 

Turret Compliance Wind 40.0 10.0 
Error Gravity 

Acceleration 
45.0 
4.2 

Azimuth Housing Wind 5.4 1.4 1.2 0.3 17.0 4.2 
Compliance Error Gravity 

Acceleration 0.4 
17.0 
0.8 

Pedestal Support Wind 135.0 34.0 31.1 7.8 81.0 20.0 
Compliance Error Gravity 

Solar Heating 
16.0 3.2 40.0 

113.0 

Jacks and Anchors Wind 377.0 94.0 86.7 21.6 8.8 2.2 
Compliance Error 

Total Deflection 

Gravity 

Wind 

2.7 

523.5 136.9 120.4 31.4 161.8 43.1 
Gravity 16.0 3.2 108.6 
Solar Heating 247.0 
Acceleration 0.4 5.0 

Servo Static Error Unbalance 2.9 2.9 2.9 
Dead Zone 5.7 5.7 5.7 

Hydraulic Motor 
Noise Error 55.0 55.0 27.0 

Receiver Noise and 
Null Depth Error 8.8 36.0 50.7 204.0 8.8 36.0 

Power-Train 
Gearing Error 166.0 23.0 166.0 23.0 23.0 

Dynamic Lag Error Velocity 52.0 257.0 52.0 
Acceleration 

Total 
2.0 92.0 

349.0 
2.0 

54.0 54.0 

Data-Train Gearing 
Error 10.0 10.0 10.0 

Synchro Error 81.0 81.0 81.0 
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Error 

Component 

Source of 

Error 

E rrors in Microradians 
Azimuth Axis 

0° Elev. 
Azimuth Axis 

80° Elev. 
Elevation Axis 

BIAS    NOISE BIAS       NOISE BIAS    NOISE 

Data Servo Error 

Dial-Readout Error 

110.0 

87.0 

277.0 

87.0 

110.0 

87.0 

Root-Square              ( 
Total Error                < 

Total Probable Peak 
(3 O") Error 

Probable 
Peak (3 a) Bias 
1 a Noise 

563.0 
194.5 

493.2 
249.1 

895.4 

337.8 
136.5 

810.8 530.8 

tion of this function for an antenna servo is included here. Each servo comprises three 
loops, as shown in Fig. 4-38, and employs a valve-controlled hydraulic servomotor for the 
power drive. 

The  operation  of the hydraulic  servovalve*  shown in Fig. 4-38 may be approximately 
described by the linear relationship 

= klEl ~k2P„ 
(4-196) 

where 
qv   = output flow from the valve, measured in units of volume per unit of time 
El  = input voltage applied to the electromagnetic torque motor in the valve 
Pm = pressuredrop across the hydraulic motor, which constitutes the load on the valve 
ki   = voltage-flow constant for the valve 
k2   = pressure-flow constant for the valve. 

Equation  4-196  is valid  for low-flow conditions,  as in reversing,  and for servo systems in 
which the time lag associated with the electromagnetic  torque motor  in the valve is negli- 
gible.    The  second term  on the  right-hand  side of Eq. 4-196 has been included to account 
for the pressure sensitivity of a hydraulic valve. 

The flow from the valve qv is made up of three components: 
1. The flow that produces displacement of the hydraulic motor qm 

2. The leakage flow q^ 
3. The compressibility flow qc. 

Accordingly,  expressed in mathematical form, 

:^+q£ 
(4-197) 

For more-detailed information on the operation of hydraulic servovalves and other components of hydraulic servos, the reader should 
consult Section 13-6 of Chapter 13 in Reference 42. The type of servovalve concerned in the present example is a four-way spool 
valve. 
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Figure 4-37.    Error flow diagram for the automatic-track-with-data-readout 
mode of operation, 

The  displacement flow q     is related  — in Laplace-transform notation —to the angular ve- 
locity of the motor shaft by the equation 

%, (4-198) 
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°-^~ 

PRESSURE-FEEDBACK- 
LOOP 

TACHOMETER. 
LOOP 

TRIMMING SYNCHRO 

CR 

RECEIVER 

HYDRAULIC 
VALVE 

J 
PRESSURE 

TRANSDUCER 

TACHOMETER 

HYDRAULIC 
MOTOR 

TJ6WRI 
TRAIN 

e, /R 

ANßNßlA 

DEFINITIONS: 

0\   = INPUT ANGLE OF THE ANTENNA SERVO 

ß|_ = ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT OF THE ANTENNA 

öm = ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT OF THE HYDRAULIC MOTOR SHAFT 

€    = POSITION ERFCR OF THE ANTENNA SERVO 

E,   = INPUT VOLTAGE APPLIED TO THE ELECTROMAGNETIC TORQUE 
MOTOR IN THE HYDRAULIC VALVE 

qv   = OUTPUT FLOW FROM THE HYDRAULIC VALVE 

R    = PRESSURE DROP ACROSS THE HYDRAULIC MOTOR, WHICH 
CONSTITUTES THE LOAD ON THE HYDRAULIC VALVE 

E2  = VOLTAGE OUTPUT OF THE PRESSURE TRANSDUCER 

R    = GEAR RATIO OF THE GEAR TRAIN 

Figure 4-38.   Simplified functional diagram of the antenna servo. 

where 
dm =   motor  displacement per radian,  in units  of volume per radian of shaft rotation 
0m =   angular displacement of the motor shaft, in radians 
s     =  Laplace operator. 

The leakage flow q« is  related to the pressure drop across the hydraulic motor pm by the 
equation 

*fVt   P" 
(4-199) 

where 
k/, =  leakage coefficient of the motor. 

The  compressibility flow qc is related to the pressure drop across the hydraulic motor pm 

by the equation 
i KV (4-200) 

1C 
=kcsPm =KVtsPm 
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where 
k„ compressibility coefficient 

K     = — = compressibility of the hydraulic fluid 
B 

B 
V. 

The torque output of the hydraulic motor T^ is given by the relationship 

bulk modulus of the hydraulic fluid 
,        trapped volume of fluid under pressure. 

e tormie outnut of the hvdrMulir motor T m 

d   P    ■ m   m (4-201) 

Also,   since the load en the motor is pure inertia, the torque output is also given by the re- 
lationship 

T     =J    s20m m        m m (4-202) 

where 
Jm = rotational moment of inertia of the total motor load. 

Therefore, 

'm =  d      =  dm   S 
im m 

(4-203) 

Substitution from Eqs. 4-196 and 4-198 through 4-203 into Eq. 4-197 yields, after some re- 
arrangement, the following equation for the operation of the hydraulic system of the antenna 
servo 

Ö 
IT kl/dr 

KVtJm    2      (k2Tk^)Jm 

   S      +       S   4   I 
(4-204) 

for which the standard quadratic form is 

1       2 2r, 
+ 1 (4-205) 

where 

K^TT 

VKVT 

(4-206) 

(4-207) 

angular natural frequency of the hydraulic system 
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k2 +k^    / J 
£-*id7VKv; (4"208) 

m      ' t 

= damping ratio of the hydraulic system. 

Since the hydraulic   compliance   associated with the  motorCm is given by the relationship 

KV 
C    =        f (4-209) 

m o 
d 

Eq.  4-207 can be rewritten in the form 

yKJr 
(4-210) 

Thus, the angular natural frequency Ct^ of the hydraulic system is determined by the ro- 
tational inertia Jm of the motor load and the hydraulic compliance C? The damping of the 
hydraulic system, on the other hand, is a function of the motor leakage coefficient k* and the 
pressure-flow constant k2 of the hydraulic servovalve; this damping is usually quite small. 

It is desirable to increase the damping of the hydraulic system by the addition of pres- 
surefeedbackto the servovalve. This feedback can be achieved by use of a pressure trans- 
ducer, as shown in Fig. 4-38, that measures the pressure drop pm across the hydraulic- 
motor load of the valve and generates a voltage output E2 that is directly proportional to 
pm.   Thus 

E2=ktpm (4-211) 

where 
kt   =  voltage-pressure constant of the pressure transducer. 

Substitution into this relationship from Eq.  4-203 gives 

■r        ktJm      2 2 
t2 = -j     S    6m=K2s    &'m (4-212) 

where 

K2=^L   • (4-213) 
m 

Figure 4-39 depicts the pressure feedback loop in terms of the transfer functions that have 
been derived. The voltage E0 is the input voltage to the pressure feedback loop. From 
Fig.  4-39, it is evident that 

Ei=Eo-E2. 
(4-214) 

Substitution into this   relationship from  Eqs.   4-205   and 4-212 gives the following equation 
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\    m m / 

(ref.   Eq.   4-205) 

P K 
PRESSURHJEBCDBACK 

ref. Eq.   4-212 
for the 

\ pressure transducer 

Figure 4-39.    Transfer functions associated with the pressure-feedback loop 
of the antenna servo. 

for the operation of the closed pressure-feedback loop: 

1    s2+|   + K,K2 ) s +1 (4-215) 

which can be written in simplified form as 

'1 

1        2      L ^ i 
s | —2  s    +      s + ' 

1 

(4-216) 

where 

(4-217) 

angular natural frequency of the closed pressure-feedback loop. 

11 'm  + y  Kl K2 a'l (4-218) 

=   damping ratio of the closed pressure-feedback loop. 

The addition of the pressure-feedback loop thus provides an adjustable amount of additional 
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damping for the hydraulic system of the antenna servo. 
The load on the antenna servo is a simple inertia-spring-damping system in which (a) 

the load's moment of rotational inertia JL is that of the antenna, (b) the spring restraining 
force of the load is that contributed by the compliance of the antenna structure and asso- 
ciated gearing Cj_,, and (c) the load damping coefficient B^ is due to the viscous friction of 
the gears and the bearings. Therefore, the torques acting on the antenna load — in the ab- 
sence of externally applied moments — can be summed as follows 

JLS SL+BL,*L + J-(*,_-:£) (4-219) 

where 
$L -   angular displacement of the antenna 
JL 

=   rotational moment of inertia of the antenna load 
CL =   compliance associated with the antenna load 
BL =   damping coefficient of the antenna load 
R    =  gear ratio of the gear train. 

Rearrangement of this equation yields 

(4-220) 

^■'♦BL.-i) 

for which the standard quadratic form is 

cm R | —r-   s '     2 + 1£L   + 
(4-221) 

aiL 

where 

\fhJl 

angular natural frequency of the antenna load 

(4-222) 

r 
BL      CL 

L-rVV (4"223) 

=   damping ratio of the antenna load. 

The dynamic system comprised of the hydraulic motor and its antenna load, therefore, in- 
volves two coupled quadratic lags (see Eqs. 4-216 and 4-221). Comparison of the corre- 
spondingparameters in the two quadratics, however, reveals the following information after 
all quantities concerned are referred to the same point in the gear train: 

1. The compliance associated with the antenna load is much larger than the compliance 
associated with the hydraulic motor. 

2. The rotational moments  of inertia of the   antenna load  and of the motor are com- 
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parable. 
3. The damping associated with the antenna load is negligible. 

Asa result, for the motor-and-load dynamic system under discussion, the system response 
will be that associated with a single quadratic in which (a)the angular natural frequency d) 
is slightly less than that of the load and (b)the damping ratio £ is slightly greater than that 
of the motor.* Since the motor damping is adjustable (by varying the amount of pressure 
feedback), it follows that the damping of the motor-and-load dynamic system is similarly 
adjustable. 

A high-pass network was cascaded with the pressure transducer.? This networkhas 
a transfer function equal to Tps/T„s + 1), where T„ is the time constant of the network. 
Thenetwork thereby introduces a pole at a complex frequency approximately equal to -1/T_ 
and a zero at 0. This frequency was selected to be sufficiently low so that the high-pass 
filterhas negligible effect on the dynamics of the pressure-feedback loop. The steady-state 
effect, however, is to remove the pressure feedback so that the stiffness of the system to 
disturbing torques is determined solely by the valve and motor leakage and remains at a 
high value. 

The computed value of the natural frequency for the motor-and-load combination was 
9.8 cps. A value of 8 cps was employed in the actual design, however, in order to allow a 
factor of safety.   The computed damping ratio without pressure feedback was less than 0.1. 

The transfer function of the closed pressure-feedback loop (see Fig. 4-39) can now be 
obtained for the situation in which the motor and load dynamic systems have been combined. 
This expression is 

6 L K,/R 

Eo            /    1       2      2h ,\ (4-224) 
s    +    s + I 

2 
OJ2 

a: 2 

where 

eo 2 L (4-225) 

=  angular natural   frequency   of  the  pressure-feedback loop  when   the 
presence of the antenna load is taken into account 

i2 
= (-L + T Kl K2a' 1 (4-226) 

=   damping ratio of the pressure-feedback loop when the presence of the 
antenna load is taken into account 

R     =   gear ratio of the gear train. 

The value of to? is 50 rad/sec, corresponding to the value of 8 cps employed for the natural 
frequency in the actual design. The value of £2 was adjusted to 0.77 by means of the pres- 
sure-feedback loop.    Figure 4-40 gives  a plot of the  phase angle and amplitude ratio asso- 

* 
This statement is based on the material presented in Section 6.81 or pages 170 through 174 of Reference 43. 

T   This network does not appear in Fig 4-38 inasmuch as this diagram represents  a considerable simplification of the actual  antenna 
servo concerned. 
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Figure 4-40.    Transfer function of the antenna load and hydraulic drive with the pressure- 
feedback loop closed. 

ciated with the transfer function S(9L/E0. These quantities were computed by entering the 
specified parameter values in Eq. 4-224. The transfer function SÖL/EQ, rather than ÖT_,/E0J 

was plotted since the antenna velocity, rather than the antenna position, is the output quan- 
tity of primary interest. The phase-angle plot shows that a phase lag of 45 degrees cor- 
responds to an angular forcing frequency of 15 rad/sec, and a phase lag of 90 degrees 
corresponds to a forcing frequency of 50 rad/sec. 

The amplitude ratios of the open-loop and closed-loop transfer functions of the tachom- 
eter loop (see Fig. 4- 38) are plotted in Fig. 4-41. The tachometer loop incorporates a high- 
pass network whose operation is represented by the ratio Ts/(Ts + 1), where T is the time 
constant of the network. The use of this high-pass network provides a rising gain charac- 
teristic between the angular forcing frequencies of l/aT and l/T, where CY is thegainofthe 
tachometer loop. A loop gain of 18 db was obtained, with a damping ratio of 0.8 and an 
angular natural frequency of 113 rad/sec. 

The transfer function of the closed tachometer loop (see Fig.  4-42) is 

^4. Ts ti 

a Ts   +1 

a/(l   + a) 

2   nt 
s     +     s  + 1 

(4-227) 

where 

if. 
CY 

=  angular natural frequency of the closed tachometer loop 
=  damping ratio of the closed tachometer loop 
= tachometer sensitivity 
=  gain of the tachometer loop. 

For the design value of CY = 8 (I8db), a/(I + CY)  = 0.89. 
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CLCSED-LOOF TRANSFER FUNCTION 
OPEN-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTION 
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ar T 
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Figure 4-41.   Open-loop and closed-loop transfer functions of the tachometer loop. 

A s shown by the detailed block diagram of Fig. 4-42, the tracking loop is a Type I servo 
that is formed by cascading the closed tachometer loop with a lag-compensation network. 
The purpose of this network is to increase the tracking-loop gain to a value of 600 sec ~ 1. 
(As shown subsequently, a value of 2.5 for the lag-network attenuation a0 was required to 
achieve this objective.) The overall open-loop transfer function KG of the antenna servo is 
then given by the relationship 

KG 
K3s T. s +1 

Ts tl 

als  + 1 1       2 

'' t 

(1 - 
2r„ 

s +1 
(4-228) 

where 
KQ =  tracking-loop sensitivity factor 
ctQ = attenuation of the lag compensation network 
T0 = time constant of the lag compensation network 
€    = 6i- eL 

~ position error of the antenna servo 
$i    = input angle of the antenna servo. 
Figure 4-43 gives an asymptotic plot of the open-loop transfer function of Eq. 4-228. 

Figure 4-44 gives the complete set of open-loop and closed-loop amplitude-ratio and phase- 
angle plots for the antenna servo. 

Required for the error analysis are the velocity-error constant Kv and the accelera- 
tion-error constant K^. The acceleration-error constant K^ is found by a Taylor's series 
expansion of the error/input ratio as follows: 

1 

0: 1 +KG 
+ eis + e^ 

2 
>s    + 

1 
(4-229) 

where s is the Laplace variable and eQ, e^, etc. are the coefficients of the Taylor's series 
and are called error constants. The transfer function, KG, can be expressed in the poly- 
nomial form as 

2 

KG ^K "i 

s(d;sJ 

a' + -+n. '1: + 1 
(4-230) 

+ d- + d,s t 1) 
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Figure 4-44.    Open-loop and closed-loop transfer functions for the complete 
antenna servo. 

Solving Eqs. 4-229 and 4-230 for K^ gives 

K 
K 

Kv(d, -n,)-1 

The expression for KG given by Eq.  4-228 can be expanded in the form 

(4-231) 

Therefore 

KG =K. 

T   T   +(T    +T)s +1 o      s      v    o ' 

1 + (TT + aT +aoT~ )s + 

(4-232) 

( T+aoT0)    -(T0+T) K   -1 

(4-233) 

The velocity-error constant Kv is the servo loop gain and is given approximately by the 
equation 

K     = a    a v o 
(4-234) 

where 
kj     =   servo bandwidth, defined as the angular frequency at which the open-loop gain is 

c        unity  (gain crossover). 
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For the 5-cps bandwidth, the various design constants are as follows 

a = 8 = 113 rad/sec 
2 l 

u t 
1 = 0.016 sec/rad 

2.5 0.8 (a-\)l =2.19 

T = 31 SeC 
30 rad/sec r«.-DT  =1 

T„ =  77 sec 
°      1.5 

Subsititution of these design values into Eqs.  4-234 and 4-233 shows that 

K     =a    a a,     = 2.5 X 8 X 30 = 600 sec-1 
V o (4-235) 

°      r«-l)T+(ao -1)T0     3.19 

600      Ann       -2 
188 sec    . (4-236) 

The dynamic lag error (DLE)is the servo lagging error that occurs when the antenna is 
following a moving target.    The error at any instant is given by the relationship 

K 
(4-237) 

when higher-order components are neglected. 
The maximum angular velocity and angular acceleration of the antenna cannot occur 

simultaneously about either the azimuth axis o r the elevation axis for an actual satellite 
track. Therefore, for the azimuth axis, it will be assumed that a satellite .is passing in a 
straight line near the zenith, so as to generate a maximum angular velocity of 10deg/sec. 
Figure 4-45 shows the azimuth angular velocity and angular acceleration of the antenna for 
such a course. The equations plotted to obtain the velocity and acceleration curves of Fig. 
4-45 are as follows: 

Velocity =   K cos2, 

Acceleration* 2K2sin 4> cosz 4, 

(4-238) 

(4-239) 

K = —— tan 6 
h c 

(4-240) 
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ACCELERATION 
K (VEL) OR -2K2 (ACC) 

VELOCITY 

-90 *«»      -30°    f(        30"      60"      90" 
^«.. .■»'       AZIMUTH ANGLE 

Figure 4-45.    Azimuth angular velocity and angular acceleration for a target on 
a straight-line passing course. 

where 
0 
K 
vs 
h 

1Ü deg/sec = 0.175  rad/sec 
=  azimuth angle 
=  maximum angular velocity of antenna 
=   satellite orbital velocity 
=   satellite altitude 

90 =  maximum elevation angle (occurs at 0 = 0)= 
The approximations   are not valid near the  horizon (0 = £90 degrees), but here both theazi- 
muth  angular velocity  and angular acceleration   are small.    It   should be noted that the  ac- 
celeration plot   in Fig.  4-45 is inverted,   so that the total   error is indicated  by the distance 
between the two curves. 

The dynamic lag errors of the antenna system were computed for a track in which K = 
0.175 rad/sec. (For example, 60 = 80 deg and h = 130 naut. mi. or#o = 88 deg and h = 600 
naut. mi., or any other combination shown in Fig. 4-46 that corresponds to K = 0.175 rad/ 
sec.) The velocity, acceleration, and total dynamic lag errors were computed for Kv = 600 
sec" 1 and Ka = 188 sec" 2 (see Eqs. 4-235 and 4-236.) The maximum error occurs at an 
azimuth angle of 20 degrees. 

The worst condition in elevation occurs with a zenith pass.    Under these conditions 

□ t 0 = 9 (4-24 1) 

and 

0.65 (T)' at B = 60 ° (4-242) 

It  is impossible to reach 5 deg/sec with any practicable satellite,  so a minimum altitude of 
130 naut. mi. is assumed to be the worst case.   Then 

%ax - 0.032 rad/sec 
and 

e max 0.00067 rad/sec2 

The dynamic lag errors thus found are tabulated in Table 4-4. 
The dynamic lag errors discussed in the preceding paragraphs provide an example of 

errors due to operating elements within a system. An example of a random input error is 
afforded by the noise in the output of the tracking receiver which feeds its output to the 
servo. The noise in the receiver output was specified as 10 mv RMS, with a uniform spec- 
trum over a 1000-cps pass band. In accordance with Eq. 4-160, the spectrum of the noise 
input to the servo is given by the relationship 

(4-243) 
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Figure 4-46.   Maximum azimuth angular velocity and azimuth angular 
acceleration as functions of satellite height and maximum elevation angle. 

where 
c x = mean-square noise voltage in the servo input 

= (10 X 10-3)2 (volt)2 = 10-4 (volt)2 by specification 
<i>ii(jco) = power spectral density 

Inthepresent case, $^(jcu) is equal to a constant value, A, between the two cutoff frequencies 
-cue and coc, and is zero elsewhere.   Therefore, Eq. 4-243 can be rewritten as 

Adc [2 A< 10 
-4 

sit) 
(4-244) 

where 
ct>c = 277 X 103 rad/sec = bandwidth. 

Solution of Eq.  4-244 for A gives 
A   = 5 X 10~8 (volt)2/(rad/sec) =   amplitude of the power   spectral  density between the 

two cutoff frequencies -ooc and u>c. 
Similarly,   in  accordance with  Eqs.   4-186 and 4-191, the mean-square noise voltage of the 
servo output is given by the relationship 
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I \ui-    M2*    ,-    v  , (4-245) |H(J&))|     #.. (jo,) do; 

/*       |H(jc 2A      / iHCj^ll 2d^ (4-246) 

where 
~2 mean-square noise voltage of the servo output 

OQ    = variance of the servo output voltage 
I H(jco) j = magnitude of the closed-loop transfer function of the servo. 

2 2 (Note that e   * =   aQ   byvirtueof Eq. 4-35,inasmuch as the mean value of the noise is zero. 
The servo output voltage is a fictitious quantity that is related to the actual angular output 
by  a scale factor.    This  scale factor is the gain of the antenna and microwave receiver. 
Note  also that the integral in Eq. 4-246 is taken for positive values of u) only since H (jw) is 
assumed to be zero for w< 0). 

The amplitude of the closed-loop transfer function was approximated by the asymptotes 
(see Fig. 4-44) and then squared. The integral of Eq. 4-246 was then evaluated graphically 
by replotting | H(jw) | 2 on a linear scale (see Fig. 4-47) and then measuring the area be = 
neath the curve. Equation 4-246 shows that e0

2 = 4.24 X 10"6 (volt)2. (Alternatively, the 
integral of Eq. 4-246 might have been evaluated analytically.) 

The receiver gain was adiustedto a level of 1.0 volt/degree. Therefore, the RMS error, 
which is equal to V eo2> *s 203 X 10"^ degree or 0.036 milliradian. 

Thereceiver measures the target displacement in a plane perpendicular to the antenna 
boresight axis. Rotation of the antenna, however, is about the azimuth and elevation axes. 
It can be shown* that, for small displacements, a displacement of the azimuth axis through 
an angle 0 induces an output <j>x in the azimuth channel of the receiver that is given by the 
equation 

4>x =<p cos 0 (4-247) 

where 
6 = elevation angle. 

This relationship may be interpreted as a change in the loop gain of the azimuth servo by 
the factor cos 0. This gain variation is compensated by a secant-function potentiometer 
that is coupled to the elevation axis. The receiver output is connected to the servo input 
through the secant potentiometer. This potentiometer has the unfortunate effect, however, 
of increasing the noise amplitude at high elevation angles. At the maximum elevation con- 
sidered (80 degrees), the noise error in the servo output is 2.03 X 10"3 X secant 80°, which 
is 11.7 X 10~3 degree or 0.204 milliradian. This value is tabulated in Table 4-4 under the 
column for azimuth axis, 80° elevation, noise component. 

4-4.5  WEAPON-SYSTEM   ERRORS  THAT ARE  BEYOND   THE   CONTROL  OF  THE   FIRE 
CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGNER. 

4-4.5 . 1 Introduction 

Paragraph   4-4.1.3   summarizes the   steps  involved in the design of a fire control sys- 

* See page 4 of Reference 41. 
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Figure 4-47.   | H (jw)|     plotted to a linear scale. 

tern of prescribed accuracy. Thus far, techniques for specifying the single-shot kill prob- 
ability of a weapon system from the prescribed weapon-system engagement kill probability, 
and for specifying the allowable overall error of the weapon system fromthe single-shot kill 
probability have been described (see par 4-4.2 and par 4-4.3). In addition, the design proce- 
dure required for specifying the allowable errors for subsystems and components on the 
basis of the allowable overall weapon-systemerrorhas beendet ailed in par 4-4.4. As noted, 
this procedure requires that the designer rearrange the system functional block diagram 
and/or adjust component specifications as necessary to meet the over-all accuracy specifi- 
cation of the weapon system. 

In practice, the errors in certain parts of the weapon system are usually beyond the 
control of the fire control system designer. Such circumstancesmight occur forsome parts 
of the weapon system because their performance characteristics were dictated by natural 
phenomena or because there was a requirement to employ existing components or subsys- 
tems in the weapon-system design. Those parts of a weapon system whose errors are not 
under the control of the fire control system designer are usually associated with the input 
portion of the weapon system (the fire-control acquisition and tracking subsystem) and the 
output portion of the weapon system (the weapon-pointing system and the weapon itself). 
The errors associated with the input portion of the weapon system are considered first (see 
par 4-4.5.2) and then the errors associated with the output portion of the weapon system 
(see par 4-4.5.3). The errors associated with the fire control computing system, on the 
other hand, are considered to be under the control of the fire control system designer; these 
errors are discussed in par 4-4.6. 

4-4.5.2    Errors Associated With the Input Portion of a Weapon System. 

The input portion of a weapon system, which comprises the target acquisitionand track- 
ing devices, commonly employs either radar, visual-optical, laser-optical, or infrared 
detection means. In addition, especially if the fire control system is mounted on a moving 
base (such as would be the case, for example, in a tank fire control system; see Chapter 1), 
gyroscopes or pendulous elements may also be provided in the input portion of a weapon 
system. 

The target acquisition device detects the presence and approximate positional coordi- 
nates of a target in order that the tracking device can initiate tracking of the target when it 
is so commanded. (The acquisition and tracking devices may be combined or they may be 
entirely separate subsystems.) The tracking device generates signals that describe the 
target motion and serve as inputs to the fire control computing system. 

For specific types of acquisition devices and tracking devices, tabulations of the errors 
involved can be made in accordance with various classification schemes.    Such a tabulation 
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for a beacon-tracking antenna is given in Table 4-4 (see par 4-4.4.4). For a skin tracker, 
i.e., a radar tracking system, additional sources of error are present. Detailed error 
analyses of typical radar systems are found in References 44 and 45. For gyroscopic ele- 
ments, Section 11-6 in Chapter 11 of Reference 36 includes a discussion of the sources of 
error. 

Some of the systematic, or bias, errors associated with tracking elements are described 
in the example of par 4-4.4.4. In general, except for wind loading and other atmospheric 
effects, these errors are not unlike the bias errors encountered incomputer components; 
accordingly, they can be considered to be under the control of the fire control system de- 
signer and can be handled by the techniques already described. Tracking systems, how- 
ever, are subject to random input errors of much greater amplitudes than are usually en- 
countered in computer components. These random errors are associated with the real or 
apparent motion of the target about the tracking line and cannot be controlled by the fire 
control system designer. By analogy with communication systems, these random errors 
are called "noise". The noise of concern here is of relatively low frequency since high- 
frequency components are effectively filtered by the fire control system. Such filtering 
action can be accomplished, for example, by smoothing in the fire control computing sys- 
tem or by filtering directly in the tracking system itself by means of electrical filters or by 
limiting the pass bands of the tracking servos. The aforenoted noise should be distinguished 
from the atmospheric noise and resistance noise that determine the maximum range of an 
acquisition radar, or from the atmospheric effects that in an essentially similar way limit 
the range of a telescopic acquisition device. Once the target has been acquired and trans- 
ferred to the tracking device, the signal strength is usually well above the atmospheric 
noiselevel. The atmospheric noise level then principally affects the resolution of the track- 
ing device. 

The input noise that is of prime importance to the fire control system designer is the 
real or apparent random motion of the target about the tracking line. This noise may arise 
from motion of the target, caused either by evasive action or by unintentional motions, or it 
may be caused by shifts in the apparent center of reflection of the radiationthat is providing 
the tracking intelligence (the so-called glint effect). A further source of noise is the im- 
perfection of the tracking deviceitself which may be controlled either automatically or by a 
human operator. Since the glint noise in radar tracking systems is one of the most difficult 
problems facing the fire control system designer, it will be discussed first and in some 
detail. 

4-4.5.2.1    Radar Glint Noise 

The origin of the glint noise in a radar tracking system is extremely complex, and 
largely defies analytical treatment. To introduce the problem, a simple case, but one that 
is still of considerable importance, is discussed in the paragraphs which follow.* 

Consider a typical lobing radar, tracking two point targets in two dimensions, The 
radar may be of the conical-scan or lobe-switching variety, with output signals e. and e-g 
from its two lobes as shown in Fig. 4-48. For small angles, the curves can be assumed to 
be linear near the crossover point. Consider first a single target. The output voltages 
from lobes A   and B  are then 

eA =G [1 -p(0T-0o)]cos cot (4-248) 

and 
eB =G [1  +p(0T - 6>o)]cos cot (4-249) 

The following discussion is adapted from pages 435 through 444 of Reference 46, 
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Figure 4-48.    Antenna patterns for a lobing radar.    (Adapted from GUIDANCE by 
A.  S. Locke et al, D.  Van Nostrand Company, Inc.,   1955.) 

where 
e^ and e_. = output voltages from lobes A  and  B, respectively 
G = overall system gain factor, including transmitter power, target size, receiver gain, 

etc. 
p = slope of the gain curves at the crossover point 
6rp = angle of the target 
0O   = boresight angle of the radar antenna 
U) = transmitter angular frequency. 

Typically,   the type of radar system concerned employs a square-law detector,   which gives 
an output error voltage E that is proportional to the difference of the squares of eg and e^. 
A low-pass filter  removes the sinusodial   components.    The error voltage is then given by 
the relationship. 

= el-e
2

A = 2G2
P(er-ec (4-250) 

which  is  readily   obtained  by  performance   of the  indicated  operations  on Eqs. 4-248  and 
4-249. 

Now consider two targets that are included in the beam and located respectively at tar- 
get angles 6rpj and 6^2' as ^n Fig- 4-49. In general, these two targets occur at different 
ranges, so that the energy received from one differs in phase from the energy received 
from the other, because of the different path lengths. Also, because of the different ranges 
and different radar cross sections, the received amplitudes differ. Thus the output voltage 
from each lobe is made up of the sum of two components from each of the two targets, and 
may be written as follows: 

eA =G [1 -p(c?T1 - öo)]cos a>t +aG [1 - p{0J2 - &0)] cos {cc\ + a) (4-251) 

G  [1   +p(öT1  ~ Ö0)J COS a>\  +aG  [1   + p(eT2 - öo)]c0S (a;t  + a) 

where 
a amplitude ratio of the energy received from the two targets 

= energy received from target T2/energy received from target Tl 
a = phase difference of the energy received from the two targets. 

(4-252) 
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Figure 4-49.   The geometry associated with two-target tracking. 

In this case, the error signal E   is given by the relationship 

r\ r\ r\ r\ i\ 

E  =  eB  -eA   = 2G   p [(1  + a cos a) 6>T1 + (a    +a cos a) 0j2 ~ 0 + a    + 2a cos a) <9Q]        (4-253) 

The effects of phase and amplitude differences are made more obvious by assuming an on- 
target indication (e=o) and making useof the fact that 6ri=Qrr2~"T1 (see Fig- 4-49). Equation 
4-253 may then be rearranged to show that 

Ö0 = 5T1 + 
a cos a 

1  + a    12 a cos 
(4-254) 

A number of significant conclusions can be deduced from Eq. 4-254: 
1. If the phase difference a is zero and the amplitude ratio a is zero, as would be the 

case if target T2 had negligible reflecting area, then the antenna boresight coincides with 
the line of sight to target Tl and there is no noise in the system. 

2. If a = 1, as might be the case for two identical aircraft flying in formation, the an- 
tenna boresight is displaced from the line of sight to Tl by 6rj/2, i.e., the apparent target 
center lies halfway between the two real targets. In general, with zero phase difference, 
the angular displacement is (—5_ j Q ■ thus, the apparent target center is shifted toward 
the stronger target. 

3. As the phase angle changes from 0" to 180°, the apparent boresight angle changes by 
an amount determined by the value of the amplitude ratio a. For a = 0.9, the variation of 
the boresight angle with phase angle can become extremely large, as shown by Fig. 4-50. 

4. The noise error is an angular displacement; thus, if the two targets are a fixed dis- 
tance apart, the amplitude of the noise error increases with decreasing range. 

This simple two-target case indicates the problems that may be encountered in track- 
ing groups of aircraft. Also aircraft flying near ground level reflect an image from the 
ground plane, which gives similar effects. Even a single aircraft or other vehicle is not a 
point target, but is made up of multiple reflecting surfaces, each of which may be considered 
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Figure 4-50.    Tracking e rror for two targets .    (Adapted from GUIDANCE 
by A.   S. Locke et al, D.   Van Nostrand Company, Inc.,   1955.) 

as one of the targets in an expansion of the two-target case. The multiplicity of reflecting 
surfaces produces a large number of echoes with randomphase angles and amplitudes, and, 
as may be seen from the two-element case, the noise amplitude may exceed the dimensions 
of the target. 

4-4.5.2.2    Amplitude Noise 

The dependence of angular glint noise on phase angle means that is significant only in 
systems employing coherent radiation.':' such as radar and the new coherent-light systems 
(lasers), in which the detection is sensitive to the phase angle of the received signal. Sys- 
tems employing noncoherent radiation, such as infrared and visible light, are affected only 
by the amplitude portion of the glint noise. For the two-target case when noncoherent ra- 
diation is employed, the displacement of the antenna boresight angle is (—x~r ) ory so tnat 

this displacement can never be greater than the target dimensions. 
Tracking systems that employ lobing are subject to errors from amplitude modulation 

that occurs at the lobing frequency. This type of noise is independent of range. The lobing 
frequency should be selected to minimize the noise; in particular, the fundamental and har- 
monics of the blade frequencies of propeller-driven aircraft should be avoided. 

It must be emphasized that noise amplitudes must be determined experimentally for 
the particular targets and tracking system under consideration. The brief analysis given 
here merely shows the significance of the various factors involved. 

4-4.5.2.3    Target Motions 

Random motions of slowly-moving targets are not of great significance but, in the case 
of aircraft, both unintentional motion caused by wind gusts and thermal currentsf and in- 
tentional evasive action may contribute to the noise input. In the case of evasive action, 
there is little that the fire control system designer can do to counter its effects, other than 
to keep the computer settling time as short as possible. It might be noted that guided mis- 
siles can correct for evasive maneuvers, inasmuch as their trajectories can be continually 
modified; this fact is one of their major advantages over unguided projectiles.   On the other 

* Coherent radiation is radiation that is all of the same frequency and is substantially in phase. 

T For experimental data on aircraft motion caused by air disturbances,   see Reference 47. 
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hand, if the target aircraft is to take any effective offensive action, it must cease its maneu- 
vers in the vicinity of its objective. Thus, in locations close to enemy objectives, weapons 
employing unguided projectiles may be advantageous. 

4-4.5.2.4    Tracking Noise 

Tracking may be accomplished manually, automatically by servos, o r by a combined 
system. Noise is introduced into the tracking system by such mechanical nonidealities as 
coulomb friction, backlash, gear irregularities, and vibration. If the tracking is accom- 
plished automatically, the design of the servos and the mechanical components should be 
such as to minimize these nonidealities. Viscous friction and inertia of the tracking head 
are helpful in attaining smooth tracking but detract from rapid, accurate positioning. If the 
tracking system must be capable of both smooth tracking and rapid positioning, some com- 
promise in the design must accordingly be made. Since the design of servomechanisms is 
thoroughly covered elsewhere in the Engineering Design Handbook Series,':' no further dis- 
cussion of the design of automatic tracking systems is presented here. 

Most tracking systems employ a human operator at some point in the tracking loop; 
human operators are also employed in other parts of the fire control system to make de- 
cisions, serve as communications links, and to perform computations that do not have to be 
made rapidly. In contradistinction to the situation in the past, modern fire control systems 
are designed to make the task of the human operator as simple as possible in order to im- 
prove his speed and accuracy, to reduce the effects of fatigue, and to reduce the amount of 
training required. This portion of the design process - which combines the disciplines of 
psychology, physiology, and engineering - is known as human engineering. A knowledge of 
the principles of human engineering will be valuable to the designer of audible and visual 
data presentations, hand and foot controls, seats and enclosures for human operators. A 
full treatment of the topic will be found in References 49, 50, and 51; a brief general survey 
is given in Reference 7. The discussion which follows covers those facets of the subject 
which contribute to tracking error. 

Human operators are employed in tracking systems either (1) because a suitable de- 
tector is lacking (asin optical tracking), (2) to distinguish signals from noise (a function that 
a trained operator can perform better in most respects than a filter circuit), or (3)because 
an operator is required in any case to make decisions and the designer wishes to economize 
by using him for the tracking function as well. 

The simplest tracking is accomplished by manually pointing a trackinghead mounted on 
pivots; however, a considerable increase in accuracy can be achieved by incorporating a 
geared drive from a crank or handwheel. Experimental data on handwheel drives shows 
that a considerable decrease in tracking error occurs with increasing speed of rotation, up 
to a maximum of 140 to 200 rpm.50 The diameter of the handwheel may be varied from 2 
to 5 inches with little effect. It is desirable to employ as high a ratio as possible between 
the handwheel rotation and the resultingvisual indication since there is an observed tendency 
to greater speed and reduced error with high ratios. Of course, the physical limit of 200 
rpm must not be exceeded. 

Coulomb friction causes rapid degradation in performance if it is greater than about 
two pounds, measured at the crank. Errors caused by coulomb friction are reduced if the 
inertia or the viscous friction in the system are increased, or if the speed of rotation of the 
handwheel is increased. 

Many measurements on human operators in both positioning and tracking systems indi- 
cate that there is an average delay time of 0.5 second, and that this time is substantially 
independent of the extent of the motion required. Measurements of the sinusoidal response 
of humans show good response out to about 3 or 4 cps. 

* See References 40 and 48. 
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Effortsto develop a linear mathematical model of the human operator in tracking tasks 
have been made by Raggazini* who measured the response of an operator who was given 
position feedback from a hand control to a visible spot on a cathode-ray-tube screen, and by 
Tustintwho employed a gun carriage with control of angular rate by the operator. The 
mathematical model in either experiment is the relationship 

H(s) =   [(as    tb t — )e"r; A(s) (4-255) 

where 
A(s) = position of the stimulus (the visible spot) 
H(s) = operator's hand position 
a.b.c, and 7= constants that were determined for the particular experiment 
s = Laplace operator. 

Thus, the operator's response is made up of motions proportional to the stimulus, its deriv- 
ative, and its integral; all delayed by the reaction time 7.   The derivative term was found to 
be quite  small and the value  of T was  determined to be about 0.3 second.   It appears that 
this mathematical model can be used with considerable confidence. 

The tracking of rapidly moving targets can be greatly facilitated by the provision of 
controls that, by means of servos or gyro precession,::::: provide arate of turn of the tracker 
that is proportional to the motion of the control. Further improvement is secured by aided 
tracking, in which both a position and rate response are obtained for a given control move- 
ment. The ratio between the position and the rate responses is called the aiding ratio; a 
discussion of optimum values for the aiding ratio can be found in pages 360-368 of Reference 
53. 

4-4.5.3   Errors Associated With the Output Portion of a Weapon System. 

The output portion of a weapon system comprises the weapon itselLi.e., the projectile 
and its launching system, and the associated weapon-pointing system, To a large degree, 
the errors associated with this portion of the fire control system have lain outside the con- 
trol of the firecontrol system designer. This has been true principally because of the nature 
of weapon-system development. Traditionally, the fire control system of a weapon system 
has been designed to match either an existing weapon or one that is already under develop- 
ment, lhis has meant that the fire control system designer has been forced to adapt his 
designs to match already existing components, even though it has frequently been apparent 
that some modification of these components would result in worthwhile improvements in the 
overall performance of the weapon system. 

On the other hand, the modern weapon-system design concept that is now evolving has 
modified this traditional approach to a considerable degree. The new approach incorporates 
a system planning stage in which the individualdesigns of the acquisition and tracking system, 
the computing system, the weapon-pointing system, and weapon are adjusted so as to obtain 
an optimum overall weapon-system design within the time and funds allotted. Beyond this 
planning stage, the development of each major subsystem of the weapon-system is largely 
independent of the others. 

Both systematic and random errors are associated with the output portion of a weapon 
system. The systematic errors are largely the boresight errors of the weapon. In order 
to keep these errors to a minimum, provision is made for the accurate initial alignment of 
the weapon  and the tracking   system.    In  addition,   since gun tubes may wear unevenly and 
* 

Seepages 1329-1330 of Reference 50. 

t   See pages  190-202 of Reference 52. 

For an example of this application of gyro precession,   see the Vigilante Antiaircraft Weapon System example in Par.   4-6. 
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gun carriages may settle unevenly, provision is usually incorporated somewhere in a fire 
control system for manual corrections to be made from time to time, based on observations 
of actual projectile trajectories. 

The dispersion errors associated with the output portion of a weapon system arise 
primarily from such sources as ammunition variations and gun-tube vibration. As pointed 
out in par 4-4.1.1 and par 4-4.1.2, however, a certain degree of dispersion is desirable in 
order to increase the engagement hit probability. 

It is not desirable, of course, for the probabilistic nature of the dispersion to vary 
during the course of an engagement — or over longer periods, either. Accordingly, con- 
sideration has been given to means for automatically compensating for some of the varia- 
tions. An example of the application of such automatic compensation is a system employed 
by a European weapon-system manufacturer, whereby the variations in muzzle velocity are 
continuouslydetermined and compensated. In order to achieve this compensation, the actual 
muzzle velocity is measured automatically during the course of firing and this information 
is fedto acomputerthat provides corrected aiming data for use by the weapon system. This 
systemprovides compensation for the systematic errors in muzzle velocity, and could pro- 
vide useful data (but, of course, no compensation) for the variance. Initial data that is not 
yet fully substantiated indicates that a significant increase in hit probability can be achieved 
by the use of this arrangement. 

4-4.6 WEAPON-SYSTEM ERRORS THAT ARE UNDER THE CONTROL OF THE FIRE CON- 
TROL SYSTEM DESIGNER. 

4-4.6.1   Introduction 

In carrying out the design of a fire control system to meet a prescribed accuracy re- 
quirement, the designer has as variables the component accuracy specifications and the 
arrangement of system components. In order to achieve an optimum design, he must not 
only be able to determine the propagation of the component errors through the system but 
must also be aware of the nature of, and limitations imposed by, the errors in the com- 
ponents athis disposal. Means for determining the propagation of errors have been covered 
in par 4-4.4. It is the purpose of the remaining paragraphs to discuss the errors in the 
components that are at the disposal of the fire control system designer. 

The portion of a weapon system that is under the control of the fire control system de- 
signertoa greater degree than any other portion is the fire control computing system. The 
reason for this follows. At the input end of the weapon system, the design of the acquisition 
and tracking system is limited to a great degree by the nature of the problem (see par 
4-4.5.1 and par. 4-4.5.2). At the output end of the weapon system, on the other hand, the 
fire control system designer is limited by the fact that he doesn't have any control over the 
design of the weapon itself and in some instances has no control over the weapon-pointing 
system. The computing system, by virtue of its central position in the weapon system is, 
in effect, isolated from these two types of limitations. 

A full discussion of the errors in computer components requires a complete under- 
standing of the operation of the components themselves. A detailed treatment of component 
errors from the standpoint of the component designer must, therefore, be postponed to 
Section 3 of the Fire Control Series. In the paragraphs below, however, an attempt will be 
madeto outline the types of errors found in computer components and the methods of speci- 
fying them that will be of use to the fire control system designer. As an example of such 
use, consider the following. In preceding parts of Chapter 4 (see par 4-4.3 and par 4-4.4), 
means have been described for determining, given a hit probability requirement, the per- 
missible errors in the components of the system. This process is reversible; thus, from 
an error in a single component the resulting error in the system output can be computed 
and its effect on the hit probability can then be determined. 

The  errors of computer components that are of concern can be divided into the classi- 
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fications of (l)bias errors and (2) random errors. A third group of errors are those that 
can be removed at calibration and are, therefore, not generally of concern. An example of 
sucha calibration error is the mechanical offset at the end of a potentiometer winding from 
the corresponding zero mark of its dial. 

Both bias and random errors may be either dependent on, or independent of, the input 
quantities and time. Dependent errors are commonly found in computer circuits; e.g.,, a 
potentiometer used as a multiplier in an analog computer has errors (such as those due to 
nonlinearities in the winding) that are functions of the shaft angle. Other sources of input- 
dependent errors include eccentricity of shafts carrying gearing or cams, saturation in com- 
puting amplifiers, and backlash in gearing. In each case, the error produced by the partic- 
ular nonlinearity concerned can be expressed as a function of the input, the function being 
determined either experimentally or by analysis. The expression for the error as a func- 
tion of input can then be introduced into the set of Equations 4-il6. While this process is 
very neat theoretically, the complications introduced into the equations are such that this 
method is employed only when the error in question is large. Usually, it is sufficient to 
assumesome probability that the error will have a specific value. The choice of this prob- 
ability will require agood deal of judgment on the part of the designer. A conservative approach 
wouldbe to determine the peak (3a) errorunder all possible conditions. The most rigorous 
approach would be to determine the probability of each value of the error; the error could 
then be characterized by the moments. A practical approach that is commonly employed 
(see the example of par 4-4.4.4) is to assume a normal distribution of the values of the 
error. Since the mean is zero if calibration errors have been removed, the error is char- 
acterized by the standard deviation a. 

Certain computer errors are functions of time. Two types of time-variable errors 
must be distinguished. The first type is characterized by time variations that are slow in 
comparison with the solution time of the computer; drift in operational amplifiers (see 
par 4-4.6.2.6) is an example of this type of error. These drift-type errors are handled 
exactly like the independent, or assumed independent, bias errors noted inthe preceding 
paragraph, i.e., anormal distribution is assumed for all values of error within the range of 
the drift error and the standard deviation of this distribution is determined. The second 
type of time-variable error has variations that are fast in comparison with the solution time 
of the computer. This type can be assumed to be a random error. The gear noise men- 
tioned   subsequently  in  par   4-4.6.2.1   is an example of such a random time-variable error. 

The errors introduced by effects such as backlash, dead zone, and magnetic hysteresis 
(such as found in electric motors) or mechanical hysteresis (such as found in springs) are 
particularly interesting, as well as important. A typical hysteresis curve is shown in Fig. 
4-51(A) where the arrows indicate the direction of change of the input signal. It is evident 
that the output signal is a function of the direction in which the input is changing, as well as 
its magnitude. In computer components, the opening of the hysteresis loop is small com- 
pared with the range of the input and output variables. Under this condition, the output may 
be represented by a function that is proportional to the input but has a small, offset whose 
direction is determined by the sign of the input (see Fig. 4-51 (B)).Such a representation 
is also a good mathematical model of the mechanical backlash encountered in computer 
components. 

Formost purposes, hysteresis-type nonlinear errors may be lumped with other signal- 
variant and signal-invariant errors to give a total invariant uncertainty for the component. 
However., in a closed-loop portion of the computer, these errors can contribute to instability 
of the overall system, thereby generating errors that are much greater than the magnitude 
of the hysteresis. Methods are available for analyzing the dynamic effects of this and other 
types of nonlinearity in closed-loop systems. Either the describing-function technique, 
which is a sinusoidal method of analysis in which the harmonics generated by the nonlinear 
element areneglected, or the graphical phase-plane method can be employed. Both methods 
are treated in Reference 25 (see pages 566-663) and Reference 40 (see Chapter 10). 

The  dynamic properties of errors must be considered when the components that follow 
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Figure 4-51.    A typical narrow hysteresis curve and its approximate representation. 

in a chain have a significant dynamic response or when the solution of a differential equa- 
tion is being performed by the computer. As an example of error propagation in a system 
having dynamic response, consider a uniform random (white) noise error that is applied to 
an amplifier having a band-pass characteristic. The components that follow the amplifier 
will then receive an error signal that has a uniform distribution over the pass band and is 
zeroforallfrequencies outside the pass band. Such a limitation of noise error by the band- 
pass characteristic of a tracking receiver and servo system is shown by the tracking-sys- 
tem example of par 4-4.4.4. 

Another exampleof the propagation of dynamic errors is afforded by a computing servo 
that has an underdamped quadratic response, producing a peak in the frequency response at 
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the damped natural frequency. If the input error has components in the vicinity of the peak 
frequency, these components will be amplified in passing through the servo. 

In some cases, the dynamic response of a computer element may be such as to amplify 
even astatic error at its input. For example, rate-servo or feedback-amplifier integrators 
arecommonlyemployed in differential analyzers. A fixed error applied to the input of such 
an integrator will induce a constant rate of change in the output; if the error persists, a 
very large output error is generated. In general, the output error of an integrator is pro- 
portionalto the area under the curve of the input error signal and is also inversely propor- 
tional to the frequency. 

The general method for determining the propagation of errors in such, dynamic sys- 
tems is developed in par 4-4.4.3. In cases such as those just given as examples, it would 
be necessary to employ this method. 

The paragraphs which follow give suggestions as to the specification of errors in some 
of the more significant computer components. No attempt has been made to be exhaustive 
but the ideas are generally applicable to other components. Analog and digital components 
are discussed separately. The analog-component discussion emphasizes the unique prob- 
lems of a-c analog computers which are particularly applicable to fire control problems. 

4-4.6.2   Errors in Analog Components 

The reduction of uncertainties and nonlinearities in analog devices can be accomplished 
by either the refinement of design and reduction of manufacturing tolerances or the ingen- 
ious application of new methods. The attainment of better levels of accuracy is, therefore, 
a slow and painful process. At the present state of development,under laboratory conditions 
maximum errors can be held to the order of magnitude of ±0.01% with some of the less 
complex components. Under field conditions, errors havingthe order of magnitude of ± 0.05% 
are more realistic. 

A major problem in most analog devices is deterioration during use; for example, the 
wear in bearings and rubbing contacts, and the change of characteristics with age that is 
experienced with vacuum tubes, transistors, and, to a lesser extent, resistors and other 
components. Not only the initial error but also the error at the end of the useful life of the 
component must be considered. 

4-4.6.2.1    Mechanical Elements 

The significance of backlash, which may be caused by loose bearings or inaccuracy in 
gear cutting, has been mentioned previously. Differential gears, because of the many meshes 
and bearings, are particularly subject to backlash. The effect may be mitigated by operat- 
ing the differential at a high gear ratio. Spring-loaded antibacklash gearing is sometimes 
employed in the more-sensitive locations. 

Springs employed for summing or other computing functions are subject to hysteresis, 
particularly if improperly mounted. However, the uncertainty in a well-designed spring 
system can be lower than that in the most carefully built gearing. 

Eccentricities in shafts, bearings, cams, gearing, etc. introduce nonlinearity errors, 
and may also contribute to backlash in gearing. Inaccurate gear cutting also produces both 
backlash andnonlinearity errors. Inaccuracies in high-speed gears may be treated as noise 
since the variations are generated at high frequencies. 

Distortion of mechanical members under load may contribute to errors inthoseparts of 
the system, such as the weapon-pointing servos, that undergo heavy loading. This is sel- 
dom a problem in the computing elements, however, which tend to be lightly loaded. The 
weapon-pointing system may also have dynamic errors, caused by vibrations induced by the 
rapid motion of heavy masses. These problems will be discussed in Section 4. The only 
dynamic errors likely to be troublesome in mechanical computer elements are the effects 
of accelerations onlinkages and cams in parts of the system that must follow rapidly chang- 
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ing signals. Design techniques for avoiding these acceleration errors have been worked out 
in considerable detail.54 

4-4.6.2.2    Servos 

Instrument servos are widely used to convert signals from electrical to mechanical 
form, and for the generation of such functions as multiplication and integration. The servo 
performance may be specified by the permissible static error and the required bandwidth, 
or, alternatively, by the position, velocity, and acceleration error constants, which maybe 
thought of as determining the error components generated by the derivatives of the input; 
thus 

e(t) = —!—   x(t) +  ™(t) +  J-x(t) +  ... (4-256) 
-I  i \c i^ ^ l!S v a 

where 
e(t) = servo error 
x(t) = input signal 
Kp   = position error constant 
Kv   = velocity error constant 
Ka   = acceleration error constant. 

Since the servos are lightly loaded, it is usually not difficult to achieve the desired perfor- 
mance, unless extremely rapid response is required.  Information on servo design techniques 
will be found in other parts of the Engineering Design Handbook Series.   °<4ö 

It is usually desirable to specify separately the errors of potentiometers, tachometers, 
resolvers, and similar elements used for feedback or function generation in connection with 
servos. The sections which follow present abrief survey of significant sources of error in 
some of the more important analog-computer components. 

4-4.6.2 .3  Potentiometers* 

Wirewound potentiometers are limited in their accuracy by the number of turns in the 
winding, which determines the resolution or uncertainty level, The development of helical 
winding techniques has made it possible to compress a very long winding into a small 
volume, making practicable potentiometers of high resolution and excellent linearity. Im- 
proved housings have reduced the eccentricity errors and improved contact materials have 
increasedthe life to several million revolutions. Great care must be given to the computer 
design so that the resistive load on the potentiometer that stems from the circuit into which 
it feeds does not introduce nonlinearity errors; circuits designed to reduce the loading 
effect will be described in Section 3. 

Nonlinear functions can be generated by (1) potentiometers with shaped windings, (2) 
tapped linear potentiometers with resistive loads connected to the taps, or (3) tapped linear 
potentiometers with voltage sources connected to the taps. In addition to the errors in- 
herent in anypotentiometer, nonlinear potentiometers have errors introduced by inaccuracies 
in the shaping of the winding. In the case of tapped potentiometers, errors are introduced 
by inaccuracies in the location of the taps and by the approximation of the function by 
straight-line or parabolic segments. 

4-4.6.2.4   Resolvers and Synchrosf 

A resolver is a device that generates voltages proportional to the sine and cosine of its 

* See Section 11-2 in Chapter 11 of Reference 36. 

T See Section 11-3 in Chapter 11 of Reference 36. 
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shaft angle. When shaped potentiometers are employed as resolvers, the considerations 
given in the preceding paragraph apply. Electromagnetic resolvers and synchros are quite 
similar to one another, differing only in the arrangment of the windings. They have errors 
that are invariant with shaft angle, caused by transformer coupling; such errors may be 
compensated by summing the error with a voltage having the same magnitude but opposite 
phase angle. Errorsthat cannotbe so compensated are those, caused by magnetic anomalies 
and winding inaccuracies, that vary with shaft angle. In addition, the magnetic circuit in- 
duces  odd harmonic voltages and an error voltage proportional to shaft speed is generated. 

4-4.6.2.5     Tachometers' 

Tachometers employed in analog computers are either permanent-magnet-field d-c 
generators, or drag-cup-type a-c generators. The d-c type suffers from voltage fluctua- 
tions (caused by commutation) at low speeds. The a-c types also have low-speed fluctua- 
tions but at lower levels. Fixed errors are produced by transformer coupling, and small 
voltages proportional to shaft acceleration are generated. 

4-4.6 „2.6  Operational Amplifiers 

High-gain d-c feedback amplifiers are employed for summation, integration, isolation, 
and for other functions in analog computers. The major source of error in such amplifiers 
is drift ofthe output when the input voltage is zero. Drift is minimized by the use of chopper 
stabilization, by good regulation of supply voltages, and by temperature control of critical 
components. 

4-4.6.2.7     Voltage Supplies for Analog Components 

If the reference voltage — i.e., the source ofthe analog signal voltages in an electrical 
analog computer —varies, errors maybe introduced simultaneously in many points ofthe 
computation. In addition, power supplies that provide electrode voltages for electronic com- 
puter components must be extremely well regulated in order to avoid the generation of drift 
errors. 

4-4.6.2.8 A-C Computers 

Analog computers employing a-c signals are subject to errors caused by phase shift in 
the signal voltages. If two nearly-equal signals having a small phase difference are sub- 
tracted, the error in the in-phase component of the output will be very small but there will 
be a residual quadrature component. This component can be removed from the computer 
output by means of a quadrature-elimination circuit but care must be taken so that the dy- 
namicrange of amplifiers in high-gain parts ofthe computer is not severely reduced by the 
presence of large amounts of quadrature signal. For this reason, a-c computer circuits are 
customarily provided with phase-compensating adjustments, and quadrature-elimination 
circuits may be introduced at points of high gain. 

4-4.6.2.9     Gvroscooes 

Gyroscopes (usually referred to simply as gyros) are employed in fire control systems 
to measure the angular rate of a tracking device, or to provide a stable vertical reference 
whena mobile base is present. Gyros must be classed as analog devices, although a digital 
encoder may be employed in order to provide a digital output signal. 

* See Section 11 -5 in Chapter  11 of Reference 36. 
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Two types of gyros have been employed in fire control systems. The first is the two- 
degree-of-freedom type, which serves as a vertical reference or as a directional reference, 
depending on the orientation of its axes. The second type is the single-degree-of-freedom 
rate-integrating type of gyro. This type can be employed to measure the angular rate about 
a tracking axis, or three units can be arranged on a platform with accompanying platform 
servos to form a stable reference. Gyros with an attached pendulous mas shave been em- 
ployed as accelerometers in guided-missile applications. Future uses for this type of device 
will possibly be found for fire control systems. 

The principal sources of error in gyros are mass unbalance, friction in pivots, vibra- 
tion, and nonidealities in the electrical pickoffs. In addition, all types of gyros sense the 
component of the earth's angular velocity that is directed along an input axis; usually, how- 
ever, the resulting error is insignificant in fire control systems. The other sources of 
error noted are discussed in the paragraphs which follow. 

Mass unbalance introduces disturbing torques whenever the unbalanced mass is ac- 
celerated, either by motion of the gyro base or by gravity, At constant temperature, the 
unbalance can be adjusted to a minimum determined by the precision of measurement that 
is available. (The difficulty of balancing two-degree-of-freedom gyros is much greater 
than for single-degree-of-freedomgyros.) A major source of mass unbalance is the shifting 
of the rotor position that arises chiefly from end-play in the rotor bearings. Even with 
preloaded bearings, the rotor position may shift somewhat under acceleration loading against 
the elasticity of the bearings. Gyro balance will also shift with temperature because of the 
unequal temperature coefficients of expansion of the various gyro parts. Many precision 
gyros are accordingly temperature-compensated. 

The other major source of disturbing torques is the frictional or elastic coupling aris- 
ing from the gimbal pivots and the electrical connections to the gimbals. Usually of the 
greatest magnitude is the friction torque of the gimbal pivots. Conventional ball bearings 
areinexpensivebut have poor frictional characteristics for this application. Pivot bearings 
are better but are easily damaged. Flotation of the gimbal has been employed with pivot 
bearings. This achieves both protection of the bearing and a reduction of the load on the 
bearing, thus further reducing the friction level. A large reduction in the error due to pivot 
friction can be secured if fluid bearings are introduced. Either air or hydraulic fluid is 
employed. Recent gyro developments have seen the introduction of magnetic supports, in 
which an electromagnetic field is arranged so as to provide a uniform radial force on the 
gimbal, directed toward the support axis. Electrostatic fields are also employed. The only 
error-producing torques then remaining are the residual tangential magnetic fields of the 
support coils and of any magnetic pickoffs, friction torques from slip-rings or potentiometer 
pickoffs, and elastic torques that might arise from pigtail leads and from the non-Newtonian 
behavior of damping and flotation fluids. 

Vibration, dueprincipally to unbalance and bearing defects in the rotor, introduces noise 
errors. Roughness of potentiometer windings and magnetic anomalies in magnetic pickoffs 
are also sources of noise error. A major effect of all these noise errors is to mask the 
smallgyro output signal near a null. This null error is the limit of resolution for the gyro. 
Pickoff nonlinearities can produce large errors; however, many applications employ the 
gyro in a null-seeking system — e.g., the stable-platform systems. In such systems, non- 
linearity of the pickoff is of minor significance. 

4-4.6.3    Errors in Digital Components 

Digital computing elements are not subject to error in the same sense that analog com- 
puting elements are. The fundamental digital computing elements are either storage ele- 
ments or logical elements, and all such elements have the property that they can assume 
onlytwo states — 0 or 1. Consequently, the only error that can occur in such an element is 
the loss of a bit. Depending on the significance of the digit in which it occurred, such an 
error  might  be either negligible or catastrophic.    Therefore,  much effort has gone into the 
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development of error-detection and error-correcting codes and circuits, and of redundant 
circuitry, allofwhich are more fully described in Chapter 5 of Section 3 of the Fire Control 
Series, 

Theuse of error-checking means is so essential and so highly developed that the errors 
present in the fundamental digital computing elements do not merit further discussion here. 
The error sources that will be discussed in connection with digital computing elements in- 
volve (1) problems of providing inputs to, and obtaining outputs from, an element — giving 
rise to sampling errors in time-varying data; (2) problems arising from the approximation 
of continuous functions by discrete elements, thereby introducing truncation errors; and 
(3) similar problems. These error sources are found in both simple and complex digital 
computing elements. They are discussed in the paragraphs which follow under the headings 
Dynamic Errors and Static Errors. 

4-4.6.3.1   Dynamic Errors 

The use of digital computing elements in fire control systems requires that the input 
signals, initially analog in nature, be converted to digital form. This conversion is per- 
formed by sampling the electrical or mechanical signal at regular intervals of time and 
then quantizing the samples to yield a digital representation. For example, a mechanical 
shaft angle can be digitized by coupling to it a brush that rides over a fixed commutator. At 
regular intervals, a voltage pulse is applied to the brush, and the pulse then appears at a 
particular commutator bar which is determined by the shaft angle at that instant. Since 
each commutator bar is assigned a numerical value, the device described produces a digital 
representation of shaft angle. 

That the sampling process introduces dynamic errors is evident since, for a fixed 
sampling rate, the amount of information lost between sampling intervals is a function of 
the frequency of the input signal, If the sampling frequency is less than twice the maximum 
frequency of importance in the system, serious distortion will result. On the other hand, 
the digital computer must complete a set of calculations on one sample before the end of the 
sampling intervalin order that the registers be cleared to accept the next sample. A higher 
sampling rate thus requires that the designer employ either higher-speed computer com- 
ponents, or more duplication of components in order to reduce the amount of time-sharing; 
in either case, the computer becomes more expensive. Therefore, a compromise must be 
made between the conflicting desires to minimize the size and complexity of the computer, 
and to minimize the dynamic error introduced by the sampling interval. In the analytical 
work associated with this design problem, the digital computer can be represented by a 
simple system composed of an impulse modulator (representing the sampling process) and 
a pure time delay.::: 

4-4.6.3.2   Static Errojrs 

In contrast to the analog computer elements, digital elements can be designed to have 
any accuracy desired, subject only to limitations of computation speed and circuit com- 
plexity. The task of the system designer is, therefore, to achieve a compromise between 
accuracy, speed, and complexity. 

The digital computation is also subject to round-of€ e rrors which occur at every stage 
of the computation because of the limited capacity of the registers.! Depending on the 
equipment design, individual round-off errors will be at most the value of the least signifi- 
cant  digit but   successive  round-offs may build up the error.   If the difference of two large 

* 
Seepages 861-869 ot Reference   1. 

T As is discussed fully in Section i, computation in a digital computer is carried out in an arithmetic unit that periorms the basic 
operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. The results of each individual computation are stored jn registers 
for later use,   while the arithmetic unit is employed in other computational steps. 
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rounded-off numbers is taken, the error in the result may be excessive. Many of these 
difficulties can be corrected by improvements in the computer program. 

A continuous function can be represented in a digital computer by the storage of a series 
of stepwise values or, more efficiently, by the computation in a subroutine of a series ap- 
proximation to the function. Differential equations are solved in a digital computer by pro- 
gramming one of several methods of numerical integration.* These methods involve the 
computation of small increments in the function, employing series expansions, and, in some 
cases, a knowledge of the preceding increments. Naturally, as few terms as possible are 
retained in the series; therefore, the errors caused by truncation of the series must be 
given serious consideration. Truncation errors are minimized by reducing the interval in 
the input variable or by increasing the number of terms in the series. Care must be ex- 
ercised, however, that the greater complexity of the program does not increase the round- 
off errors. 

The following simple example will serve to illustrate the variation in the truncation 
error achieved by adjusting the interval in the input variable. Figure 4-52 illustrates a 
continuous function f(x) plotted as a function of the variable x. In the simplest digital com- 
puting scheme, this continuous function is represented in a stepwise manner, with the value 
of f(x) occurring at the beginning of any interval, Ax, held constant throughout the interval. 
The difference between the continuous curve and the approximation (this difference is shown 
shaded in Fig. 4-52) is the truncation error. It is evident from the figure that a reduction 
in Ax will decrease the truncation error,   while an increase in Ax  will increase this error. 

t 
f(x) 

o 

«a 

—- -A X X 

Figure 4-52.   A simple example of truncation error. 

4-5 MECHANIZATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODELt 

4-5.1   NATURE OF THE MECHANIZATION PROBLEM 

4-5.1.1    General Considerations 

The mechanization of the mathematical model of a fire control system involves, in the 
broad sense, the embodiment in physical hardware of the equations that describe the sys- 
tem. Presumably, previous study of this mathematical model (see par 4-3) has satisfied 
the system designer that the proposed system is capable of meeting the specified require- 
ments.   The actual process of mechanization includes the following steps: 

1. Selecting suitable standard components 
2. Preparing detailed drawings and parts list 
3. Fabricating the necessary nonstandard components 
4. Assembling the complete system 
5. Testing the complete system. 

* See pages 232-246 of Reference 1. 

t By W. W.   Seifert. 
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If the fire control system concerned involves any significant research or development 
effort, it is seldom possible to mechanize it into its final form in one step. Instead, those 
concerned with the physical design - i.e., the equipment designers - should work closely 
with the system designers — particularly the mathematical analysts — to examine those 
portions of the system that may present difficulties, or at least need to be verified because 
they incorporate new techniques or are pushing the state of the art in some respect. 

4-5.1.2    Departure from Nominal Procedure 

In many systems, major elements in the mathematical model are dictated by the selec- 
tion of major physical components. This situation results when the use of particular com- 
ponents is spelled out in the specifications or the number of existing alternatives is so 
small as to narrow the selection to a few possibilities and to permit essentially no control 
of the parameters of these units. Typical examples are the requirement that a fire control 
system be built around a certain gun with a particular power drive or the requirement that 
a fire control system derive tracking data from a particular radar. If one or more major 
physical components are specified and their performance characteristics are well under- 
stood, the mathematical analyst may be able to formulate a suitable ideal mathematical 
model based upon existing data (see par 4-3) and then proceed in the development of the 
mathematical model to optimize the overall system while leaving unchanged the specified 
elements of the fire control system. Frequently, additional data must be obtained before an 
adequate mathematical model can be completely established; particularly, if the performance 
of the overall fire control system is dependent in a major way upon the characteristics of 
the particular element involved. Thus, the testing of the components to be included in a 
system frequently becomes a necessary phase of the mechanization of a mathematical model 
because components may be used in an unconventional manner or may be so new that their 
characteristics are not well documented. The problems of formulating and mechanizing the 
mathematical model become completely intertwined in such cases. 

4-5.1.3    Synthesis Problems 

The overall taskof mechanizing a fire controlsystem may be subdivided into the mech- 
anization of its three subsystems, i.e.: (l)the acquisition and tracking system, (2) the 
computing system, and (3) the weapon-pointing system. However, since the overall mech- 
anization is a systems problem, the interaction between these three subsystems must be 
considered. Accordingly, system modifications that might be effected by combining into a 
single unit functions of components that might normally be thought of as fallinginto different 
subsystems should be examined. This is a synthesis problem and, like many synthesis pro- 
blems, no unique relationship exists that leads from the mathematical description of a sys- 
tem to the physical embodiment ofthat system. It is exactly this problem of nonuniqueness 
that makes this portion of the system-design problem difficult and that places such a premium 
on engineering know-how. The inverse problem of developing a mathematical description 
for an existing physical system, on the other hand, is purely an analysis problem and is 
completely deterministic, i.e.,   there is only one solution to the problem. 

A typical synthesis problem that might arise in connection with the realization of a fire 
control system is the determination of the most appropriate means of obtaining tracking- 
rate data.    Such a problem would involve judicious consideration of the following questions: 

1. Should tachometers be installed on each axis of the tracking system to derive rela- 
tive-rate information? 

2. Should rate gyros be installed to measure rates with respect to an inertial frame of 
reference? 

3. Should only angular-position transducers be provided and tracking-rate data be 
generated by suitable arrangements within the computer? 
Each of these  alternatives   utilizes   different  instrumentation and  each imposes   different 
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requirements on the computing system. Only be carefully appraising the accuracies of the 
available instruments, the over-all demands upon the computing system, and the economics 
involved can the analysts and those responsible for the mechanization of the system, work- 
ing closely together, arrive at a truly optimum system. 

In many fire control systems relatively little interaction occurs between the tracking, 
computing, and weapon-pointing systems. Therefore, except for the immediate interface 
problems associated with seeing that the signals supplied by the tracking system are ac- 
ceptable for use by the computing system and that the computer output is satisfactory for 
activating the weapon-pointing equipment, the design of each of these major subsystems can 
be separated to a large degree. Division of responsibility along these major-system sub- 
division lines expedites execution of the overall job but imposes a responsibility on the 
manager of the overall project to see that changes introduced by one team do not impose 
different requirements on the work of one of the other teams. 

4-5.2 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH ACQUISITION AND TRACKINGSYS- 
TEMS AND WITH WEAPON-POINTING SYSTEMS 

In general, it can be stated that both acquisition and tracking systems, and weapon- 
pointing systems are essentially following devices. Accordingly, servomechanism prin- 
ciples^ are primarily involved in achieving designs for these two fire-control subsystems 
that will meet the specified speed and accuracy requirements. The particular design prob- 
lems that relate to the mechanization of acquisition and tracking systems are covered in 
detail in Section 2 of the Fire Control Series.'!' Those relating to the mechanization of 
weapon-pointing systems, on the other hand, are covered in Section 4 of the Fire Control 
Series.f Inasmuch as servomechanism principles as they apply to ordnance design have 
been so adequately documented inthe Servomechanism Series55 and because no major fire- 
control design problems are expected to occur in this area, further discussion of these 
concepts here is not deemed necessary. 

4-5.3   DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH COMPUTING SYSTEMS 

4-5.3.1   General Considerations 

While the design principles of two of the subsystems of a fire control system are rea- 
sonably straightforward and well documented, the same cannot be said of computing systems. 
It is in this area of technology that most of the mechanization problems of a fire control 
system arise. Therefore, although detailed consideration of the circuitry and operation of 
computers is covered in Section 3 of the Fire Control Series, it is nevertheless appropriate 
to point out here some of the major considerations that influence the mechanization of the 
computing system for any particular fire control system. 

It is taken for granted that whatever other characteristics the computing system has, it 
must be capable -at least to a good approximation -of performing the mathematical opera- 
tions described by the mathematical model. Although the detailed design considerations 
involved if the computer employed is of the analog type are quite different from those aris- 
ing if a digital computer is to be used, three  major  considerations arise  in  either  case. 

* 
With certain exceptions; e. g. , the detailed design of radar tracking equipment is not  covered in Section 2,   inasmuch  as this type 
of equipment comes under the cognizance of the Electronics Command. 

T   The following decisions have been made in regard to the "gray areas" between the subject of gun carriages and mounts and the sub- 
ject of fire control equipment: 

/a\   The subject of power controls used for controlling the elevating and traversing mechanisms of various weapons willbe covered 
in Section 4 (Weapon-Pointing Systems) of the Fire Control Series. 

(t,)   The subject of the cumulative errors due to misalignments,  backlash,   etc.,   in carriages and mounts that can cause trouble 
for the fire-control designer are covered in Ref   68. 
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These can be classified broadly as follows: 
1. Accuracy considerations 
2. Speed considerations 
3. Logical-arrangement considerations. 

4-5.3.2   Accuracy Considerations 

It is rather obvious that unless the computing system is capable of providing commands 
to the weapon-pointing system with sufficient accuracy to permit hits, the overall fire con- 
trol system will not be satisfactory. On the other hand, with the present state of the art, 
precise estimation of the manner in which errors propagate through either an analog com- 
puter or a digital computer is very difficult to determine. With presently available com- 
ponents, relatively little difficulty is experienced in limiting the errors in any single opera- 
tion on an analog computer to the order of 0.1 to 0.25 percent; in spite of great effort, how- 
ever, reduction of individual errors below 0.005 percent is extremely difficult. The precise 
manner in which individual errors affect an overall solution depends implicitly on the com- 
puter configuration and discussion of this problem is postponed until Section 3. 

In the case of a digital computer, errors are introduced as a result of round-off and 
truncation. The term "round-off" refers to the fact that the number of bits or digits that 
can be carried in any digital computer is limited, and hence errors are introduced whenever 
it is necessary to round a number off to the machine word length. When only a few opera- 
tions are required, the problem of round-off is usually not serious. When many calculations 
are involved, however, round-off errors can accumulate to a serious degree — even in 
machines having quite long word lengths (32 to 36 binary bits). Truncation errors result 
from the fact that digital computations are carried on in a step-by-step manner. As de- 
scribed in par 4-4.6.3.2, a stepwise approximation is, in mathematical terms, anapproxi- 
mation by a truncated series. The truncation errors are affected both by the number of 
terms retained in the series and by the length of the interval. Although the errors intro- 
duced in a computer solution by round-off and truncation are quite difficult to compute, 
some attemptto appraise their effects should be made before any design is accepted because 
these effects can become substantial. 

4-5.3.3   Speed Considerations 

Speed and accuracy requirements are intimately interrelated, particularly in a digital 
computer. Nonetheless, in many applications, one o r the other of these problems takes 
precedence, As an example of this, consider the fact that the computer in a fire control 
system must operate in real time, even if this results in some reduction in accuracy. This 
means that the computing interval and the integration o r extrapolation rules must be selected 
in such a manner as to permit real-time operationwith the computing circuitry that has been 
selected. In the analog case, the slower elements — such as servos, function generators, 
and multipliers — must not introduce dynamic-response delays that will render the compu- 
tation ineffective. If it is suspected that the computing delays may have an important effect 
on system accuracy, a proper account of them should be included in the mathematical model 
for the system and their effect evaluated. 

4-5.3.4    Logical-Arrangement Considerations 

The problem of the logical arrangement of a computer is tied up with each of the two 
aforenoted factors: accuracy and speed. Nonetheless, several alternative means may exist 
for mechanizing specified mathematical functions. The logical arrangement used to carry 
out coordinate transformations is a particularly good example of this type of problem as it 
occurs in the design of a fire control system. Transformations may be instrumented by any 
one of the following three means: 
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1. By direct mechanical analogy 
2. By computations employing Euler angles 
3. By computations involving direction cosines. 

The first means would employ a suitably gimbaled and instrumented stable platform, Ba- 
sically, this would be an analog device, even though digital pick-offs might be employed. 
The second means — computations based upon Euler angles — lends itself well to mechani- 
zation by means of instrument servos and resolvers. For the third means — computations 
employing direction cosines — the use of multipliers, which may be either analog or digital 
devices, would be required. The method most suitable for a particular application can be 
determined only in the light of the specific type of equipment and requirements associated 
with that application. 

The introduction of ballistic-correction data illustrates another situation where several 
alternatives may exist. Here, since nonlinear functions are involved, some method of ap- 
proximation may be introduced to permit direct analytical approximation of the functions in 
some simpleform — such as a power series or a piecewise linear approximation based upon 
storage of information concerning the function and possibly its derivative at particular 
points. Selection of the more advantageous of these two methods in an actual computing 
systemwould depend on the characteristics of the particular nonlinear function to be repre- 
sented and on the characteristics of the computer itself, 

4-5.4   OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

In the preceding discussion, the attempt has been made to develop the idea that several 
alternative means may exist for mechanizing many of the operations called for in the mathe- 
maticalmodel of a system, and that choice of the best possible alternative depends upon the 
characteristics of the specific system being developed and on the characteristics of the 
specific physical components that might be used in the mechanization of the system. Thus 
far, attention has been directed primarily at those aspects of the mechanization that influence 
the mathematical performance of the system. However, the ultimate system must meet the 
requirements imposed by operational use in the field, Frequently, it is advantageous to re- 
lax the operational requirements on the preliminary model for a fire control system and to 
concentrate on demonstrating the basic feasibility of the system. Thus, it is very likely that 
the first complete system will bear little resemblance to a system that would be acceptable 
for actual operational use in the field. This preliminary model, or prototype, might employ 
some components that would not meet all the environmental requirements thatwould be im- 
posed on the final system, or it might lack some of the test or checkout features that would 
be essential toits satisfactory performance in combat use, However, such a prototype could 
be evaluated andany necessary design changes worked out before incurring the expense con- 
comitant with meeting these broader requirements. The next step may involve production of 
a limited number of complete units for actual field evaluation by service personnel. Only 
after these units have been pronounced satisfactory o r suitable design changes have been in- 
corporated would production of the final operational systems be begun and mechanization of 
the mathematical model be brought to its ultimate conclusion. 

4-6 ERROR ANALYSIS OF THE VIGILANTE ANTIAIRCRAFT WEAPON SYSTEM * 

4-6.1    INTRODUCTION 

Preceding paragraphs of Chapter 4 have indicated the usefulness of mathematical models 
and have described in considerable detail analytical methods for determining the hit proba- 
bility, or accuracy, predicted by the use of such models of fire control systems. In order to 
relate this material more closely/otheproblems faced by the fire control system designer,-} 

*By E.  St.   George,   Jr.    This material is based primarily on References 58 through 67. 

jOr team of system designers; see par 4-1. 
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an example of the application of these techniques to the design of an actual fire control sys- 
tem is presented in the paragraphs which follow. 

As a first step, it is desirable to review the stages through which a fire-control-system 
design normally passes. The design of a fire control system follows a regular progression 
from initial military   requirement to delivery of production units.    It  is  important that the 
fire-control-system designer understand these steps and also the relationship of his part of 
the weapon-system design to the whole weapon-system design effort. 

The development of a weapon system starts with the issuance of a Military Requirement 
by one of the Using Arms. This is a largely nontechnical description of a military need, and 
does not specify equipment. Sometimes an engagement kill probability will be specified, 
which can then be converted to an engagement hit probability by the procedures described in 
par 4-4.13.    In general, however, no model* will have been worked out at this time. 

The engineering phases of the development start with the preparation of an Engineering 
Specification by one of the AMC agencies. The Engineering Specification converts the Mili- 
tary Requirement into engineering terms, but still without specifying actual equipment. Sim- 
plified models, particularly of the geometry of the military problem, are employed at this 
stage. 

With the basic specifications determined, the project comes to the stage of a Feasibility 
Study. This study is either performed at an AMC agency, or contracted to industry under 
AMC supervision.    It is common to institute parallel,   competitive programs at this stage. 

The Feasibility Study is an engineering design study in the course of which (l)the design 
problem is analyzed, (2) systems are proposed and their predicted performances compared, 
and (3)the system finally chosen is analyzed in detail. Mathematical models are employed 
extensively, and become more detailed as the design progresses. The final result of the 
Feasibility Study is a proposal (or set of proposals) to develop the hardware of a specific 
system. 

Accuracy studiesf are made in the course of the Feasibility Study, and at the close of 
this phase a thoroughgoing accuracy evaluation is made as part of the overall evaluation of 
the proposals. As a result of this evaluation, one system is chosen for further development. 
At this point, bids for the development of the chosen system may be solicited. Frequently, 
however, considerations such as the reduction of development time or cost to the Govern- 
ment, or the inclusion of proprietary items in the winning proposal, may dictate the nego- 
tiation of a contract with the winner of the feasibility competition. 

The next two development stages, Engineering Design and Component Development, are 
to  a great  extent  carried out simultaneously.   As  test  results   on the   components  become 
available, they are used in designing improvements to the original system. In addition, 
these test results permit the formulation of more-realistic mathematical models and better 
estimates of the hit probability that can be achieved. 

If these estimates of hit probability indicate a good likelihood that a successful design 
has been achieved, a test prototype is assembled and delivered by the contractor for the 
phases of System Demonstration and Engineering Tests. The engineering tests are per- 
formed by one of the Army proving grounds. Although the system designer is less actively 
concerned with this phase, his advice is of great importance in formulating the tests so that 
(l)any potential deficiencies may be exposed, and (2) tests can be designed to provide data 
to support other programs, e.g., reliability. If deficiencies are uncovered, further analysis 
and testing may be required. Finally, a comparison of the test results with the system anal- 
ysis should provide the designer with ideas for improved analysis in future projects. 

The final phases of the system development will be only briefly noted since they rarely 
involve the system designer.    These phases are as follows: 

*See Par 4-2 for a discussion of the various types of models employed during the course of developing any complex system. 

fit should be  noted  that  the term  "accuracy study"   is equivalent to the term "error analysis" and these terms: can therefore be used 
interchangeably. 
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1. User Test, i.e., testing by or for the using arm of the service 
2. Release for Industry 
3. Industrial Engineering 
4. Production 
The fire control portion of the Vigilante Antiaircraft Weapon System provides an ex- 

cellent example of the application to a relatively complex fire control system of the various 
error-analysis techniques discussed earlier in this chapter (see par 4-4.4). The Vigilante 
Antiaircraft Weapon System is a highly mobile, self-contained system designed primarily to 
operate in defense against low-flying,::: high-speed aircraft in forward areas. A secondary 
mission is employment against ground targets. The system had its inception in a 37 mm 
weapon system. Design studies for this system were prepared by selected contractors; 
following which, one of these contractors was chosen to develop the system. 

A thorough preliminary system analysis —including the formulation of mathematical 
models and the performance of accuracy studies —was, of course, carried out as a major 
part of the Feasibility Study phase. As the developmentproceeded, numerous analyses were 
made on special aspects of the system. For example, a simplified dynamic analysis of the 
tracking system and the computer was performed,t with the tracking operator simulated by 
a simple integration. As a result of this study, which was performed on an analog computer, 
the computer gain factors were optimized to provide minimum settling time with good damp- 
ing and low sensitivity to noise. 

As the development of a prototype system proceeded, some concern was felt for the ac- 
curacy of the system. Accordingly, Frankford Arsenal, as the responsible Government 
agency, undertook an accuracy study — using experimental data on the system components 
— in order to predict the overall engagement hit probability. This study was well docu- 
mented59 and is discussed in detail in the paragraphs which follow. With the incorporation 
of improvements suggested by the accuracy study, the prototype of the Vigilante Antiair- 
craft Weapon System was successfully completed. 

The paragraphs below describe the general characteristics of the Vigilante Antiaircraft 
Weapon System and of the fire control system employed therein. They also describe the 
general methods of the Frankford Arsenal error analysis. For the details of the analysis 
and the computations involved, reference should be made to the original report (see Ref- 
erence 59). 

4-6.2    A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE VIGILANTE ANTIAIRCRAFT WEAPON SYSTEM** 

The Vigilante Antiaircraft Weapon System basically comprises a mobile 37 mm anti- 
aircraft gun, aradar acquisition system, an optical tracking system, a computer, and a power 
supply. The gun is of the Gatling type, with six barrels and a magazine feed, making possible 
the firing of three one-second bursts of 48 rounds each before reloading. Either contact- 
fuzed ammunition or proximity-fuzed ammunition can be employed. 

The entire Vigilante weapon system is mounted on either a tracked vehicle or a trailer. 
The trailer-mounted version is illustrated in Fig.  4-53. 

4-6.3    THE FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM USED IN THE VIGILANTE ANTIAIRCRAFT WEAPON 
SYSTEM 

During the search mode, the fire-control-system operator looks for possible targets on 
the plan-position-indicator    (PPI)presentation of the  radar which is of the pulsed-doppler 

*The maximum effective range of the gun is 4500 yards. 

*f See Section VII of Reference 58. 

**For more-detailed descriptive information relating to the Vigilante Antiaircraft Weapon System, see References 58, 60 and 61.   F°r 

general background information,  see par 1-3. 3. 7 of Chapter 1. 
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ERISCOPE AND PPI ASSEMBLY 

HAND CONTROL UNIT 

COMPUTER AND PPI UNITS 

Figure 4-53.    The trailer-mounted version of the Vigilante   Antiaircraft Weapon 
System 
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type. When the radar detects a target, an earphone alarm alerts the operator who then ac- 
quires the target in azimuth by slewing the gun mount with his hand controls until the PPI 
cursor bisects the target. The PPI presentation of the radar and the periscope field of view 
of the optical tracking system are optically superposed. This arrangement enables the 
operator to search optically in elevation for the target as the track-while-scan circuitry of 
the radar provides automatic azimuth tracking information to the gun mount. 

When the operator has acquired the target optically, he switches the weapon system to 
the "track" mode. The PPI is then blanked, leaving only the periscope view, but the radar 
does supply range-only information to the computer. The computer now begins computing 
the appropriate prediction-angle components based on the range data from the radar, track- 
ing data from the optical tracking system, and ballistic data set in by hand by the operator. 
After the operator has tracked the target for a time long enough for the computer to settle 
(about 3 seconds), he may fire one 1-second burst of 48 rounds. During firing, the sight is 
shuttered to protect the operator from the flash of the gun, and the computer is switched to 
a regenerative tracking mode that continues the tracking rates last sensed. 

The fire control system is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 4-2* as part of the overall 
weapon system. Not shown are such possible modifications considered for the system as the 
addition of infrared tracking and operation without radar range information. 

The computer inputs are azimuth and elevation tracking data from the optical tracking 
system, range fromthe radar, and preset ballistic corrections. When switched to the re- 
generative mode, the computer operates without inputs for the  1-second firing period. 

The heart of the computer is a two-degree-of-freedom gyroscope which is provided with 
torquers on both axes. During tracking, the gyro spin axis is constrained to follow the line 
of sight. The torquer signals then represent components of the velocity of the line of sight. 
Two auxiliary gyros are also provided: the first, a single-degree-of-freedom gyro, is used 
to determinethe angular velocity about the spin axis of the primary gyro. The second auxili- 
ary gyro provides a vertical reference for ballistic corrections; its use avoids the necessity 
for leveling the mount. 

The operator views the target through a periscopic sight and, by means of hand controls, 
superposes the periscope reticle on the target. The periscope is driven by signals obtained 
fromthe combination of the hand-control signals and the position of the gyro spin axis; thus, 
when the operator is on target, the hand-control signals provide the angular tracking error 
signals to the computer. The operator is an inherent part of the tracking loop. For smooth- 
ing, the tracking error is integrated twice: first by rate servos, and secondly by the gyro 
precession induced by the torquers. 

Once the line-of-sight tracking is established, the computer determines a vector that 
represents the future target position at the time of impact of the projectile. Components of 
this vector — combined with ballistic corrections — are used to position the gun in azimuth 
and elevation. 

When firing is initiated by the operator, the hand controls are first disabled, and the 
computer operates in the regenerative mode, in which it reproduces the last tracking rates 
received. After 1/3 sec, firing commences, and continues for 1 sec, after which the normal 
tracking mode may be reestablished. 

4-6.4   THEORY OF OPERATION OF THE COMPUTER 

The computer, which is of the electromechanical analog type (see Chapter 6 of Section 
3), may be considered to be made up of a tracking section and a prediction section. The 
operation of each section is described in the paragraphs which follow. 

Themechanical components of the fire control system require the resolution of vectors 
between a number of coordinate systems.   These resolutions willbe described as they appear. 

*Figure 4-2 appears in par 4-2 as an example of the category of models that is known as pictorial representations. 
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4-6.4.1    Tracking Section 

The function of the tracking section is to generate a tracking line (coincident with the 
tracking vector or smooth range vector to the target Dg in Fig. 4-54) that will closely ap- 
proximate the line of sight to the target (coincident with the instantaneous range vector to 
the target D0). The tracking line in the Vigilante Antiaircraft Weaponsystem might be rep- 
resented by numerous mechanizations, but is in fact represented by the spin axis of a two- 
degree-of-freedom gyroscope. This gyroscope::: is mounted on a gimballed platform that is 
servo-driven to follow the gyro spin axis. Componentsof the tracking vector Ds can thus be 
obtained from measurements of the platform orientation. The operator's handgrips control 
sight displacement, with only a coordinate transformation interposed, and the handgrip dis- 
placements are used as ameasure of the instantaneous tracking errorvector—E   in FigA 4-54. 

The convention used in establishing the vector relationship between E, D0, and Ds that 
is shown in Fig. 4-54 is explained in Derivation 4-8 in the Appendix to Chapter 4. An alter- 
native convention is also discussed therein. As emphasized, whichever convention is initially 
employed in an error analysis, the remainder of the analysis must rigidly adhere to this 
choice. Particular attention must be paid to this point when the system being analyzed is of 
such complexity that more than just a few people —of possibly differing backgrounds and 
preferences — are working on the analysis, 

The simplest tracking system would be one in which the rate of change of the tracking 
line is proportional to the error. However, this system is characterized by a steady-state 
error that is proportional to the tracking rate. This error can be removed by the addition 
of an error-integrating term. Therefore, a tracking system in which tracking velocity is 
proportional to the tracking error plus the integral of the tracking error was employed. 
Such tracking systems are often described as second-order tracking systems, aided track- 
ing systems, or aided laying systems. 

As noted earlier (see par 4-6.3), the operator's vision is obscured during firing to pro- 
tect him from gun flash, and a regenerative mode is provided in the tracking section in order 
to continue the tracking rate last sensed. The basis of this operation is as follows: (l)as 
the error is nulled in normal tracking, the operator returns his handgrips to zero, and (2) 
when the handgrips are at zero and a switch-over to regenerative tracking is made, the 
systemwill continue to track the target as long as the line of sight to the target continues to 
have an approximately constant angular velocity. 

The paragraphs below derive the expressions for the second-order regenerative track- 
ing system, starting with the vector equation of normal second-order (error plus integral of 
error) tracking.    This relationship is 

l.Ds=S1E-1S2/Edt (4_257) 

where,  see Fig. 4-54, Ds = smooth range vector to the target 

1-D   -D (4"258) 
o s 

= instantaneous tracking error vector 

andSj and S2 are constants whose values are so chosen that the tracking system will have a 
response time compatible with the requirements of a human operator and an optimum com- 
promise between fast settling and noise attenuation. 

*The theory of operation of the two-degree -of-freedom gyroscope (as well as that of the single -degree-of-freedom rate gyroscope also 
employed in the Vigilante Antiaircraft Weapon System) is discussed in par 11-6 of Reference 62. As indicated therein, a gyroscope 
is also commonly referred to as simply a gyro.    This nomenclature will now be employed here for convenience. 
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E~ 

TRACKING VECTOR OR 
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THE  FOLLOWING REMARKS KEY IN WITH  THE SUPERSCRIPT NUMBERS ON THE NOMENCLATURE ABOVE 

1      BECAUSE OF  RANDOM INPUT ERRORS (NOISE) ASSOCIATED WITH TRACKING SYSTEMS (SEE PAR. 4-4.5.2!, 

SMOOTHING IS GENERALLY   REQUIRED IN THE TRACKING LOOP BY MEANS OF WHICH  THE INSTANTANEOUS 

TARGET  POSITION TQ   IS TRACKED  BY A MECHANIZED SMOOTH  TRACKING POINT s.    SEE AMCP 706 328 

(SECTION 2 OF THE   FIRE CONTROL SERIES) FOR A DISCUSSION OF SMOOTHING. 

2. THE   LENGTH OF THE INSTANTANEOUS TRACKING ERROR  VECTOR E~ IS EXAGGERATED HERE   FOR  PUR- 

POSES OF ILLUSTRATION.    BY THE  NATURE OF THE OPERATION OF A TRACKING SYSTEM  E IS,  OF 

COURSE,  ACTUALLY A  NULLED QUANTITY AND CAN THEREFORE BE   EXPECTED TO BE QUITE SMALL  - 

ESPECIALLY  IN COMPARISON WITH THE  RANGE VECTORS D    AND D   . o s 

3. AS SHOWN  BY THE  DIAGRAM,  THE VECTOR  RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN  E, DQ AND Ds  IS 

E = D    - D 
o s 

THE CONVENTION   UPON WHICH  THIS TRACKING   ERROR  EQUATION IS BASED IS DISCUSSED IN DERIVATION 

4-8  IN THE APPENDIX  TO CHAPTER 4.    THAT  DERIVATION ALSO DISCUSSERS AN ALTERNATIVE CONVENTION 

FOR  ESTABLISHING THE  DIRECTION OF THE TRACKING ERROR VECTOR  E.   SEE AMCP 706-328  (SECTION 2 

OF THE  FIRE CONTROL SERIES) FOR A MORE DETAILED DISCUSSION OF TRACKING AND THE NATURE OF 

THE TRACKING ERROR VECTOR   E IN PARTICULAR. 

Figure 4-54.    Vector relationships associated with tracking. 

The integral term in Eq.  4-257 defines the smooth target velocity Vs.   Thus,   for   small 
values of E, 

1-Ds-,   S2/fd.*V( (4-259) 

Also, 

Vs=S2E (4-260) 
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The coordinate system^mployed for the vector tracking equation is shown in Fig. 4-55. 
As noted, the unit vector 2a is chosen to be coincident with the tracking vector Ds. The 
components of E in this coordinate system are defined by the relationship 

E=E1QU+E     2^tE3a3l (4-261) 

As shown by Fig. 4-55, E2a is the range component of the tracking error vector E. It rep- 
resents the error in the range-only information supplied to the computer by the radar (see 
Fig. 4-2). The error components E^a and E;.;a, on the other hand, stem respectively from 
the components A^a and A;^a of the instantaneous tracking error angle A, which is the mis- 
alignment betweenthe trackingvector Ds and the instantaneous range vector DQ to the target. 
This misalignment results from the normal operation of the optical tracking system in con- 
junction with its human operator. See AMCP 706-328 (Section 2 of the Fire Control Series) 
for a more detailed discussion of the tracking process. 

The gyro coordinate system shown in Fig. 4-55 rotates with respect to an inertial co- 
ordinate system with vector angular velocity wa whose coordinates in the gyro coordinate 
frame are given by the relationship 

£<; ,= W|0la tf^^a-tajjjäa (4-262) 

As already noted, 

Ds =Ds 2a (4-263) 

Similarly, the components of the velocity vector Vs in the gyro coordinate frame can be 
specified by the relationship 

V,  -Vla la  i V2a2a -V3a3a (4-264) 

For convenience, the components of Vs will be designated Ds vj^aj Ds V2a, Ds Vßa, respec- 
tively; thus, 

V>    =Dsvla la  +Dsv2a2a  +Ds V3a3a (4-264A) 

where 

Vla=Vla/Ds (4-265) 

v2a=V2a/Ds (4-266) 

v3a=V3a/Ds (4-267) 

The quantities Vja, V2a, and Vßa, which have the dimensions of reciprocal time, are employed 
since they serve in effect to reduce the range of the velocity variables and thereby simplify 
the mechanization of the computer. 
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E - Ei„ la 4 E7„ 2a  - E-,„3a 

Elala 

la,  2a,  AND 3a CONSTITUTE A SET OF—MUTUALLY 

ORTHOGONAL  UNIT VECTORS,  WITH 20 CHOSEN TO 

BE COINCIDENT WITH THE TRACKING LINE TL^   ___ 

SINCEJAS SHOWN  IN FIG. 4-57) THE  VECTORS   la,  20, 

AND 3a ARE   FIXED WITH   RESPECT TO THE INNER 

GIMBAL OF THE TWO-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM GYRO - 

WITH THE TRACKING LINE AND GYRO SPIN AXIS 

COINCIDENT - THIS SET OF COORDINATES IS 

CALLED THE GYRO COORDINATES. 

QUANTITIES THAT ARE  NOT DEFINED OR   EXPLAINED 

HERE ARE DEFINED IN  FIG. 4-54. 

INSTANTANEOUS 
TRACKING ERROR 

WEAPON 
STATION 

EXPLANATION: 

E,Q,  E2a, AND E3a ARE THE COMPONENTS OF THE INSTANTANEOUS TRACKING ERROR VECTOR   E THAT ARE 

PARALLEL,   RESPECTIVELY,  TO THE UNIT VECTORS  lo,   20, AND 3a.    (FOR THE  PARTICULAR TRACKING ERROR 

VECTOR  SHOWN ABOVE,   E]a  IS A NEGATIVE QUANTITY,  WHILE E2a AND^E^ ARE BOTH  POSITIVE .)  SINCE 2a 

LIES ALONG THE TRACKING LINE,   E2a  IS THE  RANGE COMPONENT OF  E AND IS EQUAL TO DD cos A - Ds.    THE 

TRACKING ERROR COMPONENTS Elo AND E3a STEM,  RESPECTIVELY,   FROM THE COMPONENTS A la AND A 3a OF 

THE INSTANTANEOUS TRACKING ERROR ANGLE   '   , WHICH   IS THE MISALIGNMENT  BETWEEN THE TRACKING VEC- 

TOR  D,   AND THE INSTANTANEOUS RANGE VECTOR TO THE TARGET D0.    INASMUCH AS THE MAGNITUDES OF  E 

AND  ITS COMPONENTS ARE   VERY   SMALL COMPARED WITH   D,     THE COMPONENT -J ]a  IS  APPROXIMATELY   EQUAL 

TO Ela   Ds AND A3a IS APPROXIMATELY   EQUAL TO E3a   D, 

Figure 4-55.    Geometrical relationships associated with tracking error vector, the 
tracking error angle, their respective components,  and the coordinate system used 

for the vector tracking equation. 
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Equation 4-257 can now be separated into components along la, 2a, and 3a.   Substituting 
Eqs.  4-259, 4-261, and 4-264 into Eq. 4-257 shows that 

^-Ds=S1E+Vs=(S1Ela+Dsvla)i;+(S1E2a+Dsv2a)2;+(S1E3a+Dsv3a)3;      (4-268) 

Also, from Eq.  4-262, 

«It- D,   = Gtt- (D,   2a) =D   2o +D   2a (4-269) 

where 2a is the time rate of change of the unit vector 2a.*   Setting the scalars of 2a equal in 
Eqs. 4-268 and 4-269 yields 

Ds =S1 E2a +Ds v2a (4-270) 

See par 4-6.5.2  for the manner in which this equation is mechanized to generate Ds. 
The remainingtermof Eq. 4-269must equal the remaining terms of Eq.  4-268; therefore, 

Ds2t=(S1Ela+Dsvla)i;+(S1E3a+Dsv3a)3; (4-271) 

Note  that Ds2a has components along only the la and 3a unit vectors.    It is, therefore,   the 
component  of the  velocity  of point   s in Fig. 4-54 that is perpendicular to the tracking line 
TL which lies along the unit vector 2a (see Fig. 4-55). 

Next,  Eq.  4-264 will be differentiated, yielding 

V.   = V lc la + V la'la + V2a 2° 4 V2a 2a + V3a 3a" + V3a 3a (4-272) 

where,   as shown by Eqs. 4-265 through 4-267, Via - Ds
vla' v2a = Dsv2aJ and V3a = Dsv3a" 

The components of Vs are defined by the relationship 

V    -(V),    la  +(VJ,   2a +(V U   3a (4-273) s      v    s' 

In  order to  separate  Eq.   4-272 into components, specific expressions for the time deriva- 
tives of the three unit vectors are required.    Since the unit-vector coordinate set rotates at 

KIn general, a vector can change with time in both magnitude and direction; i. e., the changes can be both along the vector and per^- 
pendicular to it. The lengthy of a unit vector is fixed, however; hence, as_shown shortly in specific mathematical relationships, 2a 
can have components along la and 3a but cannot have a component along 2a. (For a discussion of the derivative of a vector of con- 
stant length and the mathematics applicable thereto,  see Section k in Definition Summary 1-1 of Chapter 1 of Reference 4.) 
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the angular velocity cua with respect to an inertial coordinate system, and since the unit 
vectors are invariant in magnitude, the unit vector time derivaties are of the form la = <x>a 

X la.*   Thus, 

la  = :,:     X la 

la 2a 

6:la M2a 

3 a 

,;3a 

1 0 0 

2a 

a,2o 

3a 

:';3a 
= 3a2a -ü.2a 3a 

(4-274) 

where ^>ia, aj2a' anc^ ^a are' resPectively, the components of the angular velocity u>a about 

la, 2a, and 3a.    Similarly, 

2a =a3a la -a:la 3a (4-275) 

and 

3a = r,-2a la -- la 2a (4-276) 

However, since Ds2a is given in terms of the error components by Eq.  4-271, Eq.  4-272 can 
be evaluated by substituting from Eqs.  4-271, 4-274, and 4-276.    This procedure yields 

Vs=Vla(-3a2a--2a3a)-Vlola+v2a(S1Ela+Dsvla)la 

+ V2a(SlE3a+Dsv3a)  3a  +V2a2a   + V3a ^ 2a  la  " 

+ V3a^ 

= (Vla+SlElav2c+DsVlaV2a+V3a-2a'  la 

+ <Vla   "3c+V2c-V3a-lc)^ 

+ (-V,      6.' T      +Si   Eo     Vn      +D      V-,     Vn      + V->   )   3a. v        la      2a I     3a     la s     la     ia Ja' 

- la 2a) 

The components of Vs are then 

(V ),    =V,    +Si En   v0   +D   vi   VT   +VO   6»T s'la la I       la    2a s     la     2a 3 a      2a 

(Vs)2a=V2a+Vla.3a-V3a.lc 

(V   )o    =Vo    +S1E0    v0    +D    VT    vo    -V,    a-, s'Ja 3a I      3a     2a s    2a     3a la      2a 

(4-277) 

(4-278) 

*See,   for example,   Section k of Definition Summary 1-1 of Chapter 1 of Reference 4. 
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From the definition of V^a (see Eq.  4-265) and substitution from Eq.  4-270, 

V,   = — (D   vi ) = D   v,   ■+ D   v, la       Ji    \^s     la' s     la s     la 

= S1 E2avla  +DsVlaV2a  +Ds*la (4-279) 

Similarly, 

V2a=SlE2av2a  +DsV2c  +Ds^2a (4-280) 

and 

V3a  =S1  E2av3a  +Dsv2av3a T°sV3a (4-281) 

Substitution from Eqs.  4-279 through 4-281 into Eqs.  4-278 yields 

(Vs)la=2DsVlav2a+Ds(vla+v3a-2a)   + S 1 <E la v2a  + E2a V la> 

-^2 I 
(Vs)2a  =DsV2a  +DsC;2a+vla''  3a-v3a^la)  +SlE2av2a l> (4-282) 

W*ho  =2Dsv2av3a  +Ds(,'3a _vla^2a)   +Sl'E2av3a  TE3av2a) 

Utilizing Eq. 4-261 in connection with Eq. 4-260 gives 

7S -S2Elala+S2E2a2^ tS2E3ata (4-283) 

as a  second expression for the components of Vs.    Equating  the   corresponding   components 
of Eqs.  4-282 and 4-283 yields the relationships 

S2Ela'2DsVla
v2c+Ds(Ma+v3a-2a)   + S 1 <E 1 a V2a  + E2a v la) 

2 f 
S2E2a  =Dsv2a  +Ds^2a  + v la " 3a " v3a " lj  +S1 E2av2a ' (4-284) 

S2E3a  =2Dsv2av3a  +Ds^3a _vla a2a>   +Sl(E2aV3a +E3av2a) 

or, solving for vla, v2a, and v3a: 
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S2E1Q '1 
Vla =  ~D^ 2vlav2a " v3a w 2a " Q^ <E la v2a +E2avlc 

S2E2a 2 
'2a 

S2 E3a 

la la      oa        Ja      la      Q 2a    2a 

-2vo     Vl      +Vl      CO o      -—   (Eo     V,      +El     V 2a    Ja la      2a      p      v    2a    3a 3a 

(4-285) 

Equations 4-285 provide the basis for achieving the desired second-order regenerative 
tracking. (See par 4—6.5.3 for the overall mechanization means employed.) The components 
of the error vector E can be determined from the tracking error angle components A^a and 
Aga and the magnitudes of D and Dg (see par 4-6.5.2 and par 4-6.5.4). Also, a rate gyro is 
provided in order to determine the tracking-line angular-velocity component a>2a (seepar 
4-6.5.1). Given these inputs, plus the knowledge that S^ and S2 are constants, and assuming 
for the moment that Ds and V2a can be obtained, then the first and third equations of Equa- 
tion Set 4-285 can be integrated to determine v^a and vßa. 

The components via and v3a can then be entered in Eq. 4-271 in order to generate the 
angular velocity components w^a and w, . The basis for this procedure is made more 
obvious by using Eq. 4-275 to rewrite Eq. 4-271 in terms of its components in the rotating 
axis system as follows: 

Ds 2a =Ds(w3a la -w]a 3a) (4-286) 

A  comparison of Eqs.  4-271 and 4-286 then shows that the angular velocity components w^a 

and W3a are given by the relationships 

la 

oa 

I     Ja 

Ds "V3a    I 

lEla 1 
-f^+Vla ' 

(4-287) 

The angular velocity components w^a and a)3a can now be entered in the second equation 
of Equation Set 4-285, which can then be integrated to obtain V2a. The parameter V2a is then 
fedbackintothe first and third equations of Equation Set 4-285 and also is used in Eq. 4-270 
to compute DS) which can then be fed back into Equation Set 4-285. 

With the proper gain settings, S^ and S2, the computer will settle out at zero error for 
a nonaccelerating target and will then track this target regeneratively, i.e., without any 
further tracking correction being required by the operator. 

4-6.4.2    Gyro-to-Platform Coordinate Transformation 

As previously described (par 4-6.4.1), the gimballed platform on which the two-degree- 
of-freedom gyro is mounted is constrained by its servos to follow the gyro spin axis.   How- 
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ever, servo errors do exist, and a transformation from gyro coordinates (identified by the 
subscript  a) to platform coordinates (identified by the subscript p) must therefore be made. 

The relationships between the gyro and platform coordinate systems are shown in Fig. 
4-56. In conformance with the notation used in the development of thej;racking equations, 
the gyro coordinate set is defined by the unit vectors la, 2a, 3a, with 2a directed along the 
spin axis of the gyro (ref. Fig. 4-55). The platform coordinate set is defined by the unit 
vectors lp, 2p, 3p, which are displaced with respect to the corresponding gyro axes by the 
error angles i//and 0. With the two coordinate sets initially coincident, the angle i//is pro- 
duced by rotation of the gyro coordinates with respect to the platform coordinates about the 
3p axis. As a result, the unit vector 2a arrives at the intermediate position 2i. The angle 
0 is then produced by an additional rotation of the gyro coordinates about the la axis, with 
the result that the two coordinate sets reach the relative orientation with respect to one 
another that is shown in Fig.  4-56. 

Interms of the physical elements of the fire control system, the angle ip represents the 
angle between the outer gyro gimbal and the platform (see Fig. 4-57, which is a pictorial 
diagram of an illustrative two-degree-of-freedom gyro). It thereby defines the unit vector 
2i which represents the plane of the outer gimbal. Angle 0 is the angle between the gyro spin 
axis and the gimbal vector 2i. 

Angles ip and 0 are measured by the gyro pickoffs and control the platform servos. They 
define^.n error vector ö which is the difference between 2a and 2p and consists of the compo- 
nents 6t and öe which lie in the planes of     and $,  respectively.    In vector notation 

.= 2a -2p (4-288) 

3p 

Figure 4-56.   The gyro and platform coordinate systems. 
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OUTER GIMBAL 
SIGNAL GENERATOR 

(gyro pickoff) 

GYRO ROTOR 

2a 

2|     GYRO UNIT 
SPIN AXIS 

SERVO-DRIVEN 
PLATFORM ON WHICH 

THE TWO-CEGREE-OF-FREEDOM 
GYRO IS MOUNTED 

1- THE PLATFORM COORDINATES (Ip, 2p, 3p) ARE FIXED WITH RESPECT TO THE PLATFORM 
AND HENCE WITH RESPECT TO THE GYRO CASE. 

2. THE GYRO COORDINATES (la, 2a, 3a) ARE FIXED WITH RESPECT TO THE INNER GIMBAL. 

3. BOTH COORDINATE SETS ARE CENTERED AT THE CENTER OF THE GYRO ROTOR. 

4. THE TWO-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM GYRO SHOWN HERE IS FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES 
ONLY AND IS NOT INTENDED TO REPRESENT ACTUAL CONSTRUCTION. 

Figure 4 -57.   Pictorial diagram of an illustrative two-degree-of-freedom gyro. 
(Adapted from THE FLOATING INTEGRATING GYRO AND ITS APPLICATION TO 

GEOMETRICAL STABILIZATION PROBLEMS ON MOVING BASES by C. S. Draper, 
W. Wrigley, and L. R. Grohe; published as S. M. F. Fund Paper No. FF- 13 by the 

Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences, New York, N. Y,,   1955.) 
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The platform is driven by its servos such that 

k S (4-289) 

where k is the servo gain. 
The rotation that occurs around the gyro spin axis is not measurable, by virtue of the opera- 

tion of the gyro. Since <x>2a — the angular velocity about this spin axis — is required (see 
Eqs. 4-285), the platform angular velocity component wp2p is measured by a rate gyro and 
tt>2a is then computed from wp2p by an appropriate coordinate transformation, as described 
subsequently in par 4-6.5.1. 

The transformation equations may be written by inspection in matrix form — using the 
relationships developed in Chapter 7 of Section 3, but setting 0 = 0 and reversing the sign—of 
i//to conform to the convention of Fig. 4-57. The first transformation, from the set lp, 2p, 
3p to the set la, 2i, 3p, is 

p 

uIo 

u2i = 

U3P 

cos \l>       -sin \1>       0 

sin \p cos y 

U1P 
ulf 

'3P 

(4-290) 

where u^a, etc,, are   components _of any_vector u, along the axis indicated by the subscript. 
The transformation from the set la, 2i, 3p to the set la, 2a,  3a is given by 

30 

0 0 

0 cos 4>       sin <p 

0        -sin <p      cos & 

ula 

u2i 

U3P 

ula 

u2i 

U3P 
3P. 

(4-291) 

The   complete transformation is obtained by matrix multiplication,  yielding the follow- 
ing set of equations  — expressed in both the matrix form and the conventional form: 

ula uip 

u2a "A a U2P 

U3a U3P 
L        _J _ 

(4-292) 
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ula =ulp
cos V' -u"2p sin .// 

u2a ~ u lp s'n "A cos ^ + u2p cos "/* cos 4> + U3P 
sin 4 (4-293) 

Ug    = _ u lp sin V^ sin 4' ~ L>2P cos <p sin 4' + U3D 
cos 4> 

The transformation from gyro to platform coordinates is obtained by inverting the ma- 
trices, yielding 

U1P 

U2P 

U3P 

-if :J8" 

'la 

J2a 

J3a 

(4-294) 

U lp = u la cos ^  + u2a s'n '^ cos ^ ~ u3a s'n ^ s'n ^ 

U2D  = ~ U la S'n  ^  "* U2a C0S ^ cos ^ ~ u3a cos ^ s'n ^ (4-295) 

U3p  =u2asin  *  +LJ3a C0S ^ 

As shown in Fig. 4-56, 6-j. and 6 e are the components of the platform/gyro error vector 
6 in the planes of \p and 0, respectively, where i// and 0 arethe angular components of the total 
angular error that corresponds to the platform/gyro error vector 6. Thus, i//and 0 are re- 
spectively equal to the platform lateral servo error, designated ö-j-, and the platform elevation 
servo error, designated 6g. Forsmall servo errors: sini//=i//,sin0=0)cosi// = 1 and cos 
0=1. With these relationships appliedto Eqs. 4-293 and 4-295, and with the second-order 
error terms dropped, the resulting transformations in terms of the platform servo errors 
are 

ula =ulp- u2p  St 

u2a =ulp St +U2P 
+u3p (4-296) 

3a 2p    e        op 

ulp =ula  +u2a  öt 

u2p =_Ula  St +U2a ~U3a  Se (4-297) 

Jp 2a     e oa 
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4-6.4.3    Prediction Section 

Reference to  Eqs.   4-257  and 4-259 shows that when the tracking error E has been re- 
duced to zero, Eq.  4-257 becomes 

^Ds=S2  / Edt=7s (4-298) 

so that Va is equal to the velocity of the smooth tracking point s (see Fig. 4-54). Reduction 
of the tracking error to zero makes the _smooth tracking point s coincide with the present 
target position T0 (see Fig. 4-58). Thus, V"s is then identical with Wpo and the predicted 
impact point is given by 

Dp = Ds +   (TF)V*S (4-299) 

where 
D    = vector from the weapon station to the predicted point p in Fig. 4-58 
TF = time of flight of the projectile. 

The time of flight is given for any Dp by ballistic tables, taking into account atmospheric 
conditions, estimated muzzle velocity, etc. Conversion of Öp to platform coordinates per- 
mits its computation. This step is accomplished by the conversion of Ds and Vs to plat- 
form coordinates-. Equation 4-262 gives Ds in component form. Since there is a component 
only along the 2a axis, substitution of Eq. 4-262 into the axis transformation set given by 
Eqs. 4-297 — by replacing the general vector u by the specific vector Ds — yields 

D  i    =D    S. sip St 

Ds2P
=Ds > (4-300) 

D -,   =D   S s3p s    e 
\ 

Similarly, the combination of Eqs.  4-264 and 4-297 yields 

V,    =D   v,    +D   v0    8. sip        s     la s    za    t 

V  ,   =-D   v,    St+D   v0   -D   v.    c     \ (4-301) sip s     la    t s    la s    Ja    e 

Vo     = D     VO     S     +D     VO sop s    2a    e s    Ja 

The platform   components of Dp which are designated D   i     Dp2p, and D  3    are obtained by 
substitution of Eqs. 4-300 and 4-301 into Eq.  4-299: 

D
Plp=

DsSt + (TFKDsvla+Dsv2Q8t) 

/ (4-302) 
Dp2p=Ds+(TF)(-Dsvla5t+Dsv2a-Dsv3aSe) \ 

Dp3p=Ds5eMTF)(Dsv2a8e+Dsv3a) 
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NOTES: 

1. FOR ANTIAIRCRAFT  FIRING,  THE CROSS- 

OVER POINT (THE POINT ON A TARGET'S 

COURSE AT WHICH THE TARGET IS CLOSEST 

TO THE WEAPON  STATION AND THEREFORE 

CHANGING  FROM AN  INCOMING TARG ET TO 

AN OUTGOING TARGET)  IS THE  LEAST DESIR- 

ABLE   FOR  FIRING BECAUSE THE ANGULAR 

RATE OF THE TRACKING  LINE THEN  HAS ITS 

HIGHEST VALUE AND THERE  ISA CORRESPOND- 

ING INCREASE IN THE  ERRORS OF THE   FIRE 

CONTROL SOLUTION. 

2. THE RADAR, THE SIGHT, AND THE WEAPON 

CANNOT BE PHYSICALLY LOCATED AT EXACTLY 

THE SAME POINT, BUT CAN BE CONSIDERED TO 

BE SO LOCATED FOR ALL PRACTICAL PURPOSES 

AS A RESULT OF BORESIGHTING THE RADAR AND 

THE SIGHT TO THE WEAPON. 

(TF) V 

TRACKING LINE 
TL 

AND LINE OF SIGHT 
LS 

=- T 

WHEN E~0 
(see Fig. 4-54) 

WEAPON STATION 

SYMBOL DEFINITIONS 

Do 

5s 
DP 

TF 

= PRESENT POSITION OF THE TARGET;   I.E., THE TARGET 
POSITION AT THE INSTANT OF FIRING 

= TRACKING POINT, THE APPARENT PRESENT POSITION 
OF THE TARGET 

= PREDICTED IMPACT POINT OF THE PROJECTILE ON 
THE TARGET 

= ACTUAL RANGE VECTOR TOTHE TARGET 

= TRACKING VECTOR 

= VECTOR FROM THE WEAPON STATION TO THE PREDICTED 
IMPACT POINT   p 

= TIME OF FLIGHT OF THE PROJECTILE CORRESPONDING 
TOTHE FUTURE RANGE VECTOR   Dp 

A S2 / E dt   (Ref. Eq. 4-259) 

= SMOOTH TARGET VELOCITY 

= TRACKING ERROR 

= ACTUAL TARGET VELOCITY 

Figure 4-58.    Vector relationships associated with prediction. 
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Seepar 4-6.6   for the manner in which these equations are mechanized to yield the required 
gun angles. 

4-6.5   TRACKING-SECTION MECHANIZATION 

The tracking section comprises four main subsections, as follows: 
1. The roll-correction subsection. 
2. The range subsection. 
3. The integrating-servo subsection. 
4. The sight subsection. 
The paragraphs which follow briefly describe each of these subsections in turn. 

4-6.5.1   Roll-Correction Subsection 

As indicated in par 4-6.4.2, the angular velocity of the gyro coordinate system with re- 
spect to an inertial reference frame about the tracking—line (x>2a is obtained b,ythe following 
means: the angular velocity of the platform about the 2p axis Wp2p is measured by means of 
a rate gyro, and o»2a is then determined by applying correcting terms to w„2p to account for 
the difference between 2p and 2a. As the first step in explainingthis mechanization, the angu- 
lar velocity a>a of the gyro coordinate system with respect to an inertial coordinate system 
will be defined as 

J    - r:   _:~ (4-303) 
a p a 

where 
w   = angular velocity of the  platform   coordinate system with respect to an inertial co- 

ordinate system 
CJ^ = angular velocity of the  gyro  coordinate   system  with respect to the  platform  co- 

ordinate system. 
As   shown by   Fig. 2-57, the  vector 2p is rotated about 3p through the angle Öt to form 

the gyro gimbal vector 2i.    In  accordance  with the   right-hand   rule for the relationship be- 
tween  a rotational  quantity  and the  vector  representing that  quantity,;: the vector  repre- 
senting the angle Öt is parallel to 3p but opposite in direction.   Therefore,   it is evident that 

"■d3p--*t (4"304) 

where ^jo    is the component of Ct>, about 3p.   Note that, because of the gimballing arrange- 
ment, 

:'d2i=0- (4-305) 

The final rotation is about la, through angle Öe, and yields 

'dla = Se (4-306) 

In gyro coordinates, the components of w    are derived from transformation Eqs. 4-296: 

*See Section a ot Definition Summary l-2ot Chapter  1 of Reference 4. 
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p la pip p^p     t 

!p2a = "plP °tT&Jp2p^P3p °e      \ (4-307) 

^a* _c,)p2p Se + 6J
P3p 

Similarly,  the  components  of oi^  are obtained from  Eqs.  4-304 through 4-306 by means of 
transformation Eqs.  4-291: 

^20 =a,d2i + ald3p S
e 

=0 " ^t 5e     \ (4-308) 

"d3a = _a,d2i  Se +Md3D 
= " ^ ' 

Now, the components of u>a can be obtained from Eqs.  4-303, 4-307, and 4-308 as follows: 

Co -t     ~ CO    i     + a: j i     = oj    \     -co    o     St + S la pla d la pip p2p    t        e 

a,2a =w
P2a + a>62a =ajplp St+aj

P2p + a> P3P 'e-   K 'e   I (4-309) 

w3a = aJp3a +a,d3a = _&Jp2p  'e   +aJp3p ~ St 

Use of these three relationships shows that 

"2a ="p2p + 8t{(U1a +^P2p 8t " *e> + Se Ha + " p2p Se + ^ ~ §t §e (4-310) 

Since ö.   , ög  , Ö,   , and Ö    are small quantities, the second-orderterm s canbe dropped, giving 

^2aS&Jp2p +c" la St +a,3a Se (4-311) 

The  quantities   on the  right-hand side of Eq. 4-311 are all measurable or calculable: 
by the  rate  gyro, wla  and ct>3a from  Eqs.   4-287,   and Öt  and öe by the error signals of?n§ 
platform servos. _^_ 

The rate gyro is mounted on the platform with its input axis along 2p, its output axis 
along 3p, and its spin axis along lp. An input rate Wp2p causes the gyro to precess abouf 3p 
through an angle ör that is proportional to cop2p. A signal proportional to 6r and itsintegral 
is fed back to the gyro torquer. Sincethe input axis is displaced by the angle 5r, a component 
of u)   .    is measured,  as well as o>  2p-   The torque equilibrium equation for the gyro is then 

-p2p— plp8r=kl   5r+k2    /5rdt <4-312) 
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Ideally,   a correction term  ("Wpjn 5r)   should be introduced by the  gyro torquer,  thereby 
modifying Eq. 4-312 to the expression 

&;p2P 
=kl Sr +";l (4-313) 

where 

co' =k,    / Srdt. (4-314) 

The correction term actually employedin the computer is an approximation to "Wp^D ör and 
is obtained as follows: 

(1) The  first of Eqs.   4-287   is  set  equal to the  first of Eqs. 4-309 and the terms re- 
arranged, thereby yielding 

»ob" *D2» St"S      (4-315) 

(2)   Multiplying both sides of Eq. 4-315 by 5r and dropping products of errorsthen gives 

SlE3a 
&JplpSr~-p2pStSr-SeSr--^—   5r-V3aSr^-v3aSr (4-316) 

The mechanization of this equation is shown in the upper right-hand corner of Fig. 4-59. 
A  similar  approximation   of Eqs.   4-287  permits the mechanization of Eq. 4-311 in the 

form 

CO " = !<! 8,+AJ* -v3a St +vla Se (4-317) 

where u>" is approximately equal to W2a*   Figure   4-59  in its entirety represents the mech- 
anization of this equation. 

4-6.5.2    Range Subsection 

The mechanization of Eq. 4-270 is accomplished by the introduction of target range D0 

from the tracking radar. As shown in Fig. 4-60, an integrating servo generates Ds which is 
compared with DQ in a summing network.    From Fig.  4-55, it is evident that 

E2a =DocosA  -Ds (4-318) 

where A is the tracking e rro rangle between Ds andDQ.   For smallvalues of A, E2a~ Do " Ds- 
Then,  as shown by the block diagram of Fig. 4-60, the servo solves the equation 

D.-D^+S^-DJ (4_319) 
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Substitution of E2a for D0 - Ds yields 

D   ?D,v,. +S, E 1 c2a (4-320) 

which shows that Eq. 4-270 has been mechanized. 

4-6.5.3   Integrating-Servo Subsection 

The tracking computer, in additionto the elements described in the preceding paragraphs, 
includes three integrating servos that are employed to solve Eqs. 4-285. A s noted in par 
4-6.4.1, these three equations provide the basis for achieving the desired second-order re- 
generative tracking. A worthwhile simplifying approximation is to neglect the last term in 
each of these equations. These are error terms, and tend toward zero as the tracking error 
decreases.    With these changes, Eqs. 4-285 become 

'la 0 
2vlav2a"v3a6;2a \ 

S2E2a 2 , i 
v2a = —J5 V2a -vla&'3a + V3a a' la    > (4-321) 

S2E3a 

■2v2aV3a + Vla
a>2a 

The mechanization of these equations that is employed in order to obtain the quantities 
vja, v2s.' and v3a *s shown in Fig. 4-61. In the mechanization used to obtain v^a, the terms 
on the right-hand side of the first equation are summed to obtain v^a; the result is then in- 
tegrated by the servo depicted at the top of Fig. 4-61. The mechanization used to obtain V3a 

is similar, but that for V2a requires further manipulation of the equation being mechanized. 
This involves the introduction of the range rate V, where V = V'2a 

= Dsv2a (ref. Eq. 4-266). 
If the error terms in Eqs. 4-287 are neglected, the expression for V2a given by Eqs. 4-321 
may be rewritten in the form 

S2E2a 

la 
2 

"V2a 
2 

vla 
2 

v3a (4-322) 

Also , 

v=v2a d7 (Dsv2a)=Dsv2a + V-: (4-323) 

In addition, neglecting the error term in Eq. 4-270 shows that 

D, = D, v2a (4-324) 
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2 v 2s -2a 

\ M  /K G  /^ 

c> 

(from Fig. 4-601 

£> 

1 
REFERENCE 

VOLTAGE 

(for use in 
Fig. 4-59) 

(from Fig. 4-59) 

(from Fig. 4-60) 

LTHIREPRESENTS A FUNCTION-SQUARED POTENTIOMETER, THAT is, 
A   POTENTIOMETER WHOSE  OUTPUT IS DIRECTLY  PROPORTIONAL 
TO THE  FUNCTION  REPRESENTED BY THE  INPUT SHAFT ROTATION. 

=> 

T 
REFERENCE 

VOLTAGE 

^> 
(for u3a in 

(for use i 
Fig. 4-59) 

Figure 4-61.   Mechanization of the regenerative tracking equations. 
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The  combination  of Eqs.   4-322  through 4-324  provides the  final  equation as mechanized: 
2 2 2 2 

V=S2E       -Ds(Vlo+v2a+v3a)   +DsV2c 

= S2E2a-Ds(vL+V^ (4-325) 

In the servo shown at the bottom of Fig. 4-61, the position of the servo shaft represents the 
quantity V. 

4-6.5.4    Sight Subsection 

The purpose of the sight servo drives is to make the tracking line coincident with the 
line of sight to the target; i.e., to drive A^a and A3a to zero. As shown by Fig. 4-55, these 
two quantities are respectively equal to Ej_a/Dg and E3a/Ds. 

The input signals to the servos that drive the reticle in the optical sight stem from the 
hand controlunit (see Fig. 4-53)which produces output signals proportional to the operator's 
handgripdisplacements. The signals from the hand control unit — identified by the symbols 
Ajp and A3 — differ from the theoretical quantities A^a and A3a, respectively, only by the 
limitations of a human operator to make measurements and by the servo errors of the plat- 
form drives.   This difference is always small and approaches zero upon computer settling. 

Although range itself is not of concern in the sight mechanization, the accuracy of the 
vector resolutions that are required to control the sight is maximized if the range error 
E2a *s given its maximum value, i.e., E2a = Ds. This, in effect, postulates a sight error 
vector   A   having   components   A^a   and   A3a   (as derived  from the  hand   control unit) and 
^2a S E2a/Ds = 1 ■ The first step of the computation is to convert this sight error vector 
from gyro coordinates to platform coordinates by introducing the platform errors 5e and 
61 in accordance with Eqs. 4-297.   The results are 

M,_ =L i-i 1. 

M2p =1  ~Alc, 5t     ^3a Se ' ]    ( (4-326) 

Mo    = S    + A T 3p e Ja 

where Mjp, M2p, M3p are the  components in platform coordinates of the sight error vector 
just defined. 

The sight servos are mounted in the turret. By means of a gimbal system, they rotate 
the reticle through the sight lateral (LL)and sight elevation (ES)angles, with the ES gimbal 
being the outer one. The actuating signals must therefore first be resolved from platform 
coordinates to turret coordinates, and then to sight coordinates. The turret carries the gun 
as well as the sight; however, the gun has its own elevation drive for firing elevation (FE). 
The turret azimuth, or firing azimuth, FA, differs from the platform azimuth':' A P by the 
azimuth lead angle AL. Thus, conversion from platform to turret coordinates requires 
resolution through the azimuth lead angle AL and the platform elevation angle EP. The 
equations for transforming a vector from gyro to platform coordinates are given in general 
form in Eqs. 4-295.   For the present transformation, the equations have the same form and 

"That is,   the azimuth of the gimballed platform on which the two-degree-of-freedom tracking gyro is mounted (ref.   par 4-6 4. 1). 
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may be obtained by substituting AL for i^, EP for 0 , subscript p for subscript a, and subscript 
t for subscript p. The resulting set of resolution equations, mechanized by a pair of resolv- 
ers, is 

Mlt = Mlp cos AL H M2p sin AL cos EP -M3p sin AL sin EP 

M2t =-M)   sin AL +M2p cos AL cos EP-M3   cos AL sin EP (4-327) 

M3t=M2   sinEP+M3   cosEP 

The next step is to resolve M^t, M2t> and M3t into sight coordinates. Recall that the 
M's are the components of the sight error vector A; then the components of A insight co- 
ordinates can be defined as e LL and eES with the third component — whicn lies along the 
tracking line — being unnecessary. The angles LL and ES are obtained by the sight lateral 
and sight elevation servos which employ resolver feedback to solve the transformation equa- 
tions. 

£LL = ""it cos LL - M2t sin LL cos ES-M3tsinLLsinES   i 

(4-328) 

eES = _ ^2t s'n ES + M3t cos ES 1 

These equations are mechanized by employing tLL as the error of the sight lateral servo, 
and £ES as the error of the sight elevation servo. Equations 4-328 are based on the first 
and third of Eqs. 4-295 (the basic transformation equations), with the following required 
substitutions : 

(a) (-LL) for ^ 
(b) (-ES) for 0 
(c) subscript t for subscript a 
(d) eLL for ulp 

(e) eES for u3p 

The definitions for the positive directions of LL and ES are illustrated by Fig. 4-62 which 
also shows the complete system of vectors associated with the sight mechanization. The 
block diagram of the sight mechanization is shown in Fig. 4-63. 

4-6.6    PREDICTION-SECTION MECHANIZATION 

The paragraphs immediately following describe the mechanization of Eqs. 4-302 which 
specify the vector Dp — the vector from the weapon station to the predicted impact point p 
— inplatform coordinates. First, it will be assumed that the time of flight TF is known, and 
Eqs. 4-302 will be normalized with respect to it. The terms - Dsviaöt and - Dsv3a6ein the 
second  equation  will be  neglected   since they are small compared with the first term.    The 

first term of the first equation becomes ^F 
öf For öt smaH> ^f maybe replaced by a 

constant V which is approximately equal to the muzzle velocityof the gun. This approxi- 
mation is  also made  in the third equation, but not in the second, since here the -ß£ term is 

not small.   With the normalization and approximation carried out, Eqs. 4-30;!  become 
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DEFINITIONS 

M V M2P' 
M3P = COMPONENTS OF THE SIGHT ERROR VECTOR '. 

Mtt, M2t, M3f 

IN PLATFORM COORDINATES 

- COMPONENTS OF THE SIGHT ERROR VECTOR 
IN TURRET COORDINATES 

lp, 2p, 3p = UNIT VECTORS DEFINING THE PLATFORM 
_^  ^ _.     COORDINATE SYSTEM 
it, 2t, 3t = UNIT VECTORS DEFINING THE TURRET 

COORDINATE SYSTEM 

NOTE.   THE UNIT VECTORS ARE SHOWN AT THE  PERIPHERY OF THE 

DIAGRAM FOR THE  PURPOSE OF CLARITY. 

Figure 4-62.   The complete system of vectors associated with sight mechanization. 
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M—O 

^>ES 

LL 

EQUATIONS SOLVED: 

M1( =M]cosAL +    2psinALcos EP -M3sinALsm EP 

M2, = ~fl ip sin AL + M2   cos AL cos EP -M-j   cos A L sinEP    '   (4.327) 

M,, =M,   sin EP +M-,   cos EP Jt Zp Jp 

e       _HII]fcosLL-M2tsinLLcosES-M-)tsin LL sin ES \ 

( ES =-^2tsin ES + M-jf cos ES 
I (4-328) 

Figure 4-63.   Block diagram of the sight mechanization. 
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UplP=
VoS»+D

svia
+Dsv2a8t 

UP2P = YF   +D^V2° 

U  o   =V    S   +D pjp        o    e s '2a + D. 

(4-329) 

where 

pip =   TF 'p2P 

UP2P 

TF 
Jp3P (4-330) 

and 

UplplP+Up2p2p+Up3p3p = Up = f^ (4-331) 

Equations 4-329 must now be resolved into turret coordinates in order to generate the 
required gun angles: the firing azimuth angleFA, and the firing elevation angle FE. The co- 
ordinate systems involved are shown in Fig. 4-64. The transformed UD components, based 
on the application of Eqs. 4-295, are 

Uplt=UplP
cosAL +Up2psin ALcosEP - Up3p sin AL sin EP 

U
P2t =-Uplpsin AL + Up2p cos AL cos EP -Up3p cos AL sin EP (4-332) 

U
P3t-Up2psinEP+Up3P

cosEP 

where Up-|^   Up2t   Up3t are the components of Up in turret coordinates. 

This transformation is shown in block-diagram form in Fig. 4-65. 
Ballistic corrections are then applied to the components Upit, Up2t, and Up3t in order 

to correct them for mount tilt, gravity drop, wind, and projectile drift. For the sake of 
clarity, the application of these corrections is not depicted in Fig. 4-65. 

The gun and the turret are driven by hydraulic servos. The turret azimuth servo ro- 
tates both turret and gun through the firing azimuth angle FA since the turret carries the 
gun- The gun has its own elevation servo that rotates the gun through the firing elevation 
angle FE. 

In the absence of an azimuth lead angle, the firing azimuth angle FA and the platform 
azimuth angle AP are the same because the turret serves as a base for the platform. The 
platform-gyro error ö^ is therefore fed to the turret azimuth servo error point so that gun, 
turret, and platform follow the tracking gyro in azimuth. As a lead angle is introduced by 
the AL servo, the platform is offset from the turret by the angle AL; the turret then shifts 
by an equal and opposite angle to maintain 6t = 0. 

The gun elevation servo carries a resolver. Figure4-64 shows that the gun line rotates 
about the gun elevation axis It through the firing elevation angle FE. The normalized pre- 
dicted range Up must lie along the gun line.   This is achieved by making Upit the error signal 
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AZIMUTH AXIS OF THE 
GUN AND TURRET 

ELEVATION AXIS 
OF THE GUN 

GUN LINE 

Jp3t i— 

J
P2t 

NOTE     AS DISCUSSED  IN THE TEXT,  Upi,  IS DRIVEN TO 

ZERO BY THE AZIMUTH   SERVO. 

tan FE 
in FE U p3t 

;os FE      Up2t 

THEREFORE, 

Up3,cos FE-Up2tsin FE=0 

ALSO, 

U
P = U

P2t cos FE +Up3t sin FE 

(4-3331 

Figure 4-64.   Geometrical relationships between the platform and turret 
coordinate systems. 
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for the AL servo, which then drives Upit to zero by computing the azimuth lead angle AL 
required to accomplish this. Since the AL servo maintains Upit at zero, as shown in Fig. 
4-65, the components of Up in turret coordinates (see Fig. 4-64) are Up2t = Up cos FE and 
Up3t = Up sin FE. Thus, FE is computed by the resolver servo shown at the bottom of Fig. 
4-65 on the basis of the following equations, which are evident from Fig.  4-64: 

*FE =0 =Up3tC0S FE -Up2t a™ FE     / 
(4-333) 

Up-Up2tcosFE+Up3tsinFE    \ 

where ep^ is the error signal for the FE servo and is driven to zero. As £pj? approaches 
zero in the first of Eqs. 4-333, the value of FE thus determined yields the magnitude of Up 
from the second equation. 

The time of flight T F of the projectile is the predicted range Dp divided by the average 
velocity of the projectile Vp.    Thus, from the definition of Up given in Eq.  4-331. 

D (TF) U 
TF =—E-=  1 (4-334) 

Vp Vp 

In order to simplify the time-of-flight computation, Vpis approximated as the sum of a con- 
stant term V0p and correction functions of air temperature T, round characteristics RD, 
muzzle velocity MV, and gun elevation angle FE, where the constant term is much larger 
than the correction functions.    The approximation can be expressed in the form 

vP=V
0P + flCn+f2(RD> ^3(MV) +f4(FE) (4-335) 

Equation 4-334 can therefore be rewritten as 

(TF)   [voP+f,(T) 4f2(RD) +f3(MV) +f4(FE)]   = (TF)Up = Dp (4-336) 

or 

(TF) VoP = Dp - (TF) [ f ,(T) + f2(RD) + f3(MV) + f4 (FE)] (4-337) 

Based on Eq.  4-337, the equation solved by the time-of-flight computer is 

£TF =(TF)VOP +(TF)[f!(T) +f2(RD)+f3(MV) +f4(FE)]   - Dp (4-338) 

where £TF is the error of the servo employed in the computation. A block diagram of the 
time-of-flight computer is shown in Fig. 4-66. As indicated, TF is given by the position of 
the servo shaft after e-pp has been driven to zero.   As  indicated in  Fig.   4-66,  the  quantity 
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D5 TFO—i-»- 

V + 
n   ..     s   ~ + . 
"s  "2a     e  »J- 

+ 
Ds v3a °~ 

OFE 

EQUATIONS SOLVED: 

pip ot s      I a s/at 

p2p       TF s 

U  ,   -V pJp o 

(4-329) 

= U   ,, = U   ,   cos AL + LL 7n sin AL cos EP -U  -,   sin AL sin EP pit       pip P^P pjp 

U„,, =-Un ,  sm AL + U  ,   cos AL cos EP - U  .,„ cos AL sin EP 
P2t p ip V p3p' 

(4-332) 

U  ,   =U  ,   sin EP +U  ,   cos EP pit       p^p pjp 

Un =U  ,, cos FE +LI  o.sin FE P p^t pJt 

FE -U  2i 
Sln FE   ) 

(4-333) 

Figure 4-65.   Block diagram of the transformation from platform 
coordinates to turret coordinates. 

D„ — which is given by the product U (TF) — is obtained by the use of a precision non- 
linear potentiometer. The resistance curve of this potentiometer is shaped to match tabu- 
lated slant-range time-of-flight data supplied by the Ballistics Research Laboratory, U.S. 
Army for the Vigilante round. When the servo error e^p is driven to zero, the sum of the 
voltage signals representing the product Vp(TF) will be equal to the voltage signal repre- 
senting D„ and the resulting angular displacement of the servo shaft will correctly repre- 
sent TF. 

The  operation   of the division circuit shown on the right-hand side of Fig.  4-66 is iden- 
tical with that of the circuit analyzed in Fig.  4-60. 
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4-6.7    COMPLETE COMPUTER MECHANIZATION 

The subsections of the computer that have been described in the preceding paragraphs 
are combined as shown in the complete functional schematic diagram of the computer given 
by Fig. 4-67. For reference purposes, this diagram also includes certain components that 
are not employed in the error analysis — for example, the radar tracking; system. This 
figure is obtained from a description of the final prototype system; hence, it differs in some 
details from the diagrams employed in the analytical phases of the system development — 
upon which the immediately preceding diagrams of this handbook are based. 

The computer components that have been described are conventional electromechanical 
analog devices.    The specific techniques employed in the mechanization are: 

(a) Vector resolution, which is accomplished by electromagnetic resolvers mounted on 
gyro axes or driven by servos. 

(b) Integration,  which is accomplished by rate servos employing tachometric feedback 
or, alternatively, by torquers mounted on the gyro axes to precess tne gyro. 

(c) Multiplication, which is accomplished by potentiometers driven by servos or opera- 
ted by hand. 

(d) Summation, in which electrical signals are summedby resistive networks and opera- 
tional amplifiers. 

The computer inputs are the tracking-radar range measurement DQ, the handgrip dis- 
placements Aip and A3 and the various handset knobs that introduce parameters to the 
ballistic section. The computer outputs are the outputs of the hydraulic servos that position 
the gun in azimuth and elevation. 

4-6.8 SOURCES AND PROPAGATION OF ERRORS 

The accuracy analysis must begin with an appropriate model of the system. For this 
purpose, the block diagram of Fig. 4-2 is modified (see Fig. 4-68) by the addition of the 
target motion and the target-sight geometry, which form the input to the tracking system; 
and the gun-target geometry, which relates gun angles to the locations of the projectile 
bursts —the final output of the weapon system. The problem is then to determine a sta- 
tistical measure of the error between target position and burst position, given an assumed 
target motion and assumed component errors, 

Since the radar acquisition system and the alert alarm are not factors in the error 
analysis, they are not included in the block diagram of Fig. 4-68. Also, at the stage at which 
the accuracy analysis was made, experimental data were available on the tracking perform- 
ance of human operators with the optical sight. Accordingly, the sight and the operator can 
be combined into a single block, labelled "tracker" ,of known characteristics. The resulting 
model for the accuracy study is as shown in Fig. 4-68. With the assumption that all errors 
aredescribableby an independent normal distribution or a combination of such distributions, 
so that the principle of superposition is applicable, the final error is the sum of three com- 
ponent errors that arise respectively in the tracker, in the computer, and in the gun. 

The information available to the analysts at Frankford Arsenal included measurements 
of the tracking noise, which is the input error to the computer, and measurements of the 
errors in individual components of the computer, fromwhich anoverall computer error could 
be derived. Information concerning gun-tube vibrations and ammunition variations was not 
available; therefore, these sources of error, combined as the round-to-round error, were 
treated as a parametric variable in the presentation of the results. 

A particular feature of the system design, mentioned earlier, makes necessary the con- 
sideration of an additional source of error. Since the computer is switched to regenerative 
tracking at the instant the firing button is pressed, the system is operating open-loop for an 
appreciable period of time while the salvo is being fired. Deviation of the aircraft from the 
predicted path as a result of flight roughness during this period would produce additional 
errors, and these were computed. 
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The following errors were intentionally neglected in the Frankford Arsenal analysis:^     ' 
(a) Errors    caused  by   ammunition variations   and  gun-tube vibrations   (as just   men- 

tioned) 
(b) Dynamic errors in the computer, tracker,  and gun-pointing servos 
(c) Systematic tracking errors 
(d) Errors in the introduction of ballistic correction data 
(e) Errors causedby computer approximations to the true mathematical functions   rep- 

resented 
Error sources (b) through (e) would produce increases in the computed values of the bias 
error, while error source (a)would increase the dispersion error. 

The design of the Vigilante Antiaircraft Weapon System is such as to produce a rapid 
succession of bursts. In general, the burst pattern is a curved path relative to the target 
center, as represented in Fig. 4-69. This figure illustrates a typical salvo, shown in a 
moving coordinate system centered at the target center and in a plane perpendicular to the 
slant range through the target center. The dashed curves indicate a number of other possible 
salvo-burst patterns, each consisting of 48 rounds. For this type of firing pattern, the bias 
is defined as the distance of the mean center of impact of the bursts of a single salvo from 
the assumed target center; the dispersion is defined as the deviation of a particular round 
in the salvo from the center of impact of that salvo. The variance of the dispersion is the 
mean of the squared deviations, and the variance of the bias is the mean of the squared bias 
magnitudes obtained from a number of salvos. 

Theprocedure followed in the analysis was to first compute the errors due to computer 
components and then extrapolate these through the firing interval. The component analysis 
was thus carried out in two steps: 

1. The output errors due to component errors were determined for the normal tracking 
mode (seepar 4-6.9). 

2. These output errors were then extrapolated for the duration of the regenerative 
tracking mode, which covers the firing interval (see par 4-6.10). 
Tothese extrapolated errors were added the errors computed for the flight-roughness effect 
(see par 4-6.11) and for the input-tracking-noise effect (see par 4-6.12). Errors were 
expressed in general as the variances of the bias and the dispersion. Theresults were used 
to determinethehit probability of the Vigilante Antiaircraft Weapon System (seepar 4-6.13). 

4-6.9    COMPONENT ERRORS ASSOCIATED WITH THE NORMAL TRACKING MODE 

The computation associated with the normal tracking mode follows the transfer-function 
approach (whose use is described in par 4-4.4.3.2) and utilizes sets of equations of the form 
of Eqs. 4-194. However, since the input-noise errors are considered in par 4-6.12, only 
the second summation in Eqs.  4-194 is required here; i.e., 

k = l     -cc 

d   CT (\o>) 

where the quantities are as defined in Eqs.  4-194, with 

Ri,(H-Ry..m, (j kJ Vi' mk    J £ 
er -cr 

VL '"k 

This   set  of equations yields   a  set  of variances  for the   errors at q outputs of a computer 
having q components. 
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TARGET MOTION SYSTEM ERROR 

TARGET 
POSITION 

BURST 
POSITION 

TARGET-SIGHT 
GEOMETRY 

GUN-TARGET 
GEOMETRY 

TRACKING 
SYSTEM AND 
OPERATOR 

I TRACKER] 
COMPUTER GUN AND 

GUN DRIVES 

GUN ANGLES 

Figure 4-68.    Functional block diagram of the Vigilante Antiaircraft Weapon 
System for error analysis. 

Even if the measured power density spectra of the computer component errors were 
available, it would be desirable to approximate them by functions that are amenable to rapid 
computation.   Several possibilities are available. 

A common assumption is that all frequencies are equally likely, giving what is known as 
a white-noise spectrum (see Fig. 4-70(A)). Since a computermust have a maximum response 
frequency, however, an improvement in the approximation will be made if it is assumed that 
the white noise will be cut off at some frequency OJC (see Fig. 4-70(B)). The cutoff frequency 
should be somewhat greater than the frequency that corresponds to the computer settling 
time. 

Computer errors are commonly concentrated atthe lower end of the frequency spectrum. 
A simple function that emphasizes the low frequencies is shown in Fig. 4-70(C). It is given 
by the expression 

2 , 2 
*oo(H 2       2 

;     +a 

(4-340) 
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\ 
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TARGET CENTER 

BURST PATTERN OF A 
TYPICAL SALVO 

Figure   4-69.    Typical burst patterns  of the Vigilante Antiaircraft Weapon System. 

where $00 is a power spectral density function representing the errors of a component, and 
a and b are constants. 

Frequently, the use of log co as the frequency variable in place of co is desirable in order 
to simplify the numerical integrations that must be carried out (seethe discussion following 
Eq.  4-192 in par 4-4.4.3.2).    Also, it eliminates the need to justify negative frequencies when 

so 

considering    J     i        ] dio;   observe  that  log u   goes from -»to «as wgoes from 0 to °°.    A 
-cc dcr2 (-jW) 

power spectral density per unit of logarithmic frequency, designated ,that is constant 
d(log GO) 

over a region of log w, as in Fig. 4-70(D), has the property  that the power  in a percentage 
frequency  increment  is   constant; thus, the  magnitude   of the corresponding power spectral 

density   per   unit  frequency, 
dff£ (ju) 

dco 
or  <i>      (JOJ), decreases   as the frequency increases, as 

shown in Fig. 4-70(E). The spectrum in Fig. 4-70(E) is zero for 0 < GO < 0.001 rad/sec; then 
jumps to 200; falls to quite small values in the vicinity of GO = 1 rad/sec; and finally returns 
to zero at GO =   100 rad/sec. 

The settling time of the Vigilante computer is 3 seconds, corresponding to a frequency 
of about 0.5 cps. The power spectral density of Fig. 4-70(E) was employed, with the upper 
cutoff frequency at 100 rad/sec (well above the computer bandwidth). At low frequencies, 
the   error   components   are  varying   sufficiently   slowly to be included in the bias error; the 
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(A)   Power density spectrum of white noise 

(B)   Power density spectrum of frequency-limited white noise 

r   00 

b2 

I'ooO^') 

2k2 
a    b 

2       2 
a>     + a 

1 1 1 

(4-340) 

1 
3a -2a - a 0 a 2a 3a 

(C)   Power density spectrum emphasizing low frequencies 

Figure 4-70,   Characteristics associated with the power density spectrum. 
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0.3 

d o o (jo.) 

d (log co) 

log co 

d ao (joi) 

d (log Cü) 
■■0.2 (-3< log co < 2) 

: 0 elsewhere 

(4-341) 

(D)   Power spectral density function of computer component errors 

(frequency variable    log&j) 

Figure 4-70.    Characteristics associated with the power density 
spectrum (cont.). 

lower  cutoff frequency was   accordingly   set  at  0.001   rad/sec.    The   logarithmic   spectral 
density corresponding to Fig. 4-70(E) is rectangular,  as shown in Fig. 4-70(D). 

The power   spectral  densities  of all the   component  errors were  assumed to have the 
same frequency variation, but to differ by a multiplicative constant; thus 

d (log co) 

d g
0(j^) 

H    d (log co) 
(4-343) 

where 
da£(jü}) 

is the  frequency-varying   component  and  Cm.    is the set of q multiplicative 
d(log a)) 

constants.    The application of Eqs.  4-341 and 4-343 to Eq. 4-339 yields 

-2     q 

-     =0.2    /     X 
-3    k = l 

k  
|R

yi, ™k(jfc' °9&-') (4-344) 

The R's may be evaluated from the differential equations of the components, assuming 
a sinusoidal component error function (this method was the one employed by Frankford 
Arsenal),   or they may be obtained by the measurement or computation of the magnitude and 
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5r- 

d   rt   (j*) 

(E)   Power spectral density function   of computer component errors 
(frequency variable o ) 

d^(jo;) 0.2 
-3 < log a: < 2) 

(4-342) 

= 0 elsewhere 

Figure 4-70.    Characteristics associated with the power density 
spectrum (cont.). 

phase angle of the transfer function of the component. Inthe case of the Vigilante computer, 
the servo lags were neglected, i.e., the servo elements were assumed to be dynamically 
ideal. Thus their error equations become quite simple as may be illustrated by considera- 
tion of the simple computing servo shown in Fig.  4-71. 

The output of the servo —the shaft angular displacement y of an integrating motor M — 
is coupled to a tachometer generator G and a potentiometer P. The motor is driven by an 
amplifier that derives its signal froma summation network whose inputs consist of the input 
voltage signal x and feedback voltage signals proportional to y and y. The gain constant of 
the tachometer is designated kg and that of the potentiometer, kp. The combined gain of the 
summation network, amplifier, and motor is K. The output y is then related to the input 
voltage signal x by the relationships 

and 
kgy-kpy 

(4-345) 

= K e 
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SERVO 
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(4-345) 

Figure 4-71.    Functional block diagram of a simple computing servo. 

where E is the servo error at the output of the summation network. 
The corresponding error equation of the computing servo can be obtained by the applica- 

tion of Eqs.  4-123 (see Derivation 4-9). 'The result is* 

1+kgK      . (4-346) 

*The procedure given in Derivation 4-9 to arrive at this result is provided to illustrate the application of the generalized differential 
error equations 4-123 to the determination of the error equation associated with given performance equations. Itshouldbe noted that 
in many cases the form of the performance equationsmay permit a shorter technique to be employed for determining the error equation. 
With regard to Eqs   4-345,   for example,  the relationship 

1 tkK 

can be obtained by simply eliminating e . This is the ideal performance equation that exists when both x and y are free from error. 
If x and y are assumed to have errors fx and fy, respectively, it is then readily evident from substituting x + fx for x and y + cy 
fory that the actual performance equation is 

kp(y T cy) + 
1 +k K 
Tf^tt+S) 

Subtraction of the ideal performance equation from the actual performance equation then shows that 

1 +k K 
x      p   y K 

which is identical with Eq.  4-346. 
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Each computing servo may thus be represented by an error equation of the form 

ae    +bcy=
Cfcx (4-347) 

in which eachterm is,in general, a summation of terms.    If the input error ex has the sinu- 
soidal form E.    = E,   sin art, Eq. 4-347 has a steady-state solution in the form 

ey = [A sin (ut +0) +B cos (ait + <p)]   Ex (4-348) 

where 
ac 

-j 2" (4-349) 
a    +b 

(4-350) 

and 0 = phase angle. 
The parameters   A and  B  are the  real  and  imaginary   parts,   respectively, of the transfer 
function R of the computing servo. 1 + k„K 

The  example  of  Fig.   4-71 may now be completed since a = kpj b =   ^-—, and c =   1. 
For this example, 

kpK2 

A =■ p 

kVt(1tk   K)2 <4"351) 

|>   -- - 

P ' 9 

K(1 + kgK) 

~1~T. 2 (4-352) 
k„K   t(1 tk   K)2 

p '        g 

and 

K2 

|R|    =A   +B   =  k^K2 +(1 +kgK)2 

In a well-designed servo, k K ■>■> 1.   Therefore, 

(4-353) 

(Ri2 

-y—r- (4-354> 
kP+k

9 

The computer employed inthe Vigilante Antiaircraft Weapon System (see Fig. 4-67) may 
be conveniently divided into sections, each having as its output a servo shaft rotation, and as 
inputs the signals derived from a number of potentiometers, resolvers, and the like. As an 
example of one such section, the servo that computes DSl the smooth range vector or tracking 
vector (see Fig. 4-54), will be considered.   The  DSJ   or range, servo is shown in Fig.  4-60, 
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This figure has been redrawn, with error terms included, in Fig. 4-72. The range servo is 
also shown in Fig. 4-73 — located in the upper left-hand corner of the figure. Figure 4-73 
hasbeen adaptedfrom Fig. 4-67by eliminating those computer subsections that do not appear 
in the error analysis. The symbols representing the component errors, the input and output 
errors, and the system variables are defined by Fig. 4-73. Ideal performance equations are 
provided where appropriate. 

Figure 4-72 shows only those portions of the Ds and V (range-rate) servos that are of 
concern in the following error analysis. It should be noted that the constant S^ that appears 
in Fig. 4-60 has been changed to S4 in Fig. 4-72 in order to be consistent with the notation 
used in the Frankford Arsenal error analysis 59. 

As shown by Eq.  4-319, the equation forthe idealized (error-free) range servo is 

[repeated] 

This equation can be made consistent with the notation employed in the Frankford Arsenal 
error analysis by using the symbol S4 in place of Sj and by substituting VforDsV2a (see 
par 4-6.5.3);   i.e., 

Ds=S4(Dc-Ds) + V (4-355) 

The corresponding equation with all error terms included is (see Fig. 4-72) 

^sl=-Ds-g,+S4(Do-Ds-K3)  TV  +KI4 (4-356) 

where 
es2   =   servo error 

g,   = the error of the range-servo tachometer generator 
K3   = the error in potentiometer No.   3 

K14  = the e rro r in potentiometer No.   14 
and the other quantities have been defined previously.    The  ideal  output of the  range servo 
should be D0 and that of the range-rate servo should be D0.   Accordingly,   the  output error 
of the range servo measured at its shaft is defined as 

A 
fcl = Ds~Do (4-357) 

and the output error of the range-rate servo::: measured at its shaft is defined as 

4 V-D0 (4-358) 

Substitution  from  Eqs.   4-357   and  4-358  into  Eq. 4-356 shows — after a rearrangement of 
terms—  ihat 

esl = ~Ds ~S4 el +Do + U "Si "S4K3 +K14 (4-359) 

*The range-rate servo is represented in the functional diagram of Fig.   4-61. 
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IDEAL PERFORMANCE EQUATION COMPUTED: 

DS-S4(DQ-DS)+V 

REFERENCE 
VOLTAGE 

D„ + K-; 

OD„ 

t si  = servo error 

11  = the output error of the range servo measured 
ai its shaft 

£4 = the output error of the range-rate servo measured 
at its shaft 

g]  = the error of the range-servo tachometer generator 

K3 = the error in potentiometer No. 3 

K]4 = the error in potentiometer No. 14 

Figure 4-72.    Functional block diagram of the range, or DSJ servo — a typical 
servo section of the Vigilante computer. 
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Also,  since Ds - DQ = E^, 

£sl ' "el ~S4 el + e4 "91 "S4K3 +K14 (4-360) 

As the servo error esi approaches zero, 

S4
C1 -£4 + ^l - -91 -S4K3 +K14 (4-361) 

In Eq. 4-361, the input and output errors appear on the left-hand side of the equation and the 
component errors appear on the right-hand side. Equation 4-361 corresponds to the basic 
error equation, Eq. 4-115. Table 4-5, which sets forth the component error equations for 
the Vigilante computer, includes Eq.  4-361 as Eq.  (8). 

The other error equations of Table 4-5 are derived by similar techniques — o r by the 
procedure of Derivation 4-9 for the more-complex error equations — for the other sub- 
sections of Fig. 4-73* Errors in components other than potentiometers and tachometer- 
generators are defined as follows: 

1. Fractional errors of resolver winding pairs are designated by the symbol ß, with 
numerical subscripts used to identify the windings involved. 

2. Fractional errors of gyro precession mechanisms are designated m, with numerical 
subscripts for component identification. 

3. The  errors  of the   summing networks   are lumped with the potentiometer errors K. 
The   error   equations   can be   solved for the  output   errors in the elevation andazimuth 

angles of the gun.   These errors are designated E g and e7, respectively. 
Just prior to firing, the computer is switched from the normal tracking mode to there- 

generative tracking mode, in which it continues to generate the last vector velocity thatwas 
received before switchover. The determination of the firing errors during the regenerative 
tracking mode, as derived from the manner in which the computer errors build up during 
the normal tracking mode, is described in par 4-6.10. 

4-6.10    COMPONENT ERRORS ASSOCIATED WITH THE REGENERATIVE MODE 

Two methods of computing the effect on the computer errors introduced by the switch- 
over to regenerative tracking during the firing interval are available: a rigorous method and 
an approximate method. The rigorous method of error analysis would require that the sys- 
tem of error equations for the computer in its open-loop tracking modebe solved at thetime 
of switchover. These equations have the form of Eq. 4-135, so that the solution would re- 
quire the determination of the impulse responses of the computer components. (See par 
4-4.4.3.1 for a description of the use of the impulse response method.) The impulse re- 
sponses would thenbe convolved with the input error time functions to obtain the output errors 
at the time of switchover. 

The laborious computation of all these convolution integrals was avoided by employing 
the approximate solution which requires only the variance of the output errors. This approach 
was possible because, at the time the detailed error analysis was carried out, firing tests 
on a prototype system had already been made by the contractor (see Reference 63). The 
data from these  firing tests  presented,   in the form of a scatter diagram, the firingerrors 

*Note   that the  Frankford  Arsenal  error equations  of Table 4-5 employ simplified notation of the form y for via and  (0 for vja) for 
example. 
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resultingfrom random computer errors. Sets of computer component errors were randomly 
selected, and the resulting vertical and lateral components of the firing errors were plotted 
as functions of time. Bythis means, it was demonstrated that the firing errors vary linearly 
with time. 

The vertical andhorizontal components of the firing error are designated Vi(t) and Li(t), 
respectively, with i having values from 1 to n. These components are measured in target- 
centered coordinates, and would normally be measured in feet or yards. In order to keep 
all computationsinangular measure, however, the equivalent angle in milliradians measured 
at the gun is used. Therefore, values of V^(t) and L^(t) may be converted to miss distances 
through multiplication by the range Dp. Since the errors vary linearly with time during the 
regenerative tracking interval, values of Vj(t0), Lj(t0), Vj^), and Lj(t2) explicitly define 
the regenerative tracking period, where t0 is the starting time and t2 the stopping time of 
regenerative tracking. 

The variance of the firing errors at the start of regeneration may be determined from 
the set of n errors by restating the definition of the variance (givenby Eq. 4-37) in terms of 
ensemble averages. So stated, the variance is the difference between the ensemble average 
of the squares of n equally probable errors, and the square of the ensemble average of these 
errors,   or 

2   r   \      ] E EV; (4-362) 

and 

ic. ■>4 £ ■"?<.„>-hr  S MM (4-363) 

where 
2 <7v.(t0)   = the variance of the vertical components of the set of n firing errors attimet0 

2 
CTL-(t0)   = the corresponding horizontal variance 

Reference to Fig. 4-69 shows that the bias of a particular salvo may 'be computed by 
time-averaging the errors over the firing interval. The dispersion is given by the time 
average of the squared errors over the same interval, minus the bias squared. 

The time averages of the firing errors are 

■— f Vi(t) =  —      /      V;(t) dt (4-364) 

and 

L:(t) 
t2 

»2-M     J 
L:(t)dt (4-365) 

where Vj(t)   and L^(t)    are the time averages* of V^it) and L^(t),   respectively,   t^ isthetime 
at which firing starts,   and t2 is the time that regenerative tracking and firing ceases. 

*As discussed in par 4-4. 2. 3,   a wiggly line over the random variable is employed to represent a time average,    while  a straight line 
represents an ensemble average; for example, "x or x. 
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Inthe Vigilante system, firingstarts 1/3 second after tQ, the start of regenerative track- 
ing, and persists for one second.   Thus, 

and 

^ = t0 + 1/3 second 

<2 = t    + 4/3 second. 

(4-366) 

(4-367) 

Since  it has  been established that the firing errors vary linearly with time, Eqs. 4-364 
and 4-365 may be evaluated in terms of V^(t0) and V^^), as shown in Derivation 4-9. 
The results are 

Vi<iJ-{ VjfcaJ + f Vi(t0) (4-368) 

and 

MO-gMt^j MO 
(4-369) 

Similarly, the time averages of the squared firing errors are 

9[Vi(t2)-Vi(t0)])
Yil,2' v?(., W+fw]    |        (4-3 70) 

and 

L?(.) L?(t) dt 
9 [LiOjJ-L-O,,)] JL^-^MtjJ + jMg]3!   <4"371> 

The set of n values of the firing-error components Vj(t0), L|(t0), V^^), and L^^) given 
in References 59 and 63 was entered in Eqs. 4-368 and 4-369 to give a set ofn values of the 
bias error (invertical and horizontal components). The variances of these sets of component 
values of the bias were then determined from ensemble averages of the squares of the bias 
componentvalues. The components of the variance of the set of bias errors that result from 
this procedure are given by the relationships 

and 

-bv-ViO) 4 E^w + j w] (4-372) 

2    rr/   i '=7   S[ L;(to)   +   -    L;(t 8"    '^2' •>] (4-373) 
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2 2 
where CTKV    and CThT     

are the vertical  and  lateral   components  of thevariance   of the bias, 

respectively, and Vi(t)    and L^(t)    arejhe  ensemble  averages of the squares of the vertical 
and lateral component time averages V^(t) and L^(t), respectively. 

The dispersion of the vertical errors is given by V^ (t) - Vi(t)   .   Thevariance of the dis- 
persion for the set of data is the ensemble average; therefore, 

^dV =   V^) " Vj(0     = Vf(') - V'(0    = V?(t) - a2 
bV 

(4-374) 

'where cr^v is the vertical component of the variance of the dispersion and, as before, each 
bar indicates the ensemble average of the quantity beneath it. Application of Eqs. 4-370 and 
4-372 shows that 

2   i ^4w- 
^dV 

i = l 

y   ± lW + 7 W] 
ViOJ-ViOJ (to)   *  T-  V.(t   ) 

(4-375) 

Similarly,   the   expression  for 0"^. the lateral component of the variance of the dispersion, 
is 

CTdL = LfW-L-O)"   = l_f(t) -   2 
bL 

(4-376) 

Application of Eqs. 4-371 and 4-373 shows that 

2 1     ^ i 4   LiW - [I Li(t2> + T Li(t°} 

i = 1   f 
Li(t2)-Li(t0) |M*2) + |Mto)]' 

(4-377) 

The   set  of n known values   of Vi(t0),   and also  or Vi(t2), L^to), and L^), permits the 
evaluation of the variances from Eqs. 4-372 through 4-377. 

The error analysis of the computer has produced values of the variances cre     and 0"£   of 

the angular errors in the elevation and azimuth angles of the gun, which are designated e 
and e 7, respectively. These errors may be transformed to a coordinate system centered at 
the target as shown in Fig. 4-74. The linear errors (miss distances) are, as the figure 
indicates, Eg D„ in the vertical axis and E7 Dp cos Eg in the horizontal axis, where Dp is 
the range to the target at impact and Eg is the elevation angle of the gun. Again using'angular 
measure, the vertical component of the error isefi, while the lateral component is e cos 

...        2 -1 ' 
Jg' 

The vertical variance is cr. 
'6 

while the lateral variance is ac     cos 2E   . 
e 7 g 

If, at time tQ,   the ratios of the variances of the computer errors to the variances of the 
measured set of firing errors are defined as 
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7 Dp c°s Ec 

GUN ---;•*- \ 

Figure 4-74.     Relationship of the computer errors £g and e 7 to the gun-target geometry. 

K5=^6(*O>/4('O> (4-378) 

2    ,    \        2 ,_ )        t )cos   E c 7    ° s 
crL (tJ (4-379) 

2 2 
and if it is assumed that the ratios Ky and KL are invariant during the regenerative period, 
then the total bias error caused by computer errors may be  obtained from the relationship 

2       2 .2     2 ,2     2 
rbe COS       Eg   =  Ky   O^y   +K|_   ObL (4-380) 

where 
cr^ = variance of the total angular bias error 

2 ? crh      and a be 7   = variances of the bias components,   respectively,   of the  elevation and 
6 azimuth output errors of the computer. 

The corresponding expression for the total dispersion is 
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2        2 2 2 22 22 
^d =L~de6 

TCrdf7
C0S    Eg =KVadV +KLCTdL (4-381) 

where 2 
ffj = variance of the total angular dispersion error 

I £ 
er.],     and cr^e     = variances of the dispersion components,   respectively,   of the  eleva- 

6 '      tion and azimuth output errors of the computer 
The results computed by Frankford Arsenal for five points representingfive typical sets 

of firing conditions* are tabulated in Table 4-6.   Asm ay be seen from the table, the variances 
of the elevation and azimuth computer errors at time tQ are tabulated  for each point.     The 
corresponding values of ay.(t0)  and a£.(t0)   from the  firing   tests  are  also  entered.     The 

2 2 1 1 

ratios Ky and Ki   can then be computed from Eqs. 4-378 and 4-379, and the  total  variances, 
2 2 cr^ and a,-],   can be obtained from Eqs.   4-380 and 4-381.    As might be   expected,   the  errors 

are about the same in the vertical and lateral directions.     The  computer errors  contribute 
principally to the bias,   with a very minor dispersion component. 

The variances   of the total bias and dispersion of the miss distance can be computed by 
multiplying both a-^ and cr^ by the square of Dp,  the predicted slant range at the midpoint   of 
the firing interval (see Table 4-6). 

4-6. 11   FLIGHT-ROUGHNESS ERRORS 

Even though the pilot of a target aircraft may be attempting to hold a uniform course for 
firing or bombing purposes, atmospheric effects (generally classed as gusts) will induce 
random motions of the aircraft. During the tracking period, these effects are lumped with 
the tracker-generated noise. During the firing interval, however, the miss distance caused 
by the flight roughness must be computed separately. 

To do this, it is necessary to derive expressions similarto those derived inpar 4-4. 4. 3. 2 
(which describes the transfer-function approach) for samples of a stationary random variable 
having a known power density spectrum, for a given time interval . Consider a sinusoidal 
error E  of the form 

e   -lei  sin ct. (4-382) 

The mean value of E  in an interval tQ 'M < t0 + T   is 

(jo.., T, tQ) = — e I  sin «t dt (4-383) 

— [        ccl. -cos «(t. + T) I . (4-384) 

If all values of tQ are equally likely,  the variance of this bias or mean error is 

*These conditions are defined in Table 4-11 and the associated text; see par 4-6. 13. 
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2, lim    \   1 
b VJ   ' T-. oo | 2T 

lim    jj_ 
T-oD j 2T 

■l2dt. 

2    2 
T      CO        T 

[cos a;.    -coso)(t„ +■ (it, (4-385) 

2    2 
OJ        T 

(1  -COSW7). 

Similarly,  the variance of the dispersion about the mean is 

«T     _ 
2,. .       lim     |    1 f 2        2 

o-6(\^, T) =T_m -j 2T    J       Le   "^ ]dt 

• i 
lim   jj_ 
T.co| 2T 

t- +" c  2 s i n    oj t d t Hv r 
tjT 2   i 

e | sin wt dt j dt„[ 
(4-386) 

In Eqs.   4-385  and  4-386, the superscript bar denotes an average of the variable concerned 
over the interval t0 < t ^ tQ + T .    The inner integrals of Eq.   4-386 are 

2 \  1 1 

2       4< 
[sin  2 o)t0 - sin 2 OJ (tQ + r)]   - —_—- [cos <ut0 -cosu(tQ t r) ] 

2    2 
HI       T [ 

and the result of the second integration is 

2 
°"d Üw' T) 

1    I     i2 

2    2 
w      7 

(1    -C0SO!T) (4-387) 

2 2 
The quantities a^ja), T)   and acj(jw, T) are the  contributions of a particular frequency 

w to the total variances of the mean and dispersion.    To find the total variances,   the  ratios 
of the variances of the desired parameters to the variance  of the  error will be  defined as 

|Rb(j-, 
,2     ab (J-,T) 

(4-388) 

and 

Jd(j-,r)| 
rd(ja''T") 

(4-389) 
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A s shown by Derivation 4- 10, 

(4-390) 

Therefore 

Rb(j^) 
2    2 

■     7 

(4-391) 

lRd(j< ,r)|2=l   -^-r    (1   -C0SO.7) =1   -  ;Rb(ja:,v)|2 

2    2 
a;     r 

(4-392) 

2 2 
As indicated by the notation, the ratios |Rb(jwT)| and |Rd<JwT)| are transfer func- 

tions (see Fig. 4-34) and the total variance may be found in each case by integrating the 
product of the ratio and the power spectral density of the error over all w, as in Eq. 4- 189. 
Thus, 

2    2 
00      CO        T 

2 d^2 

(1  -COS^r) t/ It 
d w 

(4-393) 

and 

2 
ad = 

2    2 
(1   - COS (iJ T) (4-394) 

where the previous notation for the bias,   or mean h,   has been substituted for e,   and 

d(<r£)        3»ee(ja=) 
the power spectral density of the error. (4-395) 

Values of the power spectral density of the miss distance caused by flight roughness are 
given by Harries6* for typical aircraft. These data are given per unit variance of miss dis- 
tancfe,   which is given in turn by. 

9('p+'n 
(4-396) 

where 
the variance of the miss distance in (yards)' 

2 

t„ =  the time of flight of the projectile in seconds 
tm = the  time  from t0,   the start of regenerative tracking to the midpoint   of the  firing 

interval in seconds 
A s shown in Fig.   4-75,   the sum t„ + tm is the prediction time. 

The results of integrating Eqs. 4-393 and 4-394 with the spectral densities giveninRef. 
65 are presented in Table 4-7 for the five points previously chosen for calculation(see Table 
4-6 and the associated text). 

Note that an appreciable bias error, but negligible dispersion, is induced by the flight- 
roughness effect. 
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START OF REGENERATIVE TRACKING 

1/3 SEC 

ONE-SECOND 
FIRING INTERVAL 

1/2 SEC      ]£, SE£. 

SALVO 
INTERVAL 

MIDPOINT OF THE 
FIRING INTERVAL MIDPOINT OF THE 

SALVO INTERVAL 

f2+,
P 

S 

PREDICTION TIME = tp + tm 

t    = the time of flight of the projectile 

tm = the time from to, the start of regenerative tracking, 

to the midpoint of the firing interval 

THE PREDICTION TIME IS THE TIME REQUIRED TO HIT THE TARGET 
AFTER THE START OF REGENERATIVE TRACKING, ASSUMING THE 
FIRST HIT OCCURS AT THE MIDPOINT OF THE SALVO INTERVAL 

Figure 4-75.     Time relationships associated with tracking and firing. 

4-6.12   INPUT-TRACKING-NOISE ERRORS 

The bias and dispersion caused by the input tracking noise, i.e., noise arising in the 
optical tracking system, can be determined by methods analogous to those discussed in par 
4-6. 11. The variances of the bias and the dispersion of the input tracking noise are each 
made up of the sum of the variances of their vertical and lateral components. These com- 
ponents are each in turn dependent on the three tracking variables of elevation, azimuth, and 
range. Anyone of these six components of bias and dispersion has the general form derived 
in the paragraphs which follow. 

Let one of these component output errors be designated by e0, and the corresponding 
input error be designated by Ej. It has been found that a sufficiently good approximation of 
the transfer function between these error components is given by the parabola 

      =     >     a    (d     +et+f    t) 
-- . (\ri,   T) ^-~>      m      m m m 

1   '      ' m 

(4-397) 
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TABLE 4-7.    BIAS AND DISPERSION OF THE MISS DISTANCE 
CAUSED BY FLIGHT ROUGHNESS. 

Point 

Prediction 
Time  (sec) 

tP + tm 

Standard Deviation 
of Bias (yd) 

<?b 

Standard Deviation 
of Dispersion (yd) 

CTd 

I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 

8. 467 
5.588 
3.490 
2.676 
3.490 

25. 34 
16.72 
10.44 

8. 01 
10.44 

1. 80 
1.19 
0.74 
0.57 
0.74 

where a,       d       e,       and fm are sets of constants. 
The bias and dispersion are determined as before: first, by averaging over the firing 

interval tQ < t < t0 + T , and second by averaging over all time — assuming all values of t0to 
be equally likely.    The variances of the bias and dispersion are then given by 

2, lim      i    1 C        -—T. rn2   ,      \ 
ab(jo,, r) -    T_m       —       I Uo(]^t0,r)]    dtQ  | (4-398) 

and 

od(\«J,   l) 
lim      \ J_ 
T—=°  )  2T f       [eo^'.'o rf    -    ^(jo^T)- dt. (4-399) 

and 

where the bar superscript indicates an average over the firing interval T; i.e. 

^Ti^o^ -- j °   c0(j*,odt 
T Jt o 

If the input error has the sinusoidal form 

e \ (j ~ü, t) =   I e j I   s i n SJ t , - co < t < =0 

(4-400) 

(4-401) 

(4-402) 
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then (see Derivation 4- 11) 

2 |e. 
£ .   (4-403) 

and the applicable transfer functions may be defined as 

2      <rb(p,7) 
|Rb(j«,T)i  (4-404) 

and 

!Rd(j*v 
2     ad (j«, T) 

(4-405) 

Note that Eq.   4-403 was obtained by averaging over all time and not over the firing interval 
T  exclusively. 

The  derivation thus far applies for any frequency w and a particular firing interval T„ 
Thus,  the variance of the bias and the variance of the dispersion are 

;(-)=      iRb(j",7)i 
d (log OJ) 

d (log o>) (4-406) 

and 

-d>) " lRd(J*v 

dcre   (j a:, r) 

d (log 
d (log (4-407) 

where 

iRbQ^'^i 
2 2 

ieil 
2   T— co )  2T 

t    +T 

/ —    /     60(j-,t)d. «A (4-408) 

and 

|Rd(j".T) 
2 2 lim      I     1 /■'        1 

/ --T   L -t 
2   T— co   )   2T 

I ■, o 

I T/  ..V. o dt d.c   |-:Rb(j-,v)i2 (4-409) 

InEqs.   4-408 and 4-409 e0 (jo), r)   is given by 

e0(J"M)-   Z am(dm+emt ^fj2) £i(j-,t) 
(4-410) 
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and 

ei(j^,0 = le, (sin o:.\  ,       -ao<t<co (4-411) 

The integrals of Eqs. 4-408 and 4-409 were evaluated numerically by using values of the 
constants dm, em, and Qn at three points within the time interval. The bias and dispersion 
were computed for the same five points previously employed (see Table 4-6 and associated 
text), and the RMS miss distance at the midpoint of the firing interval was also computed. 
The results are tabulated in Table 4-8, where it is shown that the bias caused by input noise 
is much more significant than the associated dispersion. The bias coincides with the value 
of the miss distance at the midpoint of the firing interval to a very close degree. 

4-6.13    HIT PROBABILITY OF THE VIGILANTE ANTIAIRCRAFT WEAPON SYSTEM 

The preceding paragraphs have derived expressions and numerical values for the com- 
ponent en ors of the Vigilante Antiaircraft Weapon System. Thepresent paragraphpresents 
the procedures whereby the overallmiss distances, the engagement hit probabilities, and the 
single-shot hit probabilities were determined for various conditions —using the results de- 
rived in the preceding paragraphs. 

Asa first step in carrying out these procedures, the overall errors of the Vigilante 
Antiaircraft Weapon System were determined by appropriate summations of the component 
errors just described that are due to (l)the computer, (2) flight roughness, and (3) input 
noise.    Operations were then performed on these component errors as follows: 

1. Computer errors were computed in two stages. First, the bias and dispersion of 
E5 and E 7, the errors in the elevation and azimuth angles of the gun, were found from the 
computer-error analysis. Next, the bias and dispersion at the end of regeneration were 
computed from Eqs.   4-380 and 4-381;  see Table 4-6. 

2. Flight-roughness errors were computed from Eqs. 4-394 and 4-395, with numerical 
values obtained from Eq.   4-396 and Ref.   65; see Table 4-7. 

3. Errors caused by input noise were obtained by integrating Eqs. 4-406 and 4-407, 
using values obtained from Eqs.   4-408 and 4-409;  see Table 4-8. 

These component errors are given in Tables 4-6, 4-7 and 4-8 as standard deviations of 
the bias and dispersion of the miss distance, in yards. These values were squared to give 
the variances, and entered in Tables 4-9 and 4-10 — the variances of the bias in Table 4-9 
and the variances of the dispersion in Table 4-10. The variances of the component errors 
in columns A, B, and C of Table 4-9 were then added to give the variance of the bias of the 
total miss distance. The same operation was performed with columns A, B, and C of Table 
4-10 to yield the variance of the dispersion of the total miss distance. 'The sum-of-the- 
variances methodjust described is valid for both bias errors and dispersion errors since all 
errors are independent of one another. 

Inspection of the errors tabulated in Tables 4-6, 4-7, and 4-8 shows that inallcases 
the bias is much greater than the dispersion. Since the bias caused by computer errors is 
consistently greater than the total of the other bias errors, it can be concluded that the per- 
formance could be improved by increasing the accuracy of the computer components. Also, 
since the errors are predominately bias errors, the introduction of additional dispersion 
will improve the hit probability. Further discussion of the effects of additional dispersion 
is given subsequently,   in connection with Fig.   4-76. 

Next, the values of the variance of the total bias and the variance of the total dispersion 
were combined with an appropriate expression (as discussed in the subsequent paragraphs) 
in order to compute the engagement hit probability b\ solution of Tappert's expression for 
the engagement hit probability with statistical bias and dispersion; see Eq. D4-5. 11 of Deri- 
vation 4-5 in the Appendix to Chapter 4. Certain simplifying assumptions required to make 
Eq.   D4-5. 11 valid can be stated as follows: 
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TABLE 4-8.    BIAS AND DISPERSION OF THE MISS DISTANCE 
CAUSED BY INPUT NOISE. 

Standard Deviation Standard Deviation 
Standard Deviation of Bias of Dispersion 
of Miss Distance Qh CTd 

Point (yd) (yd) (yd) 

0.79 I 47. 78 47. 76 
II 27, 72 27. 72 0.77 
III 15. 52 15.40 0. 85 
IV 11.38 11.37 1. 18 
V 12.87 12.94 1.39 

TARGET: 

Minimum Horizontal Range =   1000 yd          Constant Altitude =   1000 yd 

Constant Target Speed = 300 yd/sec (533 knots) 

TABLE 4-9.    VARIANCE OF THE BIAS ERRORS,   A RECAPITULATION 
AND SUMMATION. 

(fromFig.   I,  p.    1 of "Hit Probability of the Vigilante System",   Vol.   II;   see Ref.   59) 

A B C 1 
Total 

Variance 
I 

Standard 
Deviation Variance Variance Variance 

Midpoint 
Predicted 

Due to 
Computer 

Due to 
Tracking 

Due to 
Flight 

of the 
Bias 

Range Component Errors Noise Roughness a; b ab 

Point (yd) (yd2) (yd2) (yd2) (yd2) (yd) 

I 4000 2776.96 2281.02 641. 98 5699.96 75. 5 
II 3000 541. 26 768. 40 279.57 1589.23 39. 9 
III 2000 114.00 237. 16 109.07 460. 23 21. 5 
IV 1500 55.08 129.28 64. 12 248.485 15. 8 
V 2000 102. 92 167. 44 109.07 379.43! 19.5 

1. The target is assumedto be two-dimensional, which can be justified as follows. The 
normal employment of the Vigilante Antiaircraft Weapon System is for defense against low- 
flying attack-type or fighter-type aircraft. Either contact-fuzed ammunition or> proximity- 
fuzed ammunition can be employed. Asa part of this tactical situation, a short, direct 
trajectory is employed and the bursts occur at, or near, the first contact of the target that 
is normal to the path of the projectile. Therefore, the area of that aspect of the target that 
is normal tothe range vector is of principal interest for the problem at hand. (The possibility 
of employingathree-dimensional model shouldbe considered, however. Suchamodel could be 
obtained by (1) re-deriving Eq. D4-5. 1 lof Derivation 4-5 in three dimensions, (2) employing a 
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TABLE 4- 10.    VARIANCE OF THE DISPERSION ERRORS, 
AND SUMMATION. 

A RECAPITULATION 

(from Fig.   I, p.   1 of "Hit Probability of the Vigilante System", Vol.   II;   see Ref,  59) 

A B C 

Total 
Variance 

Standard 
Deviation Variance Variance Variance 

Midpoint Due to Due to Due to of the 

Predicted Computer Tracking Flight "l Bias 
Range Component Errors Noise Roughness CTd 

Point (yd) (yd2) (yd2) (yd2) (yd2) (yd) 

I 4000 39.52 0. 62 3. 25 43.39 6.6 

II 3000 8. 19 0. 59 1.41 10.19 3. 2 
III 2000 1. 88 0.72 0. 55 3. 15 1. 8 
IV 1500 1.10 1.39 0. 32 2. 81 1.7 

V 2000 4. 28 1.93 0.55 6. 76 2. 6 

three-dimensionaltarget model, and (3)including the errors along the range axis — i. e. , the 
time-of-flight errors — as well as the vertical and lateral errors. However., in view of the 
great computational complexity that would be introduced and the small improvement in the 
accuracy of the error analysis that would be obtained in the case of the Vigilante Antiaircraft 
Weapon System, the three-dimensional model was not employed. ) 

2. The target  area A  is relatively  small compared with the dispersion of the bursts. 
This  assumption is justified  by the  relatively  small  size  of the target and the form of the 
burst pattern (see Fig.   4-69). 

3. The bias and the dispersion are each made up of independent normal distributions 
along the x and y axes, which is equivalent to an independent radial distribution. In the case 
of the dispersion, the total miss-distance distribution is made up of a large number of indi- 
vidual random errors; by the central limit theorem (see par 4-4. 2. 4), the total miss distance 
will be normally distributed, regardless of the distributions of the individual errors. By 
definition, thedispersionhas zeromean;the mean of the burst pattern is the bias, Similarly, 
the total bias component of the miss distance is made up of a large number of individualbias 
errors; therefore, it must also be normally distributed. The mean of the bias distribution 
is the invariant calibration error. It is assumed that this error is removed by spotting cor- 
rections made during a calibration procedure. 

Although the target was assumed to be two-dimensional, it is important to note that the 
effects of various target aspects were considered. The areas of the target in its principle 
aspects were assumed to be the following: 

Front-View Area: 6.5  square yards 
Side-View Area: 26.6   square yards 
Top-View Area: 50. 9 square yards 

Areas for other aspects of the target were obtained by use of the ellipsoid 

0.023669X2 +0.001 4133y2 + 0.00038598 z2 = 1 (4-412) 

where x, y, and z represent the roll, pitch, and yaw axes of the aircraft, respectively. At 
any particular aspect of the aircraft, the target area A, in square yards, was taken to be 
numerically equal to the radius vector of the ellipsoid of Eq. 4-412 that is in the direction 
of the line of sight. 
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NOTE:   THE FORMULAS USED IN OBTAINING THE SOLID-LINE CURVES IN THIS FIGURE 
WERE EVALUATED FOR THOSE VALUES OF THE ROUND-TO-ROUND DISPERSION 

FOR WHICH THE FORMULAS WERE KNOWN TO BE VALID 

< 
m 
o a: 
a. 

LU 
Ü < 
o 
z 
w 

0.4C 

PP   r<-"^   vvniun    i n c   rur\iviuLrto VVLI^L   MNWVVIN   i \J  DC   VMLIU.     THI*^ VA I  ID 
REGION WAS APPROXIMATELY  3 < crRR < 9.   THE DASHED-LINE CURVES FOR 
0 < CTRR < 3 WERE EXTRAPOLATED FROM THE CURVES OF THE VALID REGION. 
IN OTHER WORDS,  THE CURVES IN THE REGION 0 < <rRR < 3 MAY NOT BE VALID 
BUT THEY ARE REASONABLE. 

POINTY 

0.35 

0.30 

0.25 

~       0.20 

0.15 - 

0.10 

ab = 379.43 yd2 

POINT LY 

o b = 248.48 yd2 

0.05 

0 3 6 9 

ADDITIONAL ROUND-TO-ROUND DISPERSION (.RR) IN MILLIRADIANS 

Figure 4-76.    Engagement hit probability versus the additional round-to-round dispersion. 
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Since the Vigilante Antiaircraft Weapon System normally fires 48 rounds in quick suc- 
cesion, the engagement hit probability is the probability that there will be at least one hit in 
48 rounds. The engagement hit probability was computed from Eq. D4-5. 11 of Derivation 
4-5 with n = 48. The computation was carried out at five points representing typical sets of 
conditions on a straight-line target course at constant speed and altitude. Table 4-11 gives 
the parameters for points I through V. The ranges are those existing at the midpoint of the 
one-second firing interval. The solution of Eq. D4-5. 11 of Derivation 4-5 was carried out 
at each of the five points, with values of a£ and a^ obtained from Tables 4-9 and 4-10, 
respectively, and values of A obtained from Table 4-11. In performing these computations, 
it was necessary to include an additional round-to-round dispersion caused by ammunition 
variations and gun-tube vibration. This additional round-to-round dispersion cr J>R was treated 
as an independent variable. The resulting engagement hit probability, which in this case is 
the probabilityof at least one hit in 48 rounds, is plotted against (Tp^inFig. 4-76 for points 
I through V. 

A s one wouldexpect for a problem in which bias errors are much larger than dispersion 
errors (see par 4-4. 1. 1, par 4-4. 1.2, and Fig. 4-3), the engagement hit probability is im- 
proved by an increase in the additional round-to-round dispersion, up to the point at which 
the dispersion errors become predominant. This fact is evident from Fig. 4-76, in which 
it can also be seen that little or no improvement is evident in the case of points I and II. 
These two points have large bias errors relative to the target dimensions. At point III, on 
the other hand, considerable improvement is obtained if CRR is increased to 6 to 8 milli- 
radians. The standard deviation of the bias at point III is 21.5 yards or 10. 1 milliradians, 
and is more nearly comparable with the target dimensions. At points IV and V, the im- 
provement is still more marked. 

In case the gun and ammunitionvariations shouldbe found to provide lessthanthe optimum 
dispersion, aprogrammed pattern generator could be provided in order to optimize the sys- 
tem  66. 

It is also of interest to determine the single-shot hit probability. In order to do this, 
refer to Tappert's development of the engagement hit probability with statistical bias and 
dispersion that results in Eq. D4-5. 11 of Derivation 4-5. An expression employed in the 
derivation — Eq.   D4-5. 8 — is repeated here for reference purposes: 

<P').h-l-     / 
•o 

7   /     7 
A °b'°d 

X 

2naA 

(4-413) 

where 
(Pr)eh = the engagement hit probability 

A = the target area 
n = the number of shots fired during the course of the engagement 

x = exp 
2 

r 

7     2 

(4-414) 

r = the radial distance from the target center 
The  engagement hit probability   given by Eq.    4-413 maybe converted to the single-shothit 
probability (Pr)ssh by setting n = 1,  i. e., 

<p')„h-i-   / V--*r  x dx (4_415) 
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TABLE 4- 11.   DEFINITION OF POINTS ON THE ASSUMED TARGET COURSE 
SELECTED FOR COMPUTATION. 

CONSTANT TARGET SPEED ON 
STRAIGHT-LINE COURSE - 300 YD SEC 

\ 

HORIZONTAL 
PROJECTION OF 

THE STRAIGHT-LINE 
TARGET COURSE 
(i.e., ground track 

of the target) 

POINTIY 

CROSSOVER POINT 

INTZ 

WEAPON 
STATION 

MINIMUM HORIZONTAL RANGE = 1000 YD 

CONSTANT TARGET ALTITUDE = 1000 YD 

Point 
No. 

Midpoint 
Predicted Range* 

(yd) 

Area of Target? 
A 

(yd)2 

I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 

4000 
3000 
2000 
1500 
2000 

6.5698 
6.7217 
7.41 19 
9.861 1 

20.24 11 

*This   is the predicted slant range to the target that exists at the midpoint of the firing interval (see Fig.   4-75). 

M* is  important to note that the derivation of the data given in this column accounts for many more factors than the elliposoid equa- 
tion 4-412.    For the circumstances under consideration here,   the use of Eg.   4^12 alone would oversimplify the situation.  
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Use of the integration formula given by Eq.   D4-5. 9 of Derivation4-5 then provides the solu- 
tion to Eq.   4-415 in the form 

(4-416) 
2       2, 

Values of the single-shot hit probability (Pr)ssh> together with values of the engagement hit 
probability (Pr) ,, are tabulated in Table 4-12 as functions of the additional round-to-round 
dispersion cr p>R. As shown by Table 4-12, the single-shot hit probability is much less than 
the engagement hit probability. 

TABLE 4-12.    SINGLE-SHOT AND ENGAGEMENT HIT PROBABILITIES 
FOR A 48-ROUND SALVO 

Round-to-Round 
Dispersion Single- Shot Engagement 

aRR Hit Probability Hit Probability * 
Point (Millirad) (Pr)ssh <Pr)eh 

I 0 0.0004 0. 0110                  1 
2. 51 0,0004 0. 0146 
5.77 0.0003 0.0153                  ' 
8. 85 0.0003 0.0141 

II 0 0.0013 0. 0182 
2. 80 0.0013 ()„ 0463 
5. 90 0.0011 0,0494 
8. 94 0.0009 0. 0425 

III 0 0.0051 0. 0281 
2. 87 0.0048 0. 1233 
5. 93 0.0039 0. 1527 
8. 96 0.0030 0. 1300 

IV 0 0,0125 0. 0504 
2. 78 0.0117 0. 1849 
5. 89 0.0095 0. 2928 
8. 93 0.0073 0. 2750 

V 0 0.0167 0. 0758 
2. 70 0.0155 0. 2159 
5. 86 0.0123 0. 3540 
8. 91 0.0092 0.3317 

^Probability  of at least one hit in 48 rounds. 
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The determination of the hit probability of the Vigilante Antiaircraft Weapon System has 
been described because it provides an example of a highly complex system — requiringa high 
order of analytical ability to achieve a solution, and also requiring a lengthy computational 
procedure. The computations, too lengthy to reproduce here, may be found in Reference 59. 
Many fire control systems have characteristics that make the hit probability much easier to 
compute, but the basic elements of the analysis are the same. 

It should be noted that, for an antiaircraft fire control system, it is the engagement hit 
probability that is of primary importance since there is little likelihood of obtaining a hit 
with any particular individual shot. For certain other tactical situations, however —suchas 
tank fire, for example —the engagement hit probability is usually of less significance than 
the single-shot hit probability. This stems from the fact that unless the particular opponent 
involved is put out of action by either the first round fired (preferably)or a rapidly corrected 
subsequent round, if the first projectile misses the target, there may be no opportunity to 
fire further shots before the firing weapon is itself destroyed or disabled. Therefore, for 
this type of tactical situation, the first-round hit probability and the subsequent-round hit 
probability are'of prime importance. Fora discussion that applies to this type of circum- 
stance, seeReference 67. That document, which was published in support of the U. S. Armor 
Policy Statements on "Method of Expressing Chance of a Hit" and "Accuracy Requirements 
for Tank Weapons", describes the various mathematical models to be used in predicting the 
hit capabilities of various tank weapon systems. 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 4 

DERIVATIONSAND EXAMPLES 

This appendix contains the following derivations and examples that are referred to in 
the text of Chapter 4 but are included here in order to avoid interfering with the continuity 
of the presentation in the body of Chapter 4: 

Derivation Title Page 

4-1 Derivation of the kill probability for the diffuse target   ........    4-209 

4-2 Derivation of the single-shot kill probability in two 
dimensions, for fixed bias and normal radial dispersion .......    4-214 

4-3 Derivation of the single-shot kill probability in three 
dimensions, for fixed bias and normal radial dispersion .  ......     4-221 

4-4 Transformation of three-dimensional coordinates   .  ........  . .    4-227 

4-5 Derivation of the engagement hit probability for the 
case when the bias is variable   .  .....  ......  ...  ......  ...    4-233 

4-6 Derivation of Eq. 4-120. .  .....  .....   ....  ....   . .  .....  . .    4-238 

4-7 The input-output relationship in the time domain for a 
system element. .........  ............  .     4-241 

4-8 Derivation of the tracking error equation ....  ...  ...  ...  ....     4-242 

4-9 Derivation of Eq.  4-346. ...  .   ....  ...   . .  ....     4-244 

4-10 Evaluation of the time average of V^(t), the vertical 
component of the firing error. .   . .   ...  . .  ........  .....   ...     4-249 

4-11 Derivation of the variance of a sinusoidal error. . .  . .  ...  .....     4-252 

Example Title Page 

4-1 Fire-control example illustrating the concept of 
conditionalprobability.  .....  .......     4-253 

4-2 Example of the experimental determination of the 
probability density function and the probability distribution 
function of a continuous random variable   ...  .....   . .   ....   ...    4-257 

4-3 Example of the application of joint probability density 
functions to a fire-control problem    ....   . .  .    4-259 

4-4 Example showing the employment of probability density 
and distribution functions in a conditional probability problem   . . .     4-264 
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Example Title Page 

4-5 Illustrative application of the relationship between (Pr)eh 
and (Pr)ssh ..................................... 4-268 

4-6 The error associated with a simple amplifier ....  .......   ... 4-269 

4-7 Error propagation through a simple computer circuit.  ....  ...  . 4-271 

4-8 Example of the error-summation procedures described 
inthe text. ..................................... 4-275 
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Derivation 4- 1.   Derivation of the kill probability for the diffuse target. 

If a set of orthogonal axes x, y, zis locatedat the target center and it is desiredto deter- 
nine the kill probability for bursts occurring on the x-axis, a reasonable assumption would 
)e that the kill probability is unity for a burst occurring at the target center (x = 0), and is 
sero at burst points  infinitely   remote  from the target  center (x = ± °°).   It can be  further 
reasonably assumed that alongthe entire x-axis the kill probability as a function of the burst 
joint x has the general form of a Gaussian probability curve symmetrical about the target 
:enter, i.e.,  (see par 4-4.2.4), 

;(ki )(x) = C1 exp 

2cr 

(D4-1.1) 

where 
x = distance of the burst point from the target center 
C\ - constant of proportionality 

The quantity ac. is aconstant whose magnitude depends on (l)the size and armoring ("hard- 
ness") of the  particular  target under consideration, and (2) the  characteristics of the  am- 
munition to be employed; it is called the vulnerable radius::: of the target for the particular 
immunition used and has the same units of length as x. 

The constant  of proportionality  Ci  is evaluated by setting x equalto zero in Eq.   D4- 1.1 
which gives 

0 
(Pr)(ki||)(0)=Cie    =C (D4- 1.2 

Since it has been assumed that (Pr)(kill)(0) is unity, Eq. D4- 1.2 shows that Cj is unity also, 
Therefore 

Jr)(ki||)(x) =exp (D4-1.3; 

If it is assumed that the probabilities along the three axes are independent and that the 
characteristics of the target are the same in all axes,| then 

and 

(Pr)(|<i||)(y) = exP 

(Pr)(kill)(z) =exp 

(D4- 1.4 

(D4- 1.5 

By extension of Eq. 4-23 to three variables, the joint probability of kill (Pr^^n^ix.y.z)  can 
be written as 

(Pr)(kiM)(x,y,z) = (Pr)(ki|i)(x) (Pr)(kiM)(y) (Pr)(km)(z) (D4-1.6' 

*In Reference 27,   the quantity  cfc is termed the lethal radius. 

+ See par 4-6. 13 concerning the hit probability of the Vigilante Antiaircraft Weapon System for an example of how a nonuniform ta 

get can be treated. 
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Derivation 4- 1.   (Continued) 

Accordingly,  substitution from Eqs. D4- 1.3, D4- 1.4 and D4- 1.5 into Eq.   D4-1.6   shows tha- 

(Pr)(kiii)(x-y'z) =exp 

2       2       2 
x     + y     + z 

(D4- 1.7 

rhis kill-probability relationship can be converted to spherical-polar-coordinate form — ir 
;erms of r,  8, and <j> — by means of the geometrical relationship (see Fig. D4- 1.1) 

2       2       2      2 
r    = x    + y    +z 

vhere 
r = radial distance of burst point from target center. 

Substitution from Eq.  D4- 1.8 into Eq. D4- 1.7 gives 

(D4-1.8; 

(Pr)(|<;||(r,e,^) = exp (D4-1.9; 

The  quantity (Pr)(kiH)(r,0,0)  is  known as the kill  probability  for the  diffuse target and is 
lenceforth represented accordingly by the symbol (Pr)^/^^^i.e., 

(Pr)d(kiiir(Pr)(kiiiM^= ^p 
2    -, 

(D4-1.10) 

^s would be expected for the uniform target characteristics assumed, Eq. D4- 1.10 shows 
hat (Pr),-i(kill) *s dependent only on the radial distance r of the burst point from the center 
>f the target,i.e., it is independent of 8 and </>. 

When  interest is   restricted to  the x, y-plane,   then, for  a given point   located by  polar 
:oordinates 

(Pr)d(kill)(r'6J) = exP 

r        2 
r 

(D4- 1.1 1) 

?or the same point located by rectangular coordinates 

(Pr)d(kiii/x'y) =exP 

2       2-, 
X     + y 

(D4-1.12; 

since r^ = x2 + y2 in the x, y-plane (see Fig. D4- 1.1). Figure D4- 1.2 shows plots of the kil 
Drobability for a diffuse target, (Pr)cj(icQx\(r,ö), and the probability of not killing the same 
:arget, Qd(kill) (r,0), both as functions of the distance r of the burst point from the targel 
:enter.     The kill-probability  curve is  actually a  section through the  bivariate   probabilit] 
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Derivation 4-1.   (Continued) 

z AXIS 

x AXIS 
y AXIS 

r2 = x2 + y2 + z2 

<p = tan 1\*2 + 

Figure D4-1.1.   Geometrical relationships between three-dimensional 
rectangular and polar coordinates. 

(Pr)d(kill)(r>^) a* someparticular value of <p. Note that the plot for Qd(kill)(r> 6)   is   governed 
by the relationship 

Qd(killM) =1 -(Pr)d(kill)M) (D4- 1.131 

inasmuch as the sum of the probability of killing the target and not killing the target is al- 
ways unity. Figure D4-1.2 also illustrates the vulnerable radius, defined as <JC, and the 
vulnerable area a defined as the area of the circle with radius   V/2<JC, i.e., 

a   = 2-770-5. 
c (D4-1.14) 

Note that the vulnerable area as defined by Eq. D4-1.14 does not represent an area within 
which a kill is certain. Rather, since it is the area with a radius ^/2oc, Eq. D4-l.ll shows 
that all bursts occurring within this area have a kill probability, (Pr)d(kill)(r>0), greater 
than e~l or 0.368 (see Fig. D4-1.3). Examination of Fig. D4-1.3 shows that the kill prob- 
sbility in the area outside the vulnerable area is relatively slight. 
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Derivation 4-1.   (Continued) 

KILL PROBABILITY FOR 
THE DIFFUSE TARGET 

Qd(kill)(r' n =1 "(Pr) (r, 6) d(kill) 

= PROBABILITY OF NOT KILLING 
THE DIFFUSE TARGET 

DISTANCE OF BURST POINT FROM 
TARGETCENTER   r    k~ 

VULNERABLE AREA  a 

RADIUS ->/2(.TC 

Figure D4-1.2.    Plots of the probabilities CPr)d(kill)(r»^ anc* 
Qd(kill)(r»^ anc^ tne vulnerable area a. 
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Derivation 4-1.   (Continued) 

KILL PROBABILITY FOR 
THE DIFFUSE TARGET 

(Pf>d(kiN)<'. ?) 

(Pr)d(kill)(r' e>   "exP 

(Pr)d(ki||)(0, e) - 1.0 

(p')d(Hll)(VTcc,-)-e-' =0.368 

DISTANCE OF BURST POINT FROM 
TARGET CENTER   r »■ 

RADIUS- \l2c 

VULNERABLE AREA  a 

Figure D4-1.3.    Plot of the kill probability for the diffuse target. 
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Derivation 4-2.   Derivation of the single-shot  kill probability in two  dimensions,  for fixed 
bias and normal radial dispersion. 

This derivation depends on the following four assumptions: 
1. A diffuse target, as previously defined (see par 4-4.3.1) 
2. Restriction to two dimensions,   x and y,   in a plane  perpendicular to the path of the 

projectile at the target 
3. A fixed bias h located along the x-axis 
4. A Gaussian distribution of the dispersion along each axis,   with the same variance 

53 along each axis. 
With these assumptions, the probability density functions of the burst pattern, along the 

« - and y-axes, are, from Eq. 4-38, given by the expressions 

PM 

P(y) 

1 
7= exP   I " 

x -h) 

O-6\2TT 
exp 

2CT 

(D4-2.1) 

(D4-2.2' 

vhere 
h = bias of the burst pattern 
o-?    = variance of the burst pattern 

ind both h and cr   are expressed ina consistent set of linear units. As shown by Fig. D4-2.1(A' 
ind (B),  these   expressions  are simply normal  distributions  along the x - and y-axes,  with 
nean values at x = h and y = 0. 

The probability density functions p(x) and p(y) are measures of the relative likelihoodoi 
iccurrence of a burst at a given point on the x-axis, (x, 0), or at a given point on the y-axis, 
0, y), respectively. Since the distributions have been assumed to be independent, they may 

>e combined in accordance with the procedure followed in par 4-4.2.4 to give the bivariate 
listribution 

p(x, y) = p(x) p(y) exp 
h)     +y 

(D-4-2.3) 

is can be seen from Eq. 4-18 with a substitution of variables 

p(x,y) lim 
A x—0 
A y— 0 

Pr[x,y] 

AxAy 
r Lx,yj 

dxdy (D4-2.4) 

'hus, for a normally distributed burst pattern, Pr[x,y] is the probability that a burst will 
ccur in a differential area, dxdy, that is located at a given point (x,y). The probability 
ensity function p(x,y) is, therefore, a measure of the relative likelihood of occurrence of a 
urst at a given point (x,y). For example (see Fig. D4-2. 2(A)), if x=h and y=0, then p(x, y) 
as its maximumvalue which is l/27ro^. For any other set of x,y coordinates — e.g., x = x^ 
nd y = y^  — p(x,y) is determined as in Fig. D4-2. 2(B). 

The probability of a kill at any particular point in the x,y-plane with a single shot is the 
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p(x) ,v^ " exp 
(x-h)' 

FOR x » h, p(x] HAS ITS MAXIMUM VALUE;  i.e., 

v2 

p(h) 
] 

«T,V277 
exp 

(h -h) 

'd     -I 
<^J'V2TT o-,\2-fi- 

FOR ANY OTHER VALUE OF i, SAY x,, P(x) IS GIVEN BY 

,2- 

P(*\) = 
1 

\'2T 

- exp 
cr , V/7T 

(x, -h) p(x) HAS ITS MAXIMUM VALUE AT , ' h 

P(h) 

P(y) =■ 
1 

exp 

x = x1 x = h 

(A)   Normal distribution along the x-axis 

2 

FOR y = 0, p(y) HAS ITS MAXIMUM VALUE 

*\   J 

P(0) 
J      -0 

e 
_1 

"Y2 p(y) HAS ITS MAXIMUM VALUE AT y = 0 

FOR ANY CTHER VALUE OF y, SAY y,, p!y) IS GIVEN BY 

p(yi 
exp 

i\'2, 

Y] 

(B)   Normal distribution along the y-axis 

Figure D4-2.1.   Gaussian probability density functions employed 
in connection with single-shot kill probability. 

oint probability of the occurrence of the following two events: 
1. The event that the burst occurs atthepoint concerned. (The probability of this event 

s Prf x,y].) 
2. The event that a target kill is achieved if any burst occurs at that point. (The prob- 

ibility of this event is (Pr)d(kill)(x,y), which — as defined in connection with Eq. 4-55 — is 
he probability of killing a diffuse target when the burst occurs at point (x,y).) 

Since discrete events (in the form of individual shots) are involved, the application of 
Cq. 4-3 shows that the single-shot kill probability on a diffuse target at a given point (x,y) 
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p(x, y) 

(x = h, y =0' 

1 -0 1 
—    e     = —   - 

I 2"    , 

(A)   The particular case in which x = h and y ~ 0 

p(x, y) 

(B)   The particular case in which x ^ x i and y - y i 

Figure D4-2.2.    Bivariate normal distribution for selected values of x and y. 

s given by the relationship 

(Pr)(kill)ss^y) =PrLx,y](Pr)d(kiM)(x,y) (D4-2.5) 

There 
(Pr)(kill)ss(x'y)   = single-shot kill probability on adiffusetarget at aparticular point (x,y) 
Pr[x,y] = probability of a burst occurring in  a differential   area dxdy that is 

located at the point (x,y) 
(Pr\kin)d(x>y)     = probability of killing a diffuse target  (centered at x = 0, y = 0) when 

the burst occurs at point (x,y). 
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For a large number of shots,the probabilities in Eq. D4-2.5 can be expressed in terms 
of probability density functions. Dividing both sides of Eq. D4-2.5 by the incremental area 
^x Ay gives 

(Pr)(kill)ss(*<y)       Pr[x,y] ,     . 
 ITA}   ~ T^y~   (PrWilD(x'y) (D4-2.6) 

Equation 4-18 shows that in the limit, as Ax and Ay approach zero, 

P(kill)ss(*,y)   = P(^,y) (F''-)d(|<i|n(x,y) (D4-2.7) 

where 
p (x v)       = Probability density function of a kill on a diffuse target at a particular 

(kill)ss    ' point (x,y) with a single shot 
p(x,y) = probability density function of a burst at the particular point (x,y). 
The single-shot kill probability (Pr)ssk f°r the entire x, y-plane — i.e., the probability 

that a given individual shot fired on a target will achieve a kill — can now be determined by 
integrating the probability density function P(kiH)ss(x>y) over the infinite surface of the x, y- 
plane,,i.e., 

/     /  P(kiii)ss(*<y)dxdy (D4-2.8) ^ssk 

= single shot kill probability. 

Substitution from Eq. D4-2.7 into Eq. D4-2.8 shows that 

CO cc 

(P0S5k=     f        f   p(x,y)(Pr)d(ki|1)(x,y)dxdy. (D4-2.9) 

For the caseof zerobias — i.e.jforh = 0 — the integrationindicated in Eq. D4-2.9 is ac- 
complished very simply by converting from the rectangular-coordinate form of p(x, y) that 
is given in Eq. D4-2.3 to the corresponding equation in polar-coordinate form. The neces- 
sary relationships for performing this conversion follow. Since, from Eq. D4-2.4, Pr[x,y] 
is the probability of a burst occurring in a differential area dxdy located at a given point 
(x,y), and since this probability is the same for the equivalent differential area rdrd0 in 
polar coordinates (all differential areas being equal), it follows that 

Pr[x,y]   = p(x,y)dxdy  =Pr[r,t;]   =p(r,5)rdrd6 (D4-2.10) 

where 
p(r, 8) = probability density function of the normally distributed burst pattern expressed 

in the polar coordinates   r  and   8 
Pr[ r,6] = probability of a burst occurring in a differential area rdrdö that is  located  at 

a given point (r,0). 
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From geometrical considerations (see Fig. D4-2„3(B)) 

dxdy = rdrdö. (D4-2.ll 

Inasmuch  as  r^  =   'x.    + y     (see Fig.   D4-2.3(A)) and h  =   0 for the case of zero bias, Eqs 
34-2.3, D4-2.10 and D4-2.ll  show that 

Pr[r,6] = p(r,ö)rdrdö 
1 

exp 

2 77 C 
,    2 

rdrdö (D4-2.12 

(*, y) 

(r, :') 

THE LOCATION OF A POINT IN RECTANGULAR COORDINATES IS SPECIFIED BY ITS x AND y VALUES. 
THE LOCATION OF THIS SAME POINT IN POLAR COORDINATES IS SPECIFIED BY ITS r AND ti VALUES. 
THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN x,  y, r AND c ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

2       2       2 
x    + y    =■ r , x = r cos    , 

(A)   Location of a point 

y = r si n y 

INCREMENTAL 
AREA IN RECTANGULAR 

COORDINATES 

INCREMENTAL AREA 
IN POLAR COORDINATES 

T/ 
I     I 
I     I 
I     I 

THE INCREMENTAL AREA = -':. x 1 y THE LINEAR DISTANCE \ s IS RELATED TO THE 
ANGLE-,    BY THE RELATIONSHIP 

. s = r 

THEREFORE, 

THE INCREMENTAL AREA -JiJr=ricir 

IN THE LIMIT, AS THE INCREMENTS i x, 1Y, i, AND ".-ALL APPROACH ZERO, THEY BECOME TRUE 
DIFFERENTIAL QUANTITIES (DESIGNATED   RESPECTIVELY AS dx, dy, dr AND dr), AND THE TWO IN- 
CREMENTAL AREAS REPRESENTED ABOVE BECOME TRUE DIFFERENTIAL AREAS, WHICH ARE IDEN- 
TICAL IN SIZE.    ACCORDINGLY, 

dx dy = r d - dr 

(B)   Definition of an incremental area 

Figure D4-2.3.   Relationship between rectangular (Cartesian) coordinates 
and polar coordinates. 
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Because the probability of an event occurring in the differential area dxdy is the same as 
he probability of that same event occurring in the differential areardrdö, Eq. D4-2.9 can 
)e written in the alternative form 

2T?        C° 

Pr)ssk=     f f    p(r,ö)(Pr)d(ki||)M)rdrdö. (D4-2.13) 

it is now possible to develop the relationship for the single-shot kill probability (Pr)ssic by 
substituting from Eqs. 4-55 and D4-2.12 into Eq. D4-2.13 and integrating the resulting re- 
.ationship over all values of r and 9, as follows 

2TT        UU 

'ssk 2 

2 77CTd ^0 0 
/      / 

2TT       C 

exp exp rdrdö 

exp 
2 

°~d 

rdrdö. (D4-2.14) 

By making the arbitrary substitution 

2 2   +     2 
^1 ac        ad 

for the sake of simplification, Eq. D4-2.14 can be rewritten in the form 

(D4-2.15) 

(p'>s,k 

. 2 71 CO 

JL.rr 
2 no?     J0 J0 

exp rdrdö. (D4-2.16) 

Performance of the first integration yields 

Pr). 4/ exp (D4-2.17) 

The integral  of Eq.   D4-2.17   can be found by means of standard tables of integrals.*    The 
result is 

(Pr) ssk 2 
a<t   L 

2 
o"]   exp 

2 
rlJ J 

2 

2    ' 
(D4-2.18] 

* See page 200,   Eq.  861. 4 of Reference 23,  with the substitution   x2 = r2/2c^. 
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1 
i 

2 
c 

2 
CTd 

1 

2 

I   1 
2 

2"-     2 
c         d 

(D4-2.19) 

where, as already noted, 
cr      = vulnerable radius 

2 
0" ,   = variance of the burst pattern. 

Equation  D4-2.14   shows that  Eq. D4-2.19  can be rewritten in terms of the vulnerable area 
a as 

(Pr ssk 

(D 4-2.20) 
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bias and normal radial dispersion. 

The expansion of the expression for the single-shot kill probability to include all points 
inthe infinite volume x,y,z is accomplished by the inclusion of the variable z in Eq. D4-2.9, 
yielding 

UJ UJ UJ 

III    pU,y,z) (Pr)d(ki||)(x,y,z)dxdydz (D4-3.1) 
.03 „00 .00 

where 
(pr\ =   single-shot kill probability in three dimensions, i.e., the probability that a 

given individual  shot fired on a diffuse target centered atx=y = z=0 will 
achieve  a kill for  a burst occurring at any point (x,y,z) in the entire x,y,z 
volume 

p(x,y,z)    =  probability density function of the presence of a burst at the particular point 
(x,y,z) 

'Pr'd(kill)'X)y,z' = probability of achieving akill on a diffuse target centered at x=y=z=0 
when the burst occurs at point (x,y,z)„ 

The three-dimensional kill probability for a diffuse target is given by Eq. D4-1.7 while 
the three-dimensional   density function of the burst pattern can be formed from independent 
Gaussian distributions lying along each of the three axes, each having the form of Eq. D4-2.1. 
These distributions are 

p(x 

P(y) 

1 
exp 

■h) 

■exp 

2*2 

(y-k)' 

PU)=- 
^ 

■ exp 

(D4-3.2) 

(D4-3.3) 

(D4-3.4) 

where 
p(x), p(y), and p(z) 

h, k, and 1 

=   independent Gaussian probability  density functions of the burst- 
pattern dispersion, along the x-,y-, andz-axes, respectively 

=   components of the bias along the x-,y-, and z-axes, respectively 
a 5 =   variance of the burst pattern. 
The trivariate distribution p(x,y,z) is formed, similarly to the bivariate distribution 

discussed in par 4-4.2.4, by multiplication of the independent distributions p(x), p(y), and 
p(z), yielding 

2 
p(x,y,z) =p(x) p(y) p(z) = 

1 

(2TT) 
3/2     3 

exp 
-h)2+(y k)2+(2 

'■)' 

2 

(D4-3.5) 

Lacking  a fourth dimension,   one cannot form a simple physical model or graphical repre- 
sentation of atrivariate distribution.   Themost useful visualization is afforded by the analogy 
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of a cloud or nebula of microscopic particles in which at any point the particle density rep, 
resents the probability density. The cloud is most dense at the point (h,k,£), and the densit; 
decreasesin all directions from this point. The density along any radial axis has the forn 
of anormal distribution,for example, the form of Fig. D4-2.KA) for the x-axis. 

Theintegrals indicated in Eq. D4-3.1 may be performed, with some manipulation,  aftei 
substitution-of Eqs. D4- 1.5 andD4- 1.7.    With the indicated substitutions, Eq. D4-3.1 become: 

3/2    3 

UU <_U UJ 

/   /   / exp 
h)2+(y k)2+(z 

exp 

2 
x    + 

2       2 
y   +z dxdydz. 

(D4-3.6 

This expression states that the single-shot kill probability is o tained by integration of th< 
elementalprobabilitythat a kill is secured in the element of volume dxdydz, located at poin 
(x,y,z). 

In the remainder of this derivation, simpler derivations are obtained if theprobabilit; 
density functions are transformed to spherical coordinates. It will be necessary to trans- 
form not only the exponential functions of x, y, and z into the spherical coordinates r, $; ant 
9, but also the element of volume dxdydz which will be designated dV. 

The required coordinate transformation can be readily obtained by use of simple re- 
lationships of vector analysis as shown in Derivation 4-4.* 

The geometrical explanation of the coordinate transformation is employed in this summary in order to make clear the physical basi 
of the operations.   However, a general rule that could be used for the transformation of a probability density function is the expressio 

P("1' u2' ^ = p(x,y,z) 
3(x,y,z) 

3(u ],u2, u3) 
(D4-3.7 

where 
3(x,y,z) 

3(u ,,1*2,1*3) 
(the Jacobian of the transformation) is 

3(x,y,z) 

3(u 1,112,0 

af 
X 

3 u ] 

H 
B u • 

3f 
 Z 

f) u ■ 

3f 
 X 

B U' 

3f 
 y 
3 U' 

3 U' 

3f 
 X 

Bu-: 

3 U-; 

3f. 

(D4-3.8 

Definitions of the symbols are given in Derivation 4-4. 
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Returning to Eq. D4-3.6, let oj, = mcr^ for convenience in algebraic manipulation in the 
exponent only. Then combine exponents, expand, and complete the square in x, y, and z. 
The result is 

1 
(Pr)-~ ,3/2     3 

TT) CT. 

exp 

(2 

h    \2 
+ 1 

(D4-3.9) 

Next, make the following change of variables 

h 

y   ' y 

m + 1 

k 
(D4-3.10) 

which is a linear translation of the center of the coordinate system. 
Then 

(Pr 
1 

ssk = 3/2    ?   exp 
u2     i2     B2 
h    + k    + I 

2(m+l)c,2 

(X CD 00 

III exp 
m + 1 

Ö       2 
zm cr 

/     -2 -2 ^v x'     +y'     +z^ dx'dy'dz' 

(D4-3.1 1) 

Obviously, dx' = dx, dy'  = dy, and dz' = dz, so that Eq. D4-3.ll can be formed into polar co- 
ordinates by making use ofEq. D4-4.13 and the geometrical relation ship r^ = x'2 +y'2+z'2 
The transformed equation is 

.3/2    3 
exp 

u2     ,2     I2 
h    + k    + t 

L      2(m +l)cr2 

77 2 77 3 

/    /       / 
exp 

+ 1 2 
r   sin $ drdöd & 

(D4-3.12) 

The $-integral would be zero if the entire space were considered (0 to 2ir). There is, 
however, a large class of engagements where the model of the target can include only the 
half-space (O<0<77, O<0< 2vr, 0< r< °o). Most ground targetsfall in this class, and also any 
engagement in which contact- or proximity-fuzed ammunition is employed. Therefore, this 
class of engagement will  be assumed here and the limits of integration in Eq. D4-3.12 will 
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be set accordingly.    For other  classes,  the remaining half-space can be included  by  dou- 
bling the integral, because of symmetry. 

Since the integrals exist, the order of integration can be changed, yielding 

1 

>* "  n   ,3/2    3   6XP 

[In) aA 

l2      ,2      t1  "I 2° 2 77 h    + k    + I 

L     2(mrl) 
—       Iff«*      -l^) r   sin <p d^dödr. 

(D4-3.13) 

Integrating first with respect to 0 and then with respect to 9, yields 

4n 
ssk      ,_   .3/2     3 

exp   I _ 

,22        2 
h     ik    + I 

2 
2(m + 1) cr 

oo       r 

J0 b   V 2mCT   / 

2 
r   dr. 

(D4-3.14) 

The definite integral in Eq. D4-3.14 is a standard form, and is evaluated* to give 

'ssk 0/9 
(m+ir' 

exp 
t2     i2      ^2 

h    +k    + I 

2(m +D.T2 

3/2 

2 2 
c d , 

exp 
h2,k2^2 

2        2 

(D4-3.15) 

In two dimensions, the factor p(z) is dropped from Eq. D4-3.5 leaving 

p(x,y) exp 
(x -h)2+(y -k)2 

(D4-3.16) 

Equation D4-3.6 then becomes 

1 
'ssk 2 

2 77O-j 

exp 
(x-h)2  t(y -k)2" 

exp 

2       2 
x    + y 

xdy 

(D4-3.17) 

After translation of the axes as in Eq.  D4-3.ll,   the conversion to polar coordinates is per- 

using Eq.  861.7 on page 201 of Reference 23. 
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formed,  making use   of Eq.   D4-4.14   for the   element  of area dxdy.   These steps yield the 
relationship 

1 
(P')ssk j- exp 

2      2 
h    +k 

2(m + 1) 

2TT        co 

/ / J0 0 
exp 

m +1       2 

2m <■■?■ 

rdrde. 

(D4-3.18) 

Performing the indicated integrations::: gives 

1 

''d 

' ssk 2 

2       2 
h   +k 

2(m + + 1 

o r 

2       2 
exp 

h    +k 

(°"c   tJd)- 

(D4-3.19) 

If, inthetwo-dimensional case, thebias is considered to be on the x-axis (this S equiva- 
lent to a rotation of the x,y coordinate system,so that the x-axis passes through the mean 
of the burst-pattern dispersion), then k = 0 and Eq. D4-3.19 reduces to 

(P')ssk  = 

2 
c r        h2      -I 

2        2   ^ 
°c +CTd I    2(*l**l)\ (D4-3.20) 

In many practical cases, the vulnerable area a (which, from Eq. D4-1.14, is equal to 27TCTC) is 
much less than 'Ina^.    Equation D4-3.20 then reduces to 

(PA exp ^rr^ssk~               5 

2-d L      ud  - 
(D4-3.21) 

If no bias exists, then h = k = I =  0, and Eqs. D4-3.15  and D4-3.19  show that 

Using Eq.   861.4 on page 200 of Reference 23. 
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(D4-3.22) (F ,. / A T 2 

r'ssl«           2       2   J 
\^d+^c  / 

2 
cr 

(PA                       c (D4-3.23) 
1    'ssk          2        2 

cr j  + cr d        c 

for the three-dimensional and two -d imensional cases, respectively . 
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Consider  a vector r whose components in an orthogonal rectangular coordinate system 
(see Fig. D4-4.1) are given by the relationship 

r = xux + yuy +zu; 

(D4-4.1) 

where 
ux, tty, uz = unit vectors along the x-,y-, and z-axes, respectively 
x, y, z        = the components of ? along these respective axes. 

Assume that  it  is desired to express this vector in terms of another orthogonal coordinate 
system which,  for the  sake of generality,  has  curvilinear axes,::: ui^  112, and U3, that are 
functionally related to x, y, z by the relationships 

x = fx^ul' u2'u3^ 

y = f
y("l,u2, u3) (D4-4.2) 

z =fz(u1,u2,u3)- 

An  incremental  change   dr can be   expressed in the original coordinate system by the 
expression 

dT =dx<J)< +dyuy +dzuz. (D4-4.3I 

The derivative of the vector to a curve, with respect to arc length along the curve, is 
the unit vector tangent to the curve.   Therefore 

3r        -v or        -^ o1 r       J. 

JT)   =U1;   ^7   =U2;   J7^   =U3 (D4-4.4) 

where 
sl> s2> s3 = the respective arc lengths along the curvilinear u^, U2, and 113 axes 
ui, U2> U3 = unit vectors tangent to these axes, 
A  set of scale factors C^, C2, C3 that relate arc length to distance along a unit vector 

can be defined as follows 

ds 1 ds2 ds3 

C1="^T   '  C2 =  d^7 '   °3 = d^7     ' (D4-4.5) 

Multiplying Eqs. D4-4.4 by Eqs. D4-4.5 gives expressions of the form 

-£.   ■ tl  =c  j (D4-4.6) 
ds1       du! !    ! ' 

See Section 6.  16 of Reference 31 for a discussion of orthogonal curvilinear coordinate systems. 
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u, AXIS 

",, u2, u3 ■ UNIT VECTORS TANGENT 

TO THE u,, u2, ANDu3 

AXES, RESPECTIVELY 

z AXIS 

"2 AXIS 

WHERE 

V V ", * UNIT VECTORS ALONG THE : 

AND 2-AXES, RESPECTIVELY 

y AXIS 

: AXIS 

Figure D4-4.1   Components of the vector r in an orthogonal rectangular coordinate SyStem 

and in an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system, 

Since the magnitude of a unit vector is unity, the scalar portion of Eq. D4-4.6 is 

3u i 
(D4-4.7a) 

Similarly, 
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c2 = 

and 

3 U' 

~dr 

3 u o 

(D4-4.7b) 

(D4-4.7c) 

Equations D4-4.7 provide a means of evaluating C^, C2, and C3 when the functional relation- 
ships of Eqs. D4-4.2  are known. 

The element of volume dV in the (14, u2, Ug) axis system is the rectangular parallel- 
epiped forme d by the tangent unit vectors UXJ Ö2, U3 — the lengths of the sides being ds^ dS2, 
and ds3 (see Fig. D4-4.2).   Thus, the element of volume is 

dV = dSlds2ds3 =C1C2C3du1du2du3 (D4-4.8) 

Inspherical coordinates, (r, 0, &), as shown in Fig. D4-4.3, the coordinates are related 
to x, y and z by the functional relationships 

x = r cos 6 sin 0 

y = r sin 6 sin <j> 

z = r cos <p. 

(D4-4.9) 

ELEMENTOFVOLUME 

dV 

.AXIS 

ui AXIS 

Figure D4-4.2.    Element of volume dV in \x\, U2, U3 coordinates. 
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2 AXIS 

y AXIS 

x AXIS 

Figure D4-4.3.    Geometrical relationships between three-dimensional rectangular 
and polar coordinates. 

Forthe spherical coordinate system, which is a particular case of the curvilinear coordinate 
system, let the coordinates r, (p and 6 substitute, respectively, for the coordinates Up u2, 
md U3. Correspondingly, the subscripts 1, 2 and 3 relating to u^, u2, and 113 are replaced 
Dy subscripts r, 0 and 6. 

Then, in accordance with Eqs. D4-4.7, each scale factor (Cr, CA, CQ) is found by taking 
1 partial derivative of Eq. D4-4.1 — after substituting the functional relationships of Eqs. 
1)4-4.9 — and determining the magnitude of the resulting vector.    For example 

C   = 
a 7 
3r cos 6 sin (p ux+ sin 0 sin <p u    +cos 0 u 

,2 2 2 2 2      1/2 

(cos    (9 sin    ^)+sin    Ö sin    <£ + cos    <^>) 
(D4-4.10a) 

= 1. 

Similarly, 
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2<p 
cos 6 cos 4> uv +r sin 6 cos <£ uv -r sin 0 u2 

.22 2 22 2 22 
(r   cos   6 cos   <£ t r   sin    e cos   4> + r   sin   <£) 

1/2 

(D4-4.10b) 

and 

dr 
r sin 0 sin c£> u    +r cos 8 sin $ u 

2       2 2 2        2 2      1/2 

(r   sin    (9 sin    <£ + r   cos    e sin    <p) 

= r sin 0. 

(D4-4.10c) 

By rearrangement of Eq. D4-4.6, the unit tangent vectors   are  given by   expressions  of the 
form 

J_   3_r 
(D4-4.1 1) 

Since Cr = 1 and   dr/ 3r  is the expression within the magnitude symbols of Eq. D4-4.10a, it 
follows that 

Similarly, 

and 

u   = cos 6 sin d> u    t sin 6 sin <b u    +cos $> u,. r ^    x y 

ui = cos 8 cos <fi u,    + sin 6 cos d> u    - sin <P u. 

un =- sin o u..+ cos fr u„ 

(D4-4.12a) 

(D4-4.12b; 

(D4-4.12c! 

The element of volume is, from Eq. D4-4.8, 

dVI = CrC^Cödrd0dö =r    sin cp drdcödf 
(D4-4.13* 

In certain cases, the only concern is with errors lying within a planethat passes through 
the center of the target. If the z-axis is chosen to be normal to this surface, there will be 
no component of the z-axis in the surface. An element of area, dA = dxdy, is transformed 
into the area of one side of the volume element inFig. D4-4.2 and is bounded by the sides ds^ 
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Derivation 4-4.   (Continued) 

(ordsr) and ds3 (or dsg). Then, from Eq.   D4-4.5 

dA = dsrds^ =CC^drdO 

= r sin 't drdö 
(D4-4.14) 

= rd rd 0 

since <p  =90°. 
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Derivation 4-5.   Derivation of the engagement hit  probability for the case when the bias  is 
variable. 

An expression for the engagement hit probability can be derived from Eq. 4-78 by sub- 
stitution from Eqs. 4-76 and 4-77.   The result is 

2TT        CO 

(Pr)eh J0     Jo   I 
1  - exp 

2rr~ 

-exp 

2T 

drdp. 

(D4-5.1) 

Since the integrand of Eq. D4-5.1  is independent of 8, the integration on 8 yields a con- 
stant, 2TT.   Multiplying through the integrand then yields 

(Pr). L r exp exp 1 - exp 
2 TiCT 

(D4-5.2) 

The first integral evaluates to cr, ^, as can be seen from Eqs. D4-2.17 and D4-2.18. There- 
fore, the first term of Eq. D4-5.2 is unity. The second integral is evaluated by a change of 
variable, in which 

2 

x = exp 
rbJ 

Then 

and 

dx = 
r 

LTb 

exp dr 

(D4-5.3) 

(D4-5.4) 

exp 
2   -, 

: exp 
r 2    2 

r   ab 

9    2    2 
exp 

2er, 

(D4-5.5) 

Substitution of the expressions just derived in  Eqs.  D4-5.3   through   D4-5.5   into Eq.  D4-5.2 
gives 

(P'U-i /') 1 - 

a2 -," 

31 I 
'»      J \ 

(D4-5.6) 

The limits of integration, x^ and X2J are evaluated by setting x = x^ inEq. D4- 5.3 when r =  0, 
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Derivation 4-5.   (Continued) 

and x = x_ when r = ».   This procedure yields 

x]=e    = 1;   X2=e-co = 0. 
(D4-5.7 

The  reversal of the limits in Eq. D4-5.6 yields the integrable expression 

<P'). 

i 

T2    -, 

d dx (D4-5.8 

Equation D4-5.8 can be integrated by means of the reduction formula':' 

/(l  +cxP)ndx = Tl-[x(l+cxP)n+np  /(l+cxV'dx]. (D4-5.9 

2/„a Letting c = -A/2ir<j* and p = o^/crl,  gives 

<P'>.h  = 1 

1 +n 
;t 

2 

2 /     2  \  n 

A °b/od  x 

 —   x 
2TTO-6 

2 
CTd I 

1 +n 

2 /    !\ "■' 

x   b       d   1       dx 
2 77 C 

1    - 

2 

°"b 
2 

CTd 
/ 

1  +n 1 t n 
^b_      ° 

2 
°"d 

n-1 

dx. 

Adapted from item 370 on page 69 of Reference 23. 

(D4-5.10) 
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Carrying out the repeated integrations yields the series 

/i 
A     ) 

2 

i    A V"1 

IPA          1 _ 
V 2ncrA  ) 

- 

2   I 
°"d   V 2^) 

^eh  " 1 
2 2                                2 

1 .       "b 
1 t n    

2 
"d 

1  tn  ^i 
2 

CTd 

1  +(n -1)  Ü. 
2 

crd 

/   2 

„r„     nl     b t/i- A V"2 
"v"      "I     2 

\CTd A   *«°\) 
2                                2                                2 

I7L 

1 +(n -l)-jj- l+U-2)If 
adJ L                            crd   JL 

°"d   " 

•'(4J 
2 

"i          CTb " 1  +n  _ 

2 

[l  +(n-l)   IL • ••   [1] (D4 

^d " °~d 

This series may be written in the more compact form' 

k=0 

(D4 

where 

2 77tr 

1   +n 

2 

2 
^d 

(n -k +1) 

Tk = 

tj)r,n-B( 
2 

CTb 

k-i 

(D4-5.13) 

(D4-5.14.: 
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Derivation 4-5.   (Continued 

An alternate form of Eq. D4-5.12,  obtained by reversing the order of the series, is 

n 

(P').h-!-     E    U                                                      (D4-5.15- 
k=0 

where 

-(4)' 
T'_                    ^  ' 

TT-   \                 t°\\\                                             (D4-5.16) 

ind 

(-2\)]'t,k-,,:^ 
T     \    

2ncrd I'          CTd ) T» 
'k  -                                 2   -   -                  ' k-1                                   (D4-5.17) 

■ft) 
n 

Vote:    The  svmbol J^ j > represents   a multiplication of then terms of the quantitv  inside 
j»0 

he braces, with j taking on all integral values from 0 to n. 
The two alternative forms are given because it is desirable to have the coefficients of 

the recurrence relationships given byEqs. D4-5.12 and D4-5.15 lessthan unity.  An approxi- 
mate discriminant for use in selecting the form to be employed, provided by Tappert (Ref. 2 8) 
is as follows: 

2 

(a)   Tf                   d             ^i        i|f!P Fq   P4-5  1 

,      2 2uoA 

2 

(b)   If               ^               > l    , use Eq. D4-5.15 

2ncTd 
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NOTE ON AN ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION 

The preceding solution of the integralof Eq. D4-5.8 is the one that was employed in the 
error analysis of the Vigilante Weapon System (see par 4-6). More recently, the simpler 
solution below has been developed at Frankford Arsenal.   First, let 

2 
A , CTb a and a =   

7      2 2 

A binomial expansion of the integral in Eq. D4-5.8    then gives 

f     [l   -ax'^j    dx  =      f        ]T    (-l)k a     ("\   x   Ödx (D4-5.18) 

where 

m\        n(n   - 1)- • -(n -k t 1) 0 k! 

the binomial coefficient 

The integration indicated on the right-hand   side of Eq. D4-5.18 is straightforward, yielding 

J      r r-,n n J        .   ,- n ,     . . k       k 

0 k=0 0 k=0 

(D4-5.19) 

Thus, an alternative solution for Eq.  D4-5.8 has the form 

(Pr) , -1 -    V   ("1} a    (?)  --    V M) a    H -   V   ("1)ltf'ck (n 

k = 0 k=l 

Ak     2(1-1,) 

V     (-l)k+1 A    ^ /n 
tl n   ^<L    

2 27^ (D4-5.20) 
k = l (2 77)    (kcrb   +;rd) 

* 
See Item 2 on page 1 of Reference 23. 
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the 
for 

The proof of Eq.4-120 requires first a demonstration that the 
mean of the sum.   An extension of Eq. 4-29 to two random vari 
the average of a bivariate function, f(xj, x2), 

CO              CO 

sum of the 
ables,  x-^ 

means eq 
and x2,   g 

uals 
ives 

f(xlr X 2> =     J         /     f(xl< x2^ P(XV x2^ dx 

-Co            -CO 

ldx2 (D4- 6.1) 

(Th 
x2) 
Eq. 

e superscript bar  denotes 
= fj(xj) + i2(x2),   anc* if x] 
D4-6.1 takes the form 

c   0 

an ensemble  average of the quantity 
and X2  are independent, so that p(x 

c   0 

superscribed.)    If f(x,, 
1, x2) = P(XT) p(x2),  then 

[fy^l) +f 2U2)] ■  J _co 

/     tf1(x1) + f2(x2)] p(x-{l p(x2) dx^ 
-CO 

x2 (D4- •6.2) 

CO 

■ / 
' -CO 

CO                                                                                                    c 

/     f-|(x-|) p(x^ p(x2) dx}dx2 +       / 
-CO                                                                                                  .00 

0   c   0 

-CO 

(x2) p(x ]) p(x2) d> ̂ dxj 

(D4- 6.3) 

CO W                                                    CO CO 

■ 1* l(x1) p(x^ dx1    /     p(x2) dx2 +        / 
-CO                                                  -00 

pU-\) dx 
-TO 

2(x2) p(x2 ) dx2 

(D4- -6.4) 

Since the   inner 
right-hand side 

integ 
of Eq 

ral of tb 
D4-6.4 

e first term and the outer inte 
are each unity, Eq. D4-6.4  car 

00                                                                        CD 

gral of the secor 
L be expressed in 

id term on the 
the form 

[f,( *l) + f2(x 2)J   =        f   fl(*l) P(*l) dx, +      J     ( 
-CO                                                      -co 

2(x2) p(x 2) dx2 (D4- 6.5) 

= f)(x]) +f2(x2) . (D4- -6.6) 

This result can b e extenc ed to n variables, by letting 

y =    E W- 
i=i 

(D4- -6.7) 

Th s procedure yields the rel ationship 

(D4- -6.8) 

n                                     n 

i=l               i=l 
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Introducingthe definition ofthe variance from Eq. 4-34 and comparing ; it with Eq. 4-3 1 shows that 

CT? = /   (y -y)2p(y) dy = (y 
-CO 

-y)2 . (D4- 6.9) 

Substitution from Eqs. D4- •6.7 and D4-6.8 into Eq. D4-6.9,  and reg rouping terms, gives 

A =[!'■ (x,) -wf +  ) f2(x2) -f2(x2) |   + • •+1 w - wir (D4-6.10) 

Expansion of the square gives 

(D4-6 .11) 
-;■)' 

,(x! ■•■H^n -W +  )f2(x2) -f2(x2) |     + J-Wl' 

l+.... + 2|fl^l)-fl(xi)|   | f2(x2) - f2(x2) 

Application of Eq. D4- 6.8 t hen yields 

(D4-6 .12) 
—  1 y     ' f,(x, ) -*i(x,) |2+ jf2(x2) -f2(x2)|2 + ■■•+) fn(x „>-<>„>!' 

2)  |   +  • •  •    . + 2)f1(x1)-f1(x1)| j f2(x2) -f2(x 

In order to  show that the cross- product terms are zero,   a typic al term  is expanded and 
averaged as follows: 

2[f,(x1)-f,(x])] [f 2(x2) -f^xj), 
-OD          .CO 

ua        co 

*2 f  I [fi(xi)f2<> 
-CC          -CO 

|(x])] [f2(x2) -f2(x2)]  p(x1 x2) dx idx2 

<2> -f,^)^ x2) -f2(x2) f1 

x2) dx ]dx2 + f,(xl ) f2(x2)] p(x1( 

(D4-6 .13) 

Since xj and x2 are independent, 

P(xv x2) = p(X]) p(x2) 
(D4-6 14) 
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and 

2[f1(x,)-f1(x,)][f2(x2)-f2(x2)=2  j   J   f,(Xl) p(x1)dx1 J  f2(x2) p(x2) dx: 

•f2(x2)        /    ^(x^ p(x,) dx1       /    p(x2) dx2 

" f l(x l)        /    p(x1)dx1         / f2(x2) p(x2) dx2 
-CO                                              _CC 

 00 CO 

'f^X]) f2(x2)         /    pfx^dx, /    p(x2) dx2 | 
-i.» .00                                    ' 

Since 

/   f(x)p( x) dx = x 

and 

then 

I     p(x) dx 

(D4-6.15) 

(D4-6.16) 

(D4-6.17) 

2[f1(x1) -f^x,)] [f2(x2) -f2(x2)]   -2 j i-i(*])ty*2>-W*Ji-\l*-i>-ft*\>f4*2> +fi(x!) f2(x2)  J =0. 

    9 2 Since [^(x^ - f^x^)]^ = cr^  by definition, Eq. D4-6.12 becomes 

2       2       2 ; 
cr     = a -i   + tr<j +  •  •  • + cr y I z n 

which is given in the text as Eq. 4-120. 

(D4-6.18) 

(D4-6.19) 
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Derivation 4-7.   The input-output relationship in the time domain for a system element. 

Equation 4- 173 can be re-expressed in the form 

CO                                                CO 

<£yy(r)-      f   r(M)d/,       y   <^xx(r+M   -v)r(v)dv                                      (D4-7.1) 
-co                            -a; 

since 

P = T +'a "'"■                                                                     (D4-7.2) 

Change the variable of integration by letting 

\2-v-^.                                                                      (D4-7.3) 

Then, Eq. D4-7.1 becomes 

X                                   X 

^yy(r)  =     J     r(;J.)d/;. J      <pxx (7  - tj) r(a   +t2)d(/x   +t2)                                                                                    (D4-7.4) 

a;              aj                                                  x                       x 

= ^xx(T-,2)       /    d<"   /    r(Ai)r(/x   + t2)dM. +      /    x{y. )du  J   r(u   + t2) ^XX(T - t2')dt2. 
- ,x             - x                                                . 'X                     - x 

(D4-7.5) 

Changing the order of integration shows that 

cc                                        cc                                           X 

V
T)
 

=
 ^*

(T
 -f2) /   ^r(t2)d'-'   +    /   ^JT -*2>dt2 /   '(MMM 

+t2Wp             (D4-7.6) 
-X                                                  .X                                                      -X 

where 

^rr(*2^ =      /     r(/i)r(,"   Tt2)d^                                                             (D4-7 7) 
"Ice 

= autocorrelation of the impulse response r(ju ). 

The integral  in the first term  on the  right-hand  side of Eq. D4-7.6 is zero.    The second 
integral of the following term is 0rr(t2).   Therefore, 

X 

4>yy(r)-     /   ^xx(T-t2)^rr(*2)d.2.                                                      (D4-7.8) 

-X 

Theexpression on the right-hand side of this equation is the convolution of the autocorrela- 
tion of the input with the autocorrelation of the impulse response. 
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Figure D4-8.1 depicts the fundamental vector relationships associated with the tracking 
>rocess that have been employed in the systems analysis of the Vigilante Antiaircraft 
Neapon System 58. The convention employed in establishing the direction of the instan- 
aneous tracking error vector E with respect to D0 and Ds is consistent with that associated 
vith the error output of the comparator in the input portion of a feedback control system. 
There (see Chapter 1 of Reference 40, for example) the error is defined as thedesired 
ralue of the system output minus the value of the actual output that is generated by the feed" 
>ack control system; i.e., 

(Error) = (Ces red value of system output) - (Actual value of system output) (D4-8.1) 

INSTANTANEOUS 
TARGET POSITION 

T„ NSTAN TANEOUS 
TRACKING  ERROR 

VECTOR 
"E 

INSTANTANEOUS 
RANGE VECTOR 

D. 
SMOOTH 

TRACKING 
POINT 

TRACKING 
VECTOR 

D 

WEAPON 
STATION 

Figure D4-8.1.    Vector relationships associated with tracking. 

In the operation of a fire control system,the tracking system serves as a feedback con- 
rol system. Its function is to keep the tracking^vector Ds aligned as closely as possible 
vith the instantaneous range vector D0. The vector DQ is thus the desired quantity associated 
vith the tracking system, while the vector Ds is the actual output quantity generated by the 
racking system and, ideally, is made to coincide with D0. Thus, by analogy with Eq. D4-8.1, 
he tracking error equation is 

E-D, (D4-8.2) 
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Since these vectors are all instantaneous quantities that vary with time during the courseo: 
L fire control engagement, then 

AE-4-D    -4-Ds (D4-8.3- 
dt dt    °     dt    s v 

While the magnitude of a system error is always equal to the magnitude of the difference 
>etween the desired, or ideal, value of the system output and the actual value of the system 
mtput, the algebraic sign associated with this system error depends upon the particular 
ipproach used to define the error. For example, in contrast to the approach just described, 
in alternative approach is to view the instantaneous tracking error vector E in a contexl 
hat is entirely separate from association with a feedback control system. In this other 
tpproach, the error relationship is based on the concept that the addition of an error to ar 
deal quantity yields an actual quantity; i.e., 

(Ideal quantity) + (Error) = (Actual quantity) (D4-8.4! 

Thus, in that context, 

D0+E=Ds (D4-8.51 

E =Ds -D0 => -C (D4-8.6) 

</here C is the instantaneous tracking correction required to null the instantaneous tracking 
:rror E, Chapter 3 of Reference 4, for example, uses this alternative convention in discus- 
:ing general features common to all fire control systems. 

It is important to observe that whatever convention is employed initially in a given error 
nalysis should be rigidly adhered to in the subsequent development in order to avoid errors 
hat might otherwise result from confusion with regard to algebraic sign. 
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For the purposes of applying the generalized differential error Eqs. 4-123 to the 
computing servo represented in Fig. 4-71, the functional block diagram given in Fig. 4-71 
can be converted to the equivalent form shown in Fig. D4-9.1. 

The input quantity x4, and hence the output quantities yj, J2> y3>and y4 also, are each 
assumed to contain an error component. The transfer functions associated with the servo 
elements (assumed to be ideal) are expressed inside the brackets in Fig. D4-9.1. Note that 
a separate block must be employed for each output quantity even though two blocks have a 
common input quantity. 

Examination of Fig. D4-9.1  shows that 

y2 =-kqyi 

Y3 = - k
p yi 

y4 = y2 ^3 +x4 

(D4-9. 1) 

The equivalence of Fig. D4-9.1 to Fig. 4-71 is confirmed by the fact that these four simul- 
taneous equations yield the two equations given on Fig. 4-71 when the identities noted on 
Fig. D4-9.1 are taken into account. 

" y] is identical with the 

SERVO 
ELEMENT 

No. 1 
[Ks] 

outpu 

_ servo 

i y OT tne computing 

depicted in Fig. 4-71 _ 

n 
^ n 

with A 

"l 
> 

l 
r 

i 
r 

y4 is identical 

the quantity E 

Fig. 4-71 1A 

SERVO 
ELEMENT 

No. 2 
E-kB s] 

SERVO 
ELEMENT 

No. 3 
[-kp] 

SERVO 
ELEMENT 

No. 4 
[£] 

'Z '3 

"4 

r x^ is ident 

I   computing : 

ical with the input x to the . 

puting servo depicted ir 

put x to the 4 

in Fig. 4-71j 

Figure D4-9.1.   Equivalent form of Figure 4-71. 
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Equations D4-9.1   can be converted as follows to the completely generalized functiona 
orm discussed in par 4-4.4.2: 

fi(yv y4) -fi =Y] -Ky4 = 0 

*2 (yi- Y^ = f2 °Y2 +kg Y] =0 

f3(yv y3) =f3 = y3 
+kpy1 =0 

U(*4' V2< Y3t y^ =f4 =y4 -y2 - Y3-X4 =° 

(D4-9.2 

Partial differentiation of Eqs.   D4-9.2   with respect to the output quantities of the fou: 
jervo elements (yj, y2, y3, and V4) shows that: 

and 

3f,                 3f1 
—-   =0  
^y1 dy2 

Bf, Bf, 
0 A^=0 H"=-K 

3y3 By4 

Bf.- 3f, 

'n 

3^ 

By, 

3f, 

iy2 
= 1 

3f2 

3y3 
= 0 ]n 

P      B 
= 0 

V2 

By, By2 

By-: 

3f, 

f3    =1 
Bf, 

= 0 ]n 

'V3 ^y4 

Ü1 
By, 

Bf^ 

Bf, 
= 0 = 0 = 0 

)y2 

3f, 

oy3 

3f, 

^ y1      9     ^ yo ^ ^3 

— =0      -^ =0      -± =0 
By, ^2 ^3 

Bf, 3f, 

3v 
= 0 = 0 

yi '/2 'y3 

a 1 4 

Bf2 

By4 

3^ 

ill 
°y4 

= 0 

(D4-9.3 

(D4-9.4 
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Examination of Eqs. D4-9.2 shows that the partial derivatives for higher time derivatives of 
yl' y2' y3' and y4 are a11 zero- 

Equations D4-9.2 can be similarly differentiated with respect to the single input quantity 
from outside the servo, namely x4.   The results are as follows: 

2!i 
3 x. 

3fi 
= 0 

Bf, 

3f2 

Bx, 
= 0 

if. 

3 x , 
= 0 

3f, 

dx4 dx4 

Examination of Eqs. D4-9.2 shows that the partial derivatives for highe r time derivatives of 
x4 are all zero. 

Equations  D4-9.3   through D4-9.6   can be used to  evaluate the applicable terms of the 
generalized differential error Eqs. 4-123, with the following results: 

fa   3yk S       fa    3yk  
£yk"       ey4 

£?         ^    £yk_       k~l     3yk    £^=£y2 

v  3f3       f 9fs 
fa         ^    ^"       £?    ^    ^=kp£^+^3 

j£?         3*k    ^            £l     3Vk    £yk   "      £y2       £y3  +6U 

fa        ^k    £^_      £f      3yk    £y^=£y
1 

(D4-9.7) 

£f    3n   £y^     fa *h £yk"    9ey, 

*         3f3                      4      3f3 

q         3f4                     A   Bf4    . 
5       ^ £yk=       ^t   ^   £yk"0 
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md 

E 
n = l 

n = l 

E 
n = l 

3f, 

3xn      xn        3x4      x4 

af, 3f, 
—   e       =  E      = 0 
3x xn        3x4      x4 

af3 3f3 

3xn      xn       3x4      x4 

3f, 

n=   1 

Bf4 
:       =     E 

Xn 3x4        X4 

3f, 3fl 

n = l 
3xn 

Xn           3x4 
«X =0 x4 

r 3f2 
3f2 

n = l 
3x_ Xn          3x4 

€ =0 
x4 

r 

E 
n = l 

^3_ 

3x. 
•          -   Ü1 

Xn           3X4 %=0 

r 

n = l 
3x 

.            ^f4 
£       = —:— 

Xn          3x4 
£x4=( 

(D4-9.8) 

The terms of Eqs. 4-123 involving higher derivatives of the input and output quantities arc 
all zero. Also, the m terms of Eqs. 4-123 are all zero since the servo elements have beer 
assumed to be ideal. 

Substitutionofthevalues given by Eqs. D4-9.7 and D4-9.8 into Eqs. 4-123 yields the fol- 
lowing relationships : 

-K e       + e      =0 
V4 Vl 

'yj-^y,-0 

k„ e      + e       =0 
p   y,       y3 

-e       - e       -t e       = e 
Y2 Y3 V4 x4 

(D4-9.9! 
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Derivation 4-9 (Continued) 

|The first three relationship; > of Eqs. D4-9.9 can be  substituted intoth e fourth re lations tiip to 

k    e       + k    e 
9   yi      P   yi 

k 
yi (D4- ■9.10) 

With a rearrangement of terms and taking into account the fact that y1 and xl are respec- 
tively identical to y and x of Fig. 4-71, Eq. D4- 

L ■     -     i            9 

9.10 becomes 

K 
(D4- -9.11) kpV      K 

£y = ex 
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Derivation 4-10.   Evaluation of the time  averages  of V"i(t) and L^t), the vertical and hori- 
zontal components of the firing error. 

In accordance withthe discussionof par 4-4.2.3,  the time average of V|(t) can be defined 
by the relationship 

»2-M     X 
V;(0    =     ■ — V;(t)   dt (D4-10.1) 

where 
t^ = the time at which firing starts 
t2 = the time at which firing ceases 

Since the Vigilante Antiaircraft Weapon System employs a one-second firing interval, t2 " tj 
is equal to one second and Eq. D4-10.1 reduces to 

V.(t) = V.(t) dt (D4-10.2) I 
Inasmuch as Vj(t)  varies  linearly with time,   it  can  be   represented   as shown in Fig. 

D4-10.1.   From this figure, it is evident that the slope a of Vy(t)   is given by 

V;(t2) -Vj(t0) (D4-10.3) 

" = 473 

Therefore, the value of Vj(t) at any time t is 

V,(t)   -V,(t0)  +a(t-t0) 

Substitution from Eq. D4-10.4 into Eq. D4-10.2  shows that 

t2 

v77) =  j    [v^wo-^Jdt 

(D4-10.4) 

f        )   [V,(t0)-ato]+at   jd 

[Vi('o)--t0]  [l] +f  [t2
2-ti] (D4-10.5) 
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Derivation 4-10.   (Continued) 

Vj(t) 

Vi(t2) 

VfOo) 
Vi(»i) I    t    V;(t2)    - V.(t0) 

—^ 

li 3 SECOND 

1 SECOND        I 
I 

f0 »l TIME, t 

t0 - START OF REGENERATIVE TRACKING 

t, =  START OF FIRING 

t2 = END OF FIRING AND REGENERATIVE TRACKING 

Figure D4-10.1.    Representation of V^(t), the vertical component of the firing error. 

From Fig. D4-10.1,  it is evident that 

' 1 =to + T second 

f2 = fo + "T second 

application of these data to Eq. D4-10.5 shows that 

(D4-10.6 

(D4-10.7 

a   r   2      8 +  IB   -t" _ A 
V;(t)  =V;(tQ)-at0 + -   L,o+   3   *c        9 o-   3   ■«> \\'l lv   o' o 

■Vi(t0)-at0+T 

'W+6   a 

2     8       + iß _,'     Z        T| 

[".*!] 

(D4-10.8 

Substitution herein of the expression for x given by Eq. D4-10.3 yields 
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Derivation 4-10.   (Continued) 

ViO-v^ + fjj v^-vjcg]} 

Vi(t0) + f v^-f v^) 

|v;(t9) + |v.ft0) (D4-10.9) 

The evaluation ofLi(t), the time average of the horizontal component of the firingerror. 
is accomplished in an identical manner.   The result is 

L-iCO = { L;(t2) + | Mt0) (D4-10.10) 
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Derivation 4-11.   Derivation of the variance of a sinusoidal error. 

Lssume a sinusoidal error of the form 

E = | E |  sin wt (D4-11.1) 

nhen, 

im 

-►00 
1      sin wt dt =0 (D4-11.2) 

.nd                                                    
2       lim e 

T-»-co 
Ul2 

sin   o;t dt 
T 2T    J 

lim 
T-co 

Ul2 
&JT - — sin 2 wT 

2*,T 

lim 
T-co 

fl«l2 2 sin 2a)T 

4WT 1 1     2 

Ul2 

(D4-11.3) 2 

Therefore, 

2 2     _ 
= e    - e 2    M

2 

(D4-11.4) 2 
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Example 4- 1.      Fire-control  example illustrating the  concept  of  conditional probability.* 

Problem A 

A gun fires projectiles at a target until a first hit is scored.   It is desired to determine 
the probability of the first hit occurring on any particular round. 

Solution to Problem A 

It is assumed that the event of a hit or amiss on any one round is independent of the 
event of a hit or amiss on any other round. Let the event of a hit on any one round be des- 
ignatedby the symbol H and the event of a miss on any one round be designated by the sym- 
bol M. Since any one round must result in either a hit or amiss, the probability of either 
a hit or a miss is unity, i.e., 

Pr[H+M]=l (E4-1-1^ 

where 
Pr[H +M]   = probability of either a hit or amiss on any one round. 

Inasmuch   as the two events concerned are mutually exclusive, Eq. 4-3 applies.    From this 
equation, it is apparent that 

Pr[H +M] = Pr[H] tPrLM] (E4-1.2) 

where 
PrTHl   =  probability  of a hit  on  any  one round   (this probability is identical with the 

single-shot hit probability,  (Prlggjj, that is discussed in par 4-4.3.3) 
Pr[ M]   =  probability of amiss on any one round. 

Therefore, from Eqs. E4-1.1 and E4-1.2, it is evident that 

Pr[Hl + Pr[M1 = l 
(E4-1.3) 

Letthe event of a hit on any particular round k be denoted by H^ and the event of a miss 
on that round be denoted by Mjj. Because of the statistical independence of the hit or miss 
on any one round from the hit or miss on any other round, it is evident that 

Pr[Hk] = PrlH] (E4_1-4) 

and 

Pr[Mk] = Pr[M]. (E4-1.5) 

Now, letthe event "the first hit occurs in the kth round" — i.e., the first, second, . . . 
and (k-1) st rounds all miss, and the kth round hits —be denoted by e^. The probability of 
the event e^ is therefore identical with the multiple joint probability of the events contained 
between the dashes, i.e., 

Pr[ek] = Pr[Mv M2,   -, M^H,,] (E4-1.6) 

-*  
Adapted from pages 27 and 28 of Reference  16. 
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Example 4-1.   (Continued) 

where 
M^, M2 and MJ^-J = the probabilityof a miss on the first round,on the second round, and 

onthe(k-l)st  round, respectively. 
Since the events  concerned are  all statistically  independent,  the  relationship for multiple 
joint probabilities that corresponds to Eq. 4-4 applies and shows that 

Pr[ek]=Pr[M1]-Pr[M2] Pr [Mk.,] • Pr LHk] . (E4-1.7) 

By virtue of Eqs.   E4-1. 4 and E4-1. 5,   Eq.   E4-1. 7 can be rewritten as 

Pr[ek] = j Pr[M] Ik_1 Pr[H], (E4-1.8) 

Substitution from Eq. E4-1.3 into Eq. E4-1.8  shows that 

PrUk]=   jl  -Pr[H] f k-lPr[H] 
(E4-1.9) 

Obviously, the probability that the first hit willoccur in the kth round is less than the prob- 
ability that thefirst hit will occur in the first round, which is Pr[H].  Equation E4-1.9 shows 

. .   k-1 
that the reduction factor is   | 1 - Pr[H] \ 

Problem B 

Another problem of interest in connection with this fire-control example is the deter- 
mination of the probability that more than two rounds will be required to score a hit, given 
the fact that the first round is a miss. 

Solution to Problem B 

First, let the event that more than two roundsare required to score a hit be denoted by 
the symbol A.    Then 

Pr[A] = Pr[e3 + e4+-] (E4-1.10) 

where 
£3 = the event that the first hit occurs on the third round 
£4 = the event that the first hit occurs on the fourth round. 

In words,   this equation   states that  the probability that more than two rounds   are required 
is the probability  that a hit occurs in either round No.  3   or some succeeding round.     Since 
the events Eg.e^,   . .  . are mutually exclusive, the relationship formultiple probabilities that 
corresponds to Eq. 4-3 applies and shows that 

Pr[A] = Pr[e3]+Pr[e4] + - (E4-l.ll) 

=    J2    PrUk]- (E4-1.12) 
k=3 
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Example 4-1.   (Continued) 

Substitution from Eq.   E4-1.8 into Eq.   E4-1.12  shows that 

k = co 

Pr[A   =     YJ     \Prtm\   '   Pr[H] (E4-1.13) 
k=3 

= Pr[H]|Pr[M] |2+Pr[H])Pr[M]|3+PrLH]|Pr[M]|4+ - (E4-1.14) 

= Pr[H]|pr[M]|2 (1  ^ Pr [M] +| Pr[M] | 2 t - V (E4-1.15) 

The series inside the parentheses can be recognized as a geometrical progression. The 
previous discussion shows that Pr[M] must lie between 0 and 1, where 0 represents a very 
improbable event and 1 represents an almost certain event,i.e., 0<Pr[M] < 1. Then, 0 *^ 
\ Pr[M] f S J also. In this case, the limit of the sum of an infinite number of termsof 
the series is 1 - Pr[MV* Substitution of 1/(1 - Pr[M]) for the geometrical progression in 
Eq.  E4-1.15 yields 

Pr[H])Pr[Mj[2 (E4-116) 
KriAJ"      1 -Pr[M] [tj*   ii6) 

With Pr[H] substituted for  1 - Pr[M] (see Eq. E4-1.3), Eq. E4-1.16 becomes 

Pr[A] = |Pr[M]|2. (E4-1.17) 

The result desired is the probability that more than two rounds are required, given the 
fact that the first round is a miss. This probability is a conditional probability that can be 
represented by the symbol Pr[Aj M^].   From Eq. 4-6, 

ft!A|llll._1 (E4-1..8) 

The numerator in the right-hand side of Eq. E4-1.18 is the joint probability of events A and 
Mj, i.e., the joint probability that (1 )more than two rounds are required to score a hit, and 
(2) the first round is a miss. It is obvious that the joint probability Pr[A, Mj] is the same 
as the probability Pr[A]   alone, i.e., 

Pr[A,M1J=Pr[A], (E4-1.19) 

k See item 26 of Reference 23. 
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Example 4-1.   (Continued) 

Accordingly,  substituting into Eq. E4-1.18 from Eqs. E4-1.5 and E4-1.19 gives 

Rr[A|Ml]= PTIMT- (E4-1.20) 

Substituting further, from Eq. E4-1.17 into Eq. E4-1.20 shows that 

Pr[A|M,] =   l^lL=pr[M]. (E4-1.21) 

This result is, of course, exactly what one should logically expect. That is, if it is known 
that the first round is a miss, then more than two rounds will be required if and only if the 
second round is a miss also. The probability of the second round being a miss is, by virtue 
of Eq. E4-1.5,  Pr[M]. 

So detailed a treatment of a simple problem would not be used in practice since the re- 
sults are intuitively obvious. The intent of these examples is to demonstrate the application 
of the basic rules of probability in simple situations, where the solution is known in advance. 
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Example 4-2. Example of the experimental determination of the probability density func- 
tion and the probability distribution function of a continuous random vari- 
able.': 

If experimental dataof a random phenomenon are recorded onmagnetic tape or by some 
similar means, it is possible to electronically compute approximations to the probabilitj 
density functionand the probability distributionfunctionassociatedwiththese data. Examples 
of practical uses of such a technique are the recording and analysis of wind-gust loading or 
an aircraft wing or a radar antenna, or the recording and analysis of the shock loading or 
various parts of a weapon system as a result of gunfire. 

In this technique   (see Fig.   E4-2.1),   the  recorded   signals are  amplified and passec 

x(t) FA-AAA 

SET LEVEL 
X(set) 

RANDOM 
DATA RECORDING AND 

AMPLIFYING 
EQUIPMENT 

x(t) 
\ 

RECORDED DATA 
SIGNAL 

/-\ 

SET LEVEL 

A   -  . 

VOLTAGE-LEVEL 
DISCRIMINATOR 

\set) 

DISCRIMINATED 
SIGNAL 

1.0 

AMPLIFIER- 

TT"fTT 

Figure E4-2.1.   Functional representation of the means employed for 
computing probability distribution functions associated with experimental data. 

Adapted from pages 418 and 419 of Reference 25. 
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Example 4-2. (Continued) 

through a voltage-level discriminator which passes only those voltage amplitudes that ex- 
ceed the set level, X(se^.\, to which the discriminator is adjusted. The signal that passes 
the discriminator is then amplified and limited; in effect, this gives a signal that has an 
instantaneous value of either 0 or 1. The time average of this signal is then computed in an 
electronic integrator, yielding the percentage of the time that the voltage exceeds the set 
level. 

The arrangement shownin Fig. E4-2.1 isthus a computer whose output is l-P(X), where 
X is the set level and P(X) is the associated probability distribution function. It is evident 
from Eq. 4-13 that the probability density function p(x) can be obtained from the computer 
output by differentiating P(X) with respect to the random variable x(t). 
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Example 4-3.       Example of the application of joint   probability  density functions to a fire- 
control problem.* 

Given: 
The errors in range of a certain artillery weapon are normally distributed. The de- 

flection errors are similarly distributed and are independent of the range errors. The 
governing probability density functions are specified and plotted in Fig. E4-3.1. 

p(x) 

P(y) 

p(x) =ae 

p(y) =ae 

(E4-3.1) 

(E4-3.2) 

RANGE ERROR x 

DEFLECTION ERROR y 

Figure E4-3.1.    Distribution of range and deflection errors. 

To be found: 
What  is the  probable  distribution of the miss  distance, i.e.,  the distance  between the 

point of impact and the center of the target? 

Solution: 
Because of the independence of the range and deflection errors, the joint distribution of 

errors'is given (fromEq. 4-25) by the joint probability density function 

p(x,y) = p(x)p(y) =a   e 2   -(*2
+y

2) (E4-3.3) 

The miss distance r is obtained fromthe transformation of x and y rectangular coordi- 
nates to r and 6 polar coordinates. The following geometrical relationships apply (see Fig. 
E4-3.2). 

* Adapted from Ex.   8-7 on page  117 of Reference 7. 
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Example 4-3.   (Continued) 

DEFLECTION 

AX.- 

POINT 
OF 

IMPACT 

RANGE AXIS 

2      2      2 
r   =x    + y 

dxdy = rdrdö 

x = r cos 9 

y = r sin 6 

(E4-3.4) 

(E4-3.5) 

(E4-3.6) 

(E4-3.7) 
TARGET 

r = MISS-DISTANCE VECTOR 
6 = ANGLE BETWEEN THE RANGE AXIS AND THE MISS-DISTANCE VECTOR 

x, y = COMPONENTS OF 7 ALONG THE RANGE AND DEFLECTION AXES,  RESPECTIVELY 

Figure E4-3.2.    Geometry associated with the miss distance. 

In a manner analogous toEq. 4- 18,it is evident that thejoint probability of agiven range 
error x and a given deflection error y is established by the relationship 

Pr[x,y] =p(x, y) dxdy (E4-3.8) 

where Pr[x,y) is the probability that the point of impact falls in the elemental area dxdy. It 
is similarly possible to define an equivalent probability and probability density function for 
the elemental area rdrdö, i.e., 

Pr[r, 6] =p(r,0) rdrd6 (E4-3.9) 

where Pr[r,0] is the probability that impact occurs in the elemental area rdrdö and 
p(r, 6) is the corresponding probability density function. Since the elemental areas are 
equivalent (see Eq. E4-3.5), the probabilities — and thus the probability density functions — 
can be equated,!.e., 

and 

Pr[x,y] =Prir,0] =p(x,y) dxdy =p(r,0) rdrd<; 

p(x,y) =p(r,0). 

(E4-3.10) 

(E4-3.ll) 

Substitution from Eqs. E4-3.3 and E4-3.5 into Eq. E4-3.10 yields 

p(r,0) rdrd0 =a   e 
2   -(x2+y2) 

rdrdö 

2       2 

■ a   re     drd0 

(E4-3.12) 

(E4-3.13) 
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Example 4-3.    (Continued) 

so that, accordingly, 

p(r,ö) =a   e (E4-3.14) 

The miss distance r defines a circle of radius r at some point of which the impact 
occurs. Therefore, the probability of a particular miss distance is the probability that the 
point of impact falls in the annular element of area 27rrdr. This probability is designated 
Pr[r],and  a corresponding radial probability  density  p(r) is  defined  by   the   relationship 

Prtr] =p(r)dr. 

Since the probability per unit area is p(r, 0),  then 

Pr[r] = 2 7rrp(r, beh- 

änd 

p(r) =277rp(r,(9) . 

Substitution from Eq. E4-3.14 into Eq. E4-3.17 gives 

(E4-3.15) 

(E4-3.16) 

(E4-3.17) 

2       2 
p(r) = 2 rra    re (See Fig.   E4-3. 3) (E4-3.18) 

It is also possible tofind the probability that themiss distance is lessthan a givenvalue 
r.   'This is the probability distribution function of the miss distance and also the probability 

l.Or 

p(r) 

. p(r) ■ Ina re 

2 re "r     SINCE a MUST EQUAL 1/VTT; SEE FIG. E4-3.4 

MISS DISTANCE, 

Figure E4-3.3.    Probability density function of the miss distance. 
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Example 4-3.    (Continued) 

P(r) 

Ö.6 — 

0.4 — 

/      P(r)=T7a2(l- 

/                                            2 

/                    =l-e"X 

V'2) 

  SINCE a MUST EQUAL 1/Y^T 

1                          1 

INASMUCH AS P(r) MUST APPROACH 
UNITY AS r APPROACHES INFINITY. 

1                           1                           1 
0.5                       1.0                        1.5                      2.0 

GIVEN VALUE OF MISS DISTANCE, r     
2.5 

Figure E4-3.4.    Probability distribution function of the miss distance, 

that the impact point falls within the circular area of radius  r.    Use of Eq. 4-13 shows that 

r r 
2 

P(l) =     f   p(r) dr =2na      f   re'' dr. (E4-3.19) 

Equation E4-3.19 is readily integrated by making the substitution p = r^; then 

P(r)=,a2   /"   eP f   e'^dp = 77a2(1   -e~ ) .       (See Fig. E4-3.4) 
•'o 

(E4-3.2 0) 

The probability density function of the miss distance that is given by Eq. E4-3.18 and 
the corresponding probability distribution function given by Eq. E4-3.20 are plotted in Figs. 
E4-3.3 and E4-3.4,   respectively.  Note that, since P(r) must approach unity for large values 
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Example 4-3.    (Continued) 

of r, the constant a must be equal to l/v^JT- As is shown later (see par 4-4.2.4), the prob- 
ability density functions of Eqs. E4-3.1 and E4-3.2 are Gaussian, with a variance of 0.5. 
Figure E4-3.4 shows that, in spite of the fact that the range and deflection errors have a 
zero mean, the miss-distance probability — i.e., the probability that the impact distance 
falls within the circular area of radius r — increases very slowly for small values of the 
radius. 
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Example 4-4.       Example   showing the  employment   of  probability   density   and  distribution 
functions in a conditional probability problem.':' 

Given 
A precision potentiometer used in a fire control computer has survived for t days. Its 

probability of failure within thenext time period of operation At is 0.01 At and is independent 
oft. 

Problem 
If a certain potentiometer in the application noted has lasted 30 days, what is the prob- 

ability of its failure within the next  10 days? 

Solution 
Let X be the random variable representing the life of the potentiometer in days. Let A 

be the event that the potentiometer has lasted t days, and let B be the event that it fails 
between t and t + dt, where dt is a time increment. The given conditions state that, for any 
time interval, the probability of failure in that interval (given that it has survived to the 
start of the interval) is 0.01 times the length of the interval.    In symbols 

Pr[B|A] = Pr[(t < X < t +dt) I (t <X)] =0.01 dt. (E4-4.1) 

If the potentiometer fails between t and t + dt (event B), it must necessarily have lasted for 
t days (event A).   Accordingly 

PrLA,B] = Pr[B]. (E4-4.2) 

Therefore, from Eq.  4-6 

"«""-^■Süi- 

Pr[A]  is the probability that X > t.   Alternatively,  Pr[A]  is unity minus the probability that 
XSt.   But the probability that X St is the probability distribution function oft.    Accordingly 

Pr[A] = 1 -P(t). (E4-4.4) 

Similarly,   Pr[B] is the probability that t < X = t + dt  but is also related to the probability 
density function p(t) by Eq. 4-12 as follows 

Pr[BI =p(t) dt. (E4-4.5) 

Combination of the relationships ofEqs.  E4-4.1,   E4-4.3,   E4-4.4 and E4-4.5  shows that 

Pr[B|A]=0.01 dt =  PjliLL.   P(t)dt
x    ■ (E4-4.6) 1 PrlA] 1-P(t) 

* Adapted from page 33 of Reference 16. 
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Example 4-4.    (Continued) 

From Eq. E4-4.6,   it is evident that 

p(t) =0.01   [1 -P(t)] .                                                               (E4-4.7) 

Differentiating Eq. E4-4.7 with respect to time yields the relationship 

dTP(,)+°-01   dTP(^°-                                                          (E4-4.8) 

As can be seen from Eq. 4-13, however, an alternative form of the probability density func- 
tion is 

p(t) = -^ P(t).                                                                   (E4-4.9) 

Therefore,  Eq. E4-4.8 can be rewritten as 

^p(t) +0.01 p(t) =0.                                                           (E4-4.10) 

This   equation has  the form of a linear differential equation with constant coefficients,  and 
has the solution:!' 

, .         -0.01t 
pW = ce                                                                             (E4-4.ll) 

The constant c can be determined by the application of Eq.  4-15.   Inasmuch as negative time 
is meaningless in the particular problem under consideration,  Eq.  4-15 can be rewritten as 

CC 

f   p(t) dt -1.                                                              (E4-4.12) 

0 

From Eq. E4-4.ll,  however, 

CO                                   a, 

j    p(t) dt = c J    e    '    fdt                                                    (E4-4.13) 
0                       0 

~1 a/ 

= c - 100 e = 100c.                              (E4-4.14) 

0 

See Art.   891. 1 of Ref.   23. 
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Example 4-4.   (Continued) 

Therefore, from Eqs. E4-4.12 and E4-4.14 

c =0.01. (E4-4.15) 

[n terms of the problem statement, let G now be defined as the event that the potentiometer 
has lasted 30 days, and let H be the event that it fails between 30 and 40 days. Then, by 
reasoning similar to that by which Eq. E4-4.3 was obtained, 

pr[ H|G].Pr[G.H]        Pr[H] 
Pr[G] Pr[G] (E4-4.16) 

where  Pr[H| G]  is the probability that the potentiometer will fail between 30 and 40 days, 
given that it has lasted 30 days.   From Eq. E4-4.3 

Pr[G] = 1 -P(30). 
(E4-4.17) 

This equation can be evaluated by use of Eq.  4-13; i.e., 

.30 
Pr[G] = 1 -P(30) = 1 -    f     p(0 dt. 

(J (E4-4.18) 

Substitution from  Eq.   E4-4.ll   into Eq.   E4-4.17  and using Eq. E4-4.15 in the result shows 
that 

30 30 
-0.011 ,     ,„„,/•      -0. Olt 

Pr[G]-l-c  f    e°01tdt =1 -0.01 /"    e-üültdt. (E4-4.19) 

Performing the indicated integration shows that 

Pr[G] = 1 -0.01     -100e [ -0.0H130      ,      .      -0.3       -0.3 
0     =l"1+e        =e       ■ (E4-4.20) 

Since Pr[H]  is the probability of failure in the period between 30 and 40 days, it is given 
by the difference of the two probability distribution functions as follows: 

Pr[H]-P(40)-P(30). (E4-4.21; 

Substitution of Eq. E4-4.20 into Eq. E4-4.17 yields 

A similar derivation yields 
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P(30) = 1 - e°'3 . (E4-4.22) 

P(40) =1 - e°'4. (E4-4.2 3) 
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Example 4-4.    (Continued) 

Substitutio n of Eqs . E4-4.20, E4- 4.21 , E4-4.22, and E4 -4.23 into Eq. E4- 4.16 yields 

Pr[H G] = (1 - e°-Vd- 
-0.3 

e 

-0.3 
e      ) -0 1 

1 - e       =0.095 (E4-4.2 4) 

Equ ation  E4-4.24 states that the probability that the potentiometer under consideration will 
fail within 40 days , having lasted for 30 days, is 0.095. 
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Example 4-5.      Illustrative application of the relationship between (Pr)ej, and (Pr)ssh- 

aiven: 
The single-shot hit probability (Pr)ssh of a given weapon system is 0.2. 

Problem : 
How many shots mustbe fired duringthe course of a given engagement in order to ensure 

in engagement hit probability (Pr)eh of 0.6? 

Solution: 
Since (Pr)ssh = 0.2,Eq. 4-70 showsthat Qssh =1 - <Pr)ssh = 0.8.    From Eq. 4-73, (Pr)eh 

= 1 - Qssh =  1 " 0.8n.   This  function is plotted  in  Fig. E4-5.1 for the first five shots of an 
engagement. 

NOTE: 

1      " I 0.8 

3=^       0.6 
i-   . 
z >- 
S.-\       0.4 
O £0 < < 
£g      0-2 h    X 
LU at 

a. 
0 

THE TARGET WITH A SINGLE SHOT. 

n ^ssh (p')eh 

1 0.8 0.2 
2 0.64 0.36 
3 0.512 0.488 
4 0.41 0.59 
5 0.328 0.672 

J I I      I l_ _1 L 
01        23456789      10 

NUMBER OF SHOTS FIRED DURING THE 
COURSE OF AN ENGAGEMENT, n »- 

Figure E4-5.1.    Plot of (Pr)eh versus n. 

As shownby Fig. E4-5.1 and the associated data, a minimum of 4 shots must be fired to 
snsure an engagement hit probability of about 0.6. 
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Example 4-6.       The error associated with a simple amplifier. 

liven 
A simple amplifier has a nominal gain factor a. The actual gain is a + ea, where t a is 

he gain error. Thereisalso afixed offset error A in the amplifier output. The input quantity 
i+ ö includes a fixed error 6. The amplifier can, therefore, be represented as shown ir 
?ig. E4-6.1. In this figure, y + E is the output of the amplifier and EY is the total error ii 
his output. 

x + S 
AMPLIFIER 

y + ev 

Figure E4-6.1.    Functional diagram of a simple amplifier. 

Problem 
Derive an expression for EY 

tne total error in the output of the amplifier. 

Solution A 
The performance equation for the ideal amplifier is 

y   = a x 

The corresponding performance equation for the nonideal case is 

y + ey =(a + eQ) (x  + i)  + A. 

The expansion of Eq. E4-6.2  and substitution from Eq. E4-6.1 gives 

€
Y 

= 6ax  *  a8 * €ah +A- 

(E4-6.1 

(E4-6.1 

(E4-6.C 

Since €aö is the product   of two  small quantities, it can be neglected.   Therefore, the total 
output error is 

eY 
= £ax +aS +A. (E4-6.4; 

Solution B 
Equation E4-6.1  in functional form converts to 

fa=y-ax = ° (E4-6.5 

which corresponds to Eq.  4-100.    Partial differentiation of Eq. E4-6.5 yields 

ex 

1 

(E4-6.6 

(E4-6.7 i 
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Example 4-6.    (Continued) 

Thecomplete set of error equations, Eq. 4-116, can now be applie d to the simple ampli ~ier. 
Since there is only one element invol ved, only one equation is req uired, i e., 

By 
e 

y 
     e     T m     
3x       x            3v 

(E4 -6.8) 

It is given that ea = ö. Also, the  quantity  m  is the output error of the element in the ab- 
sence of an input error. Therefore 

y t m = (a  ■> ea) x +A. 
(E4 -6.9) 

Substitution from Eq. E4-6.1 into Eq. E4 -6.9 gives 

m = ex + A . (E4- 5.10) 

Then, substitution from Eqs.  E4-6.6, E4- 6.7 and E4-6.10 into Eq. E4-6.8 gives 

e -(-a) S  + e -X +A 

= eax +aS + A (E4- 5.11) 

forth ; total error in the output of the amplifier.   This resu t is th e same as that of Solution 
A; see Eq. E4-6.4. 
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Example 4-7.       Error prop agation through a simple computer circuit. 

The  computer  circuit represented  in Fig. 4-25 has three inputs, one c >utput, and three 
dements.    (The resolver i LS  considered as being made up of two elements since it has two 
nutputs.)   The circuit perfo rmance equations are 

f-j =yi -x-|Cosx3-y3sinx3 =0 (E4- 7.1) 

^2= y'2 +xl s'n x3 ~y3C0S x3 = o 
(E4- 7.2) 

f3 =y3 -x2 -y2 =0. 
(E4- 7.3) 

These three equations can be solved in the manner below to give the output of the com- 
puter circuit y^ in terms of the three inputs:   x^, x2   and x3„ From Eq. E4 -7.3 

y3 =*2 + V2" 
(E4- -7.4) 

From Eq. E4-7.2 

y2 =y3c3s x3 -x, sin x3. (E4- ■7.5) 

Substitution from Eq. E4-7 5 into Eq. E4-7.4 shows that 

y3 = x2 ty3 cos x3 - x j sin x3. (E4- 7.6; 

Rearrangement of terms gives 

y3(1 -cosx3) =x2-x1sinx3. (E4- -7.7: 

Therefore, 
x2 - x j sin x3 

y3     —i  =     1 - cos x3 

(E4- 7.8; 

From Eq. E4-7.1 

y i = x i cos x3 i y3 sin x3. (E4 -7.9, 

Substitution from Eq. E4-7 8 into Eq. E4-7.9 shows that 

x2 
_ X-] sin x3 

y1=x1cosx3+      ^^^     8inx3 (E4-' 7.10 

2 
x^ cosxj -X| cos   x3+x2sinx 

2 
3 "*1 sin   x3 (E4- 7.11 

1 - cos X3 

sin    x3 + cos    x3 - cos x3 x2 sin x3 
+  . (E4-r 1.12) 

1 - cos x3 1 - cos x3 
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Therefore,  since sin^x + cos  x = 1 

xj sin X3 

1 - cos x3 "I   ="X1+   1  -r.n.,3 (E4-7.13) 

Equation E4-7.13   expresses the output of the computer circuit in terms of the three inputs. 
The  required partial derivatives can be determined by successively differentiating Eq. 

9f       df       di       8f       3f af" 
E4-7.1  with  respect to  Vi,   yn,   Vo,   xtj x., and Xn to obtain   _A     L        1     L       1    _„J      1 yi    ys : 2    3        vv^vvand'^ 
respectively, and then repeating the process with Eqs. E4-7.2 and E4-7.3 to yield the remain- 
ing partial derivatives.    The results are tabulated below. a 

->       =1 ^ =0 -^-  =0 
3/i dy, 9yi 

3'l 3f2 ofo 
—!-  =0 -L = 1 -J.   =_! 
dy2 3y2 ay2 

Bfl of2 3f3 

3 siirx3  = -cos x3 
^3 sy3 3y3 

(E4-7.14) 

 = -cos x3    = sin xo   = 0 — l^UO   AV =   Sill   Xo   
3x 1 ox] J 3x 

« f 2 3 f. 
— =0                     _L=o — = -i 
«2                                            ox2 dx2 

9f]                                           3f2 3f3 
^   = X] sin x3   = X] cos x3     = 0 
dx3                                        3x3 

dx3 

- y3cos x3 +y3 sin x3 

Equations 4-116 show that the error for computer element No. 1 in Fig. 4-25 can be   expressed 
in the generalized form 

"    3fi                     ±     ^ ^                                       (E4-7.15) 

Substitution of the  values of the partial derivatives given by Eqs. E4-7.14 into Eq.  E4-7.15 
then yields the error equation 

E      "(sinx^Je       = (cos xj £       + (y-jCOSx3-X]Sinx2)e       t m ■,. 
yi y3 xi x3 (E4-7.16) 
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Example 4-7.    (Continued) 

Asimilarprocedure for computer elements No.  2 and No.  3 yields the respective erro 
equations 

Y2 
■ (cosx3) £       =-(sinx->)£x    - (x ] cos Xg - y3 sin xg) ex     1 rrij (E4-7.17 

and 

~fy2 
+ £y3 

= "x2 
+m3- (E4-7.1! 

Solving Eqs. E4-7.16, E4-7.17 andE4-7.18 explicitly for ev  , ev    andE,,    gives 
Jl      J2 y3 

Vl 
= (sinx3) E      +(cos   x3) EX1 +(y3cosx3 -x1 sinxg) ex3 + m1 . (E4-7.19 

ey2 =(cosx3) ey3 -(sinx3) e^ -(x, cos x3 4 y3 sin x3) e ^ + m2 (E4-7.20 

f..     = «..    ^ f..    +m3. (E4-7.21 
V3        'V2 x2 

The block diagram shown in Fig. 4-26 can be readily formed from Eqs. E4-7.19, E4-7.21 
and E4-7.21. This diagram aids in visualizing the effect of a given input error on the outpu 
error Cyi- 

Equations E4-7.19, E4-7.20, and E4-7.21 can also be solved as shown below to giv< 
£y , the error in the output, explicitly in terms of the input errors (eXl, 5 „ and ex ) an< 
the element errors (mj, m.2 and «13)-    Substitution from Eq. E4-7.20 into Eq. "E4-7.21 give: 

= (cos x J E      - (sin xo) E      -(xi COSXT +y-isin xj E      -rrio+e      + mo. fF4-7 22 
y3 J        y3 -5        X] o        J J        X3 i X2 V . 

Then,  solving for E       shows that 

;      _  -(sinx3) exi -(Xlcosx3 +y3sinx3)  c»3 
+ m2 + ,;x2 

+m3 (E4-7.23 
3 1 -cosx3 
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Example 4-7.    (Continued) 

Substitution from Eq. E4-7.23 into Eq. E4-7.19 shows that 

2 .   2 . 
(sin    xj) e      - (x-j sin X3 cos X3) ex    -^3 sin    X3)ex    +(sinx3)m2 

(sin x3) e       +(sin X3) mj 

1 -cos x3 
H(COSX3) eXi +(y3cos x3) e^ - (x , sin x3) eX;j + m-, 

2 2 
(sin    x3)  €x    -(x1 sin x3 cos X3) ex    - (y3 sin    x3)e} 

(sin x3) m2 + (sin x3) ex    + (sin x3) m3 + (cos x3) e 

+ (y3cosx3)ex    -(x1sinx3)ex    +m1"(cos    X3) £ 

(y3cos   x3) ex    +(x! sin x3 cos x3) ex    -(cosx3)m1 
3 J 

(E4-7.24, 

Removal of those terms of Eq. E4-7.24 that cancel one another, simplification by use of the 
trigonometric identity sin x + cos^x  =   1, and rearrangement of terms show that 

Vl       1 -COSX3 
(1 -COSX3) e       +Uin x3) Ex^ -y3 (1 -cos x3) EX 

-(x1sinx3)Ex   +(1 -cos x3) m,  +(sin x3) m2 +(sin x3) m3 1 . (E4-7.25 

Substitution from Eq. E4-7.8 into Eq. E4-7.25 and simplifying terms yield 

yi 

sin x3 

€      t      E 

sin x3                        sin X3 

+ m, +   mo + "    m- £       tjli T    i»o T  z 
1       1 -COSX3      x2       1-cosx3     x3        '       1-cosx3 1-cosx 

(E4-7.26 

Equation E4-7.26 expresses the error in the output of the computer circuit in terms of th 
errors in the elements and the errors in the inputs. Note that the element-error terms an 
the input-error terms   are all entirely   separate, i.e., they are independent of one another 
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Example 4-8.    Example of the error-summation procedures described in the text. 

Assume the following values of systematic and random component errors for the error 
equation derived in Example 4-7 (see Eq. E4-7.26): 

Table E4- 8.1 

Sy stematic C omponent Random Component 
Error (peak errors) (standard deviations) 

£X1 clx2 al 

s c2 
0 

E*3 
c3(!- cos Xg) 0 

ml dl 0" 2sin x-3 

m2 d2 
a ^(1-cos xq) 

m3 d3 0 

where  c., C2J c3' 
dv d2, and d.. are constants. 

Whenthe values of the systematic components given in Table E4-8.1 are substituted in Eq. 
E4-7.26 of Example 4-7, the resulting relationship yields the systematic component of eyi* 
which is designated as ey^s» in the form 

=ns 
C2 sin xi 

CIXT  I— -  - c ,xo +d i + 
d2 sin X2 d3 sin x3 

1     l 1   -C0SX3 J    2 '1   -C0SX3 1   -COSX-: 

(c \  i c3) X2 +d i t (c2 ^2 + d3) 
1 - cos x3 

(E4-8.1) 

(E4-8.2) 

This relationship can be rearranged and simplified to the form 

ey,s ~C4X2 Tdl +c5cot y 

where 

c4 = - (C! + c3) 

Ct   =Cn   +dn   ^dn 

and, by a fundamental trigonometric identity, 

x3 sin x3 

cot 
2  -   1 - cosxC 

(E4-8.3) 

(E4-8.4) 

(E4-8.5) 

(E4-8.6: 
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Example 4-8.    (Continued) 

The dependent terms of Eq. E4-8.3 are plotted in Fig. E4-8.1. Obviously, the resolvei 
computer circuit that is the subject of this example (see Figs. 4-25 and 4-26) becomes use- 
less forvalues of xg that approach zero degrees and 360 degrees since the systematic com- 
ponent of evi then approaches an infinite magnitude. The variable X3 must accordingly b< 
limited to the range x3(min) ^ x3 ^ x3(max)' as snown m Fig- E4-8.1(B). This range is 
determined explicitly by Eq. E4-8.3 ifthe maximum value of £y,s and the maximum value 
ofx2 (designated x2 (max))are specified. If, on the other hand, for example, x2 (max) = 1 
x3 (min) = 45° and xq (max) = 315°, then the maximum value of Ey s is either 

Ellll =c4 +dl + 2-4<=5 (E4-8.7, 

for 

X3  =x3(min)  = 45° 

c^s=c4+d} -2.4c5 (E4-8.8: 

X3 = X3 (max) = 315° 

Whether Eq. E4-8.7 or Eq. E4-8.8 will yield the maximum systematic component of Ey 

for a particular numerical example will, of course, depend on the algebraic sign of c4 + d^ 
The total random error is obtained from the relationship 

2 
o 2       =cr|        + c2       +a2       + a        +  a 2     + a 2 

Vl ^ ^ ^ 
(E4-8.9) 

2 2 
where   ff is the variance   of the  output  error,   O is the variance  of the first term 

yi xi 
ofEq. E4-7.26in Example 4-7, and the remaining variances pertain to the remaining terms, 
in order. Substitution of the values of the random errors given in Table E4-8.1 into Eq. 
E4-8.9, which replaces Eq. E4-7.26 of Example 4-7 for the purposes of random-error sum- 
mation, yields the equation 

2 2       2       2 2       2 
cr        =crj+CT2Sin   X3 + 0-3 sin   X3 (E4-8.10) 

= J}   
+(^2 ^b si"2x3 (E4-8.ll) 

= a\ + a] sin2
x (E4-8.12) 

where 
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Example 4-8.    (Continued) 

x3 lT 
2.4 cc 

-4 x2 
:4 x2(max) 

2(max)^   x2 

(A)  c4 x2 vs. x2 

x3(max) 

90"        180°\ 270°     i   0' 

x3 
(B)  c5 cot —   vs. x3 

Figure E4-8.1.    Plots of the dependent terms of Eq. E4-8.3. 

t 
Vl 

2       2 

90 180° 270" 360" 

Figure E4-8.2.   Plot of a ,       as a function of x.,. 
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Example 4-8.    (Continued) 

Theplot of CTe       as afunction of xg is given in Fig. E4-8.2 and shows that the maximum 
•^ 1 

2 2 2 2 value  of cr,      is a 1    +   or..   If all values   of xq are equally likely, the mean value of a, 
y1 

t J ' ey1 

is given by the relationship 

2        1 
■ -u, 

yi 

i      r     2   . 2 + "y      /     crf  sin    x 

" t L' t _ 
_  x3-  _ sin2x3 

<T,    + 

2       7T    ,   2        2, 

"1   + 4-   ^2  + or3>- 

(E4-8.14) 

(E4-8.15) 

(E4-8.16) 

(E4-8.17) 
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In the years immediately preceding the 
United States' entry into World War II, a 
most urgent requirement existed for im- 
proved defenses against strategic and tacti- 
cal air attack. The high-altitude weapon was 
the 90mm antiaircraft gun, manually trained 
and elevated. The 37 mm gun had recently 
been developed for the low-altitude role and 
was later supplanted by the more reliable 40 
mm gun. 

Fire control for the 90 mm gun was 
providedby an off-carriage director and for 
the 37 mm gun by direct laying, the line of 
sight being offset from the gun axisby alead 
computer. Radar was not yet out of the 
laboratory. Target detection and acquisition 
were by visual means during the day and by 
soundlocator and searchlight at night. Man- 
ual optical tracking and ranging was the only 
means of position finding. 

The stereoscopic heightfinder was po- 
tentially the most accurate altitude instru- 
ment available, but even the most skilled 
operators could not maintain continuous 
stereo coincidence between the reticle and 
target images. Unfortunately, the gun di- 
rectors then in use required continuous alti- 
tude data input to be effective against diving 
or climbing targets. Without it they could 
provide no defense against the dive-bombing 
tactics used with such devastating effect by 
the Luftwaffe. 

After severalfrustratingy ears of trying 
to fix the shortcomings of existing antiair- 
craft predictors, Dr. Tappert turned his at- 
tentiontothe conception and study of radically 
different approaches. During the years 1939 
— 1940 he considered nearly a half dozen 
originalpredictor schemes from the point of 
view of potential effectiveness and feasibility 
of development. 

Unlike other designers, he preferred to 
treat the entire prediction problem in polar 
coordinates. He developed techniques for 
maintainingthe systematic errors of velocity 
measurement in polar coordinates within 
tolerable limits, andhe believed that the dif- 
ficulties of velocity-measurement parallax 
correction in polar coordinates were more 
than offset by the accuracy advantages. Co- 
ordinate transformations, at unfavorable 
scale factor, from polar to rectangular and 
back to polar again could be avoided, and 
gun-laying orders could be obtained by com- 

puting relatively small lead angles at fa- 
vorable scale factor to be added to present 
elevation and azimuth. 

In 1940,Dr. Tappert undertook develop- 
ment oftheDirectorT12for 90 mm AA guns, 
which was completed in 1943. Successful 
completion of this project was frustrated by 
an unfortunate choice of servo technology, 
but the Director T12 did have several unique 
features. In addition to employing polar co- 
ordinates throughout for velocity measure- 
ment, prediction and parallax correction, it 
incorporated a regenerative altitude circuit 
capable of generating continuous altitude and 
altitude rate datafrom sampled input data as 
obtainedfrom the stereoscopic heightfinder. 
The accuracy demonstrated by dynamic tests 
tended to justify Dr. Tappert's faith in the 
polar coordinate approach, and he used it for 
all of his subsequent predictors. 

Dr. Tappert made many original and 
novel contributions to mechanical analog 
computertechnology. Perhaps the most sig- 
nificant of these was the development of 
practical techniques for the manufacture of 
noncircular spur gears, which were used ex- 
tensively inhis computers for the generation 
of arbitrary continuous and monotonic func- 
tions of a single variable. The sum of the 
pitch radii of driver and follower is held con- 
stant while their ratio is varied in proportion 
tothe derivative of the function to be gener- 
ated. The manufacturing difficulty lies in 
cutting properly mating teeth on the noncir- 
cular pitch contours of driver and follower. 
Dr. Tappert solved this problem originally 
by approximating the pitch curves with a 
series of circular arcs and cutting the teeth 
with a circular cutter on a standard gear 
shaper, using multiple set-up operations. 
Later, in collaboration with another Frank- 
ford Arsenal engineer, he developed and 
patented a modification for the gear shaper 
to cut teeth on the entire pitch curve in a 
single operation by continuously varying the 
center distance and speed ratio between cut- 
ter and blank in accordance with prepared 
templates. 

In the design cf his computers, Dr. Tap- 
pert made extensive use of mechanical link- 
ages as a reliable and comparatively inex- 
pensive means for generating arbitrary 
functions of one or more independent vari- 
ables.   The design of such linkages typically 
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involves optimization of the linkage param- 
eters to best fit the linkage function to the 
desired function. Dr. Tappert developed 
practical iterative methods for refining an 
initial setof parameters such as to converge 
reliably on the optimum values. An interest- 
ing application of this technique was the 
development of a linkage multiplier with 
better scale factors and higher mechanical 
efficiency than the conventional sliding bar 
multiplierbased on the proportionality of the 
sides of similar triangles. Shortly before 
his death, Dr. Tappert was applying this em- 
pirical design approach to the design of a 
lead computer for the Twin 40 mm Antiair- 
craft Gun Turret (Duster). The entire com- 
puter was treated as a complex mechanical 
function generator whose parameters were 
determined to best approximate the lead 
functions for arepresentive family of tactical 

aircraft attack courses. 
Dr. Tappert's contributions to the art of 

numerical analysis were also voluminous. 
He developed practical methods for smooth- 
ing, differentiating, interpolating, extrap- 
olating and integrating tabular data and pub- 
lished them in the form of a very popular 
Computer's Handbook. Also included were 
practical methods for the integration of dif- 
ferential equations with the aid of a desk cal- 
culator. His methods of system accuracy 
analysis were used very effectively in the 
evaluation of the Vigilante Antiaircraft Wea- 
pon  System and are described in Chapter 4. 

In addition to his achievements in fire 
control technology, Dr. Tappert will long be 
remembered among his colleagues for his 
exacting standards of performance and forhis 
contagious interest in the diverse branches 
of science and philosophy. 
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CHAPTER 5 
DESIGNING FOR RELIABILITY, MAINTAINABILITY, 

EASE OF OPERATION, AND SAFETY 

5-1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

5-1. 1 FACTORS AFFECTING EFFECTIVE- 
NESS IN THE FIELD 

Most Army fire control equipment must 
performin any climate and over all terrain. 
Components and systems are either installed 
on vehicles--tanks, self-propelled or towed 
guns, and the like--or are intended for tem- 
porary ground installation, and must be de- 
signedfor portability by soldiers, ground ve- 
hicles, and aircraft and for quick assembly 
and disassembly. Much of the equipmentmay 
be air-dropped for immediate use. 

Equipment thatis designed to be 100 per- 
cent effective will clearly be only 50 percent 
effective under battle conditions if it is inop- 
erative half the time because of low reliabil- 
ity or difficulty in maintaining it in the field. 
Similarly, the equipment's accuracy and ef- 
fectiveness are diminished in proportion to 
the operator's inability to handle it under the 
conditions athand. The designer, then, must 
include (1) maximum reliability under all 
foreseeable conditions, (2) ease of mainte- 
nance, (3)human engineeringto ensure effec- 
tive operation, and (4) in most cases porta- 
bility as integral tohis design. To the extent 
that he fails in any of these respects, he nul- 
lifies any other advantage in the design. 

It is worth emphasizing here that most 
of the resources available to industry for op- 
eratingandmaintaining complex and difficult 
equipment are simply not available to the 
Army in the field. For example, industry 
can hire and develop skilled mechanics. One 
major corporation employs only persons with 
high school diplomas orbetter as mechanics 
for electronic controls; trains them for at 
least two years in practical and theoretical 
post-graduate work;   and  trains them for at 

least two more years on the job before they 
are considered "qualified craftsmen." 1 Re- 
quirements of many other companies are 
equally rigorous. The Army, on the other 
hand, has amongits recruits non-high-school 
graduates, and the total term of enlistment 
of recruits is often shorter than the minimum 
education and training period of industry. 
Accordingly, Army fire control equipment 
must be designed to be operated and main- 
tained by men with only a small fraction of 
the education and training available toindus- 
try--menwith perhaps a partial high school 
education and a limited amount of specialized 
in-service training, In times of national 
emergency, with civilians from all walks of 
life entering the service and with training 
periods of even shorter duration, the pro- 
portion of trained personnel will decline. 

Then, too, industry can control the en- 
vironment in which much of its equipment 
operates. Humidity and temperature are 
controlled in many plants, and it is common 
practice now to perform delicate assembly, 
test, and repair operations in special"clean 
rooms" with nearly all dust eliminated, with 
humidity and temperature maintained within 
narrow ranges, and with vibrations and sound 
drastically attenuated. At the other extreme, 
most Army fire control equipment must op- 
erate outdoors in all types of weather and, 
usually, in an environment of intensive shock 
and vibration. 

Also, industry can schedule systematic 
maintenance programs based on production 
schedules. Where downtime is extremely 
costly, industry often finds it economical to 
develop unusually sophisticated devices for 
rapid trouble-shooting, overhaul, and test- 
ing. Neither course is open to the Army. 
Fire control equipment must be operable 
100 percent   of  the   time,   if possible.      The 
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use of elaborate support equipment is often 
precluded by field conditions and, at any 
rate, extra maintenance equipment and per- 
sonnel must be supported at the expense of 
combat weapons and soldiers. 

5-1.2     ECONOMY   AND   EFFICIENCY   OF 
PRODUCTION 

The cost of modern weapons is extreme- 
ly high, even compared with those of World 
War II and the Korean War. Economy, con- 
sistent with reliability and the required ac- 
curacy, is a major consideration. Similarly, 
rapid and efficient production of fire control 
equipment, particularly in times of war or 
national emergency, is one of the dominant 
considerations in selectinga design andpack- 
aging the equipment, since equipment that 
cannot be produced in time to be used might 
as well not be produced at all. 

Fortunately, most of the design consid- 
erations discussed so far are mutually re- 
inforcing. Designing for maximum reliabil- 
ity implies maximum use of proven, stan- 
dard components, which also contributes to 
economy and efficiency of manufacturing and 
provisioning. Ease of maintenance implies 
simplicity, modular construction, ready ac- 
cess to components, and interchangeability 
of parts, which in turn also lead to economy 
and efficiency. 

Factors that should not be overlooked 
are the cost and criticality of the material 
chosen for use in the design under develop- 
ment. In a developmental contract, these 
factors may be insignificant. They may be- 
come a major factor if the equipment goes 
into large-scale production. 

The designer should also be aware of 
the fact that the type of material cross sec- 
tion used often determines the most econom- 
ical fabricating process. Commercial steel 
and aluminum, for example, are available 
ina largevariety of shapes and a wide range 
of sizes. The designer can choose between 
sheets that aremeasured in thicknesses of a 
few thousandths of an inch or thick plates 
and odd shapes. The more complicated the 
shape, the more expensive it is, because of 
the amount and complexity of processing. 
Therefore, the design engineer should con- 
sider the cost of the commerical shapes to 
be   selected.     Sheets,   plates,   and  common 

bar shapes are the least expensive; structur- 
al shapes are a little more expensive; closed 
pipe and tubing are the most expensive. 

In general, the designer shoulduse com- 
mercially available standard shapes because 
of the savings made possible in the initial 
processing at the mill. (The advantages of 
this practice, while self-evident, are sur- 
prisingly often overlooked. ) Further econ- 
omies can be achieved by specifying shapes 
that are standard to the plant producing the 
equipment, i. e., that are stocked regularly 
and need not be specially ordered. 

The fire control equipment designer 
should keep in mind that in time of national 
emergency manufacturers of many types of 
commercial equipment will be pressed into 
service to produce fire control items. They 
will not be experienced in this type of work; 
will not be setupforit initially; and will prob- 
ably not be used to working to close toler- 
ances. Therefore, in summary, to make the 
transition easy and help provide as broad a 
base as possible for wartime production, the 
design engineer should: 

1. Provide the simplest design com- 
patible with the requirements, make max- 
imum use of standard parts and shapes, and 
avoid the need for special jigs or tools in 
production. 

2. Strive for flexibility. If several 
means of fabrication — e. g. , casting, weld- 
ing, stamping and forming—or variations in 
type or model of components are permis- 
sible,   the alternatives should be stated. 

3. Avoid too-tight tolerances and fits. 
Commercially oriented manufacturers will 
simply not be able to maintain very close di- 
mensions without a great deal of training, 
retooling, and devising highly accurate jigs. 
If possible, specify tolerances in the order of 
0.001 inch or looser (except for special items 
like shaft centers, where tighter tolerances 
may be a necessity). In fire control equip- 
ment, tolerance requirements can often be 
relaxedby optimum design of mechanical and 
electrical linkages without any loss of ac- 
curacy. For example, correct choice of 
gearratios willminimize cumulative effects 
of backlash. Sometimes, a new design ap- 
proach may be necessary. If system accu- 
racy depends on very close tolerances, it is 
probablybeingdesignedtoo close to themar- 
gin for practical purposes. ^ 
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The designer, however, must eschew 
the false economies of specifying materials, 
components, or construction methods that 
fall short of the most rigorous conditions 
likely to be encountered by the equipment. 

5-1.3   AVAILABILITY OF MATERIAL SAND 
COMPONENTS 

An extremely important consideration-- 
one that may be decisive in achieving any of 
the goals discussed in this Handbook--is the 
availability of materials in time of war. This 
includes not only raw materials — suchas cop- 
per which was a critical item in World War 
11—but shapes of various types and methods 
of producing them (forgings in general were 
shortin that war). Likewise, some types of 
components may be difficult to manufacture 
under wartime conditions. Most items may 
be plentiful in peace time; the problem is to 
predict the ones that will be in short supply 
in war time. 

A National Stockpile of Strategic and 
Critical Materials was established by Con- 
gress in 1946. Its purpose is "to avoid dan- 
gerous and costly dependence on foreign 
sources of materials for meeting essential 
needs in limited war. ., and general war. .." 
Itis administeredby the Office of Emergency 
Planning, which reports directly to the Pres- 
ident. Similarly, the Department of Defense 
was given authority by Congress in 1950 to 
expand«produetive industrial capacity, pur- 
chasematerials, and encourage the explora- 
tion and development of new sources to meet 
the needs of national security. In this con- 
nection, a Defense Production Act (DPA) In- 
ventory is maintained. 

From theNational Stockpile, DPA Inven- 
tory, and supplementary sources, the Office 
of Emergency Planning has compiled a book, 
Strategic and Critical Materials, Descrip- 
tive Data. It summarizes the uses of 80 
suchmaterials; lists their sources; and (very 
usefully) describes the substitutes that can 
be used in various applications. 

The design engmeer can assume that 
irregular or nonstandard components and 
shapes, items that require delicate or com- 
plex operations for their manufacture, and 
raw materials that are rare in North Amer- 
ica will present difficulties in time of war. 
Accordingly,   it is well to state permissible 

alternatives to specifiedmaterials and com- 
ponents wherever practical. 

5-2   CLIMATIC CONDITIONS AND  OTHER 
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 

5-2. 1   BASIC PRINCIPLES 

Most types of Army fire control equip- 
ment should normally be designed for any 
ground environment anywhere in the world. 
(Much Navy equipment, by contrast, is de- 
signed for specific environments that may 
be violent or extreme but are much more 
narrowly defined. With underwater ordnance 
equipment, for example, the designer may 
be able to plan for a relatively narrow tem- 
perature range extending over about 60°F, 
water of fairly constant salinity and pre- 
dictable pressures, and a certain amount of 
shock and vibration. ) 

With today's mobile Army, it is also 
vital to plan for air transportation at high 
altitudes and speeds, and for air drop in the 
design and packaging of the equipment. 

It is usually impossible to design optical, 
electronic, or mechanical equipment so that 
it can simply be picked up in one extreme — 
the tropics, for example — and used without 
alteration in an opposite extreme, such as 
the arctic regions. Accordingly, the design- 
er must design adaptability into the equip- 
ment to permit accommodation to differing 
environments. For example, a device might 
contain either compensating elements to al- 
low for temperature differentials, or ele- 
ments that can be adjusted in the field. The 
optimum solution will be a function of the 
kind of equipment and the environmental 
extremes involved. A few examples are: 
adjustable heating and cooling elements; 
knob adjustments to compensate for optical 
changes due to thermal contraction and ex- 
pansion, or variations in electrical charac- 
teristics with temperature; easily installed 
protective coverings against various envi- 
ronments; and (if the equipment itself must 
be altered) modular construction to permit 
quick replacement of the parts affected by 
environmental change. 

Designing for environmental extremes 
must be considered from the points of view 
of (1) designing against the destructive or 
distorting   effects   of the  environment   (par 
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5-3.3 through 5-3.6), and (2) designing for 
ease of maintenance (par 5-4. 7. 3) and op- 
eration  (par 5-5) in extreme environments. 

The environments which will be consid- 
ered in detail are climatic extremes, me- 
chanicalforces, andinterferences from var- 
ious sources,  man-made and natural. 

1. Climatic Extremes: These include 
thermal and humidity stress, precipitation, 
wind, and penetration and abrasion of blow- 
ing sand, dust and snow. An indirect prod- 
uct of climate is fungus which can be devas- 
tating to improperly chosen or protected ma- 
terials in the tropics. Atmospheric pres- 
sure is an increasingly important consider- 
ation, particularly in air transport since fire 
control equipmentmust be airborne attimes. 

2. Mechanical Forces: These include 
shock, vibration, and acceleration. These 
forces may be transmitted from the vehicle 
inwhichthe equipment is mounted, from ex- 
plosions due to own or enemy fire, from an 
aircraft or other vehicle in which the equip- 
ment is being transported, and from landing 
on hard ground during an air drop. 

3. Interferences: These include RF and 
other emissions from adjacent equipment, 
and deliberate jamming by the enemy; emis- 
sions from radioactive sources are also 
grouped in this category. 

5-2.2   CLIMATIC EXTREMES 

Data on climatic extremes are still in- 
complete andunreliableinmany areas where 
data exist, particularly at high altitudes. 
However, for the purposes of Army weapons, 
the data in such documents as AR 705-15, 
Operation of Materiel Under Extreme Condi- 
tions   of Environment,   will suffice for most 
purposes. This document divides climatic 
conditions into five classifications for de- 
sign purposes: 

1. Hot-dry (temperatures to  120°F) 
2. Warm-wet   (temperatures  to   95° F, 

precipitation to 7.18 in.   per month average) 
3. Intermediate (temperatures 105°F to 

-25°F,   moderate rainfall) 
4. Cold (temperatures to -50° F) 
5. Extreme cold (temperatures to -8CPF) 
Each of these   conditions   is   defined in 

terms of extreme air temperatures and solar 
radiation as a function of altitude, water tem- 
peratures, maximumprecipitation over short 

periods, snow loads, icingphenomena, winds, 
atmospheric pressures, and blowing snow, 
sand, and dust. Charts show where in the 
world each condition occurs in each season 
of the year. 

AR 705-15 recommends that all combat 
and support equipment be designed to oper- 
ate under intermediate conditions, and that 
modification kits be supplied wherever pos- 
sible to adapt equipment to cold, hot-dry, 
and warm-wet conditions. Only in the ex- 
treme cold areas is it expected that opera- 
tions may require a preponderance of equip- 
ment specially designed for an extreme cold 
climate. 

It should be emphasized that nearly ev- 
erywhere conditions change a great deal with 
theseason. Parts of India, for example, ex- 
perience hot-dry, warm-wet, and interme- 
diate weather, dependingon the time of year. 
In Greenland, the weather varies from inter- 
mediate to extreme cold. 

MIL-STD-210 A4 gives a breakdown of 
extreme ground conditions—in terms of ex- 
tremes of heat, cold, humidity, precipita- 
tion, wind, snow, dust, and atmospheric 
pressure — with such additional details as 
the range of infrared, ultraviolet, and vis- 
ible radiation intensities and the duration 
of maximum temperatures during 24-hour 
cycles. 

MIL-STD-2 10 A further specifies the 
extremes thatwill be encountered in the fol- 
lowing categories of operations: (^opera- 
tion ground, worldwide; (2) operation ground, 
arctic winter; (3) operation ground, moist 
tropics; (4) operation ground, hot desert; 
(5) operation shipboard, world wide; and (6) 
storage and transit, short-term, world wide. 
Fire control equipment should, where pos- 
sible, be designed for the extremes in cate- 
gories (1) and (6). 

MIL-STD-2 10A also includesa detailed 
tabulation of various atmospheric extremes 
up to 100,000 feet — chiefly of interest to 
aircraft and missile designers but also of 
concern to designers of ground equipment 
that maybe transported by high-altitude air- 
craft. For example, embrittlement of cold 
steels can cause devastating damage under 
conditions of shock and vibration. It may be 
necessary to specify that the equipment be 
transported   in a heated,   pressurized cabin. 

For weatherproofing,   see par 5-3. 3. 2. 
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5-2.3   VIBRATION,    SHOCK,   AND HIGH-G 
FORCES 

Fire controlequipmentis subject to me- 
chanical vibrations, shock, and high-accel- 
eration forces as a result of the following: 

1. Transport by air,   sea,   or land. 
2. Motion of the vehicle on which the 

equipmentis mounted. (Vibrationsand shock 
arise from rough terrain, wheel shimmy, 
engine and tire vibrations, structural vibra- 
tions, and— on tracked vehicles — the track 
striking the ground. ) 

3. Firing of guns or other weapons on 
or near which the equipment is mounted. 

4. Detonations of bombs, projectiles, 
and related explosive ordnance. 

Damage duringtransportcan be guarded 
against by proper packaging and handling 
procedures, Damage due to vehicular mo- 
tions, weapons, and explosions can be elim- 
inated only by the proper design of the equip- 
ment itself and its mounting. 

With ground equipment, high-G forces 
are chieflyof concern as a part of the vibra- 
tion and shock problem; higher forces are 
notlikely tobe encountered that are due, for 
example, to the acceleration of the vehicle 
in which they are mounted or carried. Vi- 
bration is a continuing periodic motion in- 
duced by an oscillating force that results 
from an unbalanced mass, mechanically, or 
from_a fluctuating magnetic force, electric- 
ally. Shock, on the other hand, is the ef- 
fect of a suddenly applied force on a struc- 
ture or a sudden change in the motion of the 
structure.' On-carriage fire control equip- 
ment, for example, experiences shock ef- 
fects when the weapon is fired or when non- 
penetrating ballistic impacts are achieved 
nearby. Transient vibrations that may be of 
high frequency and high amplitude are pro- 
duced; the amplitude may become so high 
that brittle materials will fracture or duc- 
tile materials will yield. As an example, 
high-frequency vibrations may occur at the 
resonant frequency of an optical element 
within an opticalsight and cause it to fail or 
shatter. Another characteristic of shock re- 
sulting from abrupt changes in motion is the 
presence of large accelerations that can be 
transmitted to components, causing physical 
damage or loss of accuracy under extreme 
conditions.    The destructive frequencies in- 

ducedby shock or vehicular motion are gen- 
erally high frequencies in the order of 10 to 
25cps. Therefore, an important goal of de- 
signing and mounting is to ensure that the 
equipment will not have natural frequencies 
in that range (or its harmonics); natural fre- 
quencies should be higher than the destruc- 
tive range, Low frequencies, such as those 
induced by the natural frequency of a vehicle1 s 
suspension, are not normally damaging pro- 
viding the amplitude is not excessive, 

Designing to minimize vibration and 
shock is discussed in par 5-3. 4. 

5-2.4   RF AND OTHER INTERFERENCES 

Radio-frequency interference is a maj or 
problem in designing fire control equipment 
for the Army. In many other types of instal- 
lations of electronic equipment, the sources, 
frequencies, and amplitudes of interference 
can be predicted quite accurately, and pro- 
per shielding can be provided. Most Army 
fire control equipment, however, being por- 
table and subject to use almost anywhere- 
near radio and radar stations, high-kilovolt 
generating and transmission systems, and 
military electronic equipment of many types- 
must be designed against interference over 
a broad spectrum. 

Added to the problem of accidental or 
random interference is the hazard of delib- 
erate enemy interference. It must be antic- 
ipated that an alert enemy will beam RF in- 
terference   over as wide a band as possible. 

Radioactivity may be expected to present 
less of a problem to the designer of fire con- 
trol equipment. While nuclear radiations do 
damage materials, the dosage rate in most 
cases must be sohigh that the associated ef- 
fects of blast or heat on the equipment or the 
biological effects of radiations on the oper- 
ators become the limiting factors in atomic 
warfare. The effects of blast can be mini- 
mized by shock mounting and shock-resis- 
tant construction (see par 5-3. 4); the effects 
of heat andbiological effects of radiation can 
be minimized in some cases by shielding 
whichis generally the concern of the weapon 
system designer rather than the designer of 
the fire control elements. 

The fire control designer, however, 
must be directly concerned with the light 
generated   in an atomic  explosion.      It  can 
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blind or seriously damage the eyes of men 
looking through optical sights. Current de- 
velopment is concentrated on shutters that 
will be triggered by nuclear blasts and will 
shut very rapidly, before the observer's 
eyes are burned. 

5-3 DESIGNING FOR RELIABILITY 

5-3. 1   BASIC PRINCIPLES 

Reliability and maintainability are dis- 
cussedunder different headings in this chap- 
ter because different aspects of design are 
involved. However, by producing reliable 
equipment, the manufacturer has done much 
to solve the problems of maintainability; 
equipment thatis lOOpercent reliable for its 
intended life requires no corrective mainte- 
nance. Reliability of course depends to a 
large extent on proper manufacturing pro- 
cedures and quality control tests, but the de- 
sign engineer can make major contributions 
in this field — reliability must be designed 
into the equipment; it cannot be built in. 

Reliability has become a major problem 
in recent years— so much so that reliability 
engmeering has become a speciality in its 
own right.    The reasons for this are: 

1. The increased complexity of equip- 
ment. 

2. The short transition time between 
the theoretical laboratory stage and engi- 
neering designandproductionin many fields, 
so that man is working increasingly close to 
"the limits of experience. " 

3. The very close tolerances and ac- 
curate alignments, and consequent careful 
process controls required in many fields of 
technology. 

4. The increasing complexity of indus- 
trial and military organizations. 

5. The increased chance of human error 
resulting from the foregoing. 

6. Insurance that reliability willbe con- 
sideredand demonstrated at each step of the 
development process. 

Modern reliability methodology is de- 
rived from the mathematics of probability 
and statistics and, when effectively applied, 
demands the close cooperation of all engaged 
in the design, production, and testing of the 
item. A detailed discussion cannot be pre- 
sented here; the reader is, therefore, re- 
ferred to  such books as Lloyd and Lipow, ° 

from which much of the material on these 
pages is derived. The various means of 
achieving reliability are summarized in the 
paragraphs which follow. 

It must be remembered that reliability 
must be considered in the practical context 
of the equipment being designed, i.e., the 
concern is with the reliability of fire control 
equipments in the actual environments de- 
scribed in par 5-2 rather than in any ab- 
stract or theoretical context. In designing 
for reliability, the engmeer must always 
keep in mind the main purpose of the equip- 
ment—to score hits —and secondary goals, 
such as lightweight, low silhouette, porta- 
bility, and ease of maintenance and opera- 
tion, 

5-3.1. 1   Reliability  Through Simplicity and 
Redundancy 

The more complexa system, the great- 
er the chance of failure (other things being 
equal). If reliability is expressed as the 
probability of successful operation, then the 
reliabilityof the system isequal to the prod- 
uct of the probabilities of successful opera- 
tion of its parts, provided they are statis- 
tically independent. Thus, it is possible to 
increase the reliabilityof a fire control sys- 
tem directly by making it as simple as its 
performance requirements permit — by using 
as few subsystems and components as pos- 
sible that must function to carry out the end 
function of the system as a whole. (This 
rule does not apply, however, to parallel or 
back-up subsystems; see the following dis- 
cussion of redundancy.) 

Redundancy--overdesigning, or provid- 
ingback-upor alternate systems — often pro- 
vides a direct counter to the product rule of 
reliability, i.e., the more alternate subsys- 
tems there are, the greater the probability 
that one of them--and therefore the system as 
a whole--will operate satisfactorily. While 
redundancy seems at first glance to be in- 
compatible with the ideals of light weight and 
compact construction, it should not be dis- 
missed without careful consideration be- 
cause: 

1. In some fields of modern technology, 
suchlightandcompactcomponents have been 
achieved that alternate subsystems can be 
added without any  serious increase in total 
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weight and size. This is not only true in 
suchobviousfields as solid-state electronics 
(particularly microelectronics) but also in 
gyroscope technology, hydraulics, and other 
fields. 

I. By carefully designing for a maxi- 
mum strength-to-weight ratio, the designer 
can often improve safety factors--" over- 
design" if you will--without actually increas- 
ing size and weight. Designers sometimes 
overlook the reserve strength of materials 
and, instead, arbitrarily apply (or misapply) 
factors of safety. In selecting materials, of 
course, their cost and availability must be 
considered as well as their strength char- 
acteristics (see par 5-1.2 and 5-1.3). 

The increase in reliability; increase in 
weight, size, and complexity caused by add- 
ing back-up systems; and the extentto which 
the equipment itself is critical should all be 
analyzed to determine whether redundancy 
should be designed into the system. 

5-3. 1.2 Reliability Through Use of Standard 
Components and Proven Design 
Techniques 

The word "design" implies, of course, 
that something new is being developed. If a 
new system is made up largely of relatively 
untried components and subsystems, then 
the probability of failure is multiplied (see 
the product rule in par 5-3. 1. 1). The main 
point about recently developed components, 
from the reliability standpoint, is that rela- 
tively little is known about their behavior in 
many environments; when two or more such 
items are combined, their interaction with 
one another may be ascertained only after 
extensive testing. 

A standard item may be defined gener- 
ally as any commercially available item or 
any item in the Federal Stock System (par 
5-4. 4), i. e., an item that does not have to 
be specially designed for some particular 
use. In this context, "standard" also im- 
plies conformity to military or other federal 
specifications and such industrial standards 
as those of the National Electrical Manufac- 
turers' Association (NEMA). 

The use of components, subsystems, and 
materials that have been proven in many 
types of operationwill greatly increase reli- 
ability.   The engmeer should, therefore, op- 

erate "at the limit of experience" only when 
this is necessary to achieve a specific re- 
quirement. When new systems or compo- 
nents must be used, the designer may be 
able to take advantage of the resources avail- 
able for accelerated life and environmental 
tests — keeping in mind that these inevitably 
extend lead time. 

5-3. 1.3   Other Factors Contributing to Reli- 
ability 

Training production workers to reduce 
human error, use of proper organization to 
ensure exchange of information within the de- 
sign and production facilities, careful qual- 
ity control during production, and adequate 
testing are just as importarit to reliability 
as the factors discussed in par 5-3, 1. 1 and 
par 5-3. 1.2. While they are not primarily 
the concern of the design engmeer, he may 
be the first man to recognize that special 
problems will occur in one of these areas. 
As soon as he recognizes that the problem 
will occur, he should (1) take steps to de- 
sign for greater simplicity of manufacture 
or (2) notify the cognizant managers in time 
for them to setup proper facilities and pro- 
cedures. 

Reliability is further increased in the 
detail design phases by specifyingthe proper 
materials andprotective finishes, by design- 
ing against the extreme environments en- 
countered by fire control equipment (partic- 
ularly climatic extremes, shock, and vibra- 
tion), and by providing the best and most 
practical types of lubrication for field con- 
ditions. These subjects are discussed in 
par 5-3. 2 through par 5-3. 6. 

5-3.2   MATERIALS 

A large body of experience has been ac- 
cumulated in the choice of materials for fire 
control equipment; much of this is reflected 
in the various general and detailed specifi- 
cations pertaining to the design of fire con- 
trol equipment. MIL-F-14252(ORD)9 and 
MILF-13926A(MU)10 coverfire control ma- 
terial design, manufacture, and inspection 
in general; MIL-0-13830A covers optical 
components of fire control instruments; MIL- 
E-4158C(USAF)12 covers electronic instru- 
ments;    and MIL-F-4513 3B(ORD)13    covers 
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requirements for the procurement of fire 
control components and assemblies. These 
specifications, and the detailed specifica- 
tions and standards referenced in them, can 
be particularly helpful to the design engineer 
in choosing materials, even when they are 
not required under the contract. 

The specifications alsolist the environ- 
mental test requirements for fire control 
equipment and components, and hence serve 
as a guide for simulating environmental ex- 
tremes for similar items of a developmental 
nature. 

Selection of materials €or fire control 
equipment must include consideration of: 

1. Stress--and the designer must fully 
understand the stress concentrations, dis- 
tributions,   and fluctuations in each part. 

2. Impact 
3. Abrasion resistance 
4. Corrosion resistance 
5. Effects of highand low temperatures 
6. Weight (portability). 
The limitations imposed by materials in 

one or more of the foregoing ways are often 
the controlling factors in a design. More 
than in most designs of electrical and me- 
chanical equipment, the design of fire con- 
trol equipment requires careful attention to 
choice of materials and a careful weighing 
of opposing considerations to achieve opti- 
mum trade-offs. A design problem relating 
to strength vs corrosion resistance, for ex- 
ample, may lead to such considerations as 
the following: 

1. Pure aluminum will meet the gven 
corrosion problems anticipated for a partic- 
ular item but may not be strong enough to 
withstand anticipated stresses, 

2. High-strength aluminum alloys will 
withstand the stresses but they are not as 
corrosion-resistant as the pure metal. 

3. High-alloy steels, such as the plain 
chromium and chromium-nickel stainless 
steels, have good strength and corrosion- 
resistant properties but they introduce addi- 
tional weight. 

4. A compromise—use of steel in the 
portions subject to greatest stress and alu- 
minum in the positions most exposedto mois- 
ture—may create problems of galvanic ac- 
tion between the two metals. 

In the above example, the design engi- 
neer  must be  able to "plug in" quantitative 

data before he can make the proper choice. 
However, it may also be necessary to com- 
promise between reliability of material and 
availability in time of war (see par 5-1. 3). 

5-3.3   DESIGNINGAGAINST ENVIRONMEW 
TAL DETERIORATION 

5-3. 3. 1  Basic Approaches 

From the standpoint of design, improve- 
ments against the destruction effects of envi- 
ronment are continually being made. De- 
velopment programs are in progress in an 
effort to  develop component parts that will 
successfully meet this often severe problem. 
There are three basic approaches: 14 

1. To develop good protective devices 
while usingconventional components and ma- 
terials in the equipment itself. Conventional 
equipmentcanbeprotectedfrom severe con- 
ditions by shielding, insulating, and cooling. 
This approach does not preclude the use of 
advanced techniques; for example, it may be 
possible to achieve cooling by utilizing the 
latent heats of melting or evaporation. Sim- 
ilarly, shock forces on conventional compo- 
nents can be greatly reduced by mounting and 
supporting them by the best techniques (see 
par 5-3. 4. 1 and par 5-3. 4. 2). Using this 
approach, however, the designer must make 
judicious selection of the conventional mate- 
rials and components tobe used in the equip- 
ment. 

2. To extraDolate known data on the 
properties of materials, to use known con- 
cepts and design techniques, and to develop, 
by experiment and testing, components that 
will withstand environmental extremes. In 
electronic equipmentthe designer might rely 
on high-temperature materials such as ce- 
ramics to replace materials affected by heat. 
Materials satisfying high-temperature re- 
quirementsmay alsobe capable o€ surviving 
under other severe environmental conditions. 
For example, ceramic materials not only 
resisthigh temperature but alsotolerate nu- 
clear radiation and shock. 

3. To develop new concepts of con- 
structing materials (especially electronic 
materials), basically new devices, andwholly 
new design concepts. This approach is in 
the developmental stage. For example, to 
enable the equipment designer to devise com- 
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ponents capable of survival in the desert en- 
vironment, considerably more data must be 
obtained on the electricaland physical prop- 
erties of the available materials, followed 
bythe development of new and superior ma- 
terials. 

5-3. 3. 2   Weatherproofing 

Weatherproofingis a complex and diffi- 
cult subject since it cuts across many dis- 
ciplines and is based in large part on expe- 
rience. Fortunately, the design engmeer has 
recourse to military specifications which re- 
flect in detail the research and experience 
gained by the Army and other organizations 
in weatherproofing  fire   control   equipment. 

Weatherproofing can be accomplished 
in a number of ways, and the designer must 
adaptonc or more of these to suit his needs. 
Theseinclude theuse of corrosion-resistant 
paints and finishes, sealing, potting, wholly 
or partly enclosing, and the careful choice 
of materials and components. These meth- 
ods are described in the paragraphs which 
follow. Also, it is important to remember 
that fire control equipment will be trans- 
ported through and used in swampy terrain, 
sandstorms, deep snows, and the like; ac- 
cordingly, it must be proofed from below 
and all sides— notjust the top— against mois- 
ture (including salt water), blown sand, and 
snow. 

1. Paints and finishes. Processes 
available include (a)mechanicalfinishmg for 
smooth, polished surfaces; (b)hot dip, elec- 
troplating, and molten metal spray processes 
using copper, nickel, chromium, tin, cad- 
mium, zinc and lead plating, and aluminum 
and anodic coatings; (c)case hardening proc- 
esses; (d)phosphate andblack oxide chemical 
coatings; and (e) numerous organic paints, 
including top coats and primers. These items 
are covered in MIL-STD- 171B15 and MIL- 
STD-194A(ORD). 16 

Corrosion protection is best furnished 
by an inorganic surface treatment (chemical 
or electrochemical) plus an organic finish 
(primer and top coat). Organic coatings 
should be baked on where possible, rather 
than air dried. 

Often, some compromise must be made 
between optimum corrosion resistance and 
other properties that can be imparted or im- 

proved by various surface treatments, in- 
cludingwear resistance, friction character- 
istics, hardness, conductivity, reflectance, 
and appearance (or more often disappear- 
ance, i.e., camouflaging). On working sur- 
faces, chemical treatment or electroplating 
(without the addition of organic paint) offers 
a considerable degree of protection against 
corrosion. " Finally, the designer should 
remember that finish processes generally 
buildup the surface; where close tolerances 
are involved, dimensions for the final, sur- 
face-treated items should be specified—not 
only in the working drawings but in the in- 
structions for overhauling the equipment. 

2. Seals and enclosures. It is a prac- 
tical necessity to seal optical elements of a 
fire control systemfrom moisture, dust, and 
fungus spores; gyroscopic elements and some 
electronic components should be similarly 
sealed. Within a sealed element the pres- 
sure varies with respect to ambient pres- 
sure as a function of temperature, altitude, 
andnormal changes inbarometric pressure, 
These variations can cause "breathing": the 
inwardor outward movement of air, together 
with the transfer of moisture, fungus spores, 
and dust. If there are no mechanical inputs 
or outputs, use of good static sealing tech- 
niques can eliminate breathtng and produce 
a true hermetic seal. These techniques in- 
clude: 

a. Sealing the pores of the case by im- 
pregnating. MIL-I-13857(ORD) spec- 
ifies proper impregnations for metal 
castings, and Type I of the specifi- 
cation defines correct impregnation 
processes for fire control equipment, 
(Impregnatingwith varnishes or other 
volatile materials should be avoided 
within optical equipment since they 
will eventually vaporize and form a 
film on the glass. ) 

b. Sealingany access openings by keep- 
ing the cover contact, area at a min- 
imum and by use of various coatings 
and gasketing materials, with the 
cover held on by positive (spring or 
screw)pressure. For example, poly- 
tetrafluoroethylene-coated parts or 
covers with lips of this material make 
effective sealswhen held on by pres- 
sure. Grooves around the area to be 
sealed,    filled  with   viscous   gasket 
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material after the cover is in place, 
have been used with success on some 
types of equipment. This method 
should be used as a last resort only 
because removal and replacement of 
the covers then becomes a major 
problem. 

c. Fillingthe interiorwithinert gas (ni- 
trogen or argon), slightly pressur- 
ized so that if there is any breathing, 
it wilt be outward. 

For rotating or sliding shafts, good dy- 
namic seals can be gained by synthetic rub- 
ber O rings orother seal rings. Where lim- 
ited longitudinal motion only is involved, a 
flexible metallic bellows provides a good 
seal. However, no truly hermetic dynamic 
sealshave been developed as yet; therefore, 
it is good practice to sectionalize for max- 
imum protection. For example, place elec- 
tronic components in a hermetically sealed 
compartment, and place mechanical units in 
an adjacent, dynamically and statically sealed 
compartment, with hermetic seals for elec- 
trical interconnections.2 

It should be assumed that all sealed 
equipment will be carried at some time or 
other in unpressurized airtransport planes 
for periods of several hours at altitudes up 
to about 25,000 feet (which will create an 
internal pressure of about lOpsi for an item 
sealed at sea-level pressure) and will be op- 
eratedfor indefinite periods at high altitudes 
in mountainous terrain. 

Potting is a special form of hermetic 
sealing in which the elements concerned are 
surrounded with a special potting compound 
that serves to insulate the elements against 
variable temperatures and stray electric 
currents. It is an excellent means of seal- 
ing sensitive electric and electronic ele- 
ments that at the same time do not require 
maintenance or replacement of component 
parts. In the application of this technique 
one must ensure that the components are not 
damaged by the potting procedure. 

There are many other degrees of enclo- 
sure defined in terms of the amount of pro- 
tection involved (such as drip-proof, dust- 
tight, or explosion-proof), the contents (such 
as oil-filled), and the means of cooling the 
equipment (such as water- or air-cooled). 
MIL-STD-108D17 defines the basic require- 
ments  for  enclosures  of  electric and elec- 

tronic equipment, and further information is 
generally given in the detailed specifications 
for various types of equipment. 

In any equipment that is not sealed, 
means should be included for rapid draining 
in the event that water does get in. Partic- 
ular care should be taken to avoid pockets 
where water can gather in exposed equip- 
ment and to prevent such protective items 
as sleeves and conduit from reversing their 
functions and acting as reservoirs. 

3. Choice of materials. Corrosion- 
resistant properties of materials are given 
inthe various detailed specifications for the 
individual materials. The general specifica- 
tion for fire control materiel, MIL-F-14252- 
(ORD), serves as a good index of detailed 
specifications for the various materials , and 
MIL-STD-45418 contains a convenient list of 
fungus resistant materials--an extremely 
important property for equipment that will 
inevitably be used in the tropics. In gen- 
eral, the use of organic materials should 
be avoided because of their vulnerability to 
moisture. 

It isfurther important to remember that 
the use of dissimilar materials will cause 
unequal expansions that may be considerable 
inthe extremes of temperature to be encoun- 
tered. Components made of materials with 
different coefficients of expansion should not 
be packed too close together or connected 
rigidly. Likewise, moisture promotes gal- 
vanic actionbetween certain dissimilar met- 
als and serious corrosion can result. (Mag- 
nesium alloys are particularly vulnerable but 
other metals may react disastrously also. ) 
If such metals must be used together, plas- 
tic coatings may be used to provide electrical 
insulation.' Special caution must be exer- 
cised in specifying electroplating, hot dip, 
or molten metal spray, since they may in- 
troduce new sources of galvanic action. 

5-3.4 MOUNTING AND DESIGNING FOR 
RESISTANCE TO SHOCK AND VI- 
BRATION 

Unlike designers of commercial equip- 
ment, the fire control designer is design- 
ing equipment that will be abused, subjected 
to severe shock and vibration, and may be 
poorly maintained. The challenge, there- 
fore,   is to produce equipment that will per- 
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form within the required accuracy under 
those conditions. 

In no branch of ordnance materiel de- 
sign is more knowledge, ingenuity, and care 
required thanin designingfire control equip- 
mentfor shock and vibration resistance. The 
problem more often than not is one of design- 
ing a sensitive and accurate piece of elec- 
trical, optical, and mechanical equipment 
thatwill be lightweight and compact, present 
a low silhouette, and yet can stand up under 
repeated shocks or vibrations with high-G 
forces and can be dropped from the air onto 
hard terrain. 

With these end purposes in mind, the 
design engineer must consider alternative 
solutions to problems andbe prepared to in- 
novate and use ingenuity. A lightweight in- 
strumentin a well-designed case may be the 
answer; larger andmore complex equipment 
may still lend itself to division into separate 
more or less plug-in modules, each with its 
own case. It may be possible to design the 
equipment so that it can be mounted sepa- 
rately from a gun or rocket launcher during 
the actual firing, or on the part of the gun, 
launcher, or vehicle that is least subject to 
shock. Such devicesas the placement of hy- 
draulic/pneumatic springs or cushions, or 
impregnated materials such as Fabreeka, * 
between metal plates have proved successful 
in practice. 

Beyond this, however, the design engi- 
neer must make a thorough stress analysis, 
if possible; and if not, then he should at least 
have a qualitative appreciation of where the 
problems are. For example, in a recoilless 
weapon, the shock during firing tends to be 
radialfrom the tube axis; in a weapon with a 
recoilmechanism, ittends to be fore and aft 
along the tube axis. 

Most design problems will divide con- 
veniently into four parts: 

1. Determining the over-all require- 
ments— the maximum stresses the equip- 
ment will be subjected to and, equally im- 
portant, the overall accuracy it must main- 
tain during maximum vibrations. 

2. Determining the concentrations and 
distributions of stress. 

3. Selectingor designing shock mounts 

to alleviate shock and damp vibrations, (As 
noted in par 5-3. 1.2, the designer should 
select standard, proven mounts, designing 
new ones only when special problems de- 
mand it. ) 

4. Designing or altering the equipment 
itself for maximum shock and vibration re- 
sistance. 

In all designing against shock and vi- 
bration, it is extremely important to avoid 
resonance. In one case, an optical element 
shattered when the weapon on which it was 
mounted was fired because the high-fre- 
quency vibrations originating in the weapon 
tubewere of the same frequency as the res- 
onant frequency of the optical element. In 
another case, equipment secured at one end 
only on a self-propelled weapon was in res- 
onance with  vibrations  setup by the treads 
of the vehicle at certainroad speeds; it broke 

2 awayfrom the mount at these speeds.       Such 
failures cannormally be prevented by adher- 
ingto the principles discussed in par 5-3. 4.  1 
and par 5-3. 4. 2. 

5-3.4. 1   Shock Mounting 

Shockmounts basically store the energy 
of shock and vibration and release it at a 
slower rate. While the amount of shock ab- 
sorptionvaries approximately with the stiff- 
ness of the mountings, caremustbe taken not 
to amplify vibrations by using shock mount- 
ings that may be in resonance with externally 
induced high-frequency vibrations. In prac- 
tice, resilient shock mounts that are reso- 
nant at about 20 cps generally protect against 
shock effects and will not amplify vibrations 
since the chief external vibrations are at a 
lower frequency. ° However, to allow a safety 
factor, it is well to design for resonance at 
up to 30 cps (see par 5-2. 3). 

With a low center of gravity, bottom 
mounting may be satisfactory. With a high 
center of gravity — e. g., in a unit of rela- 
tively uniform mass whose height is greater 
than its smallestbase dimension — additional 
mounts should be placed near the top, or the 
mounts shouldbein a horizontal plane pass- 
ing near the center of gravity, to offset rota- 
tion modes of vibration. 19 

Fabreeka -Manufactured by the Fabreeka  Products Company of Boston,   Massachusetts -is material designed for the  absorption of 
impact shock and vibration. 
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5-3.4. 2   Shock-and Vibration-Resistant De- 
sign 

Much can be done in the design of the 
equipment itself (aside from the mounting) 
to reduce the effects of shock and vibration. 

First, the designer should be particu- 
larly careful not to specify detail parts that 
are unusually vulnerable to shock and vibra- 
tion. This includes not only such obvious 
items as thin glass and certain plastics, but 
alsothe use of components that must be kept 
within specified distances of each other (to 
maintain a critical air gap, for example) and 
moving parts that may not function properly 
under shock or vibration. Standard worm 
and gear assemblies, for example, may drift 
5° with repeated vibrations; accordingly, use 
a specially designed worm and gear, or use 
another arrangement, if accuracy is affected 
by this drift. 

Second, the shock and vibration can be 
greatlyreduced by proper choice and orien- 
tation of supporting members and arrange- 
ment of components. The paragraphs below, 
largely derived from Reference 19, may 
serve as a useful guide. 

1. Decrease useless weight: Keep the 
weight of components as small as possible 
and make structural members as strong as 
possible, Shock forces applied to the struc- 
ture are largely inertial forces, and their 
magnitudes are proportional to the masses 
from which the forces are derived. Note 
alsothat a heavy component distant from the 
mounting base will apply excessive shock 
forces to all structural members between it 
and the base; place heavycomponents' as near 
the mounts as possible. Thus, fire control 
equipment should always be designed from 
the standpoint of minimal volume in order to 
live in the inherent environment of shock and 
vibration. Fortunately, this requirement is 
consistent with the severe space limitations 
that frequently exist, for example, in tanks. 
By designing initially for minimal volume, 
the need for redoing the design—often with 
short notice — because of reductions in the 
allowable volume can usually be avoided. 

2. Orient longitudinal members prop- 
erly, anduse I-beams, channels and the like. 
Whenamember of rectangular cross section 
is positioned with the long dimension in the 
direction of the vertical load, its cross-sec- 
tional moment of inertia is eight times larger 

andits sectionalmodulus is four times larger 
than those of the same member when its short 
dimension is in the direction of the vertical 
load. Even better results may be obtained 
with I-beams, channels, and other members 
in which much of the mass is away from the 
neutral longitudinal axis. An effective meth- 
od of increasing shockresistance isto design 
mounting feet, supports, levers, and other 
members with ribs or other stiffening ar- 
rangements in preference to the use of flat 
sections. It should be noted that many ma- 
terials are stronger in one direction than 
the other, for example, cold-rolled steel is 
stronger in the rolled direction. In fact, the 
designer should always design with a knowl- 
edge of the structural grain. This is espe- 
cially pertinent with highly loaded materiel 
such as leaf springs. 

3. Introduce flexibility at strategic lo- 
cations. This principle, which of course is 
thebasis of shock mounting, can also be ap- 
plied within the equipment in various ways. 
For example, consider a mass supported 
from a cantilever beam; if the flexibility of 
the supported end of the beam is increased, 
the natural frequency of the system is low- 
ered and the forces acting on the mass due 
to shock are also lowered. Exactly the same 
principle can be made to work in a meter 
mounted to the rear of its case, which in turn 
is front-mounted on the instrument panel. 
In addition, the panel itself can be made flex- 
ible for a further reduction of shock forces 
actingon the meter. Advantage can be taken 
of the ability of a thin flat plate to flex with- 
out serious deformation; if an instrument is 
mounted on the plate and its mounting studs 
are staggeredwiththe plate's mounting studs, 
flexibility is obtained. 

The foregoing principles lend themselves 
particularly to the design of optical elements; 
by the proper choice of brackets, most shock 
canbe absorbedbefore itreaches the optical 
sight. 

4. Avoid excessive flexibility. Exces- 
sive deflections, beyond the point at which 
permanent deformations may result, will 
cause failures; or they may cause elements 
of the system to impact against one another. 
If the natural frequencies become too low, 
then increased stiffness is necessary. Ap- 
propriate trade-off of damping and flexibility 
must be carefully considered in each design 
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problem. 
5. Design for maximum energy storage. 

When an elastic member is deflected, it is 
storing energy. To ensure that the system 
can store as much energy as possible — and 
conversely to prevent any portion of the sys- 
tem from exceeding its elastic limit — all 
structural members should be designed to 
experience the same stress throughout (in- 
sofar as this is possible). 

6. Avoid parallel connections of flexi- 
ble and rigid members. A relatively flexi- 
ble edge-wound resistor, for example, was 
surrounded with a brittle ceramic insulator 
made in twosquare-endedsections that fitted 
against eachother end to end. When the core 
flexed, the insulator chipped where the sec- 
tions joined, and failed longitudinally. When 
the insulator was redesigned in smaller sec- 
tions with rounded ends, so that they fitted 
together in something resemblinga ball-and- 
socket joint, it became flexible enough to 
avoid excessive bending stresses. In this 
case, the solution was to retain the parallel 
paths, but make the rigid one more flexible. 
Inother cases, a series connection provides 
the best solution. Consider for example, the 
meternoted in paragraph 3. The dial can be 
attached to a bearing carried by the pole 
piece, which in turn can be attached to the 
rear of the instrument case; the case itself 
is attached by its front end to a mounting 
panel. This series connection of rigid and 
flexible elements is often an effective way 
to increase resistance to shock and vibra- 
tion. 

7. Apply residual compressive stress 
to the outer portions of members. When a 
member is subjected to a bending moment, 
failure tends to startwith a crack at the sur- 
face under tension. The residual compres- 
sive stress will oppose the tensile stress 
and reduce it at its maximum point, 

8. Avoid welding. Weldinghas not stood 
up well under the severe shock and vibration 
likely tobe experiencedby fire control equip- 
ment. Accordingly, i t shouldnot be used un- 
less and until better techniques have been 
developed and proven. This rule, of course, 
applies especially to supporting members. 

9. Do not depend on friction or gravity. 
These forces may be more than adequate 
under normal conditions but will be over- 
come by the high inertial forces of shock and 

vibration, Note that a nut-and-bolt attach- 
ment through an elongated or oversized bolt 
hole is essentially a friction attachment; when 
thebolt elongates elastically during shock or 
vibration, the two connected items will slide 
out of alignment. Attachments of this type 
shouldbe replacedor supplementedwith such 
positive holding devices as keys, pins, or 
body-bound bolts. Press and shrink fits are 
also unsuitable for shock-resistant applica- 
tions. Similarly, clamps, bolts, or other 
positive holding devices should be used to 
hold chassis, batteries, toolboxes, etc., in 
place on moving vehicles, even though the 
item is heavy and has a low center of gravity, 

10. Anticipate the worst. It is impos- 
sible to design completely against the prac- 
tically unlimited shock that equipment may 
be subjected to in battle. But damage and 
danger to personnel can be substantially re- 
duced by careful attention to auxiliary means 
of retention and by "ovcrdesigning" mounts 
and fasteners to ensure that equipment will 
not fly about and cause secondary damage if 
it is overstressed. 

5-3. 4. 3   Prevention of Shock in Bearings 

Bearings--particularly ball bearings, 
which are the type used most commonly in 
fire control equipment, because of their good 
performance relative to size--tend to fail 
more often due to shock or blast effects than 
to fatigue. It is important, then, to mini- 
mize shock loads in the design. The ability 
of a bearing to tolerate shock relates to its 
basic static load rating, i.e. _, the static ra- 
dial load that will permanently deform the 
ball or race by an amount equal to 10_4 x the 
ball diameter at the most heavily stressed 
contact point, While the degree of shock in 
abearing depends both on the magnitude and 
duration of the shock force, a bearing can 
tolerate greater loads than the basic static 
load rating, provided the duration of the 
shock force does not causebrinellingto occur 
under the applied momentary load. For ex- 
ample, the dead-load capacity of a bearing 
before actual fracture or failure has been 
found to be eight times its static capacity. 
In practice, however, the following limits 
should be observed: 

1. With no shock expected, the equiv- 
alentradial load should not exceed twice the 
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static capacity. 
2. Where moderate shock loads may 

occur, the equivalent radial load (without 
shock)should not exceed the static capacity. 

3. Where large shock forces may oc- 
cur , the equivalentradial load (withoutshock) 
should not exceed one-half the static capac- 
ity. 

Care must be taken that the bearing is 
not loaded up during installation. In most 
cases, by specifying push fits (rather than 
force fits), the designer can ensure that he, 
rather than the installer, will control the 
loading. Also, looser fits permit bearing 
movement to reduce brinellingcaused by uni- 
directional vibration. 

The basic methods prescribed below, 
derived from Reference 20, can be applied 
to increase shock resistance in bearings. 
Manufacturers' catalogs are often an excel- 
lent source of additional, detailed informa- 
tion. 

1. Special extra-thick outer races. 
These races minimize outer-race distortion 
and lessen the danger of fracture, and may 
be used with cam followers, pulleys, index 
pawls, guide rollers, and other applications 
where continuous or frequent radial impacts 
willbe sustained. However, they do not ma- 
terially increase bearing capacity; they oc- 
cupy more space; and they may be difficult 
to obtain in times of national emergency. 

2. Springs and resilient materials. 
When properly mounted, preloaded springs 
and resilient materials will absorb the en- 
ergy of shock and reduce the impact between 
bearing and housing. When unidirectional 
shock forces are anticipated, the bearing 
and its shock-protecting device should be 
mountedinthe direction of axial shock-thrust 
so that all the bearing balls will share the 
load, 

Springs cushion the effects of shock by 
resistingthe tendency of the bearing to move 
as a single mass with its adjacent compo- 
nents. They are useful, for example, in po- 
tentiometers, indicators, and slightly pre- 
loaded devices. Withjeweled pivot bearings, 
preloaded springs provide shock resistance 
andproper cone pressure, and they also ex- 
tend the duration of the shock load, thereby 
increasing bearing life. Under some cir- 
cumstances, springs can be used as backup 
for  bearings   on the same shaft,   mounted in 

a cartridge or housing, but separated from 
one another in order to prevent damage to 
bearings from axial shock thrust in either 
axial direction. It should be noted that this 
method requires additional space for opera- 
tion of the springs. Because spring stiff- 
nessis a function of the degree of shock an- 
ticipated, the designer should also check the 
natural frequency of the system under con- 
sideration against the operating frequency to 
avoid resonance. 

Resilient materials can be usedfor shock 
absorption and also for reduction of noise 
and vibration. Rubber rings are effective 
against axial shock of bearings in gear trains, 
motors, and slightly preloaded devices; they 
absorb the shock transmitted through the 
shaft before brinelling takes place between 
balls and race. However, caution must be 
used in specifying such arrangements for 
fire control equipment; they may leak with 
changes in pressure or vibrations induced 
by explosions and rough terrain. 

Alternatively, a rubber mount may be 
jacketed around the outer race so that the 
bearing is protectedfrom shockin all direc- 
tions, i. e. , in directions normal as well as 
parallel to the shaft. 

The designer should make his selection 
of the thickness and elasticity of springs, 
rubber rings, and jackets on the basis of the 
operatingrequirements. Note that some re- 
silient materials may deteriorate with the 
use of lubricants. 

3. Preloading bearings. Bearings may 
be preloaded by various methods: for ex- 
ample, by grinding the bottom race of one 
bearing to reduce its width and applying the 
preload through two equal-length spacers— 
one for each bearing race — by means of a 
threaded collar that can be tightened until 
all clearances are taken up; or by matching 
pairs or "duplexing" of bearings, with the 
preload applied axiallyto either the inner or 
outer race. For specific recommendations, 
bearing manufacturer's catalogs should be 
consulted. 

4. Specialized methods. These in- 
clude floating units-for example, gyre units 
shock-mounted and suspended in a siicone 
fluid—and vibration isolators that make ef- 
fective use of viscoelastic materials, such 
as rubber, nylon, rayon, and fibrous ma- 
terials. 
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5-3. 5   LUBRICATION 

The best practice in fire control design 
is to keep lubrication to the minimum re- 
quired for reducing friction, cooling, and 
protecting against corrosion; and to use per- 
manent sealed lubrication systems wherever 
possible. Fire control systems tend to have 
rather light components, moving often at 
low speeds. High torque, applied for rather 
short periods, is typical of much fire con- 
trol equipment. Exceptfor heavyitems, such 
as radar antennae orhigh-speed components, 
fire control equipment lends itself to mini- 
mizinglubrication which is desirable for the 
following reasons : 

1. The difficulty of maintaining oils and 
greases at the proper viscosity in the extreme 
temperature ranges encounteredby most fire 
control equipment. 

2. The chance of human error or neg- 
lect. Men at the organizational level (where 
routine lubrication must be carried out), are 
relatively unskilled in the maintenance of fire 
control equipment. They could ruin conven- 
tional lubricated equipment by failing to put 
in the correct amount of the proper lubricant 
for the climatic conditions atthe right times. 
(Over-lubrication can be extremely harmful 
to ball bearings,   for example. ) 

3. Logistic problems. Lubricants are 
another item to transport and it may be dif- 
ficultto keep a mobile unit supplied with the 
correctones. Lubricants tend to deteriorate 
in long-term storage--a point of particular 
importance in military applications (see par 
5-3. 6). 

4. Harmful effects. Lubricants must 
be kept away from many fire control items, 
particularly optical equipment, whose opti- 
cal characteristics can be seriously distorted 
by even a thin film of oil. 

5. Loss of plugs under field conditions, 
or loss of oil when equipment is being trans- 
ported at altitude in an unpressurized cabin. 

6. Change in environment. It is vital 
to recall that much of this equipment will be 
carried at altitude and landed or air-dropped 
forimmediate use. Itwillthus undergo rapid 
changes in environment, with no opportunity 
to add or change lubricants before use. 

F or these reasons, the Army is omitting 
alllubrication fittings and oil holes from all 
fire control equipment exceptheavy or other- 

wise exceptionalitems. This action has been 
taken to prevent lubrication of such equip- 
ment—e.g. , telescopes, mounts, and many 
other items —anywhere except in the shops 
whereitis assembled; there, it is lubricated 
with grease conformingto Specification MIL- 
G-3278. 

Plastics may often be used to good ad- 
vantage to reduce the need for lubrication, 
provided their limitations are fully appreci- 
ated.     Some applications are: 

1. Combined   plastic  and metal  gears 
2. Sintered fluorocarbon plastics — 

e.g. , nylon and Teflon—or nylon/ graphite 
bearing surfaces 

3. Teflon coating on metal. 
However, some plastics  tend to soak up 

moisture and expand with heat; they, there- 
fore, should be usedwithcaution where close 
tolerances must be maintained. Teflon is 
relatively stable; nylons vary in hygroscopic 
characteristics. Sintered bearings freeze 
in long-term storage and cannot be used for 
fits in the order of 0.0005 inch. Use molded 
rather thanmachined plastics because of ex- 
pansion due to heat. 

Where oils and greases are required, 
the following principles apply: 

1. To meet wide variations in temper- 
ature, the designer should specify an oil with 
a pour point lower than the minimum oper- 
ating temperature and with the highest vis- 
cosity that can be tolerated at the low tem- 
perature. When the temperature reaches 
operating values, the oil will approach the 
proper viscosity. 

2. Roller bearings generally require 
lubricantsof higher viscosity thanball bear- 
ings. Ball bearings often require a small 
amount of silicone or other specified oil. 
Note especially that stainless-steelballbear- 
ings (now readily available) minimize the 
need for lubrication. 

3. Theuse of grease instead of oil will 
often cut down maintenance, reduce the size 
of bearing enclosures, and maintain a more 
effective seal against contaminants. How- 
ever, grease lubrication isnot very effective 
for coolingand tends to shorten bearing life 
at high speeds. 

4. It is extremely important to specify 
greases that will stand up under climatic ex- 
tremes  (see MIL-G-3278). 

5. To  prevent loss of lubricants at al- 
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titude or due to loss of a plug or other fit- 
ting, an integral, self-closing device—such 
as anAlemite or other fitting with a spring- 
loaded ball check— should be incorporated 
for addinglubricants. Suchfittings also offer 
some protection against overlubrication. 

6. B arriers shouldbe employed to keep 
oils and greases away from optical devices. 
Volatile lubricants shouldnotbe used or kept 
anywhere in the vicinity of optical devices. 

7. Finally, i t is extremely important to 
choose lubricants that are chemically com- 
patible with every thingthey will come in con- 
tact with--seals, gears, thrust rings, bear- 
ings and all other detail parts. 

Forfurther information on this subject, 
see Chapter 1 6 of Reference 21. 

5-3.6    STORAGE 

With many items of commercial equip- 
ment, the designer can specify storage under 
carefully controlled conditions and can set 
quitelimitedmaximums on permissible time 
in storage. Fire control equipment, on the 
other hand, may be stockpiled for long peri- 
ods and storage facilities vary from good 
warehouse protection to open storage in ex- 
treme climates. Three courses should be 
considered to ensure that equipment will be 
fit for use after long storage:' 

1. Choose materials and components 
thatwill not age or corrode after long expo- 
suretodust, humidity, extremeheat or cold; 
and pot or hermetically seal components that 
do not meet these requirements. 

2. Design the equipment so that it can 
be easily disassembled, cleaned, and lubri- 
cated in forward areas by trained personnel 
to ready it for use. 

3. Specify packing procedures that will 
preserve the equipment. Government speci- 
fications on various types of analogous equip- 
ment are a good source of information on 
procedures such as charging with inert gas, 
wax-dipping containers, canning, and using 
drying agents. 

5-4 DESIGNING FOR MAINTAINABILITY 

5-4. 1   BASIC PRINCIPLES 

In   designing for maintainability,   it  is 

important to understand what kind of mainte- 
nance and repair can be performed at each 
maintenance level. The design engineer 
should examine the following documents, as 
specified for the equipment being designed 
or for similar equipment: 

1. The appropriate Department of the 
Army Supply Catalog which lists spare parts 
assigned to each maintenance level. 

2. The maintenance allocation chart. 
3. The specifications or instructions 

for preparation of technical manuals for the 
equipment, plus the actual technical manuals 
for similar equipment. These publications 
describe in detail the maintenance proce- 
dures performed at each level. 

The situation differs for different types 
of equipment and operation. At a large, fixed 
installation, depot-level repair facilities for 
fire control materiel may be established on 
the premises. With fast, mobile combat 
units, maintenance may be limited over long 
periods to what the operator can perform. 

In general, however, the Army carries 
out maintenance as follows:" 

1. Organizational maintenance, per- 
formed by the using organization. This is 
limited to such tasks as preventive mainte- 
nance inspections (largely of a simple, visual 
nature), cleaning, servicing, lubricating, 
adjusting, and replacing certain easily dis- 
assembled parts. This level includes both 
operator maintenance (first echelon) and 
maintenance by organization maintenance 
personnel in small unit shops (second eche- 
lon). 

2. Field maintenance, performed by 
units organized for direct support of one or 
moreusing groups. This level includes both 
mobile or easily moved shops in close sup- 
port of combat units (third echelon)and more 
elaborately equipped fixed shops (fourth ech- 
elon). Field maintenance is generally lim- 
ited to trouble-shooting, testing, and re- 
placement of unserviceable piece parts, sub- 
assemblies,  and assemblies. 

3. Depot maintenance (fifth echelon). 
This level, operating in fixed installations, 
is normally capable of major overhauls. It 
can be considered equivalent to returning 
equipment to the factory. 

To the design engineer, the Army main- 
tenance setup—as well as the circumstances 
that  dictate  it — means   that the   equipment 
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must be designed and packaged so that: 
1. All preventive maintenance neces- 

sary to keep the equipment in goodoperating 
condition can be performed by unskilled men 
operating under adverse conditions. 

2. In the event of equipment malfunc- 
tion, the trouble can be traced with a min- 
imum of special instrumentation to a sub- 
assembly or component that can be easily 
replaced as a unit under combat conditions; 
or, the trouble can be temporarily bypassed 
or corrected by simple adjustments with 
simple tools, clearly graduated knobs and 
the like. 

3. Vital subassemblies canbe repaired 
rapidly by replacement of defective parts at 
the field-maintenance level, for quick return 
to the combat unit. 

4. Complete disassembly and overhaul 
of the equipment need be performed only at 
widely separated intervals, to avoid exces- 
sive long-distance shipments to remote de- 
pots and to avoid overtaxing depot facilities. 

Anumber of steps canbe taken to achieve 
these goals, and to increase ease of main- 
tenance and decrease maintenance time at 
all echelons. They must be considered at 
every stage of design; Army fire control ma- 
teriel that cannotbe maintained properly un- 
der the conditions of use cannot be consid- 
ered satisfactory, and a drastic redesign 
maybe required if the equipment is found in 
the end to be wanting in this respect. 

Further information canbe found in Ref- 
erence 21. A good succinct discussion is 
made by Wood.-J The paragraphs which 
followbriefly summarize various aspects of 
the subject. 

5-4. 2   ACCESSIBILITY 

Accessibility can be properly designed 
intomateriel only if the following points are 
analyzed correctly: 

1. What routine maintenance will be 
required? Filling and drain plugs, fuses, 
lamps, oil filters, grease fittings, optical 
lenses requiring frequent cleaning, meters, 
gages, levelometers and the like used in 
checking the condition of the equipment, and 
any other item used in preventive mainte- 
nance or requiring frequent replacement 
should be easily accessible. A hard-to- 
reach item is likely to be neglected. 

2. What trouble shooting will be re- 
quired at the organizational maintenance 
level—i.e., under combat conditions — to 
restore the equipment rapidly to operating 
condition? 

3. Which components, assemblies, and 
subassemblies will be removed and replaced 
as units at the organizational maintenance 
level?   Which will be adjusted at this level? 

4. Similarly, what trouble shooting will 
be carried out at the field-maintenance ech- 
elons, and what parts and subassemblies 
are subject to removal or adjustment at that 
level? 

A goodanalysis of accessibility require- 
ments in the light of these considerations 
will often result in a more compact design 
since the design engineer will no longer be 
providing access to items that will only be 
handled during a complete depot disassem- 
bly. 

To meet the access requirements re- 
vealed in the preliminary analysis, the de- 
sign engineer should consider the points 
which follow. While obvious in themselves, 
they often require a great deal of thought and 
care to ensure proper accessibility. 

1. Safety. Good access .means that the 
maintenance man can perform whatever op- 
erations are necessary without risking ex- 
posure to electric shock, moving parts, and 
other hazards. This is particularly impor- 
tantfor maintenance that may be carried out 
under adverse conditions in the field. The 
designer must ask himself what the operating 
status of equipment will be during the par- 
ticular maintenance task. If the equipment 
may be operating or energized, the source 
of hazard should be isolated from accesses; 
if not, then an interlock or warning plate 
may suffice. 

With small units (which comprise most 
fire control equipment), safety can be en- 
sured by separating adjustment and check 
points from high-voltage components by in- 
sulation barriers. 

Note that under some circumstances-- 
particularly with awet operator handling wet 
equipment in rain or snow--voltages in the 
order of 110 volts can be fatal.. 

2. Access for removal, replacement, 
and inspection. Components, and modular 
subassemblies that are to be removed as 
units should be mounted and fastened so that 
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they can be removed easily, with no inter- 
fering components in either the fire control 
equipment itself or adjacent equipment. 
Much fire control equipment consists of 
compact chassis of various configurations. 
Consideration should be given to mounting 
electronic controls and components on the 
inside of the front panel or on a hinged in- 
terior panel that can be swung open to ex- 
pose all items that may require adjustment 
or replacement; or they may be installed in 
parallel modules, each one removable from 
the front or rear without removing any other 
components. In large control chassis, pull- 
out drawers (with safety stops) may provide 
the best access. Arrangements of this type 
alsofacilitate visualinspection of major cir- 
cuits. Care must be taken in all such ar- 
rangements to retain the "dead front" fea- 
tures of the equipment,   to avoid shock. 

By such devices as the use of captive 
screws and spring-loaded fasteners, the de- 
sign engmeer may be able to apply some of 
the same principles to the design of mechan- 
ical and optical devices. 

3. Degrees of accessibility. Controls 
used in normal operation should be acces- 
sible at all times, and (with their associated 
indicators) should be installed where they 
can be operated with comfort and ease (see 
par 5-5.1.3). Other items — such as battle- 
short switches — are for emergency use, to 
be operated only by the officer in charge or 
someone designated by him. Similarly, 
some items are to be adjusted or repaired 
only by specially trained technicians. In in- 
dustry, items of the last two types are often 
protected by locks, with authorized persons 
holding the keys. In fire control equipment, 
where adjustments or emergency operations 
may have tobe performed rapidly under fire, 
locks shouldnotbe used on any item that will 
require operation or maintenance at the or- 
ganization level. Instead, such items should 
be protected with warning signs and should 
beinstalled so that a simple intervening op- 
eration is required for access, to prevent 
casual operation—removing a cap to oper- 
ate an emergency switch, for example, or 
removing a panel to make adjustments. 

4. Human factors. Ease of access re- 
duces the probability of human error. If the 
maintenance man must remove an interfering 
component in order to perform routine main- 

tenance or get at an unserviceable part, the 
additional operations increase the opportu- 
nities he has to make a mistake. All too 
often, designers include ready access to an 
item but do not allow enough room for the 
operator to perform the necessary tasks ef- 
ficiently, or force him to use his hands at 
odd angles or to perform delicate operations 
blind (because he cannot reach and see the 
object at the same time), or provide gages 
or dial markings that are not easily visible 
or subject to misinterpretation. Avery large 
body of human engmeering data has been 
accumulated to assist the designer (see par 
5-5.1.3 and Ref 21), and with the help of this 
and the use of common sense the designer 
can greatlyincreasethe ease of maintenance. 

5. Environment. If maintenance must 
be performed in very cold weather (with 
gloves), driven rain, snow, or dust, or in 
the dark, ease of access becomes especially 
important. At the same time, consideration 
mustbe given to protecting vulnerable parts 
from exposure whle an access opening is 
removed. 

6. Access openingcovers. The general 
rule is this: specify the easiest type to re- 
move andreplace that willfulfill the require- 
ments of strength, protection of the equip- 
ment, and safety of personnel. In increas- 
ing order of difficulty of removing, they are: 
(a) no cover at all; (b) hinged covers, pref- 
erably with bottom-mounted hinges or with 
built-in supports to prop the cover open; (c) 
cover plates with quick-opening captive fas- 
teners (these may be used where there is 
no swinging room for a hinged cover); (d) 
screwed-on covers, with the minimum num- 
ber and largest size of screws that strength 
considerations permit. Doors and covers 
maybe spring-loaded to ensure greater tight- 
ness against dust and moisture. 

For dial faces and other visual inspec- 
tion points, a plastic window or break-re- 
sistant glass window may be specified, de- 
pending on the anticipated optical deteriora- 
tion of the plastic under field conditions and 
the stresses thatwill be imposed on the win- 
dow. Ametal cover plate with quick-opening 
captive fasteners is suggested for extreme 
environmentswhere plastic or glass may not 
stand up. 

7. Location and geometry of access 
openings.   While rectangular or round open- 
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ings at the points nearest the items to be 
reached may be desirable in most larger 
equipment, the designer must also consider 
(a) whether an odd-shaped opening may not 
be best suited for the particular task or for 
removing an odd-shaped component, and (b) 
whether the opening is from the angle that 
leads to the easiest face of the component to 
work with. Where visibility may be a prob- 
lem, a window may be provided in addition 
to the access opening. 

5-4. 3   STANDARDIZATION OF PARTS 

As pointed out in par 5-3. 1. 2, the use 
of nonstandardor newly designed components 
may decrease equipment reliability. Ac- 
cordingly, itmay also increase the required 
maintenance. 

Nonstandard components contribute to 
equipment or sy stemfailure in the first place 
because their low demandrequires long stor- 
age time, a factor that brings about deterio- 
ration. In the second place, with more parts 
to become familiar with, maintenance men 
will have more difficultyinstalling, handling, 
and maintaining the equipment. Finally, 
small-quantity production of nonstandard 
items is characterizedbylack of uniformity, 
and their use not only makes replacement 
sparesmore difficult to obtain but also bur- 
dens maintenance support with additional 
parts. The high failure rate of nonstandard 
components has led to a Department of De- 
fense Standardization Program to guide 
equipment designers. 

In the development of complex fire con- 
trol systems or equipments, the designer 
should apply standardization at all stages of 
design, and specify standard components and 
subsystems wherever practical. The result 
willbe ease and rapidity in replacing and in- 
terchanging parts and subsystems under all 
conditions 24 

5-4.4   INTERCHANGEABILITY 

In addition to standardization, the de- 
signer should work for maximum inter- 
changeability of components and subassem- 
blies. This means that for different parts 
of the same equipment, the same components 
should be used wherever they will meet the 
requirements   (even though the  functions of 

assemblies in which they are installed may 
be quite different). It also means that com- 
ponents that have been usedin other fire con- 
trol equipment should be specified for the 
one being designed wherever possible. 

Maximum use of interchangeable parts 
leads to (1) efficient, uniform maintenance 
procedures, (2) fewer repair parts to sup- 
port the equipment at every maintenance 
echelon, and (3) fewer failures, because 
components that have beentime-tested in fire 
control applications are used to the maxi- 
mum extent. 

Theinterchangeability concept should be 
carried out for all subassemblies and com- 
ponents that will be replaced as units at any 
maintenance level (and especially at the or- 
ganizational echelons). For example, if an 
amplifier is always going to be replaced as 
a unit, it doesn't matter if ':he tubes within 
different units differ, provided the electrical 
andphysical characteristics of the units are 
the same in every respect that is important 
in the application; but if the amplifier may 
be repaired by replacing tubes, they too 
should be interchangeable, 

Greatprogress has been made in recent 
years in standardizingparts through the Fed- 
eral Stock System. Each Federal StockNum- 
ber (FSN) represents a component, subas- 
sembly, or assembly with inputs, outputs, 
and physical characteristics that are uniform 
in all important respects. Thus, in most 
applications, items with the same FSN may 
be considered interchangeable, even though 
they may be manufactured by different com- 
panies and may differ in unessential details. 
Each FSN is backed with a complete descrip- 
tion of its characteristics, called an Item 
Description. The items, their stock num- 
bers, and description patterns are listed in 
Reference 25. Manufacturers' part num- 
bers may imply a similar interchangeability, 
though the situation depends on how .rigor- 
ously the individual company maintains its 
parts documentation system. 

5-4. 5   STANDARDIZATION OF TOOLS 

It is also important for the design en- 
gineer to design equipment that can be main- 
tained and overhauled with as few tools as 
the end requirements permit, and with stan- 
dard tools wherever possible,    This is par- 
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ticularly important in the maintenance to be 
performed at the organization and field lev- 
els; but at the depot level, also, the use of 
elaborate test sets, specialjigs, and the like 
can often be avoided if thought is given to 
this matter during design. 

The tools that will be required should, 
in fact, be considered as an integral part of 
all phases of design. Often a design concept 
may have to be discarded early because the 
end result will be a requirement for main- 
tenance or test equipment that is too heavy 
or elaborate for use in the field. 

Unnecessary tools can often be elimi- 
nated by small changes in the design, For 
example, itmay be discovered that by spec- 
ifyinga wider variety of fasteners than nec- 
essary, the designer is adding to the number 
of hand tools required. The minimum num- 
ber of fasteners consistent with strength 
should be used, and they should be as uni- 
form as possible. 

A detailed discussion of the types of 
tools for fire control materiel maintenance 
is given in Reference 21. 

5-4.6   AIDS TO DIAGNOSIS 

In some electronics equipments, it has 
been estimated that 80 percent of down time 
is spent in diagnosing the trouble." Ac- 
cordingly, a prime responsibility of the de- 
sign engineer is to make trouble shooting as 
quick and easy as he can. In order to do 
this, he must first predict where troubles 
are most likely to occur, the best ways to 
locate them, and the probable relative fre- 
quency of their occurrence. This should be 
done as early in the detail design stage as 
possiblebecause (l)he may at this time dis- 
coverthe need for some long-lead-time test 
equipment and (2) trouble shooting proce- 
dures will affectnot only the location of check 
points but also may affect the arrangement 
of subassemblies,  as explained below. 

Predicting troubles may be quite diffi- 
cult, particularly for the design engineer; 
he often tends to predict troubles that, be- 
cause he jj» aware of them, he has already 
designed out of the system. Itmay be well 
to enlist the aid of a maintenance engmeer 
or technician with much field experience and 
to consult field reports. 

The next step is to determine the instru- 

ments and equipment necessary to trace the 
trouble to (l)a modular or easily removable 
subassembly at the organization level and 
(2) piece parts orlower subassemblies at the 
field level. For step 1, built-in aids should 
be supplied wherever possible; for step 2, 
various items of Specialinstruments and test 
equipment may be used. However, in either 
case, itis important to tailor the procedures 
to make use of equipment available at the 
echelon in question (see par 5-4. 1). 

The type of diagnostic aid varies with 
the equipment. Examples include built-in 
boresighting aides with easily moved knobs 
in elevation and azimuth; valves for isolat- 
ing portions of fluid systems, and gages for 
reading pressure, liquid level, etc., in the 
isolated portions; jack points on terminal 
points in relays, switches, P-C cards, etc., 
as appropriate; and in elaborate systems 
(such as computers), automatic checking 
systems. Details should not be overlooked, 
such as illuminated dials with adjustable 
luminance to suit varying ambient lighting 
conditions and meet blackout requirements. 
As noted in par 5-4. 2, every step should be 
taken to make checkpoints accessible. 

It was pointed out earlier (par 5-3. 1. 1) 
that redundancy may be a practical means 
of increasing reliability. Similarly, the in- 
clusion of parallel or standby circuits will 
greatly facilitate trouble shooting; independ- 
ent checkout circuits should also be incor- 
porated wherever practical. 

At some point, it may become apparent 
that the equipment as originally conceived 
was not arranged for optimum maintenance. 
Forexample, personnel at the organizational 
level may only be able to trace a trouble 
down to a subsystem that cuts across two or 
more replaceable physical assemblies. In 
the detail design, the logical subdivisions 
from a trouble-shooting and repair point of 
view should be made to coincide with the 
physical units that can be replaced easily. 

5-4. 7    SIMPLIFYING REPAIR 

Repairis simplifiedby providing acces- 
sibility (see par 5-4. 2) and by providing the 
most easily removable fasteners consistent 
with other design requirements. Items that 
are subject to breakage or frequent replace- 
ment should be particularly easy to replace. 
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For example, levelometervials should never 
be designed as integral units withcastings, 
but should be removable as a unit, with a 
standard screw driver. Particular attention 
should be paid to wiring harnesses, piping 
systems, and the like, to insure that a min- 
imum number of disconnections need be made 
in removing and replacing a component or 
subassembly. The ultimate in achieving 
these goals is modular (or unitized) con- 
struction. 

5-4. 7.  1   Modular Construction 

Modular construction is the division of 
the equipmentinto plug-in or otherwise easily 
removable modules. It reduces and simpli- 
fies maintenance by reducing the need for 
special skills, tools, and test equipment. In 
fact, when properly applied, it achieves the 
chief aim of maintainability: it increases the 
availability of equipment by reducing down- 
time to a minimum. It also practically 
ensures that the level of maintenance de- 
manded from each echelon will be commen- 
surate with the equipment and skills avail- 
able there. Modular construction further 
lends itself to mass production and contrib- 
utes to interchangeability. 

Modular design is particularly applic- 
able to complex electronic equipment but it 
is also applicable to complex optical and me- 
chanical equipment. It generally isnot suited 
to simple, light-weight equipment (which is 
better replaced as a unit). Furthermore, in 
any equipment, certainrepairs arebestmade 
by replacing detail parts, e.g., fuses, rather 
than modular subassemblies. 

The designer should divide the equip- 
ment into the smallest number of modules 
that will still preclude the need for special 
skills, tools, and test equipment— in other 
words, design to a point just short of re- 
quiring skills, tools, and test equipment 
beyond the capabilities of the echelon of 
maintenance. As noted in par 5-4. 6, the 
division into modules is closely tied in with 
the degree to which a trouble can be diag- 
nosed. 

For optimum equipment packaging, the 
designer should, if possible, devise modules 
approximately cubic in form. All the com- 
ponentparts thatare to fit within the module 
shouldbe approximately uniform in size and 

shape. Each module should be composed of 
component parts that are most conducive to 
the performance of a given €unction. While 
it may be desirable that they should also be 
capable of multiple usage, this goal is less 
important than the others. If possible, the 
components of a module should have the 
same ''wear out" life. 

Itis also recommended thatthe designer 
arrange the modular units to permit opera- 
tional testing when the units are removed 
from the equipment. For ease of handling, 
these units should be sufficiently light and 
small that   each can be carried by one man. 
The designer should provide handles, prop- 
erly designed, for modular units weighing 
10 pounds or more. 

5-4. 7. 2    The Throw-Away Concept 

With the increased use of mass-pro- 
duced modular subassemblies and compon- 
ents, the throw-away concept — replacing a 
defective or malfunctioning inodule and dis- 
cardingit instead of repairing it in or out of 
the equipment—has become increasingly 
practical. Though it seems wasteful on the 
surface, this approach has inherent advan- 
tages that in the end may result in a sub- 
stantial net sayings, as well as simplified 
and more effective maintenance. These ad- 
vantages are: 

1. More compact design. Asubassem- 
blythat is to be repaired economically must 
incorporate accessibility to the individual 
detail parts, with a minimum of removal of 
interferingparts. With the throw-away con- 
cept, this requirement is deleted; the sub- 
assemblycan be packagedin as little as half 
the volume and can be constructed from the 
insideout in the order mostconducive to ef- 
ficient manufacture. 

2. Simplified logistics. This is attained 
not only because compact items are easier 
to ship but because the complex problems 
are avoided of returning a subassembly to 
the correct maintenance echelon and ensur- 
ingthatthe detail parts are stocked there to 
make repairs. 

3. Improved reliability. The throw- 
away concept permits increased use of seal- 
ingand potting to protect delicate and sensi- 
tive components from moisture, dust, solar 
radiation, and shock and vibration.   This ad- 
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vantage is particularly pertinent to fire con- 
trol equipment. It has been estimated that 
throw-away design reduces failures by 40 
percent. 

Clearly this concept is not frugal or 
otherwise beneficial when detail parts are 
expensive, difficult to manufacture, or in 
short supply, or under many other circum- 
stances. The economics can become quite 
complex but they must be analyzed as care- 
fully as possible before the concept is ac- 
ceptedorrejected. To improve the econom- 
ics of this concept, the components within a 
module should have approximately the same 
"wear out" life wherever possible. For de- 
tails on cost factors,  see Reference 21. 

5-4. 7. 3   Ease  of Maintenance   in   Extreme 
Environments 

The fire control designer must keep in 
mind that his equipment must be able to op- 
erate effectively in the environmental ex- 
tremes listed in par 5-2. 2 through 5-2. 4. 
This means that the equipment must be de- 
signed so that relatively untrained men can 
perform field maintenance to keep it oper- 
ating under such conditions as arctic cold, 
rain, snow, blowing sand, tropical heat, and 
the vibrations encountered on moving vehi- 
cles or in the vicinity of guns firing. The 
difficulties may be increased by gloves and 
other protective clothes that will be worn in 
some environments. 

The rules and suggestions for ease of 
maintenance and operation throughout this 
chapter were in large part devised to help 
overcome the problems of extreme environ- 
ment. In addition, it may be necessary to 
make special provisions for maintaining 
equipment in particular environments, such 
as: 

1. Portable shelters or semitrailer in- 
stallations for certain fire control systems 
or elements of systems, with provisions for 
heating and cooling. 

2. Heaters and blankets to keep equip- 
ment in standby, "ready-to-operate" condi- 
tion in extreme cold, and to protect elements 
that might be damaged by freezing. 

3. Integral protective caps for optical 
elements, meter faces, and other instru- 
ments and components that are vulnerable to 
blown sand,   snow,  sleet,  etc. 

4. Fans directing the flow of air from 
hot equipment away from the operator. 

5-5 DESIGNING FOR EASE OF OPERATION 
AND FOR SAFETY 

5-5.1   HUMAN    FACTORS    IN   MATERIEL 
DESIGN 

5-5. 1. 1   Basic Principles 

Military equipment has become so com- 
plex, precise, and fast acting in recent years 
that it threatens to exceed the abilities of 
humans to operate it. Human engmeers, 
who are psychologists specializing in man- 
machine relationships, have become in- 
creasingly involved in designing equipment 
so that it can be operated effectively. Hu- 
man engmeering relies on basic and applied 
psychological research — basic research in 
the capabilities and limitations of human 
faculties, applied research in the behavior 
of these faculties in specific situations. 

Psychological research differs from re - 
search in other fields in its dependence on 
the subjective reactions of humans, Forex- 
ample, one can determine the wavelength and 
energy of light from a source by objective 
investigation; but the related properties of 
color and brightness are subjective, and 
exist only in the eye (and brain) of the be- 
holder. Similar relationships exist between 
the wavelength of sound (objective) and its 
pitch (subjective), the energy of sound and 
its loudness, thermal energy and the sense 
of hotness or coldness,   etc. 

It must not be thought, however, that 
psychological research is in the end sub- 
jective and opinionated. For example, a 
scale of brightness has been established by 
recordingthe observations of a large enough 
cross section of humans to be statistically 
valid. Since each point on the scale can be 
defined in terms of purely physical values, 
the same brightness can be recreated at any 
time and the scale becomes a permanent ob- 
jective research tool. The same techniques 
have been applied to other visual functions, 
to hearing, muscular capabilities, etc. Once 
the basic scales have been established, more 
refined research can be carried out. For 
example, the ability of individuals or special 
groups   of people   to  discriminate  between 
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smallchangesinbrightness can be measured 
under various conditions of preadaptation. 

Thebranches of human engmeering that 
are of chief interest to the designer of me- 
chanical, electrical, and optical equipment 
are: 

1. VISION 
Light discriminations 

Brightness sensitivity (the ability to 
detect a dim light) 

Brightness discrimination 
Color discrimination 

Spatial discriminations 
Visual acuity (theability to see small 

objects or distinguish details or changes 
in contour) 

Distancejudgment (particularly depth 
perception- -the ability to distinguish 
differences in distance) 

Movement discrimination 
Temporal discriminations 

For  example,   the  ability  to  distin- 
guish the individual flashes of flicker- 
ing lights 

Dark adaptation 
The ability of the eye to perform at 

night after various periods of adapta- 
tion. This field of investigation cuts 
across the above three, measuring var- 
ious discriminations under the special 
conditions of dim light. 
2. AUDITION 

Pitch discrimination 
Loudness discrimination 

3. MOTOR PERFORMANCE 
The ability to perform tasks involving 

bodily movements, including: 
Speed 
Accuracy 
Force (for example, the force the op- 

erator can exert in pushing a lever) 
4. PROPRIOCEPTION 

The ability to sense through certain 
bodily receptors (muscles, tendons, 
semicircular canals, etc.), the position 
of the body and its movements in space 
and time. 
5. SKIN SENSITIVITY 

The sense of touch, of particular im- 
portance to the engineer designing fire 
control equipment thatmust be operated 
effectively during blackouts . 
In addition to the data available on the 

foregoing faculties   and  their interrelation- 

ships, the engmeer has at his disposal con- 
siderable information on how they are af- 
fected by learning, intelligence, and special 
conditions such as fatigue. 

There are three possible ways of over- 
coming the human problems in operating 
equipment: 

1. Choose operators who are peculiarly 
suited for the equipment. The Army is, of 
course, selectiveinits recruiting--men with 
gross visual, auditory, or other defects are 
not accepted—but it does not normally give 
highly refined tests, nor can it be ultra- 
selective in assigning the ideal man to the 
task. This problem will be multiplied in 
time of war. So while the designer can take 
comfort in the fact that he does not have to 
consider the handicapped, he must still de- 
sign for operators whose faculties may be 
averageorperhaps somewhatbelow average. 

2. Train operators for their specific 
tasks. This can be an effective way to over- 
come human engmeering problems but, as 
already explained (see par 5-1.1), the Army 
must depend largely on relatively untrained 
personnel. 

3. Design the equipmentfor ease of op- 
eration (the best solution). The design en- 
gineer cannot expect to become a human en- 
gineer — i.e., a graduate psychologist with 
considerable post-graduate training—but he 
has resources that can help him solve many 
of the problems of designing for the human 
operator. These include: (a)common sense, 
(b) publications presenting psychological data 
foruseby design engineers, and (c)the skills 
of human engineers. 

5-5. 1.2   Use of Common Sense 

Commonsense is often neglected in de- 
sign. A familiar display of the lack of it is 
the automobile designer's use of identical 
knobs for lights, windshield wipers, ventila- 
tor, and so forth, with the positions of the 
knobs alternated from one model of car to 
another. By using radically different shapes 
of knobs (particularly for critical operations) 
and keeping them in the same relative posi- 
tion that they occupied on other, similar 
equipment, the designer can contribute quite 
simply to ease of operation. A few other ex- 
amples of this kind of thinking are: 

1.    Designfor visibility.   (a)Place gages 
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where they canbe readby the operator in the 
normal position while he is operating associ- 
ated controls; (b)provide lighting that is ad- 
justable for easy reading throughout the am- 
bientlight range (including desert sunshine), 
with luminous dials as necessary for reading 
in the dark; (c) make dials, gages, etc., as 
uncluttered as possible—if operations re- 
quire that a gage be read to the nearest mil- 
liamp, don't fill it up with gradations to the 
lOths or hundredths of a milliamp; and (d) 
use logical gradations — a dial marked off in 
fourths can be extremely hard to interpret if 
readings must be estimated in,  e.g., tenths. 

2. Locate controls logically. Controls 
used most often and those used €orthe most 
critical operations should be within easy 
reach, and should be grouped so that the op- 
eratoris required tomove in only one direc- 
tion in performing a sequence of operations. 

3. Design for the normal range of hu- 
man faculties.2 1 A common error is to de- 
sign for the average man, whereas good hu- 
man engineering practice (and common 
sense)dictates that one should design for all 
operators whose body measurements fall 
within the limits acceptable to the Army. 
Such operations as keeping optical sights or 
radar antennae aligned on a target, for ex- 
ample, may be performed by tallmen, short 
men, men with long arms, or men with short 
arms, as well as men falling close to the 
average. Adjustments should he provided so 
that the individual can position the equipment 
for maximum ease and comfort. 

5-5. 1.3   Applying Human Engineering Data 

Common sense can help the design en- 
gineer avoid the more simple and obvious 
pitfalls. He can go much farther toward pro- 
vidingease of operation by consulting one of 
several texts prepared by human-engineer- 
ing specialists for practical use by equip- 
ment designers. The Handbook of Human 
Engineering Data ^7 contains introductory 
explanations of the basic principles, plus a 
great deal of tabular data on most aspects 
of human engineering, presented so that the 
"layman" caninterpret and use them. Vision 
in Military Aviation, ^a in its early chapters, 
expounds on the principle a of vision   and in- 

structs design engineers on how to apply the 
basic visual curves to practical problems, 
The later chapters contain many examples of 
visual performance as related to specific 
equipments and situations; much of this in- 
formation is useful to the fire control de- 
signer as well as the aircraft designer. The 
Human Engineering Guide^ is less specific 
than the other two but is usefulforintroduc- 
ingthe design engmeer to the field of human 
engineering. 

In addition, many articles and research 
reports have been written that apply directly 
to human factors in military equipment. The 
fire control equipment designer may be able 
toobtain data of a very practical nature that 
apply directly to his problem. In addition 
to the more general Armed F orces document 
centers, there is a Department of Defense 
human-engineeringinformation and analysis 
service project at Tufts University's Insti- 
tute of Psychological Research, Medford, 
Massachusetts, which maintains up-to-date 
indexes and abstracts, produces annual bib- 
liographies, and has 25,000 documents on 
file. 

When the designer is in doubt — partic- 
ularly when he is designing radically new 
equipment that involves vision, motor per- 
formance, or a combination of these--he 
would do well to consult directly with a hu- 
man-engineering specialist/ 

Itcannotbe emphasizedtoo strongly that 
equipment, no matter how carefully designed, 
isno more effective than its operator. Equip- 
ment that cannot be operated and maintained 
easily and effectively is a failure, even 
though it is electrically, mechanically, and 
optically perfect. A weapon is only as good 
as its operators and maintenance men. 

5-5. 1.4   Designing Optical Sy stemsforMax- 
imum Visibility 

The use of good human- and design-en- 
gineering practices for fire control optical 
equipmentis particularly important because 
it will often be necessary to use the equip- 
ment under conditions of very poor illumin- 
ation. 

The light-energy loss during transmis- 
sion through a single uncoated air-and-glass 

* If tins type of assistance is desired,  the   Director  of   the  Human Engineering  Laboratories,   Aberdeen Proving Ground,   Maryland 
should be contacted. 
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surfaceis estimated to range from 4% to 6% 
of the total amount of light energy passing 
through. While the loss through one surface 
may not be significant, the accumulative ef- 
fect of several such surfaces along the op- 
tical path may be very important. Coatings 
producing low —reflection characteristics 
should be applied to most optical surfaces 
to improve light transmission. (See Refer- 
ence 30 and Reference 21. ) Exceptions are: 

1. Coatings should not be applied to 
such optical elements as reticles, field 
lenses, and collective lenses that lie in or 
very near the focal plane of the optical as- 
sembly. 

2. Exterior surfaces should never be 
coated; the exposed coating will deteriorate 
or may be damaged during cleaning. 

Optical coatings can be applied by evap- 
orated-film techniques or by chemical prep- 
aration. Certain evaporated films, such as 
magnesium fluoride, are insoluble in water 
but are solublein some other common chem- 
icals. Chemical coatings — e. g., silica or 
calcium fluoride — in general manifest a 
greater resistance to various solvents than 
evaporated films. 

Reflection-reducing coatings must be 
chemically resistant as well as durable. 
Rainwater, dust, saltwater, soluble ehem- 
icals, and oil from fingerprints tend to in- 
crease optical reflections and deteriorate 
the coating. High-temperature baking of the 
coating in a vacuum increases coating per- 
manence. For example, magnesium-fluo- 
ride films so treated become hard-baked 
coatings that are highly durable and possess 
goodfilm efficiencyas well as resistance to 
humidity and salt spray. 

Combined hard-baked magnesium-fluo- 
ride andtitanium films result in low-reflect- 
ance films and partial reflectors that are 
highly efficient, durable, and substantially 
nonabsorbing. Tests have indicated that the 
effect of the temperature of baking on the re- 
fractiveindex of such films is very marked; 
the higher the temperature, the higher the 
refractive index and the greater the dura- 
bility of the film. 

Optical designis coveredin MIL-HDBK- 
141. 

5-5.2    SAFETY 

Fire control equipment presents only 
the usual kinds of hazards to personnel but 

these hazards are intensified by the extreme 
environments in which the equipment will be 
operated and maintained. The design en- 
gineer must apply good safetypractices with 
the utmost rigor, not only to protect person- 
nel but to permit them to carry out their 
duties rapidly and confidently. 

The design engineer should be familiar 
with such sources as the codes, rules, and 
regulations of the National Bureau of Stan- 
dards, the American Standards Association, 
and the National Electrical Manufacturers' 
Association (NEMA). 

Some of the more pertinent practices in 
fire control design are described in the par- 
agraphs below. 

5-5.2. 1   Electrical Safety21 

1. Provide each piece of electrical or 
electronic equipment with a main power 
switch,  designed so that it will not arc, 

2. Where possible, provide interlock 
switches to cutoff power automatically from 
the exposed portion of the equipment when 
anaccess door or cover is removed. Where 
conditions permit, bypass switches may be 
used on equipment that must be serviced with 
the power on. 

3. Since it may be imperative to keep 
equipment operating in an emergency while 
it is being serviced, provide a battle-short 
switch to render the interlocks inoperative. 
This should be located at the station of the 
mostresponsible operator, arid designed and 
labeled so that it will not be operated indis- 
criminately. 

4. Maintain enclosures, exposed parts, 
and chassis at ground potential; do not (ex- 
ceptwithvery-low-voltage circuits)use them 
as conductors to complete a circuit. (Single 
conductor circuits create inter-circuit in- 
terference as well as a hazard to personnel 
and a single insulation break may short the 
system. ) Be particularly careful that the 
grounding system is reliable under condi- 
tions of shock and vibration. While tech- 
niques vary with the type of equipment, one 
method is to ground chassis via welded ter- 
minals, grounding lugs, and screws (with 
nuts andlockwashers); and to ground the en- 
closureitself with a throughboltto which the 
common groundfromthe chassis is connect- 
ed.   This connection shouldbe clearly labeled 
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Enclosure Ground and should have an exter- 
nal safety strap. Be sure to provide elec- 
tronic test equipment (VTVM1 s, oscillo- 
scopes, etc. ) with grounding pigtails, and 
to connect panel-mounted jacks for test 
and other supplementary connections to the 
grounded leg of the circuit. With high po- 
tentials (lasers, for example), a large-area 
contact with ground is required. 

5. Providefuses on the load side of all 
leads to the main power switch and elsewhere 
as necessary to protect equipment and per- 
sonnel. 

6. Provide high-voltage warning signs 
at access doors, covers, and wherever else 
a hazard exists. It is particularly impor- 
tant that they be legible in poor light and will 
not fade or deteriorate in severe climates. 

7. Provide a positive-acting means of 
discharging high-grade filter capacitors, 
such as an automatically actuated shorting 
bar, in medium- and high-voltage power 
supplies. 

8. Remember that even rather low volt- 
ages, suchas 115-volt service, canbelethal 
to a wet soldier operating equipment in mud 
or water. 

5-5. 2. 2   Mechanical Safety 21 

1. Be particularly careful to avoid 
sharp edges and protruding hardware on 
which   a man  could  cut  himself.      Conduit, 

pipe, and components should not interfere 
with normal motions during operation and 
maintenance. Specify smooth surfaces and 
rounded corners. 

2. Locate shields to protect against ro- 
tating or oscillating parts. Warning signs 
and safety switches or interlocks should be 
placed at the shields if an unusual hazard 
evists. 

3. Provide handles for portable equip- 
ment and modules that will be removed and 
replaced as units. 

4. Provide prominent warning lights or 
other safety devices on cooling and ventila- 
tion systemsfor equipment that is subject to 
rapid overheating. 

5. Provide safety-limit stops for cab- 
inets, etc., that are designed tobe pulled 
part way outfor servicing, so that they can- 
not be pulled out all the way and dropped. 

5-5.2. Fire Protection 

Usenoncombustible materials wherever 
possible, particularly as enclosures for mo- 
tors, inductors, capacitors, and other pos- 
sible sources of fire. Be especially careful 
to avoid specifying materials that produce 
toxic fumes in tanks, shelters, and other 
enclosed spaces. With electric and elec- 
tronic equipment, itis vital to specify a fire 
extinguisher using CO2 or other nonconduc- 
tive fluid. 
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INDEX 

Abrasion resistance, 5-8 
Accessibility,  designing for, 5-17 
Accuracy considerations, for systems and 

subsystems, 4-12 
Accuracy study (see Error analysis) 
Acquisition and tracking systems, 3-17 

design considerations for, 4-132 
Acquisition element,  3-5 
Aerodynamic force,  2-9 
h d s to diagnosis,  5-20 
Aiming circle, 3-17 
Air density, effect of differences in,  2-15 
Air-mass reference coordinate frame, 2-24 
Air resistance,  effects of, 2-5 
Air temperature, effect of differences in, 

2-15 
Amplitude noise,  4-119 
Analysis, weapon effects,   1-88 
Angle, of elevation,  2-40 

of orientation,  2-9 
prediction,   1-1,2-21 
of site, 2-40 
of yaw,  2-9 

Angular-measurement instruments,  3-17 
Antiaircraft fire control equipment,   1-33 
Antiaircraft fire control systems,  1-7, 

1-79, 4-134 
Antiglare filters,   1-23, 1-89 
Aperture sight,  3-12 
Application of computers to study mathe- 

matical models,  4-9 
Application of firing data, 2-37 
Application of human engineering data, 

5-24 
Applications of fire control systems,   1-5 

air-to-air, guns,   1-7 
air-to-air, rockets,   1-7 
air-to-surface, guns,   1-7 
air-to-surface, rockets,   1-7 
surface-to-air, guns,   1-7 
surface-to-air, rockets,   1-7 
surface-to-surface, guns,   1-6 
surface-to-surface, rockets , 1-6 

Arbitrary correction element,  3-6 
Artillery fire control systems,   1-87 
Audition, branch of human engineering, 

5-23 
Autocorrelation function,  4-85 
Automatic checkout systems, 1-89 
Automatic diagnostic equipment,   1-89 

Automatic equipment,  3-25 
Average,  4-31 

ensemble, 4-31 
time,  4-29 

mean-square, 4-29 
root-mean-square,  4-31 

B 

Ballistic coefficient,  2-13, 2-42 
Ballistic-computation equipment, l-63 
Ballistic corrections,   1-47 
Ballistic-data, element,  3-6 
Ballistic lead, 2-21 
Base of trajectory,   2-39 
Battery commander's telescope,   1-20 
Bias errors,  4-14 
Binoculars,  3-17 
Bivariate normal distribution,  4-36 
Blade sight, 3-12 
Block diagrams, 3-1 
Board, plotting,   1-36 

deflection,   1-38 
plotting and relocating,   1-36 
spotting,   1-38 

Central-limit theorem, 4-35 
Central moments,   4-32 
Checkout systems, automatic,   1-89 
Circle, aiming,  3-17 
Climatic extremes,   5-4 
Coast artillery fire control equipment,   1-33 
Coatings, protective, lens,   1-23,  1-89 
Coefficient, ballistic, 2-13, 2-42 

drag,  2-13, 2-42 
Coincidence range finder,   1-25 
Collimation,  light, 1-23 
Command element, 3-7 
Common sense, use of,  5-23 
Compatibility factors, 3-16 

accuracy, 3-16 
equipment,  3-16 
interconnection,  3-16 
range of operation,  3-16 
speed of operation,  3-16 

Compatibility problems,   3-15 
general principles of,  3-15 

Compensating corrections , 2-21. 
Compensating element, 3-7 
Component development,  4-135 
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Computation, counter battery,   1-88 
Computation of firing data, 2-33 
Computation mechanisms, ballistic-data, 

1-47 
Computation reference frame, 2-26 
Computers, mechanical,   1-38 
Computing directors,  1-40 
Computing sight, 3-28 
Computing systems, 3-17 

design considerations for, 4-132 
Concept, input-output,   1-7 

primary factors of,  1-8 
secondary factors of,  1-8 

interchangeability,  5-19 
throw-away, 5-21 

Concepts of probability theory, 4-19 
applied to continuous random 

variables,  4-23 
applied to discrete events, 4-20 

Construction, modular, 5-21 
Continuous random variables, probability 

theory for, 4-23 
Convolution process,  4-79 
Coordinate frames for fire control, 2-23 

air-mass reference, 2-24 
computation,  2-26 
for data handling and computing, 2-25 
earth reference, 2-24 

geocentric, 2-24 
vehicle-centered, 2-24 

inertial reference, 2-24 
primary, 2-24 
stabilized weapon-station, 2-24 

Coriolis force, 2-43 
Correction, curvature, 2-22 

deflection,   1-34,  1-37 
jump, 2-22 
range,   1-34, 1-37 

Correction devices,   1-34 
Corrections, ballistic,   1-47 
Corrections, compensating,   2-21 
Corrector, percentage,  1-38 
Corrosion protection,  5-9 
Corrosion resistance, 5-8 
Counter battery computation,   1-88 
Crosswind force, 2-9, 2-43 
Curvature correction, 2-22 
Curvature of a trajectory, 2-3, 2-5 

Data computation, electrical, 3-22 
electronic, 3-22 
human, 3-22 
mechanical, 3-22 

Data reduction, meteorological, 1-89 
Data flow diagrams, 3-1 
Data transmission,   1-49 
Data-transmitting elements, 3-7 
Definitions, associated with a trajectory, 

2-39 
associated with weapons, 1-9 

Deflection board,  1-38 
Deflection correction,  1-34, 1-37 
Density function, joint probability, 4-26 

power spectral, 4-85 
probability, 4-25 

Departure, line of, 2-39 
plane of, 2-39 
quadrant angle of, 2-39 

Depot maintenance,  5-16 
Design considerations, for acquisition and 

tracking systems, 4-132 
for computing systems, 4-132 
for weapon-pointing systems, 4-132 

Design philosophy,  4- 1 
Designing for accessibility, 5-17 
Designing for ease of operation, 5-1, 5-22 
Designing against environmental 

deterioration, 5-8 
Designing for maintainability, 5-1, 5-16 

basic principles of, 5-16 
in extreme environments, 5-22 

Designing for prescribed accuracy, 4-15 
Designing for reliability,   5-1, 5-6 

basic principles of, 5-6 
through redundancy,  5-6 
through simplicity, 5-6 

Designing for safety, 5-1, 5-17, 5-22, 5-25 
Designing for visibility,   5-23, 5-24 
Devices, correction,   1-34 

extreme environment,   1-22, 1-89 
night,  1-22 
plotting,  1-34 

Diagnosis, aids to, 5-20 
Diagrams, block, 3-1 

data flow, 3- 1 
functional, 3- 1 

Diffuse target, 4-39 
Direct analog models, 4-6 
Direct fire control,  1-3, 1-19 
Directors, computing,   1-40 

electrical,  l-52 
mechanical,  1-39 

Discrete events, probability theory for, 
4-20 

Dispersion errors, 4-14 
Distribution, Gaussian, 4-33 

normal, 4-33 
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Drag,  2-9 
Drag coefficient, 2-13,  2-42 
Drag function, 2-13 
Drift, 2-16 

E 
Earth reference coordinate frame, 2-24 

geocentric, 2-24 
vehicle-centered, 2-24 

Ease of operation, designing for,  5-1, 5-22 
Economy of production,   5-2 
Effectiveness, factors affecting, 5-1 
Effects, initial-velocity, 2-22 

jump, 2-3, 2-14 
target-motion, 2-20 
wind, 2-19 

Efficiency of production,   5-2 
Elbow telescope,   1-16 
Electrical data computation,  3-22 
Electrical directors,   1-52 
Electrical safety, 5-25 
Electronic data computation,   3-22 
Electronic viewing equipment,   1-65 
Element,  acquisition,  3-5 

arbitrary correction, 3-6 
ballistic-data, 3-6 
command,  3-7 
compensating,  3-7 
data-transmitting, 3-7 
fuze-setting,  3-7 
pointing,  3-7 
predicting,   3-6 
tracking,  3-5 

Elements, functional,  3-2 
Elements of a trajectory,  2-39 
Elevation, angle of, 2-40 

line of, 2-39 
quadrant,   1- 12, 2-40 

Enclosures,  5-9 
End of trajectory,   2-39 
Engagement hit probability,  4-14,  4-46 
Engagement kill probability,  4-15 
Engineering,  human,  5-22 

branches of,  5-23 
Engineering design, 4-135 
Engineering specification, 4-135 
Engineering tests,  4-135 
Ensemble average,  4-31 
Environmental deterioration, designing 

against, 5-8 
Environmental protection,   1-23,  1-89 
Equipment, for application of firing data, 

3-23 
automatic, 3-25 
automatic diagnostic,   1-89 

ballistic-computation,   1— ti3 
electronic viewing,   1-65 
fire control, antiaircraft,   1-33 

Army (see Fire control equipment, 
Army) 

artillery, 3-17 
coast artillery,   l-33 
tank,   1-29, 3-26 

firing-data computation,  3-20 
flash-protection,  1-90 
low-light-level,   1-65 
mechanical,  3-24 
observing, 3-17 
off-carriage,   1-5, 3-1 
on-carriage,   1-5, 3-1 
optical,   1-14, 3-17, 3-24 
position-finding, 3-17 
radar,  3-17,  3-19 
range-finding,   1-62 
remote-control, 3-25 
sound and flash,  3-17, 3-20 

Error analysis, for antiaircraft fire 
control systems, illustrative 
example of, 4-134 

for fire control systems, 4-53 
that are describable by differential 
equations, 4-75 

illustrative example of, 4-94 
that are describable by equations 

other than differential 
equations,  4-55 

impulse-function approach of, 4-75, 4-76 
for tank fire control systems, 4-206 
transfer-function approach of, 4-75, 4-82 

E rro r function, 4-34 
Errors, in analog components, 4-125 

associated with the input portion of a 
weapon system, 4-115 

associated with the output portion of a 
weapon system, 4-121 

beyond the control of the fire control 
system designer,  4-114 

bias, 4-14 
in digital components, 4-128 

dynamic, 4-129 
static, 4-129 

dispersion,  4-14 
random, 4-14 
round-off,  4-13 3 
systematic, 4-14 
tracking,  4-139 
truncation, 4-130, 4-133 
under the control of the fire control 

system designer, 4-122 
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Exterior ballistics,  2-13 
mathematics associated with, 2-13, 2-39 

Extreme environment, protection against, 
1-89 

Extreme environment devices,  1-22, 1-89 
Extreme environment effects,  1-89 
Extremes, climatic, 5-4 

Factor, form, 2-42 
Factors affecting effectiveness, 5-1 
Factors affecting projectile path, 2-3 
Factors, integration (see Integration factors) 
Factors,  system integration, for tanks, 

1-73, 1-77 
Feasibility study, 4-135 
Fiber optics,   1-89 
Field maintenance,  5-16 
Filters, antiglare,   1-23, 1-89 
Finding, position,   1-34 

range,   1-34 
Finishes, 5-9 
Fire control, definition of,   1-1 

direct,  1-3, 1-19 
fundamental problem of,  1-2 
goals of,  1-1 
indirect,   1-3, 1-19 
nature of,   1-1 

Fire control aids,  1-5 
Fire-control coordinate frames, 2-23 
Fire control equipment, Army, chronologi- 

cal development of, 1-9 
pre-19th century,   1-9 
19th century,   1-11 
20th century through World War II, 

1-12 
during World War II,  1-53, 1-80 
recent and current,   1-55, 1-79 

classifications of,  1-5 
on-carriage,  1-5, 3-1 
off-carriage,   1-5, 3-1 

(See also Equipment) 
Fire control for guns, 2-30 
Fire control instruments,  1-5 
Fire control methods,   1-2 
Fire control problem,   1-1, 2-1 

direct,  1-3, 1-19 
geometrical approach to, 2-2 
geometry of,   1-3 
indirect,   1-3, 1-19 
practical,   1-5 
solution of, 2-30 
statement of, 2- 1 
theoretical,   1-3 

Fire control for rockets, 2-30 
Fire control system functional 

arrangements,  3-17 
Fire control systems, antiaircraft,   1-7, 

1-79, 4-134 
applications of (see Applications of fire 

control systems) 
artillery, 1-87 
designing for a prescribed accuracy, 

4-15 
error analysis for, 4-53 
subsystems of, 3-17 

acquisition and tracking, 3-17 
computing system, 3-17 
weapon-pointing,  3-17 

tank,   1-56 
Fire control theory, 2-1 
Fire protection, 5-26 
Firing data, application of, 2-37 

computation of, 2-33 
Firing-data computation equipment, 3-20 
Firing tables, 2-43 

in book form, 3-22 
in graphical form, 3-22 

First moment, 4-31 
Flash-protection equipment,  1-90 
Flash ranging,   1-88, 3-20 
Folding-leaf sight, 3-12 
Force, aerodynamic, 2-9 

Coriolis, 2-43 
crosswind, 2-9, 2-43 
of gravity, 2-5, 2-43 

Forces, mechanical,  5-4 
Form factor, 2-42 
Fourier transform, 4-83 

inverse, 4-84 
Function, resistive, 2-42 
Functional arrangements, fire control, 3-17 
Functional diagrams, 3-1 
Functional elements, 3-2 
Fuze setters, 3-25 
Fuze-setting element, 3-7 

Gaussian distribution, 4-33 
Graphical firing table, 3-22 
Gravity, effects of, 2-5, 2-43 
Gunner's quadrant,  1-12,3-25 

H 

Hit, definition of, 4-37 
Hit probability, engagement, 4-14, 4-46 

single-shot, 4-15, 4-42 
theory of, 4-37 
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Hit-probability assignment function, 4-43 
Horizontal base system,   1-34 
Human data computation,  3-22 
Human engineering, 5-22 

branches of,  5-23 
Human engineering data, application of, 

5-24 
Human factors in material design, 5-22 

basic principles of, 5-22 

I 
Illumination, instrument,   1-22 

target,   1-23 
Impulse-function approach of error 

analysis, 4-7 5, 4-7 6 
Impulse response,  4-76 
Indicator, muzzle-position,   1-65 
Indirect fire control,   1-3,  1-19 
Inertial reference coordinate frame, 2-24 
Inertial space, 2-24 
Initial velocity effects, 2-22 
Input-output concept,   1-7 

primary factors of,  1-8 
secondary factors of,   1-8 

Instrument illumination, 1-22 
Instruments,  angular-measurement,  3-17 

range-finding, 3-17 
Integration factors,  3-8 

accuracy requirement,   3-15 
mobility requirement,   3-15 
multipurpose requirement,   3-12 
speed requirement,   3-15 
weapon function,  3-8 
weapon kind and size, 3-12 

Interchangeability, of parts, 5-19 
Interchangeability concept, 5-19 
Interferences, 5-4 
Inverse Fourier transform, 4-84 

Joint probability density function,  4-26 
Jump, lateral,  2-14 

vertical,  2-14 
Jump correction,  2-22 
Jump effects, 2-3, 2-14 

K 

Kill, definition of, 4-37 
Kill probability, for the diffuse target, 4-39 

engagement, 4-15 
single-shot, 4-40 

Kill probability assignment function, 4-40 
Kill probability function, 4-40 
Kill probability theory, 4-37 
Kinetic lead, 2-21 

Lateral jump, 2-14 
Lead, ballistic,  2-21 

kinetic, 2-2 1 
Leaf sight, 3-12 
Light collimation, 1-23 
Line of  departure, 2-39 
Line of elevation, 2-39 
Line of site, 2-39 
Location , sound, 1-23 
Low-light-level equipment,  1-65 
Lubrication,  5-15 

M 
Magnus moment, 2-12 
Maintainability, designing for, (see 

Designing for Maintainability) 
Maintenance, depot, 5-16 

field, 5-16 
organizational, 5-16 

Mapping, analytical triangulation in 
photogrammetry,   1-89 

long range survey,   1-88 
Material design, human factors in, 5-22 

basic principles of, 5-22 
Materials, selection of, 5-8, 5-10 
Mathematical models,  4-6 

development of, 4-7 
mechanization of, 4-130 
study of, by computers, 4-9 

Mathematics associated with trajectories 
and exterior ballistics, 2-12, 2-13, 
2-39 

Mean, statistical, 4-31 
Mean-square time average, 4-29 
Mean-square value, 4-31 
Mechanical computers,   1-38 
Mechanical data computation, 3-22 
Mechanical directors,  1-39 
Mechanical equipment, 3-24 
Mechanical forces, 5-4 
Mechanical safety, 5-26 
Mechanisms, computation, ballistic data, 

1-47 
spot-correction,   1-49 

Mechanization of a mathematical model, 
4-130 

Metallic sight,  3-12 
Meteorological data reduction,   1-89 
Method, numerical integration, 2-13, 2-42 

short-arc, 2-13, 2-42 
Siacci, 2-42 

Methods, fire control,  1-2 
Military requirement,  4- 135 
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Models, 4-5 
direct analog, 4-6 
for idealized systems, 4-8 
mathematical, (see Mathematical Models) 
for optimum systems, 4-8 
pictorial-representation, 4-6 
for practical systems, 4- 11 
word or language, 4-6 

Modular construction,  5-2 1 
Moment, 4-31 

central, 4-32 
first, 4-31 
Magnus, 2-12 
overturning, 2-12 
second, 4-31 

Motor performance, branch of human 
engineering, 5-23 

Mounting, shock, 5-11 
Multipurpose weapon, 3-12 
Muzzle-position indicator,   1-65 
Muzzle velocity, effect of differences in, 

2-15 

N 

Night devices,  1-22 
Noise, amplitude, 4-119 

radar glint, 4-116 
target-motion, 4-119 
tracking, 4-120 

Nonrigidity of the trajectory, 2-19 
Normal distribution, 4-33 

bivanate, 4-36 

Numerical integration method, 2-13, 2-42 

Observing equipment, 3-17 
Off-carriage equipment, 3-1 
On-carriage equipment,  3-1 
Open sight, 3-12 
Operational considerations, 4- 134 
Optical range finders,  1-25, 3-17, 3-26 

coincidence, 1-25, 3-19 
stereoscopic,   1-27, 3-18 

Optical sighting equipment,   1-14, 3-12, 
3-17, 3-24 

for direct fire,  1-19 
for indirect fire,  1-19 

Optical systems, designing for maximum 
visibility,  5-24 

Optics, fiber,   1-89 
Organizational maintenance, 5-16 
Orientation angle, 2-9 
Origin of trajectory, 2-39 
Overturning moment, 2-12 

Paints, 5-9 v 

Panoramic telescope,   1-16,3-24 
Parts, interchangeability of, 5-19 

standardization of, 5-19 
Peep sight, 3-12 
Percentage corrector,   1-38 
Performance, motor, branch of human 

engineering, 5-23 
Performance trade-off, 3-15 
Pictorial-representation models, 4-6 
Plane of departure,  2-39 
Plane of fire, 2-39 
Plane of yaw, 2-9 
Plotting board,   1-36 
Plotting devices,   1-34 
Plotting and relocating board,   1-36 
Point-Mass theory, 2-42 
Pointing element, 3-7 
Position finding,   1-34 i 
Position-finding equipment, 3-17 
Power control, 3-26 
Power spectral density function, 4-85 
Precession, of a spinning projectile, 2- 17 
Predicting element, 3-6 
Prediction angle,   1-1,2-21 
Primary coordinate frames, 2-24 
Probability density function, 4-2 3 
Probability distribution function, 4-25 
Probability-of-kill function, 4-39 
Probability theory, concepts of (see 

Concepts of probability theory) 

kill, 4-37 
Problem, fire control (see Fire control 

problem) 
Problems, compatibility,  3-15 
Product rule of reliability,  5-6 
Production, economy of, 5-2 

efficiency of, 5-2 
Projectile path, factors affecting, 2-3 
Projectile weight, effect of differences in, 

2-15 
Propellant characteristics, effect of differ- 

ences in, 2-15 
Proprioception, branch of human 

engineering, 5-23 
Protection, corrosion, 5-9 

electrical, 5-25 
extreme-environment, 1-22,   1-89 
fire, 5-26 
flash,   1-90 
mechanical,  5-26 
radiation,   1-89 

Protective lens coatings,   1-23, 1-89 
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O 

Quadrant, elevation, 1-12 
gunner's,   1-12, 3-25 
range,   1- 12, 3-25 

Quadrant angle of departure,  2-39 
Quadrant elevation,  2-40 
Quick-acting shutters,   1-91 

Radar equipment,  3-17, 3-19 
acquisition,  3-20 
fire control,  3-20 
range-only,  3-20 
search (surveillance), 3-5,  3-20 
tracking,   3-5, 3-20 

Radar glint noise, 4-116 
Radiation protection,   1-89 
Random errors,  4-14 
Range correction,   1-34, 1-37 
Range Finders, Optical (see Optical range 

finders) 
Range finding,   1-34 
Range-finding equipment,   1-25, 1-62, 3-17, 

3-26 
Range quadrant,   1-12, 3-25 
Ranging, 2-33 

flash,   1-88, 3-20 
sound,   1-88, 3-20 

Reduction of shock,  5-12 
in bearings,   5-13 

Reduction of vibration,  5-12 
Reliability,  designing for (see Designing 

for reliability) 
Reliability, product rule of,  5-6 
Remote-control equipment,  3-25 
Repair,  simplification of,  5-20 
Resistance,  abrasion,  5-8 

corrosion, 5-8 
shock, 5-10, 5-14 
vibration,  5-10 

Resistive function,  2-42 
Ring sight,  3-12 
Root-mean-square time average,  4-31 
Rotation of earth, effects of, 2-19 
Round-off error, 4-133 

Safety, designing for,  5-1, 5-17, 5-22,  5-25 
electrical, 5-25 
fire,  5-26 
mechanical,  5-26 

Satellite tracking,   1-89 
Seals,  5-9 
Second moment, 4-31 

Selection of materials, 5-8, 5-10 
Sensitivity, skin, branch of human 

engineering,  5-23 
Shock, reduction of, 5-12 

in bearings,   5-13 
Shock mounting,  5-11 
Shock resistance,   5-14 
Short-arc method,  2-13, 2-42 
Shutters, quick-acting,   1-91 
Siacci method,  2-42 
Sight, aperture,  3-12 

blade,  3-12 
computing,  3-28 
folding leaf, 3-12 
metallic,  3-12 
open,  3-12 
optical,   3-12 
peep,  3-12 
ring,  3-12 
sniperscope,  3-12 
U-shaped,  3-12 

Sighting, 2-32 
direct laying method of, 2-32 
indirect laying method of, 2-32 

Sighting equipment,  2-32 
optical,   1-14, 2-32 

for recoilless rifles,  1-2 1 
for bazookas,   1-21 

Sights,  small-arm (see Small-arm sights) 
Sights for bazookas,   1-21 
Sights for recoilless rifles,   1-21 
Simplifying repair,  5-20 
Single-shot hit probability,   4-15, 4-42 
Single-shot kill probability,   4-40 
Site, angle of, 2-40 

line of, 2-39 
Skin sensitivity, branch of human 

engineering, 5-23 
Small-arm sights, 3-12 

metallic,  3-12 
optical,  3-12 
sniperscope,   3-12 

Sniperscope,  3-12 
Solution of the fire control problem, 2-30 
Sound and flash equipment, 3-17, 3-20 
Sound location,   1-2 3 
Sound ranging,   1-88, 3-20 
Space, inertial,  2-24 
Specification, engineering, 4-135 
Spot-correction mechanism s, 1-49 
Spotting,   134 

and adjustment,   1-34 
Spotting board,   1-38 
Stabilization,   3-2 8 
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Stabilization systems, tank,   1-30 
Stabilized weapon-station coordinate fraise, 

2-24 
Standard conditions, variations from, 2-3, 

2-14 
Standardization, of parts,  5-19 

of tools, 5-19 
Statistical mean, 4-31 
Stereoscopic range finder,   1-27 
Storage, 5-16 
Straight-tube telescope,   1-15, 3-24 
System demonstration,  4-135 
System-integration factors, for tanks,   1-73, 

1-77 
System and subsystem accuracy require- 

ments, 4-12 
Systematic errors, 4-14 

T 
Tables, firing, 2-43 

in book form,  3-22 
in graphical form, 3-22 

Tank fire control equipment,   1-29 
Tank fire control systems,   1-56 
Tank stabilization systems,   1-30 
Target illumination,   1-23 
Target motion, effect of, 2-20 
Target-motion noise, 4-119 
Telescope,  1-14 

battery commander's,  1-14 
elbow,  1-16 
panoramic,   1-16, 3-24 
straight-tube,   1-15, 3-24 

Telescope mount, 3-24 
Theory, fire control, 2-1 

Point Mass, 2-42 
Throw-away concept,  5-21 
Time average, 4-29 

mean-square, 4-29 
root-mean-square, 4-31 

Tools, standardization of, 5-19 
Tracking,  2-30, 4-139 

satellite,  1-89 
Tracking element, 3-5 
Tracking error, 4-139 

Tracking noise,  4-120 
Trade-off, of performance,  3-15 
Trajectories, typical, 2-4 
Trajectory, base of, 2-39 

definitions associated with, 2-39 
elements of, 2-39 
end of, 2-39 
mathematics associated with, 2-12, 2-39 
nonrigidity of, 2-19 
origin of, 2-39 

Trajectory curvature, 2-3, 2-5 
Transfer function, 4-83 
Transfer-function approach, of error 

analysis, 4-75, 4-82 
Transmission, data, 1-49 
Truncation error, 4-130, 4-133 

U 

U-shaped sight, 3-12 
Use of common sense, 5-23 

V 

Variance, 4-32 
Variations from standard conditions, 

2-14 
Vertical jump, 2-14, 2-39 
Vibration,  reduction of, 5-12 
Vibration resistance,  5-10 
Visibility, designing for, 5-23, 5-24 
Vision, branch of human engineering, 

W 

Weapon, multipurpose,  3-12 
Weapon effects analysis,   1-88 
Weapon-pointing systems, 3-17 

design considerations for, 4-132 
Weatherproofing, 5-9 
Weighting function, 4-79 
Wind, effects of, 2-18 
Word or language models, 4-6 

Yaw angle, 2-9 
Yaw plane,  2-9 

2-3, 

5-23 
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